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PREFACE.

AYEAE
and half has passed away and how swiftly !

since the publication of this Commentary, and already

a second edition has become necessary. I bless the Lord

lor the acceptance which this work has met with in the

churches of Switzerland and of France, and I hail it as a

symptom of that revived interest in exegetical studies, which

has always appeared to me one of their most urgent needs. I

tender my special thanks to the authors of those favourable

reviews which have given effectual aid towards the attainment

of this result.

Almost every page of this second edition bears the traces

of corrections in the form of my former work
;
but the sub

stance of its exegesis and criticism remains the same. Of

only one passage, or rather of only one term (second-first, vi. 1),

has the interpretation been modified. Besides that, I have

made a number of additions occasioned by the publication of

two works, one of which I have very frequently quoted, and

the other as often controverted. I refer to M. Gess book,

Sur la Personne et I OEuvre de Christ (first part), and to La Vie

de Jesus by M. Keim (the last two volumes).

In a recent article of the Protestantische Kirchenzeitung, M.

Holtzmann has challenged my critical standpoint as being

determined by a dogmatic prepossession. But has he forgotten

the advantage which Strauss took in his first Vie de Jesus of

the hypothesis of Gieseler, which I have defended ? The
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Vlll PREFACE.

reader having the whole before him will judge. He will see

for himself whether the attempt to explain in a natural and

rational way the origin of the three synoptical texts by means

of common written sources is successful. There is one fact

especially which still waits for explanation, namely, the

Aramaisms of Luke. These Aramaisms are met with not only

in passages which belong exclusively to this Hellenistic writer,

but also in those which are common to him and the other

writers, who were of Jewish origin, and in whose parallel

passages nothing of a similar kind is to be found ! This fact

remains as a rock, against which all the various hypotheses I

have controverted are completely shattered, and especially

that of Holtzmann. May not the somewhat ungenerous

imputation of the Professor of Heidelberg, whose earnest

labours no one admires more than myself, have been inspired

by a slight feeling of wounded self-esteem ?

And now, may this Commentary renew its course with

the blessing of the Lord, to whose service it is consecrated
;

and may its second voyage be as prosperous and short as the

first ! F. G.

KEUCHATEL, August 1870.

EXTEACTS EEOM THE PEEFACE TO THE
FIEST EDITION.

A Commentary on the Gospel of John remains an unfinished

work so long as it is left unaccompanied by a similar work on

at least one of the synoptical Gospels. Of these three writings,

the Gospel of Luke appeared to me best fitted to serve as a

complement to the exegetical work which I had previously

published, because, as M. Sabatier has well shown in his short
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but substantial Essai sur les Sources de la Vie de Jesus, Luke s

writing constitutes, in several important respects, a transition

between the view taken by John and that which forms the

basis of the synoptical literature.
1

The exegetical method pursued is very nearly the same as

in my preceding Commentary. I have not written merely for

professed theologians ;
nor have I aimed directly at edification.

This work is addressed, in general, to those readers of culture,

so numerous at the present day, who take a heart-felt interest

in the religious and critical questions which are now under

discussion. To meet their requirements, a translation has been

given of those Greek expressions which it was necessary to

quote, and technical language has as far as possible been

avoided. The most advanced ideas of modern unbelief circu

late at the present time in all our great centres of population.

In the streets of our cities, workmen are heard talking about

the conflict between St. Paul and the other apostles of Jesus

Christ. We must therefore endeavour to place the results of

a real and impartial Biblical science within reach of all. I

repeat respecting this Commentary what I have already said

of its predecessor ;
it has been written, not so much with a

view to its being consulted, as read.

From the various readings, I have had to select those which

had a certain value, or presented something of interest. A
commentary cannot pretend to supply the place of a complete

critical edition such as all scientific study requires. Since I

cannot in any way regard the eighth edition of Tischendorfs

text just published as a standard text, though I gratefully

acknowledge its aid as absolutely indispensable, I have

1 The publishers intend, if these volumes on Luke meet with a favourable

reception, to bring out M. Godet s celebrated Commentary on John in an

English dress. Indeed, they would have followed the author s order of publica
tion, but that they waited to take advantage of a second edition, which is

preparing for the press. TRANS.
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adopted the received text as a basis in indicating the various

readings ;
but I would express my earnest desire for an edition

of the Byzantine text that could be regarded as a standard

authority.

Frequently I have contented myself with citing the original

text of the ancient manuscripts, without mentioning the changes

made in it by later hands
;

but whenever these changes

offered anything that could be of any interest, I have indicated

them.

If I am asked with what scientific or religious assumptions

I have approached this study of the third Gospel, I reply,

With these two only : that the authors of our Gospels wers

men of good sense and good faitli*
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COMMENTARY ON ST. LUKE.

INTRODUCTION.

THE
Introduction of a Biblical Commentary is not designed

to solve the various questions relating to the origin of

the book under consideration. This solution must be the

result of the study of the book itself, and not be assumed

beforehand. The proper work of introduction is to prepare
the way for the study of the sacred book

;
it should propose

questions, not solve them.

But there is one side of the labour of criticism which may,
and indeed ought to be treated before exegesis the historical.

And by this we understand: 1. The study of such facts of

ecclesiastical history as may throw light upon the time of

publication and the sources of the work which is to engage our

attention
;

2. The review of the various opinions which have

been entertained respecting the origin of this book, particularly

in modern times. The first of these studies supplies exegetical

and critical labour with its starting-point ;
the second deter

mines its aim. The possession of these two kinds of informa

tion is the condition of the maintenance and advancement of

science.

This introduction, then, will aim at making the reader

acquainted with

I. The earliest traces of the existence of our Gospel, going back

ets far as possible in the history of the primitive Church.

II. The statements made by ancient writers as to the person

of the author, and the opinions current at the present day on

this point.

III. The information furnished by tradition respecting the

VOL. I. A



2 INTRODUCTION.

circumstances in which this u riting was composed (its readers,

date, locality, design), as well as the different views which

criticism has taken of these various questions.

IV. The ideas which scholars have formed of the sources

whence the author derived the subject-matter of his narrations.

V. Lastly, the documents hy means of which the text of this

writing has been preserved to us.

An introduction of this kind is not complete without a

conclusion in which the questions thus raised find their solu

tion. This conclusion should seek to combine the facts estab

lished by tradition with the results obtained from exegesis.

SEC. I. TRACES OF THE EXISTENCE OF THE THIRD GOSPEL IN

THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH.

We take as our starting-point the middle of the second

century, and our aim is not to come down the stream, but to

ascend it. It is admitted, indeed, that at this epoch our

Gospel was universally known and received, not only in the

great Church (an expression of Celsus, about 1 5 0), but also by
the sects which were detached from it. This admission rests

on some indisputable quotations from this book in Theophilus
of Antioch (about 170) and Irenaeus (about 180), and in the

Letter of the Churches of Lyons and Vienne (in 177); on the

fact, amply verified by the testimony of Clement of Alex

andria, that the Gnostic Heracleon had published a commen

tary on the Gospel of Luke as well as on the Gospel of John

(between 175-195) j

1 on the very frequent use which Valen-

tinus, or at least writers of his school, made of this Gospel ;

lastly, on numerous quotations from Luke, acknowledged by
all scholars at the present day, contained in the Clementine

Homilies (about 160). It is not surprising, therefore, that

Origen ranks Luke s work among the number of those four

1
See, for the fact, Grabe, Spitileyium, sec. ii. t. i. p. 83

;
and for the date,

Lipsius, Die Zeit des Mardon und des Hcracleon, in Hilgenfeld s Zeitsdiryt,

1867.
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Gospels admitted by all the cJmrches under heaven, and that

Eusebius places it among the homologoumena of the new

covenant. The only matter of importance here is to investi

gate that obscure epoch, the first half of the second century,

for any indications which may serve to prove the presence and

influence of our Gospel. We meet with them in four depart

ments of inquiry, in the field of heresy, in the writings of the

Fathers, in the pseudepigraphical literature, and lastly, in the

biblical writings.

1. HERESY Marcion, Cerdo, Basilides.

Marcion, a son of a bishop of Pontus, who was excommuni

cated by his own father, taught at Eome from 140-170. 1

He proposed to purify the Gospel from the Jewish elements

which the twelve, by reason of their education and Israelitish

prejudices, had necessarily introduced into it. In order more

effectually to remove, this alloy, he taught that the God who
created the world and legislated for the Jews was different

from the supreme God who revealed Himself in Jesus Christ,

and was only an inferior and finite being ;
that for this reason

the Jewish law rested exclusively on justice, while the gospel

was founded on charity. According to him, St. Paul alone

had understood Jesus. Further, in the canon which Marcion

formed, he only admitted the Gospel of Luke (on account of

its affinity with the teaching of Paul), and ten epistles of this

apostle. But even in these writings he felt himself obliged
to suppress certain passages ;

for they constantly assume the

divine character of the Old Testament, and attribute the

creation of the visible universe to the God of Jesus Christ.

Marcion, in conformity with his ideas about matter, denied

the reality of the body of Jesus
;
and on this point, therefore,

he found himself in conflict with numerous texts of Paul and

Luke. The greater part of the modifications of Luke s text

which were exhibited, according to the statements of Tertullian

and Epiphanius, in the Gospel used by Marcion and his ad

herents, are to be accounted for in this way.

Notwithstanding this, the relation between the Gospel of

Luke and that of this heretic has in modern times been repre-
1
Lipsius, Die Zeit dcs Alarrion und des Heracleon. in Hilgenfeld s Zcittchr. 1807*
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sented in a totally different light. And the reason for this is

not hard to find. The relation which we have just pointed
out between these two writings, if clearly made out, is suffi

cient to prove that, at the time of Marcion s activity, Luke s

Gospel existed in the collections of apostolic writings used in

the churches, and to compel criticism to assign to this writing

both ancient authority and a very early origin. Now this is

just what the rationalistic school was not disposed to admit.
1

Consequently, Semler and Eichhorn in the past century, and,

with still greater emphasis, Eitschl, Baur, and Schwegler in

our time, have maintained that the priority belonged to the

Gospel of Marcion, that this work was the true primitive Luke,

and that our canonical Luke was the result of a retouching of

this more ancient work, accomplished in the second century
in the serrse of a modified Paulinism. We must do justice,

however, to this critical school. No one has laboured more

energetically to rectify this erroneous opinion, tentatively

brought forward by several of its adherents. Hilgenfeld, and

above all Volkmar, have successfully combated it, and Eitschl

has expressly withdrawn it (Theol. Jahrb. X. p. 528 et seq.);

Bleek (EinL in. d. N. T. p. 122 et seq.) has given an able

summary of the whole discussion. We shall only bring
forward the following points, which seem to us the most

essential :

1. The greater part of the differences which must have dis

tinguished the Gospel of Marcion from our Luke are to be

explained either as the result of his Gnostic system, or as

mere critical corrections. Thus, Marcion suppressed the first

two chapters on the &quot;birth of Jesus, a retrenchment which

suited his Docetism
;
also in the passage Luke xiii. 28,

&quot; When

you shall see Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and all the prophets

in the kingdom of God,&quot; he read,
&quot; When you shall see the

just enter into the kingdom of heaven,&quot; which alone answered

to his theory of the old covenant; in the same way also,

for the words of Jesus in Luke xvi. 1 7,
&quot;

It is easier for

heaven and earth to pass, than one tittle of the law to fail.&quot;

1
Hilgenfeld himself points out the purely dogmatic origin of this rationalistic

opinion : &quot;This opinion,&quot;
he says,

&quot; has misapprehended the true tendency of the

Gospel of Marcion, through a desire to assign to the canonical text (to our Luke)
&amp;lt;7ie most recent date possible

&quot;

(Die Evangelien, p. 27).
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Marcion read,
&quot; than that one tittle of the letter of my words

should fail.&quot; In both these instances, one must be blind not

to see that it was Marcion who modified the text of Luke to

suit his system, and not the reverse. Again, we read that the

Gospel of Marcion began in this way :

&quot; In the fifteenth year of

the reign of the Emperor Tiberius, Jesus descended to Capernaum
&quot;

(naturally, from heaven, without having passed through tho

human stages of birth and youth) ;
then came the narrative of

the first sojourn at Capernaum, just as it is related Luke iv. 31

et seq. ;
and after that, only in the inverse order to that which

obtains in our Gospel, the narrative of the visit to Nazareth,

Luke iv. 16 et seq. Is it not clear that such a beginning
could not belong to the primitive writing, and that the trans

position of the two narratives which follow was designed to do

away with the difficulty presented by the words of the inhabit

ants of Nazareth (Luke iv. 23), as Luke places them, &quot;before

the sojourn at Capernaum ? The narrative of Marcion was

then the result of a dogmatic and critical revision of Luke

iii 1, iv. 31, iv. 16 and 23.

2. It is a well-known fact that Marcion had falsified the

epistles of Paul by an exactly similar process.

3. Marcion s sect alone availed themselves of the Gospel
used by this heretic. This fact proves that this work was not

an evangelical writing already known, which the author of our

Luke modified, and which Marcion alone had preserved intact.

From all this, a scientific criticism can only conclude that

our Gospel of Luke was in existence before that of Marcion,

and that this heretic chose this among all the Gospels which

enter into the ecclesiastical collection as the one which he

could most readily adapt to his system.
1 About 140, then,

1 Zeller (in his Apostelgeschichte) expresses himself thus :

&quot; We may admit as

proved and generally accepted, not only that Marcion made use of an older

Gospel, but further, that he recomposed, modified, and often abridged it, and

that this older Gospel was essentially none other than our Luke.&quot; This restric

tion &quot;essentially&quot; refers to certain passages, in which it appears to writers of

the Tubingen school that Marcion s reading is more original than that of our

canonical text. The latter, according to Baur and Hilgenfeld, must have been

introduced with a view to counteract the use which the Gnostics made of the

true text. Zeller, however (p. 12 etseq.), considerably reduces the number of

those passages in which Marcion is supposed to have preserved the true reading,
and those which he retains are far from bearing the marks of proof. Thus,
Luke x. 22, Marcion appears to have read av^/ s

-
iyvu, no one hath known, in-
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our Gospel already possessed full authority, the result of a

conviction of its apostolic origin.

Marcion did not create his system himself. Before him,

Cerdo, according to Theodoret s account (Hceret. fdbulce, i. 24),

proved ly the Gospels that the just God of the old covenant and

the good God of the new are different beings ;
and he founded

this contrariety on the precepts of the Sermon on the Mount

(Matt. v. 38-48
;
Luke vi. 27-38). The Gospel of Luke

must have sustained the principal part in this demonstration,

if at least we credit the testimony of an ancient writer (Pseudo-

Tertullian, in the conclusion of the De prcescriptione hcereti-

corum, c. 51):
&quot; Solum evangelium Lucas, nee tamen totum,

recipit [Cerdo]&quot;
Some years, then, before Marcion, Cerdo

sought to prove the opposition of the law to the gospel by
the written Gospels, especially by that of Luke.

Basilides, one of the most ancient known Gnostics, who is

usually said to have flourished at Alexandria about 120,

assumed for himself and his son Isidore the title of pupils of

the Apostle Matthias. The statement of Hippolytus is as

follows :.

&quot;

Basilides, with Isidore, his true son and disciple,

said that Matthias had transmitted to them orally some secret

instructions which he had received from the mouth of the

Saviour in His private teaching.&quot;
l This claim of Basilides

implies the circulation of the book of the Acts, in which alone

there is any mention of the apostolate of Matthias, and con

sequently of the Gospel of Luke, which was composed before

the Acts.

stead of olliis yuuax.ii, no one knoweth ; and because this reading is found in

Justin, in the Clementine Homilies, and in some of the Fathers, it is inferred

that our canonical text has been altered. But Justin himself also reads yituirx.it

(Dial. c. Tryph. c. 100). There appears to be nothing more here than an

ancient variation. In the same passage, Marcion appears to have placed the

words which refer to the knowledge of the Father by the Son before those which

refer to the knowledge of the Son by the Father, a reading which is also found

in the Clement. Horn. But here, again, this can only be a mere variation of

reading which it is easy to explain. It is of such little dogmatic importance,

that Irenanis, who opposes it critically, himself quotes the passage twice in this

form (Tischend. ad Matth. xi. 27).
1 S. Hippolyti Refutationis omnium hceresium librorum decem qiice supersunt

(ed. Duncker et Schneidewin), L. vii. 20.
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2. THE FATHERS Justin, Polycarp, Clement of Rome.

If it is proved that about 140, and at Borne, Cerdo and

Marcion made use of the Gospel of Luke as a book generally

received in the Church, it is quite impossible to suppose that

this Gospel was not in the hands of Justin, who wrote in this

very city some years later. Besides, the writings of Justin

allow of no doubt as to this fact
;
and it is admitted at the

present day by all the writers of that school which makes

exclusive claims to be critical by Zeller, Volkmar, and Hil-

genfeld.
1 With this admission before us, we know what the

assertions of M. Nicolas are worth, which he does not scruple

to lay before French readers, who have so little acquaintance

with questions of this nature, such an assertion, for instance,

as this :

&quot;

It is impossible to read the comparisons which

critics of this school [the orthodox] are accustomed to make

between certain passages of Polycarp, Clement of Eome,

Ignatius, and even Justin Martyr, and analogous passages

from our Gospels, without being tempted to think that the

cause must be very bad that can need, or that can be satisfied

with, such arguments.&quot;
2

It appears that Messrs. Zeller, Hil-

genfeld, and Volkmar are all implicated together in furbishing

up these fallacious arguments in favour of orthodoxy ! Here

are some passages which prove unanswerably that Justin

Martyr used our third Gospel: Dial. c. 100, he quotes almost

verbatim Luke i. 26-30. Ibid. c. 78, and Apol. i. 34, he

mentions the census of Quirinus in the very terms of Luke.

Dial. c. 41 and 70, and Apol. i. 66, he refers to the institu-

tution of the Holy Supper according to the text of Luke.

Dial. c. 103, he says :

tc In the memoirs which I say were com

posed by His apostles, and by those that accompanied them, [it

is related] that the sweat rolled from Him in drops whilst He
1

&quot;Justin s acquaintance with the Gospel of Luke is demonstrated by a series

of passages, of which some certainly, and others very probably, are citations from

this book&quot; (Zeller, Apostelgesch. p. 26). On the subject of a passage from the

Dialogue with Trypho, c. 49, Volkmar says :

&quot; Luke (iii. 16, 17) is quoted here,

first in common with Matthew, then, in preference to the latter, literally&quot;

(Ursprung unserer Ev. p. 157). &quot;Justin is acquainted with our three synop
tical Gospels, and extracts them almost completely&quot; (Ibid. p. 91). &quot;Besides

Matthew and Mark . . . Justin also makes use of the Gospel of Luke&quot; (Hilgen-

feld, Der Kanon, p. 25).
1 tttudes critiques sue- le JV. T. p 5.
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prayed,&quot; etc. (Luke xxii. 44). Hid., Justin refers to Jesus

having been sent to Herod, an incident only related by Luke.

Hid. c. 105, he quotes the last words ot Jesus, &quot;Father, into

Thy hands I commit my spirit,&quot;
as taken from Tlie Memoirs of

the Apostles. This prayer is only recorded by Luke (xxiii. 46).

We have only indicated the quotations expressly acknowledged
as such by Zeller himself (Apostelgesch. pp. 26-3*7).

It is impossible, then, to doubt that the Gospel of Luke

formed part of those apostolic memoirs quoted eighteen times

by Justin, and from which he has derived the greater part of

the facts of the Gospel that are mentioned by him.

The Acts of the Apostles having been written after the

Gospel, and by the same author (these two facts are admitted

by all true criticism), every passage of the Fathers which proves
the existence of this book at a given moment demonstrates a

fortiori the existence of the Gospel at the same time. We may
therefore adduce the following passage from Polycarp, which we
think can only be explained as a quotation from the Acts :

ACTS ii. 24. POLYC. ad Phil c. 1.

&quot;Quo Qtag KviffTYiffiv, Xvfftzs TOL$ u^vas TOV &quot;Ov flysiptv o @to; Xutrocf Taj u^Tvets TOU

(oLYKTOV. CtboV.

&quot;Whom God hath raised up, having &quot;Whom God hath awakened, hav-

loosed the [birth-] pains of death.
&quot;

ing loosed the [birth-] pains of Hades.
&quot;

The identical construction of the proposition in the two

writings, the choice of the term \vaas, and the strange ex

pression, the birth-pains of death (Acts) or of Hades (Polyc.),

scarcely permit us to doubt that the passage in Polycarp was

taken from that in the Acts.
1

In the Epistle of Clement of Rome there is an exhortation

beginning with these words :

&quot; Eemember the words of the

Lord Jesus, in which He taught equity and generosity;&quot; then

comes a passage in which the texts of Matthew and Luke
in the Sermon on the Mount appear to be combined, but

where, in the opinion of Volkmar,
2
the text of Luke predomi-

1 It is not impossible, certainly, that the expression u^7ns was taken by both

these authors from Ps. xviii. 5, or from Ps. cxvi. 3, where the LXX. translate

by this term the word
^Qf&quot;|&amp;gt;

which signifies at once bonds and pains of childbirth;

but there still remains in the two propositions as a whole an unaccountable

similarity.
2 &quot; The text of Matthew differs most, whilst Luke s text furnishes the substance

of the developed thought
&quot;

(Urspr. p. 138).
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nates (vi. 31, 36-38). In this same letter the Acts are twice

quoted, first at c. 1 8, where mention is made of a divine testi

mony respecting King David, and there is an amalgamation of

the two following Old Testament passages: 1 Sam. xiii. 14

and Ps. Ixxxix. 21. Now a precisely similar fusion, or very

nearly so, is found in the book of the Acts (xiii. 22). How
could this almost identical combination of two such distinct

passages of the Old Testament have occurred spontaneously to

the two writers ?

1 SAM. xiii. 14. Ps. Ixxxix. 20.

&quot;The Lord hath sought him a man &quot;1 have found David my servant
;

after his own heart.
&quot; with my holy oil have I anointed him. &quot;

ACTS xiii. 22.

&quot; I havefound David the son of Jesse, a man after mine own heart
t
which

ehall fulfil all my will.&quot;

CLEM. Ep. ad Cor. c. 18.

&quot;/ have found a man after my own heart, David son of Jesse
;
and I have

anointed him with eternal oil.&quot;

The other quotation is an expression of eulogy which

Clement addresses to the Corinthians (c. 2) :

&quot;

Giving more

willingly than receiving (fj,a\\ov SiSo^re? rj Xa^/Sai/o^re?),&quot; a

repetition of the very words of Jesus cited by Paul, Acts xx.

35: &quot;

It is more blessed to give than to receive (&t,$6vai i^a\\ov

TI \afj,/3dveiv).&quot; No doubt these are allusions rather than quo
tations properly so called. But we know that this is the

ordinary mode of quotation in the Fathers.

It is true that the Tubingen school denies the authenticity
of the epistles of Clement and Polycarp, and assigns them, the

former to the first quarter, and the latter to the second part,

of the second century ;
but the authenticity of the former in

particular is guaranteed by the most unexceptionable testi

monies. Although in many respects not at all nattering to

the church of Corinth, it was deposited in the archives of this

church, and, according to the testimony of Dionysius, bishop
of Corinth about 170, was frequently read publicly to the

congregation. Further, it is quoted by Polycarp, Hegesippus,
and Irenseus. Now, if it is authentic, it dates, not from 125,
as Volkmar thinks, but at latest from the end of the first

century. According to Hase, it belongs to between 80 and
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90
; according to Tischendorf, it dates from 69, or, less pro

bably, from 96. Tor our part, we should regard this last date-

as most probable. In any case, we see that the use of Luke s

writings in this letter confers a very high antiquity on their

diffusion and authority.

3. THE PSEUDEPIGRAPHICAL WRITINGS Testaments of the

Twelve Patriarchs.

Among the writings of Jewish or Jewish-Christian origin

which antiquity has bequeathed to us, there is one which

appears to have been composed by a Christian Jew, desirous

of bringing his fellow-countrymen to the Christian faith.

With this view he represents the twelve sons of Jacob as-

speaking on their death-beds, and assigns to each of them a.

prophetic discourse, in which they depict the future lot of

their people, and announce the blessings to be conferred by
the gospel. Contrary to the opinion of M. Eeuss, who places

the composition of this work after the middle of the second

century,
1
de Groot and Langen think that it belongs to the

end of the first or the beginning of the second.
2 As this book

alludes to the first destruction of Jerusalem by the Eomans in

70, but in no way refers to the second by Adrian in 135, it

must, it would seem, date from the interval between these

two events. It contains numerous quotations from Luke as-

well as from the other evangelists, but the following passage is

particularly important :

&quot; In the last days, said Benjamin to his

sons, there shall spring from my race a ruler according to the

Lord, who, after having heard His voice, shall spread a new

light among the heathen. He shall abide in the synagogues
of the heathen to the end of the ages, and shall be in the

mouth of their chiefs as a pleasant song. His work and his

word shall be written in the holy books. He shall be chosen of

God for eternity. My father Jacob hath told me about him who-

is to make up for the deficiencies of my race.&quot; The Apostle
Paul was of the tribe of Benjamin, and there is an allusion in

this passage to his work as described in the book of the Acts,

and probably also to his epistles as containing his word.

1 Die Oesch. der hell. ScJir. N. T. 257.
3 De Groot, Basilides, p. 37 ; Lang?n, Das Judentlmm in Palest, p. 143.
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There is no doubt, then, that the book of the Acts is here

referred to as constituting part of the collection of holy books

(eV /3//3Ao5 rals ayiais). This passage is thus the parallel of

the famous As it is written, which is found in the Epistle of

Barnabas, and which serves as a preamble, about the same

time, to a quotation from the Gospel of St. Matthew.1
Before

the end of the first century, therefore, there were collections

of apostolic writings in the churches, the contents of which

we cannot exactly describe : they varied, no doubt, in different

churches, which were already regarded equally with the Old

Testament as holy ; and in these, the book of the Acts, and

consequently the Gospel of Luke, found a place.

4. BIBLICAL WRITINGS John, Mark, Acts.

The whole Gospel of John supposes, as we think has been

proved in our Commentary upon that book, the existence of

our synoptics, and their propagation in the Church. As to

Luke in particular, x. 38-42 must be compared with John xi.

and xii. 1-8; then xxiv. 1-12 and 36-49 with John xx. 1-18
and 19-23, where John s narrative appears to allude, some

times even in expression, to Luke s.

The first distinct and indubitable trace of the influence of

Luke s Gospel on a book of the New Testament is found in the

conclusion of Mark (xvi. 9-20). On the one hand, we hope
to prove that, until we come to this fragment, the composition
of Mark is quite independent of Luke s narrative. On the

other hand, it is evident that from this point the narrative of

Mark, notwithstanding some peculiarities, is scarcely anything
but an abridged reproduction of Luke s. It is, as it has been

called, the most clearly marked style of extract. Compare ver. 96

and Luke viii. 2
;
vers. 10, 11, and Luke xxiv. 10-12

;
ver. 12

and Luke vers. 13-32
;
ver. 13 and Luke vers. 33-35

;
ver.

14a and Luke vers. 36-43. It is possible also that John xx.

1-17 may have had some influence on ver. 9&. As to the dis-

1
Hilgenfeld, with all fairness, acknowledges this quotation in the Ep. of

Barnabas, and the consequences deducible from it :

&quot; We meet with the first

trace of this application [of the notion of inspiration as in the writings of the

Old Testament to those of the apostles] at the close of the first century, in the

so-called letter of Barnabas, in which a sentence from the Gospel is quoted as a

passage of Scripture
&quot;

(Der Kanon, p. 10).
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course vers. 15-18, and the fragment vers. 19, 20, the author of

this conclusion must have taken these from materials of his own.

Now we know that this conclusion to Mark, from xvi. 9, was

wanting, according to the statements of the Fathers, in a grer.t

many ancient MSS.
;
that it is not found at the present day in

either of the two most ancient documents, the Sinaitic or

Vatican ; that the earliest trace of it occurs in Irenseus
;
and

that an entirely different conclusion, bearing, however, much
more evidently the impress of a later ecclesiastical style, is the

reading of some other documents. If, then, the conclusion

found in the received text is not from the hand of the author,

still it is earlier than the middle of the second century. We
must also admit that no considerable interval could have

elapsed between the composition of the Gospel and the com

position of this conclusion; for the discourse, ver. 15 et seq.,

is too original to be a mere compilation : further, it must have

been drawn up from materials dating from the time of the

composition of the Gospel ;
and the remarkable agreement

which exists between the ending, vers. 19 and 20, and the

general thought of the book, proves that whoever composed
this conclusion had fully entered into the mind of the author.

The latter must have been suddenly interrupted in his work ;

for xvi. 8 could never have been the intended conclusion of

his narrative. An appearance of Jesus in Galilee is announced

(v. 1-8), and the narrative ought not to finish without giving

an account of this. Besides, ver. 9 is quite a fresh beginning,

for there is an evident break of connection between this verse

and ver. 8.

From all these considerations, it follows that at ver. 8 the

work was suddenly suspended, and that a short time after, a

writer, who was still in the current of the author s thought,
and who might have had the advantage of some materials

prepared by him, drew up this conclusion. Now, if up to

xvi. 8 the Gospel of Luke has exercised no influence on Mark s

work, and if, on the contrary, from xvi. 9 there is a perceptible

influence of the former on the latter, there is only one infer

ence to be drawn, namely, that the Gospel of Luke appeared
in the interval between the composition of Mark and the

writing of its conclusion. In order, then, to fix the date of

the publication of our Gospel, it becomes important to know
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by what circumstance the author of the second Gospel was

interrupted in his work. The only probable explanation of

this fact, as it appears to us, is the unexpected outbreak of

Xero s persecution in August 64, just the time when Mark
was at Eome with Peter. At the request of the faithful be

longing to this church, he had undertaken to write the narra

tives of this apostle, in other words, the composition of our

second Gospel. The persecution which broke out, and the

violent death of his master, probably forced him to take pre

cipitous flight from the capital. It is only necessary to

suppose that a copy of the yet unfinished work remained in

the hands of some Eoman Christian, and was deposited in the

archives of his church, to explain how the Gospel at first got

into circulation in its incomplete form. When, a little while

after, some one set to work to complete it, the Gospel of Luke

had appeared, and was consulted. The work, finished by help
of Luke s Gospel, was copied and circulated in this new form.

In this way the existence of the two kinds of copies is ex

plained. The year 64 would then be the terminus a quo of

the publication of Luke. On the other hand, the writing of

the conclusion of Mark must have preceded the publication,

or at least the diffusion, of the Gospel of Matthew. Other

wise the continuator of Mark would certainly have given it

the preference, because its narrative bears an infinitely closer

resemblance than Luke s to the account he was completing.
The composition of the canonical conclusion of Mark would

then be prior to the diffusion of our Matthew, and conse

quently before the close of the first century, when this writing
was already clothed with a divine authority equal to that of

the Old Testament (p. 11). Now, since the conclusion of

Mark implies the existence of the Gospel ot Luke, we see to

what a high antiquity these facts, when taken together, oblige
us to refer the composition of the latter.

The other biblical writing which presents a point of con

nection with our Gospel is the book of the Acts. From its

opening verses, this writing supposes the Gospel of Luke

already composed and known to its readers. When was the

book of the Acts composed ? From the fact that it termi

nates so suddenly with the mention of Paul s captivity at

Home (spring 62 to 64), it has often been concluded that
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events had proceeded just thus far at the time the work was

composed. This conclusion, it is true, is hasty, for it may
have been the author s intention only to carry his story as far

as the apostle s arrival at Eome. His hook was not intended

to be a biography of the apostles generally, nor of Peter and

Paul in particular; it was the work that was important to

him, not the workmen. Nevertheless, when we observe the

fulness of the narrative, especially in the latter parts of the

work
;
when we see the author relating the minutest details

of the tempest and Paul s shipwreck (xxvii.), and mentioning
even the sign of the ship which carried the apostle to Italy

(xxviii. 11, &quot;A ship of Alexandria, whose sign was Castor

ai.d Pollux
&quot;),

it cannot be reasonably maintained that it was

a porous adherence to his plan which prevented his giving

his readers some details respecting the end of this ministry,

and the martyrdom of his master. Or might he have pro

posed to make this the subject of a third work ? Had he a

mind to compose a trilogy, after the fashion of the Greek

tragedians ? The idea of a third work might no doubt be

suggested to him afterwards by subsequent events
;
and this

appears to be the sense of certain obscure words in the famous

fragment of Muratori. But it is not very probable that such

an intention could have determined his original plan, and influ

enced the composition of his two former works. What matter

could appear to the author of sufficient importance to be placed

on a level, as the subject of a T/XTO? Xcfyo?, with the contents

of the Gospel or the Acts ? Or, lastly, was it the premature
death of the author which came and put an end to his labour ?

There is no ground for this supposition. The conclusion,

Acts xxviii. 30 and 31, while resembling analogous conclu

sions at the end of each narrative in the Gospel and in the

Acts, has rather the effect of a dosing period intentionally

affixed to the entire book. We are then, in fact, brought back

to the idea that Paul s career was not yet finished when the

author of the Acts terminated his narrative, and wrote the last

two verses of chap, xxviii.
; since, were this not the case,

fidelity to his plan would in no way have prevented his giving

some details on a subject so interesting to his readers. The

book of the Acts, therefore, does not appear to have been

written very long after the time which forms the terminatior
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v/f the narrative. This conclusion, if well founded, applies a

fortiori to the Gospel of Luke.

To sum up : the use which was made of the third Gospel
at Borne, in the middle of the second century, by Justin,

Marcion, and his master Cerdo, and the apostolic authority

implied in the diffusion of this work, and in the respect it

-enjoyed at this period, oblige us to admit its existence as early

.as the beginning of this century. A very recent book could

not have been known and used thus simultaneously in the

Church and by the sects. The place which the Acts held in

collections of the sacred writings at the epoch of the Testa

ments of the Twelve Patriarchs (towards the end of the first or

the commencement of the second century), sends us back a

little further, to about 80-100. Lastly, the relations of the

third Gospel to Mark and the Acts carry us to an epoch still

more remote, even as far back as the period from 64 to 80.

An objection to this result has been found in the silence of

Papias, a silence which Hilgenfeld has even thought an indi

cation of positive rejection on the part of this Father. But

because Eusebius has only preserved the information furnished

by Papias respecting the composition of Mark and Matthew

only a few lines altogether it does not follow that Papias did

not know Luke, or that, if he knew, he rejected him. All

that can reasonably be inferred from this silence is, that

Eusebius had not found anything of interest in Papias as to

the origin ol Luke s book. And what is there surprising in

that ? Matthew and Mark had commenced their narratives

without giving the smallest detail respecting the composition
of their books

; Luke, on the contrary, in his preface, had told

his readers all they needed to know. There was no tradition,

then, current on this point, and so Papias had found nothing
.new to add to the information given by the author.

We ought to say, in concluding this review, that we do not

attach a decisive value to the facts we have just noticed, and
that among the results arrived at there are several which we
are quite aware are not indisputable.

1
Nevertheless, it has

appeared to us that there were some interesting coincidences

(points de repere) which a careful study of the subject should

1 We ought to emphasize this reservation, in view of some reviews in which w
&ave been blamed for dealing here too largely in hypothesr s.
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not overlook. The only fact which appears to us absolutely
decisive is the ecclesiastical and liturgical use of our Gospel
in the churches in the middle of the second century, as it is

established by Justin. If this book really formed part of

those Memoirs of the Apostles, which he declared to the

Emperor were publicly read every Sunday in the Christian

assemblies, the apostolic antiquity of this book must have

been a fact of public notoriety, and all the more that it di&amp;lt;

not bear the name of an apostle at the head of it.

SEC. II. THE AUTHOR.

Under this title are included two distinct questions : L
What do we know of the person designated in the title as the

author of our Gospel ? II. By what ecclesiastical testimonies

is the composition of this book traced to him, and what is

their worth ?

The person named Luke is only mentioned in certain pas

sages of the New Testament, and in some few brief ecclesias

tical traditions.

The biblical passages are : Col. iv. 14, &quot;Luke, the beloved

physician, and Demas, greet you;&quot;
Philem. 24, &quot;There salute

thee Epaphras, my fellow-prisoner in Christ Jesus; Marcus,

Aristarchus, Demas, Lucas, my fellow-labourers;&quot; 2 Tim.

iv. 11,
&quot;

Only Luke is with me.&quot;

These passages, considered in their context, yield these

results :

1. That Luke was a Christian of pagan origin. This is.

proved beyond doubt in the first passage by the distinction

between the group of Christians of the circumcision (vers. 10,

11), and the following group to which Luke belongs (vers.

12-14). The objection which has been taken to this exegeti-

cal inference, on the ground of an Aramaean tincture of style

in many passages of Luke, has, so far as we can see, no force.

Accordingly, St Luke would be the only author, among those

who were called to write the Scriptures, who was not of Jewish
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2. The circumstance that his profession was that of a

physician is not unimportant ;
for it implies that he must have

possessed a certain amount of scientific knowledge, and be

longed to the class of educated men. There existed at Eome,
in the time of the Emperors, a medical supervision ;

a superior

college (Collegium archiatrorum) was charged with the duty
of examining in every city those who desired to practise the

healing art. Newly admitted men were placed under the

direction of older physicians ;
their modes of treatment were

strictly scrutinized, and their mistakes severely punished,
sometimes by taking away their diploma.

1 For these reasons,

Luke must have possessed an amount of scientific and lite

rary culture above that of most of the other evangelists and

apostles.

3. Luke was the fdloiu-labourer of Paul in his mission to the

heathen, a fellow-labourer greatly &quot;beloved (Col. iv. 14) and

faithful (2 Tim. iv. 9-12).
But here arises an important question. Does the connec

tion which has just been proved between Paul and Luke date,

as Bleek thinks, only from the apostle s sojourn at Eome, a

city in which Luke had long been established as a physician,

and where he had been converted by Paul ? Or had Luke

already become the companion of the apostle before his arrival

at Eome, and had he taken part in his missionary toils in

Greece or in Asia ? The solution of this question depends on

the way in which we regard a certain number of passages in

the Acts, in which the author passes all at once from the

third person, they, to the form of the first person, we. If it

is admitted (1) that Luke is the author of the Acts (a ques
tion which we cannot yet deal with), and (2) that the author,

in thus expressing himself, wishes to intimate that at certain

times he shared the apostle s work, it is evident that our

knowledge of his life will be considerably enriched by these

passages. It is only this second question that we shall

examine here.

The passages of which we speak are three in number :

xvi. 10-17; xx. 5-xxi. 17; xxvii. 1-xxviii. 16. Here

several suppositions are possible : Either Luke, the author of

the entire book, describes in the first person the scenes in

1
Tholuck, Die Glaiibwiirdiyk. der ev. Gesch. p. 149 (accordiLg to Galen).

VOL. I. B
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which he was himself present ;
or the author, either Luke or

some Christian of the first age, inserts in his work such and

such fragments of a traveller s journal kept by one of Paul s

companions by Timothy or Silas, for example ; or, lastly, a

forger of later times, with a view to accredit his work and

make it pass for Luke s, to whom he ventures to attribute it,

introduces into it some fragments of Luke, changing their

substance and remodelling their form, but purposely allowing
the first person to stand in these portions. The first supposi
tion is the one that has been most generally admitted from

ancient times : the second has been maintained by Schleier-

macher and Bleek, who attribute the journal whence these

portions are taken to Timothy; also by Schwanbeck, who
makes it the work of Silas : the third is the hypothesis de

fended by Zeller.

If the first explanation is the most ancient, it is because it

is that which most naturally occurs to the mind. After the

author, at the beginning of his book, had made use of the first

person, &quot;The former treatise have I made, Theophilus,&quot;

would it not be evident to his readers that when, in the

course of the narrative, he came to say we, it was with the in

tention of indicating himself as a witness of the facts related ?

If he had borrowed these fragments from the journal of

another, why did he not assimilate them in form to the rest

of the narrative ? Surely it was not difficult for such a

writer as he was to change the first person into the third. It

is maintained that the author is an unskilled writer, who does

not know how to work up his materials
;
but Zeller rightly

replies that the unity of style, aim, and method which prevails

throughout the book of the Acts, proves, on the contrary, that

the author has made very skilful use of the documents at his

disposal De Wette himself, although a supporter of Schleier-

macher s theory, is obliged to acknowledge this. And if this

is so, it is impossible to explain how the author could have

allowed this we to stand. Besides, this explanation has to

contend with other difficulties. If this pronoun we emanates

from the pen of Timothy, how is it that it does not come in

at the moment when Timothy enters on the scene and joins

Paul and Silas ? How is it, again, that it suddenly dis

appears, although Timothy continues the journey with Paul
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(from his departure from Philippi and during his entire stay

in Achaia, Acts xviii.
; comp. with 1 and 2 Thess. i. 1) ?

Above all, how is it that this we is resumed, xx. 5, in a

passage in which the writer who thus designates himself is

expressly opposed to a number of persons among whom figures

Timothy ? Bleek tries to draw out of this difficulty by apply

ing the pronoun OVTOI, these, ver. 5, simply to the last two of

the persons mentioned, Tychicus and Trophimus. But every

one must feel that this is a forced explanation. As Zeller

says, had this been the case, it would have been necessary to

have said ovrot, ol &vo, these two.

The same and even greater difficulties prevent our thinking

of Silas, since, according to the Epistles, after their stay at

Corinth, this missionary no longer appears in company with

Paul, yet the we goes on to the end of the Acts. As to the

opinion of Zeller, it makes the author an impostor, who deter

mined to assume the mask of Luke in order the more easily to

obtain credence for his history. But whence comes the unani

mous tradition which attributes the Gospel and the Acts to

Luke, when he is never once named in these works as their

author? In order to explain this fact, Zeller is obliged to

have recourse to a fresh hypothesis, that the forger in the first

instance had inscribed Luke s name at the head of his work,

and that afterwards, by some unknown accident, the name
was dropped, although the Church had fallen completely into

the snare. Can a more improbable supposition be imagined ?

The ancient explanation, which is that of common sense, is,

after all these fruitless attempts, the only one scientifically

admissible : the author of the Acts employed the pronoun we

in every case in which he himself was present at the scenes

described.

To this exegetical conclusion only two objections of any
value have been offered : 1. The sudden character of the

appearance and disappearance of the pronoun we in the narra

tive. A companion of Paul, it is said, would have indicated

how it was he happened to be with the apostle, and why he

left him. 2. Schleiermacher asks how a new-comer, con

verted only yesterday, could have expressed himself with so

Little modesty as :

&quot;

immediately we endeavoured . . .
;
the

Lord had called us . . .&quot; (Acts xvi. 10). But how do we
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know that the author had not been for a long while connected

with the apostle when he met with him at Troas (see sec. 3) ?

Besides, was not Timothy himself also quite a recent convert ?

That the writer does not explain the circumstances which led

to his meetings with Paul and his partings from him, is in

accordance with that modest reticence observed by the sacred

writers whenever they themselves are concerned. They avoid,

with a kind of shame, whatever might direct the attention of

the reader to themselves. Obliged by fidelity to truth to indi

cate his presence wherever he formed part of the missionary

company, the author could not do this in a more natural and

modest way than that which dispenses with his naming
himself.

1

On the supposition that Luke is the author of the Acts, we

may supplement what we know about him by the information

supplied by those passages in which the we is employed. At

Troas, where he was when Paul, whom he had known perhaps

long before (p. 21), arrived there, he joined the three mission

aries, and passed with them into Europe. He remained at

Philippi, the first church founded on this continent, when

persecution obliged his three companions to leave the city.

Tor the we ceases from this moment. Since this pronoun

only reappears when Pi&l again comes to Philippi, at the end

of his third journey (xx. 5), it follows that Luke remained

attached to this church during the second and third missionary

journey of the apostle, and that then he rejoined him in

order to accompany him to Jerusalem. And as the we is

continued to the end of the book (the interruption, xxi. 17

xxvi. 32, not being really such), Luke must have remained in

1 Bleek objects, further, that Luke is not mentioned in the Epistles to the

Thessalonians, the Corinthians, and the Philippians. But if Luke remained at

Philippi, why should he be mentioned in the letters to the Thessalonians, which

/vere written from Achaia a little later ? If he is not named in the Epistles to

the Corinthians, he appears at least to be referred to as one of the most eminent

ot the evangelists of Greece, 2 Cor. viii. 18 and 22 (though it is not certain that

this passage refers to him). And what necessity was there that he should be

named in these letters ? As to the Epistle to the Philippians, at the time when
Paul wrote it, it might very well happen that Luke was neither at Koine nor

Philippi. To Bleek s other objection, that the author of the Acts reckons

according to the Jewish calendar, which does not suit a writer of heathen origin,

Zeller rightly replies that &quot;in the case of a companion of Paul, this was just the

only natural mode of reckoning.&quot;
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Palestine with the apostle during the time of his imprison

ment in Csesarea. This explains the expression (xxvii. 1) :

&quot; And when it was determined we should sail into
Italy.&quot; Luke,

therefore, with Aristarchus (xxvi. 2), was Paul s companion in

his journey to Eome. According to the Epistles, from that

time to the end, save during those temporary absences when

he was called away in the service of the gospel, he faithfully

shared Paul s sufferings and toil.

Before leaving the domain of Scripture, we must mention

an ingenious conjecture, due to Thiersch, which appears to us

open to no substantial objection. From these words,
&quot;

Only
Luke is with me&quot; (2 Tim. iv. 11), compared with what

follows almost immediately (ver. 13), &quot;Bring
with thee the

books, and especially the parchments,&quot; this writer has con

cluded that at the time Paul thus wrote he was occupied in

some literary labour for which these manuscripts were re

quired. In this case it must also be admitted that Luke, who

was alone with him at the time, was not unacquainted with

this labour, if even it was not his own.

These results obtained from Scripture fit in without diffi

culty with a piece of information supplied by the Fathers

Eusebius and Jerome 1
tell us that Luke was originally from

Antioch. Meyer and De Wette see in this nothing but an

exegetical conclusion, drawn from Acts xiii. 1, where mention

is made of one Lucius exercising his ministry in the church at

Antioch. But this supposition does very little honour to the

discernment of these Fathers, since in this very passage Lucius

is described as originally from Gyrene in Africa. Besides, the

name Lucius (from the root lux, luccre) has quite a different

etymology from Lucas, which is an abbreviation from Lucanus

(as Silas from Silvanus, etc.). If Luke had really found a

home at Antioch, we can understand the marked predilection

with which the foundation of the church in that city is related

in the Acts. In the lines devoted to this fact (xi. 20-24)
there is a spirit, animation, and freshness which reveal the

charm of delightful recollections. And in this way we easily

understand the manner in which the scene at Troas is described

(xvi. 10). Paul and the gospel were old acquaintances to

Luke when he joined the apostle at Troas.

1 Hist. Eccl. iii. 4 ; De vlr. ilhistr. c. 7.
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We cannot, on the other hand, allow any value to the

statement of Origen and Epiphanius, who reckon Luke in the

number of the seventy disciples ;
this opinion is contrary to

the declaration of Luke himself, i. 2. Could Luke be, accord

ing to the opinion referred to by Theophylact, that one of the

two disciples of Emmaus whose name is not recorded ? This

opinion appears to be a conjecture rather than a tradition.

The historian Kicephorus Kallistus (fourteenth century) makes

Luke the painter who transmitted to the church the portraits of

Jesus and His mother. This information rests, perhaps, as Bleek

presumes, on a confusion of our evangelist with some ancient

painter of the same name.1 We know absolutely nothing cer

tain respecting the latter part of his life. The passage in

Jerome, found in some old editions of the De viris, according to

which Luke lived a celibate to the age of eighty-four years, is

not found in any ancient manuscript ;
it is an interpolation.

Gregory Nazianzen (Orat. iii. Advers. Julian.) is the first who

confers on him the honour of martyrdom ; Nicephorus main

tains that he was hanged on an olive tree in Greece at the age

of eighty years. These are just so many legends, the origin of

which we have no means of ascertaining. It appears, how

ever, that there was a widespread tradition that he ended his

clays in Achaia. For there, according to Jerome (De vir. ill.

c. 7), the Emperor Constantine sought for his ashes to transport

them to Constantinople. Isidore maintains that they were

brought from Bithynia.

Is this person really the author of our third Gospel and of

the Acts ? We have to study the testimonies on which, his

torically speaking, this opinion rests.

II.

1. At the basis of all the particular testimonies we must

place the general opinion of the Church as expressed in its

title, According to Luke. There was but one conviction on this

point in the second century from one extremity of the Church

to the other, as we can still prove by the ancient versions in

the Syriac and Latin tongues, the Peschito and the Italic. As

1 We can only cite as critical fancies the opinion of Kohlreif, which identifies

Luke and Silas (lucus
=

silva), and that of Lange, who makes Luke the same

person as the Aristion of Papias (lucere = a
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to the meaning of the prep, /card, according to, in this title,

see the exegesis. We will only observe here, that if this

preposition could bear the sense of in the manner of, after

the example of}
in the case of Matthew and John, who were

apostles, and therefore original authors of an evangelical tra

dition, this explanation becomes impossible when applied to

Ma*k and Luke, who, since they never accompanied Jesus,

could not assume the part of creators of a special tradition,

but could only be designated compilers.

2. The first special testimony is implied in a passage of

Justin Martyr, who, in reference to Jesus sweat in Geth-

semane, says:
1

&quot;As that is related in the memoirs (aTropvri-

fjbovevfj,aTa), which I say were composed by His apostles and

by their companions.&quot; It appears to us indisputable (although

criticism has sought other interpretations), that among those

books which Justin possessed, and of which he speaks else

where as
&quot;

the memoirs which are called Gospels&quot; there must

have been, according to this passage, at least two Gospels

emanating from apostles, and two proceeding from coadjutors

of the apostles. And as the incident to which this Father

here alludes is only recorded in Luke, Justin regarded the

author of this book as one of the men who had accompanied
the apostles.

3. In the fragment ascribed to Muratari, written about 180,

and containing the tradition of the churches of Italy respecting

the books of the New Testament, we read as follows :

&quot;

Thirdly,

the book of the Gospel according to St. Luke. This Luke, a

physician, when Paul, after the ascension of Christ, had re

ceived him among his followers as a person zealous for

righteousness (juris studiosum), wrote in his own name and

according to his own judgment (ex opinione). Neither, again,

had he himself seen the Lord in the flesh. Carrying his

narrative as far back as he could obtain information (prmit

asseqid potuit), he commenced with the birth of John.&quot; After

having spoken of the Gospel of John, the author passes on to

the Acts :

&quot; The Acts of all the
Apostles,&quot; he says,

&quot;

are written

in a single book. Luke has included in it, for the excellent

Theophilus, all that took place in his presence ;
as also he

clearly points out in a separate form (semote) not only the

1 Dial. c. Tryph. c. 22.
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suffering of Peter, but further, Paul s departure from Eome for

Spain.&quot;

With the exception of the name of Luke, which is derived

from the tradition received throughout the entire Church, this

testimony respecting the Gospel seems to us nothing more than

a somewhat bold reproduction of the contents of Luke s pre

face, combined with the information supplied by Col. iv. 14
as to his profession. In his own name: that is to say, in

obedience to an inward impulse, on his own personal responsi

bility ;
not in the name of an apostle or a church

;
an allusion

to
&quot;

It hath appeared good to me also
&quot;

(i. 3). According to

liis own judgment : an allusion to the fact that his narrative

was not that of an eye-witness, but in accordance with the

opinion he had formed of the facts by help of tradition and his

own researches
(i. 2). Neither again had he himself seen : any

more than Mark, of whom the author of the fragment had just

spoken. The expression, as he could obtain information, refers

to what Luke says of the care he had taken to go back as far

as possible, and to narrate events in the best order. The term

juris gtudiosum (which Hilgenfeld supposes to be the transla-

lation of rov Sucafov f^XeoTT^, in the original Greek, which he

admits) might also be translated, a man skilled in questions of

legal right ; able, consequently, to make himself useful to Paul

whenever he had to deal with the Koman tribunals. But
the term f^Xwnfc rather favours the sense we have given in

our translation. If the passage relating to the Acts has been

accurately rendered into Latin, or if the text of it has riot been

altered, we might infer from it that Luke had narrated, in a

third work (semote, separately), the subsequent history of Peter

and Paul. In any case, the whole testimony is remarkable

for its very sobriety. It does not show the slightest tendency,

any more than the preface of the evangelist himself, to ascribe

divine authority to this writing. On the contrary, the human

aspect of the work comes out very strongly in these ex

pressions : in his own name, according to his judgment, as

far as he was able to obtain information. Perhaps the author

wished to contrast this entirely natural mode of composition
with the widely different origin of the Gospel of John, which

he describes directly afterwards.

4. At the same period, Irenaeus expresses himself thus re-
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specting the third Gospel (Adv. Hcer. iii. 1) :

&quot;

Luke, a com

panion of Paul, wrote in a book the gospel preached by the

latter.&quot; Irenseus quotes from our Gospel more than eighty

times. This testimony and the preceding are the first two

in which Luke is indicated by name as the author of this

book

5. Tertullian, in his book Against Marcion (iv. 2), expresses

himself thus :

&quot; Of the apostles, John and Matthew inspire

our faith
;
of the coadjutors of the apostles, Luke and Mark

confirm it.&quot; He reminds Marcion &quot;that, not only in the

churches founded by the apostles, but in all those which are

united to them by the bond of the Christian mystery, this

Gospel of Luke has been received without contradiction (stare)

from the moment of its publication, whilst the greater part are

not even acquainted with that of Marcion.&quot; He says, lastly

(Hid. iv. 5),
&quot;

that several persons of his time have been

accustomed to attribute Luke s work to Paul himself, as well

as Mark s to Peter.&quot; He neither pronounces for nor against

this opinion.

6. Origen, in a passage cited by Eusebius (H. E. vi. 25),

expressed himself thus :

&quot;

Thirdly, the Gospel according to

Luke, cited approvingly (eTrawovfjievov) by Paul.&quot; It appears
from the whole passage that he alludes, on the one hand, to

the expression my Gospel, employed three times by Paul

(Rom. ii. 16, xvi. 25; 2 Tim. ii. 8): on the other, to the

passage 2 Cor. viii. 18, 19, which he applied to Luke.

7. Eusebius says (H. E. iii. 4) :

&quot;

It is maintained that it

is of the Gospel according to Luke that Paul is accustomed to

speak whenever he makes mention in his writings of his

Gospel&quot;

8. Jerome (De vir. ill. c. 7) also refers to this opinion, but

attributes it to some persons only (quidam suspicantur).
We have three observations to make on these testimonies.

1. If they are somewhat late, it is only about A.D. 180 that

Luke s name appears, we must observe, on the other hand,
that they are not the expression of the individual opinion of

the writers in whose works they occur, but appear incidentally
as the expression of the ancient, unbroken, and undisputed
conviction of the entire Church. These writers give expression
to the fact as a matter of which no one was ignorant. They
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would not have dreamed of announcing it, unless some special

circumstance had called for it. The ecclesiastical character,

at once universal and hereditary, of these testimonies, even

when they date only from the second century, enable us to-

ascertain the conviction of the first. In fact, what prevailed

then was not individual criticism, but tradition. Clement of

Alexandria, after having quoted a passage from the Gospel of the

Egyptians (Strom, iii. p. 465), immediately adds : &quot;But we
have not seen this passage in the four Gospels which have-

been transmitted to us (ev rot? TrapabeSo/jbevois r^uv reaaapa-iv

eva&amp;lt;yye\iois).&quot;
The bishop Serapion having found, in the parish

church of Ehodes, in Cilicia, a so-called Gospel of Peter, con

taining Gnostic sentiments, wrote a letter to those who made use

of it, a portion of which has been preserved by Eusebius (H. E.

vi. 1 2, ed. Lcemmer), and it ends with these words :

&quot;

Knowing
well that such writings have not been transmitted (on, TO, TOI-

avra [^ev^eTruypa^a] ov
7rape\d/3o/j,ev)&quot; The traditional origin

of the convictions of the Church respecting the origin of the

sacred writings is the only explanation of their stability and

universality. An opinion formed upon individual criticism

could never have had these characteristics. It is very remark

able that the tradition respecting our Gospel is not disowned

even by the ecclesiastical parties most opposed to Paul.

Iienseus
(iii. 15) declares that the Ebionites made use of our

Gospel, and we can prove it ourselves by the quotations from

the writings of Luke which we find in the Clementine Homilies

(ix. 22, xix. 2). The plot even of this religious romance is

borrowed from the book of the Acts. Now, in order that

parties so opposed to each other, as Marcion on the one hand

and the Ebionites on the other, should agree in making use of

our Gospel, the conviction of its antiquity and authority must

have been very ancient and very firmly established (stare,

Tert.). There is another fact more striking still. The only
sect of the second century which appears to have expressly

rejected the book of the Acts, that of the Severians, took no

exception to the Gospel of Luke. These results perfectly

agree with those to which we were led by the facts enumerated,

sec. 1. Thus the blank that exists between the first positive

testimonies which we meet with in the second century and

the apostolic age is filled up by fact.
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2. It is important to observe the gradual change in the

tradition which manifests itself during the course of the second

and third centuries. The nearer we approach its original

sources, the more sober the tradition. In the eyes of Justin,

the author of our Gospel is simply a companion of the apostles.

In the fragment of Muratori the same information reappears

without amplification. Strictly speaking, Irenseus does not go

beyond this
; only he already aims to establish a connection

between the writing of Luke and the preaching of Paul. Ter-

tullian notices an opinion prevalent in his time which goes
much further, namely, that Paul himself was the author of

this Gospel. Last of all, Origen distinctly declares that when
Paul said my Gospel, he meant the Gospel of Luke. This pro

gression is just what we want to enable us to verify the real

historical character of the tradition in its primitive form. If

the original information had been invented under the influence

of the apologetic interest which moulded the tradition later on,

would it not have begun where it ended ?

3. The supposition that the name of Luke, which has been

affixed to our Gospel, was merely an hypothesis of the Fathers,

gives no explanation why they should have preferred a man
so seldom named as Luke, instead of fixing their choice on

one of those fellow-labourers of the apostle that were better

known, such as Timothy, Silas, or Titus, whom modern criti

cism has thought of. The obscurity in which this personage
would be veiled, if his name did not figure at the head of the

writings which are attributed to him, is one of the best

guarantees of the tradition which declares him the author of

them. We do not see, then, what, in a historic point of view,

could invalidate the force of the ecclesiastical testimony on

this point ;
and we agree with Holtzmann (Die synopt. Evang.

p. 377), when he says that &quot;this tradition is only to be

rejected from the point where it proceeds to place the com

position of our Gospel under the guarantee of Paul himself.&quot;

Three opinions have been put forth by modern criticism on

the question under consideration.

1. An &quot;

anonymous Saxon,&quot;
1 while declaring that our

Gospel is nothing but a tissue of falsehoods, a pamphlet com-

1 Die Evangellen, ihr Geist, ihre Verfasser und ihr Verlidltniss zu einander,
Isted. 1845; 2d, 1852.
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posed out of hatred of Peter and the Twelve, boldly attributes

it to Paul himself.

2. Hilgenfeld, Zeller, etc., think that this writing is the

work of an unknown Christian at the beginning of the second

century.

3. Most admit, in conformity with the traditional opinion,

that the author is the Luke mentioned in Paul s Epistles.

We only mention, to show that we have not forgotten it, the

opinion of Mayerhoff, never adopted by any one else, and

which was only the very logical consequence of Schleier-

macher s on the portions in which we occurs in the book of

the Acts, namely, that our Gospel, as well as these portions,

should be attributed to Timothy.

SEC. III. COMPOSITION OF THE THIRD GOSPEL.

&quot;VVe possess nothing from tradition but some scanty and

uncertain information respecting the origin of our Gospel.

I. As to the time, the greater part of the critics are wrong
in making Irenaeus say that Luke wrote after the death (or the

departure from Borne) of Peter and Paul (post horum excessum,

iii. 1). This is a false conclusion drawn from the fact that

Irenaeus speaks of the Gospel of Luke after that of Mark, to

which this chronological statement applies. The order in

which this Father here speaks of the Gospels and their origin

may be simply the order of these books in the canon, and in

no way of the date of their composition. We find in this

same Irenaeus
(iii. 9, 10) the following order: Matthew, Luke,

Mark.

The only real traditional information which we possess on

this point is that of Clement of Alexandria, who states it as a

fact transmitted by the presbyters who have succeeded each other

from the beginning (faro TWZ&amp;gt; aveicaOev Trpeo-fivrep&v),
&quot;

that the

Gospels containing the genealogies were written first (irpoye-

ypd&amp;lt;f)0ai,
TUV evajye\,LO)v TO, Trepie^ovra ra? yeveaXoyia^&quot; Ens.

Hist. Eccl. vi. 14. According to this, Matthew and Luke were

composed before Mark. Further, since, according to this very
Clement and these same authorities, Mark must have been

composed at Eome during Peter s life, it follows that, accord-
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ing to the view embodied in this tradition, Luke was composed

prior to the death of this apostle. The sober and original

form of the former of these two traditions, the respectable

authority on which it rests, the impossibility of its having
been deduced from an exegetical combination, seeing that

there is no logical connection between the criteiion indicated

(the presence of a genealogy) and the date which is assigned
to it, seem to me to confer a much higher value on this

ancient testimony than modern criticism generally accords to it.

The reasons for which so early a date of composition is

rejected are purely internal. It is thought that the Gospel
itself yields proofs of a later date than would be indicated by
this tradition of Clement. Baur, who has fixed it the latest,

places the composition after A.D. 130; Hilgenfeld, from 1 to

110
; Zeller, at the commencement of the second century or

earlier; Volkmar, about 100; Keim, about 90. The other

critics, Meyer, De Wette, Bleek, Eeuss, who come nearer in

general to the traditional opinion, limit themselves to saying,

after the fall of Jerusalem; Holtzmann, between 70 and 80
;

Tholuck, Guericke, Ebrard, &quot;before
the fall of Jerusalem. In

the concluding dissertation, we shall weigh the exegetical

reasons for and against these different opinions. But it

appears to us, that the facts mentioned (sec. 1) already make
it clear that every opinion which places the composition in

the second century is historically untenable. The use which

the continuator of Mark and Clement of Eome make of our

Gospel, and the use which this same Clement and the author

of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs make of the Acts,

render so late a date of composition quite impossible.

II. As to the place, we have only two hints, and we can form

no critical judgment of their value. Jerome (De vir. ill. c. *7)

says :

&quot;

Luke, a physician, who composed his book in the

countries of Achaia and Bceotia.&quot; On the other hand, in the

feschito, the title of our Gospel runs thus :

&quot;

Gospel of Luke
the Evangelist, which he published and preached in Greek

(quod protulit et evangelisamt grcece) in Alexandria the Great.&quot;

The two statements are not necessarily contradictory. Lulie

may have composed his work in Greece and have published it

in Alexandria, which was the great centre of the book-world

at that time.
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Criticism cannot certainly feel itself bound by such late

and uncertain information. Hilgenfeld, who on this point

differs least from tradition, places the composition in Achaia

or Macedonia
;
Kostlin at Ephesus ;

the majority at Borne or

in Italy. We shall discuss the question in concluding.

III. The author himself announces his aim in his preface.

He wrote with the design of completing the Christian instruc

tion of a man in high station, named Theophilus. This name

could not denote a purely fictitious person, as Origen supposed,

who was inclined to apply it to every Christian endowed with

spiritual powers. Neither could the Jewish high priest Theo

philus, of whom Josephus speaks, be intended (Antiq. xviii.

6. 3, xix. 6. 2), nor the Athenian of this name mentioned by
Tacitus (Ann. ii. 55). The only traditional information we

possess about this person is that found in the Clementine

Recognitions (x. *71), about the middle of the second century :

&quot; So that Theophilus, who was at the head of all the men in

power at the city (of Antioch), consecrated, under the name

of a church, the great basilica (the palace) in which he re

sided.&quot;
*

According to this, Theophilus was a great lord

residing in the capital of Syria. We have already referred

to the reasons which lead us to think that Luke himself was

originally from this city. Did he belong to the household of

Theophilus ? Had he been his slave, and then his freedman ?

Lobeck has remarked that the termination a? was a contrac

tion particularly frequent in the names of slaves.
2

Physicians

appear to have frequently belonged to the class of slaves or

freedmen.
3

If Luke, freed by Theophilus, practised as a

physician at Antioch, and if he was brought to the faith at

the time of the founding of the church in that city, he might

very well have decided to accompany the apostle in his

mission. In this case he would have rejoined him at Troas,

just as he was about to pass over into Europe ;
and there

would no longer be anything surprising in the pronoun we, by
which he assigns himself a place in the missionary company.

1
&quot;Itaut Theopltilus, qui erat cunctis potentibus in civitate siiblimior, domus

SUCK ingentem basilicam ecclesice nomine consecraret.&quot;

2 Wolfs Analecten, iii. 49
; comp. Tholuck, Glaubwiird. p. 148.

3
Quintilian, Instit. vii. 2 : Medkinam factitasse manumissum. Suet. Callg.

c. 8: Mitto cum eo ex servis ineis medicum. Comp. Cic. pro Cluentio, c. G2

Seneca, Dt Bentfciis, iii. 24. See Hug, Einl ii. p. 134.
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On tins supposition, also, we can understand why lie should

have dedicated his work to his old friend and patron. This

dedication does not mean, however, that the book was in

tended for Theophilus alone. Until the discovery of printing,

the publication of a work was a very costly undertaking ;
and

authors were accustomed to dedicate their works to some high

personage of their acquaintance, who could procure the writer

an opportunity of reading his production in some select circle,

and have the first copies prepared at his own expense. In

this way he opened to the author the road to publicity. Who
ever was obliging enough to undertake this responsibility was

called the patronus libri. Such, doubtless, was the service

which Theophilus was asked to render to Luke s work. In

reality, Luke addressed himself, through the medium of this

person, to all that part of the Church to which Theophilus

belonged, to the churches of the Greek world, and, in a certain

sense, to the entire Church.

The object he had in view, according to the Fathers, was

simply to make known the history of Jesus, more particularly

to converts from the heathen. Modern criticism has found in

the preface, and even in the narrative, indications of a more

special design connected with the great movement of ecclesias

tical polemics which it conceives occupied the first and second

centuries. According to Baur (Marcus Evang. p. 223 et seq.),

the original Luke, of which Marcion has preserved a faithful

impression, was intended to oppose the Jewish Christianity of

the Twelve, as represented by the Gospel of Matthew in its

original form. The author sought to depreciate the apostles
in order to exalt Paul

;
whilst our canonical Luke, which is a

later version of this original Luke, was directed rather against
the unbelieving and persecuting Judaism. The former part of

this proposition has been reproduced and developed in still

stronger terms by
&quot;

the anonymous Saxon,&quot; who sees nothing
in the third Gospel but a bitter pamphlet of the Apostle Paul

against the Twelve, and more especially against Peter. M. Bur-

nouf has made himself the advocate of this view in the Revue del

Deux Mondesi But even in the Tubingen school a protest has

been raised against what have been called the &quot;

exaggerations
*

of Baur. Zeller finds no trace either in the Gospel or the

1 December 1865.
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4cts of this spirit of systematic depreciation of Peter and the

Twelve. According to him, the author simply wishes to check

excessive admiration for Peter, and to preserve Paul s place ly
the side of this apostle. With this aim, he guards himself

from directly opposing the Christianity of the Twelve
;
he

simply places side by side with the views of the Jewish-

Christian apostles those of Paul, which he endeavours, as far

as possible, to exhibit as identical with the former. That in

this attempt at reconciliation real history is sacrificed, appears
evident to this critic. He accounts in this way for the fact

that in this Gospel Jesus gives utterance alternately to par-

ticularist teaching (in the sense of the Twelve), and to

universalist passages suited to the thought of Paul.

Volkmar combats this view. Nowhere in our Gospel, not

even in the facts and discourses of the first two chapters, does

he discover those particularist or Ebionitish elements, by means

of which, according to Zeller, the author sought to win the

confidence of the Jewish-Christian party. In his judgment,
the Gospel of Luke is purely Pauline. In opposition to that

fiery manifesto of apostolic Jewish-Christianity, the Apocalypse,

composed in A.D. 68, Mark, five years afterwards, published

his Gospel, the earliest in point of time, and written in the

sense of a moderate Paulinism
;

later still, Luke re-wrote this

book, laying still greater emphasis on the principles of the

apostle to the Gentiles. In all these suppositions the idea is,

that Jesus speaks in the Gospel, not as He really spoke, but as-

it suits the evangelist to make Him speak.

All these opinions as to the aim of Luke s work are con

nected with the great question, suggested by Baur, of a funda

mental difference of view between Paul and the Twelve, which

is represented as the real starting-point of the development
of the Church and of the entire Christian literature. This

question, with which that of the origin of the Gospels is now

inseparably connected, will be discussed in our concluding

paragraphs.
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SEC. IV. SOURCES OF THE THIRD GOSPEL.

There is no room for an inquiry into the sources whence

the author of a Gospel derived his knowledge of the facts

which he transmits to us, except on two conditions: 1. That

the evangelist is not regarded as an eye-witness of the facts

related. Now this is a character which the author of the third

Gospel expressly disclaims (i. 2). 2. That we are not governed

by that false notion of inspiration, according to which thy

sacred history was revealed and dictated to the evangelists

by the Holy Spirit. As far as our third Gospel is concerned,

this idea is altogether excluded by what the author says

himself of the information he had to obtain to qualify himself

to write his book
(i. 3).

It is at once, then, the right and the duty of criticism to

inquire from what sources the author derived the incidents

which he records. This question, however, is immediately

complicated with another and more general question, as to

the relation between our three synoptics. For many regard
it as probable, and even certain, that some one of our Gospels
served as a source of information to the writer who composed
another of them. It is not our intention to relate here the

history of the discussion of this great theological and literary

problem.
1 We do not even intend in this place to set forth

the numerous and apparently contradictory facts which bring
it up afresh after every attempted solution. In view of the

exegetical work we have in hand, we shall here bring forward

only two matters :

I. The elements of which criticism has availed itself in

order to solve the problem.
II. The principal systems which it constructs at the present

day by means of these elements.

I.

The factors which criticism has hitherto employed for the

solution of the problem are four in number :

1. Oral tradition (Trapa&ocns), or the reproduction of the

1 We refer our readers to the generally accurate account of M. Nicolas,
Eludes Critiques sur le N. T. pp. 45-85.

VOL, I. C
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apostolic testimony, as they gave it when they founded the

churches. This factor must have borne a very essential part

in determining the form of the evangelical historical writings

from their very commencement. Luke indicates its import

ance, i. 2. According to this expression, even as they deli

vered them unto us, this tradition was the original source of

the oral or written narratives which were circulated in the

churches. It branched out into a thousand channels through
the ministry of the evangelists (Eph. iv. 11

;
2 Tim. iv. 5).

Gieseler, with his exquisite historical tact, was the first to

bring out all the value of this fact as serving to explain the

origin of the Gospels.
1

2. Separate writings or memoirs (aTro^vrujLovev^aTa) on

some feature or particular part of the Saviour s life, on a dis

course or a miracle which an evangelist related, and which

he or one of his hearers put in writing that it might not be

forgotten; or, again, some private account preserved amongst
their family papers by the persons more immediately inte

rested in the evangelical drama
;

we may regard our Gospel
as a collection of a number of such detached writings, pieced

together by the hand of an editor. Carrying out this view,

Schleiermacher made a very ingenious analysis of the Gospel of

Luke in a little work 2 which was to be completed by a similar

study of the Acts, but the second part never appeared. Thus

this scholar thought he could discriminate, in the portion
ix. 51-xix. 48, traces of two distinct writings, the first of

which would be the journal of a companion of Jesus in His

journey to the feast of Dedication, the second the journal of

another companion of Jesus when He went up to the feast of

the Passover. The truth of this second means of explana
tion might be supported by the proper meaning of the word

avard^acrdai, to arrange in order, i. 1, if only it were proved
that the arrangement implied by this word refers to the

documents, and not to the facts themselves.

Under this category of detached writings would have to

be ranged also the various documents which several critics

1 Historisch-kritischer Versucli uber die Entstehung und diefrilhesten SchicJcsale

der ScJiriftlichen Evangelren, Leipzig 1818.
2 Ueber die Sckriften des Lucas, ein Kritischer Versuch, von Schleiermacher,

Berlin 1817.
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believe they have detected in Luke s work, on account of a

kind of literary or dogmatic patchwork which they find in

it. Thus Kuinol, following Marsh, regarded the portion

ix. 51-xviii. 14 as a more ancient writing, containing a col

lection of the precepts of Jesus, to which he gave the name

of gnomonology. Hilgenfeld
*

also distinguishes from the

narrative as a whole, which has the universalist character

of the Christianity of St. Paul, certain passages of Jewish-

Christian tendency, which he regards as some very early

materials, proceeding from the apostolic Church itself. The

entire portion ix. 51-xix. 28 rests, according to him, on a

more ancient writing which the author introduced into his

work, working it up afresh both in substance and form.

Kostlin
2

thinks it may be proved that there were some

sources of Judean origin, and others of Samaritan origin, which,

furnished Luke with a knowledge of the facts of which the

two countries of Judea and Samaria are the scene in our

Gospel. Keim, while declaring himself for this view, admits

besides other sources of Pauline origin ;
for example, the docu

ment of the institution of the Holy Supper.
3

It is impossible

to doubt that the genealogical document iii. 23 et seq. existed

before our Gospel, and, such as it is, was inserted in it by the

author (see on iii. 23).

3. We must allow, further, the existence of longer and

fuller documents which Luke might have used. Does he

not speak himself, in his preface, of writings that were already

numerous at the time he was writing (vroXXot), which in

respect of contents must have been of very much the same

nature as his own, that is to say, veritable Gospels ? He

designates them by the name of S&pyiplw, a word which has

been wrongly applied to detached writings of the kind that

Schleiermacher admitted, and which can only apply to a con

secutive and more or less complete narrative. If such works

existed in great number, and were known to Luke, it is diffi

cult to think that he has not endeavoured to profit by them.

The only question then is, whether, on the supposition that

they no longer exist, we can form any idea of them by means

1 Die Evangelien, 1852.
2 Der Ursprung tend die Compos, dcr syn. Evanfj. 1 353.

* GeschkUte Jesu, t. i., Zurich 1867,
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of our Gospel, for the composition of which they supplied

some materials. Keim thinks he recognises, as a general

basis of Luke s work, a Jewish-Christian Gospel, which must

have been nearly related to our Matthew, very probably its

direct descendant, but distinguished from it by an unhealthy

tendency to Ebionitism and Dualism. The spirit of this

fundamental document would betray itself all through Luke s

work. Ewald imagines a whole series of writings of which

Luke must have availed himself, a Hebrew Gospel by Philip

the deacon, a collection of the discourses of Jesus by the

Apostle Matthew, of which Papias speaks, etc. (see further

on). Bleek,
1

reviving in a new form the hypothesis of a primi
tive Gospel (a manual composed, according to Eichhorn, for

the use of evangelists, under apostolic sanction), admits, as a

basis of our Gospels of Matthew and Luke, a Greek Gospel,

written in Galilee by a believer, who at certain times had

himself accompanied Jesus. This earliest account of the

Saviour s life would mould all the subsequent evangelical

narrations. The writings of the TroXXot, many (i. 1), would be

only variations of it, and our three synoptics merely different

versions of the same. Lastly, we know that many critics at

the present day find the principal source of Luke and the

two other synoptics (at least of the narrative part) in a sup

posed Gospel of Mark, older than our canonical Mark, and

to which they give the name of Proto-Mark (Eeuss, Beville,

Holtzmann, etc.).
2 All these writings, anterior to that of

Luke, and only known to us by the traces of them discovered

in his work, are lost at the present day.

4. Would it be impossible for some writing which we still

possess to be one of the sources of Luke for example, one of

our two synoptics, or even both of them ? This fourth means

, of explanation has at all times been employed by criticism.

At the present day, it is still used with great confidence by

many. According to Baur,
3 Matthew was the direct and

sole source of Luke
;
Mark proceeded from both. Hilgenfeld

1
Elnleltv.ng in das N. T. 1862

; Synoptlsche ErTclarung der drei ersten

Evangelien, 1869.
2
Eeuss, GeschicJtte der lieiligen ScJtriften N. T., 3d ed. 1860 ; Eeville, Eludes

critiques sur I tvang. selon Saint Matthiev, 1862; Holtzmann, Dlcsynopt, Ev.

1863.
9
Baur, Das Marcus-Ecangelmm, 1851.
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also puts Matthew first; but he interposes Mark between

Matthew and Luke. According to Volkmar,
1 Mark is the

primary source; from him proceeded Luke, and Matthew from

both.

To sum up : Oral tradition, detached writings, Gospels more

or less complete now lost
;

last of all, one or other of our

existing Gospels, such are the materials by means of which

criticism has made various attempts to solve the problem of

the origin both of Luke in particular, and of the synoptics

in general. Let us endeavour now to describe the systems
which actual criticism labours to construct out of these

various kinds of materials.

II.

1. We will commence with the self-styled critical school

of Baur. The common tendency of writers of this school is to

represent the synoptics as deriving their contents from each

other. In their view, the contents of our Gospels cannot be

historical, because they contain the inadmissible element of

miracles.
2

Consequently they regard our Gospels, not as

real historical narrations, but as compositions of a poetical 01

didactic character. The differences between them are not in

any way natural divergences proceeding from, such undesigned
modifications as tradition undergoes in course of oral trans

mission, or from the diversity of written sources, but result

from different dogmatic tendencies in the writers ot the

Gospels which they perfectly reflect. Each evangelist has

reproduced his matter with a free hand, modifying it in ac

cordance with his personal views. In reality, then, our

Gospels are the reflection, not of the object they describe, but

of the controversial or conciliatory tendencies of their authors.

These books make us acquainted, not with the history of

Jesus, but with that of the Church, and of the different theories

respecting the Founder of the gospel, which have been suc

cessively held in it. This common result of the school appears

1
Volkmar, Die Evangelien, 1870.

2
Hilgcnfeld (Die Evangelien, p. 530): &quot;The principal argument for the

later origin of our Gospels is always this fact, that they relate very many things
nbout the life of Jesus, which certainly could not have taken place as they
narrate them.&quot;
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in its most pronounced form in Baur and Volkmar, in a milder

form in Kostlin and Hilgenfeld.

Baur himself, as we have seen, makes, as Griesbach and

De Wette did before him, Luke proceed from Matthew, and

]\Iark from Luke and Matthew united. This relationship is

made out in this way. There was first of all a strictly legal

and particularist Matthew, reflecting the primitive Christianity

of the Twelve, and of the church of Jerusalem. From this

original Matthew afterwards proceeded our canonical Matthew,
the narrative being re-cast in a universalist sense (between
130 and 134). In opposition to the original Matthew there

appeared first a Luke, which was altogether Pauline, or anti-

legal ;
this was the writing Marcion adopted, and from which

proceeded later on our canonical Luke. The latter was the

result of a revision designed to harmonize it with the Jewish-

Christian views (about 140). Keconciliation having thus

been reached from both sides, Mark followed, in which the

original contrast is entirely neutralized. For its matter, the

latter is naturally dependent on the other two.

The anonymous Saxon l
starts with the same general notion

;

but he seasons it in a piquant fashion. According to him,

our synoptics, with the exception of Luke, were indeed com

posed by the authors to whom the Church attributes them
;

but they intentionally misrepresented the facts. As to the

third, Paul, who was its author, composed it with a view to

decry the Twelve and their party.

Hilgenfeld denies the opposition, admitted by Baur, between

the original Matthew and a Luke which preceded ours. He
believes that, in the very bosom of apostolic and Jewish-

Christian Christianity, there was an internal development at

work from the first century in a Pauline direction, the result

partly of the force of events, but more especially of the in

fluence of the fall of Jerusalem, and the conversion of the

Gentiles. He finds a proof of this gradual transformation in

the numerous universalist passages of our canonical Matthew,

which witness to the changes undergone by the original

Matthew. This last writing, the oldest of the Gospels, dated

from 70-80. The Gospel of Mark, which followed it, went a

1 Sendschreiben an Baur iiber die Abfassungszeit des Lukas und der Synoptiker,

1848, p. 26 etseq.
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step further in the Pauline direction. It was an imitation of

the Gospel of Matthew, but at the same time modified by the

oral tradition existing in the church at Eome, which was

derived from Peter; it dates from the period from 80-100.

Hilgenfeld, therefore, does not recognise Luke s influence any
where in Mark, while Baur discovers it everywhere. Luke

proceeds, according to him, from the two former; he takes a

fresh step in the universalist and Pauline direction. It was

written before Marcion s time, from 100 to 110. Thus, as

this theologian himself remarks,
&quot;

the formation of our cano

nical Gospels was completely finished before the time when

Baur makes it
begin&quot; (Kanon, p. 172). With this difference

as to dates between the master and his disciple, there is con

nected a more profound difference still. Instead of a sharp

dogmatical contrast which was gradually neutralized, Hilgen-
feld admits a progressive development in the very bosom of

primitive Jewish Christianity.

With Baur, Mark came third; with Hilgenfeld, second; there

was only wanted further a theologian of the same school who
should assign him the first place ;

and this is done at the present

time by Volkmar, who follows the example of Storr in the last

century. According to him, that fiery manifesto of primitive

Jewish Christianity, the Apocalypse, had about 68 declared im

placable hostility against St. Paul, representing him (chap, xiii.)

as the false prophet of the last times, and making the churches

founded by him, in comparison with the Jewish-Christian

churches, a mere plcbs (chap. vii.). A moderate Paulinian took

up the gauntlet, and wrote (about 73) as a reply our second

Gospel, the oldest of all the writings of this kind. It was a

didactic poem, on a historical basis,
1

designed to defend Paul and

the right of the Gentile churches. Beyond the Old Testament

and the Epistles of Paul, the author had no other sources than

oral tradition, his Christian experience, the Apocalypse which

he opposed, and his creative genius. Somewhat later (about
the year 100), a Pauline believer of the Church of Eome, who
had travelled in Palestine, worked up this book into a new form

by the aid of some traditions which he had collected, and

by inserting in it first a genealogical document (Genealogu-s

1 Die Evangelien, p. 4C1 : &quot;Sine selbstbewusste Lehrpocsie anf historiscTien

Grunde.&quot;
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),
and then a writing of Essenist tendency (Evan-

yclium pauperuni). His aim was to win over to Paulinism the

Jewish-Christian part of the Church, which was still in a

majority. This was our Luke. Matthew is the result of a

iusion of the two preceding writings. It is the manifesto of

a moderate Jewish-Christian feeling, which desired to gather

all the heathen into the Church, but could not see its way to

this at the cost of the abolition of the law, as Paul taught ;

its composition dates from 110. All the other writings, the

existence of which has been supposed by modern criticism,

such as a Proto-Matthew, the Logia, and a Proto-Mark, in

Volkmar s judgment, are nothing but empty critical fancies.

The third, second, and first place in succession having been

assigned to Mark, no new supposition seemed possible, at

least from the same school. Nevertheless Kostlin has ren

dered possible the impossible, by assigning to Mark all three

positions at once. This complicated construction is difficult

to follow : The oldest evangelical record would be that Proto-

Mark to which Papias must have referred
;

it represented the

moderate universalism of Peter. From this work, combined

with oral tradition and the Logia of the Apostle Matthew,
would proceed our canonical Matthew. These different works

are supposed to have given birth to a Gospel of Peter, which

closely resembled the original Mark, but was still more like

our actual Mark. After that must have appeared Luke, to

which all the preceding sources contributed; and last of all

our actual Mark, which would be the result of a revision of

the original Mark by the help of the canonical Matthew and

Luke. The principal waymarks of the route thus traversed

are these : Mark (I.) ;
Matthew

;
Mark (II., or the Gospel of

Peter) ;
Luke

;
Mark (III.). We can only say that this

hypothesis is the death-blow of the theory of the Tubingen

school, as formerly Marsh s system was of the hypothesis of

an original Gospel. The complicated and artificial form this

hypothesis is compelled to assume, by the difficulties which

weigh upon its simpler forms, is its condemnation. Thus, as

Hilgenfeld regretfully observes,
&quot;

after such multiplied and

arduous labours, we are still very far from reaching the least

agreement even on the most essential
points.&quot;

Let it be

observed that this disagreement is evinced by disciples of one
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and the same school, which advanced into the critical arena

with colours flying, and thundering forth the prean of victory.

Is not such a state of things a serious fact, especially for a

school the fundamental idea of which is, that there is an

intimate connection between the successive appearances of

our Gospels and the history of the primitive Church, of which

last this school claims to give the world a new conception ?

Does not such a complete diversity in fixing the order in

which the Gospels appeared, exhibit a no less fundamental

disagreement in conceiving of the development of the Church ?

These are evident symptoms not only of the breaking up of

this school, but, above all, of the radical error of the original

notion on which it was founded. The opposition in principle

between Paulinism and Jewish Christianity, which is an

axiom with this school, is also its Trpwrov tyeiiSos.

2. We will now enumerate the critical systems which

have kept independent of the Tubingen school.

If Bleek, who is at once the most discerning and judicious

critic of our day, is in several respects the antipodes of Baur,

he agrees with him on one point : the entire dependence he

attributes to Mark in relation to the two other synoptics. As

has been already mentioned, he makes Matthew and Luk*

proceed from a Gospel written in Greek by a Galilean believer,

who was present at several scenes in the ministry of Jesus in

this province. This is the reason why this book has given such

great preponderance to the Galilean work. The numerous

works of which Luke speaks (i. 1) were all different versions

of this, as well as our canonical Matthew and Luke. This im

portant book, with all its offshoots, which preceded our synoptics,

is lost
;
these last, the most complete and best accredited, have

alone survived. This conception is simple and clear. Whether
it renders a sufficient account of the facts, remains to be seen.

Eitschl, in a remarkable article, has pronounced in favour

of the absolute priority of our canonical Mark (to the exclu

sion of any Proto-Mark). Matthew proceeded, according to

him, from Mark, and Luke from both.
1

Ritschl endeavours

to prove these statements by a very sagacious analysis ot the

relations between the narratives of Matthew and Mark on

1 Ueber den gegemciirtigen Stand der Krillk dcr syn. Lc , in the Theol.

Jahrb. 1851.
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certain points of detail. But the impression we have received

from this labour is, that both the method followed, and the

results obtained, are more ingenious than solid.

Eeuss, Eeville, Holtzmann, agree in making two writings,

now lost, the original sources of our three synoptical Gospels.

These were: 1. The Proto-Mark, which furnished our three

evangelists with their general outline, and with the narratives

common to them all
;

2. The Logia, or collection of discourses

compiled by Matthew, which was the source for those in

structions of Jesus related in common by Matthew and Luke.

Our canonical Mark is a reproduction (enlarged according to

Eeuss, abridged according to Holtzmann) of the former of these

two writings. Its author made no use of the Logia. Matthew

and Luke both proceeded from a fusion of these two funda

mental writings. Their authors inserted or distributed, in

the outline sketch of the Proto-Mark, the sayings and dis

courses collected in the Logia. But here arises a difficulty.

If the sayings of Jesus, as Matthew and Luke convey them

to us, are drawn from the same source, how does it happen
that Matthew transmits them in the form of large masses

of discourse (for example, the Sermon on the Mount, chap,

v. vii.
;
the collection of parables, chap, xiii, etc.), whilst in

Luke these very sayings are more frequently presented to us

in the form of detached instructions, occasioned by some

accidental circumstance ? Of these two different forms,

which is to be regarded as most faithful to the original docu

ment ? Matthew, who groups into large masses the materials

that lie side by side in the Logia ? or Luke, who breaks up
the long discourses of the Logia, and divides them into a

number of particular sayings ? Holtzmann decides in favour

of the first alternative. According to this writer, we ought to

allow that the form of the Logia was very nearly that pre
sented by the teaching of Jesus in the narrative of travel,

Luke ix. 51-xix. 28. Weizsacker, on the contrary, defends

the second view, and thinks that the long discourses of Matthew

are more or less faithful reproductions of the form of the

Logia. This also is the opinion of M. Eeville. We shall

have to see whether this hypothesis, under either of its two

forms, bears the test of facts.

Ewald sets out in the same way with the two hypotheses
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of the Proto-Mark and the Logia ; but he constructs upon this

foundation an exceedingly complicated system, according to

which our Luke would be nothing less than the combined

result of eight anterior writings : 1. A Gospel written by

Philip the Evangelist, which described in the Aramaean

language the salient facts of the life of Jesus, with short

historical explanations. 2. Matthew s Logia, or discourses of

Jesus, furnished with short historical introductions. 3. The

Proto-Mark, composed by the aid of the two preceding writ

ings, remarkable for the freshness and vivacity of its colouring,

and differing very little from our canonical Mark. 4. A Gospel

treating of certain critical points in our Lord s life (the temp

tation, for example). Ewald calls this writing the Book of

the Higher History. 5. Our canonical Matthew, combining
the Logia of this apostle with all the other writings already

named. 6, 7, and 8. Three writings now lost, which Ewald

describes as though he had them in his hands : one of a

familiar, tender character; another somewhat brusque and

abrupt ;
the third comprising the narratives of the infancy

(Luke i. and
ii.). Lastly, 9. Our canonical Luke, composed

by the aid of all the preceding (with the exception of our

Matthew), and which simply combines the materials furnished

by the others. We may add, 10. Our canonical Mark, which

with very slight modification is the reproduction of No. 3.

This construction certainly does not recommend itself by its

intrinsic evidence and simplicity. It may prove as fatal to

the hypothesis of a Proto-Mark as was formerly that of Marsh

to the hypothesis of a primitive Gospel, or as that of Kostlin

at the present clay to the Tubingen idea.

Lastly, we see a new mode of explanation appearing, which

seems destined to replace for a time the theory, so stoutly
maintained by and since Wilke, of the priority of Mark or of

the Proto-Mark, whenever it has any considerable connection

with this last. This opinion has been developed by &quot;Weiss in

three very elaborate articles,
1
in which he seeks to prove: 1.

That the most ancient work was an apostolical Matthew, com

prising the discourses, some longer and others shorter, with a

1 In the Studien und Kritiken, 1861; Jahrbiicher fur Deutsche Theologle,

1864; ibid. 1865. Since then, Weiss has attempted to prove his theory by a

detailed exegesis of Mark.
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large number of facts, but without any intention on the part
of the author to write the entire history of Jesus. 2. There

upon appeared Mark, written by the aid of recollections which

the author had preserved of the recitals of Peter. This was

the first attempt to trace the entire course of the ministry of

Jesus. He included in this sketch all the sayings of Jesus

contained in the preceding work which could be adapted to

his narrative. 3. The author of our canonical Matthew made
use of this work of Mark, re-wrote it, and supplemented it by
the aid of the apostolical Matthew. 4. Luke also re-wrote

the two more ancient works, the apostolic Matthew and Mark,
but in a very free manner, and enriched his narrative with

new materials derived from oral or written tradition.

This combination appears to me to come very near the

explanation which is the basis of a recent work of Kloster-

mann.1

By a consecutive, detailed, delicate analysis of the

Gospel of Mark, this scholar proves that the author of this

work composed it on the basis of Matthew, enamelling the

story with explanatory notes, the substance of which evidently

emanated from an eye-witness of the ministry of Jesus, which

could have been none other than Peter
;
in general, the addi

tions refer to the relations of Jesus with His apostles. With

Klostermann, as with Weiss, Matthew would be the first and

principal written source; but with this difference (if we rightly

understand), that with the former this Matthew is our canoni

cal Matthew, whilst in the opinion of Weiss, this last writing
differed sensibly from the primitive Matthew, which only

appears in our canonical Matthew as transformed by means

of Mark. The dependence of Mark on Matthew has then

much more stress laid upon it by Klostermann than by Weiss.

Klostermann announces a second work, in which he will prove
a precisely similar dependence of Luke upon Mark. Thus it

is clear, that in proportion as criticism dispenses with the

hypothesis of a Proto-Mark, it is compelled to attribute to the

primitive Matthew, which at the outset was to be only a

collection of discourses, more and more of the historical ele

ment
;
so that in Weiss it again becomes a more or less com

plete Gospel, and lastly in Klostermann approximates closely

to our canonical Matthew itself.

1 Das Mareas-Ecanydlum, Gottingen 1867.
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This question of the origin of the synoptics, and of their

mutual relations, must not be regarded as unimportant in re

gard to the substance of the evangelical beliefs. Just as the

view defended by the Tubingen school, according to which

our synoptics are simply derived from one another, exhibits

the contents of these writings, and the degree of confidence

they inspired at the time they appeared, in an unfavourable

light (since the differences which exist between them could,

in such a case, only proceed from the caprice of the copyists,

and the slight faith they placed in the story of their pre

decessors) ;
so does the other opinion, which looks for different

sources, oral or written, whence each writing proceeds, and

which are adequate to account for their mutual resemblances

or differences, tend to re-establish their general credibility, and

their genuineness as historical works.

The following is a table of the opinions of which we have

just given an account :

Matthew

I

Luke

Mark
I

Luke

- Mark.

I. SCHOOL OF TUEBINGEN.
BAUR. HILGEXFELD.

Matthew )

|

S. Luke.
Mark )

KOESTLIN.VOLKMAR.

Matthew.
Mark (I.); Matthew

Mark (II.) or Gospel of Peter

Luke.

II. INDEPENDENT SYSTEMS.

PX.EUSS, etc.

Mark (I.) Logia
|

v
v

/

Mark (I I.); Matthew; Luke.

KLOSTERMAXX.

Matthew )

| f- Luke.
Mark )

The state of things which this table portrays is not certainly
such as to lead us to regard the question as solved, arid the

RlTSCHL.

Mark )
| f-

Luke.
Matthew )

EWALD.

Gosp. of Phil. Logia^j

Mark (I.) [-Luke.

1

Matthew. J
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door closed against fresh attempts to explain the origin of the

synoptics, particularly the origin of Luke, which is the final

term of the problem.

SEC. V. ON THE PRESERVATION OF THE THIRD GOSPEL.

Are we sure that we possess the book which we are about

to study as it came from its author s hands ? Taken as a

whole, yes. As guarantees of it, we have 1. The genera]

agreement of our text with the most ancient versions, the

Peschito and the Italic, which date from the second century, and

with the three Egyptian translations made at the beginning of

the third; 2. The general agreement of this text with the

quotations of the Fathers of the second and third centuries,

Justin, Tatian, Irenseus, Clement, Tertullian, Origen, etc.
;

lastly, 3. The general uniformity of the manuscripts in which

the Greek text has been preserved. If any great changes
had been introduced into the text, there would inevitably

have been much greater differences among all these documents.

These different tests prove that the third Gospel, just as we
have it, was already in existence in the churches of the second

and third centuries. A text so universally diffused could only

proceed from the text that was received from the very first.

The manuscripts containing the text of the New Testa

ment consist of majuscules, or manuscripts written in uncial

letters (until the tenth century), and of minuscules, or manu

scripts written in small or cursive writing (from the tenth

century). The manuscripts known at the present day, con

taining the whole or part of the Gospels, number nearly 44

majuscules, and more than 500 minuscules. The former are, for

their antiquity and variety, the most important. Of this

number, 19 contain the Gospel of Luke more or less com

plete ;
of 1 1 there only remain some fragments, or series of

fragments: there are, in all, 30 documents prior to the tenth

century.

Two of the fourth century

1. The Sinaiticus (N).

to oui
of the fifth century

3. The Alcxandrinus (A).
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4. The Codex JEphrcemi (C).

5. Twenty-eight palimpsest leaves (I).

6. Palimpsest fragments found at Wolfenbiittel (Q).

7. Different fragments, Greek with a Sahidic version,

comprised in the Sahidic collection of Woide (T
w
).

Td
denotes similar fragments of the seventh

century.

Five of the sixth century

8. The Cantabrigiensis (D)

9. Fragments of a manuscript de luxe, written in letters

of silver and gold (N).

10. The hymns of Luke (chap. i.
ii.) preserved in some

psalters (O
c

).
Oabdef denote similar portions of

the seventh and ninth centuries.

11. Fragments of a palimpsest of London (E).

12. Fragments of Wolfenbiittel (P).

Five of the eighth century

13. The Basiliensis (E).

14. A manuscript of Paris (L).

15. Fragments of the Gospels, of Paris and of Naples

(W&quot;; Wb
).

16. Fragment of Luke at St. Petersburg (@
d

).

17. The Zacynthius, a palimpsest manuscript, found at

Zante, comprising the first eleven chapters of

Luke (E in Tischendorf, Z in our commentary).

Eight of the ninth century
18. The Codex Boreeli (F).

19. The Cyprius (K).

20. A manuscript of Paris (M).
21. A manuscript of Munich (X).

22. A manuscript of Oxford (I
1

).

23. The San Galknsis (J).

24. A manuscript of Oxford (A).

25. A manuscript found at Smyrna, and deposited at Sk

Petersburg (IT).

Five of the tenth century

26. 27. The two Codd. of Seidd (G. H).
28. A manuscript of the Vatican (S).

29. A manuscript of Venice (U).

30. A manuscript of Moscow (V).
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Adding together all the various readings which these docu

ments contain, we find from five to six thousand of them. But

in general they are of very secondary importance, and involve

no change in the matter of the Gospel history.

On a closer study of them, it is observed that certain manu

scripts habitually go together in opposition to others, and thus

two principal forms of the text are established, one which is

generally found in the most ancient majuscules, another which

is met with in the minuscules and in the less ancient of the

majuscules. Some manuscripts oscillate between these two

forms.

As the text on which Erasmus formed the first edition of

the New Testament in Greek was that of certain minuscules in

the Bale library, and this text has continued to form the basis

of subsequent editions, of which that of the Elzevirs of 1633

is the most generally diffused, it is evident that this, called

the Eeceived Text, is rather that of the minuscules and less

ancient majuscules than the text of the old majuscules. This

text is also called Byzantine, because it is probably the one

which was uniformly fixed in the churches of the Greek Empire.
Those of our majuscules which represent it are the following :

E. F. G. H. K. M. S. U. Y. P. A. II. This form of the text

is also called Asiatic.

The opposite form, which is found in the older majuscules,

B. G. L. K. X. Z., appears to come from Alexandria, where, in

the first centuries of the Church, manuscripts were most

largely produced. For this reason this text takes the name
of Alexandrine. Some manuscripts, while ordinarily following
the Alexandrine, differ from them more or less frequently ;

these are S. A. D. A. The text of K and of D resembles, in

many instances, the ancient Latin translation, the Italic.

A middle form between these two principal texts is found in

the fragments denoted by N. 0. W. Y. O.

It is a constant question, which of the two texts, the Alex
andrine or the Byzantine, reproduces with the greatest fidelity

the text of the original document. It is a question which, in

our opinion, cannot be answered in a general way and a priori,

and which must be solved in each particular instance by
exegetical skilL
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ABBREVIATIONS.

The abbreviations we shall use are generally those which Tischen-

dorf has adopted in his eighth edition.

1. FATHERS.

Just., Justin; Ir., Irenseus; Or., Origen, etc.

2. VERSIONS.

Vss., versions.

It., the Italic, comprising the different Latin translations prior to

Jerome s (from the second century) : a, b, c, etc., denote the different

documents of the Italic; a the Vercellensis (4th c.) ;
b the Veronensis

(5th c.) ; c the Colbertinus (llth c.), etc.

Vg., the Vulgate, Jerome s translation (4th c.) ; Am., Fuld., denote

the principal documents of this translation, the Amiatinus (6th c.),

the Fuldensis (id.), etc.

Syr., the Syriac translations. Syr
sch

,
the Pescliito, Schaafs edition

;

Syr
cur

,
a more ancient translation than the Pescliito, discovered and

published by Cureton. Syr. in brief (in our own use), these two
united.

Cop., the Coptic translation (3d c.).

3. MANUSCRIPTS.

Mss., the manuscripts ; Mjj., the majuscules; Mnn., the minus
cules.

The letter denoting a manuscript with the sign
*

(K*, B*) denotes

the original text in opposition to corrections inserted in the text

afterwards. The small figures added to this same letter (B
2
,
C2

, etc.)

signify first, second correction. For the manuscript K, which is in

a peculiar condition, Ka
, Nb denote the most ancient corrections,

made by at least two different hands according to the text of diffe

rent MSS. from that from which K was copied, and Kc similar correc

tions, but made a little later (7th c.), and differing sometimes from
each other (tf

ca
, K

cb

).
Fa

,
some quotations from the Gospels anno

tated in the margin of the Coislinianus (H. of the Epistles of Paul).

4. EDITIONS.

T. R, the received text, viz. the ed. Elzevir of 1633, which is

generally the reproduction of the third ed. of Stephens ; (Steph.)
denotes the received text and that of Stephens united, where they
are identical &amp;lt;r

e

(Steph. Elzev.), the received text alone, in the rare

instances in which these two texts differ.
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THE TITLE OF THE GOSPEL.

FTMHE shortest form is found in N. B. F., Kara Aovicav. The

I greater part of the Mjj. read eva^e\tov Kara AOVKCLV.

The T. K., with some Mnn. only, TO Kara AOVKOLV evayy. Some

Mnn., TO Kara AOVKO.V aytov evayy.

In the opinion of several scholars (Keuss, Gesch. der heil.

Schr. N. T., 177), the prep. Kara, according to, signifies not:

composed l&amp;gt;y,

but : drawn up according to the conception of . . .

Thus this title, so far from affirming that our Gospel was

composed by the person designated, would rather deny it.

This sense does not appear to us admissible. JSTot only may
the preposition Kara apply to the writer himself, as the follow

ing expressions prove : rj Kara Mcoi/crea rrevrdrevxps (the Pen

tateuch according to Moses) in Epiphanius ; 37 K&& HpoSorov

laropla (the history according to Herodotus) in Diodorus;

MarOalos . . . ypa^f) Trapabovs TO Kar avrov evayyeXiov

(Matthew having put in writing the Gospel according to him)
in Eusebius (H. Eccl. iii. 24) ;

but this preposition must have

this sense in our title. For, 1. The titles of our four Gospels
bear too close a resemblance to each other to have come from

the authors of these writings ; they must have been framed

by the Church when it formed the collection of the Gospels.

Now the opinion of the Church, as far as we can trace it, has

always been, that these writings were composed by the persons
named in the titles. 2. With respect to the third Gospel in

particular, no other sense is possible., Apostles and eye

witnesses, such as Matthew or John, might have created an

original conception of the Gospel, and afterwards a different

writer might have produced a narrative of the ministry of

Jesus according to this type. But this supposition is not

applicable to persons so secondary and dependent as Luke or

Mark.

51



52 THE GOSPEL OF LUKE.

This Luke, whom the title designates as the author of our

Gospel, can be no other than the companion of Paul. The

evangelical history mentions no other person of this name. As

to the term Gospel, it appears to us very doubtful whether in

our four titles it indicates the writings themselves. This term

applies rather, as throughout the New Testament, to the facts

related, to the contents of the books, to the coming of Christ

this merciful message of God to mankind. The complement
understood after

va&amp;lt;y&amp;lt;ye\iov
is @eov; comp. Eom. i. 1. This

good news, though one in itself, is presented to the world under

four different aspects in these four narratives. The mean

ing then is,
&quot; The good news of the coming of Christ, accord

ing to the version of . . .&quot; It is the evayye\iov rerpd/jiopcpov,

the Gospel with four faces, of which Irenseus still speaks
towards the end of the second century, even after the term

Gospel had been already applied by Justin to the written

Gospels.



P E L G U E.

CHAP. i. 1-4.

THE
first of our synoptic Gospels opens with a genealogy.

This mode of entering upon the subject transports us

into a completely Jewish world. This preamble is, as it were,

a continuation of the genealogical registers of Genesis
;
in the

/3i/3Xo5 ryeveo-ews of Matthew
(i. 1) we have again the ElU

Tholedoth of Moses.

How different Luke s prologue, and in what an entirely

different atmosphere it places us from the first ! Not only is

it written in most classical Greek, but it reminds us by its

contents of the similar preambles of the most illustrious Greek

historians, especially those of Herodotus and Thucydides. The

more thoroughly we examine it, the more we find of that

delicacy of sentiment arid refinement of mind which constitute

the predominant traits of the Hellenic character. Baur, it is

true, thought he discerned in it the work of a forger. Ewald,
on the contrary, admires its true simplicity, noble modesty,
and terse conciseness.

1
It appears to us, as to Holtzmann,

2

&quot;

that between these two opinions the choice is not difficult.&quot;

The author does not seek to put himself in the rank of the

Christian authorities
;
he places himself modestly among men

of the second order. He feels it necessary to excuse the bold

ness of his enterprise, by referring to the numerous analogous

attempts that have preceded his own. He does not permit
himself to undertake the work of writing a Gospel history
until he has furnished himself with all the aids fitted to enable

him to attain the lofty aim he sets before him. There is a

striking contrast between his frank and modest attitude and

that of a forger. It excludes even the ambitious part of a
1

Jahrbucher, ii. p. 128, 2 Die Synoptlsclien Evangelien, p. 39S.
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secretary of the Apostle Paul, which tradition has not been

slow to claim for the author of our Gospel.

This prologue is not least interesting for the information it

contains respecting the earliest attempts at writing histories of

the Gospel. Apart from these first lines of Luke, we know

absolutely nothing definite about the more ancient narratives

of the life of Jesus which preceded the composition of our

Gospels. Therefore every theory as to the origin of the

synoptics, which is not constructed out of the materials fur

nished by this preface, runs the risk of being thrown aside as

a tissue of vain hypotheses the day after it has seen the light.

This introduction is a dedication, in which Luke initiates

the reader into the idea, method, and aim of his work. He is

far from being the first who has attempted to handle this

great subject (ver. 1). Numerous written narratives on the

history of Jesus are already in existence
; they all of them

rest on the oral narrations of the apostles (ver. 2). But while

drawing also on this original source, Luke has collected more

particular information, in order to supplement, select, and

properly arrange the materials for which, the Church is in

debted to apostolic tradition. His aim, lastly, is to furnish his

readers, by this connected account of the facts, with the means

of establishing their certainty (ver. 4).

Vers. 1-4. &quot;

Since, as is &quot;known, many have undertaken to

compose a narrative of the events which have &quot;been accom

plished amongst us, (2) in conformity with that which they

have handed down to us wlio were eye-witnesses of them from
the

&quot;beginning,
and who &quot;became ministers of the word, (3) /

have thought good also myself, after carefully informing my
self of all these facts from their commencement, to write a

consecutive account of them for thee, most excellent Theo-

philus, (4) in order that thou mightest know the immovealle

certainty of the instructions which thou hast received&quot;^ This

period, truly Greek in its style, has been composed with

1 A literal translation of M. Godet s rendering of Luke s preface is given here,

for the sake of harmonizing the text with the verbal comments which follow in.

the next paragraph ; but, except when something turns on our author s render

ing, the passages commented on will be given in the words of the A, V. A close

and happy translation of the original Greek into French does not always admit
of being reproduced literally in English, and a free translation of a translation is

of little service for purposes of exegesis. Note ly ike Translator.
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paiticular care. We do not find a style like it in all the New

Testament, except at the end of the Acts and in the Epistle

to the Hebrews. As to the thought of this prologue, it cannot

be better summed up than in these lines of Tholuck :

&quot; Al

though not an immediate witness of the facts that took place,

I have none the less undertaken, following the example of

many others, to publish an account of them according to the

information I have gathered.&quot;

1

The conjunction ciretB^Trep is found nowhere else in the

IsTew Testament
;

it has a certain solemnity. To the idea of

since (eVe/), Sij adds that of notoriety :

&quot;

since, as is well

known;&quot; irep draws attention to the relation between the great

number of these writings and the importance of the events

related: It is so (89), and it could not be otherwise (frep). The

relation between the since thus denned and the principal verb,

/ have thought good, is easy to seize : If my numerous prede
cessors have not been blamed, why should I be blamed, who
am only walking in their steps ? The term eTre^elprjcrav, have

undertaken, involves no blame of the skill of these prede

cessors, as several Fathers have thought ;
the / have thought

good also myself is sufficient to exclude this supposition. This

expression is suggested by the greatness of the task, and con

tains a slight allusion to the insufficiency of the attempts
hitherto made to accomplish it.

The nature of these older writings is indicated by the term

dvaTa^aaOai ^L^TJCTLV, to set in order a narrative. It is a

question, as Thiersch
2

says, of an attempt at arrangement.
Did this arrangement consist in the harmonizing of a number
of separate writings into a single whole, so as to make a con

secutive history of them? In this case, we should have to

admit that the writers of whom Luke speaks had already
found in the Church a number of short writings on particular

events, which they had simply united : their work would thus

constitute a second step in the development of the writing of

the Gospel history. But the expression, in conformity with

that which they have handed down to us, hardly leaves room

1
Glaubwilrdigk. dt* evang. GescJi. p. 143.

* Versuch zur Herstellung des historischen Standpunlds fur die Kritilc der Neu~
testamentl Schr. p. 164 (a work which we cannot too strongly recommend to

beginners, although we are far from sharing all its views).
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for intermediate accounts between the apostolic tradition and

the writings of which Luke speaks. The notion of arrange

ment, then, refers rather to the facts themselves which these

authors had co-ordinated in such a way as to make a con

secutive narrative of them. The term cliegesis designates not,

as Schleiermacher maintained, recitals of isolated facts, but a

complete narrative.

What idea should we form of these writings, and are they

to be ranked among the sources on which Luke has drawn ?

Certain extra-canonical Gospels, which criticism has sometimes

regarded as prior to Luke s, may be thought of, that of the

Hebrews, for example, in which Lessing was disposed to find

the common source of our three synoptics ;
or that of Marcion,

which Eitschl and Baur regarded as the principal document

reproduced by Luke.1 But does not tradition exhibit itself in

these writings in a form already perceptibly altered, and very
far removed from the primitive purity and freshness which

characterize our canonical Gospels ? They are then later than

Luke.

Or does Luke allude to our Gospels of Matthew and Mark ?

This is maintained by those who think that Luke wrote after

Matthew and Mark (Hug), or only after Matthew (Griesbach,

etc.). But however little Luke shared in the traditional

opinion which attributed the first Gospel to the Apostle

Matthew, he could not speak of that writing as he speaks
here

;
for he clearly opposes to the writers of the tradition

(the TroXAcH, ver. 1), the apostles who were the authors of it.

It may be affirmed, from the connection of ver. 2 with ver. 1,

that Luke was not acquainted with a single written Gospel

emanating from an apostle. As to the collection of the Logia

(discourses of the Lord), which some attribute to Matthew, it

certainly would not be excluded by Luke s expressions ;
for

the term diegesis denotes a recital, a historical narrative. Hug,
in his desire to save his hypothesis, according to which Luke
made use of Matthew, explained vers. 1 and 2 in this sense :

&quot;

Many have undertaken to compose written Gospels similar to

those ivhich the apostles bequeathed to us . . .&quot; But this sense

would require oirola
(/3t/3Xta) instead of /ea&tf?,

1 and has .not

1 Ritschl has since withdrawn this assertion.

Thiersch, Versuch, etc., p. 211.
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been accepted by any one. As to the Gospel of Mark, Luke s

expressions might certainly suit this writing. For, according

to tradition, Mark made use in his narrative of the accounts

of an eye-witness, St. Peter. But still it may be questioned

whether Luke would have employed the term undertake in

speaking of a work which was received in the Church as one

of the essential documents of the life of Jesus. For the rest,

exegesis alone can determine whether Luke really had Mark
before him either in its present or in a more ancient form.

It appears probable, therefore, to me, that the works to which

Luke alludes are writings really unknown and lost. Their

incompleteness condemned them to extinction, in proportion

as writings of superior value, such as our synoptics, spread

through the Church.

As to whether Luke availed himself of these writings, and

in any way embodied them in his own work, he does not in

form us. But is it not probable, since he was acquainted with

them, that he would make some use of them ? Every aid

would appear precious to him in a work the importance of

which he so deeply felt.

The subject of these narratives is set forth in expressions

that have a touch of solemnity :

&quot; the events which have been

accomplished amongst us.&quot;
n\r)po&amp;lt;f)opii&amp;gt;

is a word analogous
in composition and meaning to TeXecrcfropeiv (to bring to an end,

to maturity, viii. 14). It signifies, when it refers to a fact, to

bring it to complete accomplishment (2 Tim. iv. 5, to accom

plish the ministry; ver. 17, to accomplish [to finish rendering]
the testimony] ; and when it refers to a person, it means to cause

him to attain inward fulness [of conviction], that is to say, a

conviction which leaves no room for doubt (Eom. iv. 21, xiv.

5
;
Heb. x. 22, etc.). With a substantive such as Trpdyfjiara,

the second sense is inadmissible. Nevertheless, it has been de

fended by some of the Fathers, by some modern interpreters,

as Beza, Grotius, Olshausen, and by Meyer, who concludes

from 2 Tim. iv. 17 that TrXripofyeia-Oai may also be applied to

things in the sense of being believed. But when Paul says,
&quot; In

order that the testimony might le accomplished, and that all

the Gentiles might hear
it,&quot;

the last words plainly show that

accomplished signifies not fully believed, but fully rendered.

This term, which has more weight than the simple ir\r)povv,
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is designedly chosen here to indicate that these events were

not simple accidents, but accomplished a preconceived plan ;

the divine thought carried into execution was, as it were, a

measure which filled up itself. Doubtless, what has led many

interpreters to prefer the sense of fully believed, is the comple

ment amongst us. This is said that the facts of the gospel were

accomplished not only in the presence of believers, but before

the Jewish people and the whole world. This is true
;
but

was not Jesus from the beginning surrounded by a circle of

disciples, chosen to be witnesses of His life ? It is with this

meaning that John says, xx. 30,
&quot; Jesus did many other

miracles in the presence of His disciples;&quot;
and i. 14, &quot;He

dwelt among us (ev fifuv), and we saw His
glory,&quot;

a sentence

in which the last words limit the us to the circle of believers.

The meaning is the same here. In ver. 2 the sense of the

word us is more limited still. Here us denotes the Church

with the apostles ;
in ver. 2, the Church apart from the

apostles. Bleek extends the meaning of the word us, in ver. 1,

to the whole contemporary generation both within and without

the Church. But Luke, writing for believers, could scarcely

use us in such a general sense as this. In this expression,
&quot;

the events accomplished amongst us,&quot;
did the author include

also the contents of the book of the Acts, and did he intend

the preface to apply to the two books, so that the Acts would

be just the second volume of the Gospel ? The words amongst
us would be more easily explained in this case, and the men
tion made of the apostles as ministers of the word (ver. 2)

might lead us to this supposition. It is not probable, how

ever, that Luke would have applied to the facts related in the

Acts the expressions TrapaSocrt?, tradition (ver. 2), and Karrj-

yvja-is, instruction (ver. 4). The subject of apostolical tradi

tion and catechetical instruction could only be the history and

teaching of Jesus. It is impossible, therefore, to inter from

this preface, that when Luke wrote his Gospel he had in view

the composition of the book of the Acts.

Ver. 2. Tradition emanating from the apostles was the

common source, according to ver. 2, of all the first written

narratives. The general accuracy of these accounts follows

from fcaOws, in conformity with that which. This conjunction
can only refer to the principal thought of ver. 1, to compose a
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narrative, and not to the secondary idea TreTrXripo^oprj^ivwv, as

Olshausen thinks, who translates,
&quot;

fully believed in conformity

with the account of the first witnesses.&quot; As the two sub

stantives, avTOTrrai, and vTnrjpe.ra^ witnesses and ministers, have

each certain defining expressions which especially belong to

them (the first, air
apx*l$&amp;gt; from the beginning, and the second,

ryevopevoi, become, and TOV \6yov, of the word), the most simple

construction appears to us to be to regard ol, the, as a pronoun,

and make it the subject of the proposition: they (the men about

to be pointed out). This subject is defined by the two follow

ing substantives, which are in apposition, and indicate the

qualification in virtue of which these men became the authors

of the tradition. 1. Witnesses from the beginning. The word

apxn, beginning, in this context, can only refer to the commence

ment of the ministry of Jesus, particularly to His baptism, as

the starting-point of those things which have been accomplished

amongst its. Comp. Acts i. 21, 22, for the sense
;
and for the

expression, John xv. 2 7, xvi. 4. Olshausen would extend the

application of this title of witnesses from the beginning to the

witnesses of the birth and infancy of Jesus. But the ex

pression became ministers of the word does not allow of this

application. 2. Ministers of the word ; become ministers, as the

text literally reads. This expression is in contrast with the

preceding. These men began afterwards to be ministers of

the word
; they only became such after Pentecost. It was

then that their part as luitnesses was transformed into that ol

preachers. The sense then is :

&quot; Those who were witnesses

from the commencement, and who afterwards became mini

sters of the word.&quot; If vTrrjperai, ministers, is thus taken as a

second noun of apposition with ol, parallel to the first, there is

no longer any difficulty in referring the complement TOV \6yov,

of the word, to vTrypeTcu, ministers, alone, and taking this word

in its ordinary sense of preaching the gospel. This also dis

poses of the reason which induced certain Fathers (Origen,

Athanasius) to give the term word the meaning of the eternal

Word (John i. 1), which is very forced in this connection.

Only in this way could they make this complement depend

simultaneously on the two substantives, witnesses and ministers.

The same motive led Beza, Grotius, and Bleek to understand

the term word here in the sense in which it is frequently
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taken the thing related: &quot;eye-witnesses
and ministers of the

Gospel history.&quot;
But in passages where the term word bears

this meaning, it is fixed by some defining expression : thus, at

ver. 4 by the relative proposition, and in Acts viii. 21, xv. 6

(which Bleek quotes), by a demonstrative pronoun.

With the third verse we reach the principal proposition.

Luke places himself by the /cdaol, myself also, in the same

rank as his predecessors. He does not possess, any more

than they, a knowledge of the Gospel history as a witness
;
he

belongs to the second generation of the 17/^9, us (ver. 2),

which is dependent on the narratives of the apostles. Some

Italic MSS. add here to mihi, et spiritui sancto (it has pleased

me and the Holy Spirit], a gloss taken from Acts xv. 28,

which clearly shows in what direction the tradition was gra

dually altered.

While placing himself in the same rank as his predecessors,

Luke nevertheless claims a certain superiority in comparison

with. them. Otherwise, why add to their writings, which are

already numerous (TroXXot), a fresh attempt ? This superiority

is the result of his not having confined himself to collecting

the apostolic traditions current in the Church. Before pro

ceeding to write, he obtained exact information, by means of

which he was enabled to select, supplement, and arrange the

materials furnished by those oral narratives which his pre

decessors had contented themselves with reproducing just as

they were. The verb TrapaicoXovOeiv, to follow step ~by step, is

not used here in the literal sense
;
this sense would require

Tracrw to be taken as masculine : all the apostles, and thus

would lead to an egregiously false idea
;
the author could not

have accompanied all the apostles ! The verb, therefore, must

be taken in the figurative sense which it frequently has in

the classics : to study anything point ly point ; thus Demosth.

de corona, 53 : 7rapaKO\ov0i)ittos rotv irpd^fJiao-Lv air dp%f)s.

Comp. 2 Tim. iii. 10, where we see the transition from the

purely literal to the figurative meaning. The Trdvra, all

things, are the events related (ver. 1). Luke might have put
the participle in the accusative : 7rapaKo\ovdr}Kora ;

but then,

he would only have indicated the succession of the two actions,

the acquisition ot information, and the composition which
followed it. This is not his thought. The dative makes the
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Information obtained a quality inherent in his person, which

constitutes his qualification for the accomplishment of this

great work.

Luke s information bore particularly on three points : 1.

He sought first of all to go back to the origin of the facts, to

the very starting-point of this res Christiana which he desired

to describe. This is expressed in the word avwOev, literally

from above, from tlv&amp;gt;- very beginning. The author compares

himself to a traveller who tries to discover the source of a

river, in order that he may descend it again, and follow its

entire course. The apostolic tradition, as current in the

Church, did not do this
;

it began with the ministry of John

the Baptist, and the baptism of Jesus. It is in. this form

that we find it set forth in the Gospel of Mark, and sum

marized in Peter s preaching at the house of Cornelius, and

in Paul s at Antioch in Pisidia (Acts x. 37 et seq., xiii. 23

et seq.). The author here alludes to the accounts contained

in the first two chapters of his Gospel 2. After having

gone back to the commencement of the Gospel history, he

endeavoured to reproduce as completely as possible its entire

course (irao-w, all things, all the particular facts which it

includes). Apostolic tradition probably had a more or less

fragmentary character
;
the apostles not relating every time

the whole of the facts, but only those which best answered

to the circumstances in which they were preaching. This is

expressly said of St. Peter on the testimony of Papias, or of

the old presbyter on whom he relied : irpov ras xpetas eiroielro

ra&amp;lt;? St&acr/eaXia? (he chose each time the facts appropriate to

the needs of his hearers). Important omissions would easily

result from this mode of evangelization. By this word Traaiv,

all things, Luke probably alludes to that part of his Gospel

(ix. 51 xviii. 14), by which the tradition, as we have it set

forth in our first two synoptics, is enriched with a great
number of facts and new discourses, and with the account of

a long course of evangelization probably omitted, until Luke

gave it, in the public narration. 3. He sought to confer on

the Gospel history that exactness and precision which tradi

tion naturally fails to have, after being handed about for some

time from mouth to mouth. We know how quickly, in

similar narratives, characteristic traits are effaced, and the
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facts transposed. Diligent and scrupulous care is required

afterwards to replace the stones of the edifice in their right

position, and give them their exact form and sharpness of edge.

Now the third Gospel is distinguished, as we shall see, by the

constant effort to trace the continued progressive development

of the work of Jesus, to show the connection of the facts, to

place each discourse in its historical setting, and to exhibit

its exact purport.

By means of this information bearing upon the three points

indicated, the author hopes he shall be qualified to draw a

consecutive picture, reproducing the actual course of events :

Kade^ris ypd-^ai, to write in order. It is impossible in this

connection to understand the phrase in order in the sense of

a systematic classification, as Ebrard prefers ;
here the term

must stand for a chronological order. The term /ea0ef/}? is

not found in the New Testament except in Luke.

Ver. 4. And now, what is the aim of the work thus con

ceived 1 To strengthen the faith of Theophilus and his

readers in the reality of this extraordinary history. On

Theophilus, see the Introduction, sec. 3. The epithet KpdncrTos

is applied several times, in the writings of Luke, to high
Roman officials, such as Felix and Festus : Acts xxiii. 26,

xxiv. 3, xxvi. 25. It is frequently met with in medals of

the time. Luke wishes to show his friend and patron, that

he is not unmindful of the exalted rank he occupies. But in

his opinion, one mention suffices. He does not deem it neces

sary to repeat this somewhat ceremonious form at the begin

ning of the book of the Acts. The work executed on the plan
indicated is to give Theophilus the means of ascertaining and

verifying (eTriyivwo-fcew) the irrefragable certainty (dcr^aXefa?)
of the instruction which he had already received. The con

struction of this last phrase has been understood in three

ways. The most complicated is to understand a second irepi:

T/JV do-(f)d\t,av Trepl rcov \6ya)v Trepl &v
KO.Tif)(fflrfi ;

the second

and more simple, adopted by Bleek, is to make irepi depend
not on acrfyaXeiav, but on /earT^ij^? : TTJV d&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;f)d\6i,av

rwv

Xoywv Trepl )v
Ktvnj^rfOij^. But the example /carrj^ridTjo-av

irepi a-ov (Acts xxi. 21), which Bleek quotes, is not analogous ;

for there the object of Trepl is personal :

&quot;

they are informed

of thee.&quot; The simplest construction is this : rrjv
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irepl TWV \6yo)v ovs KarvifflOris, certitude touching the instruc

tion which . . . Comp. for this form Kar^elaOaL TI, Acts

xviii. 25, Gal. vi. 6. The term Kar^elv, to cause a sound to

penetrate into the ears, and thereby also a fact, an idea, into

the mind, may simply mean that intelligence of the great

events of which Luke speaks had reached Theophilus by

public report (Acts xxi. 21, 24) ;
or it may denote instruction

properly so called, as Eom. ii. 18, Acts xviii. 25, Gal. vi. 6
;

neither the expressions nor the context appear to me to offer

sufficient reasons to decide which. Perhaps the truth lies

between these two extreme opinions. Theophilus might have

talked with Christian evangelists without receiving such

catechetical instruction, in the strict sense of the term, as was

often given when a church was founded (Thiersch, Versuch,

p. 122 et seq.) ;
and then have applied to Luke with a view

to obtain through his labours something more complete. The

word aa(pd\iav is relegated to the end, to express with greater

force the idea of the irrefragable certainty of the facts of the

Gospel.

It is a very nice question whether the term A 070*, which

we have translated instruction, here refers solely to the

historical contents of the Gospel, or also to the religious

meaning of the facts, as that comes out of the subsequent
narrative. In the former case, Luke would simply mean that

the certainty of each particular fact was established by its

relation to the whole, which could not well be invented.

An extraordinary fact, which, presented separately, appears

impossible, becomes natural and rational when it takes its place
in a well-certified sequence of facts to which it belongs.

1 In

strictness, this meaning might be sufficient. But when we

try to identify ourselves completely with the author s mind,
do we not see, in this instruction of which he speaks, some

thing more than a simple narrative of facts ? Does not the

passage in 1 Cor. xv. 1-4 show that, in apostolic instruction,

1 The Catholic missionaries, Hue and Gabet, in their Travels in Tartary
(vol. ii. p. 136), relate as follows : &quot;We had adopted [in regard to the Buddhist

priests amongst whom they lived] an entirely historical mode of teaching. . . .

Proper names and precise dates made much more impression on them than the

most logical arguments. . . . The close connection which they remarked in the

history of the Old and New Testaments was, in their view, a demonstration.&quot;

Is not that the xetfaZfis ypd-^/xi IVK iviyvut . . . &amp;lt;rriv ccfifuXsiKvl
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religious comment was inseparable from the historical text ?

Was it not with a view to faith that facts were related in the

preaching of the gospel? and does not faith, in order to

appropriate them, require an exposition of their meaning and

importance ? The instruction already received by Theophilus

refers, then, without doubt to the Gospel history, but not as

isolated from its religious interpretation ;
and since we have

to do here with a reader belonging to a circle of Christians of

heathen origin, the signification given to this history could be

none other than that twofold principle of the universality

and free grace of salvation which constituted the substance

of what Paul calls his gospel. Luke s object, then, was to

relate the Christian fact in such a way as to show that, from

its very starting-point, the work and preaching of Jesus Him
self had had no other meaning. This was the only way of

making evangelical instruction, as formulated by St. Paul, rest

on an iinmoveable basis. As a consequence, this apostle

ceased to appear an innovator, and became the faithful ex

positor of the teaching of Jesus. To write a Gospel with this

view, was to introduce beneath the vast ecclesiastical edifice

raised by Paul, the only foundation which could in the end

prevent it from falling. Tor whatever there is in the Church

that does not emanate from Jesus, holds a usurped and con

sequently a transitory place. This would be true even of the

spiritualism of St. Paul, if it did not proceed from Jesus

Christ. Certainly it does not therefore follow, that the acts

and words of Jesus which Luke relates, and in which the

universalist tendency of the Gospel is manifested, were in

vented or modified by him in the interest of this tendency.
Is it not important for him, on the contrary, to prove to his

readers that this tendency was not infused into the Gospel by
Paul, but is a legitimate deduction from the work and teaching
of Jesus Christ ? The essential truth of this claim will be

placed beyond all suspicion when we come to prove, on the

one hand, that the author has in no way tried to mutilate

the narrative by suppressing those facts which might yield
a different tendency from that which he desired to justify ;

on the other, that the tendency which he favours is insepar
able from the course of the facts themselves.

If we have correctly apprehended the meaning of the last
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words of the prologue, we must expect to find in the third

Gospel the counterpart of the first. As that is A Treatise on

the right of Jesus to the Messianic sovereignty of Israel, this is

A Treatise on the right of the heathen to share in the Messianic

kingdom founded ly Jesus. In regard to the earliest writings

on the subject of the Gospel history, we may draw from this

preface four important results : 1. The common source from

which the earliest written narratives of the history of the

ministry of Jesus proceeded was the oral testimony of the

apostles, the SiSa^ rwv aTroa-ToXcov, which is spoken of in

Acts ii. 42 as the daily food dispensed by them to the rising

Church. 2. The work of committing this apostolic tradition

to writing began early, not later than the period of transition

from the first to the second Christian generation ;
and it was

attempted by numerous authors at the same time. Nothing
in the text of Luke authorizes us to think, with Gieseler, that

this was done only amongst the Greeks. From the earliest

times, the art of writing prevailed amongst the Jews
;
children

even were not ignorant of it (Judg. viii. 14). 3. In com

posing his Gospel, Luke possessed the apostolic tradition, not

merely in the oral form in which it circulated in the churches,

but also reduced to writing in a considerable number of these

early works
;
and these constituted two distinct sources. 4.

But he did not content himself with these two means of

information
;
he made use, in addition, of personal investiga

tions designed to complete, correct, and arrange the materials

which he derived from these two sources.

Having obtained these definite results, it only remains to

see whether they contain the elements required for the solu

tion of the problem of the origin of our synoptics, and of the

composition of our Gospel in particular. We shall examine
them for this purpose at the conclusion of the work

TOL. I.



FIEST PA El

THE NARRATIVES OF THE INFANCY*

CHAP. i. 5 -ii. 52.

BOTH
the first and the third Gospel open with a cycle of

narratives relating to the birth and childhood of Jesus.

These narratives do not appear to have formed part of the

tradition bequeathed to the Church by the apostles (ver. 2).

At least, neither the Gospel of Mark, the document which

appears to correspond most nearly with the type of the primi

tive preaching, nor the oldest example we have of this early

preaching, Peter s discourse in the house of Cornelius (Acts

x. 37-48), go further back than the ministry of John the

Baptist and the baptism of Jesus. The reason, doubtless, for

this is, that edification was the sole aim of apostolic preaching.

It was intended to lay the foundation of the faith
;
and in

order to do this, the apostles had only to testify concerning

what they had themselves seen and heard during the time

they had been with Jesus (John xv. 27
;
Acts i. 21, 22).

But these facts with which their preaching commenced

supposed antecedent circumstances. Actual events of such an

extraordinary nature could not have happened without pre

paration. This Jesus, whom Mark himself designates from

the outset
(i. 1) as the Son of God, could not have fallen

from heaven as a full-grown man of thirty years of age. Just

as a botanist, when he admires a new flower, will not rest

until he has dug it up by the roots, while an ordinary observer

will be satisfied with seeing its blossom
;
so among believers,

among the Greeks especially, there must have been thoughtful
minds Luke and Theophilus are representatives of such who
felt the need of supplying what the narratives of the official

66
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witnesses of the ministry of Jesus were deficient in respecting

the origin of this history.

The historical interest itself awakened by faith must have

tended to dissipate the obscurity which enveloped the first

appearance of a being so exceptional as He who was the sub

ject of the evangelical tradition. In proportion as the first

enthusiasm of faith gave place, at the transition period between

the first and the second generation of Christians, to careful

reflection, this need would be felt with growing intensity.

Luke felt constrained to satisfy it in his first two chapters.

It is evident that the contents of this Gospel of the Infancy

proceed neither from apostolic tradition (ver. 2), nor from any
of the numerous writings to which allusion is made (ver. 1),

but that they are derived from special information which Luke
had obtained. It is to these two chapters especially that

Luke alludes in the third verse of the prologue (avuOev, from
the beginning).

A similar need must have been felt, probably at the same

time, in the Jewish-Christian world
; only it arose out of

another principle. There was no demand there for the satis

faction of the historic sense. In those circles, interest in the

Messianic question prevailed over all others. They wanted to

know whether from the beginning the child, as well as after

wards the grown man, had not been divinely pointed out as.

the Messiah. The first two chapters of St. Matthew are plainly

intended to meet this need.

In this way we obtain a natural explanation of the exten

sion of the Gospel history to the first commencement of the

life of Jesus, and just in those different directions which are

to be observed in our two Gospels.
But does not this imply consequences somewhat unfavour

able to the truth of the narratives comprised in these two

cycles, Luke i.-ii. and Matt. i.-ii. ? It is admitted : 1. That

these narratives of the infancy lack the guarantee of apostolic

testimony. 2. That the wants which we have pointed out

might easily call into activity the Christian imagination, and,

in the absence of positive history, seek their satisfaction in

legend. These narratives are actually regarded in this light,

not only by Strauss or Baur, but even by such men as Meyer,

AVeizsacker, and Keim, who do not generally avow themselves
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partisans of the mythical interpretation. What in their vie\v

renders these narratives suspicious is their poetical character,

and the marvels with which they abound (a great number of

angelic appearances and of prophetic songs) ;
the complete

silence of the other New Testament writings respecting the

miraculous birth (there is no mention of it in Paul, or even in

John) ;
certain facts of the subsequent history (the unbelief of

the brethren of Jesus and of His own mother) which appear

incompatible with the miraculous circumstances of this birth
;

contradictions between Matthew and Luke on several impor
tant points ;

and lastly, historical errors in Luke s narrative,

which may be proved by comparing it with the facts of Jewish

and Eoman history.

We can only examine these various reasons as we pursue
in detail the study of the text. As to the way in which the

wants we have indicated were satisfied, we would observe : 1.

That it is natural to suppose, since the matter in question was

regarded as sacred both by the writers and the Church, that

the more simple and reverential process of historical investi

gation would be employed before having recourse to fiction.

It is only at a later stage, when the results obtained by this

means are no longer sufficient to satisfy curiosity and a

corrupted faith, that invention conies in to the aid of history.

The apocryphal Gospels, which made their appearance as early

as the end of the first century, indicate the time when this

change was in operation. Luke, if we may trust his preface,

belongs to the first period, that of investigation. 2. It is

evident that Luke himself, on the authority of information

which he had obtained, believed in the reality of the facts

which he relates in his first two chapters as firmly as in that

of all the rest of the Gospel history. His narrative bears

numerous marks of its strictly historical character : the course

of Abia, the city of Galilee named Nazareth, the city of the

hill-country of Juda, where dwelt the parents of John the

Baptist, the census of Cyrenius, the eighty-four years widow
hood of Anna the prophetess, the physical and moral growth
of Jesus as a child and young man, His return to Nazareth

and settlement there all these details leave us no room to

doubt the completely historical sense which the author him
self attached to these narratives. If, then, this part lacks the
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authority of apostolic testimony, it is guaranteed by the reli

gious convictions of the author, and by his personal assurance

of the value of the oral or written sources whence he derived

his knowledge of these facts.

The Gospel of the Infancy in Luke comprises seven narra

tives :

1. The announcement of the birth of the forerunner, i. 5 25
;

2. The announcement of the birth of Jesus, i. 26-38
;

3.

The visit of Mary to Elizabeth, i. 39-56. These three narra

tives form the first cycle.

4. The birth of the forerunner, i. 57-80
;

5. The birth of

Jesus, ii. 1-20
;

6. The circumcision and presentation of Jesus,

ii. 21-40. These three narratives form a second cycle.

7. The first journey of Jesus to Jerusalem, ii. 41-52. This

seventh narrative is, as it were, the crown of the two preceding

cycles.

FIRST NARRATIVE. CHAP. I. 5-25.

Announcement of the Birth of John the Baptist.

The first words of the narrative bring us back from the

midst of Greece, whither we were transported by the pro

logue, into a completely Jewish world. The very style

changes its character. From the fifth verse it is so saturated

with Aramaisms, that the contrast with the four preceding
verses resulting from it obliges us to admit, either that the

author artificially modifies his language in order to adapt it to

his subject, and so produces an imitation, a refinement of

method scarcely probable, or that he is dealing with ancient

documents, the Aramaic colouring of which he endeavours to

preserve as faithfully as possible. This second supposition alone

appears admissible. But it may assume two forms. Either

the author simply copies -a Greek document which already had

the Hebraistic character with which we are struck
;
or the

document in his hands is in the Aramean tongue, and he

translates it into Greek. Bleek maintains the first view.

We shall examine, at the seventy-eighth verse of chap, i., his

principal proof. As all the most characteristic peculiarities of

Luke s style are found in these two chapters, the second alter-
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native is by this circumstance rendered more probable. But

in this case it is asked, Why Luke, translating from the

Aramean, did not reproduce his document in purer Greek, as

he was perfectly competent to do
; comp. vers. 1-4. And he

is blamed for his servility as a translator. It is exactly as if

M. de Barante were blamed for preserving with all possible

fidelity, in his history of the Dukes of Burgundy, the style of

the ancient chronicles from which the contents of his narrative

are drawn
;
or M. Augustin Thierry, for

&quot;

having kept as near

as he possibly could to the language of the ancient historians.&quot;
l

So far from deserving the blame of his critics, Luke has shown

himself a man of exquisite taste, in that he has preserved

throughout his narrative all the flavour of the documents he

uses, and has availed himself of the incomparable flexibility of

the Greek language to reproduce in all their purity of sub

stance and form, and give, as it were, a tracing of the precious

documents which had fallen into his hands.

This first narrative describes: 1. The trial of Zacharias

and Elizabeth (vers. 5-7). 2. The promise of deliverance

(vers. 8-22). 3. The accomplishment of this promise (vers.

23-25).
1. The trial: vers. 5-7.

2
For 400 years direct communi

cations between the Lord and His people had ceased. To the

lengthened seed-time of the patriarchal, Mosaic, and prophetic

periods, had succeeded a season of harvest. A fresh seed-time,

the second and last phase of divine revelation, was about to

open ;
this time God would address Himself to the whole

world. But when God begins a new work, He does not

scornfully break with the instrument by which the past work
has been effected. As it is from the seclusion of a convent

that in the middle ages He will take the reformer of the

Church, so it is from the loins of an Israelitish priest that He
now causes to come forth the man who is to introduce the

world to the renovation prepared for it. The temple itself,

the centre of the theocracy, becomes the cradle of the new

covenant, of the worship in spirit and in truth. There is,

1 Histoire de la Conqudte d Angleterre, etc., Introd. p. 9.

2 Ver. 5. tf. B. C. D. L. X. Z. and some Mnn., ywti uuru, instead of n yw*
*uro Ut the reading of T. B. 15 Mjj. the Mnn. Syr. ItPleri*. Ver. G. X. B. C. X.,

ivavr/ay, instead of tvuviov, the reading of T. R. 18 Mjj. the Mnn.
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then, a divine suitability in the choice both of the actors and

theatre of the scene which is about to take place.

The days of Herod (ver. 5) designate the time of this

prince s reign. This fact agrees with Matt. ii. 1 et seq., where

the birth of Jesus is also placed in the reign of Herod. It

may be inferred from Matt. ii. 19 that this birth happened

quite at the end of this reign. According to Josephus, the

death of Herod must have taken place in the spring of the

year 750 u.c. Jesus, therefore, must have been born at latest

in 749, or quite at the beginning of 750. It follows from

this, that in the fifth century our era was fixed at least four

years too late.

The title of King of Judea had been decreed to Herod by
the Senate on the recommendation of Antony and Octavius.

The course of Alia was the eighth of the twenty-four courses

or epJiemerio3 into which, from David s time, the college

of priests had been divided (1 Chron. xxiv. 10). Each of

these classes did duty for eight days, from one Sabbath to

another, once every six months (2 Kings xi. 9). E^^epta,

properly daily service ; thence : in rotation, returning on a fixed

day ;
thence : lastly, the group of persons subject to this rota

tion. As we know that the day on which the temple of

Jerusalem was destroyed was the ninth of the fifth month of

the year 823 u.c., that is to say, the 4th of August of the

year 70 of our era; and as, according to the Talmud, it was

the first ephemeria which was on duty that day, we may
reckon, calculating backwards, that in the year which must have

preceded that in which Jesus was born, that is to say, probably
in 748, the ephemeria of Abia was on duty in the week from

the 17th to the 23d of April, and in that from the 3d to the

9th of October. Therefore John the Baptist would be born

nine months after one of these two dates, and Jesus six months

later, consequently in the month of July 749, or in the month
of January 750.1 In this calculation, however, of the time

of year to which the births of John and Jesus should be

assigned, everything depends on the determination of the year
of the birth of Jesus. But this is a question which is not yet
decided with any certainty.

The Hebraistic colouring of the style is seen particularly :

1
\Vieseler, Chronolog. Synopsis der vier Evang. pp. 141-145.
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1st, in the expression eV rat? ^epat? (^l) ; 2&amp;lt;%,
in the con

nection of propositions by means of the particle /cat, instead of

the Greek syntactical construction by means of relative pro

nouns and conjunctions ; Sdly, in the employment of the verb

eyevero in the sense of W. The subject of eyevero is not, as

is generally thought, the word lepevs, but rather the verb fyt

which must be understood in the three following propositions

(comp. ver. 8, cyevero eXa^e). The Alex, reading yvvrj avrw,

which is more uncouth and Hebraistic than 97 yvvrj avrov, is

probably the true reading. The term righteous (ver. 6) indi

cates general conformity of conduct to the divine precepts ;

this quality does not absolutely exclude sin (comp. vers.

18-20). It simply supposes that the man humbly acknow

ledges his sin, strives to make amends for it, and, aided from

on high, struggles against it. The Byz. reading &arrriov, in the

presence, under the eyes of, appears preferable to the Alexan

drian reading evavriov, in the face of, before. God and man
cannot be represented as being face to face in this passage.

where God s judgment on man is in question (see at ver. 8).

EvooTTiov answers to OS?, and expresses the inward reality of

this righteousness. The two terms eWoXat and SiKcuto/uLara,

commandments and ordinances, have been distinguished in

different ways. The former appears to us to refer to the

more general principles of the moral law to the Decalogue,
for example ;

the latter, to the multitude of particular Levitical

ordinances. Aucalu&amp;gt;na properly is, what God has declared

righteous. As the expression &quot;before
God brings out the in

ward truth of this righteousness, so the following, walking in

. . ., indicates its perfect fidelity in practice. The term Name
less no more excludes sin here than Phil. iii. 6. The well-

known description in Rom. vii. explains the sense in which
this word must be taken. The germ of concupiscence may
exist in the heart, even under the covering of the most com

plete external obedience.

Ver. 7. In the heart of this truly theocratic family, so

worthy of the divine blessing, a grievous want was felt. To
have no children was a trial the more deeply felt in Israel,

that barrenness was regarded by the Jews as a mark of divine

displeasure, according to Gen. ii. KaOon does not signify
because that exactly, but in accordance with this, that. It is one
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of those terms which, in the New Testament, only occur in

Luke s writings (xix. 9, and four times in the Acts). If, there*

fore, as Bleek thinks, Luke had found these narratives already

composed in Greek, he must nevertheless admit that he has

modified their style. The last proposition cannot, it appears,

depend on /caOon, seeing that ; for it would not be logical to

say,
&quot;

They had no children . . . seeing that they were both

well stricken in
years.&quot; So, many make these last words an

independent sentence. The position, however, of the verb rjorav

at the end, tends rather to make this phrase depend on KaOon.

To do this, it suffices to supply a thought: They had no

children, and they retained but little hope of having any, seeing

that . . .&quot; The expression TrpofiefirjKores ev rat? ^epat?
avT&v is purely Hebraistic (Gen. xviii. 11, xxiv. 1

;
Josh,

xiii. 1
;
1 Kings i. 1 D^n Kin).

2. The promise of deliverance: vers. 8-22. This portion

comprises: 1. vers. 8-17, The promise itself; 2. vers. 18-22,
The manner in which it was received.

1. The narrative ot the promise includes : the appearance

(vers. 8-12), and the message (vers. 13-17), of the angel.

The appearance of the angel: vers. 8 12.
1 The incense

had to be offered, according to the law (Ex. xxx. 7, 8), every

morning and evening. There was public prayer three times a

day : at nine in the morning (Acts ii. 1 5
?),

at noon (Acts x. 9),

and at three in the afternoon (Acts iii. 1, x. 30). The first

and last of these acts of public prayer coincided with the

offering of incense (Jos. Antiq. xiv. 4. 3). In the construc

tion eyevero eXa^e, the subject of the first verb is the act

indicated by the second. &quot;Evavn, in the face of, before, is

suitable here
;

for the officiating priest enacts a part in the

front of the Divinity. The words, according to the custom of

the priest s office (ver. 8), may be referred either to the estab

lished rotation of the courses (ver. 8), or to the use of the lot

with a view to the assignment of each day s functions. In

both cases, the extraordinary use of the lot would be worthy
of mention. The reference of these words to what precedes

appears to us more natural
;
we regard them as a simple

1 Ver. 8. The Mnn. vary between ivav-n and tvecvrtov. Ver. 10. fc*. B. E. and
13 Mjj. put rou xxou between w and vpoffiv%a/tivov ;

whilst the T- E., with
A. C. D. K. n.

, put it before .
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amplification of eV rfj ragei :

&quot; the order of his course, accord

ing to the custom of the priest s office.&quot; On the use of the

lot Oosterzee rightly observes that it proceeded from this, that

nothing in the service of the sanctuary was to be left to man s

arbitrary decision. The function of offering incense, which

gave the priest the right to enter the holy place, was regarded

as the most honourable of all. Further, according to the

Talmud, the priest who had obtained it was not permitted to

draw the lot a second time in the same week. EureX&k ,

having entered ; there was the honour ! This fact was at the

same time the condition of the whole scene that followed.

And that is certainly the reason why this detail, which is

correctly understood by itself, is so particularly mentioned.

Meyer and Bleek, not apprehending this design, find here an

inaccuracy of expression, and maintain that with the infinitive

Ov/jLido-at, the author passes by anticipation from the notion of

the fact to its historical realization. This is unnecessary ;

ela-e\6ot)v is a pluperfect in reference to 6vpid&amp;lt;rai
:

&quot;

It fell to

him to offer incense after having entered&quot; The term
vaos&amp;gt;

temple, designates the buildings properly so called, in oppo
sition to the different courts

;
and the complement icvpiov, of

the Lord, expresses its character in virtue of which the Lord

was about to manifest Himself in this house.

The 10th verse mentions a circumstance which brings out

the solemnity of the time, as the preceding circumstance

brought out the solemnity of the place. The prayer of the

people assembled in the court accompanied the offering of

incense. There was a close connection between these two

acts. The one was the typical, ideal, and therefore perfectly

pure prayer ;
the other the real prayer, which was inevitably

imperfect and defiled. The former covered the latter with its

sanctity ; the latter communicated to the former its reality

and life. Thus they were the complement of each other.

Hence their obligatory simultaneousness and their mutual
connection are forcibly expressed by the dative rfj &pa. The

reading which puts rov \aov between fy and Trpoaev^ofjievov,

expresses better the essential idea of the proposition contained

in this participle.

Ver. 11. Here, with the appearance of the angel, begins
the marvellous character of the story which lays it open to
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the suspicion of criticism. And if, indeed, the Christian dis

pensation were nothing more than the natural development of

the human consciousness, advancing by its own laws, we should

necessarily and unhesitatingly reject as fictitious this super

natural element, and at the same time everything else in the

Gospel of a similar character. But if Christianity was an

entirely new beginning (Verny) in history, the second and final

creation of man, it was natural that an interposition on so

grand a scale should be accompanied by a series of particular

interpositions. It was even necessary. For how were the

representatives of the ancient order of things, who had to

co-operate in the new work, to be initiated into it, and their

attachment won to it, except by this means ? According to

the Scripture, we are surrounded by angels (2 Kings vi. 17 ;

Ps. xxxiv. 8), whom God employs to watch over us
;
but in

our ordinary condition we want the sense necessary to per

ceive their presence. For that, a condition of peculiar recep

tivity is required. This condition existed in Zacharias at this

time. It had been created in him by the solemnity of the

place, by the sacredness of the function he was about to

perform, by his lively sympathy with all this people who
were imploring Heaven for national deliverance, and, last of

all, by the experience of his own domestic trial, the feeling

of which was to be painfully revived by the favour about to-

be shown him. Under the influence of all these circum

stances combined, that internal sense which puts man in

contact with the higher world was awakened in him. But

the necessity of this inward predisposition in no way proves
that the vision of Zacharias was merely the result of a high
state of moral excitement. Several particulars in the narrative

make this explanation inadmissible, particularly these two :

the difficulty with which Zacharias puts faith in the promise
made to him, and the physical chastisement which is inflicted

on him for his unbelief. These facts, in any case, render a

simple psychological explanation impossible, and oblige the

denier of the objectivity of the appearance to throw himself

upon the mythical interpretation. The term ayyeXos tcvpiov,

angel of the Lord, may be regarded as a kind of proper name,
and we may translate the angel of the Lord, notwithstanding
the absence of the article. But since, when once this per-
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sonage is introduced, the word angel is preceded by the article

(ver. 13), it is more natural to translate here an angel. The

entrance to the temple facing the east, Zacharias, on entering,

had on his right the table of shew-bread, placed on the north

side
;
on his left the candelabrum, placed on the south side

;

and before him the golden altar, which occupied the end of

the Holy Place, in front of the veil that hung between this

part of the sanctuary and the Holy of Holies. The expres

sion, on the right side of the altar, must be explained according

to the point of view of Zacharias
;
the angel stood, therefore,

between the altar and the shew-bread table. The fear of

Zacharias proceeds from the consciousness of sin, which is

immediately awakened in the human mind when a super
natural manifestation puts it in direct contact with the divine

world. The expression &amp;lt;o/3o5 eTreirea-ev is a Hebraism (Gen.

xv. 12). Was it morning or evening? Meyer concludes,

from the connection between the entrance of Zacharias into

the temple and the drawing of the lot (ver. 9), that it was

morning. This proof is not very conclusive. Nevertheless,

the supposition of Meyer is in itself the most probable.
The message of the angel : vers. 1 3-1 7.

1 &quot; But the angel
said unto him, Fear not, Zacharias : for thy prayer is heard ;

and thy wife Elizabeth shall bear thee a son, and thou shalt

call his name John. 14. And thou shalt have joy and glad
ness ; and many shall rejoice at his birth. 15. For he shall

be great in the sight of the Lord, and shall drink neither wine

nor strong drink ; and he shall be filled with the Holy Ghost,

even from his mother s womb. 16. And many of the children

of Israel shall he turn to the Lord their God. 1*7. And he

shall go before Him in the spirit and power of Elias, to turn
the hearts of the fathers to the children, and the disobedient to

the wisdom of the just ; to make ready a people prepared for
the Lord.&quot;

The angel begins by reassuring Zacharias (ver. 13); then
he describes the person of the son of Zacharias (vers. 14, 15),
and his mission (vers. 16, 17).

In the 13th verse the angel tells Zacharias that he has net

1 Ver. 14. Instead of yew*, which T. R. reads with G. X. r. and several

Mnn., all the others read 7V , ,.-_Ver. 17. B. G. L. V. : ff^iXiwtr*/, instead
of

*y0*xtirri&amp;lt;r/, the reading of T. R. with 15 Mjj., etc.
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come on an errand of judgment, but of favour
; comp. Dan.

x. 12. The prayer of Zacharias to which the angel alludes

would be, in the opinion of many, an entreaty for the advent

of the Messiah. This, it is said, is the only solicitude worthy
of a priest in such a place and at such a time. But the

preceding context (ver. 7) is in no way favourable to this

explanation, nor is that which follows (ver. 13 b
) ;

for the

sense of the ical is most certainly this :

&quot; And so thy wife

Elizabeth ...&quot; Further, the two personal pronouns, aov

and col,
&quot;

thy wife shall bear thee&quot; as also the aoi,
&quot;

thou

shalt have (ver. 14), prove positively the entirely personal
character of the prayer and its answer. The objection that,

acco.rding to ver. 7, he could no longer expect to have a child,

and consequently could not pray with this design, exaggerates
the meaning of this word. The phrase Kdkelv ovopa is a

Hebraism
;

it signifies, properly, to call any one by his name.

The name
Ia&amp;gt;dvvr)&amp;lt;$, John, is composed of mrp and pn : Jehovah

shows grace. It is not the character of the preaching of this

person which is expressed by this name
;

it belongs to the

entire epoch of which his appearance is the signal.

The 14th verse describes the joy which his birth will

occasion; it will extend beyond the narrow limits of the

family circle, and be spread over a large part of the nation.

There is an evident rising towards a climax in this part of

the message : 1st, a son
; 2d, a son great before God

; 3d,

the forerunner of the Messiah. Aya\\{acris expresses the

transports which a lively emotion of joy produces. The

beginning of the fulfilment of this promise is related, vers.

6466. The reading ^eviaei is certainly preferable to
&amp;lt;yev*

which is perhaps borrowed from the use of the verb

(ver. 13).

The ardour of this private and public joy is justified in the

15th verse by the eminent qualities which this child will

possess (&amp;lt;ydp).
The only greatness which can rejoice the

heart of such a man as Zacharias is a greatness which the

Lord Himself recognises as such : great before the Lord. This

greatness is evidently that which results from personal holi

ness and the moral authority accompanying it. The two teat

following may be paraphrased by : and in fact. The child is

ranked beforehand amongst that class of specially consecrated
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men, who may be called the heroes of theocratic religion, tho

Nazarites. The ordinance respecting the kind of life to be

led by these men is found in Num. vi. 121. The vow of

the Nazarite was either temporary or for life. The Old Testa

ment offers us two examples of this second form : Samson

(Judg. xiii. o-7) and Samuel (1 Sam. i. 11). It was a kind

of voluntary lay priesthood. By abstaining from all the

comforts and conveniences of civilised life, such as wine, the

bath, and cutting the hair, and in this way approaching the

state of nature, the Nazarite presented himself to the world

as a man filled with a lofty thought, which absorbed all his

interest, as the bearer of a word of God which was hidden in

his heart (Lange). Sucepa denotes all kinds of fermented

drink extracted from fruit, except that derived from the grape.

In place of this means of sensual excitement, John will have

a more healthful stimulant, the source of all pure exaltation,

the Holy Spirit. The same contrast occurs in Eph. v. 18 :

&quot; Be not drunk with wine . . . ,
but be filled with the Spirit

And in his case this state will begin from his mother s womb :

en, even, is not put for 77877, already ; this word signifies, whilst

he is yet in his mother s womb. The fact related (vers.

41-44) is the beginning of the accomplishment of this

promise, but it in no way exhausts its meaning.
Vers. 16, 17. The mission of the child

;
it is described

(ver. 16) in a general and abstract way: he will bring back,

turn ; this is the n^n of the Old Testament. This expression

implies that the people are sunk in estrangement from God.

The 17th verse specifies and developes this mission. The

pronoun auro?, he, brings out prominently the person of John
with a view to connect him with the person of the Lord, who
is to follow him (auroO). The relation between these two

personages thus set forth is expressed by the two prepositions,

7rp6, before (in the verb), and CVMTTIOV, under the eyes of ; he
who precedes walks under the eyes of him that comes after

him. The Alex, reading Trpoa-eXeva-eTcu has- no meaning.
The pronoun avrov (before him) has been referred by some

directly to the person of the Messiah. An attempt is made
to justify this meaning, by saying that this personage is

always present to the mind of the Israelite when he says
&quot;

he&quot; But this meaning is evidently forced
;
the pronoup
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him can only refer to the principal word of the preceding

verse : the Lord their God. The prophecy (Mai. iii. 1), of

which this passage is an exact reproduction, explains it :

&quot;

Behold, I will send my messenger, and he shall prepare the

way before me; and the Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly

come to His temple, even the Messenger of the Covenant, whom ye

delight in! According to these words, therefore, in the eyes

of the prophet the Messiah is no other than Jehovah Himself.

For it is Jehovah who speaks in this prophecy. It is He who

causes Himself to be preceded in His appearance as the

Messiah by a forerunner who receives (iv. 5) the name of

Elijah, and who is to prepare His way. It is He who, under

the names of Adonai (the Lord), and the Angel of the covenant,

comes to take possession of His temple. From the Old as

well as the New Testament point of view, the coming of the

Messiah is therefore the supreme theophany. Apart from

this way of regarding them, the words of Malachi and those

of the angel in our 17th verse are inexplicable. See an

avrov very similar to this in the strictly analogous passage,

John xii. 41 (comp. with Isa. vi.).

It appears from several passages in the Gospels that the

people, with their learned men, expected, before the coming
of the Messiah, a personal appearance of Elijah, or of some

other prophet like him, probably both (John i. 21, 22
;
Matt.

xvi. 14, xvii. 10, xxvii. 47). The angel spiritualizes this

grossly literal hope :

&quot;

Thy son shall be another
Elijah.&quot;

The

Spirit designates the divine breath in general ;
and the term

power, which is added to it, indicates the special character of

the Spirit s influence in John, as formerly in Elijah. The

preposition ev, in, makes the Holy Spirit the element into

which the ministry of John is to strike its roots.

The picture of the effect produced by this ministry is also

borrowed from Malachi, who had said :

&quot; He shall turn the

heart of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the children

to their fathers, lest I come and smite the earth with a curse.&quot;

The LXX., and, after their example, many modern inter

preters, have applied this description to the re-establishment

of domestic peace in Israel. But nothing either in the

ministry of Elijah or of John the Baptist had any special

aim in this direction. Besides, such a result has no direct
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connection with the preparation for the work of the Messiah,

and bears no proportion to the threat which follows in the

prophetic word :

&quot; Lest I come and smite the earth with a

curse&quot; Lastly, the thought,
&quot; and the heart of the children to

their fathers&quot;
taken in this sense, could not have substituted

for it in the discourse of the angel,
&quot; and the rebellious to the

wisdom of the
just&quot;

unless we suppose that in every Israelitish

family the children are necessarily rebellious and their parents

just. Some explain it thus :

&quot; He will bring back to God

all together, both the hearts of the fathers and those of the

children ;

&quot;

but this does violence to the expression employed.

Calvin and others give the word heart the sense of feeling :

&quot; He will bring back the pious feeling of the fathers [faithful

to God] to the present generation [the disobedient children],

and turn the latter to the wisdom of the former.&quot; But can
&quot;

to turn their hearts towards
&quot; mean &quot;

to awaken dispositions

in&quot;? For this sense et? would have been necessary instead

of eVt (re/cva) ; besides, we cannot give the verb eTTLo-Tptyai

such a different sense from tTnvrpe^rei, in ver. 16. The true

sense of these words, it seems to me, may be gathered from

other prophetic passages, such as these : Isa. xxix. 22, &quot;Jacob

shall no more &quot;be ashamed, neither shall his face wax pale, when

he seeth his children become the work of my hands&quot; IxiiL 1 6,
&quot;

Doubtless Thou art our Father, though Abraham &quot;be ignorant

of us, and Israel acknowledge us not ; Thou, Lord, art our

Father, our Redeemer !
&quot; Abraham and Jacob, in the place of

their rest, had blushed at the sight of their guilty descendants,

and turned away their faces from them
;
but now they would

turn again towards them with satisfaction in consequence of

the change produced by the ministry of John. The words of

Jesus (John viii. 56), &quot;Abraham rejoiced to see my day, and

he saw it, and was
glad&quot; proves that there is a reality under

lying these poetic images. With this meaning the modification

introduced into the second member of the phrase is easily

explained. The children who will turn towards their fathers

(Malachi), are the Jews of the time of the Messiah, the chil

dren of the obedient, who return to the wisdom of the pious

patriarchs (Luke). Is not this modification made with a view

to enlarge the application of this promise ? The expression,
tlie rebellious, may, in fact, comprehend not only the Jews, but
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also tho heathen. The term airetOeis, rebellious, is applied by
Paul (Eom. xi.) to both equally. $povr)ais Sitcatcov, the wisdom

of the just, denotes that healthy appreciation of things which

is the privilege of upright hearts. The preposition of rest, eV,

is joined to a verb of motion, eirta-Tpe-^rai,, to express the fact

that this wisdom is a state in which men remain when once they
have entered it. It will be John s mission, then, to reconstitute

the moral unity of the people by restoring the broken relation

between the patriarchs and their descendants. The withered

branches will be quickened into new life by sap proceeding
from the trunk. This restoration of the unity of the elect

people will be their true preparation for the coming of the

Messiah. Some interpreters have proposed to make aireiOels

the object of kToipaaai, and this last a second infinitive of

purpose, parallel to eTria-rptyai, :

&quot; And to prepare, by the

wisdom of the just, the rebellious, as a people made ready for

the Lord.&quot; It is thought that in this way a tautology is

avoided between the two words eroipdcrat,, to prepare, and

Karea-Kevaa^evov, made ready, disposed. But these two terms

have distinct meanings. The first bears on the relation of

John to the people ;
the second on the relation of the people

to the Messiah. John prepares the people in such a way that

they are disposed to receive the Messiah. Of course it is the

ideal task of the forerunner that is described here. In reality

this plan will succeed only in so far as the people shall con

sent to surrender themselves to the divine action. Is it

probable that after the ministry of Jesus, when the unbelief

of the people was already an historical fact, a later writer

would have thought of giving such an optimist colouring to

the discourse of the angel ?

2. Vers. 18-22 relate the manner in which the promise is

received
;
and first, the objection of Zacharias (ver. 18) ; next,

his punishment (vers. 19, 20) ; lastly, the effect produced

upon the people by this latter circumstance.

Vers. 18-20. &quot;And Zacharias said unto the angel, Wlierely
shall I know this ? for I am an old man, and my wife well

stricken in years. And the angel answering, said unto him,
I am Gabriel, that stand in the presence of God ; and am sent

to speak unto tJiee, and to show thee these glad tidings. And,

lehold, thou shalt le dumb
t and not able to speak, until the

VOL. I. F
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day that these things shall le performed, because thou lelievest

not my words, which shall le fulfilled in their season.&quot;

Abraham, Gideon, and Hezekiah had asked for signs (Gen. xv.
;

Judg. vi.
;
2 Kings xx.) without being blamed. God had of

Himself granted one to Moses (Ex. iv.), and offered one to

Ahaz (Isa. vii.). Why, if this was lawful in all these cases,

was it not so in this ? There is a maxim of human law which

says, Si duo faciunt idem, non est idem. There are different

degrees of responsibility, either according to the degree of

development of the individual or of the age, or according to

the character of the divine manifestation. God alone can

determine these degrees. It appears from the 19th verse that

the appearance of the being who spoke to Zacharias ought

of itself to have been a sufficient sign. In any case this

difference from the similar accounts in the Old Testament

proves that our narrative was not artificially drawn up in

imitation of them. The sign requested is designated by the

preposition Kara, according to, as the norm of knowledge. The

yap, for, refers to this idea understood : I have need of such a

sign. Yet Zacharias prayed for this very thing which now,

when promised by God, appears impossible to him. It is an

inconsistency, but one in keeping with the laws of our moral

nature. The narrative, Acts xii., in which we see the church

of Jerusalem praying for the deliverance of Peter, and refusing

to believe it when granted, presents a similar case.

In order to make Zacharias feel the seriousness of his fault,

the angel (ver. 19) refers to two things: his dignity as a

divine messenger, and the nature of his message. Eya, I,

coming first, brings his person into prominence. But he

immediately adds, that stand in the presence of God, to show

that it is not he who is offended, but God who has sent him.

The name Gabriel is composed of naa and ^N : vir Dei, the

mighty messenger of God. The Bible knows of only two

heavenly personages who are invested with a name, Gabriel

(Dan. viii. 16, ix. 21) and Michael (Dan. x. 13, 21, xii. 1;
Jude 9

;
Kev. xii. 7). This latter name (^wo) signifies, who

is like God ? Here the critic asks sarcastically whether Hebrew
is spoken in heaven ? But these names are evidently sym
bolical

; they convey to us the character and functions of these

personalities. When we speak to any one, it is naturally with
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a view to be understood. When heaven communicates with

earth, it is obliged to borrow the language of earth. According
to the name given him, Gabriel is the mighty servant of God

employed to promote His work here below. It is in this

capacity that he appears to Daniel, when he comes to announce

to him the restoration of Jerusalem
;

it is he also who pro

mises Mary the birth of the Saviour. In all these circum

stances he appears as the heavenly evangelist. The part of

Gabriel is positive; that of Michael is negative. Michael is,

as his name indicates, the destroyer of every one who dares to

equal, that is, to oppose God. Such is his mission in Daniel,

where he contends against the powers hostile to Israel
;
such

also is it in Jude and in the Apocalypse, where he fights, as

the champion of God, against Satan, the author of idolatry :

Gabriel builds up, Michael overthrows. The former is the

forerunner of Jehovah the Saviour, the latter of Jehovah the

Judge. Do not these two heavenly personages remind us of

the two angels who accompanied Jehovah (Gen. xviii.) when
He came to announce to Abraham, on the one hand, the birth

of Isaac, and, on the other, the destruction of Sodom ? Bibli

cal angelology makes mention of no other persons belonging
to the upper world. But this wise sobriety did not satisfy

later Judaism
;

it knew besides an angel Uriel, who gives good

counsel, and an angel Eaphael, who works bodily cures. The

Persian angelology is richer still. It reckons no less thar

seven superior spirits or amschaspands. How, then, can it be

maintained that the Jewish angelology is a Persian importa
tion ? History does not advance from the complicated to the

simple. Besides, the narrative, Gen. xviii., in which the two

archangels appear, is prior to the contact of Israel with the

Persian religion. Lastly, the idea represented by these two

personages is essentially Jewish. These two notions, of a

work of grace personified in Gabriel, and of a work of judg
ment personified in Michael, have their roots in the depths of

Jewish monotheism. The term to stand before God indicates a

permanent function (Isa. vi. 2). This messenger is one of the

servants of God nearest His throne. This superior dignity

necessarily rests on a higher degree of holiness. We may
compare 1 Kings xvii. 1, where Elijah says,

&quot; The Lord before
whom 1 stand&quot; Jesus expresses Himself in a similar manner
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(Matt, xviii.) respecting the guardian angels of the little ones :

&quot;

TJieir angels do always behold the face of my Father which is

in heaven.&quot; Such a being deserves to be taken at his word
;

how much more when he is the bearer of a message which is

to fulfil the desires of him to whom he is sent, and answer his

earnest supplication (ver. 1 9
b
) !

The chastisement inflicted on Zacharias (ver. 20) is at the

same time to serve as a sign to him. ISov, behold, indicates the

unexpected character of this dispensation. SICOTTI&V, not speak

ing, denotes simply the fact
; prj bwdpevos, not being able to

speak, discloses its cause
;
this silence will not be voluntary.

Ofrrtw?, which, as such, that is to say, as being the words of

such a being as I am. It may seem that with the future shall

le fulfilled, the preposition eV is required, and not etY But

et9 indicates that the performance of the promise will begin

immediately in order to its completion at the appointed time
;

comp. Rom. vi. 22, et? ayiaar/Aov. Kaipos, their season, refers

not only to the time (xpovos), but to the entire circumstances

in which this fulfilment will take place. There is not a word

in this speech of the angel which is not at once simple and

worthy of the mouth into which it is put. It is not after

this fashion that man makes heaven speak when he is invent

ing ; only read the apocryphal writings !

Vers. 21 and 22. According to the Talmud, the high priest

did not remain long in the Holy of Holies on the great day of

atonement. Much more would this be true of the priest

officiating daily in the Holy Place. The analytical form $v

TTpoa-So/cwv depicts the lengthened expectation and uneasiness

which began to take possession of the people. The text indi

cates that the event which had just taken place was made
known in two ways: on the one hand, by the silence of

Zacharias
;
on the other, by signs by which he himself (avrbs)

indicated its cause. The analytical form 171; Siavevwv denotes

the frequent repetition of the same signs, and the imperfect

Siepevev, he remained dumb, depicts the increasing surprise

produced by his continuing in this state.

3. The accomplishment of the promise: vers. 23-25. The

subject of lyevero, it came to pass, is all that follows to the end
of ver. 25. Comp. a similar eyevero, Acts ix. 3. The active

form Trepietcpvpev eavrrjv, literally, she kept herself concealed,
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expresses a more energetic action than that designated by the

middle Trepie/cpv-fraro. Elizabeth isolated herself intentionally,

rendering herself invisible to her neighbours. Her conduct

has been explained in many ways. Origen and Ambrose

thought that it was the result of a kind of false modesty.

Paulus supposed that Elizabeth wished to obtain assurance of

the reality of her happiness before speaking about it. Accord

ing to De Wetic, this retreat was nothing more than a precau
tion for her health. It was dictated, according to Bleek and

Oosterzee, by a desire for meditation and by sentiments of

humble gratitude. Of all these explanations, the last cer

tainly appears the best. But it in no way accounts for the

term for five months, so particularly mentioned. Further, how
from this point of view are we to explain the singular ex

pression, Thus hath the Lord dealt with me ? The full mean

ing of this word thus is necessarily weakened by applying it

in a general way to the greatness of the blessing conferred on

Elizabeth, whilst this expression naturally establishes a con

nection between the practice she pursues towards herself from

this time, and God s method of dealing with her. What is

this connection ? Does she not mean,
&quot;

I will treat myself as

God has treated my reproach. He has taken it away from

me
;
I will therefore withdraw myself from the sight of men,

so long as I run any risk of still bearing it, when I am in

reality delivered from it ?
&quot;

Eestored by God, she feels that

she owes it to herself, as well as to Him who has honoured her

in this way, to expose herself no more to the scornful regards
of men until she can appear before them evidently honoured by
the proofs of the divine favour. In this way the term five

months, which she fixes for her seclusion, becomes perfectly

intelligible. For it is after the fifth month that the condition

of a pregnant woman becomes apparent. Therefore it is

not until then that she can appear again in society, as what
she really is, restored. In this conduct and declaration there

is a mixture of womanly pride and humble gratitude which

makes them a very exquisite expression of maternal feeling for

one in such a position. We should like to know what later

narrator would have invented such a delicate touch as this.

But the authenticity of this single detail implies the authenti-
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city of the whole of the preceding narrative.
1

&quot;On must be

taken here in the sense of because ; Elizabeth wants to justify

whatever is unusual in the course of conduct she has just

adopted. EireiSev dfaXelv,
&quot; He has regarded me in a manner

that takes away ;

&quot;

he has cast on me one of those efficacious

looks which, as the Psalmist says, are deliverance itself. On

barrenness as a reproach, comp. Gen. xxx. 23, where, after the

birth of her first-born, Eachel cries,
&quot; God lias taken away my

reproach&quot;

This saying of Elizabeth s discloses all the humiliations

which the pious Israelite had endured from her neighbours

during these long years of barrenness. This also comes out

indirectly from ver. 36, in which the angel makes use of the

expression, &quot;Her who was called barren.&quot; This epithet had

become a kind of sobriquet for her in the mouth of the people

of the place.

SECOND NARRATIVE. CHAP. I. 26-38.

Announcement of the Birth of Jesus.

The birth of John the Baptist, like that of Isaac, was due

to a higher power; but it did not certainly transcend the

limits of the natural order. It is otherwise with the birth of

Jesus
;

it has the character of a creative act. In importance
it constitutes the counterpart, not of the birth of Isaac, but of

the appearance of the first man
;
Jesus is the second Adam.

This birth is the beginning of the world to come. If this

character of the appearance of Jesus be denied, the whole of the

subsequent narrative remains unintelligible and inadmissible.

Directly it is conceded, all the rest accords with it.

But the creative character of this birth does not destroy the

connection between the old and the new era. We have just

seen how, in the birth of the greatest representative of the old

covenant, God remained faithful to the theocratic past, by
1 For this beautiful explanation I am indebted to the friend to whom I have

had the joy of dedicating my commentary on the Gospel of John, and with
whom 1 have more than once read the Gospel of Luke, Professor Charles Prince,
who now beholds face to face Him whom we have so often contemplated to

gether in the mirror of His word. Generally speaking, this commentary is as

much his as mine.
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making the Israelitish priesthood the cradle of this child. He
acts in the same way when the Head ol renewed humanity,
the Lord of the world to come, is to make His appearance ;

He causes Him to come forth as a scion from the stock of the

ancient royalty of Israel. Further, God has respect in this

work to the conditions of the human past generally. While

creating in Him a new humanity, He is careful to preserve the

link which unites Him to the ancient humanity. Just as in

the first creation He did not create man s body out of nothing,

but formed it out of the dust of the already existing earth, of

which Adam was to become the lord
; so, at the appearance of

the second Adam, He did not properly create His body ;
He

took it from the womb of a human mother, so as to maintain

the organic connection which must exist between the Head of

the new humanity and that natural humanity which it is His

mission to raise to the height of His own stature.

This narrative records: 1. The appearance of the angel

(vers. 26-29) ;
2. His message (vers. 30-33) ;

3. The manner

in which his message is received (ver. 34-38).
1. TJie appearance of the angel: vers. 26-29.1 From the

temple the narrative transports us to the house of a young
Israelitish woman. We leave the sphere of official station to

enter into the seclusion of private life. Mary probably was

in prayer. Her chamber is a sanctuary; such, henceforth,

will be the true temple. The date, the sixth month, refers to

that given in ver. 24. It was the time when Elizabeth had

just left her retirement
;

all that takes place in the visitation

of Mary is in connection with this circumstance. The govern
ment VTTO TOV Oeou, ly God, or, as some Alex, read, CLTTO TOV 6eov,

on the part of God, indicates a difference between this message
and that in ver. 19. God interposes more directly; it is a

1 Ver. 26. tf. B. L. Wc
. and some Mnn., &amp;lt;ZTO instead of vro, which is the

reading of T. R. with 16 Mjj. and almost all the Mnn. The MSS. vary here be

tween Nyif (C. E. G. H. M. S. TJ. V. r. A. ItP1 &quot;1 !
&quot;;

in addition, K. atii. 4,

andB. atii. 39, 51), N
a/)a4(A. A.), and N*^T (K. L. X. n. andZ. atii. 4);

further, K. B. Z. read Na
a/

, at iv. 16. Ver. 27. N. B. Fw. L. and 32 Mnn.

add after oixov, xai
&amp;lt;xa.rfitt? (taken from ii. 4). Ver. 28. K. B. L. Wc

. and some

Mnn. omit the words tu^o-y^i^ ffu iv yvvufav, which is the reading of T. R. with

16 Mjj., almost all the Mnn., Syr. It. Vnlg. Ver. 29. X. B. D. L. X. and some

Mnn. omit 3ov&amp;lt;r, which T. R. reads after j 2i along with 15 Mjj., the other

Mnn., Syr. It. K. B. D. L. X. and some Mnn. omit O.UTOV after
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question here of His own Son. The received reading VTTO, oy,

seems to me for this reason more in accordance with the spirit

of the context than the Alex, reading, which lays less emphasis

on the divine origin of the message.

The most usual form of the name of the town in the

documents is Nazareth : it is admitted here by Tischendorf in

his eighth edition. He accords, however, some probability to

the form Nazara, which is the reading of iv. 1 6 in the prin

cipal Alexandrians. In Matt. iii. 23, the MSS. only vary be

tween Nazareth and Nazaret. Keim, in his History of Jesus,

has decided for Nazara. He gives his reasons, i. p. 319

et seq. : 1. The derived adjectives Na&palos, Naap7]v6s are

most readily explained from this form. 2. The form Nazareth

could easily come from Nazara, as Kamath from Kama (by the

addition of the Aramean article). The forms Nazareth and

Nazaret may also be explained as forms derived from that. 3.

The phrase dirb Na&pcov, in Eusebius, supposes the nominative

Nazara. 4. It is the form preserved in the existing Arabic

name en-Nezirah. Still it would be possible, even though the

true name was Nazara, that Luke might have been accustomed

to use the form Nazareth
;
Tischendorf thinks that this may be

inferred from Acts x. 38, where K. B. C. D. E. read Nazareth.

The etymology of this name is probably i3 (whence the feminine

form mJ), a shoot or scion ; this is the form used in the Talmud.

The Fathers accordingly perceived in this name an allusion to

the scion of David in the prophets. Burckhardt the traveller

explains it more simply by the numerous shrubs which clothe

the ground. Hitzig has proposed another etymology : msru,

the guardian, the name referring either to some pagan divinity,

the protectress of the locality, as this scholar thinks, or, as Keim

supposes, to the town itself, on account of its commanding the

defile of the valley.

Nazareth, with a population at the present day of 3000

inhabitants, is about three days journey north of Jerusalem,
and about eight leagues west of Tiberias. It is only a short

distance from Tabor. It is reached from the valley of Jezreel

through a mountain gorge running from S. to N, and opening
out into a pleasant basin of some twenty minutes in length by
ten in width. A chain of hills shuts in the valley on its

northern side, Nazareth occupies its lower slopes, and rises
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in smiling terraces above the valley. From the summit of the

ridge which encloses this basin on the north there is a splendid

view.
1 This valley was in Israel just what Israel was in the

midst of the earth a place at once secluded and open, a solitary

retreat and a high post of observation, inviting meditation and

at the same time affording opportunity for far-reaching views

in all directions, consequently admirably adapted for an educa

tion of which God reserved to Himself the initiative, and which

man could not touch without spoiling it. The explanation, a

town of Galilee,, is evidently intended for Gentile readers
;

it is

added by the translator to the Jewish document that lay before

him.

Do the words, of the house of David, ver. 2*7, refer to Joseph
or Mary ? Grammatically, it appears to us that the form of

the following sentence rather favours the former alternative.

For if this clause applied, in the writer s mind, to Mary, he

would have continued his narrative in this form :

&quot; and her

name was . .
.,&quot;

rather than in this :

&quot; and the young girl s

name was . . .&quot; But does it follow from this that Mary
was not, in Luke s opinion, a descendant of David ? By no

means. Vers. 32 and 69 have no sense unless the author

regarded Mary herself as a daughter of this king. See iii. 23.

The term xapirovv Tiva, to make any one the object of one s

favour, is applied to believers in general (Eph. i. 6). There is

no thought here of outward graces, as the translation full oj

grace would imply. The angel, having designated Mary by
this expression as the special object of divine favour, justifies

this address by the words which follow : The Lord with thee.

Supply is, and not be ; it is not a wish. The heavenly visitant

speaks as one knowing how matters stood. The words,
&quot; Blessed

art thou among women/ are not genuine ; they are taken from

ver. 42, where they are not wanting in any document.

The impression made on Mary, ver. 29, is not that of fear;

it is a troubled feeling, very natural in a young girl who is

suddenly made aware of the unexpected presence of a strange

person. The T. E. indicates two causes of trouble :

&quot; And when
she saw him, she was troubled at his saying&quot; By the omission

of IBovaa, when she saw, the Alexs. leave only one remaining.
But this very simplification casts suspicion on their reading.

1 See Keim s fine description, GeKch. Jesu, t. i. p. 321.
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The two ancient Syriac and Latin translations here agree with

the T. K. The meaning is, that trouble was joined to the

surprise caused by the sight of the angel, as soon as his words

had confirmed the reality of his presence. UoraTro? denotes

properly the origin (TTOV TO a?ro). But this term applies also

to the contents and value, as is the case here. Wliat was the

meaning the import of . . . Having thus prepared Mary, the

angel proceeds with the message he has brought.

2. TJie message of the angel: vers. 30-33.1
&quot;And the

angel said unto her, Fear not, Mary ; for thou hast found

favour with God. 31. And, behold, thou shalt conceive in

thy womb, and bring forth a son, and shalt call His name

Jesus. 32. He shall be great, and shall be called the Son oj

the Highest ; and the Lord God shall give unto Him the throne

of His father David: 33. And He shall reign over the house

of Jacob for ever; and of His kingdom there shall be no

end! By long continuance, Mary s trouble would have de

generated into fear. The angel prevents this painful impres
sion :

&quot; Fear not.&quot; The term evpes X^PIV ^hou hast found

favour, reproduces the idea of /ce^aptTco^evrj ;
this expression

belongs to the Greek of the LXX. The angel proceeds to

enumerate the striking proofs of this assertion, the marks of

divine favour: 1st, a son; 2d, His name, a sign of blessing;

od, His personal superiority ; 4th, His divine title
; lastly, His

future and eternal sovereignty. I&ov, behold, expresses the

unexpected character of the fact announced. I^crov?, Jesus,

is the Greek form of W\ Jeschovah, which was gradually sub

stituted for the older and fuller form J^n 1

*, Jehoschovah, of

which the meaning is, Jehovah saves. The same command is

given by the angel to Joseph, Matt. i. 21, with this comment :

&quot; For He shall save His people from their sins.&quot; Criticism sees

here the proof of two different and contradictory traditions.

But if the reality of these two divine messages is admitted,

there is nothing surprising in their agreement on this point.

As to the two traditions, we leave them until we come to the

general considerations at the end of chap. ii. The personal

quality of this son : He shall be great first of all, in holiness
;

this is true greatness in the judgment of Heaven
; then, and

1
Ver. 30. D. alone reads ^a/j/a instead of ftapiap ;

so at vers. 39, 56, and (with

C.)at vers. 34, 38, 46, ii. 19, the MSS. are divided between these two readings.
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as a consequence, in power and influence. His title : Son of

the Highest. This title corresponds with His real nature. For

the expression, He shall le called, signifies here, universally

recognised as such, and that because He is such in fact. This

title has been regarded as a simple synonym for that of Messiah.

But the passages cited in proof, Matt. xxvi. 63 and John i. 50,

prove precisely the contrary : the first, because had the title

Son of God signified nothing more in the view of the Sanhedrim

than that of Messiah, there would have been no blasphemy in

assuming it, even falsely ;
the second, because it would be idle

to put two titles together between which there was no differ

ence.
1 On the other hand, the Trinitarian sense should not be

here applied to the term Son of God. The notion of the pre-

existence of Jesus Christ, as the eternal Son of God, is quite

foreign to the context. Mary could not have comprehended
it

;
and on the supposition that she had comprehended or even

caught a glimpse of it, so far from being sustained by it in her

work as a mother, she would have been rendered incapable of

performing it. The notion here expressed by the title Son of

God is solely that of a personal and mysterious relation between

this child and the Divine Being. The angel explains more

clearly the meaning of this term in ver. 35. Lastly, the dignity

and mission of this child : He is to fulfil the office of Messiah.

The expressions are borrowed from the prophetic descrip

tions, 2 Sam. vii. 12, 13, Isa. ix. 5-7. The throne of David

should not be taken here as the emblem of the throne of God,

nor the house of Jacob as a figurative designation of the Church.

These expressions in the mouth of the angel keep their natural

and literal sense. It is, indeed, the theocratic royalty and the

Israelitish people, neither more nor less, that are in question
here

; Mary could have understood these expressions in no

other way. It is true that, for the promise to be realized in

this sense, Israel must have consented to welcome Jesus as their

Messiah. In that case, the transformed theocracy would have

opened its bosom to the heathen
;
and the empire of Israel

would have assumed, by the very fact of this incorporation, the

character of a universal monarchy. The unbelief of Israel

foiled this plan, and subverted the regular course of history ;

1 See my Conferences apologetiques, 6th conference : the divinity of Jesus

Christ, pp. 15-18.
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so that at the present day the fulfilment of these promises is

still postponed to the future. But is it likely, after the failure

of the ministry of Jesus amongst this people, that about the

beginning of the second century, when the fall of Jerusalem

had already taken place, any writer would have made an angel

prophesy what is expressed here ? This picture of the Mes
sianic work could have been produced at no other epoch than

that to which this narrative refers it at the transition period

between the old and new covenants. Besides, would it have

been possible, at any later period, to reproduce, with such art

less simplicity and freshness, the hopes of these early days ?

3. The manner in ivhich the message was received : vers.

34-3 8.
J

34. &quot;

TJien said Mary unto the angel, How shall this

&quot;be, seeing I know not a man? 35. And the angel answered

and said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee,

and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee; therefore

also that holy thing which shall be born of thee shall be called

the Son of God. 36. And, behold, thy cousin Elizabeth, she hath

also conceived a son in her old age ; and this is the sixth month

with her, who was called barren. 37. For with God nothing
shall be impossible. 38. And Mary said, Behold the hand
maid of the Lord ; be it unto me according to thy word. And
the angel departed from her.&quot; Mary s question does not ex

press doubt : it simply asks for an explanation, and this very

request implies faith. Her question is the legitimate expres
sion of the astonishment of a pure conscience. We observe in

the angel s reply the parallelism which among the Hebrews is

always the expression of exalted feeling and the mark of the

poetic style. The angel touches upon the most sacred of

mysteries, and his speech becomes a song. Are the terms come

upon, overshadow, borrowed, as Bleek thinks, from the image of

a bird covering her eggs or brooding over her young ? Comp.

Gen. i. 3. It appears to us rather that these expressions allude

to the cloud which covered the camp of the Israelites in the

desert. In ix. 34, as here, the evangelist describes the approach

1 Ver. 34. Some Mjj. Mnn. Vss. and Fathers add poi to ttrrai. Ver. 35. C.

several Mnn. It. add i*. &amp;lt;rov after yevv^tv^. Ver. 36. Instead of rwyyw;, 9 Mjj.
several Mnn. read cwyyws. Instead of MtiXtiQvi*, the reading of T. E, with
36 Mjj., the Mnn. Syr., K. B. L. Z., 0wuAp. Ver. 37. Instead of rap* e*,
N. B. L. Z., ffa.fot.

rev Qieu.
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of this mysterious cloud by the term eTria/cid&iv. The Holy
Ghost denotes here the divine power, the life-giving breath

which calls into developed existence the germ of a human

personality slumbering in Mary s womb. This germ is the

link which unites Jesus to human nature, and makes Him a

member of the race He comes to save. Thus in this birth the

miracle of the first creation is repeated on a scale of greater

power. Two elements concurred in the formation of man : a

body taken from the ground, and the divine breath. With
these two elements correspond here the germ derived from the

womb of Mary, and the Holy Ghost who fertilizes it. The

absolute purity of this birth results, on the one hand, from

the perfect holiness of the divine principle which is its effi

cient cause
;
on the other, from the absence of every impure

motion in her who becomes a mother under the power of such

a principle.

By the word also
(&quot;

therefore also
&quot;)

the angel alludes to his

preceding words : He shall be called the Son of the Highest. We
might paraphrase it :

&quot; And it is precisely for this reason that

I said to thee, that . . .&quot; We have then here, from the mouth
of the angel himself, an authentic explanation of the term Son

of God in the former part of his message. After this explana

tion, Mary could only understand the title in this sense : a

human being of whose existence God Himself is the immediate

author. It does not convey the idea of pre-existence, but it

implies more than the term Messiah, which only refers to His

mission. The word v^to-rov, of the Highest, also refers to the

term i/ios vtyia-rov, Son of the Highest, ver. 32, and explains it.

Bleek, following the Peschito, Tertullian, etc., makes ayiov the

predicate of KXyOrjcreTai, and vios eov in apposition with

a^/Lov :

&quot; Wherefore that which shall be born of thee shall be

called holy, Son of God.&quot; But with the predicate holy, the

verb should have been, not &quot;

shall be called,&quot; but shall be.

For holy is not a title. Besides, the connection with ver. 32
will not allow any other predicate to be given to shall be called

than Son of God. The subject of the phrase is therefore the

complex term TO yevvwfjievov ajwv, the holy thing conceived in

thee, and more especially ayiov, the holy ; this adjective is taken

as a substantive. As the adjective of
&amp;lt;yevvu)fjievov, taken sub-

stantively, it would of necessity be preceded by the article
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The words e/c aov are a gloss. What is the connection between

this miraculous birth of Jesus and His perfect holiness ? The

latter does not necessarily result from the former. For holiness

is a fact of volition, not of nature. How could we assign any
serious meaning to the moral struggles in the history of Jesus,

the temptation, for example, if His perfect holiness was the

necessary consequence of His miraculous birth ? But it is

not so. The miraculous birth was only the negative condition

of the spotless holiness of Jesus. Entering into human life

in this way, He was placed in the normal condition of man
before his fall, and put in a position to fulfil the career origin

ally set before man, in which he was to advance from innocence

to holiness. He was simply freed from the obstacle which,

owing to the way in which we are born, hinders us from accom

plishing this task. But in order to change this possibility

into a reality, Jesus had to exert every instant His own free

will, and to devote Himself continually to the service of good
and the fulfilment of the task assigned Him, namely,

&quot;

the

keeping of His Father s commandment.&quot; His miraculous birth,

therefore, in no way prevented this conflict from being real.

It gave Him liberty not to sin, but did not take away from

Him the liberty of sinning.

Mary did not ask for a sign ;
the angel gives her one of his

own accord. This sign, it is clear, is in close connection with

the promise just made to her. When she beholds in Elizabeth

the realization of this promised sign, her faith will be thoroughly
confirmed. ISov, lelwld, expresses its unexpectedness. Kai
before avrtf, she also, brings out the analogy between the two
facts thus brought together. Mary s being related to Elizabeth

in no way proves, as Schleiermacher thought, that Mary did

not belong to the tribe of Judah. There was no law to oblige
an Israelitish maiden to marry into her own tribe; Mary s

father, even if he was of the tribe of Judah, might therefore

have espoused a woman of the tribe of Levi. Could it be from
this passage that Keim derives his assertion, that the priestly

origin of Mary is indicated in Luke
(i. 334)? The dative

7^a in the T. E. is only found in some MSS. All the other

documents have
7%&amp;gt;et,

from the form
777/009.

In ver. 37 the angel refers the two events thus announced
to the common cause which explains them both the bound
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less omnipotence of God. That is the rock of faith.
9
ASwarecu

signifies, properly, to be powerless. And Meyer maintains that

this must be its meaning here, and that pr^a is to be taken in

its proper sense of word. In that case we should have to give

the preference to the Alex, reading rov @eov :

&quot; No word pro

ceeding from God shall remain powerless.&quot; But this meaning
is far-fetched. Tlapa rov 0eov cannot depend naturally either

on prifjia
or aSvvarrjcret,. Matt. xvii. 20 proves that the verb

abwareiv also signifies, in the Hellenistic dialect, to be im

possible. The sense therefore is,
&quot;

Nothing shall be impossible.&quot;

Ilapa rut Oea), with God, indicates the sphere in which alone

this word is true. As though the angel said, The impossible is

not divine. Pfjfjta, as in, a thing, in so far as announced.

In reference to this concise vigorous expression of biblical

supernaturalism, Oosterzee says :

&quot; The laws of nature are not

chains which the Divine Legislator has laid upon Himself
;

they are threads which He holds in His hand, and which He
shortens or lengthens at will.&quot;

God s message by the mouth of the angel was not a com

mand. The part Mary had to fulfil made no demands on her.

It only remained, therefore, for Mary to consent to the con

sequences of the divine offer. She gives this consent in a

word at once simple and sublime, which involved the most

extraordinary act of faith that a woman ever consented to

accomplish. Mary accepts the sacrifice of that which is dearer

to a young maiden than her very life, and thereby becomes

pre-eminently the heroine of Israel, the ideal daughter of Zion,

the perfect type of human receptivity in regard to the divine

work. We see here what exquisite fruits the lengthened work

of the Holy Spirit under the old covenant had produced in true

Israelites. The word ISov, behold, does not here express sur

prise, but rather the offer of her entire being. Just as Abraham,
when he answers God with, Behold, here I am (Gen. xxii., Be

hold, I), Mary places herself at God s disposal. The evangelist

shows his tact in the choice of the aorist yevoiro. The present
would have signified,

&quot; Let it happen to me this very instant !

&quot;

The aorist leaves the choice of the time to God.

What exquisite delicacy this scene displays ! What

simplicity and majesty in the dialogue ! Not one word too

many, not one too few. A narrative so perfect could only
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have emanated from the holy sphere within which the mystery

was accomplished. A later origin would inevitably have

betrayed itself by some foreign element. Hear the Prot-

evanyelium of James, which dates from the first part of the

second century :

&quot; Tear not, said the angel to Mary ;
for thou

hast found grace before the Master of all things, and thou

shalt conceive by His word. Having heard that, she doubted

and said within herself : Shall I conceive of the Lord, of the

living God, and shall I give birth as every woman gives birth ?

And the angel of the Lord said to her : No, not thus, Mary,
for the power of God . .

.,&quot;
etc.

THIED NABBATIVE. CHAP. I. B9-56.

Mary s Visit to Elizabeth.

This narrative is, as it were, the synthesis of the two pre

ceding. These two divinely favoured women meet and pour
forth their hearts.

1. Arrival of Mary (vers. 39-41); 2. Elizabeth s saluta

tion (vers. 4245) ;
3. Song of Mary (vers. 46-55). Ver. 56

forms the historical conclusion.

1. The arrival of Mary : vers. 39-41.
1

The terms arose

and with haste express a lively eagerness. This visit met
what was in fact a deep need of Mary s soul. Since the

message of the angel, Elizabeth had become for her what a

mother is for her daughter in the most important moment of

her life. -The words in those days comprise the time necessary
for making preparations for the journey. The distance to be

traversed being four days journey, Mary could not travel so

far alone. The word 97 opewr), the hill country, has sometimes

received quite a special meaning, making it a kind of proper

name, by which in popular language the mountainous plateau
to the south of Jerusalem was designated ;

but no instance of

a similar designation can be given either from the Old or the

New Testament. It appears to me that in this expression,
a city of Juda in the mountain, it is in no way necessary to

give the term mountain the force of a proper name. The
context makes it sufficiently clear that it is the mountain of
1 Ver. 40. tf. and some Mnn. add w

yaXA/a&amp;lt;rg/ after fyiQos (taken from ver. 44).
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Juda, in distinction from the plain of Juda, that is meant.

Comp. Josh. xv. 48, where 17 bpewf) is employed precisely in

this way by the LXX. According to Josh. xv. 55, xxi. 16,

there was in this country, to the south of Hehron, a city of

the name of Jutha or Jiittha ; and according to the second

passage (comp. ver. 13), this city was a priestly city.
1 From

this several writers (Eeland, Winer, Eenan) have concluded

that the text of our Gospel has undergone an alteration,

and that the word Juda is a corruption of Jutha. But no

MS. supports this conjecture ;
and there is nothing in the

context to require it. On the contrary, it is probable that,

had Luke desired to indicate by name the city in which the

parents of John the Baptist lived, he would have done it

sooner. The most important priestly city of this country was

Hebron, two leagues south of Bethlehem. And although, sub

sequent to the exile, the priests no longer made it a rule to

reside exclusively in the towns that had been assigned to

them at the beginning, it is very natural to look for the home
of Zacharias at Hebron, the more so that Eabbinical tradition

m the Talmud gives express testimony in favour of this

opinion.
2 Keim finds further support for it on this ground,

that in the context TroXt? lovSa can only signify the city of

Juda, that is to say, the principal priestly city in Juda. But

wrongly ;
the simplest and most natural translation is : a city

of Juda.

The detail, she entered into the house, serves to put the

reader in sympathy with the emotion of Mary at the moment
of her arrival. With her first glance at Elizabeth, she recog
nises the truth of the sign that had been given her by the

angel, and at this sight the promise she had herself received

acquires a startling reality. Often a very little thing suffices

to make a divine thought, which had previously only been

conceived as an idea, take distinct form and life within us.

And the expression we have used is perhaps, in this case,

more than a simple metaphor. It is not surprising that the

intense feeling produced in Mary by the sight of Elizabeth

should have reacted immediately on the latter. The unex-

1

According to Robinson, it is at the present day a village named Jutta. Tlie

name in the LXX. is Ita.

2 Othon. Lexicon rabbinicum, p. 324.

VOL. I. G
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pected arrival of this young maiden at such a solemn moment

for herself, the connection which she instantly divines between

the miraculous blessing of which she had just been the object

and this extraordinary visit, the affecting tones of the voice

and holy elevation of this person, producing all the impression

of some celestial apparition, naturally predisposed her to

receive the illumination of the Spirit. The emotion which

possesses her is communicated to the child whose life is as yet
one with her own

;
and at the sudden leaping of this being,

who she knows is compassed about by special blessing, the

veil is rent. The Holy Spirit, the prophetic Spirit of the

old covenant, seizes her, and she salutes Mary as the mother

of the Messiah.

2. The salutation of Elizabeth: vers. 42-45.1
&quot;And she

spake out with a loud voice, and said, Blessed art thou among
women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb. 43. And whence

is this to me, that the mother of my Lord should come to me ?

44. For, lo, as soon as the voice of thy salutation sounded in

mine ears, the &quot;babe leaped in my womb for joy. 45. And
blessed is she that believed : for there shall be a performance

of those things which were told her from the Lord! The
course of Elizabeth s thought is this : first of all, Mary and the

Son of Mary (ver. 42) ; next, Elizabeth herself and her son

(vers. 43, 44) ; lastly, Mary and her happiness. The charac

teristic of all true action of the Holy Spirit is the annihila

tion of the proper individuality of the person who is the

instrument of it, and the elevation of his personal feelings to

the height of the divine word. This is precisely the character

of Elizabeth s salutation; we shall find it the same in the

song of Zacharias. Thus the truth of this word, Elizabeth

was filled with the Holy Ghost, is justified by this very fact.

The reading of some Alexandrians, ave^aev, would indicate

a cry, instead of a simple breaking forth into speech. The

reading Kpavyf) of three other Alex, would have the same

meaning. They both savour of exaggeration. In any case,
both could not be admitted together. We may translate,
Blessed art thou, or Blessed be thou. The former translation is

1 Ver. 42. K. C. F. several Mnn. read i/Wf instead of *n&amp;lt;pwt,, which is the

reading of T. R. with all the rest B. L. Z. and Origen (three times) read
*t&amp;lt;*.vy*

in place of
&amp;lt;$&amp;gt;*&amp;gt;**.
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best
;

for exclamation is more in place here than a wish.

The superlative form, Messed among, is not unknown to classical

Greek. The expression, the fruit of thy womb, appears to

imply that the fact of the incarnation was already accom

plished ;
so also does the expression, the mother of my Lord

(ver. 43). &quot;Iva, in order that (ver. 43), may keep its ordi

nary meaning :

&quot; What have I done in order that this blessing

might come to me ?
&quot;

This iva is used from the stand

point of the divine intention. From Mary and her Son,

her thought glances to herself and her own child. In

calling Mary the mother of my Lord, she declares herself

the servant of the Messiah, and consequently of His mother

also. Everything of a sublime character springs from a

deeper source than the understanding. The leaping of

John, a prelude of the work of his life, belongs to the

unfathomable depths of instinctive life. Elizabeth sees in

it a sign of the truth of the presentiment she felt as soon

&3 she saw Mary.
At ver. 45 she reverts to Mary. The expression blessed is

doubtless inspired by the contemplation of the calm happiness
that irradiates the figure of the young mother. &quot;On cannot

be taken here in the sense of because ; for the word Triarevcraa-a,

she that believed, in order that it may have its full force, must

not govern anything. &quot;Blessed is she that, at the critical

moment, could exercise faith (the aorist) !&quot; De Wette,

Bleek, Meyer, think that the proposition which follows should

depend on Tria-revaacra :

&quot;

she who believed that the things . . .

would have their accomplishment.&quot; The two former, because

&amp;lt;rol would be necessary in place of avrp ;
the third, because

all that had been promised to Mary was already accomplished.
But Elizabeth s thought loses itself in a kind of meditation,

and her words, ceasing to be an apostrophe to Mary, become

a hymn of faith. This accounts lor the use of a pronoun of

the third person. As to Meyer, he forgets that the accom

plishment is only just begun, and is far from being completed.
The glorification of the Messiah and of Israel still remains to

be accomplished. TeXetWt? denotes this complete accomplish
ment. But how could Elizabeth speak of the kind of things
which had been promised to Mary ? What had passed be

tween the angel and Zacharias had enlightened her respecting
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the similar things that must have taken place between heaven

and Mary.
3. The song of Mary: vers. 46-56. Elizabeth s salutation

was full of excitement (she spake out with a loud voice), but

Mary s hymn breathes a sentiment of deep inward repose.

The greater happiness is, the calmer it is. So Luke says

simply, elire, she said. A majesty truly regal reigns through
out this canticle. Mary describes first her actual impressions

(vers. 4 6-48a) ;
thence she rises to the divine fact which is

the cause of them (vers. 485-50) ;
she next contemplates the

development of the historical consequences contained in it

(vers. 51-53); lastly, she celebrates the moral necessity of

this fact as the accomplishment of God s ancient promises to

His people (vers. 54 and 55). The tone of the first strophe

has a sweet and calm solemnity. It becomes more animated

in the second, in which Mary contemplates the work of the

Most High. It attains its full height and energy in the

third, as Mary contemplates the immense revolution of which

this work is the beginning and cause. Her song drops down
and returns to its nest in the fourth, which is, as it were, the

amen of the canticle. This hymn is closely allied to that

of the mother of Samuel (1 Sam. ii.), and contains several

sentences taken from the book of Psalms. Is it, as some

have maintained, destitute of all originality on this account ?

By no means. There is a very marked difference between

Hannah s song of triumph and Mary s. Whilst Mary cele

brates her happiness with deep humility and holy restraint,

Hannah surrenders herself completely to the feeling of per
sonal triumph; with her very first words she breaks forth

into cries of indignation against her enemies. As to the

borrowed biblical phrases, Mary gives to these consecrated

words an entirely new meaning and a higher application.
The prophets frequently deal in this way with the words of

their predecessors. By this means these organs of the Spirit

exhibit the continuity and progress of the divine work.

Criticism asks whether Mary turned over the leaves of her

Bible before she spoke. It forgets that every young Israelite

knew by heart from childhood the songs of Hannah, Deborah,
and David

;
that they sang them as they went up to the feasts

at Jerusalem ; and that the singing of psalms was the daily
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accompanLnent of the morning and evening sacrifice, as well

as one of the essential observances of the passover meal.

Vers. 46 5 5.
1

&quot;And Mary said, My soul doth magnify
the Lord, 4*7. And my spirit hath rejoiced in Gfod my Saviour,

48 a. For He hath regarded the low estate of His handmaiden.

48&. For, behold, from henceforth all generations shall call me
&quot;blessed. 49. For He that is mighty hath done to me great things;

and holy is His name. 50. And His mercy is on them that fear

Him from generation to generation.

51. He hath showed strength with His arm; He hath

scattered the proud in the imagination of their hearts. 52. He
hath put down the mighty from their seats, and exalted them of

low degree. 53. He hath filled the hungry with good things, and

the rich He hath sent empty away.
54. He hath holpen His servant Israel, in remembrance of

His mercy ; 55. (As He spake to our fathers), to Abraham, and

to his seed for ever.&quot;

Vers. 46-4 8 a. The contrast between the tone of this

canticle and Elizabeth s discourse forbids the admission of the

reading of some Latin authorities which puts it in the mouth

of the latter. It is, indeed, Mary s reply to the congratula

tions of Elizabeth. Luke does not say that Mary was filled

with the Spirit (comp. ver. 41). At this epoch of her life

she dwelt habitually in a divine atmosphere, whilst the in

spiration of Elizabeth was only momentary. Her first word,

fieya\vvei, magnifies, fully expresses this state of her soul.

In what, indeed, does the magnifying of the Divine Being

consist, if not in giving Him, by constant adoration (the verb

is in the present tense), a larger place in one s own heart and

in the hearts of men ? The present, magnifies, is in contrast

with the aorist, rejoiced, in the following sentence. Some
would give the aorist here the sense which this tense some-

1 Ver. 46. Three MSS. of the Italic, a. b. 1., read Elizabeth instead of Mary.
Irenaeus, at least in the Latin translation, follows this reading ;

and Origen (Latin

translation) speaks of MSS. in which it was found. Ver. 49. X. B. D. L. read

fttyaXa instead of ^jyaXwa, the reading of T. R. with 22 Mjj. and all the Mnn.
Ver. 50. B. C. L. Z. read us yma? xa&amp;lt; ym,- ; X. F. M. 0. and several Mnn.,

us yivias XKI ytninv, in place of us yma; yiviuv, which is the reading of 12 Mjj.

and most of the Mnn. Ver. 51. N6* E. F. H. Oa
. Oc

. and some Mnn. read S/v/j
instead of 5&amp;lt;av;a. Ver. 55. C. F. M. 0. S. 60 Mnn. read t&&amp;gt;s cuuves instead of us Tat

muvu.. Ver. 56. N. B. L. Z. read us instead of u&amp;lt;rn. D. ItPleiiiue
, Or., omit it.
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times has in Greek, that of a repetition of the act. It is

more natural, however, to regard it as an allusion to a par

ticular fact, which kindled in her a joy that was altogether

peculiar. The seat of this emotion was her spirit Trvevpa,

spirit. When the human spirit is referred to in Scripture,

the word indicates the deepest part of our humanity, the

point of contact between man and God. The soul is the

actual centre of human life, the principle of individuality, and

the seat of those impressions which are of an essentially

personal character. This soul communicates, through the two

organs with which it is endowed, the spirit and the body,

with two worlds, the one above, the other below it, with

the divine world and the world of nature. Thus, while the

expression, &quot;My
soul doth magnify,&quot; refers to the personal

emotions of Mary, to her feelings as a woman and a mother,

all which find an outlet in adoration, these words,
&quot; My spirit

hath
rejoiced,&quot; appear to indicate the moment when, in the

profoundest depths of her being, by the touch of the Divine

Spirit, the promise of the angel was accomplished in her.

These two sentences contain yet a third contrast : The Lord

whom she magnifies is the Master of the service to which she

is absolutely devoted
;
the Saviour in whom she has rejoiced

is that merciful God who has made her feel His restoring

power, and who in her person has just saved fallen humanity.

Further, it is this divine compassion which she celebrates in

the following words, ver. 48. What did He find in her which

supplied sufficient grounds for such a favour? One thing
alone her low estate. Taireivtocris does not denote, as raTret-

voT7)&amp;lt;s does, the moral disposition of humility ; Mary does not

boast of her humility. It is rather, as the form of the word

indicates, an act of which she had been the object, the

humbling influence under which she had been brought by her

social position, and by the whole circumstances which had

reduced her a daughter of kings, to the rank of the poorest
of the daughters of Israel. Perhaps the interval between the

moment of the incarnation, denoted by the aorists hath rejoiced,

hath regarded, and that in which she thus celebrated it, was
not very great. Was not that thrilling moment, when she

entered the house of Zacharias, and beheld at a glance in the

person of Elizabeth the fulfilment of the sign given her by
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the angel, the moment of supreme divine manifestation towards

herself ? The expression, Behold, henceforth, which commences

the following strophe, thus becomes full of meaning.
Vers. 48&-50. The greatness of her happiness appears in

the renown which it will bring her
;
hence the jdp, for. The

word lehold refers to the unexpected character of this dealing.

Mary ascribes to God, as its author, the fact which she cele

brates, and glorifies the three divine perfections displayed in

it. And first the power. In calling God the Almighty, she

appears to make direct allusion to the expression of the angel :

the power of the Highest (ver. 3 5). Here is an act in which

is displayed, as in no other since the appearance of man, the

creative power of God. The received reading
answers better than the reading of some Alex.,

to the emphatic term m&Asj, which Luke doubtless read in

his Hebrew document (comp. Acts ii. 11). But this omnipo
tence is not of a purely physical character

;
it is subservient

to holiness. This is the second perfection which Mary cele

brates. She felt herself, in this marvellous work, in im
mediate contact with supreme holiness

;
and she well knew

that this perfection more than any other constitutes the

essence of God : His name is holy. The name is the sign of

an object in the mind which knows it. The name of God

therefore denotes, not the Divine Being, but the more or less

adequate reflection of Him in those intelligences which are in

communion with Him. Hence we see how this name can be

sanctified, rendered holy. The essential nature of God may
be more clearly understood by His creatures, and more com

pletely disengaged from those clouds which have hitherto

obscured it in their minds. Thus Mary had received, in the

experience she had just passed through, a new revelation of

the holiness of the Divine Being. This short sentence is not

dependent on the ori, because, which governs the preceding.
For the KOLI, and, which follows, establishes a close connection

between it and ver. 50, which, if subordinated to ver. 49,
would be too drawn out. This feature of holiness which

Mary so forcibly expresses, is, in fact, that which distinguishes
the incarnation from all the analogous facts of heathen

mythologies.

The third divine perfection celebrated by Mary is mercy
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(ver. 50). Mary has already sung its praise in ver. 48 in

relation to herself. She speaks of it here in a more general

way. By them that fear God, she intends more especially

Zacharias and Elizabeth, there present before her
;
then all the

members of her people who share with them this fundamental

trait of Jewish piety, and who thus constitute the true Israel

The received reading et? lyez/ea? yevewv, from generation to

generation, is a form of the superlative which is found in the

expression to the age of the ages, the meaning of which is,
&quot;

to

the most remote generations.&quot; The two other readings men
tioned in the critical notes express continuity rather than

remoteness in time. These words,
&quot; on them that fear Him&quot;

are the transition to the third strophe. For they implicitly

contain the antithesis which comes out in the verses following.

Vers. 51-53. A much more strongly marked poetical

parallelism characterizes this strophe. Mary here describes

with a thrill of emotion, of which even her language partakes,

the great Messianic revolution, the commencement oi which

she was beholding at that very time. In the choice God had

made of two persons of such humble condition in life as her

self and her cousin, she saw at a glance the great principle
which would regulate the impending renewal of all things.

It is to be a complete reversal of the human notions of great
ness and meanness. The poor and the hungry are evidently the

Israelites fearing God of ver. 5 0. Such expressions cannot apply
to Israel as a whole to the proud Pharisees and rich Sadducees,
for example. The line of demarcation which she draws in

these words passes, therefore, not between the Jews and Gen
tiles, but between the pious Israelites and all that exalt them
selves against God, whether in or beyond Israel. The proud,
the mighty, and the rich, denote Herod and his court, the

Pharisees and the Sadducees, as well as the foreign oppressors,
Caesar and his armies, and all the powers of heathendom. The
aorists of these three verses indicate, according to Bleek, the

repetition of the act
;
so he translates them by the present. I

rather think that to Mary s eyes the catastrophe presents itself

as already consummated in the act which God had just accom
plished. Does not this act contain the principle of the rejec
tion of all that is exalted in the world, and of the choice of

whatever in human estimation is brought low 1 All these
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divine acts which are about to follow, one after another, will

only be a further application of the same principle. They are

virtually contained in that which Mary celebrates. Conse

quently the aorists are properly translated by the past. The

first proposition of ver. 5 1 applies to the righteous and wicked

alike. Still the former of these two applications predomi
nates (ver. 50). The arm is the symbol of force. The ex

pression Troielv /cpdros, to make strength, is a Hebraism, ^n nt^y

(Ps. cxviii. 15). The LXX. translate it by iroidv ^vvaynv. If

it was Luke who translated the Hebrew document into Greek,

it is evident that he kept his version independent of the LXX.
The favour God shows to the righteous has its necessary

counterpart in the overthrow of the wicked. This is the

connection of the second proposition. The expression vjrepTj-

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;dvovs Siavoia, proud in thought, answers to ^b *ratf (Ps.

Ixxvi. 6) ;
the LXX. translate this expression by da-vveroi, rfj

xapSla. The dative Siavola defines the adjective :

u
the proud,

in thought, who exalt themselves in their
thoughts.&quot; Mary

represents all these as forming an opposing host to men that

fear God
;
hence the expression scatter. With the reading

Siavoia?, V7rep7]&amp;lt;j)dvovs
is the epithet of the substantive, proud

thoughts. This reading is evidently a mistake.

Ver. 52. From the moral contrast between the proud and

the faithful, Mary passes to a contrast of their social position,

the mighty and those of low degree. The former are those who

reign without that spirit of humility which is inspired by the

fear of Jehovah. The third antithesis (ver. 53), which is

connected with the preceding, is that of suffering and pro

sperity. The hungry represent the class which toils for a

living artisans, like Joseph and Mary; the rich are men

gorged with wealth, Israelites or heathen, who, in the use they
make of God s gifts, entirely forget their dependence and

responsibility. The abundance which is to compensate the

former certainly consists the contrast requires it of tem

poral enjoyments. But since this abundance is an effect of

the divine blessing, it implies, as its condition, the possession
of spiritual graces. For, from the Old Testament point of

view, prosperity is only a snare, when it does not rest on the

foundation of peace with God. And so also, the spoliation

which is to befall the rich is without doubt the loss of their
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temporal advantages. But what makes this loss a real evil is,

that it is the effect of a divine curse upon their pride.

The poetic beauty of these three verses is heightened by a

crossing of the members of the three antitheses, which is

substituted for the ordinary method of symmetrical parallelism.

In the first contrast (ver. 51), the righteous occupy the first

place, the proud the second
;
in the second, on the contrary

(ver. 52), the mighty occupy the first place, so as to be in close

connection with the proud of ver. 51, and the lowly the

second; in the third (ver. 53), the hungry come first, joining

themselves with the lowly of ver. 52, and the rich form the

second member. The mind passes in this way, as it were, on

the crest of a wave, from like to like, and the taste is not

offended, as it would have been by a symmetrical arrangement
in which the homogeneous members of the contrast occurred

every time in the same order.

Vers. 54, 55. Mary celebrates in this last strophe the faith

fulness of God. That, in fact, is the foundation of the whole

Messianic work. If the preceding strophe unveils to us the

future developments of this work, this sends us back to its

beginning in the remote past. Hals signifies here servant

rather than son. It is an allusion to the title of Israel, ser

vant of the Lord (Isa. xli. 8). The Master sees His well-beloved

servant crushed beneath the burden which his pitiless oppressors

have imposed, and He takes it upon Himself (middle \a^/3d-

veo-Oai) in order to comfort him (avrl). This term, Israel His

servant, seems at first sight to apply to the whole people ;
and

doubtless it is this explanation that has led several interpreters

to apply the expressions proud, mighty, rich, in the preceding

verses, solely to foreign oppressors. If, as we have seen, the

latter explanation cannot be maintained, we must conclude

that by this Israel, the servant of God, Mary understands the

God-fearing Israelites of the fiftieth verse, not as individuals,

but as the true representatives of the nation itself. The faith

ful portion of the nation is identified in this expression with

the nation as a whole, because it is its true substance
;
be

sides, Mary could not know beforehand how far this true

Israel would correspond with the actual people. For her own

part, she already sees in hope (aorist avreXd/Sero) the normal

Israel transformed into the glorified Messianic nation. Would
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such a view as this have been possible when once the national

unbelief had apparently foiled all these Messianic hopes ?

There is nothing here to hinder the infinitive of the end,

HvyaOrivai, from preserving its proper meaning. To remember

His promises signifies, in order not to be unfaithful. Erasmus,

Calvin, and others regard the datives TO&amp;gt; Afipadfjt, and TO*

as governed by eXaXyare, in apposition with
TT/DOS TOW

s :

&quot; As He spake to our fathers, to Abraham, and to

his seed . . .&quot; But this construction is forced and inad

missible. Besides, the last words, for ever, if referred to the

verb He spake, would have no meaning. Therefore we must

make the proposition, as He spake to our fathers, a parenthesis

intended to recall the divine faithfulness, and refer the

datives, to Abraham and to his seed, to the verb, to remember

His mercy. It is the dative of favour, to remember towards

Abraham and . . . For Abraham, as well as his race, enjoys
the mercy which is shown to the latter (comp. ver. 17). The
words for ever qualify the idea, not to forget His mercy.
Divine forgetfulness will never cause the favour promised to

Israel to cease. Would any poet have ever put such words

into the mouth of Mary, when Jerusalem was in ruins and its

people dispersed ?

Ver. 56 is a historical conclusion. Did the departure of

Mary take place before the birth of John the Baptist ? We
might suppose so from the particle Se and the aorist eir^a-drj

(ver. 57), which very naturally imply a historical succession.

But, on the other hand, it would be hardly natural that Mary
should leave at a time when the expected deliverance of

Elizabeth was so near at hand. This verse, therefore, must be

regarded as a historical anticipation, such as is frequently
found in Luke. Comp. i. 65, iii. 19, 20, etc.

FOURTH NARRATIVE. CHAP. I. 57-80.

Birth and Circumcision of John the Baptist.

Here opens the second cycle of the narratives of the in

fancy. This first narration comprises 1. The birth of John

(vers. 57, 58) ;
2. The circumcision of the child (vers. 59-66) ;
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3. The song of Zacharias, with a short historical conclusion

(vers. 67-80).
1. Birth of John : vers. 57 and 58. These verses are like a

pleasing picture of Jewish home-life. We see the neighbours

and relations arriving one after the other, the former first,

because they live nearest. Elizabeth, the happy mother, is the

central figure of the scene
; every one comes up to her in turn.

EfJLeydXvve per avrfjs, literally, He had magnified with her, is

a Hebraistic expression (Dy bltti; comp. 1 Sam. xii. 24 in the

LXX.). This use of //-era, with, comes from the fact that man
is in such cases the material which concurs in the result of

the divine action.

2. Circumcision of John: vers. 59-66.
1 As an Israelitish

child by its birth became a member of the human family, so

by circumcision, on the corresponding day of the following

week, he was incorporated into the covenant (Gen. xvii.) ;
and

it was the custom on this occasion to give him his name. The

subject of rfkOov, came, is that of the preceding verse. It has

been maintained that the text suggests something miraculous

in the agreement of Elizabeth and Zacharias
;
as if, during the

nine months which had just passed away, the father had not

made to the mother a hundred times over the communication

which he presently makes to all present (ver. 63) ! How
many times already, especially during Mary s stay in their

house, must the names of John and Jesus have been men
tioned ! It has been inferred from the words, they made signs

to him (ver. 62), that Zacharias became deaf as well as dumb.
But the case of Zacharias cannot be assimilated to that of

deaf mutes from their birth, in whom dumbness ordinarily
results from deafness. The whole scene, on the contrary,

implies that Zacharias had heard everything. The use of the

language of signs proceeds simply from this, that we in

stinctively adopt this means of communication towards those

who can speak in no other way.
Ver. 63. The word \ejcov added to cypa^ev is a Hebraism

1 Ver. 61. tf. A. B. C. L. A. A. Z. n. and some Mnn. read t vns o-vyyivttKs,
in place of i* r* royym*, the reading of T. K., with 11 Mjj., the greater part of

the Mnn. Syr. It. Ver. 62. K. B. D. F. G., at/ in place of at,. Ver. 65.

N* reads $/ T instead of 3u&amp;gt; xXuro vavra, rot. Ver. 66. N. B. C. D. L. It Vg.
add ya.f after xcu.
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3TD*1, 2 Kings x. 6), the meaning of which is,
&quot;

deciding

the question.&quot; The expression, Ms name is, points to a higher

authority which has so determined it
;
and it is this circunv

stance, rather than the agreement between the father and

mother a fact so easily explained which astonishes the per

sons present. Every one recalls on this occasion the strange

events which had preceded the birth of the child.

Ver. 64. Zacharias, thus obedient, recovers his speech, of

which his want of faith had deprived him. The verb dvem^Orj,

ivas opened, does not agree with the second subject, the tongue,

for which the verb was loosed, taken from the preceding verb,

must be supplied. In the words, he spake and praised God,

naturally it is on the word spake that the emphasis rests, in

opposition to his previous dumbness. The last words are only
an appendix, serving to introduce the song which follows. &quot;We

must therefore refrain from translating, with Ostervald,
&quot; He

spake &quot;by praising God.&quot;

Ver. 65. At the sight of this miracle, surprise changes into

fear. And this impression spreads abroad, with the report of

these facts, throughout all the country. That is more espe

cially the sense of the reading of K, which, however, from a

critical point of view, it is impossible to adopt. Ver. 66.

They not merely told, they laid to heart
;
these were the first

emotions of the Messianic era. The Alex, reading, teal yap, for
also the hand of the Lord was with him, although adopted by
Tischendorf, appears to us untenable. Whether, in fact, this

for be put in the mouth of the narrator, or be assigned to the

persons who ask the preceding question, in either case these

words, the hand of the Lord was with him, must refer to all the

circumstances which have just been narrated, while, according
to the natural sense of the imperfect r\vt was, they apply to

the entire childhood of John the Baptist. This for has been

wrongly added, with a view of making this reflection the

motive of the preceding question. The T. E. is supported by
not only the majority of the Mjj., but more especially by the

agreement of the Alexandrinus and of the Peschito, which is

always a criterion worthy of attention. The development of

this child was effected with the marked concurrence of divine

power. The hand, here as usually, is the emblem of force.

These last words form the first of those resting-points which
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we shall often meet with in the course of our Gospel, and

which occur in the book of the Acts. It is a picture, drawn

with a single stroke of the pen, of the entire childhood of John

the Baptist. Comp. ver. 8 0, which describes, by a correspond

ing formula, his youth.

3. The song of Zacharias: vers. 67-80. It might be sup

posed that Zacharias composed this song in view of the religious

and moral progress of the child, or on the occasion of some

special event in which the divine power within him was dis

played during the course of his childhood. We are led, how

ever, to another supposition by the connection between the

first words of the song, Messed le the Lord, and the expression
which the evangelist has employed in ver. 64, &quot;he spake,

&quot;blessing
God.&quot; This song, which was composed in the priest s

mind during the time of his silence, broke solemnly from his

lips the moment speech was restored to him, as the metal

flows from the crucible in which it has been melted the

moment that an outlet is made for it At ver. 64, Luke is

contented to indicate the place of the song, in order not tc

interrupt the narrative, and he has appended the song itself to

his narrative, as possessing a value independent of the time

when it was uttered. We observe in the hymn of Zacharias

the same order as in the salutation of Elizabeth. The theo

cratic sentiment breaks forth first : Zacharias gives thanks for

the arrival of the times of the Messiah (vers. 68-75). Then
his paternal feeling comes out, as it were, in a parenthesis :

the father expresses his joy at the glorious part assigned to his

son in this great work (vers. 76 and 77) ; lastly, thanksgiving
for the Messianic salvation overflows and closes the song (vers.

78 and 79). The spiritual character of this passage appears
even from this exposition. It is the work of the Holy Spirit
alone to subordinate even the legitimate emotions of paternal
affection to the theocratic sentiment.

1st. Vers. 67-75. Zacharias gives thanks, first of all, for

the coming of the Messiah (vers. 67-70) ;
then for the deliver

ance which His presence is about to procure for Israel (vers.

71-75).
Vers. 67-75.

1
&quot;And his father Zacharias was filled with

1 Ver. 70. tf. B. L. W. A. some Mnn. Or. omit , after -,. Ver. 74.

tf. B. L. Wc
. some Mnn. Or. omit yiF. Ver. 75. B. L., t*n ti^f^;, instead ot
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the Holy Ghost, and prophesied, saying, 68. Blessed be the Lord

God of Israel; for He hath visited and redeemed His people,

69. And hath raised up a horn of salvation for us in the house

of His servant David ; 70. As He spake &quot;by
the mouth of His holy

prophets, which have been since the world began; 71. That we should

be saved from our enemies, and from the hand of all that hate us ;

72. To perform the mercy promised to our fathers, and to remem

ber His holy covenant, 73. The oath which He sware to our father

Abraham, 74. TJiat He would grant unto us, that we, being de

livered out of the hand of our enemies, might serve Him without

fear, 75. In holiness and righteousness before Him, all the days

of our
life.&quot;

The aorists, hath raised up, hath delivered, imply a know

ledge on Zacharias part of the fact of the incarnation. The

term visited refers to the absence of God during the four

centuries in which the prophetic voice had been silent and

heaven shut. The abstract expressions of the sixty-eighth

verse are followed in ver. 6 9 by one more concrete. Zacharias

is emboldened to designate the Messiah Himself. He calls

Him a horn of salvation. This image of a horn is frequent in

the Old Testament, where it had been already applied to the

Messiah : I will raise up a horn to David (Ps. cxxxii. 16). The

explanation must be found neither in the horns of the altar

on which criminals sought to lay hold, nor in the horns with

which they ornamented their helmets
;

the figure is taken

from the horns of the bull, in which the power of this animal

resides. It is a natural image among an agricultural people.

The term tfyeipe, hath raised up, is properly applied to an

organic growth, like a horn. Just as the strength of the

animal is concentrated in its horn, so all the delivering power

granted to the family of David for the advantage of the people
will be concentrated in the Messiah. This verse implies that

.Zacharias regarded Mary as a descendant of David. In ver.

70, Zacharias sets forth the greatness of this appearing by
referring to the numerous and ancient promises of which it is

the subject. Whether with or without the article rwv, aylav

(holy) must in any case be taken as an adjective ;
and it is

unnecessary to translate, of His saints of every age who have

ot.g nptpcts. x. A. B. C. D. and 11 other Mjj. 40 Mnn. Syr. It. omit
which is the reading of T. R. with 7 Mjj. Or.
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been prophets, which would imply that all the saints have

prophesied. If T&V is retained, the word simply serves as a

point of support to the definitive term anr alwvos. The

epithet holy characterizes the prophets as organs, not of a

human and consequently profane word, but of a divine revela

tion. Holiness is the distinctive feature of all that emanates

from God. We may judge, by the impression which the cer

tain approach of Christ s advent would make on us, of the

feeling which must have been produced in the hearts of these

people by the thought, The Messiah is there; history, long-

suspended, resumes its march, and touches its goal.

In vers. 71-75, Zacharias describes the work of this Messiah.

The most natural explanation of (rcorrjplav, salvation, is to

regard this word as in apposition with the term horn of salva

tion (ver. 69). The notion of salvation is easily substituted for

that of a Saviour. The idea of salvation, brought out in this

first word, is exhibited in its full meaning in ver. 74. The

two terms, our enemies, and them that hate us, cannot be alto

gether synonymous. The former denotes the foreign heathen

oppressors ;
the latter would embrace also the native tyrants,

Herod and his party, so odious to true Israelites. In grant

ing this deliverance, God shows mercy (ver. 72) not only to

the living, but to the dead, who were waiting with the heart-

sickness of deferred hope for the accomplishment of the pro

mises, and especially of the oaths of God. On this idea, see

i. 17; for the infinitive fjLvrjo-OTJvat, ver. 54; for the turn of

expression iroielv fierd, ver. 58.
&quot;Op/cov (ver. 73) is in appo

sition with SiaOrjKr]?. The accusative is occasioned by the

pronoun ov. This attraction is the more easily accounted for,

that pvaa-dat, is construed in the LXX. with the accusative

and the genitive indifferently. The infinitive to grant ex

presses the long-expected end of the development of prophecy^
a development which seems designed to typify this long period.

The article rov characterizes the infinitive Sovvai as the end
desired and determined from the beginning. Grammatically,
it depends on op/cov ; logically, on all that precedes. In the

following phrase, the relation of pvcOevra? to \arpeveiv should

be observed : after having been delivered, to serve God : the end
is perfect religious service

; political deliverance is only a

means to it. Perfect worship requires outward security. The
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Messiah is about to reign ;
no Antiochus Epiphanes or Pompey

shall any more profane the sanctuary ! We find here in all

its purity the ideal salvation as it is described in the Old

Testament, and as the son of Zacharias himself understood

it to the very last. Its leading feature is the indissoluble

union of the two deliverances, the religious and the political ;

it was a glorious theocracy founded on national holiness. This

programme prevented John the Baptist from identifying him

self with the course of the ministry of Jesus. How, after the

unbelief of Israel had created a gulf between the expectation

and the facts, could a later writer, attributing to Zacharias just

what words he pleased, put into his mouth these fond hopes of

earlier days ?

Go-tor?;?, purity, and SIKCUOO-VVTJ, righteousness (ver. 75),

have been distinguished in several ways. Bleek and others

refer the former of these terms to the inward disposition, the

latter to the outward conduct. But righteousness, in the

Scriptures, comprehends more than the outward act. Others

apply the former to relations with God, the latter to rela

tions with men. But righteousness also comprehends man s

relations with God. It appears to us rather that purity,

ocnoTTjs, is a negative quality, the absence of stain
;

and

righteousness, SL/caioavvrj, a positive quality, the presence of

all those religious and moral virtues which render worship

acceptable to God. Comp. Eph. iv. 24. The authorities

decide in favour of the excision of the words T?}? &&amp;gt;%,
al

though the French translation cannot dispense with them.

At the time of the captivity, the prophet-priest Ezekiel

contemplated, under the image of a temple of perfect dimen

sions, the perfected theocracy (Ezek. xl.-xlviii.). Here the

priest-prophet Zacharias contemplates the same ideal under

the image of an uninterrupted and undefiled worship. The

Holy Spirit adapts the form of His revelations to the

habitual prepossessions of those who are to be the organs of

them.

2d. Vers. 76, 77. From the height to which he has just

attained, Zacharias allows his glance to fall upon the little

child at rest before him, and he assigns him his part in the

work which has begun. Ver. 76 refers to him personally,

ver. 77 to his mission.

VOL. I. H
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Yers. 76 and 77.
1 &quot; And thou, child, shalt le called the

Prophet of the Highest, for thou shalt go before the face of the

Lord to prepare His ways, 77 To give knowledge of salvation

unto His people by the remission of their sins&quot;

The reading KOL crv, and thou, connects, by an easy transi

tion, the forerunner with the work of the Messiah. The Alex.

reading KOI vv Se, but thou, brings out more strongly, too

strongly, doubtless, this secondary personality ;
it has against

it not only the sixteen other Mjj., but further, the Peschito, the

Italic, Irenseus, and Origen, and must therefore be rejected.

The title of prophet of the Highest simply places John the

Baptist in that choir of the prophets of whom Zacharias speaks

in ver. 70
;
later on, Jesus will assign him a higher place.

In saying the Lord, Zacharias can only be thinking of the

Messiah. This is proved by the irpo, before Him, in 77730770-

pevar), and the avrov, His ways. But he could not designate

Him by this name, unless, with Malachi, he recognised in His

coming the appearing of Jehovah (comp. i. 17, 43, ii. 11).

The second proposition is a combination of the two proposi

tions, Isa. xl. 3 (eToipdcrai) and Mai. iii. 1 (TrpoTropevay),

prophecies which are also found combined in Mark i. 2, 3.

The article rov before Sovvai, to give, indicates a purpose.

This word, in fact, throws a vivid light on the aim of John the

Baptist s ministry. Why was the ministry of the Messiah

preceded by that of another divine messenger ? Because the

very notion of salvation was falsified in Israel, and had to be

corrected before salvation could be realized. A carnal and

malignant patriotism had taken possession of the people and

their rulers, and the idea of a political deliverance had been

substituted for that of a moral salvation. If the notion of

salvation had not been restored to its scriptural purity before

being realized by the Messiah, not only would He have had to

employ a large part of the time assigned to Him in accom

plishing this indispensable task
;
but further, He would cer

tainly have been accused of inventing a theory of salvation to

suit His impotence to effect any other. There was needed,

then, another person, divinely authorized, to remind the people

1 Ver. 76. K. B. C. D. L. R. read S after &amp;lt; &amp;lt;rv. tf. B. Or., tvuviav instead of

*po &amp;lt;rpffu*ou. Ver. 77. A. C. M. 0. R. U., some Mim., read ^ instead of
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that perdition consisted not in subjection to the Romans, but

in divine condemnation
;
and that salvation, therefore, was

not temporal emancipation, but the forgiveness of sins. To

implant once more in the hearts of the people this notion of

salvation, was indeed to prepare the way for Jesus, who was to

accomplish this salvation, and no other. The last words, ly
the remission of their sins, depend directly on the word O-COTTJ-

plas, salvation : salvation ly, that is to say, consisting in. The

article TT}? is omitted before ev atyecrei,, as is the case when the

definitive forms, with the word on which it depends, merely
one and the same notion. The pronoun avrwv refers to all

the individuals comprehended under the collective idea of

people. The authorities which read fm&v are insufficient. The

words to His people show that Israel, although the people of

God, were blind to the way of salvation. John the Baptist
was to show to this people, who believed that all they needed

was political restoration, that they were not less guilty than the

heathen, and that they needed just as much divine pardon.
This was precisely the meaning of the baptism to which he

invited the Jews.

3d. Vers. 78 and 79. After this episode, Zacharias returns

to the principal subject of his song, and, in an admirable

closing picture, describes the glory of Messiah s appearing,
and of the salvation which He brings.

Vers. 78 and 79.
1

&quot;Through the tender mercy of our God,

whereby the day-spring from on high hath visited us, 79 To givt

light to them that sit in darkness and in the shadow of death, to

guide our feet unto the way of peace.&quot;

Zacharias ascends to the highest source whence this stream

of grace pours down upon our earth the divine mercy. This

idea is naturally connected with that of pardon (ver. 77), as is

expressed by &a with the accusative, which means properly

ly reason of. The bowels in Scripture are the seat of all the

sympathetic emotions. S^rXdj^va answers to DWi. The
future eTna/ce^erai,, will visit, in some Alex., is evidently a

correction suggested by the consideration that Christ was not

born at the time Zacharias was speaking. Yet even such in

stances as these do not disturb the faith of critics in the

authority of Alexandrine MSS. !

1 Ver. 78. K. B. L., i-mo-Ki^ rcti instead of frurxi^-Kra.
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All the images in the picture portrayed in vers. 78, 79

appear to be borrowed from the following comparison: A
caravan misses its way and is lost in the desert

;
the unfortu

nate pilgrims, overtaken by night, are sitting down in the

midst of this fearful darkness, expecting death. All at once a

bright star rises in the horizon and lights up the plain ;
the

travellers, taking courage at this sight, arise, and by the light

of this star find the road which leads them to the end of their

journey. The substantive dvarohtf, the rising, which by general

consent is here translated the dawn, has two senses in the

LXX. It is employed to translate the noun n, branch, by
which Jeremiah and Zechariah designate the Messiah. This

sense of the word dvaro\tj is unknown in profane Greek. The

term is also used by the LXX. to express the rising of a

heavenly body the rising of the moon, for instance
; comp.

Isa. Ix. 19. This sense agrees with the meaning of the verb

dvare\\eiv
;

Isa. Ix. 1,
&quot; The glory of the Lord hath risen (dvaTe-

ra\fcev) upon thee
;&quot;

Mai. iv. 2,
&quot; The Sun of righteousness shall

rise (dvareXeT) upon you&quot;
This is the meaning of the word

avaToKr) in good Greek. And it appears to us that this is its

meaning here. It follows, indeed, from the use of the verb

hath visited us, which may very well be said of a star, but not

of a branch
;
and the same remark applies to the images that

follow, to light and to direct (ver. 79). Besides, the epithet

from on high agrees much better with the figure of a star than

with that of a plant that sprouts. The regimen from on high
does not certainly quite agree with the verb to rise. But the

term from on high is suggested by the idea of visiting which

goes before : it is from the bosom of divine mercy that this

star comes down, and it does not rise upon humanity until

after it has descended and been made man. Bleek does not

altogether reject this obvious meaning of dvaroXij; but he
Vaintains that we should combine it with the sense of branch,

by supposing a play of words turning upon the double image
of a sprouting branch and a rising star; and as there is no
Hebrew word which will bear this double meaning, he draws
from this passage the serious critical consequence, that this

song, and therefore all the others contained in these two

chapters, were originally written, not in Aramaean, but in

Greek, which of course deprives them of their authenticity.
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But this whole explanation is simply a play of Bleek s imagi

nation. There is nothing in the text to indicate that the

author intends any play upon words here
; and, as we have

seen, none of the images employed are compatible with the

meaning of branch.

The expressions of ver. 79 are borrowed from Isa. ix. 1,

Ix. 2. Darkness is the emblem of alienation from God, and

of the spiritual ignorance that accompanies it. This darkness

is a shadow of death, because it leads to perdition, just as the

darkening of sight in the dying is a prelude to the night of

death. The term sit denotes a state of exhaustion and despair.

The sudden shining forth of the star brings the whole caravan

of travellers to their feet (TOV? TTO&I?), and enables them to

find their way. The way of peace denotes the means of obtain

ing reconciliation with God, the chief of all temporal and

spiritual blessings. Elprjvv), peace, answers to Dlfe, a word by
which the Hebrew language designates the bountiful supply of

whatever answers to human need full prosperity.

Ver. 80. The historical conclusion, ver. 80, corresponds

with that in ver. 66. As the latter sketches with a stroke of

the pen the childhood of John, so this gives a picture of his

youth, and carries us forward to the time when he began his

ministry. The term he grew refers to his physical develop

ment, and the expression following, waxed strong in spirit, to

his spiritual development, that is to say, religious, moral, and

intellectual. The predominant feature of this development
was force, energy (he grew strong in spirit). Luke, doubtless,

means by this the power of the will over the instincts and

inclinations of the body. The spirit is here certainly that of

John himself
;
but when a man developes in a right way, it is

only by communion with the Divine Spirit that his spirit

unfolds, as the flower only blows when in contact with the

light. This spiritual development of John was due to no

human influence. For the child lived in the deserts. Probably
the desert of Judea is meant here, an inhabited country, whose

deeply creviced soil affords an outlet to several streams that

empty themselves into the Dead Sea. This country, abound

ing in caves, has always been the refuge of anchorites. In the

time of John the Baptist there were probably Essenian monas
teries there

;
for history says positively that these cenobites
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dwelt upon both shores of the Dead Sea. It has been in

ferred from this passage that John, during his sojourn in the

desert, visited these sages, and profited by their teaching.

This opinion is altogether opposed to the design of the text,

which is to attribute to God alone the direction of the de

velopment of the forerunner. But more than this. If John

was taught by the Essenes, it must be admitted that the only

thing their instructions did for him was to lead him to take

entirely opposite views on all points. The Essenes had re

nounced every Messianic expectation ;
the soul of John s life

and ministry was the expectation of the Messiah and the pre

paration for His work. The Essenes made matter the seat of

sin
; John, by his energetic calls to conversion, shows plainly

enough that he found it in the will. The Essenes withdrew

from society, and gave themselves up to mystic contemplation ;

John, at the signal from on high, threw himself boldly into

the midst of the people, and to the very last took a most active

and courageous part in the affairs of his country. If, after

all, any similarities are found between him and them, John s

originality is too well established to attribute them to imita

tion
;
such similarities arise from the attempt they both made

to effect a reform in degenerate Judaism. The relation of

John to the Essenes is very similar to that of Luther to the

mystics of the middle ages. On the part of the Essenes, as

of the mystics, there is the human effort which attests the

need
;
on the part of John, as well as of Luther, the divine

work which satisfies it. The abstract plural in the deserts

proves that this observation is made with a moral and not a

geographical aim. The word avdSet^^, showing, denotes the

installation of a servant into his office, his official institution

into his charge. The author of this act, unnamed but under

stood, is evidently God. It follows from iii. 2, and from John
i. 31-33, that a direct communication from on high, perhaps
a theophany, such as called Moses from the desert, was the

signal for John to enter upon his work. But we have no

account of this scene which took place between God and Hia

messenger. Our evangelists only relate what they know.
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FIFTH NAREATIVE. CHAP. II. 1-20.

TJie Birth of the Saviour.

Henceforth there exists in the midst of corrupt humanity a

pure Being, on whom God s regard can rest with unmingled
satisfaction. Uniting in this divine contemplation, the celes

tial intelligences already see streaming from this fire those

waves of light which will ultimately penetrate to the remotest

bounds of the moral universe. The new creation, the union

of God with the sanctified creature, begins to find its accom

plishment in this Being, in order to extend from Him to the

whole of mankind, and to comprehend at last heaven itself,

which is to be united with us under one and the same head,

and to adore one Lord Jesus Christ as its Lord (Col. i. 20
;

Eph. i. 10
;

Phil. ii. 9-11). Such is the point of view we
must take in order to appreciate the following narrative : 1.

Jesus is born (vers. 1-7) ;
2. The angels celebrate this birth

(vers. 8-14) ;
3. The shepherds ascertain and publish it (vers.

15-20).
1. TJie Birth of Jesus: vers. 1-7. And first a historical

note : vers. 1 and 2.
1 The words in those days refer to the time

which followed the birth of John the Baptist, and give the

remark in i. 80 an anticipatory character. Aojfjia denotes, in

classical Greek, any edict of a recognised authority. The use

of the word t%e\6elv, to go forth, in the sense of
&quot;being published,

answers to the meaning of K^, Dan. ix. 2, 3. The term a-Tro-

ypcKftr), description, denotes among the Eomans the inscription

on an official register of the name, age, profession, and fortune

of each head of a family, and of the number of his children,

with a view to the assessment of a tax. The fiscal taxation

which followed was more particularly indicated by the term

aTTorl/jirjcrL^. Criticism raises several objections against the

truth of the fact related in ver. 1 : 1st, No historian of the

time mentions such a decree of Augustus. 2d, On the suppo
sition that Augustus had issued such an edict, it would not

have been applicable to the states of Herod in general, nor to

1 Ver. 2. X. B. D. omit a after avrti. Instead of a-roypetQ* fpurtt tyiuro, N*
reads

a.f9-ypac,q&amp;gt;yi iyiv.ro -fffurvi. Instead of Kvffjwav, A. KtjpuvioUf B* Kvpuvou, B3

It. Vg. Kvfuou (Cyrino).
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Judea in particular, since this country was not reduced to a

Eoman province until ten or eleven years later the year 6 of

our era. 3d, A Eoman edict, executed within the states of

Herod, must have been executed according to Eoman forms
;

and according to these, it would have been in no way necessary

for Joseph to put in an appearance at Bethlehem
; for, according

to Eoman law, registration was made at the place of birth or

residence, and not at the place where the family originated.

4th, Even admitting the necessity of removal in the case of

Joseph, this obligation did not extend to Mary, who, as a

woman, was not liable to registration. In order to meet some

of these difficulties, Hug has limited the meaning of the words,

all the earth, to Palestine. But the connection of this ex

pression with the name Ccesar Augustus will not allow of our

accepting this explanation ;
besides which, it leaves several of

the difficulties indicated untouched. The reader who feels

any confidence in Luke s narrative, and who is desirous of

solving its difficulties, will find, we think, a solution resulting

from the following facts :

From the commencement of his reign, Augustus always
aimed at a stronger centralization of the empire. Already,
under Julius Csesar, there had been undertaken, with a view to

a more exact assessment of taxation, a great statistical work,
a complete survey of the empire, descriptio orbis. This work,
which occupied thirty-two years, was only finished under

Augustus.
1

This prince never ceased to labour in the same

direction. After his death, Tiberius caused to be read in the

Senate, in accordance with instructions contained in the will of

Augustus, a statistical document, which applied not only to

the empire properly so called, but also to the allied kingdoms,
a category to which the states of Herod belonged. This docu

ment, called Bremarium totius imperii, was written entirely by

Augustus own hand.
2

It gave
&quot; the number of the citizens

and of allies under arms, of the fleets, of the kingdoms, of the

provinces, of the tributes or taxes&quot; The compilation of such a

document as this necessarily supposes a previous statistical

labour, comprehending not only the empire proper, but also the

1 See the recent work of Wieseler, Beitrdge zur rlchtigen Wurdigung der

Evancjdien, etc., 1869, p. 23.
8
Tacitus, Ann. i. 11

; Suetonius, Octav. c. 27, 28, 101.
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allied states. And if Augustus had ordered this work, Herod,

whose kingdom belonged to the number of regna reddita, could

not have refused to take part in it. The silence of historians

in regard to this fact proves simply nothing against its reality.

Wieseler gives a host of examples of similar omissions. The

great statistical work previously accomplished by Julius Csesar,

and about which no one can entertain a doubt, is not noticed

by any historian of the time.
1

Josephus, in his Jewish War,

written before his Antiquities, when giving an account of the

government of Coponius, does not mention even the census of

Quirinius.
2 Then it must not be forgotten that one of our

principal sources for the life of Augustus, Dion Cassius, pre

sents a blank for just the years 748-750 u.c. Besides, this

silence is amply compensated for by the positive information

we find in later writers. Thus, Tertullian mentions, as a well-

known fact,
&quot; the census taken in Judea under Augustus by

Sentius Saturnius,&quot;
3
that is to say, from 744-748 u.c., and con

sequently only a short time before the death of Herod in 750.

The accounts of Cassiodorus and Suidas leave no doubt as to

the great statistical labours accomplished by the orders of

Augustus.
4 The latter says expressly :

&quot;

Csesar Augustus, hav

ing chosen twenty men of the greatest ability, sent them into

all the countries of the subject nations (r&v virrjKOGdv), and

caused them to make a registration (awaypachas) of men and

property (r&vre av6pu&amp;gt;7rwv
fcal

ova-iav)&quot;
These details are not

furnished by Luke. And if the task of these commissioners

specially referred, as Suidas says, to the subject nations, the

omission of all mention of this measure in the historians of

the time is more easily accounted for.

Surprise is expressed at an edict of Augustus having refer

ence to the states of Herod. But Herod s independence was

only relative. There is no money known to have been coined

in his name
;
the silver coin circulating in his dominions was

Eoman.5 From the time of the taking of Jerusalem by

1
Wieseler, in the work referred to, p. 51.

2
Ibid. p. 95.

* Sed at census constat actos sub Auguste . . . in Judcea per Sentmm Satur-

nmra&quot; (Adv. Marc. 19). The word constat appears to allude to public docu

ments
;
and the detail

&quot;by
Sentius Saturnius proves that his source of information

was independent of Luke.
4
Wieseler, p. 53. Wieseler, p. 86.
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Pompey, the Jews paid the Bomans a double tribute, a poll-

tax and a land-tax.
1 Tacitus also speaks of complaints from

Syria and Judea against the taxes which burdened them.

Further, the Jews had quite recently, according to Josephus,

been obliged to take individually an oath of obedience to the

emperor (Antiq. xvii. 2. 4). The application of a decree of

Augustus to the dominions of Herod, a simple vassal of the

emperor, presents, therefore, nothing improbable. Only it is

evident that the emperor, in the execution of the decree,

would take care to respect in form the sovereignty of the

king, and to execute it altogether by his instrumentality.

Besides, it was the custom of the Eomans, especially in their

fiscal measures, always to act by means of the local autho

rities, and to conform as far as possible to national usages.
2

Augustus would not depart from this method in regard to

Herod, who was generally an object of favour. And this

observation overthrows another objection, namely, that accord

ing to Eoman custom, Joseph would not have to present him
self in the place where his family originated, since the census

was taken at the place of residence. But Eoman usage did

not prevail here. In conformity with the remnant of inde

pendence which Judea still enjoyed, the census demanded by
the emperor would certainly be executed according to Jewish

forms. These, doubtless, were adapted to the ancient consti

tution of tribes and families, the basis of Israelitish organiza
tion : this mode was at once the simplest, since the greater

part of the families still lived on their hereditary possessions,
and the surest, inasmuch as families that had removed would
be anxious to strengthen a link on which might depend ques
tions of inheritance and other rights besides.

3 That which

distinguished the census of Quirinius, ten years later, from all

similar undertakings that had preceded it, was just this, that

on this occasion the Eoman authority as such executed it,

without the intervention of the national power and Jewish
customs. Then, accordingly, the people keenly felt the reality
of their subjection, and broke into revolt. And history has

1

Wieseler, p. 73 and fol.
8
Comp. on this point the recent works of Huschke ( Ueber den Census der

Kaiserzeit) and of Marquadt (Handbuch der romischen Alterthumer).
3
Wieseler, pp. 66, 67.
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preserved scarcely any record of similar measures which pre

ceded this eventful census.

As to Mary, we may explain without any difficulty the

reasons which induced her to accompany Joseph. If, at ver. 5,

we make the words with Mary depend specially on the verb in

order to be enrolled, the fact may be explained by the circum

stance that, according to Eoman law, women among conquered
nations were subject to the capitation tax. Ulpian expressly

says this (De censibus): &quot;that in Syria (this term comprehends

Palestine) men are liable to the capitation from their fourteenth

year, women from their twelfth to their sixtieth.&quot; Perhaps
women were sometimes summoned to appear in person, in order

that their age might be ascertained. Or, indeed, we may suppose
that Mary was the sole representative of one of the branches

of her tribe, an heiress, which obliged her to appear in person.

Perhaps, also, by the inscription of her name she was anxious to

establish anew, in view of her son, her descent from the family
of David. But we may join the words with Mary to the verb

went up. The motives which would induce Mary to accom

pany Joseph in this journey are obvious. If, in the whole

course of the Gospel history, we never see the least reflection

cast on the reputation of Mary, although only six months had

elapsed between her marriage and the birth of Jesus, is not

this circumstance explained by the very fact of this journey,
which providentially removed Joseph and Mary from Nazareth

for a sufficient length of time, just when the birth took place ?

Mary must have recognised the finger of God in the event

which compelled Joseph to leave home, and have been anxious

to accompany him.

But a much more serious difficulty than any of the preced

ing arises relative to ver. 2. If this verse is translated, as it

usually is,
&quot; This census, which was the first, took place when

Quirinius governed Syria&quot; we must suppose, on account of

what precedes, that Quirinius filled this office before the death

of Herod. But history proves that Quirinius did not become

governor of Syria until the year 4, and that he did not execute

the enumeration which bears his name until the year 6 of our

era, after the deposition of Archelaus, the son and successor

of Herod, that is to say, ten years at least after the birth of

Jesus. It was Varus who was governor of Syria at the death
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of Herod. An attempt has been made to solve this difficulty

by correcting the text : Theodore de Beza by making ver. 2

an interpolation ;
Michaelis by adding the words irpo T??9 after

eyevero :

&quot; This enumeration took place before that which

Quirinius executed . . .

}&amp;gt;1 These are conjectures without

foundation. Again, it has been proposed to give the word

irpooTfj, first, a meaning more or less unusual. And accord

ingly, some translate this word as primus is sometimes to be

taken in Latin, and as erst regularly in German :

&quot; This census

was executed only when . . .&quot; (prima acccdit cum, geschali

erst als). Such a Latinisni is hardly admissible. And besides,

if the execution had not followed the decree immediately (as

the translation supposes), how could the decree have led to the

removal of Joseph and the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem while

Herod was still reigning ?

An interpretation of the word TT/OWTT; which is scarcely less

forced, has been adopted by Tholuck, Ewald, Wieseler (who
maintains and defends it at length in his last work), and Pres-

sense (in his Vie de Jesus). Belying on John i. 15, TT/JWTO?

fjiov, xv. 18, TTpcoTov vjjL&v, they give to n-pwrrj the sense of

Trporepa, and explain TT/OCWTT? yyepovevovros as if it were Trpo-

repop fj rjye/jLovevew ; which results in the following transla

tion: &quot;This enumeration took place before Quirinius . . .&quot;

They cite from the LXX. Jer. xxix. 2, vcn-epov efe\0cWo?

lexoviov,
&quot;

after Jechonias was gone forth
;&quot;

and from Plato,

vcrTepoi a(f)iicovTo Tr?5 ev MapaOwvi pay?]* yevojj&nfi,
&quot;

they
arrived after the battle of Marathon had taken

place.&quot;
But this

accumulation of two irregularities, the employment of the

superlative for the comparative, and of the comparative adjec
tive for the adverb, is not admissible in such a writer as Luke,
whose style is generally perfectly lucid, especially if, with

Wieseler, after having given to -rrp^Trj the sense of a com

parative, we want to keep, in addition, its superlative mean
ing :

&quot; This enumeration took place as a first one, and before
that . . .&quot; This certainly goes beyond all limits of what
is possible, whatever the high philological authorities may
say for it, upon whose support this author thinks he can

1 For this sense it would &quot;be better to conjecture a reading v?o **s as a substi
tute for v-fur*,, admitting at the same time the place which the last word

occupies in the text of X and D.
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rely.
1 Another attempt at interpretation, proposed by Ebrard,

sets out from a distinction between the meaning of airo^pd^eaOai

(ver. 1) and of d-Troypa^ij (ver. 2). The former of these two

interpretations may denote the registration, the second the

pecuniary taxation which resulted from it (the a-Trcm/i^cri?) ;

and this difference of meaning would be indicated by the pro

noun aim?, which it would be necessary to read avrtf (ipsa),

and not avrrj (ea).
&quot; As to the taxation itself (which followed

the registration), it took place only when Quirinius was . . .&quot;

But why, in this case, did not Luke employ, in the second

verse, another word than airoypafyr), which evidently recalled

the diroypd(f&amp;gt;eaOat
of ver. 1 ? Kohler 2

acknowledged that

these two words should have an identical meaning ; but, with

Paulus, Lange, and others, he thinks he can distinguish be

tween the publication of the decree (ver. 1) and its execution

(ver. 2), which only took place ten years afterwards, and,

with this meaning, put the accent on e^ez/ero :

&quot;

Caesar Augustus

published a decree (ver. 1), and the registration decreed by
him was executed (only) when Quirinius . . .&quot; (ver. 2). But

the difficulty is to see how this decree, if it was not immedi

ately enforced, could induce the removal of Joseph and Mary
Kohler replies that the measure decreed began to be carried

into execution
;
but on account of the disturbances which it

excited it was soon suspended, and that it was only resumed

and completely carried out (eyevero) under Quirinius. This

explanation is ingenious, but very artificial. And further, it

does not suit the context. Luke, after having positively denied

the execution of the measure (ver. 2), would relate afterwards

(ver. 3 and
ff.), without the least explanation, a fact which

has no meaning, but on the supposition of the immediate

execution of this decree !

There remain a number of attempted solutions which rely

on history rather than philology. As far as the text is con

cerned, they may be classed with the ordinary explanation
which treats the words fyepovevovTos Kvpyvlov as a genitive

Absolute. Several of the older expositors, as Casaubon, San-

clemente, and more recently Hug and Neander, starting with

the fact that before Quirinius was governor of Syria he took a

1 MM. Curtius at Leipsic and Schomann at Greifswald.
*
Encyclopedic de Herzog, Art. Schatzung.
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considerable part in the affairs of the East (Tac. Ann. iii.

48), supposed that he presided over the census, of which Luke

here speaks, in the character of an imperial commissioner.

Luke, they think, applied to this temporary jurisdiction the

term rjyejjioveveiv, which ordinarily denotes the function of a

governor in the proper sense of the term. Zumpt even

believed he could prove that Quirinius had been twice gover

nor of Syria? in the proper sense of the word, and that it

was during the former of these two administrations that he

presided over the census mentioned by Luke. Mommsen 2

also admits the fact of the double administration of Quirinius

as governor of Syria. He relies particularly on a tumular

inscription discovered in 1764,
3
which, if it refers to Quirinius,

would seem to say that this person had been governor of

Syria on two occasions (iterum). But does this inscription

really refer to Quirinius ? And has the term iterum all the

force which is given to it ? Wieseler clearly shows that these

questions are not yet determined with any certainty. And

supposing even that this double administration of Quirinius

could be proved, the former, which is the one with which we
are concerned here, could not have been, as Zumpt acknow

ledges, until from the end of 750 to 753 u.c. Now it is

indisputable that at this time Herod had been dead some
months (the spring of 750), and consequently, according to

the text of Luke, Jesus was already born. One thing, how

ever, is certain, that Quirinius, a person honoured with the

emperor s entire confidence, took a considerable part, through
out this entire period, in the affairs of the East, and of Syria
in particular. And we do not see what objection there is, from
a historical point of view, to the hypothesis of Gerlach,

4 who
thinks that, whilst Varus was the political and military

governor of Syria (from 748), Quirinius administered its finan

cial affairs, and that it was in the capacity of quaestor that he

presfded over the census which took place among the Jews at

1
By the passage in Tac. iii. 48. De Syria Romanorum provincid, ab Ccesare

Augusto ad Titum Vespasianum, 1854, and Ueber den Census des Quirinius,

Evang. Kirchenzeitung, 1865, No. 82.
2 Res gestce Divi Augusti. Ex monumento Ancyrano.
8 Published in the last place by Mommsen, De P. S. Quirinii titulo Tiburiino,

1865.
4 Romisclie Statthalter in Syrten, p. 33.
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this time. Joseplms (Antiq. xvi. 9. 1, 2, and l?e^. e/wrf. i.

27. 2) designates these two magistrates, the prseses and the

qusestor, by the titles of ^e/io^e? and rrjs Svpfa eirunarovvre^.

There is nothing, then, to hinder our giving a somewhat more

general meaning to the verb fyfipHitiuciv, or supposing, we

may add, that Luke attributed to Quirinius as governor a

function which he accomplished as quaestor. In this case,

Quirinius would have already presided over a first enumeration

under Herod in 74 9, before directing the better known census

which took place in 759 u.c., and which provoked the revolt

of Judas the Galilean.
1

Those who are not satisfied with any of these attempts at

explanation admit an error in Luke, but not all in the same

sense. Meyer thinks that tfye/noveuew in Luke s text must

keep its ordinary meaning, but that Luke, in employing this

term here, confounded the later enumeration of the year 6

with that over which this person presided ten years earlier in

the capacity of imperial commissioner. Schleiermacher and

Bleek admit a greater error: Luke must have confounded a

simple sacerdotal census, which took place in the latter part
of Herod s reign, with the famous enumeration of the year 6.

.Strauss and Keim go further still. In their view, the enume
ration of vers. 1 and 2 is a pure invention of Luke s, either to

account for the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, as required by

popular prejudice (Strauss), or to establish a significant parallel

between the birth of Jesus and the complete subjection of the

people (Keim, p. 3 9 9). But the text of Luke is of a too strictly

historical and prosaic character to furnish the least support to

Keim s opinion. That of Strauss might apply to a Gospel
like Matthew, which lays great stress on the connection be

tween the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem and Messianic pro

phecy; but it in no way applies to Luke s Gospel, which does

not contain the slightest allusion to the prophecy. Schleier-

macher s explanation is a pure conjecture, and one which
borders on absurdity. That of Meyer, which in substance

is very nearly the opinion of Gerlach, would certainly be

the most probable of all these opinions. Only there are two
facts which hardly allow of our imputing to Luke a con-

1 This certainly is only a hypothesis ;
but we do not see what ground Keim

hue for characterizing it as untenable (Gesch. Je.su, t. i. p. 402).
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fusion of facts in this place. The first is, that, according to

Acts v. 3 7, he was well acquainted with the later enumeration

which occasioned the revolt of Judas the Galilean, and which

he calls, in an absolute way, the enumeration. Luke could not

be ignorant that this revolt took place on the occasion of the

definitive annexation of Judea to the empire, and consequently
at some distance of time after the death of Herod. Now,
in our text, he places the enumeration of which he is speak

ing in the reign of Herod ! The second fact is the perfect

knowledge Luke had, according to xxiii. 6-9, of the subse

quent political separation between Judea and Galilee. Now,
the registration of a Galilean in Judea supposes that the unit}

of the Israelitish monarchy was still in existence. In the face

of these two plain facts, it is not easy to admit that there

was any confusion on his part.

May we be permitted, after so many opinions have been

broached, to propose a new one ? We have seen that the

census which was carried out by Quirinius in 759 u.c., ten

years after the birth of Jesus, made a deep impression upon
all the people, convincing them of their complete political

servitude. This census is called the enumeration without any

qualification, therefore (Acts v. 37); but it might also be

designated the first enumeration, inasmuch as it was the first

census executed by pagan authority ;
and it would be in this

somewhat technical sense that the expression rj aTroypa^rj TT/DWTT/

would here have to be taken. We should accentuate avrij

(as has been already proposed) avrtf, which presents no critical

difficulty, since the ancient MSS. have no accents, and under

stand the second verse thus : As to the census itself called the

first, it took place under the government of Quirinius.
1 Luke

would break off to remark that, prior to the well-known
enumeration which took place under Quirinius, and which

history had taken account of under the name of the first, there

had really been another, generally lost sight of, which was the

very one here in question ;
and thus that it was not unad

visedly that he spoke of a census anterior to the first. In

this way, 1st, the intention of this parenthesis is clear
; 2d, the

asyndeton between vers. 1 and 2 is explained quite in a natural

1 We spell this name Quirinius (not Quirinus) in conformity with, the authority
of all the documents, B. alone and some MSS. of the It. excepted.
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way ;
and 3d, the omission of the article 77 between a

and Trpcorij, which has the effect of making q a7ro&amp;lt;ypa(f)rj

a sort of proper name (like 17 7ri(n6\r) Trpwrrj, Sevrepa), is

completely justified.

Vers. 3-7.
1 The terms ot/eo? and Trarptd, house and family

(ver. 4), have not an invariable meaning in the LXX. Accord

ing to the etymology and the context, the former appears to

have here the wider meaning, and to denote the entire con

nections of David, comprising his brethren and their direct

descendants. On this journey of Mary, see p. 123. The

complement with Mary appears to us to depend, not on the

verb aTroypd^aaOai,, to be enrolled, as Meyer, Bleek, etc.,

decide, but on the entire phrase dveftri dTroypdtyao-Oai,, he went

up to be enrolled, and more especially on he went up. For, as

Wieseler observes, the important point for the context is, that

she went up, not that she was enrolled. And the words in

apposition, being great with child, connect themselves much
better with the idea of going up than with that of being
enrolled. There is great delicacy in the received reading,

which has also the best support critically, his espoused wife.

The substantive indicates the character in which Mary made
the journey; the participle recalls the real state of things.

The Alex., not having perceived this shade of thought, have

wrongly omitted YVVCUKL From the last proposition of ver. 7,

in which (frdrvr), a manger, seems opposed to tcardXv/jia, an inn,

some interpreters have inferred that the former of these two

words should here have a wider sense, and signify a stable.

But this meaning is unexampled. We have merely to supply
a thought :

&quot;

in the manger, because they were lodging in the

stable, seeing that . . .&quot; The article rfj designates the manger
as that belonging to the stable. The Alex., therefore, have

wrongly omitted it. Did this stable form part of the hostelry ?

or was it, as all the apocryphal writings
2 and Justin 3

allege,

a cave near the city ? In the time of Origen,
4 a grotto was

shown where the birth of Jesus took place. It was on this

1 Ver. 3. Nc
. B. D. L. Z., IKVTOU instead of /J/v. Ver. 5- K* A. D. some Mnn.

etvro
ypec.Qitrtiui in place of awoy^a-^a^a/. fc$. B. D. L. Z. some Mnn. Syr. omit

yuvcLtxt. Ver. 7. X- A. B. D. L. Z. some Mnn. omit v before
q&amp;gt;a.rvn.

2
Protevangelium of James, History of J seph, Gospel of the Infancy. Work*

of Justin, edit, of Otto, t. i. p. 269, note.
3 Dial. c. Tryph. c. 78. * Contra Celsum, i. 11.

VOL. I. I
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place that Helena, the mother of Constantino built a church
;

and it is probable that the Church Marioe de Prcesepio is erected

on the same site. The text of Luke would not be altogether

incompatible with this idea. But probably it is only a sup

position, resulting on the one hand from the common custom

in the East of using caves for stables, and on the other from

a mistaken application to the Messiah of Isa, xxxiii. 1 6,
&quot; He

shall dwell in a lofty cave quoted by Justin. The expression

first-lorn naturally implies that the writer believed Mary had

other children afterwards, otherwise there would be no just

ground for the use of this term. It may be said that Luke

employs it with a view to the account of the presentation of

Jesus in the temple as a first-lorn son (ver. 22 et seq.). But

this connection is out of the question in Matt. i. 25. This

expression proves that the composition of the narrative dates

from a time posterior to the birth of the brothers and sisters

of Jesus. Thus was accomplished, in the obscurity of a stable,

the fact which was to change the face of the world; and Mary s

words
(i. 51), &quot;He hath put down the mighty, and exalted the

lowly/ were still further verified.
&quot; The weakness of God is

stronger than men&quot; says St. Paul; this principle prevails

throughout all this history, and constitutes its peculiar cha

racter.

2. The appearing of the angels: vers. 8-14. &quot; The gospel is

preached to the poor! The following narrative contains the

first application of this divine method. Vers. 8 and 9 relate

the appearing of the angel to the shepherds; vers. 10-12,
his discourse; vers. 13 and 14, the song of the heavenly
host.

Vers. 8 and 9.
1

Among the Jews, the occupation of keepers
of sheep was held in a sort of contempt. According to the

treatise Sanhedrin, they were not to be admitted as witnesses
;

and according to the treatise Aboda Zara, succour must not

be given to shepherds and heathen. Aypavtew, properly,
to make his aypos his av\ij, his field his abode. Columella

(De re rusticd) describes these avkal as enclosures surrounded

by high walls, sometimes covered in, and sometimes siib dio

(open to the sky). As it is said in a passage in the Talmud
1 Ver. 9. tf. B. L. Z. omit fiov after /. Kc

. Z. It*11
*. Vg., Gtou instead of

*vptov (second). N*, scnXa^sv acuron instead of *ip-t**frtt
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that the flocks are kept in the open air during the portion of

the year between the Passover and the early autumnal rains,

it has been inferred from this narrative of the shepherds that

Jesus must have been born during the summer. Wieseler,

however, observes that this Talmudic determination of the

matter applies to the season passed by the flocks out on the

steppes, far away from human dwellings. The flocks in this

case were not so. In the expression (frvXdcraeiv &amp;lt;f)v\a.Kd$,
the

plural (frvXa/cds perhaps denotes that they watched in turns.

The genitive T?}? VVKTOS must be taken adverbially : the watch,

such as is kept ly night. ISov (ver. 9) is omitted by the

Alex. But it is probably authentic
;

it depicts the surprise of

the shepherds. ETrea-Tij does not signify that the angel stood

above them (comp. lina-raaa, ver. 38). It is our survenir (to

come unexpectedly). We must translate, as in i. 11, an angel,

not the angel. This is proved by the article o at ver. 10 (see

i. 13). By the glory of the Lord must be here understood, as

generally, the supernatural light with which God appears,

whether personally or by His representatives.

Vers. 10-12.1 The angel first announces the favourable nature

of his message ;
for at the sight of any supernatural appearance

man s first feeling is fear. &quot;Hns,
&quot;

which, inasmuch as great, is

intended for the whole
people.&quot;

Ver. 11, the message itself.

By the title Saviour, in connection with the idea of joy (ver. 10),

is expressed the pity angels feel at the sight of the miserable

state of mankind. The title Christ, anointed, refers to thp

prophecies which announce this Person, and the long expecta
tion He comes to satisfy. The title Lord indicates that He is

the representative of the divine sovereignty. This latter title

applies also to His relation to the angels. The periphrasis,

the city of David, hints that this child will be a second David.

Ver. 12, the sign by means of which the shepherds may
determine the truth of this message. This sign has nothing
divine about it but its contrast with human glory. There

could not have been many other children born that night in

Bethlehem; and among these, if there were any, no other

certainly would have a manger for its cradle.

1 Yer. 12. B.Z. omit before &amp;lt;r*ut.ov. N* D. omit xn^ov. NC B. L. P. S. Z.

some Miin. Syr. ltPleriiue Or. add xai before xnp,ivo (taken from ver. 16).

T. R. reads m before Qarw, with F2
. K. only (taken from ver. 16).
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Vers. 1 3 and 1 4.
1 The troop of angels issues forth all at once

from the depths of that invisible world which surrounds us on

every side. By their song they come to give the key-note of

the adoration of mankind. The variation of some Alex, and

of the Latin translations, which read the gen. ev&oKta? instead

of the nom. evSo/cta, is preferred in the modern exegesis :

&quot;

peace to the men of goodwill&quot;
In this case the song divides

itself into two parallel propositions, whether the words and

on earth be referred to that which precedes,
&quot;

Glory to God in

the highest places and on earth
; peace to the men of good

will
;&quot; or, which is certainly preferable, they be connected with

what follows,
&quot;

Glory to God in the highest places ;
and on

earth peace to the men of goodwill.&quot;
In this second inter

pretation the parallelism is complete : the three ideas, peace,

men, on earth, in the second member, answer to the three

ideas, glory, God, in the highest places, in the first. Men
make their praise arise towards God in the heavens; God
makes His peace descend towards them on the earth. The gen.

(vSotclas, of goodwill, may refer to the pious dispositions towards

God with which a part of mankind are animated. But this

interpretation is hardly natural. EvSotcia, from evSo/ceiv, to

delight in, 3 pan, denotes an entirely gracious goodwill, the

initiative of which is in the subject who feels it. This term

does not suit the relation of man to God, but only that of God
to man. Therefore, with this reading, we must explain the

words thus : Peace on earth to the men who are the objects of
divine goodwill. But this use of the genitive is singularly

rude, and almost barbarous; the men of goodwill, meaning
those on whom goodwill rests . . ., is a mode of expression
without any example. We are thus brought back to the

reading of the T. R, present also in 14 Mjj., among which are

L. and Z., which generally agree with the Alex., the Coptic

translation, of which the same may be said, and the Peschito.

With this reading, the song consists of three propositions, of

which two are parallel, and the third forms a link between

the two. In the first, glory to God in the highest places, the

angels demand that, from the lower regions to which they have

just come down, from the bosom of humanity, praise shall

1
Ver. 14. ItPleri Ir. Or., etc., omit sv before av^^/j.K* A. B*D. It. Vg.

Ir. and Or. (in the Latin translation) read ivSoxiug in place of
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arise, which, ascending from heavens to heavens, shall reach at

last the supreme sanctuary, the highest places, and there glorify

the divine perfections that shine forth in this birth. The

second, peace on earth, is the counterpart of the first. While

inciting men to praise, the angels invoke on them peace from

God. This peace is such as results from the reconciliation of

man with God
;

it contains the cause of the cessation of all

war here below. These two propositions are of the nature of

a desire or prayer. The verb understood is ecrrw, let it le.

The third, which is not connected with the preceding by any

particle, proclaims the fact which is the ground of this two

fold prayer. If the logical connection were expressed, it would

be by the word for. This fact is the extraordinary favour

shown to men by God, and which is displayed in the gift He
is bestowing upon them at this very time. The sense is,

&quot;for God takes pleasure in men.&quot; In speaking thus, the

angels seem to mean, God has not bestowed as much on us

(Heb. ii. 16). The idea of evSoxia, goodwill, recalls the first

proposition, &quot;Glory to God!&quot; whilst the expression towards

men reminds us of the second,
&quot; Peace on earth !&quot; For the

word evSoicia, comp. Eph. i. 5 and PhiL ii. 13. When the

witnesses of the blessing sing, how could they who are the

objects of it remain silent?

3. The visit of the shepherds : vers. 1520. The angel had

notified a sign to the shepherds, and invited them to ascertain

its reality. This injunction they obey.

Vers. 15-20.1 The T. R exhibits in ver. 15 a singular

expression :

&quot; And it came to pass, when the angels were gone

away, . . . the men, the shepherds, said . . .&quot; The impression
of the shepherds when, the angels having disappeared, they
found themselves alone among men, could not be better ex

pressed. The omission of the words ical ol avOpcoTroi in the

Alex, is owing to the strangeness of this form, the meaning of

which they did not understand. The xal before ol avtipuTroi

is doubtless the sign of the apodosis, like the Hebrew 1
;
but

at the same time it brings out the close connection between

1 Ver. 15. K. B. L. Z. manyMnn. Syr**. ltPleri &amp;lt;i

u
e, Vg. Or. omitx// avffputrai.

$. B. Itali&amp;lt;

i., jXaXayv instead of HVOI. Ver. 17. X. B. D. L. Z., fyvupto-uv in

stead of ItiyvupurKv. Ver. 20. Instead of frto-rpi-^av, the reading of T. R. and a

part of the Mnn., all the other documents, vviffTpf^a.*.
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the disappearance of the angels and the act of the shepherds,

as they addressed themselves to the duty of obeying them.

The aorist elirov of the T. R is certainly preferable to the

imperf. e\a\ovv of the Alex., since it refers to an act imme

diately followed by a result :

&quot;

They said (not they were saying)

one to another, Let us go therefore.&quot; The term prj^a denotes,

as &quot;im so often does, a word in so far as accomplished (yeyovos).

We see how the original Aramaean form is carefully preserved

even to the minutest details. Avd in avevpov expresses the

discovery in succession of the objects enumerated. Eyvcopio-av

or SLeyvcopicrav (Alex.), ver. 1 7, may signify to verify ; in the

fifteenth verse, however, e^vo^piaav signifies to make known,

and in ver. 17 it is the most natural meaning. There is a

gradation here : heaven had revealed
;
and now, by the care of

men, publicity goes on increasing. This sense also puts the

seventeenth verse in more direct connection with what follows.

The compound SiayvwplZew, to divulge, appears to us for this

reason to be preferred to the simple form (in the Alex.).

Vers. 18-20 describe the various impressions produced by
what had taken place. In the eighteenth verse, a vague sur

prise in the greater part (all those who heard). On the other

hand (Be), ver. 1 9, a profound impression and exercise of mind
in Mary. First of all, she is careful to store up all the facts

in her mind with a view to preserve them (avvr^petv) ;
but

this first and indispensable effort is closely connected with the

further and subordinate aim of comparing and combining these

facts, in order to discover the divine idea which explains and

connects them. What a difference between this thoughtful-
ness and the superficial astonishment of the people around

her ! There is more in the joyful feelings and adoration of

the shepherds (ver. 20) than in the impressions of those who

simply heard their story, but less than in Mary. Ao%aCf-iv, to

glorify, expresses the feeling of the greatness of the work;
alvelv, to praise, refers to the goodness displayed in it. Closely
connected as they are, the two participles heard and seen can

only refer to what took place in the presence of the shepherds
after they reached the stable. They were told the remarkable

occurrences that had preceded the birth of Jesus
;

it is to this

that the word heard refers. And they beheld the manger and
the infant

;
this is what is expressed by the word seen. And
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the whole was a confirmation of the angel s message to them.

They were convinced that they had not been the victims of

an hallucination. The reading vireo-rpetyav (they returned

thence) is evidently to be preferred to the ill-supported reading
of the T. K., eTrearrpe^av (they returned to their flocks).

Whence were these interesting details of the impression
made on the shepherds and those who listened to their story,

and of the feelings of Mary, obtained ? How can any one

regard them as a mere embellishment of the author s imagina

tion, or as the offspring of legend ? The Aramaean colouring

of the narrative indicates an ancient source. The oftener we
read the nineteenth verse, the more assured we feel that Mary
was the first and real author of this whole narrative. This

pure, simple, and private history was composed by her, and

preserved for a certain time in an oral form, until some one

committed it to writing, whose work fell into the hands of

Luke, and was reproduced by him in Greek.

SIXTH NARRATIVE. CHAP. II. 21-40.

Circumcision and Presentation of Jesus.

This narrative comprises 1. The circumcision of Jesus

(ver. 21); 2. His presentation in the temple (vers. 22-38);
3. A historical conclusion (vers. 39, 40).

1. The Circumcision: ver. 21. It was under the Jewish

form that Jesus was to realize the ideal of human existence.

The theocracy was the surrounding prepared of God for the

development of the Son of man. So to His entrance into life

by birth succeeds, eight days after, His entrance into the

covenant by circumcision. &quot;Born of a woman, made under

the law&quot; says St. Paul, Gal. iv. 4, to exhibit the connection

between these two facts. There is a brevity in the account

of the circumcision of Jesus which contrasts with the fuller

account of the circumcision of John the Baptist (chap. i.).

This difference is natural; the simply Jewish ceremony of

circumcision has an importance, in the life of the latest repre

sentative of the theocracy, which does not belong to it in the

life of Jesus, who only entered into the Jewish form of exist

ence to pass through it.
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Ver. 2 1.
1 The absence of the article before fj^epat, OK is

due to the determinative TOV jrepire^elv avrov which follows.

In Hebrew the construct state (subst. with complement) ex

cludes the article. The false reading of the T. K., TO ira^Lov

instead of avrov, proceeds from the cause which has occasioned

the greater part of the errors in this text, the necessities of

public reading. As the section to be read began with this

verse, it was necessary to substitute the noun for the pronoun.

Kal, while marking the apodosis, brings out the intimate con

nection between the circumcision and the giving of the name.

This Kal is almost a Tore, then.

2. The presentation: vers. 22-38. And first the sacrifice,

vers. 22-24.2
After the circumcision there were two other

rites to observe. One concerned the mother. Levitically

unclean for eight days after the birth of a son, and for fourteen

days after that of a daughter, the Israelitish mother, after

a seclusion of thirty-three days in the first case, and of

double this time in the second, had to offer in the temple a

sacrifice of purification (Lev. xii.). The other rite had refer

ence to the child; when it was a first-born, it had to be

redeemed by a sum of money from consecration to the service

of God and the sanctuary. In fact, the tribe of Levi had been

chosen for this office simply to take the place of the first-born

males of all the families of Israel
;
and in order to keep alive

a feeling of His rights in the hearts of the people, God had

fixed a ransom to be paid for every first-born male. It was five

shekels, or, reckoning the shekel at 2s. 4d.,
3
nearly 12s. (Ex.

xiii. 2
;
Num. viii. 16, xviii. 15). Vers. 22 and 23 refer to

the ransom of the child; ver. 24 to Mary s sacrifice. AVT&V,
their purification, is certainly the true reading. This pronoun
refers primarily to Mary, then to Joseph, who is, as it were,

involved in her uncleanness, and obliged to go up with her.

Every detail of the narrative is justified with the greatest care

in the three verses by a legal prescription. The sacrifice for

the mother (ver. 24) consisted properly of the offering of a
1 X. A. B. and 11 Mjj. 100 Mnn. ItPleri(iu read *t&amp;gt; in place of ro *eutmt the

reading of T. R. with 6 Mjj. Syr**.
2 Ver. 22. Instead of *v&amp;lt;rt,s , which is the reading of T. E. with only some

Mnn., and of awrov, which is the reading of D. and 6 Mnn., all the other

authorities read uvruv.
3
Meylau, Dictionnaire Biblique, p. 353.
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lamb as a sin-offering. But when the family was poor, the

offering was limited to a pair of pigeons or two turtle-doves

(Lev. xii. 8).

From the twenty- fifth verse Simeon becomes the centre

of the picture: vers. 25-28 relate his coming in; vers. 29-32,
his song; vers. 33-35, his address to the parents.

Vers. 25-28.1 In times of spiritual degeneracy, when an

official clergy no longer cultivates anything but the form of

religion, its spirit retires amongst the obscurer members of the

religious community, and creates for itself unofficial organs,

often from the lowest classes. Simeon and Anna are repre

sentatives of this spontaneous priesthood It has been con

jectured that Simeon might be the rabbi of this name, son of

the famous Hillel, and father of Gamaliel. But this Simeon,

who became president of the Sanhedrim in the year 1 3 of our

era, could hardly be the one mentioned by Luke, who at the

birth of Jesus was already an old man. Further, this conjec

ture is scarcely compatible with the religious character of

Luke s Simeon. The name was one of the commonest in

Israel. The term just denotes positive qualities ; fearing God

A. V. devout (ev\a/3ijs appears to be the true reading)

watchfulness with regard to evil. The separation of irvev^a

from ayiov by the verb ty in the greater part of the MSS. gives

prominence to the idea of the adjective. An influence rested

upon him, and this influence was holy. XfrtjfMTi&w, properly,

to do business
; thence, to act officially, communicate a deci

sion, give forth an oracle. The reading /cvpiov has neither

probability nor authority ; /cvpiov is the genitive of possession :

the Christ whom Jehovah gives and sends. There are critical

moments in life, when everything depends on immediate sub

mission to the impulse of the Spirit. The words ev rw irvev-

fjLari, in spirit, or ly the spirit, do not denote a state of ecstasy,

but a higher impulse. A contradiction has been found between

the term 701/619, parents, and the preceding narrative of the

miraculous birth
;
and Meyer finds in this fact a proof that

1 Ver. 25. X* K. r. n. lOMnn. read ivrtfas instead of iv^a-fas. Ay/av is placed
after

&amp;gt;jv by K. A. B. L. and 14 other Mjj. and almost all the Mnn., whilst the

T. R. places it before
&amp;gt;jv,

with D. some Mnn. ItPleriiue
, Syr. Ver. 26. Instead of

*(i\ n, {&amp;lt;

e
. B. and 4 Mjj., vrpiv .

; K* e., teas av. Instead of xvpiou, A. b. c. Cop.,
Ktwo. Ver. 28. K. B. L. n. It^i. Ir. omit O.VTOU after &amp;gt;&amp;gt;.:?.
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Luke avails himself here of a different document from that

which he previously used. What criticism ! The word

parents is simply used to indicate the character in which

Joseph and Mary appeared at this time in the temple and

presented the child. The /cat of the twenty-eighth verse

indicates the apodosis ; exactly as if the circumstantial Iv T&amp;lt;

elcrayayeiv . . . formed a subordinate proposition ;
this real, at

the same time, brings out the close connection between the

act of the parents who present the child and that of Simeon,

who is found there opening his arms to receive it. By the

term receive, the text makes Simeon the true priest, who acts

for the time on behalf of God.

Vers. 29-32. &quot;

Lord, now Idlest Thou Thy servant depart in

peace, according to Thy word : 3 For mine eyes ham seen Thy
salvation, 31 Which Thou hast prepared before the face of all

people ; 3 2 A light to lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of Thij

people Israel&quot;

The vivid insight and energetic conciseness which charac

terize this song remind us of the compositions of David.

Simeon represents himself under the image of a sentinel whom
his master has placed in an elevated position, and charged to

look for the appearance of a star, and then announce it to the

world. He sees this long-desired star
;
he proclaims its rising,

and asks to be relieved of the post he has occupied so long.

In the same way, at the opening of ^Eschylus Agamemnon,
when the sentinel, set to watch for the appearing of the fire

that is to announce the taking of Troy, beholds at last the

signal so impatiently expected, he sings at once both the victory
of Greece and his own release. Beneath each of these terms

in ver. 29 is found the figure which we have just indicated:

vvv, now, that is to say, at last, after such long waiting ! The
word airokveiv, to release, discharge, contains the two ideas

of relieving a sentinel on duty, and delivering from the burden

of life. These two ideas are mixed up together here, because

for a long time past Simeon s earthly existence had been pro

longed simply in view of this special mandate. The term

Seo-TTora, lord, expresses Simeon s acknowledgment of God s

absolute right over him. Prj/jud aov, Thy word, is an allusion

to the word of command which the commander gives to the

sentinel. The expression, in peace, answers to the word now,
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with which the song begins. This soul, which for a long time

past has been all expectation, has now found the satisfaction

it desired, and can depart from earth in perfect peace.

Vers. 3 and 3 1 form, as it were, a second strophe. Simeon

is now free. For his eyes have seen. The term o-corrfpiov,

which we can only translate by salvation, is equivalent neither

to Gtorrjp, Saviour, nor to crwTTjpla, salvation. This word, the

neuter of the adjective a-coTijpios, saving, denotes an apparatus

fitted to save. Simeon sees in this little child the means of

deliverance which God is giving to the world. The term pre

pare is connected with this sense of acoTijpiov : we make ready
an apparatus. This notion of preparation may be applied to

the entire theocracy, by which God had for a long time past been

preparing for the appearance of the Messiah. But it is simpler

to apply this term to the birth of the infant. The complement,
in the sight of, must be explained in this case by an intermediate

idea,
&quot; Thou hast prepared this means for placing before the

eyes of . .
.,&quot;

that is to say, in order that all may have the

advantage of it. It is a similar expression to that of Ps. xxiii.

5,
&quot; Thou hast prepared a table before me&quot; Perhaps this ex

pression, in the sight of all nations, is connected with the fact

that this scene took place in the court of the Gentiles. The

universalism contained in these words, all nations, in no way
goes beyond the horizon of the prophets, of Isaiah in particular

(Isa. xlii. 6, Ix. 3) ;
it is perfectly appropriate in the mouth of

a man like Simeon, to whom the prophetic spirit is attributed.

The collective idea, all people, is divided, in the third strophe,

into its two essential elements, the Gentiles and Israel. From
Genesis to Eevelation this is the great dualism of history, the

contrast which determines its phases. The Gentiles are here

placed first. Did Simeon already perceive that the salvation

of the Jews could only be realized after the enlightenment of

the heathen, and by this means ? We shall see what a pro
found insight this old man had into the moral condition of the

generation in which he lived. Guided by all that Isaiah had

foretold respecting the future unbelief of Israel, he might have

arrived at the conviction that his people were about to reject

the Messiah (ver. 35). The idea of salvation is presented

under two different aspects, according as it is applied to the

heathen or to the Jews. To the first this child brings light, to
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the second glory. The heathen, in fact, are sunk in ignorance.

In Isa. xxv. 7 they are represented as enveloped in a thick

mist, and covered with darkness. This covering is taken away

by the Messiah. The genitive eOvcov may be regarded as a

genitive of the subject, the enlightenment which the heathen

receive. The heathen might also be made the object of the

enlightenment, the light whereby the covering which keeps

them in darkness is done away, and they themselves are brought
into open day. But this second sense is somewhat forced.

Whilst the ignorant heathen receive in this child the light of

divine revelation, of which they have hitherto been deprived,

the humiliated Jews are delivered by Him from their reproach,

and obtain the glory which was promised them. Springing
from amongst them, Jesus appears their crown in the eyes of

mankind. But this will be at the end, not at the commencement

of the Messianic drama. In this song all is original, concise,

enigmatical even, as the words of an oracle. In these brief

pregnant sentences is contained the substance of the history

of future ages. Neither the hackneyed inventions of legend,

nor any preconceived dogmatic views, have any share in the

composition of this joyous lyric.

Vers. 33-35.1 A carnal satisfaction, full of delusive hopes

might easily have taken possession of the hearts of these

parents, especially of the mother s, on hearing such words as

these. But Simeon infuses into his message the drop of bitter

ness which no joy, not even holy joy, ever wants in a world of

sin. Instead of Joseph, which is the reading of T. E., the

Alex, read : his father. We should have thought that the

former of these two readings was a dogmatic correction, but

that at ver. 27 the T. R. itself reads the word ycve^, parents.
But the Alexandrian reading is supported by the fact that the

ancient translations, the Peschito and Italic, have it, Strauss

finds something strange in the wonder of Joseph and Mary.
Did they not already know all this ? But in the first place,
what Simeon has just said of the part this child would sustain

towards the heathen goes beyond all that had hitherto been

1 Ver. 33. X. B. D. L. some Mnn., e x-arvp aareu XKI n ptrxp a-jTov, instead of

luiriip x.ut * pump awrov, which is the reading of T. R. with 13 Mjj., the greater
part of the Mnn. Syr. It. Ver. 35. B. L. Z. omit S* after /. K* adds *ov*fu
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told them. And then especially, they might well be astonished

to hear an unknown person, like Simeon, express himself about

this child as a man completely initiated into the secret of His

high destiny.

In the expression, he blessed them, ver. 34, the word them

refers solely to the parents : the child is expressly distinguished

from them (this child). Simeon addresses himself specially to

Mary, as if he had discerned that a peculiar tie united her to

the child. ISou, behold, announces the revelation of an unex

pected truth. In Isa. viii. 14 the Messiah is represented as

a rock on which believers find refuge, but whereon the rebel

lious are broken. Simeon, whose prophetic gift was developed
under the influence of the ancient oracles, simply reproduces

here this thought. The words, is set for, make it clear that

this sifting, of which the Messiah will be the occasion, forms

part of the divine plan. The images of a fall and a rising

again are explained by that employed by Isaiah. The expres

sion, signal of contradiction (a sign which shall be spoken against,

A. V.), may be understood in two ways : either it is an appear

ing about which men argue contradictorily, or it is a sign which

excites opposition directly it appears. Taken in the first sense,

this expression would reproduce the ideas of a fall and a rising

again, and would be a simple repetition of that which precedes;
in the second sense, it would merely recall the idea of a fall,

and would form the transition to what follows. Will not the

general unbelief of the nation be the cause of the sad lot of

the Messiah, and of the sufferings that will fill the heart of

His mother ? The second sense is therefore preferable. The

gradation KOI cov 8e avrfjs, thy own also, ver. 35, is in this way
readily understood. The Se of the received reading is well

suited to the context.
&quot; The opposition excited by this child

will go so far, that thine own heart will be pierced by it.&quot;

It is natural to refer what follows to the grief of Mary, when
she shall behold the rejection and murder of her son. Some
such words as those of Isaiah,

&quot; He was bruised for our

iniquities,&quot; and of Zechariah,
&quot;

They shall look on me whom

they have pierced&quot; had enlightened Simeon respecting this mys
tery. Bleek has proposed another explanation, which is less

natural, although ingenious: &quot;Thou shalt feel in thine own
heart this contradiction in regard to thy son, when thou thy-
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self shalt be seized with doubt in regard to His mission.&quot; But

the image of a sword must denote something more violent than

simple doubt,
&quot;Wvy?},

the soul, as the seat of the psychical

affections, and consequently of maternal love. It has been

thought that the following proposition, in order that the thoughts

of many . . ., could not be connected with that which imme

diately precedes ;
and for this reason some have tried to treat

it as a parenthesis, and connect the in order that with the idea,

Tliis is set . . . (ver. 34). But this violent construction is

altogether unnecessary. The hatred of which Jesus will be

the object (ver. 34), and which will pierce the heart of Mary
with poignant grief (ver. 35), will bring out those hostile

thoughts towards God which in this people lie hidden under

a veil of pharisaical devotion. Simeon discerned, beneath the

outward forms of Jewish piety, their love of human glory, their

hypocrisy, avarice, and hatred of God
;
and he perceives that

this child will prove the occasion for all this hidden venom

being poured forth from the recesses of their hearts. In order

that has the same sense as is set for. God does not will the

evil; but He wills that the evil, when present, should show
itself: this is an indispensable condition to its being either

healed or condemned. UoXXwz/, of many, appears to be a pro

noun, the complement of tcapSi&v (the hearts of many), rather

than an adjective (of many hearts); comp. Bom. v. 16. The
term SiaXoyicrpol, thoughts, has usually an unfavourable signi
fication in the N&quot;. T.

;
it indicates the uneasy working of the

understanding in the service of a bad heart. The epithet

TTovrjpol, added by the Sinaiticus, is consequently superfluous.
These words of Simeon breathe a concentrated indignation.
We feel that this old man knows more about the moral con

dition of the people and their rulers than he has a mind to

tell

Vers. 36-38.1 Anna presents, in several respects, a contrast

to Simeon. The latter came into the temple impelled by the

Spirit ;
Anna lives there. Simeon has no desire but to die

;

1 Ver. 37. N. A. B. L. Z. It&quot;
1

*!., Ms instead of *.*, i/ft^u**&quot; instead
of ay$flu*T. The Alex, omit .* rou npev. Ver. 38. 9 Mjj. (Alex.) some Mnn.,
KM a.urn m, instead of *a/ uarti Kvrt, TV. A. B. D. L. X. Z,., e&amp;lt;.u, instead of

*vfiu, the reading of T. R. with 14 Mjj. all the Mnn. Syr. ItPleri u
. X. B. Z.

some Mnn. ItPleriiue
, Syr&quot;*. Ir. omit n&amp;gt; between ivrfuen and l

/&amp;gt;^*x^, whicl*
is the reading of T. K, with 15 Mjj., the greater part of the Mnn., etc.
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Anna seems to recover the vigour of youth to celebrate the

Messiah. The words fj
OVK a^raro (ver. 37) might he made

the predicate of fy, and the two avrt] which separate them, two

appositions oi*Avva. But it is simpler to understand rjv in

the sense of there was, or there was there, and to regard rj OVK

a^icnaro as an appendix intended to bring back the narrative

from the description of Anna s person to the actual fact.

Meyer, who understands ty in the same way, begins a fresh

proposition with the avrrj which immediately follows, and

assigns to it avOajAoXoyeiTo for its verb (ver. 38). This con

struction is less natural, especially on account of the inter

mediate clauses (ver. 37). TlpojBe^Kvla ev is a Hebraism

(especially with TroXXafr), L 7. The moral purity of Anna
is expressed by the term vapBcvfa, virginity, and by the long
duration of her widowhood. Do the 84 years date from her

birth, or from the death of her husband ? In the latter case,

supposing that she was married at 15, she would have been

106 years old. This sense is not impossible, and it more

easily accounts perhaps for such a precise reckoning. Instead

of a)?, about, the Alex, read e9, until, a reading which appears

preferable ;
for the restriction about would only be admissible

with a round number 8 0, for example. Did Anna go into the

temple in the morning, to spend the whole day there ? or did

.she remain there during the night, spreading her poor pallet

somewhere in the court ? Luke s expression is compatible
with either supposition. What he means is, that she was dead

to the outer world, and only lived for the service of God.

We could not, with Tischendorf, following the Alex., erase one

of the two avrr) (ver. 38). Both can be perfectly accounted

for, and the omission is easily explained by the repetition of

the word. Avri, in the compound avQw/jLoXoyeiro, might refer

to a kind of antiphony between Anna and Simeon. But in the

LXX. this compound verb corresponds simply to min (Ps. Ixxix.

13); av-ri only expresses, therefore, the idea of payment in

acknowledgment which is inherent in an act of thanksgiving

(as in the French word reconnaissance}. The Alex, reading
TO)

@e&&amp;gt;,
to God, is probably a correction, arising from the fact

that in the 0. T. the verb avdcofjLdXoyeia-Ocu never governs any

thing but God. It is less natural to regard the received read

ing as resulting from the pronoun av-rov, Him, which follows.
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We need not refer the imperf., she spake, merely to the time

then present ;
she was doing it continually. The reading of

some Alex.,
&quot;

those who were looking for the deliverance of

Jerusalem&quot; is evidently a mistaken imitation of the expression,

the consolation of Israel (ver. 25). The words, in Jerusalem,

naturally depend on the participle, that looked for. The people

were divided into three parties. The Pharisees expected an

outward triumph from the Messiah
;
the Sadducees expected

nothing ;
between them were the true faithful, who expected

the consolation, that is, deliverance. It was these last, who,

according to Ezekiel s expression (chap, ix.), cried for all the

abominations of Jerusalem, that were represented by Anna and

Simeon ;
and it was amongst these that Anna devoted herself

to the ministry of an evangelist. If Luke had sought, as is

supposed, occasions for practising his muse, by inventing per

sonages for his hymns, and hymns for his personages, how came

he to omit here to put a song into the mouth of Anna, as a

counterpart to Simeon s ?

3. Historical conclusion: vers. 39, 40.
1

It is a character

istic feature of Luke s narrative, and one which is preserved

throughout, that he exhibits the various actors in the evan

gelical drama as observing a scrupulous fidelity to the law

(i. 6, ii. 22-24, xxiii. 56). It is easy also to understand

why Marcion, the opponent of the law, felt obliged to mutilate

this writing in order to adapt it to his system. But what is

less conceivable is, that several critics should find in such a

Gospel the monument of a tendency systematically opposed to

Jewish Christianity. The fact is, that in it the law always
holds the place which according to history it ought to occupy.
It is under its safeguard that the transition from the old

covenant to the new is gradually effected. It is easy to per
ceive that ver. 39 has a religious rather than a chronological
reference.

&quot;

They returned to Nazareth only after having
fulfilled every prescription of the law.&quot; Ver. 40 contains a

short sketch of the childhood of Jesus, answering to the similar

sketch, i. 66, of that of John the Baptist. It is probably

1 Ver. 39. Some Alex., vravrct instead of aTavra. Others, xara instead of *.

Kara. N. B. Z., trtrrprj,** instead of oviffrfi^on. Ver. 40. X. B. D. L. ItPlerl1ue
,

Vg. Or., omit -rvtu^Kn after txpxraiouro, which is the reading of T. E., with 14

Mjj., alltheMnn. Syr. It*11
. N- B. L., ?* instead .of

&amp;lt;ro&amp;lt;piK
f .
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from this analogous passage that the gloss Trvevpari,, in spirit,

has been derived. It is wanting in the principal Alex, and

Greeco-Latm documents. The expression He grew refers to His

physical development. The next words, He waxed strong, are

defined by the words being filled, or more literally, filling Him

self with wisdom ; they refer to His spiritual, intellectual, and

religious development. The wisdom which formed the lead

ing feature of this development (in John the Baptist it was

strength) comprises, on the one hand, the knowledge of God
;

on the other, a penetrating understanding of men and things
from a divine point of view. The image (filling Himself)

appears to be that of a vessel, which, while increasing in size,

fills itself, and, by filling itself, enlarges so as to be continually

holding more. It is plain that Luke regards the development,
and consequently the humanity, of Jesus as a reality. Here

we have the normal growth of man from a physical and

moral point of view. It was accomplished for the first time

on our earth. God therefore regarded this child with perfect

satisfaction, because His creative idea was realized in Him.

This is expressed by the last clause of the verse. Xdpis, the

divine favour. This word contrasts with xe
W&amp;gt;

îe hand, 166.
The accus. eV avTo marks the energy with which the grace
of God rested on the child, penetrating His entire being.

This government contrasts with that of i. 66, per* avrov,

which only expresses simple co-operation. This description is

partly taken from that of the young Samuel (1 Sam. ii. 26) ;

only Luke omits here the idea of human favour, which he

reserves for ver. 52, where he describes the young man. Let

any one compare this description, in its exquisite sobriety, with

the narratives of the infancy of Jesus in the apocryphal writ

ings, and he will feel how authentic the tradition must have

been from which such a narrative as this was derived.

SEVENTH NARRATIVE. CHAP. II. 41-52.

The Child Jesus at Jerusalem.

The following incident, the only one which the historian

relates about the youth of Jesus, is an instance of that wisdom

which marked His development. Almost all great men have

VOL. i. K
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some story told about their childhood, in which their future

destiny is foreshadowed. Here we have the first glimpse of

the spiritual greatness Jesus exhibited in His ministry.

Three facts: 1. The separation (vers. 41-45); 2. The reunion

(vers. 46-50) ;
3. The residence at Nazareth (vers. 51, 52).

1. The separation: vers. 41-45.1 The idea of fidelity to

the law is prominent also in this narrative. According to

Ex. xxiii. 17, Deut. xvi. 16, men were to present themselves

at the sanctuary at the three feasts of Passover, Pentecost,

and Tabernacles. There was no such obligation for women.

But the school of Hillel required them to make at least the

Passover pilgrimage. The term 701^9, parents, is found at

ver. 41 in all the MSS., even in those in which it does not

occur at vers. 27 and 43, which proves that in these passages

it was not altered with any dogmatic design. Ver. 42. It

was at the age of twelve that the young Jew began to be

responsible for legal observances, and to receive religious

instruction
;
he became then a son of the law. The partic.

pres. of the Alex, reading, avaftaivovTwv ,
must be preferred to

the aor. partic. of the T. E., avapdvTuv. The present ex

presses a habit
;
the aor. is a correction suggested by the aor.

partic. which follows. The words efe ^epoao^v^a should be

erased, according to the Alex, reading, which evidently deserves

the preference. It is a gloss easily accounted for. The words,

after the custom of the feast, perhaps allude to the custom of

going up in caravans. Jesus spent these seven days of the

feast in holy delight. Every rite spoke a divine language to

His pure heart
;
and His quick understanding gradually dis

covered their typical meaning. This serves to explain the

following incident. An indication of wilful and deliberate

disobedience has been found in the term virifieivev, He abode.

Nothing could be further from the historian s intention (ver.

51). The notion of perseverance contained in this verb

alludes simply to Jesus love for the temple, and all that took

place there. It was owing to this that, on the day for leaving,

1 Ver. 41. N*, ifo instead of ?. Ver. 42. N. A. B. K. L. X. H, ava/J/&amp;lt;j&amp;lt;rt

instead of ava/?av&amp;lt;rav. K. B. D. L. some Mnn. Syr*
ch

. omit /? lipe&amp;lt;roXv^a.
Ver.

43. K. B. D. L. some Mnn. read iy&amp;lt;r
at yams KUTOV instead of tyvu luetip xtti

v pump CIVTOV. Ver. 45. X. B. C. D. L. some Mim. omit at/rat. K. B. C. D.

L., &vetZn&amp;lt;routrtt instead of Z
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He found Himself unintentionally separated from the band of

children to which He belonged. When once left behind,

where was He to go in this strange city ? The home of a

child is the house of his father. Very naturally, therefore,

Jesus sought His in the temple. There He underwent an

experience resembling Jacob s (Gen. xxviii.). In His solitude,

He learnt to know God more familiarly as His Father. Is

not the freshness of a quite recent intuition perceptible in His

answer (ver. 49) ? The Alex, reading ol 701/6?? has against

it, besides the Alex. A. and C., the Italic and Peschito transla

tions. It was only in the evening, at the hour of encamp
ment, when every family was gathered together for the night,

that the absence of the child was perceived. When we think

of the age of Jesus, and of the unusual confidence which such

a child must have enjoyed, the conduct of His parents in this

affair presents nothing unaccountable. The partic. pres. seek

ing Him (ver. 45) appears to indicate that they searched for

Him on the road while returning.

2. The meeting : vers. 46 5 O.
1 As it is improbable that

they had sought for Jesus for two or three days without going
to the temple, the three days must certainly date from the

time of separation. The first was occupied with the journey,

the second with the return, and the third with the meeting.

Lightfoot, following the Talmud, mentions three synagogues
within the temple enclosure : one at the gate of the court of

the Gentiles
;
another at the entrance of the court of the

Israelites ;
a third in the famous peristyle lischchat hagasith,

in the S.E. part of the inner court.
2

It was there that the

Eabbins explained the law. Desire for instruction led Jesus

thither. The following narrative in no way attributes to Him
the part of a doctor. In order to find support for this sense

in opposition to the text, some critics have alleged the detail :

seated in the midst of the doctors. The disciples, it is said,

listened around. This opinion has been refuted by Vitringa ;

*

and Paul s expression (Acts xxii. 3), seated at the feet of

Gamaliel, would be sufficient to prove the contrary. Never-

1 Ver. 48. K* B.
2&amp;gt;&amp;lt;rav/y

instead of iivtw. Ver. 49. K* b. Syr , gunm
instead of t^nrtirt.

2 Hor. heir, ad Luc. ii. 46 (after Sanhedr. xi. 2).
3
Synag. p. 167.
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theless the expression, seated in the midst of the doctors, proves

no doubt that the child was for the time occupying a place

of honour. As the Eabbinical method of teaching was by

questions, by proposing, for example, a problem taken from

the law, both master and disciples had an opportunity of

showing their sagacity. Jesus had given some remarkable

answer, or put some original question; and, as is the case

when a particularly intelligent pupil presents himself, He had

attracted for the moment all the interest of His teachers.

There is nothing in the narrative, when rightly understood,

that savours in the least of an apotheosis of Jesus. The ex

pressions, hearing them, and asking them questions, bear in a

precisely opposite direction. Josephus, in his autobiography

(c. i.), mentions a very similar fact respecting his own youth.
When he was only fourteen years of age, the priests and

eminent men of Jerusalem came to question him on the

explanation of the law. The apocryphal writings make Jesus

on this occasion a professor possessing omniscience.
1 There

we have the legend grafted on the fact so simply related by
the evangelist. Sweats, understanding, is the personal quality
of which the answers, airoKpia-e^, are the manifestations.

The surprise of His parents proves that Jesus habitually
observed a humble reserve. There is a slight tone of re

proach in the words of Mary. She probably wished to

justify herself for the apparent negligence of which she was

guilty. Criticism is surprised at the uneasiness expressed

by Mary ;
did she not know who this child was ? Criticism

reasons as if the human heart worked according to logic.

To the indirect reproach of Mary, Jesus replies in such words
as she had never heard from Him before : Wherefore did ye
seek me ? He does not mean,

&quot; You could very well leave

me at Jerusalem.&quot; The literal translation is :

&quot; What is it,

that you sought me ?
&quot; And the implied answer is :

&quot; To seek

for me thus was an inadvertence on your part. It should

have occurred to you at once that you would find me here/

1 In the Gospel ofThomas (belonging to the second century; known to Irenseus),

Jesus, when on the road to Nazareth, returns of His own accord to Jerusalem ;

the doctors are stupefied with wonder at hearing Him solve the most difficult

questions of the law and the prophecies. In an Arabic Gospel (of later date than
the preceding), Jesus instructs the astronomers in the mysteries of the celestial

spheres, and reveals to the philosophers the secrets of metaphysics.
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The sequel explains why. The phrase ?l OTL is found in Acts

v. 9. OVK ijSeire, did ye not know ? not, do ye not know ?

The expression TO, TOV Trarpo? /JLOV may, according to Greek

usage, have either a local meaning, the house of, or a moral,

the affairs of. The former sense is required by the idea of

seeking; and if, nevertheless, we are disposed to adopt the

latter as wider, the first must be included in it.
&quot; Where my

Father s affairs are carried on, there you are sure to find ine.&quot;

The expression my Father is dictated to the child by the

situation: a child is to be found at his father s. We may
add that He could not, without impropriety, have said God s,

instead of my Father s; for this would have been to exhibit

in a pretentious and affected way the entirely religious

character of His ordinary thoughts, and to put Himself for

ward as a little saint. Lastly, does not this expression con

tain a delicate but decisive reply to Mary s words, Tliy father
and I? Any allusion to the Trinitarian relation must, of

course, be excluded from the meaning of this saying. But,

on the other hand, can the simple notion of moral paternity

suffice to express its meaning ? Had not Jesus, during those

days of isolation, by meditating anew upon the intimacy of

His moral relations with God, been brought to regard Him
as the sole author of His existence ? And was not this the

cause of the kind of shudder which He felt at hearing from

Mary s lips the word Tliy father, to which He immediately

replies with a certain ardour of expression, my Father?

That Mary and Joseph should not have been able to under

stand this speech appears inexplicable to certain critics, to

Meyer, for instance, and to Strauss, who infers from this detail

that the whole story is untrue. But this word, my Father,

was the first revelation of a relation which surpassed all that

Judaism had realized; and the expression, &quot;to le about the

business&quot; of this Father, expressed the ideal of a completely
filial life, of an existence entirely devoted to God and divine

things, which perhaps at this very time had just arisen in the

mind of Jesus, and which we could no more understand than

Mary and Joseph, if the life of Jesus had never come before

us. It was only by the light Mary received afterwards from

the ministry of her Son, that she could say what is here

expressed: that she did not understand this saying at the
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time. Does not the original source of this narrative discover

itself in this remark? From whom else could it emanate,

but from Mary herself?

3. The residence at Nazareth: vers. 51, 52.
1 From this

moment Jesus possesses within Him this ideal of a life entirely

devoted to the kingdom of God, which had just flashed before

His eyes. For eighteen years He applied Himself in silence

to the business of His earthly father at Nazareth, where He
is called the carpenter (Mark vi. 3). The analytical form f)v

vTTorao-aofjLevos indicates the permanence of this submission
;

and the pres. partic. mid., submitting Himself, its spontaneous

and deliberate character. In this simple word, submitting

Himself, Luke has summed up the entire work of Jesus until

His baptism. But why did not God permit the child to

remain in the temple of Jerusalem, which during the feast-

days had been His Eden ? The answer is not difficult. He
must inevitably have been thrown too early into the theologico-

political discussions which agitated the capital ;
and after

having excited the admiration of the doctors, He would have

provoked their hatred by His original and independent turn

of thought. If the spiritual atmosphere of Nazareth was

heavy, it was at least calm
;
and the labours of the workshop,

in the retirement of this peaceful valley, under the eye of the

Father, was a more favourable sphere for the development of

Jesus than the ritualism of the temple and the Eabbinical

discussions of Jerusalem. The remark at the end of ver. 51

is similar to that at ver. 1 9
; only for the verb a-vvrripelv,

which denoted the grouping of a great number of circum

stances, to collect and combine them, Luke substitutes here

another compound, Swripelv. This Sea denotes the perma
nence of the recollection, notwithstanding circumstances which

might have effaced it, particularly the inability to understand

recorded in ver. 50. She carefully kept in her possession this

profound saying as an unexplained mystery. The fifty-second
verse describes the youth of Jesus, as the fortieth verse had

depicted His childhood
;
and these two brief sketches corre

spond with the two analogous pictures of John the Baptist

1 Ver. 51. The MSS. and Vss. are divided between xxt * pimp and n tt /wrvp.
N* B. D. M. omit TO.UVK. Ver. 52. X. L. add t*

&amp;lt;rv,
B. $v, before

&amp;lt;rp/.

-

D. L. Syr. ItP&amp;gt;* place &amp;gt;./*, before * ?j.
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(i. 66, 80). Each of these general remarks, if it stood alone,

might be regarded, as Schleiermacher has suggested, as the

close of a small document. But their relation to each other,

and their periodical recurrence, demonstrate the unity of our

writing. This form is met with again in the book of the

Acts. HXircLa does not here denote age, which would yield

no meaning at
all, but height, stature, just as xix. 3. This

term embraces the entire physical development, all the exter

nal advantages ; aofyia, wisdom, refers to the intellectual and

moral development. The third term, favour with God and

men, completes the other two. Over the person of this young
man there was spread a charm at once external and spiritual ;

it proceeded from the favour of God, and conciliated towards

Him the favour of men. This perfectly normal human being
was the beginning of a reconciliation between heaven and earth.

The term wisdom refers rather to with God ; the word stature

to with men. The last words, with men, establish a contrast

between Jesus and John the Baptist, who at this very time

was growing up in the solitude of the desert
;
and this con

trast is the prelude to that which later on was to be exhibited

in their respective ministries. There is no notion for the

forgetfulness or denial of which theology pays more dearly

than that of a development in pure goodness. This positive

notion is derived by biblical Christianity from this verse.

With it the humanity of Jesus may be accepted, as it is

here presented by Luke, in all its reality.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON CHAP. I. AND II.

It remains for us to form an estimate of the historical value of

the accounts contained in these two chapters.
I. Characteristics of the Narrative. We have already observed that

Luke thoroughly believes that he is relating facts, and not giving

poetical illustrations of ideas. He declares that he only writes in

accordance with the information he has collected ;
he writes with

the design of convincing his readers of the unquestionable certainty
of the things which he relates

(i. 3, 4) ; and in speaking thus, he
has very specially in view the contents of the first two chapters

(comp. the avo)0ev, ver. 3). In short, the very nature of these

narratives admits of no other supposition (p. 68). Was he himself

the dupe of false information 1 Was he not in a much more favour

able position than we are for estimating the value of the communi-
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cations that were made to him ? There are not two ways, we

imagine, of replying to these preliminary questions. As to the

substance of the narrative, we may distinguish between the facts

and the discourses or songs. The supernatural element in the facts

only occurs to an extent that may be called natural, when once the

supernatural character of the appearance of Jesus is admitted in a

general way. If Mary was to accept spontaneously the part to

which she was called, it was necessary that she should be informed

of it beforehand. If angels really exist, and form a part of the

kingdom of God, they were interested as well as men in the birth

of Him who was to be the Head of this organization, and reign
over the whole moral universe. It is not surprising, then, that some
manifestation on their part should accompany this event. That
the prophetic Spirit might have at this epoch representatives in

Israel, can only be disputed by denying the existence and action of

this Spirit in the nation at any time. From the point of view pre
sented ly the biblical premisses, the possibility of the facts related is

then indisputable. In the details of the history, the supernatural
is confined within the limits of the strictest sobriety and most

perfect suitability, and differs altogether in this respect from the

marvels of the apocryphal writings.
1

The discourses or hymns may appear to have been a freer ele

ment, in the treatment of which the imagination of the author

might have allowed itself larger scope. Should not these portions
be regarded as somewhat analogous to those discourses which the

ancient historians so often put into the mouth of their heroes, a

product of the individual or collective Christian muse 1

? But we
have proved that, in attributing to the angel, to Mary, and to

Zacharias the language which he puts into their mouths, the author
would of his own accord have made his characters false prophets.

They would be so many oracles post eventum contra eventum ! Never,
after the unbelief of the people had brought about a separation
between the Synagogue and the Church, could the Christian muse
have celebrated the glories of the Messianic future of Israel, with
such accents of artless joyous hope as prevail in these canticles

(i. 17, 54, 55, 74, and 75, ii. 10, 32). The only words that could
be suspected from this point of view are those which are put into

the mouth of Simeon. For they suppose a more distinct view of

1 In addition to the specimens already given, we add the following, taken from
the Gospel of James (2d c.) : Zacharias is high priest ;

he inquires of God re

specting the lot of the youthful Mary, brought up in the temple. God Himself
commands that she shall be confided to Joseph. The task of embroidering the
veil of the temple is devolved upon Mary by lot. When she brings the work,
Elizabeth at the sight of her praises the mother of the Messiah, without Mary
herself knowing why. Afterwards it is John, more even than Jesus, who is the

object of Herod s jealous search. Elizabeth flees to the desert with her child
;

a rock opens to receive them
; a bright light reveals the presence of the angel

who guards them. Herod questions Zacharias, who is ignorant himself where
his child is. Zacharias is then slain in the temple court

;
the carpets of the

temple cry out
;
a voice announces the avenger ;

the body of the martyr dis

appears ; only his blood is found changed into^ stone.
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the future course of things in Israel. But, on the other hand, it is

precisely the hymn of Simeon, and his address to Mary, which, by
their originality, conciseness, and energy, are most clearly marked
with the stamp of authenticity. We have certainly met with some

expressions of a universalist tendency in these songs (&quot;goodwill

towards men&quot; ii. 14; &quot;a light of the Gentiles&quot; ver. 32); but these

allusions in no way exceed the limits of ancient prophecy, and they
are not brought out in a sufficiently marked way to indicate a time

when Jewish Christianity and Paulinism were already in open
conflict. This universalism is, in fact, that of the early days, simple,

free, and exempt from all polemical design. It is the fresh and
normal unfolding of the flower in its calyx.
The opinion in closest conformity with the internal marks of the

narrative, as well as with the clearly expressed intention of the

writer, is therefore certainly that which regards the facts and dis

courses contained in these two chapters as historical.

II. Relation of the Narratives of Chap. i. and ii. to the Contents of
other parts of the N.T. The first point of comparison is the narrative

of the infancy in Matthew, chap. i. and ii. It is confidently asserted

that the two accounts are irreconcilable. We ask, first of all,

whether there are two accounts. Does what is called the narrative

of Matthew really deserve this name? We find in the first two

chapters of Matthew five incidents of the infancy of Christ, which
are mentioned solely to connect with them five prophetic passages,
and thus prove the Messianic dignity of Jesus, in accordance with

the design of this evangelist, i. 1 : Jesus, the Christ. Is this what
we should call a narrative? Is it not rather a didactic exposition?
So little does the author entertain the idea of relating, that in chap.

i., while treating of the birth of Jesus, he does not e,ven mention
Bethlehem ; he is wholly taken up with the connection of the fact

of which he is speaking with the oracle, Isa. vii. It is only after

having finished this subject, when he comes to speak of the visit of

the magi, that he mentions for the first time, and as it were in

passing (Jesus leing lorn in Bethlehem), this locality. And with
what object? With a historical view? Not at all. Simply on
account of the prophecy of Micah, which is to be illustrated in the

visit of the magi, and in which the place of the Messiah s birth was
announced beforehand. Apart from this prophecy, he would still

less have thought of mentioning Bethlehem in the second narrative

than in the first. And it is this desultory history, made up of

isolated facts, referred to solely with an apologetic aim, that is to

be employed to criticise and correct a complete narrative such as

Luke s ! Is it not clear that, between two accounts of such a difte-

rent nature, there may easily be found blanks which hypothesis
alone can fill up ? Two incidents are common to Luke and Matthew :

the birth of Jesus at Bethlehem, and His education at Nazareth.

The historical truth of the latter piece of information is not dis

puted. Instead of this, it is maintained that the former is a mere

legendary invention occasioned by Mic. v. But were it so, the

tact would never occur in the tradition entirely detached from the
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prophetic word which would be the very soul of it. But Luke does

not contain the slightest allusion to the prophecy of Micah. It is

only natural, therefore, to admit that the first fact is historical as

well as the other. With this common basis, three differences are

discernible in which some find contradictions.

1st. The account which Matthew gives of the appearance of an

angel to Joseph, in order to relieve his perplexity, is, it is said, in

compatible with that of the appearance of the angel to Mary in

Luke. For if this last appearance had taken place, Mary could not
have failed to have spoken of it to Joseph, and in that case his doubts
would have been impossible. But all this is uncertain. For, first,

Mary may certainly have told Joseph everything, either before or

after her return from Elizabeth
;
but in this case, whatever con

fidence Joseph had in her, nothing could prevent his being for a
moment shaken by doubt at hearing of a message and a fact so extra

ordinary. But it is possible also and this supposition appears to

me more probable that Mary, judging it right in this affair to leave

everything to God, who immediately directed it, held herself as dead
in regard to Joseph. And, in this case, what might not have been his

anxiety when he thought he saw Mary s condition 1 On either of

these two possible suppositions, a reason is found for the appearance
of the angel to Joseph.

2d. It would seem, according to Matthew, that at the time Jesus
was born, His parents were residing at Bethlehem, and that this city
was their permanent abode. Further, on their return from Egypt,
when they resolved to go and live at Nazareth, their decision was
the result of a divine interposition which aimed at the fulfilment

of the prophecies (Matt. ii. 22, 23). In Luke, on the contrary, the

ordinary abode of the parents appears to be Nazareth. It is an ex

ceptional circumstance, the edict of Augustus, that takes them to
Bethlehem. And consequently, as soon as the duties, which have
called them to Judaea and detained them there, are accomplished,
they return to Nazareth, without needing any special direction

(ii.

39). It is important here to remember the remark which we made
on the nature of Matthew s narrative. In that evangelist, neither the
mention of the place of birth nor of the place where Jesus was brought
up is made as a matter of history ; in both cases it is solely a ques
tion of proving the fulfilment of a prophecy. An account of this kind
without doubt affirms what it actually says, but it in no way denies
what it does not say ; and it is impossible to derive from it a his
torical view sufficiently complete, to oppose it to another and more
detailed account that is decidedly historical. There is nothing, there

fore, here to prevent our completing the information furnished by
Matthew from that supplied by Luke, and regarding Nazareth with
the latter as the natural abode of the parents of Jesus. What fol

lows will complete the solution of this difficulty.
3d. The incidents of the visit of the magi and the flight into

Egypt, related by Matthew, cannot be intercalated with Luke s nar
rative, either before the presentation of the child in the temple, His
parents would not have been so imprudent as to take Him back to
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Jerusalem after that the visit of the magi had drawn upon Him the

jealous notice of Herod ; and besides, there would not be, during
the six weeks intervening between the birth and the presentation,
the time necessary for the journey to Egypt, or after this ceremony ;

for, according to Luke ii. 39, the parents return directly from Jeru

salem to Nazareth, without going again to Bethlehem, where never

theless they must have received the visit of the magi ;
and according

to Matthew himself, Joseph, after the return from Egypt, does not

return to Judaea, but goes immediately to settle in Galilee. But

notwithstanding these reasons, it is not impossible to place the

presentation at Jerusalem either after or before the visit of the

magi. If this had already taken place, Joseph and Mary must have

put their trust in God s care to protect the child ; and the time is

no objection to this supposition, as Wieseler has shown. For from
Bethlehem to Ehinocolure, the first Egyptian town, is only three or

four days journey. Three weeks, then, would, strictly speaking,
suffice to go and return. It is more natural, however, to place the

visit of the magi and the journey into Egypt after the presentation.
We have only to suppose that after this ceremony Mary and Joseph
returned to Bethlehem, a circumstance of which Luke was not aware,
and which he has omitted. In the same way, in the Acts, he omits

Paul s journey into Arabia after his conversion, and combines into

one the two sojourns at Damascus separated by this journey. This

return to Bethlehem, situated at such a short distance from Jeru

salem, is too natural to need to be particularly accounted for. But
it is completely accounted for, if we suppose that, when Joseph and

Mary left Nazareth on account of the census, they did so with the

intention of settling at Bethlehem. Many reasons would induce them
to this decision. It might appear to them more suitable that the

child on whom such high promises rested should be brought up at

Bethlehem, the city of His royal ancestor, in the neighbourhood of

the capital, than in the remote hamlet of Nazareth. The desire of

being near Zacharias and Elizabeth would also attract them to

Judaea. Lastly, they would thereby avoid the calumnious judg
ments which the short time that elapsed between their marriage and
the birth of the child could not have failed to occasion had they
dwelt at Nazareth. Besides, even though this had not been their

original plan, after Joseph had been settled at Bethlehem for some

weeks, and had found the means of subsistence there, nothing would
more naturally occur to his mind than the idea of settling down at

the place. In this way the interposition of the angel is explained,
who in Matthew induces him to return to Galilee. Bleek inclines

to the opinion that the arrival of the magi preceded the presentation,
and that the journey into Egypt followed it. This supposition is

admissible also; it alters nothing of importance in the course of

things as presented in the preceding explanations, of which we give
a sketch in the following recapitulation :

1. The angel announces to Mary the birth of Jesus (Luke i.). 2.

Mary, after or without having spoken to Joseph, goes to Elizabeth

(Luke i). 3. After her return, Joseph falls into the state of per-
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plexity from winch he is delivered by the message of the angel

(Matt. i.).
4. He takes Mary ostensibly for his wife (Matt. i.).

5.

Herod s order, carrying out the decree of Augustus, leads them to

Bethlehem (Luke ii.). 6. Jesus is born (Matt. i. ; Luke ii.). 7.

His parents present Him in the temple (Luke ii.). 8. On their return

to Bethlehem, they receive the visit of the magi and escape into

Egypt (Matt. ii.).
9. Eeturned from Egypt, they give up the idea

of settling at Bethlehem, and determine once more to fix their abode

at Nazareth.

Only one condition is required in order to accept this effort to

harmonize the two accounts; namely, the supposition that each writer

was ignorant of the other s narrative. But this supposition is allowed

by even the most decided adversaries of any attempt at harmony,
such, for instance, as Keim, who, although he believes that Luke in

composing his Gospel made use of Matthew, is nevertheless of opinion
that the first two chapters of Matthew s writing were not in existence

at the time when Luke availed himself of it for the composition of

his own.

If the solution proposed does not satisfy the reader, and he thinks

he must choose between the two writings, it will certainly be more
natural to suspect the narrative of Matthew, because it has no proper
historical aim. But further, it will only be right, in estimating the

value of the facts related by this evangelist, to remember that the

more forced in some cases appears the connection which he maintains

between the facts he mentions and the prophecies he applies to them,
the less probable is it that the former were invented on the founda
tion of the latter. Such incidents as the journey into Egypt and the

massacre of the children must have been well-ascertained facts be
fore any one would think of finding a prophetic announcement of

them in the words of Hosea and Jeremiah, which the author quotes
and applies to them.

We pass on to other parts of the N. T. Meyer maintains that

certain facts subsequently related by the synoptics themselves are in

compatible with the reality of the miraculous events of the infancy.
How could the brethren of Jesus, acquainted with these prodigies,
refuse to believe in their brother ? How could even Mary herself

share their unbelief? (Mark iii. 21, 31 et seq.; Matt. xii. 46 et seq. ;

Luke viii. 19 et seq.; comp. John vii. 5.) In reply, it may be said

that we do not know how far Mary could communicate to her sons,
at any rate before the time of Jesus ministry, these extraordinary
circumstances, which touched on very delicate matters affecting her
self. Besides, jealousy and prejudice might easily counteract any
impression produced by facts of which they had not been witnesses,
and induce them to think, notwithstanding, that Jesus was taking

a^wrong course. Did not John the Baptist himself, although he had
given public testimony to Jesus, as no one would venture to deny,
feel his faith shaken in view of the unexpected course which His
work took ? and did not this cause him to be offended in Him 1

(Matt. xi. 6.) As to Mary, there is nothing to prove that she shared
the unbelief of her sons. If she accompanies them when they go
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to Jesus, intending to lay hold upon Him (Mark iii.), it is probably
from a feeling of anxiety as to what might take place, and from a

desire to prevent the conflict she anticipates. Keim alleges the

omission of the narratives of the infancy in Mark and John. These

two evangelists, it is true, make the starting-point of their narrative

on this side of these facts. Mark opens his with the ministry of the

forerunner, which he regards as the true commencement of that of

Jesus. 1 But it does not follow from this that he denies all the

previous circumstances which he does not relate. All that this

proves is, that the original apostolic preaching, of which this Gospel
is the simplest reproduction, went no further back; and for this

manifest reason, that this preaching was based on the tradition of

the apostles as eye-witnesses (avroTrrai, i. 2 ; Acts i. 21, 22
; John xv.

27), and that the personal testimony of the apostles did not go back
as far as the early period of the life of Jesus. It is doubtless for the

same reason that Paul, in his enumeration of the testimonies to the

resurrection of Jesus, omits that of the women, because he regards
the testimony of the apostles and of the Church gathered about them
as the only suitable basis for the official instruction of the Church.

John commences his narrative at the hour of the birth of his own
faith, which simply proves that the design of his work is to trace the

history of the development of his own faith and of that of his fellow-

disciples. All that occurred previous to this time the baptism of

Jesus, the temptation he leaves untold ;
but he does not on that

account deny these facts, for he himself alludes to the baptism of

Jesus.

Keim goes further. He maintains that there are to be found in

the N. T. three theories as to the origin of the person of Christ,
which are exclusive of each other : 1st. That of the purely natural

&quot;birth;
this would be the true view of the apostles and primitive

Church, which was held by the Ebionitish communities (Clement.

Homil). This being found insufficient to explain such a remarkable

sequel as the life of Jesus, it must have been supplemented after

wards by the legend of the descent of the Holy Spirit at the bap
tism. 2d. That of the miraculous birth, held by part of the Jewish-
Christian communities and the Nazarene churches, and proceeding
from an erroneous Messianic application of Isa. vii. This theory is

found in the Gospel of Luke and in Matt. i. and ii. 3^. The theory
of the pre-existence of Jesus as a divine being, originated in the Greek

churches, of which Paul and John are the principal representatives.
To this we reply :

1st. That it cannot be proved that the apostolic and primitive
doctrine was that of the natural birth. Certain words are cited in

proof which are put by the evangelists in the mouth of the people :

&quot;

Is not this the carpenter s son?&quot; (Matt. xiii. 55
;
Luke iv. 22

; comp.
John vi. 42) j next the words of the Apostle Philip ir; John :

&quot; We
have found . . . Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph&quot; (John i. 45).

1 These words, The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Son of God
(Mark i. 1), appear to me to be in logical apposition with the subsequent account
of the ministry of John (v. 4).
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The absence of all protest on the part of John against this assertion

of Philip s is regarded as a confirmation of the fact that he himself

admitted its truth. But who could with any reason be surprised

that, on the day after Jesus made the acquaintance of His first dis

ciples, Philip should still be ignorant of the miraculous birth 1 Was
Jesus to hasten to tell this fact to those who saw Him for the first

time 1 Was there nothing more urgent to teach these young hearts

just opening to His influence ? Who cannot understand why Jesus

should allow the words of the people to pass, without announcing
such a fact as this to these cavilling, mocking Jews 1 Jesus testifies

before all what He has seen with His Father by the inward sense, and
not outward facts which He had from the fallible lips of others.

Above all, He very well knew that it was not faith in His miraculous

birth that would produce faith in His person ;
on the contrary, that

it was only faith in His person that would induce any one to admit
the miracle of His birth. He saw that, to put out before a hostile

and profane people an assertion like this, which He could not possibly

prove, would only draw forth a flood of coarse ridicule, which would
fall directly on that revered person who was more concerned in this

history even than Himself, and that without the least advantage to

the faith of any one. Certainly this was a case for the application
of the precept, Cast not your pearls before swine, if you would not have
them turn again and rend you. This observation also explains the

silence of the apostles on this point in the Acts of the Apostles.

They could not have done anything more ill-advised than to rest the

controversy between the Jews and Christ on such a ground. It

John does not rectify the statements of the people and of Philip, the

reason is, that he wrote for the Church already formed and suffi

ciently instructed. His personal conviction appears from the fol

lowing facts : He admitted the human birth, for he speaks several

times of His mother. At the same time he regarded natural birth

as the means of the transmission of sin :

&quot; That which is born of the

flesh is
flesh.&quot;

And nevertheless he regarded this Jesus, born of a
human mother, as the Holy One of God, and the bread that came down

from heaven ! Is it possible that he did not attribute an exceptional
character to His birth ? As to Mark, we do not, with Bleek, rely

upon the name Son of Mary, which is given to Jesus by the people
of Nazareth

(vi. 3) ; this appellation in their mouth does not imply
a belief in the miraculous birth. But in the expression, Jesus Christ,
the Son of God

(i. 1), the latter title certainly implies more, in the
author s mind, than the simple notion of Messiah; this, in fact, was

already sufficiently expressed by the name Christ. There can be no
doubt, therefore, that this term implies in Mark a relation of mys
terious Sonship between the person of Jesus and the Divine Being.

1

All these passages quoted by Keim only prove what is self-apparent,
that the notion of the natural birth of Jesus was that of the Jewish

people, and also of the apostles in the early days of their faith, before

they received fuller information. It is not at all surprising, there-

t

* If the Sinaiticus suppresses it, this is one of the numberless omissions, result*

ing from the negligence of the copyist, with which this manuscript abounds.
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fore, that it remained the idea of the Ebionitish churches, which
never reallv broke with the Israelitish past, but were contented to

apply to Jesus the popular notion of the Jewish Messiah. Keim also

finds a trace of this alleged primitive theory in the two genealogies
contained in Luke and Matthew. According to him, these documents

imply, by their very nature, that those who drew them up held the

idea of a natural birth. For what interest could they have had in

giving the genealogical tree of Joseph, unless they had regarded him
as the father of the Messiah ? Further, in order to make these

documents square with their new theory of the miraculous birth,

the two evangelists have been obliged to subject them to arbitrary

revision, as is seen in the appendix e ojs . . . Matt. i. 16, and in

the parenthesis o&amp;gt;s cvo/x^ero, Luke iii.J 23. It is very possible,

indeed, that the original documents, reproduced in Matt. i. and Luke

iii., were of Jewish origin; they were probably the same public

registers (SeArot S^oo-tat) from which the historian Josephus asserts

that his own genealogy was taken. 1
It is perfectly obvious that such

documents could contain no indication of the miraculous birth of

Jesus, if even they went down to Him. But how could this fact

furnish a proof of the primitive opinion of the Church about the birth

of its Head ? It is in these genealogies, as revised and completed by
Christian historians, that we must seek the sentiments of the primi
tive Church respecting the person of her Master. And this is pre

cisely what we find in the Gospels of Matthew and Luke. The

former, in demonstrating, by the genealogy which he presents to us,

the Davidic sonship of Joseph, declares that, as regards Jesus, this

same Joseph sustains part of the adoptive, legal father. The extract

from the public registers which the second hands down is not another

edition of that of Joseph, in contradiction with the former ;
it is the

genealogy of Levi, the father of Mary (see iii. 23). In transmitting
this document, Luke is careful to observe that the opinion which
made Jesus the son of Joseph was only a popular prejudice, and that

the relationship of which he here indicates the links is the only real

one. These are not, therefore, Jewish-Christian materials, as Keim
maintains, but purely Jewish

; and the evangelists, when inserting
them into their writings, have imprinted on them, each after his own
manner, the Christian seal.

Keim relies further on the silence of Paul respecting the mira
culous birth. But is he really silent 1 Can it be maintained that

the expression, Rom. i. 3, &quot;made of the seed of David according to

the
flesh&quot;

was intended by Paul to describe the entire fact of the

human birth of Jesus 1 Is it not clear that the words, according to

the flesh, are a restriction expressly designed to indicate another side

to this fact, the action of another factor, called in the following
clause the Spirit of holiness, by which he explains the miracle of the
resurrection ? The notion of the miraculous birth appears equally

indispensable to explain the antithesis, 1 Cor. xv. 47 :
* The first man

is of the earth, earthy ; the second, from heaven.&quot; But whatever
else he is, Paul is a man of logical mind. How then could he affirm,

1 Jos. Vita, c. L
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on the one hand, the hereditary transmission of sin and death by
natural generation, as he does in Rom. v. 12, and on the other the

truly human birth of Jesus (Gal. iv. 4), whom he regards as the Holy
One, if, in his view, the birth of this extraordinary man was not of

an exceptional character 1 Only, as this fact could not, from its very

nature, become the subject of apostolical testimony, nor for that

reason enter into general preaching, Paul does not include it among
the elements of the TrapaSocris which he enumerates, 1 Cor. xv. 1 et

seq. And if he does not make any special dogmatic use of it, it is

because, as we have observed, the miraculous birth is only the negative

condition of the holiness of Jesus
;
its positive condition is, and must

be, His voluntary obedience ; consequently it is this that Paul par

ticularly brings out (Rom. viii. 1-4). These reasons apply to the

other didactic writings of the 1ST. T.

2d. It is arbitrary to maintain that the narrative of the descent

of the Holy Spirit is only a later complement of the theory of the

natural birth. Is not this narrative found in two of our synoptics by
the side of that of the supernatural birth ] And yet this is only a

complement of the theory of the natural birth ! Further, in all these

synoptics alike, it is found closely and organically connected with two
other facts, the ministry of John and the temptation, which proves
that these three narratives formed a very firmly connected cycle in

the evangelical tradition, and belonged to the very earliest preaching.
3d. The idea of the pre-existence of Jesus is in no way a

rival theory to that of the miraculous birth
;
on the contrary, the

former implies the latter as its necessary element. It is the idea of

the natural birth which, if we think a little, appears incompatible
with that of the incarnation. M. Secretan admirably says :

&quot; Man
represents the principle of individuality, of progress ; woman, that

of tradition, generality, species. The Saviour could not be the son

of a particular man; He behoved to be the son of humanity, the Son

of man.&quot;
1

4ith. So far from there being in the N. T. writings traces of three

opposite theories on this point, the real state of the case is this :

The disciples set out, just as the Jewish people did, with the idea

of an ordinary birth ; it was the natural supposition (John i 45).
But as they came to understand the prophetic testimony, which
makes the Messiah the supreme manifestation of Jehovah, and the

testimony of Jesus Himself, which constantly implies a divine back

ground to His human existence, they soon rose to a knowledge of

the God-man, whose human existence was preceded by His divine

existence. This step was taken, in the consciousness of the Church,
a quarter of a century after the death of Jesus. The Epistles of Paul
are evidence of it (1 Cor. viii. 6; Col. i. 15-17; Phil. ii. 6, 7).

Lastly, the mode of transition from the divine existence to the
human life, the lact of the miraculous birth, entered a little later

into the sphere of the ecclesiastical world, by means of the Gospels
of Matthew and Luke, about thirty-five or forty years after the

departure of the Saviour.
1 La Raison et le Christianisme, pp. 259 and 277.
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III. Connnection between these Narratives and the Christian Faith in

general. The miraculous birth is immediately and closely connected

with the perfect holiness of Christ, which is the basis of the Christo-

logy ;
so much so, that whoever denies the former of these miracles,

must necessarily be led to deny the latter ; and whoever accepts the

second, cannot fail to fall back on the first, which is indeed implied
in it. As to the objection, that even if the biblical narrative of the

miraculous birth is accepted, it is impossible to explain how it was
that sin was not communicated to Jesus through His mother, it has

been already answered (p. 93). The miraculous birth is equally in

separable from the fact of the incarnation. It is true that the first

may be admitted and the second rejected, but the reverse is impos
sible. The necessity for an exceptional mode of birth results from
the pre-existence (p. 160). But here we confront the great objection
to the miraculous birth : What becomes, from this point of view, of

the real and proper humanity of the Saviour 1 Can it be reconciled

with this exceptional mode of birth 1
&quot; The conditions of existence

being different from ours,&quot; says Keim,
&quot;

equality of nature no longer
exists.&quot; But, we would ask those who reason in this way, do you
admit the theories of Vogt respecting the origin of the human race ?

Do you make man proceed from the brute ? If not, then you admit
a creation of the human race ; and in this case you must acknowledge
that the conditions of existence in the case of the first couple were

quite different from ours. Do you, on this ground, deny the full

and real humanity of the first man ] But to deny the human cha

racter to the being from whom has proceeded by way of generation,
that is to say, by the transmission of his own nature, all that is called

man, would be absurd. Identity of nature is possible, therefore,

notwithstanding a difference in the mode of origin. To understand
this fact completely, we need to have a complete insight into the

relation of the individual to the species, which is the most unfa

thomable secret of nature. But there is something here still more
serious. Jesus is not only the continuator of human nature as it

already exists
;
He is the elect of God, by whom it is to be renewed

and raised to its destined perfection. In Him is accomplished the

new creation, which is the true end of the old. This work of a

higher nature can only take place in virtue of a fresh and imme
diate contact of creative power with human nature. Keim agrees
with this up to a certain point ; for, while holding the paternal con

currence in the birth of this extraordinary man, he admits a divine

interposition which profoundly influenced and completely sanctified

the appearance of this Being.
1 This attempt at explanation is a

homage rendered to the incomparable moral greatness of Jesus, and
we think it leaves untouched the great object of faith Jesus Christ s

dignity as the Saviour. But must we not retort upon this explana
tion the objection which Keim brings against the two notions of the

pre-existence and the supernatural birth :

&quot; These are theories, not

facts established by any documents !

7&amp;gt;

If it is absolutely necessary
to acknowledge that Jesus was a man specifically different from all

1 Gesch. Jesu, t. i. pp. 357, 358.
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others,
1 and if, in order to explain this phenomenon, it is indis

pensable to stipulate, as Keim really does, for an exceptional mode

of origin, then why not keep to the positive statements of our Gospels,

which satisfy this demand, rather than throw ourselves upon pure

speculation 1

IV. Origin of the Narratives of the Infancy. The difference of style,

so absolute and abrupt, between Luke s preface (i. 1-4) and the fol

lowing narratives, leaves no room for doubt that from i. 5 the author

makes use of documents of which he scrupulously preserves the very
form. What were these documents ? According to Schleiermacher,

they were brief family records which the compiler of the Gospel con

tented himself with connecting together in such a way as to form a

continuous narrative. But the modes of conclusion, and the general
views which appear as recurring topics, in which Schleiermacher sees

the proof of his hypothesis, on the contrary upset it. For these brief

summaries, by their resemblance and correspondence, prove a unity
of composition in the entire narrative. Volkmar regards the sources

of these narratives as some originally Jewish materials, into which
the author has infused his own Pauline feeling. According to Keim,
their source would be the great Ebionitish writing which constitutes,

in his opinion, the original trunk of our Gospel, on which the author

set himself to graft his Paulinism. These two suppositions come to

the same thing. We are certainly struck with the twofold character

of these narratives; there is a spirit of profound and scrupulous

fidelity to the law, side by side with a not less marked universalist

tendency. But are these really two currents of contrary origin?
I think not. The old covenant already contained these two cur

rents, one strictly legal, the other to a great extent universalist.

Universalism is even, properly speaking, the primitive current
;

legalism was only added to it afterwards, if it is true that Abraham

preceded Moses. The narratives of the infancy reflect simply and

faithfully this twofold character
;
for they exhibit to us the normal

transition from the old to the new covenant. If the so-called Pauline

element had been introduced into it subsequently, it would have
taken away much more of the original tone, and would not appear
organically united with it

;
and if it were only the product of a party

manoeuvre, its polemical character could not have been so completely
disguised. These two elements, as they present themselves in these

narratives, in no way prove, therefore, two sources of an opposite
religious nature.

The true explanation of the origin of Luke s and Matthew s nar
rative appears to me to be found in the following fact. In Matthew,
Joseph is the principal personage. It is to him that the angel
appears ;

he comes to calm his perplexities ;
it is to him that the

name of Jesus is notified and explained. If the picture of the infancy
be represented, as in a stereoscope, in a twofold form, in Matthew
it is seen on the side of Joseph ;

in Luke, on the contrary, it is

Mary who assumes the principal part. It is she who receives the
visit of the angel ;

to her is communicated the name of the child
;

1 GescU. Jesu, t. i. p. 359.
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her private feelings are brought out in the narrative
;

it is she who
is prominent in the address of Simeon and in the history of the search

for the child. The picture is the same, but it is taken this time on

Mary s side.

From this we can draw no other conclusion than that the two

cycles of narratives emanate from two different centres. One of these

was the circle of which Joseph was the centre, and which we may
suppose consisted of Cleopas his brother, James and Jude his sons,

of whom one was the first bishop of the flock at Jerusalem ; and

Simeon, a son of Cleopas, the first successor of James. The nar

ratives preserved amongst these persons might easily reach the ear of

the author of the first Gospel, who doubtless lived in the midst of

this flock
; and his Gospel, which, far more than Luke s, was the

record of the official preaching, was designed to reproduce rather

that side of the facts which up to a certain point already belonged
to the public. But a cycle of narratives must also have formed itself

round Mary, in the retreat in which she ended her career. These
narratives would have a much more private character, and would ex
hibit more of the inner meaning of the external facts. These, doubt

less, are those which Luke has preserved. How he succeeded in

obtaining access to this source of information, to which he probably
alludes in the avuOev

(i. 3), we do not know. But it is certain that

the nature of these narratives was better suited to the private cha

racter of his work. Does not Luke give us a glimpse, as it were

designedly, of this incomparable source of information in the remarks

(ii. 19, and 50, 51) which, from any other point of view, could hardly
be anything else than a piece of charlatanism ?

We think that these two cycles of narratives existed for a certain

time, the one as a public tradition, the other as a family souvenir,

in a purely oral form. The author of the first Gospel was doubtless

the first who drew up the former, adapting it to the didactic aim
which he proposed to himself in his work. The latter was originally
in Aramaean, and under any circumstances could only have been
drawn up, as we have shown, after the termination of the ministry
of Jesus. It was in this form that Luke found it. He translated

it, and inserted it in his work. The very songs had been faithfully

preserved until then. For this there was no need of the stenographer.

Mary s heart had preserved all
;
the writer himself testifies as much,

and he utters no vain words. The deeper feelings are, the more

indelibly graven on the soul are the thoughts which embody them ;

and the recollection of the peculiar expressions in which they find

utterance remains indissolubly linked with the recollection of the

thoughts themselves. Every one has verified this experience in the

graver moments of his life.

Lastly, in the question which now occupies our attention, let us

not forget to bear in mind the importance which these narratives

possessed in the view of the two writers who have handed them
down to us. They wrote seriously, because they were believers,

and wrote to win the faith of the world.



SECOND PAET

THE ADVENT OF THE MESSIAH.

CHAP. m. 1-iv. 13.

FOE
eighteen years Jesus lived unknown in the seclusion

of Nazareth. His fellow - townsmen, recalling this

period of His life, designate Him the carpenter (Mark vi. 3).

Justin Martyr deriving the fact, doubtless, from tradition

represents Jesus as making ploughs and yokes, and teaching
men righteousness by these products of His peaceful toil.

1

Beneath the veil of this life of humble toil, an inward

development was accomplished, which resulted in a state of

perfect receptivity for the measureless communication of the

Divine Spirit. This result was attained just when Jesus

reached the climacteric of human life, the age of thirty, when
both soul and body enjoy the highest degree of vitality, and

are fitted to become the perfect organs of a higher inspiration.

The forerunner then having given the signal, Jesus left His

obscurity to accomplish the task which had presented itself

to Him for the first time in the temple, when He was twelve

years of age, as the ideal of His life the establishment of the

kingdom of God on the earth. Here begins the second phase
of His existence, during which He gave forth what He had

received in the first.

This transition from private life to public activity is the

subject of the following part, which comprises four sections :

1. ^The ministry of John the Baptist (iii. 1-20); 2. The

baptism of Jesus (vers. 21, 22) ;
3. The genealogy (vers. 23-

38); 4. The temptation (iv. 1-13). The corresponding part
1
Dic.1. c. Tryph. c. 88.
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i*n the two other synoptics embraces only numbers 1, 2, and 4.

We shall have no difficulty in perceiving the connection

between these three sections, and the reason which induced

St. Luke to intercalate the fourth.

FIRST NARRATIVE. CHAP. III. 1-20.

The Ministry of John the Baptist.

We already know from i. 77 why the Messiah was to have

a forerunner. A mistaken notion of salvation had taken

possession of Israel It was necessary that a man clothed

with divine authority should restore it to its purity before the

Messiah laboured to accomplish it. Perhaps no more stirring

character is presented in sacred history than that of John the

Baptist. The people are excited at his appearing ;
their con

sciences are aroused
;
multitudes flock to him. The entire

nation is filled with solemn expectation ;
and just at the

moment when this man has only to speak the word to make
himself the centre of this entire movement, he not only

refrains from saying this word, but he pronounces another.

He directs all the eager glances that were fixed upon himself

to One coming after him, whose sandals he is not worthy to

carry. Then, as soon as his successor has appeared, he retires

to the background, and gives enthusiastic expression to his

joy at seeing himself eclipsed. Criticism is fertile in resources

of every kind
;
but with this unexampled moral phenomenon

to account for, it will find it difficult to give any satisfactory

explanation of it, without appealing to some factor of a higher
order.

Luke begins by framing the fact which he is about to

relate in a general outline of the history of the time (vers. 1

and 2). He next describes the personal appearance of John

the Baptist (vers. 3-6) ;
he gives a summary of his preaching

(vers. 7-18) ;
and he finishes with an anticipatory account ol

his imprisonment (vers. 19, 20).

1. Vers. 1 and 2.
1
In this concise description of the epoch

1 Yer. 1. K* omits Irovpaiat . . . A-vtrttviav (confusion of the two rvs). Ver. 2.

Instead of up^npiuv, which is the reading of T. R. with some Mnn. ItPle 9u
, Vg.

all the Mjj., etc., read etp%nptn.
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at which John appeared, Luke begins with the largest sphere

that of the empire. Then, by a natural transition furnished

by his reference to the representative of imperial power in

Judaea, he passes to the special domain of the people of

Israel; and he shows us the Holy Land divided into four

distinct states. After having thus described the political

situation, he sketches in a word the ecclesiastical and religious

position, which brings him to his subject. It cannot be

denied that there is considerable skill in this preamble.

Among the evangelists, Luke is the true historian.

And first, the empire. Augustus died on the 19th August
of the year 7 6 7 u.c., corresponding to the year 1 4 and 1 5 of

our era. If Jesus was born in 749 or 750 u.c., He must

have been at this time about eighteen years of age. At the

death of Augustus, Tiberius had already, for two years past,

shared his throne. The fifteenth year of his reign may
consequently be reckoned, either from the time when he

began to share the sovereignty with Augustus, or from the

time when he began to reign alone, upon the death of the

latter. The Eoman historians generally date the reign of

Tiberius from the time when he began to reign alone.

According to this mode of reckoning, the fifteenth year would

be the year of Eome 781 to 782, that is to say, 28 to 29 of

our era. But at this time Jesus would be already thirty-two
to thirty-three years of age, which would be opposed to the

statement iii. 23, according to which He was only thirty years
old at the time of His baptism, towards the end of John s

ministry. According to the other mode of reckoning, the

fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius would be the year of

Eome 779 to 780, 26 to 27 of our era. Jesus would be

about twenty-nine years old when John the Baptist appeared ;

and supposing that the public ministry of the latter lasted

six months or a year, He would be &quot;about thirty years of age&quot;

when He received baptism from him. In this way agreement
is established between the two chronological data, iii. 1 and

23. It has long been maintained that this last mode of

reckoning, as it is foreign to the Eoman writers, could only
be attributed to Luke to meet the requirements of harmonists.

Wieseler, however, has just proved, by inscriptions and

medals, that it prevailed in the East, and particularly at
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Antioch,
1 whence Luke appears originally to have come, and

where he certainly resided for some time.

The circle narrows. We return to the Holy Land. The

title of Pontius Pilate was properly eVtV/JOTro?, procurator.

That of r}y/jL(ov belonged to his superior, the governor of Syria.

But as, in Judsea, the military command was joined to the

civil authority, the procurator had a right to the title of

yyefjitov. Upon the deprivation of Archelaus, son of Herod,

in the year 6 of our era, Judsea was united to the empire.

It formed, with Samaria and Idumea, one of the districts of

the province of Syria. Pilate was its fifth governor. He
arrived there in the year 26, or sooner, in the autumn of the

year 25 of our era
; thus, in any case, a very short time

before the ministry of John the Baptist. He remained in

power ten years.

Herod, in his will, made a division of his kingdom. The

first share was given to Archelaus, with the title of ethnarch,

an inferior title to that of king, but superior to that of

tctrarch. This share soon passed to the Eomans. The second,

which comprised Galilee and the Persea, was that of Herod

Antipas. The title of tetrarcJi, given to this prince, signifies

properly sovereign of a fourth. It was then employed as a

designation for dependent petty princes amongst whom had

been shared (originally in fourths
2

) certain territories pre

viously united under a single sceptre. Herod Antipas reigned
for forty-two years, until the year 3 9 of our era. The entire

ministry of our Lord was therefore accomplished in his reign.

The third share was Philip s, another son of Herod, who had

the same title as Antipas. It embraced Itursea (Dschedur), a

country situated to the south-east of the Libanus, but not

mentioned by Josephus amongst the states of Philip, and in

addition, Trachonitis and Batansea. Philip reigned 37 years,

until the year 34 of our era. If the title of tetrarch be taken

in its etymological sense, this term would imply that Herod

had made a fourth share of his states
;
and this would natu-

1

Btitrage zur ricJitigen Wtirdigung der Evangelien, etc., 1869, pp. 191-194.

As to seeing, with him, in the terms xuTirap (instead of Augustus) and fiytfioyia

(instead of p.ovap%ia) proofs of the co-regency of Tiberius, these are subtleties in

which it is impossible for us to follow this scholar.
8
Wieseler, work cited, p. 204.
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rally be that which Luke here designates by the name of

Alilene, and which he assigns to Lysanias. Abila was a

town situated to the north-west of Damascus, at the foot of

the Anti-Libanus. Half a century before the time of which

we are writing, there reigned in this country a certain

Lysanias, the son and successor of Ptolemy king of Chalcis.

This Lysanias was assassinated thirty-six years before our era

by Antony, who gave a part of his dominions to Cleopatra.
1

His heritage then passed into various hands. Profane history

mentions no Lysanias after that one
;
and Strauss is eager to

accuse Luke of having, by a gross error, made Lysanias live

and reign sixty years after his death. Keim forms an equally
unfavourable estimate of the statement of Luke.2 But while

we possess no positive proof establishing the existence of a

Lysanias posterior to the one of whom Josephus speaks, we

ought at least, before accusing Luke of such a serious error,

to take into consideration the following facts : 1. The ancient

Lysanias bore the title of king, which Antony had given him

(Dion Cassius, xlix. 32), and not the very inferior title of

tetrarch.
3

2. He only reigned from four to five years ;
and it

would be difficult to understand how, after such a short

possession, a century afterwards, had Abilene even belonged
to him of old, it should still have borne for this sole reason,

in all the historians, the name of Abilene of Lysanias (Jos.

Antiq. xviii. 6. 10, xix. 5. 1, etc.; Ptolem. v. 18). 3. A
medal and an inscription found by Pococke 4 mention a

Lysanias tetrarch and high priest, titles which do not naturally

apply to the ancient king Lysanias. From all these facts,

therefore, it would be reasonable to conclude, with several

interpreters, that there was a younger Lysanias, a descen

dant, doubtless, of the preceding, who possessed, not, as

his ancestor did, the entire kingdom of Chalcis, but simply
the tetrarchate of Abilene. This natural supposition may at

the present day be asserted as a fact.
5 Two inscriptions

1 Jos. Antlq. xiv. 7. 4
;
Bell. Jud. i. 9. 2 ; Antiq. xv. 4. 1, xiv. 13. 3.

2 &quot; In the third tetrarch, Lysanias of Abilene, Luke introduces a personage
who did not exist

&quot;

(Gescli. Jesu, t. i. p. 618).
3 Not one of the numerous passages cited by Keim (i. p. 619, note) proves the

contrary.
4
Morgenland, ii. 177.

5
Wieseler, work quoted, pp. 191 and 202-204,
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recently deciphered prove : 1. That at the very time when

Tiberius was co-regent with Augustus, there actually existed

a tetrarch Lysanias. For it was a freedman of this Lysanias,

named Nymphseus (Nvfityatos . . . Av&avlov rerpdp^ov airekev-

Oepos), who had executed some considerable works to which

one of these inscriptions refers (Boeckh s Corpus inscript. Gr.

No. 4521). 2. That this Lysanias was a descendant of the

ancient Lysanias.
1

This may be inferred, with a probability

verging on certainty, from the terms of the other inscription :

&quot;and to the sons of Lysanias&quot; (ibid. No. 4523). Augustus
took pleasure in restoring to the children what his rivals had

formerly taken away from their fathers. Thus the young Jam-

blichus, king of Emesa, received from him the inheritance of

his father of the same name, slain by Antony. In the same

way, also, was restored to Archelaus of Cappadocia a part of

Cilicia, which had formerly belonged to his father of the same

name. Why should not Augustus have done as much for the

young Lysanias, whose ancestor had been slain and deprived

by Antony ? That this country should be here considered by
Luke as belonging to the Holy Land, is explained, either by
the fact that Abilene had been temporarily subject to Herod,

and it is something in favour of this supposition, that

when Claudius restored to Agrippa I. all the dominions of his

grandfather Herod the Great, he also gave him Abilene,
2

or

by this, that the inhabitants of the countries held by the

ancient Lysanias had been incorporated into the theocracy by
circumcision a century before Christ, and that the ancient

Lysanias himself was born of a Jewish mother, an Asmonaean,
and thus far a Jew.

3
This people, therefore, in a religious

point of view, formed part of the holy people as well as the

Idumseans. The intention of Luke in describing the dis

memberment of the Holy Land at this period, is to make

palpable the political dissolution into which the theocracy had

fallen at the time when He appeared who was to establish

1 It does not follow from the expression of Eusebius (Hist. Eccl i. 9), recapitu

lating the account of Josephus, that the young Lysanias was a son ot Herod.

&quot;We may, and indeed, as it appears to me, we must, refer the title of
aSi*.&amp;lt;poi,

brethren, only to Philip and Herod the younger, and not to Lysanias :

&quot;

The.

brothers Philip and Herod the younger, with Lysanias, governed their tetrar-

chies.&quot; The note in the first edition must be corrected accordingly.
2
Jos. Antiq. xix. 5. 1.

3
Wieseler, work quoted, p. 204.
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it in its true form, by separating the eternal kingdom from its

temporary covering.

Luke passes to the sphere of religion (ver. 2). The true

reading is doubtless the sing, a/9^e/&amp;gt;e&&amp;gt;?,
the high priest Annas

and Caiaphas. How is this strange phrase to be explained ?

It cannot be accidental, or used without thought. The pre

decessor of Pilate, Valerius Gratus, had deposed, in the year

14, the high priest Annas. Then, during a period covering
some years, four priestly rulers were chosen and deposed in

succession. Caiaphas, who had the title, was son-in-law of

Annas, and had been appointed by Gratus about the year 17

of our era. He filled this office until 36. It is possible

that, in conformity with the law which made the high-priest

hood an office for life, the nation continued to regard Annas,

notwithstanding his deprivation and the different elections

which followed this event, as the true high priest, whilst all

those pontiffs who had followed him were only, in the eyes of

the best part of the people, titular high priests. In this way
Luke s expression admits of a very natural explanation :

&quot;Annas and Caiaphas being the high priests,&quot;
that is to say,

the two high priests, one by right, the other in fact. This

expression would have all the better warrant, because, as

history proves, Annas in reality continued, as before, to hold

the reins of government. This was especially the case under

the pontificate of Caiaphas, his son-in-law. John indicates

this state of things in a striking way in two passages relating
to the trial of Jesus, xviii. 13 and 24: &quot;And they bound

Jesus, and led Him away to Annas first ; for he was father-
in-law to Caiaphas. . . . And Annas sent Jesus bound to

Caiaphas, the high priest! These words furnish in some
sort a commentary on Luke s expression. These two persons
constituted really one and the same high priest. Add to this,

as we are reminded by Wieseler, that the higher administra

tion was then shared officially between two persons whom
the Talmud always designates as distinct, the nasi, who pre
sided over the Sanhedrin, and had the direction of public
affairs

;
and the high priest properly so called, who was at the

head of the priests, and superintended matters of religion.

Now it is very probable that the office of nasi at that time

devolved upon Annas. We are led to this conclusion by the
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powerful influence which he exerted
; by the part which,

according to John, he played in the trial of Jesus
;
and by the

passage Acts iv. 6, where he is found at the head of the

Sanhedrin with the title of dpxiepevs, while Caiaphas is only

mentioned after him, as a simple member of this body. This

separation of the office into two functions, which, united,

had constituted, in the regular way, the true and complete
theocratic high-priesthood, was the commencement of its dis

solution. And this is what Luke intends to express by this

gen. sing. ap%i,epe(0s, in apposition with two proper names.

It is just as if he had written :

&quot; under the high priest Annas-

Caiaphas&quot; Disorganization had penetrated beneath the sur

face of the political sphere (ver. 1), to the very heart of the

theocracy. What a frame for the picture of the appearing of

the Eestorer ! The expression, the word came to John (lit.

came upon), indicates a positive revelation, either by theophany
or by vision, similar to that which served as a basis for the

ministry of the ancient prophets : Moses, Ex. iii.
; Isaiah,

chap. vi.
; Jeremiah, chap. i.

; Ezekiel, chap. i.-iii.
; comp. John

i. 33, and see i. 80. The word in the wilderness expressly

connects this portion with that last passage.

2. Vers. 3-6.
1 The country about Jordan, in Luke, doubt

less denotes the arid plains near the mouth of this river. The

name ivilderness of Judea, by which Matthew and Mark desig
nate the scene of John s ministry, applies properly to the

mountainous and broken country which forms the western

boundary of the plain of the Jordan (towards the mouth of

this river), and of the northern part of the basin of the Dead
Sea. But as, according to them also, John was baptizing in

Jordan, the wilderness of Judea must necessarily have in

cluded in their view the lower course of the river. As to

the rest, the expression he came into supposes, especially if

with the Alex, we erase the TTJI/, that John did not remain

stationary, but went too and fro in the country. This hint

of the Syn., especially in the form in which it occurs in Luke,

agrees perfectly with John x. 40, where the Peraea is pointed
out as the principal theatre of John s ministry.

1 Ver. 3. A. B. L. Or. omit * before -rtfi^upov. Ver. 4. K. B. D. L. A.

some Mnn. Syr &quot;. ItPleriiue
, omit XsyaToj. Ver. 5. B. D. Z. some Mnn. ItH

Or. read tv0na; instead of iv6ua.v.
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The rite of &quot;baptism,
which consisted in the plunging of the

body more or less completely rito water, was not at this

period in use amongst the Jews, neither for the Jews them

selves, for whom the law only prescribed lustrations, nor for

proselytes from paganism, to whom, according to the testi

mony of history, baptism was not applied until after the fall

of Jerusalem. The very title Baptist, given to John, suffi

ciently proves that it was he who introduced this rite. This

follows also from John i. 25, where the deputation from the

Sanhedrin asks him by what right he baptizes, if he is

neither the Messiah nor one of the prophets, which implies

that this rite was introduced by him
;
and further, from John

iii. 26, where the disciples of John make it a charge against

Jesus, that He adopted a ceremony of which the institution,

and consequently, according to them, the monopoly, belonged

to their master. Baptism was a humiliating rite for the Jews.

It represented a complete purification ;
it was, as it were, a

lustration carried to the second power, which implied in him

who accepted it not a few isolated faults so much as a radical

defilement. So Jesus calls it (John iii. 5) a birth of water.

Already the promise of clean water, and of a fountain opened

for sin and uncleanness, in Ezekiel (xxxvi. 25) and Zechariah

(xiii. 1), had the same meaning. The complement fieravotas,

of repentance, indicates the moral act which was to accompany
the outward rite, and which gave it its value. This term

indicates a complete change of mind. The object of this new
institution is sin, which appears to the baptized in a new

light. According to Matthew and Mark, this change was

expressed by a positive act which accompanied the baptism,
the confession of their sins (^fb/wXoytyo-*?). Baptism, like

every divinely instituted ceremony, contained also a grace
for him who observed it with the desired disposition. As
Strauss puts it : if, on the part of man, it was a declaration

of the renunciation of sin, on the part of God it was a

declaration of the pardon of sins. The words for the pardon

depend grammatically on the collective notion, baptism of

repentance.

According to ver. 4, the forerunner of the Messiah had a

place in the prophetic picture by the side of theMessiah Himself.

It is very generally taken for granted by modern interpreters,
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that the prophecy Isa. xl. 1-11, applied by the three synoptics

to the times of the Messiah and to John the Baptist, refer pro

perly to the return from the exile, and picture the entrance

of Jehovah into the Holy Land at the head of His people.

But is this interpretation really in accordance with the text

of the prophet ? Throughout this entire passage of Isaiah

the people are nowhere represented as returning to their own

country ; they are settled in their cities
;
it is God who comes

to them :
&quot;

Zion, get thee up into a high mountain . . . Lift up

thy voice with strength ! Say to the cities of Judah, Behold

your God!&quot; (ver. 9). So far are the people from following in

Jehovah s train, that, on the contrary, they are invited by the

divine messenger to prepare, in the country where they dwell,

the way by which Jehovah is to come to them :

&quot;

Prepare the

way of the Lord . . ., and His glory shall le revealed
&quot;

(vers.

3 and 5). The desert to which the prophet compares the

moral condition of the people is not that of Syria, which had

to be crossed in returning from Babylon, a vast plain in which

there are neither mountains to level nor valleys to fill up.

It is rather the uncultivated and rocky hill-country which

surrounds the very city of Jerusalem, into which Jehovah is

to make His entry as the Messiah. If, therefore, it is indeed

the coming of Jehovah as Messiah which is promised in this

passage (ver. 11, &quot;He shall feed His flock like a shepherd
. . ., He shall carry the lambs in His arms

&quot;),
the herald who

invites the people to prepare the way of his God is really the

forerunner of the Messiah. The image is taken from an

oriental custom, according to which the visit of a sovereign
was preceded by the arrival of a courier, who called on all

the people to make ready the road by which the monarch
was to enter.

1

The text is literally : A voice of one crying / . . . There

is no finishing verb; it is an exclamation. The messenger
is not named

;
his person is of so little consequence, that it

is lost in his message. The words in the desert may, in

Hebrew as in Greek, be taken either with what precedes :

&quot;

cries in the desert,&quot; or with what follows :

&quot;

Prepare in the

desert.&quot; It matters little
; the order resounds wherever it is

to be executed. Must we be satisfied with a general applica-
1
Lowth, Isaiah, libers, v. Koppe, ii. p. 207.
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tion of the details of the picture ? or is it allowable to give a

particular application to them, to refer, for instance, the

mountains that must be levelled to the pride of the Pharisees
;

the valleys to be filled up, to the moral and religious indiffer

ence of such as the Sadducees
;
the crooked places to be made

straight, to the frauds and lying excuses of the publicans ;

and lastly, the rough places, to the sinful habits found in

all, even the best ? However this may be, the general aim

of the quotation is to exhibit repentance as the soul of

John s baptism. It is probable that the plur. evOela? was

early substituted for the sing. evOelav, to correspond with the

plur. ra &amp;lt;rico\id. With this adj. o$bv or oSou? must be under

stood.

When once this moral change is accomplished, Jehovah

will appear. Kai, and then. The Hebrew text is :

&quot; All flesh

shall see the glory of God&quot; The LXX. have translated it :

&quot; The glory of the Lord shall be seen (by the Jews
?), and

all flesh (including the heathen ?) shall see the salvation of

God.&quot; This paraphrase, borrowed from Isa. lii. 10, proceeded

perhaps from the repugnance which the translator felt to

attribute to the heathen the sight of the glory of God, al

though he concedes to them a share in the salvation. This

term salvation is preserved by Luke
;

it suits the spirit of his

Gospel Only the end of the prophecy (vers. 5 and 6) is cited

by Luke. The two other synoptics limit themselves to the

first part (ver. 4). It is remarkable that all three should

apply to the Hebrew text and to that of the LXX. the same

modification : ra? fpipov? avrov, Ifis paths, instead of ra?

T/3//3ou? rov Qeov rj/jbwv, the -paths of our God. This fact has

been used to prove the dependence of two of the synoptics
on the third. But the proof is not valid. As Weizsacker l

remarks, this was one of the texts of which frequent use

was made in the preaching of the Messiah
;
and it was cus

tomary, in applying the passage to the person of the Messiah,
to quote it in this form. If Luke had, in this section, one

of the two other synoptics before him, how could he have

omitted all that refers to the dress and mode of life of the

forerunner ?

3. Vers 7-17. The following discourse must not be iv-

1

Untersuchungen, p. 24, note.
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garded as a particular specimen of the preaching, the sub

stance of which Luke has transmitted to us. It is a summary
of all the discourses of John the Baptist during the period

that preceded the baptism of Jesus. The imperf. eXeyev, he

used to say, clearly indicates Luke s intention. This sum

mary contains 1. A call to repentance, founded on the im

pending Messianic judgment (vers. 7-9) ;
2. Special practical

directions for each class of hearers (vers. 10-14); 3. The

announcement of the speedy appearance of the Messiah (vers.

15-17).
Vers. 7-9.

&quot;

Tlien said he to the multitude that came forth

to be baptized of him, generation of vipers, who hath warned

you to flee from the wrath to come ? 8 Bring forth therefore

fruits worthy of repentance, and
&quot;begin

not to say within your-

selves, We have Abraham to our father ; for I say unto you,

that God is able of these stones to raise up children unto Abra

ham. 9 And now also the axe is laid unto the root of the

trees; every tree therefore which bringeth not forth good fruit

is hewn down, and cast into the
fire&quot;

What a stir would be

produced at the present day by the preaching of a man, who,
clothed with the authority of holiness, should proclaim with

power the speedy coming of the Lord, and His impending

judgment ! Such was the appearance of John in Israel.

The expression that came forth (ver. 7) refers to their leaving
inhabited places to go into the desert (comp. vii. 24). In

Matthew it is a number of Pharisees and Sadducees that are

thus accosted. In that Gospel, the reference is to a special

case, as the aor. elirev, he said to them, shows. But for all

this it may have been, as Luke gives us to understand, a

topic on which John ordinarily expatiated to his hearers.

The reproachful address, generation of vipers, expresses at

once their wickedness and craft. John compares these multi

tudes who come to his baptism, because they regard it as a

ceremony that is to ensure their admission into the Messianic

kingdom, to successive broods of serpents coming forth alive

from the body of their dam. This severe term is opposed to

the title children of Abraham, and appears even to allude to

another father, whom Jesus expressly names in another place

(John viii. 37-44). Keim observes, with truth, that this

figurative language of John (comp. the following images,
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stones, trees} is altogether the language of the desert.
1 What

excites such lively indignation in the forerunner, is to see

people trying to evade the duty of repentance by means of

its sign, by baptism performed as an opus operatum. In this

deception he perceives the suggestion of a more cunning
counsellor than the heart of man. TTroSelKw/jLi, : to address

advice to the ear, to suggest. The choice of this term ex

cludes Meyer s sense :

&quot; Who has reassured you, persuading

you that your title children of Abraham would preserve you
from divine wrath?&quot; The wrath to come is the Messiah s

judgment. The Jews made it fall solely on the heathen;

John makes it come down on the head of the Jews them

selves.

TJierefore (ver. 8) refers to the necessity of a sincere re

pentance, resulting from the question in ver. 7. The fruits

worthy of repentance are not the Christian dispositions flowing
from faith

; they are those acts of justice, equity, and

humanity, enumerated vers. 10-14, the conscientious practice

of which leads a man to faith (Acts x. 35). But John fears

that the moment their conscience begins to be aroused, they
will immediately soothe it, by reminding themselves that they
are children of Abraham. Mrj apgrjaOe, literally,

&quot; do not

begin . .
.,&quot;

that is to say :

&quot; As soon as my voice awakens

you, do not set about saying . . .&quot; The firj Sof^re, do not

think, in Matthew, indicates an illusory claim. On the abuse

of this title by the Jews, see John viii. 33-39, Eom. iv. 1,

Jas. ii. 21. It is to the posterity of Abraham, doubtless, that

the promises are made, but the resources of God are not

limited. Should Israel prove wanting, with a word He can

create for Himself a new people. In saying, of these stones,

John points with his finger to the stones of the desert or on

the river banks. This warning is too solemn to be only
an imaginary supposition. John knew the prophecies ;

he

was not ignorant that Moses and Isaiah had announced the

rejection of Israel and the calling of the Gentiles. It is by
this threatening prospect that he endeavours to stir up the

zeal of his contemporaries. This word contained in germ the

1
Winer, RealworterfaicJi, on Jericho : &quot;This place might have passed for a

paradise, apart from the venomous serpents found there.&quot; The trees along the

course of the Jordan.
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whole teaching of St. Paul on the contrast between the carnal

and the spiritual posterity of Abraham developed in Rom. ix.

and Gal. iii. In Deuteronomy the circumcision of the flesh

had already been similarly contrasted with the circumcision

of the heart (xxx. 6).

In vers. 7 and 8 Israel is reminded of the incorruptible

holiness of the judgment awaiting them
;

ver. 9 proclaims it

at hand. &quot;HSij Se ical :

&quot; and now also&quot; The image is that

of an orchard full of fruit trees. An invisible axe is laid at

the trunk of every tree. This figure is connected with that

of the fruits (ver. 8). At the first signal, the axe will bury
itself in the trunks of the barren trees; it will cut them

down to the very roots. It is the emblem of the Messianic

judgment. It applies at once to the national downfall and

the individual condemnation, two notions which are not yet

distinct in the mind of John. This fulminating address

completely irritated the rulers, who had been willing at one

time to come and hear him
;
from this time they broke all

connection with John and his baptism. This explains the

passage (Luke vii. 30) in which Jesus declares that the rulers

refused to be baptized. This rejection of John s ministry by
the official authorities is equally clear from Matt. xxi. 25 :

&quot;If

we say, Of God ; he will say, Why then did ye not believe on

him?&quot; The proceeding of the Sanhedrim, John i. 19 et seq.,

proves the same thing.

Vers. 10-14.
1 But what then, the people ask, are those

fruits of repentance which should accompany baptism ? And,
seized with the fear of judgment, different classes of hearers

approach John to obtain from him special directions, fitted to

their particular social position. It is the confessional after

preaching. This characteristic fragment is wanting in Matthew
and Mark. Whence has Luke obtained it ? From some
oral or written source. But this source could not, it is evi-

1 Ver. 10. Almost all the Mjj., voin&amp;lt;rtup.tv instead of
voiv&amp;lt;reft-y,

wliicli is the

reading of T. K., with G. K. U. and many Mnn. Ver. 11. K. B. C. L. X. some

Mnn., tXtysv instead of Asys/. Ver. 12. Almost all the Mjj., *oin&amp;lt;rapiv
instead

of iroinfofisv, which is the reading of T. R., with G. TJ. and many Mnn. Ver. 13.

K* omits tivtv fpos KVTOUS. Ver. 14. C. D. It*
1 9

., tvrvpurtiff** instead of txyparuv.
Almost all the Mjj., vrowuptt instead of trowo?, which A. G. K. V. and

many Mnn. read. X* H. Syr., (triStvet before trvxtxpuvrtHWTs, instead of ptitt, which
T. R. with all the other documents read.

VOL. L M
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dent, contain simply the five verses which follow; it must

have been a narrative of the entire ministry of John. Luke

therefore possessed, on this ministry as a whole, a different

document from the other two Syn. In this way we can

explain the marked differences of detail which we have ob

served between his writing and Matthew s: he says, instead of he

was saying, ver. 7
;
do not begin, instead of think not, ver. 8.

The imperf., asked, signifies that those questions of conscience

were frequently repeated (comp. e\eyev, ver. 7). To a similar

question St. Peter replied (Acts ii. 3 7) very differently. This

was because the kingdom of God had come. The forerunner

contents himself with requiring the works fitted to prepare

his hearers, those works of moral rectitude and benevolence

which are in conformity with the law written in the heart,

and which attest the sincerity of the horror of evil professed

in baptism, and that earnest desire after good which Jesus

so often declares to be the true preparation for faith (John
iii. 21). In vain does hypocrisy give itself to the practice of

devotion; it is on moral obligation faithfully acknowledged
and practised that the blessing depends which leads men to

salvation. There is some hesitation in the form Troirjcrcofiev

(deliberative subj.) ;
the future iroir^ao^v indicates a decision

taken. Ver. 13. Updo-crew, exact ; the meaning is, no over

charge ! Who are the soldiers, ver. 14 ? Certainly not the

Eoman soldiers of the garrison of Judaea. Perhaps military

in the service of Antipas king of Galilee
;
for they came also

from this country to John s baptism. More probably armed

men, acting as police in Judsea. Thus the term vvKofyavrdv
admits of a natural interpretation. It signifies etymologically
those who denounced the exporters of figs (out of Attica), and

is applied generally to those who play the informer. At,aaelev

appears to be connected with the Latin word concutere, whence

comes also our word concussion. These are unjust extortions

on the part of subordinates. The reading of N. H. Pesch.,

jjLTj&eva, does not deserve the honour Tischendorf has accorded

to it of admitting it into his text. When all the people shall

in this way have made ready the way of the Lord, they will

be that prepared people of whom the angel spoke to Zacharias

(i. 17), and the Lord will be able to bring salvation to

them
(iii. 6).
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Vers. 1 5-1 7.
1 &quot; And as the people were in expectation, and

all men mused in their hearts of John, whether he were the

Christ or not; 16 John answered, saying unto them all: I
indeed baptize you with water ; but one mightier than I cometht

the latchet of whose shoes I am not worthy to unloose : He shall

laptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire : 1 7 Wlwse fan
is in His hand, and He will throughly purge His floor, and will

gather the wheat into His garner ; but the chaff He will burn

with fire unquenchable&quot; This portion is common to the three

Syn. But the preamble, ver. 15, is peculiar to Luke. It is

a brief and striking sketch of the general excitement and

lively expectation awakened by John s ministry. The atrao-w

of the T. E. contains the idea of a solemn gathering ;
but this

scene is not the same as that of John i. 19 et seq., which did

not take place till after the baptism of Jesus. In his answer

John asserts two things : first, that he is not the Messiah
;

second, that the Messiah is following him close at hand.

The art. o before la-^vporepo^ denotes this personage as ex

pected. To unloose the sandals of the master when he came

in (Luke and Mark), or rather to bring them to him (fiao-raaai,,

Matt.) when he was disposed to go out, was the duty of the

lowest class of slaves. Mark expresses its menial character

in a dramatic way : tcvifras \vcrai, to stoop down and unloose.

Each evangelist has thus his own shade of thought. If one

of them had copied from the other, these changes, which would

be at once purposed and insignificant, would be puerile.

I/caw may be applied either to physical or intellectual

capacity, or to moral dignity. It is taken in the latter

sense here. The pronoun auro9 brings out prominently the

personality of the Messiah. The preposition eV, which

had not been employed before vSari,, is added before irvev-

fjLan ;
the Spirit cannot be treated as a simple means.

One baptizes with water, but not with the Spirit. If the

pardon granted in the baptism of water was not followed by
the baptism of the Spirit, sin would soon regain the upper

hand, and the pardon would be speedily annulled (Matt.

1 Ver. 16. K. B. L., #KO-IV instead of UVKO-IV. Ver. 17. tf* B. a. e. Heracleon,

^Ktxa.6Kfu.i instead of xui
&quot;ZiKxetfaptti, which is the reading of T. K., with all the

other Mjj. and all the Mnn. S* B. e., truvu.yu.yw instead of &amp;lt;va|/, which all the

others read.
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xviii. 23-25). But let the baptism of the Spirit be added to

the baptism of water, and then the pardon is confirmed by
the renewal of the heart and life. Almost all modern inter

preters apply the term fire, to the consuming ardour of the

judgment, according to ver. 17, the fire which is not quenched.

But if there was such a marked contrast between the two

expressions Spirit and fire, the preposition eV must have been

repeated before the latter. Therefore there can only be a

shade of difference between these two terms. The Spirit and

fire both denote the same divine principle, but in two different

relations with human nature : the first, inasmuch as taking

possession of all in the natural man that is fitted to enter

into the kingdom of God, and consecrating it to this end
;
the

second the image of fire is introduced on account of its con

trariness to the water of baptism inasmuch as consuming

everything in the old nature that is out of harmony with

the divine kingdom, and destined to perish. The Spirit, in

this latter relation, is indeed the principle of judgment, but

of an altogether internal judgment. It is the fire symbolized
on the day of Pentecost. As to the fire of ver. 17, it is ex

pressly opposed to that of ver. 16 by the epithet acrfteo-Tov,

which is not quenched. Whoever refuses to be baptized with

the fire of holiness, will be exposed to the fire of wrath.

Comp. a similar transition, but in an inverse sense, Mark
ix. 48, 49. John had said, shall baptize you (ver. 16). Since

this you applied solely to the penitent, it contained the idea

of a sifting process going on amongst the people. This sift

ing is described in the seventeenth verse. The threshing-fioor

among the ancients was an uncovered place, where the corn,

spread out upon the hardened ground, was trodden by oxen,

which were sometimes yoked to a sledge. The straw was

burnt upon the spot ;
the corn was gathered into the garner.

This garner, in John s thought, represents the Messianic

kingdom, the Church in fact, the earliest historical form of

this kingdom, into which all believing Israelites will be

gathered. Jewish presumption made the line of demarcation

which separates the elect from the condemned pass between

Israel and the Gentiles
;
John makes it pass across the theo

cracy itself, of which the threshing-floor is the symbol. This

is the force of the Sid in iaKa6apiel. Jesus expresses Him-
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self in exactly the same sense, John iii. 18 et seq. The

judgment of the nation and of the individual are here mingled

together, as in ver. 9
;
behind the national chastisement of

the fall of Jerusalem and the dispersion of the people, is

placed in the background the judgment of individuals, under

another dispensation. The readings SiaKaOapat, and &amp;lt;ruva-

ryayeiv, in order to purify, in order to gather, cannot be ad

mitted. They rather weaken the force of this striking passage ;

the authority of K. B. and of the two documents of the Italic

are not sufficient
; lastly, the future Karaicavcrei, which must

be in opposition to a preceding future (Be), comes in too

abruptly. The pronoun avrov, twice repeated ver. 17 (His

threshing-floor, His garner), leaves no doubt about the divine

dignity which John attributed to the Messiah. The theocracy

belongs to Jehovah. Comp. the expression, His temple, Mai.

iii. 1.

4. Vers. 18-20.1 We find here one of those general

surveys such as we have in i 66, 80, ii. 40, 52. For the

third cime the lot of the forerunner becomes the prelude to

that of the Saviour. The expression many other things (ver.

18) confirms what was already indicated by the imperf. he

used to say (ver. 7), that Luke only intends to give a summary
of John s preaching. The term he evangelized (a literal trans

lation) refers to the Messianic promises which his discourses

contained (vers. 16 and 17), and the true translation of this

verse appears to me to be this :

&quot;

while addressing these and

many other exhortations to the people, he announced to them the

glad tidings&quot; Ver. 19. Herod Antipas, the sovereign of

Galilee, is the person already mentioned in ver. 1. The word

$t,\l7T7rov, rejected by important authorities, is probably a

gloss derived from Matthew. The first husband of Herodias

was called Herod. He has no other name in Josephus. He
lived as a private individual at Jerusalem. But perhaps he

also bore the surname of Philip, to distinguish him from

Herod Antipas. The brother of Antipas, who was properly
called Philip, is the tetrarch of Ituraea

(iii. 1). The ambi
tious Herodias had abandoned her husband to marry Antipas,

1 Ver. 19. The T. R., with A. C. K. X. n. many Mnn. Syr., adds, before

*StX&amp;lt;pou, QtXivKov, which is omitted by 16 Mjj. 120 Mnn. It Vg. (taken from

Matthew). Ver. 20. X* B. D. X. Itali(
i. omit *&amp;lt; before
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who for love of her sent away his first wife, a daughter of

Aretas king of Arabia
;
this act drew him into a disastrous

war.

Luke s expression indicates concentrated indignation. In

order to express the energy of the eirl TTCKTW, we must say :

to crown all . . . The form of the phrase irpoa-iOrfice /cal

KaTeK\ei(T6 is based on a well-known Hebraism, and proves

that this narrative of Luke s is derived from an Aramaean

document. This passage furnishes another proof that Luke

draws upon an independent source
;
he separates himself, in

fact, from the two other synoptics, by mentioning the im

prisonment of John the Baptist here instead of referring it to

a later period, as Matthew and Mark do, synchronizing it with

the return of Jesus into Galilee after His baptism (Matt.

iv. 12; Mark i. 1 4). He thereby avoids the chronological

error committed by the two other Syn., and rectified by John

(iii. 24). This notice is brought in here by anticipation, as

the similar notices, i. 66& and SO&. It is intended to explain

the sudden end of John s ministry, and serves as a stepping-

stone to the narrative vii. 18, where John sends from his

prison two of his disciples to Jesus.

The fact of John the Baptist s ministry is authenticated by the

narrative of Josephus. This historian speaks of it at some length
when describing the marriage of Herod Antipas with Herodias.

After relating the defeat of Herod s army by Aretas, the father of

his first wife, Josephus (Aiitiq. xviii. 5. 1, 2) continues thus : &quot;This

disaster was attributed by many of the Jews to the displeasure of

God, who smote Herod for the murder of John, surnamed the Bap
tist

;
for Herod had put to death this good man, who exhorted the

Jews to the practice of virtue, inviting them to come to his baptism,
and bidding them act with justice towards each other, and with piety
towards God

; for their baptism would please God if they did not

use it to justify themselves from any sin they had committed, but
to obtain purity of body after their souls had been previously purified

by righteousness. And when a great multitude of people came to

him, and were deeply moved by his discourses, Herod, fearing lest

he might use his influence to urge them to revolt, for he well knew
that they would do whatever he advised them, thought that the

best course for him to take was to put him to death before he

attempted anything of the kind. So he put him in chains, and sent

him to the castle of Machaerus, and there put him to death. The
Jews, therefore, were convinced that his army was destroyed as a

punishment for this murder, God being incensed against Herod.&quot;

This account, while altogether independent of the evangelist s, con-
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firms it in all the essential points : the extraordinary appearance of

this person of such remarkable sanctity ; the rite of baptism intro

duced by him ; his surname, the Baptist; John s protest against the

use of baptism as a mere opus operatum ; his energetic exhortations ;

the general excitement ; the imprisonment and murder of John
; and

further, the criminal marriage of Herod, related in what precedes.

By the side of these essential points, common to the two narratives,
there are some secondary differences : 1st. Josephus makes no men
tion of the Messianic element in the preaching of John. But in

this there is nothing surprising. This silence proceeds from the

same cause as that which he observes respecting the person of Jesus.

He who could allow himself to apply the Messianic prophecies to

Vespasian, would necessarily try to avoid everything in contem

poraneous history that had reference either to the forerunner, as

such, or to Jesus. Weizsacker rightly observes that the narrative

of Josephus, so far from invalidating that of Luke on this point,
confirms it. For it is evident that, apart from its connection with
the expectation of the Messiah, the baptism of John would not have

produced that general excitement which excited the fears of Herod,
and which is proved by the account of Josephus. 2d. According to

Luke, the determining cause of John s imprisonment was the resent

ment of Herod at the rebukes of the Baptist ; while, according to

Josephus, the motive for this crime was the fear of a political out

break. But it is easy to conceive that the cause indicated by Luke
would not be openly avowed, and that it was unknown in the poli
tical circles where Josephus gathered his information. Herod and
his counsellors put forward, as is usual in such cases, the reason of

State. The previous revolts those which immediately followed the

death of Herod, and that which Judas the Gaulonite provoked only

justified too well the fears which they affected to feel. In any case,

if, on account of this general agreement, we were willing to admit
that one of the two historians made use of the other, it is not Luke
that we should regard as the copyist ; for the Aramaean forms of

his narrative indicate a source independent of that of Josephus.
The higher origin of this ministry of John is proved by the two fol

lowing characteristics, which are inexplicable from a purely natural

point of view : 1st. His connection, so emphatically announced, with
the immediate appearance of the Messiah

; 2d. The abdication of

John, when at the height of his popularity, in favour of the poor
Galilean, who was as yet unknown to all. As to the originality of

John s baptism, the lustrations used in the oriental religions, in

Judaism itself, and particularly among the Essenes, have been alleged

against it. But this originality consisted less in the outward form
of the rite, than 1. In its application to the whole people, thus pro
nounced defiled, and placed on a level with the heathen ;

and 2. In
the preparatory relation established by the forerunner between this

imperfect baptism and that final baptism which the Messiah was
about to confer.

We think it useful to give an example here of the way in which
Holtzmann tries to explain the composition of our Gospel :
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1. Vers. 1-6 are borrowed from source A. (the original Mark);

only Luke leaves out the details respecting the ascetic life of John

the Baptist, because he intends to give his discourses at greater

length ;
he compensates for this omission by adding the chronological

data (vers. 1 and 2), and by extending the quotation from the LXX.

(vers. 5 and 6) ! 2. Vers. 7-9 are also taken from A., just as are

the parallel verses in Matthew ; they were left out by the author of

our canonical Mark, whose intention was to give only an abridgment
of the discourses. 3. Vers. 10-14 are taken from a private source,

peculiar to Luke. Are we then to suppose that this source contained

only these four verses, since Luke has depended on other sources for

all the rest of his matter
1

? 4. Vers. 15-17 are composed (a) of a

sketch of Luke s invention (ver. 15) ; (b) of an extract from A., vers.

K5
?
17. 5. Vers. 18-20 have been compiled on the basis of a fragment

of A., which is found in Mark vi. 17-29, a summary of which Luke

thought should be introduced here. Do we not thus fall into that

process of manufacture which Schleiermacher ridiculed so happily
in his work on the composition of Luke, & propos of Eichhorn s hypo
thesis, a method which we thought had disappeared from criticism

for ever ?

SECOND NARRATIVE. CHAP. III. 21, 22.

TJie Baptism of Jesus.

The relation between John and Jesus, as described by St.

Luke, resembles that of two stars following each other at a

short distance, and both passing through a series of similar

circumstances. The announcement of the appearing of the

one follows close upon that of the appearing of the other. It

is the same with their two births. This relation repeats itself

in the commencement of their respective ministries
;
and lastly,

in the catastrophes which terminate their lives. And yet, in

the whole course of the career of these two men, there was but

one personal meeting at the baptism of Jesus. After this

moment, when one of these stars rapidly crossed the orbit of

the other, they separated, each to follow the path that was
marked out for him. It is this moment of their actual contact

that the evangelist is about to describe.

Vers. 21 and 22.
1

This narrative of the baptism is the

sequel, not to vers. 18, 19 (the imprisonment of John), which

1
Ver.- 22. K. B. D. L., us instead of u&amp;lt;ru. X. B. D. L. ItP Ue, omit

A.&amp;lt;y&amp;lt;jyc-v.

D. Itali(
i. Justin, and some other Fathers, read, viog ^v it cvt tyu o-y^ifiv yiyiv

vjj/ca &amp;lt;ri

&amp;gt;

tv vot, etc.
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are an anticipation, but to the passage vers. 15-17, which de

scribes the expectation of the people, and relates the Messianic

prophecy of John. The expression airavra TOV \aov, all the

people, ver. 21, recalls the crowds and popular feeling described

in ver. 15. But Meyer is evidently wrong in seeing in these

words,
&quot; When all the people were baptized,&quot; a proof that all

this crowd was present at the baptism of Jesus. The term all

the people, in such a connection, would be a strange exaggera

tion. Luke merely means to indicate the general agreement
in time between this movement and the baptism of Jesus

;
and

the expression he uses need not in any way prevent our think

ing that Jesus was alone, or almost alone, with the forerunner,

when the latter baptized Him. Further, it is highly probable

that He would choose a time when the transaction might take

place in this manner. But the turn of expression, eV rc5 jBaTr-

Tio-Qijvcu, expresses more than the simultaneousness of the two

facts
;
it places them in moral connection with each other. In

being baptized, Jesus surrenders Himself to the movement
which at this time was drawing all the people towards God.

Had He acted otherwise, would He not have broken the bond

of solidarity which He had contracted, by circumcision, with

Israel, and by the incarnation, with all mankind ? So far from

being relaxed, this bond is to be drawn closer, until at last it

involve Him who has entered into it in the full participation

of our condemnation and death. This relation of the baptism
of the nation to that of Jesus explains also the singular turn

of expression which Luke makes use of in mentioning the fact

of the baptism. This act, which one would have thought would

have been the very pith of the narrative, is indicated by means

of a simple participle, and in quite an incidental way :

&quot; When
all the people were baptized, Jesus also

&quot;being baptized, and

praying . . .&quot; Luke appears to mean that, granted the national

baptism, that of Jesus follows as a matter of course. It is the

moral consequence of the former. This turn of thought is not

without its importance in explaining the fact which we are

now considering. Luke adds here a detail which is peculiar
to him, and which serves to place the miraculous phenomena
which follow in their true light. At the time when Jesus,

having been baptized, went up out of the water, He was in

prayer. The extraordinary manifestations about to be related
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thus become God s answer to the prayer of Jesus, in which the

sighs of His people and of mankind found utterance. The

earth is thirsty for the rain of heaven. The Spirit will descend

on Him who knows how to ask it effectually ;
and it will be

His office to impart it to all the rest. If, afterwards, we hear

Him saying (xi. 9),
&quot;

Ask, and it shall le given you ; seek, and

ye shall find ; knock, and it shall le opened to you, we know

from what personal experience He derived this precept : at the

Jordan He Himself first asked and received, sought and found,

knocked and it was opened to Him.

The heavenly manifestation. Luke assigns these miraculous

facts to the domain of objective reality : the heavens opened, the

Spirit descended. Mark makes them a personal intuition of

Jesus : And coming up out of the water, He saw the heavens

opened, and the Spirit descending (i. 1 0). Matthew corresponds

with Mark
;
for Bleek is altogether wrong in maintaining that

this evangelist makes the whole scene a vision of John the

Baptist. The text does not allow of the two verbs, He went

up and He saw, which follow each other so closely (Matt. iii.

16), having two different subjects. Bleek alleges the narrative

of the fourth Gospel, where also the forerunner speaks merely of

what he saw himself. But that is natural
;
for in that passage

his object was, not to relate the fact, but simply to justify the

testimony which he had just borne. For this purpose he could

only mention what he had seen himselj. No inference can be

drawn from this as to the fact itself, and its relation to Jesus,

the other witness. Speaking generally, the scene of the bap
tism does not fall within the horizon of the fourth Gospel,

which starts from a point of time six weeks after this event

took place. Keim has no better ground than this for asserting

that the accounts of the Syn. on this subject are contradictory

to that of John, because the former attribute an external reality

to these miraculous phenomena, while the latter treats them

as a simple vision of the forerunner, and even, according to

him, excludes the reality of the baptism.
1 The true relation

of these accounts to each other is this : According to the fourth

Gospel, John saw
; according to the first and second, Jesus saw.

Now, as two persons can hardly be under an hallucination at

the same time and in the same manner, this double perception
1 Gesch. Jesu, t. i. p. 535.
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supposes a reality, and this reality is affirmed by Luke : And
it came to pass, that . . .

The divine manifestation comprises three internal facts, and

three corresponding sensible phenomena. The three former

are the divine communication itself; the three latter are the

manifestation of this communication to the consciousness of

Jesus and of John. Jesus was a true man, consisting, that is,

at once of body and soul. In order, therefore, to take complete

possession of Him, God had to speak at once to His outward

and inward sense. As to John, he shared, as an official wit

ness of the spiritual fact, the sensible impression which accom

panied this communication from on high to the mind of Jesus.

The first phenomenon is the opening of the heavens. While

Jesus is praying, with His eyes fixed on high, the vault of

heaven is rent before His gaze, and His glance penetrates the

abode of eternal light. The spiritual fact contained under this

sensible phenomenon is the perfect understanding accorded to

Jesus of God s plan in the work of salvation. The treasures

of divine wisdom are opened to Him, and He may thenceforth

obtain at any hour the particular enlightenment He may need.

The meaning of this first phenomenon is therefore perfect reve

lation. From the measureless heights of heaven above, thus

laid open to His gaze, Jesus sees descend a luminous appear

ance, having the form of a dove. This emblem is taken from a

natural symbolism. The fertilizing and persevering incubation

of the dove is an admirable type of the life-giving energy

whereby the Holy Spirit developes in the human soul the germs
of a new life. It is in this way that the new creation, deposited
with all its powers in the soul of Jesus, is to extend itself around

Him, under the influence of this creative principle (Gen. i. 2).

By the organic form which invests the luminous ray, the Holy
Spirit is here presented in its absolute totality. At Pentecost

the Holy Spirit appears under the form of divided (Sta/zept-

%6fj,evai) tongues of fire, emblems of special gifts, of particular

Xaplo-fjuara, shared among the disciples. But in the baptism
of Jesus it is not a portion only, it is the fulness of the Spirit

which is given. This idea could only be expressed by a symbol
taken from organic life. John the Baptist understood this em-
Hem :

&quot; For God giveth not,&quot; he says (John iii. 34), &quot;the Spirit

&quot;by
measure unto Him.&quot; The vibration of the luminous ray on the
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head of Jesus, like the fluttering of the wings of a dove, denotes

the permanence of the gift.
&quot; I saw,&quot; says John the Baptist

(John i. 32), &quot;the Spirit descending from heaven like a dove,

and it abode upon Him&quot; This luminous appearance, then, re

presents an inspiration which is neither partial as that of the

faithful, nor intermittent as that of the prophets perfect in

spiration. The third phenomenon, that of the divine voice,

represents a still more intimate and personal communication.

Nothing is a more direct emanation from the personal life than

speech, the voice. The voice of God resounds in the ear and

heart of Jesus, and reveals to Him all that He is to God the

Being most tenderly beloved, beloved as a father s only son
;

and consequently all that He is called to be to the world the

organ of divine love to men, He whose mission it is to raise

His brethren to the dignity of sons. According to Luke, and

probably Mark also (in conformity with the reading admitted

by Tischendorf), the divine declaration is addressed to Jesus :

&quot; Thou art my Son . . .
;
in Thee I am . . .&quot; In Matthew it

has the form of a testimony addressed to a third party touch

ing Jesus :

&quot; This is my Son . . . in whom . .

&quot;

The first form

is that in which God spoke to Jesus
;
the second, that in which

John became conscious of the divine manifestation. This dif

ference attests that the two accounts are derived from different

sources, and that the writings in which they are preserved are

independent of each other. What writer would have de

liberately changed the form of a saying which he attributed to

God Himself ? The pronoun &amp;lt;rv, Thou, as well as the predicate

ayaTrrjTos, with the article, the well-Moved, invest this filial

relation with a character that is altogether unique; comp. x.

22. From this moment Jesus must have felt Himself the

supreme object of the love of the infinite God. The unspeak
able blessedness with which such an assurance could not fail

to fill Him was the source of the witness He bore concerning
Himself, a witness borne not for His own glory, but with a

view to reveal to the world the love wherewith God loves those

to whom He imparts such a gift. From this moment dates

the birth of that unique consciousness Jesus had of God as

His own Father, the rising of that radiant sun which hence
forth illuminates His life, and which since Pentecost has risen

upon mankind. Just as, by the instrumentality of His Word
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and Spirit, God communicates to believers, when the hour has

come, the certainty of their adoption, so answering loth in

wardly and outwardly the prayer of Jesus, He raises Him in

His human consciousness to a sense of His dignity as the only-

begotten Son. It is on. the strength of this revelation that

John, who shared it, says afterwards,
&quot; The Father loveth the

Son, and hath given all things into His hands
&quot;

(John iii. 35).

The absence of the title Christ in the divine salutation is

remarkable. We see that the principal fact in the development
of the consciousness of Jesus was not the feeling of His Mes
sianic dignity, but of His close and personal relation with God

(comp. already ii. 49), and of His divine origin. On that alone

was based His conviction of His Messianic mission. The

religious fact was first
;
the official part was only its corollary.

M. Eenan has reversed this relation, and it is the capital defect

of his work. The quotation of the words of Ps. ii.,
&quot;

To-day
have I begotten TJiee&quot; which Justin introduces into the divine

salutation, is only supported by D. and some Mss. of the Italic.

It contrasts with the simplicity of the narrative. God does

not quote Himself textually in this way ! The Cantdbrigiensis

swarms with similar interpolations which have not the slightest

critical value. It is easy to understand how this quotation,

affixed at an early period as a marginal gloss, should have

found its way into the text of some documents
;
but it would

be difficult to account for its suppression in such a large number
of others, had it originally formed part of the text. Justin

furnishes, besides, in this very narrative of the baptism, several

apocryphal additions.

By means of a perfect revelation, Jesus contemplates the

plan of God. Perfect inspiration gives Him strength to realize

it. From the consciousness of His dignity as Son He derives

the assurance of His being the supreme ambassador of God,
called to accomplish this task. These were the positive con

ditions of His ministry.

THE BAPTISM OF JESUS.

We shall examine 1st. The baptism itself
;

2d. The marvellous

circumstances which accompanied it
;

3d. The different accounts of

this fact.
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1st. The Meaning of the Baptism. Here two closely connected

questions present themselves : What was the object of Jesus in

seeking baptism ? What took place within Him when the rite was

performed ?

To the former question Strauss boldly replies : The baptism of

Jesus was an avowal on His part of defilement, and a means of ob

taining divine pardon. This explanation contradicts all the declara

tions of Jesus respecting Himself. If there is any one feature that

marks His life, and completely separates it from all others, it is the

entire absence of remorse and of the need of personal forgiveness.

According to Schleiermacher, Jesus desired to endorse the preaching
of John, and obtain from him consecration to His Messianic ministry.
But there had been no relation indicated beforehand between the

baptism of water and the mission of the Messiah, nor was any such

known to the people ;
and since baptism was generally understood as

a confession of defilement, it would rather appear incompatible with

this supreme theocratic dignity. Weizsacker, Keim, and others see

in it a personal engagement on the part of Jesus to consecrate Him
self to the service of holiness. This is just the previous opinion
shorn of the Messianic notion, since these writers shrink from

attributing to Jesus, thus early, a fixed idea of His Messianic dig

nity. It is certain that baptism was a vow of moral purity on the

part of him who submitted to it. But the form of the rite implies
not only the notion of progress in holiness, but also that of the

removal of actual defilement ;
which is incompatible with the idea

which these authors have themselves formed of the person of Jesus.

Lange sees in this act the indication of Jesus guiltless participation
in the collective defilement of mankind, by virtue of the solidarity
of the race, and a voluntary engagement to deliver Himself up to

death for the salvation of the world. This idea contains sub

stantially the truth. We would express it thus : In presenting Him
self for baptism, Jesus had to make, as others did, His e^o/xoXoy^crts,
His confession of sins.

1 Of what sins, if not of those of His people
and of the world in general

1

? He placed before John a striking

picture of them, not with that pride and scorn with which the Jews

spoke of the sins ot the heathen, and the Pharisees of the sins of the

publicans, but with the humble and compassionate tones of an Isaiah

(chap. Ixiii.), a Daniel (chap, ix.), or a Nehemiah (chap, ix.), when
they confessed the miseries of their people, as if the burden were
their own. He could not have gone down into the water after such an
act of communion with our misery, unless resolved to give Himself

up entirely to the work of putting an end to the reign of sin. But
He did not content Himself with making a vow. He prayed, the
text tells us; He besought God for all that He needed for the

accomplishment of this great task, to take away the sin of the world.

He asked for wisdom, for spiritual strength, and particularly for the
solution of the mystery which family records, the Scriptures, and

1 Matthew
(iii. 6) and Mark (i. 7) :

&quot; And they were baptized by him ik

Jordan, confessing their sins.&quot;
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His own holiness had created about His person. We can under
stand how John, after hearing Him confess and pray thus, should

say,
&quot; Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of the

world !

&quot;

This is what Jesus did by presenting Himself for

baptism.
What took place within Him during the performance of the rite ?

According to Schleiermacher, nothing at all. He knew that He was
the Messiah, and, by virtue of His previous development, He already

possessed every qualification for His work. John, His forerunner,
was merely apprised of his vocation, and rendered capable of pro

claiming it. Weizsacker, Keim, and others admit something more.

Jesus became at this time conscious of His redemptive mission.

It was on the banks of the Jordan that the grand resolve was
formed

;
there Jesus felt Himself at once the man of God and the

man of His age ;
there John silently shared in His solemn vow

;
and

there the &quot;God wills it&quot; sounded through these two elect souls.
1

Lastly, Gess and several others think they must admit, besides a

communication of strength from above, the gift of the Holy Spirit,

but solely as a spirit of ministry, in view of the charge He was about

to fulfil. These ideas, although just, are insufficient. The texts are

clear. If Jesus was revealed to John, it was because He was revealed

to Himself
;
and this revelation could not have taken place without

being accompanied by a new gift. This gift could not refer to His
work simply ;

for in an existence such as His, in which all was spirit

and life, it was impossible to make a mechanical separation between
work and life. The exercise of the functions of His office was an
emanation from His life, and in some respects the atmosphere of

His very personality. His entrance upon the duties of His office

must therefore have coincided with an advance in the development
of His personal life. Does not the power of giving imply possession
in a different sense from that which holds when this power is as yet
unexercised 1 Further, our documents, accepting the humanity of

Jesus more thoroughly than our boldest theologians, overstep the

bounds at which they stop. According to them, Jesus really re

ceived, not certainly as Cerinthus, going beyond the limits of truth,

taught, a heavenly Christ who came and united Himself to him for

a time, but the Holy Spirit, in the full meaning of the term, by which
Jesus became the Lord s anointed, the Christ, the perfect man, the

second Adam, capable of begetting a new spiritual humanity. This

Spirit no longer acted on Him simply, on His will, as it had done
from the beginning ;

it became His proper nature, His personal life.

No mention is ever made of the action of the Holy Spirit on Jesus

during the course of His ministry. Jesus was more and better than

inspired. Through the Spirit, whose life became His life, God was
in Him, and He in God. In order to His being completely glorified
as man, there remained but one thing more, that His earthly
existence be transformed into the divine state. His transfiguration
was the prelude to this transformation. In the development of

1 See the fine passage in Keim s Gesch. Jesu, t. i. pp. 543-549.
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Jesus, the baptism is therefore the intermediate point between the

miraculous birth and the ascension.

But objections are raised against this biblical notion of the baptism
of Jesus. Keim maintains that, since Jesus already possessed the

Spirit through the divine influence which sanctified His birth, He*

could not receive it in His baptism. But would he deny that, if

there is one act in human life which is free, it is the acquisition of

the Spirit? The Spirit s influence is too much of the nature of

fellowship to force itself on any one. It must be desired and sought
in order to be received ;

and for it to be desired and sought, it must
be in some measure known. Jesus declares (John xiv. 17), &quot;that

the world cannot receive the Holy Spirit, because it seeth Him not,

neither knoweth Him.&quot; The possession of the Spirit cannot there

fore be the starting-point of moral life
;

it can only be the term of

a more or less lengthened development of the soul s life. The human
soul was created as the betrothed of the Spirit ;

and for the marriage
to be consummated, the soul must have beheld her heavenly spouse,
and learnt to love Him and accept Him freely. This state of ener

getic and active receptivity, the condition of every Pentecost, was
that of Jesus at His baptism. It was the fruit of His previous pure

development, which had simply been rendered possible by the inter

position of the Holy Spirit in His birth (p. 94).

Again, it is said that it lessens the moral greatness of Jesus

to substitute a sudden and magical illumination, like that of the

baptism, for that free acquisition of the Spirit, that spontaneous

discovery and conquest of self which are due solely to personal
endeavour. But when God gives a soul the inward assurance of

adoption, and reveals to it, as to Jesus at His baptism, the love He
has for it, does this gift exclude previous endeavour, moral struggles,
even anguish often bordering on despair ? No

;
so far from grace

excluding human preparatory labour, it would remain barren with

out it, just as the human labour would issue in nothing apart from
the divine gift. Every schoolmaster has observed marked stages
in the development of children, crises in which past growth has

found an end, and from which an entirely new era has taken its date.

There is nothing, therefore, out of harmony with the laws of psycho
logy in this apparently abrupt leap which the baptism makes in the
life of Jesus.

2d. The Miraculous Circumstances. Keim denies them altogether.

Everything in the baptism, according to him, resolves itself into a,

heroic decision on the part of Jesus to undertake the salvation of the
world. He alleges 1. The numerous differences between the nar

ratives, particularly between that of John and those of the Syn. This

objection rests on misapprehensions (see above). 2. The legendary
character of the prodigies related. But here one of two things must
be true. Either our narratives of the baptism are the reproduction of

the original evangelical tradition circulated by the apostles (i. 2), and

repeated during many years under their eyes ; and in this case, how
could they contain statements positively false ? Or these accounts
are legends oi later invention

; but if so, how is their all but literal
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agreement to be accounted for, and the well-defined and fixed type
which they exhibit] 3. The internal struggles of Jesus and the

doubts of John the Baptist, mentioned in the subsequent history,
are not reconcilable with this supernatural revelation, which, accord

ing to these accounts, both must have received at the time of the bap
tism. But it is impossible to instance a single struggle in the ministry
of Jesus respecting the reality of His mission

;
it is to pervert the

meaning of the conversation at Csesarea Philippi (see ix. 18 et seq.),

and of the prayer in Gethsemane, to find such a meaning in them.

And as to the doubts of John the Baptist, they certainly did not

respect the origin of the mission of Jesus, since it is to none other

than Jesus Himself that John applies for their solution, but solely
to the nature of this mission. The unostentatious and peaceful pro

gress of the work of Jesus, His miracles purely of mercy (&quot; having
heard of the works of Christ,&quot; Matt. xi. 2), contrasted so forcibly with

the terrible Messianic judgment which he had announced as im
minent

(iii. 9, 17), that he was led to ask himself whether, in accord

ance with a prevalent opinion of Jewish theology,
1 Jesus was not

the messenger of grace, the instrument of salvation ; whilst another,
a second (erepos, Matt. xi. 3), to come after Him, would be the agent
of divine judgment, and the temporal restorer of the people purified
from every corruption. John s doubt therefore respects, not the

divinity of Jesus mission, but the exclusive character of His Messianic

dignity. 4. It is asked why John, if he believed in Jesus, did not

from the hour of the baptism immediately take his place among His
adherents ? But had he not a permanent duty to fulfil in regard to

Israel 1 Was he not to continue to act as a mediating agent between
this people and Jesus 1 To abandon his special position, distinct

as it was from that of Jesus, in order to rank himself amongst His

disciples, would have been to desert his official post, and to cease to

be a mediator for Israel between them and their King.
We cannot imagine for a moment, especially looking at the matter

from a Jewish point of view, according to which every holy mission

proceeds from above, that Jesus would determine to undertake the

unheard-of task of the salvation of the world and of the destruction

of sin and death, and that John could share this determination, and

proclaim it in God s name a heavenly mission, without some positive

sign, some sensible manifestation of the divine will. Jesus, says
Keim, is not a man of visions ;

He needs no such signs ; there is no
need of a dove between God and Him. Has Keim, then, forgotten
the real humanity of Jesus 1 That there were no visions during the

course of His ministry, we concede
;
there was no room for ecstasy

in a man whose inward life was henceforth that of the Spirit Him
self. But that there had been none in His preceding life up to the

very threshold of this new state, is more than any one can assert,

Jesus lived over again, if we may venture to say so, the whole life of

humanity and the whole life of Israel, so far as thes^ two lives were
of a normal character ; and this was how it was that He so well

1 See my Commentary on the Gospel of John, i. p. 311.

VOL. I. 5
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understood them. Why should not the preparatory educational

method of which God made such frequent use under the old cove

nant, the vision, have had its place in His inward development,
before He reached, physically and spiritually, the stature of complete
manhood ?

3d. The Narratives of the Baptism. Before we pronounce an opinion

on the origin ot our synoptical narratives, it is important to compare
the apocryphal narrations. In the Gospel of the Nazarenes, which

Jerome had translated,
1 the mother and brethren of Jesus invite

Him to go and be baptized by John. He answers :
&quot; Wherein have

I sinned, and why should I go to be baptized by him, unless, per

haps, this speech which I have just uttered be [a sin of] ignorance ?&quot;

Afterwards, a heavenly voice addresses these words to Him :
&quot; My

Son, in all the prophets I have waited for Thy coming, in order to

take my rest in Thee : for it is Thou who art my rest ; Thou art my
first-born Son, and Thou shalt reign eternally.&quot; In the Preaching of

Paul,
2 Jesus actually confesses His sins to John the Baptist, just as

all the others. In the Ebionitish recension of the Gospel of the

Hebrews, cited by Epiphanius,
3 a great light surrounds the place

where Jesus has just been baptized : then the plenitude of the Holy
Spirit enters into Jesus under the form of a dove, and a divine voice

says to Him :
&quot; Thou art my well-beloved Son

;
on Thee I have be

stowed my good pleasure.&quot;
It resumes :

&quot;

To-day have I begotten
Thee.&quot; In this Gospel also, the dialogue between Jesus and John,
which Matthew relates before the baptism, is placed after it. John,
after having seen the miraculous signs, says to Jesus,

&quot; Who then
art Thou?&quot; The divine voice replies,

&quot; This is my beloved Son, on
whom I have bestowed my good pleasure.&quot;

John falls at His feet,

and says to Him,
&quot;

Baptize me !

&quot; and Jesus answers him,
&quot; Cease

from that.&quot; Justin Martyr relates,
4 that when Jesus had gone down

into the water, a fire blazed up in the Jordan
; next, that when He

came out of the water, the Holy Spirit, like a dove, descended upon
Him

; lastly, that when He had ascended from the river, the voice

said to Him,
&quot; Thou art my Son; to-day have I begotten Thee.&quot;

Who cannot feel the difference between prodigies of this kind
between these theological and amplified discourses attributed to God

and the holy sobriety ofour biblical narratives ? The latter are the

text; the apocryphal writings give the human paraphrase. The
comparison of these two kinds of narrative proves that the type of
the apostolic tradition has been preserved pure, as the impress of a

medal, in the common tenor of our synoptical narratives. As to the
difference between these narratives, they are not without importance.
The principal differences are these : Matthew has, over and above
the two others, the dialogue between Jesus and John which preceded
the baptism, and which was only a continuation of the act of con
fession which Jesus had just made. The Ebionite Gospel places it

after, because it did not understand this connection. The prayer of
1 Adv. Pet. iii. 1.
* See De rebaptismate, in the works of Cyprian. Grabe, Spidl. t. i. p. 69.
Har. xxx. 13. * Dial. c. Tryph. c. 88 and 103.
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Jesus is peculiar to Luke, and he differs from the other two in the

remarkable turn of the participle applied to the fact of the baptism
of Jesus, and in the more objective form in which the miraculous

facts are mentioned. Mark differs from the others only in the form
of certain phrases, and in the expression,

&quot; He saw the heavens

open&quot;
Holtzmann derives the accounts of Matthew and Luke from

that of the alleged original Mark, which was very nearly an exact

fac-simile of our canonical Mark. But whence did the other two
derive what is peculiar to them ? Not from their imagination, for

an earnest writer does not treat a subject which he regards as sacred

in this way. Either, then, from a document or from tradition 1 But
this document or tradition could not contain merely the detail pecu
liar to each evangelist ;

the detail implies the complete narrative.

If the evangelist drew the detail from it, he most probably took
from it the narrative also. Whence it seems to us to follow, that at

the basis of our Syn. we must place certain documents or oral nar

rations, emanating from the primitive tradition (in this way their

common general tenor is explained), but differing in some details,

either because in the oral tradition the secondary features of the

narrative naturally underwent some modification, or because the

private documents underwent some alterations, owing to additional

oral information, or to writings which might be accessible.

THIKD NARRATIVE. III. 23-38.

TJie Genealogy of Jesus.

In the first Gospel the genealogy of Jesus is placed at the

very beginning of the narrative. This is easily explained.
From the point of view indicated by theocratic forms, scrip

tural antecedents, and, if we may so express it, Jewish etiquette,

the Messiah was to be a descendant of David and Abraham

(Matt. 11). This relationship was the sine qua non of His

civil status. It is not so easy to understand why Luke thought
he must give the genealogy of Jesus, and why he places it just

here, between the baptism and the temptation. Perhaps, if

we bear in mind the obscurity in which, to the Greeks, the

origin of mankind was hidden, and the absurd fables current

among them about autochthonic nations, we shall see how in

teresting any document would be to them, which, following
the track of actual names, went back to the first father of the

race. Luke s intention would thus be very nearly the same
as Paul s when he said at Athens (Acts xvii. 26),

&quot; God hath

made of one Uood the whole human race! But from a strictly
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religious point of view, this genealogy possessed still greater

importance. In carrying it back not only, as Matthew does,

as far as Abraham, but even to Adam, Luke lays the founda

tion of that universality of redemption which is to be one of

the characteristic features of the picture he is about to draw.

In this way he places in close and indissoluble connection the

imperfect image of God created in Adam, which reappears in

every man, and His perfect image realized in Christ, which is

to be reproduced in all men.

But why does Luke place this document here ? Holtzmann

replies (p. 1 1 2),
&quot; because hitherto there had been no suitable

place for it.&quot; This answer harmonizes very well with the

process of fabrication, by means of which this scholar thinks

the composition of the Syn. may be accounted for. But why
did this particular place appear more suitable to the evangelist

than another ? This is what has to be explained. Luke him

self puts us on the right track by the first words of ver. 23.

By giving prominence to the person of Jesus in the use of the

pronoun atrro?, He, which opens the sentence, by the addition

of the name Jesus, and above all, by the verb fjv which sepa
rates this pronoun and this substantive, and sets them both in

relief
(&quot;

and Himself was, He, Jesus . .
.&quot;),

Luke indicates this

as the moment when Jesus enters personally on the scene to

commence His proper work. With the baptism, the obscurity
in which He has lived until now passes away ;

He now appears
detached from the circle of persons who have hitherto sur

rounded Him and acted as His patrons ; namely, His parents
and the forerunner. He henceforth becomes the He, the prin

cipal personage of the narrative. This is the moment which

very properly appears to the author most suitable for giving
His genealogy. The genealogy of Moses, in the Exodus, is

placed in the same way, not at the opening of his biography,
but at the moment when he appears on the stage of history,

when he presents himself before Pharaoh (vi. 14 et seq.)-

In crossing the threshold of this new era, the sacred historian

casts a general glance over the period which thus reaches its

close, and sums it up in this document, which might be called

the mortuary register of the earlier humanity.
There is further a difference of form between the two

genealogies. Matthew comes down, whilst Luke ascends the
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stream of generations. Perhaps this difference of method de

pends on he difference of religious position between the Jews

and the Greeks. The Jew, finding the basis of his thought in

a revelation, proceeds synthetically from cause to effect
;
the

Greek, possessing nothing beyond the fact, analyzes it, that he

may proceed from effect to cause. But this difference depends
more probably still on another circumstance. Every official

genealogical register must present the descending form; for

individuals are only inscribed in it as they are born. The

ascending form of genealogy can only be that of a private in

strument, drawn up from the public document with a view to

the particular individual whose name serves as the starting-

point of the whole list. It follows that in Matthew we have

the exact copy of the official register ;
while Luke gives us a

document extracted from the public records, and compiled with

a view to the person with whom the genealogy commences.

Ver. 23 is at once the transition and preamble; vers. 24-

38 contain the genealogy itself. 1st. Ver. 23.
1 The exact

translation of this important and difficult verse is this :

&quot; And

Himself, Jesus, was [aged] about thirty years when He began

[or, if the term may be employed here, made His debut], being

a son, as was believed, of Joseph&quot; The expression to begin

can only refer in this passage to the entrance of Jesus upon
His Messianic work. This idea is in direct connection with

the context (baptism, temptation), and particularly with the

first words of the verse. Having fully become He, Jesus begins.

We must take care not to connect apxppevos and fy as parts

of a single verb (was beginning for began). For %v has a com

plement of its own, of thirty years ; it therefore signifies here,

was of the age of. Some have tried to make TpidtcovTa CTCOV

depend on
a/&amp;gt;^6//,ez/o9,

He began His thirtieth year ; and it is

perhaps owing to this interpretation that we find this parti

ciple placed first in the Alex. But for this sense, rpia/coo-rov

Tou? would have been necessary ;
and the limitation about

cannot have reference to the commencement of the year. (On the

1
tf. B. L. X. some Mnn. It&quot;

1 &quot;

. Or. place a^o^iva; before u&amp;lt;rn ITWV rptaxovret,

whilst T. R., with all the rest of the documents, place it after these words.

K. B. L. some Mnn. read in this ordel : uv vios us ivofti^tro lurvf, instead of ui

us fvopi& ro vios lutrntp in T. R. and the Dther authorities. H. r. (not B.) some
Mnn. add rev before
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agreement of this chronological fact with the date, ver. 1, see

p. l6.) We have already observed that the age of thirty is

that of the greatest physical and psychical strength, the OLK^

of natural life. It was the age at which, among the Jews, the

Levites entered upon their duties (Num. iv. 3, 23), and when,

among the Greeks, a young man began to take part in public

affairs.
1 The participle &v, being, makes a strange impression,

not only because it is purely and simply in juxtaposition with

ap^o^evo^ (beginning, being), and depends on fjv, the very verb

of which it is a part, but still more because its connection with

the latter verb cannot be explained by any of the three logical

relations by which a participle is connected with a completed

verb, when, because, or although. What relation of simultaneous-

ness, causality, or opposition, could there be between the filia

tion of Jesus and the age at which He had arrived ? This

incoherence is a clear indication that the evangelist has with

some difficulty effected a soldering of two documents, that

which he has hitherto followed, and which for the moment he

abandons, and the genealogical register which he wishes to

insert in this place.

With the participle &v, being, there begins then a transition

which we owe to the pen of Luke. How far does it extend,

and where does the genealogical register properly begin ? This

is a nice and important question. We have only a hint for

its solution. This is the absence of the article TOV, the, before

the name Joseph. This word is found before all the names

belonging to the genealogical series. In the genealogy of

Matthew, the article TOV is put in the same way before each

proper name, which clearly proves that it was the ordinary
form in vogue in this kind of document. The two MSS. H.

and I. read, it is true, TOV before 1W??&amp;lt;. But since these

unimportant MSS. are unsupported by their ally the Vatican,

to which formerly the same reading was erroneously attributed

(see Tischend. 8th ed.), this various reading has no longer any

weight. On the one hand, it is easily explained as an imita

tion of the following terms of the genealogy ;
on the other, we

could not conceive of the suppression of the article in all the

most ancient documents, if it had originally belonged to the

1 See the two passages from Xenophon (Memor. 1) and from Dionysius of

Halicarnassus (Hist. iv. 6), cited by Wieseler, Eeitrage, etc., pp. 165, 166.
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text. This want of the article puts the name Joseph outside

the genealogical series properly so called, and assigns to it a

peculiar position. We must conclude from it 1st. That this

name belongs rather to the sentence introduced by Luke
;
2d.

That the genealogical document which he consulted began with

the name of Heli
;

2d. And consequently, that this piece was

not originally the genealogy of Jesus or of Joseph, but of Heli.

There is a second question to determine : whether we should

prefer the Alexandrine reading,
&quot;

being a son, as it was believed,

of Joseph ;
&quot;

or the Byzantine text,
&quot;

being, as it was believed^

a son of Joseph&quot; There is internal probability that the copyists
would rather have been drawn to connect the words son and

Joseph, in order to restore the phrase frequently employed in

the Gospels, son of Joseph, than to separate them. This ob

servation appears to decide for the Alexandrine text.

It is of importance next to determine the exact meaning of

the TOV which precedes each of the genealogical names. Thus
far we have supposed this word to be the article, and this is

the natural interpretation. But we might give it the force of

a pronoun, he, the one, and translate :

&quot;

Joseph, he [the son] of

Heli
; Heli, he [the son] of Matthat,&quot; etc. Thus understood,

the TOV would each time be in apposition with the preceding

name, and would have the following name, for its complement.
But this explanation cannot be maintained

;
for 1st. It can

not be applied to the last term TOV Qeov, in which TOV is evi

dently an article
; 2d. The recurrence of TOV in the genealogy

of Matthew proves that the article belonged to the terminology
of these documents

;
3d. The TOV thus understood would imply

an intention to distinguish the individual to which it refers

from some other person beaiing the same name, but not having
the same father,

&quot;

Heli, the one of Matthat, [and not one of

another father] ;

&quot;

which could not be the design of the genea

logist. The TOV is therefore undoubtedly an article. But, ad

mitting this, we may still hesitate between two interpretations ;

we may subordinate each genitive to the preceding name, as is

ordinarily done :
&quot;

Heli, son of Matthat, [which Matthat was a

son] of Levi, [which Levi was a son] of . . .
;

&quot;

or, as Wieseler

proposed, we may co-ordinate all the genitives, so as to make
each of them depend directly on the word son placed at the

head of the entire series :

&quot;

Jesus, son of Heli
; [Jesus, son] of
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Matthat . . .&quot; So that, according to the Jewish usage, which

permitted a grandson to be called the son of his grandfather,

Jesus would he called the son of each of His ancestors in

succession. This interpretation would not be, in itself, sc

forced as Bleek maintains. But nevertheless the former is

preferable, for it alone really expresses the notion of a succes

sion of generations, which is the ruling idea of every genealogy.

The genitives in Luke merely supply the place of eyevvrjo-e, as

repeated in the original document, of which Matthew gives us

the text. Besides, we do not think that it would be neces

sary to supply, between each link in the genealogical chain,

the term vlov, son of, as an apposition of the preceding name.

Each genitive is also the complement of the name which pre

cedes it. The idea of filiation resides in the grammatical case.

We have the genitive here in its essence.

There remains, lastly, the still more important question :

On what does the genitive TOV
(H\l (of Heli) precisely de

pend ? On the name Icoarjcf) which immediately precedes it ?

This would be in conformity with the analogy of all the other

genitives, which, as we have just proved, depend each on the

preceding name. Thus Heli would have been the father of

Joseph, and the genealogy of Luke, as well as that of Matthew,
would be the genealogy of Jesus through Joseph. In that

case we should have to explain how the two documents could

be so totally different. But this view is incompatible with

the absence of the article before Joseph. If the name Icoo-rjty

had been intended by Luke to be the basis of the
.
entire

genealogical series, it would have been fixed and determined

by the article with much greater reason certainly than the

names that follow. The genitive TOV HXl, of Heli, depends
therefore not on Joseph, but on the word son. This construc

tion is not possible, it is true, with the received reading, in

which the words son and Joseph form a single phrase, son of

Joseph. The word son cannot be separated from the word it

immediately governs: Joseph, to receive a second and more

distant complement. With this reading, the only thing left

to us is to make TOV
(

H\l depend on the participle &v :

&quot;

Jesus . . . being . . . [born] of Heli! An antithesis might
be found between the real fact (&v, being) and the apparent

o, as was thought] :

&quot;

being, as was thought, a son of
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Joseph, [in reality] born of Heli.&quot; But can the word a&amp;gt;v

signify both to be (in the sense of the verb substantive) and

to ~be lorn of? Everything becomes much more simple if we

assume the Alex, reading, which on other grounds has already

appeared to us the more probable. The word son, separated as

it is from its first complement, of Joseph, by the words as was

thought, may very well have a second, of Heli. The first is

only noticed in passing, and in order to be denied in the very

mention of it :

&quot;

Son, as was thought, of
Joseph.&quot;

The official

information being thus disavowed, Luke, by means of the second

complement, substitutes for it the truth, of Heli ; and this name

he distinguishes, by means of the article, as the first link of

the genealogical chain properly so called. The text, there

fore, to express the author s meaning clearly, should be written

thus: &quot;being
a son as was thought, of Joseph of Heli, of

Matthat . . .&quot; Bleek has put the words a&amp;gt;? evofil^ero into a

parenthesis, and rightly; only he should have added to them

the word
Io&amp;gt;cr^(/&amp;gt;.

This study of the text in detail leads us in this way to

admit 1. That the genealogical register of Luke is that of

Heli, the grandfather of Jesus
;

2. That, this affiliation of

Jesus by Heli being expressly opposed to His affiliation by

Joseph, the document which he has preserved for us can be

nothing else in his view than the genealogy of Jesus through

Mary. But why does not Luke name Mary, and why pass

\mmediately from Jesus to His grandfather \ Ancient senti

ment did not comport with the mention of the mother as the

genealogical link. Among the Greeks a man was the son of

his father, not of his mother; and among the Jews the adage
was :

&quot; Genus matris non vocatur
genus&quot; (Bala lathra, 110, a}.

In lieu of this, it is not uncommon to find in the 0. T. the

grandson called the son of his grandfather.
1

If there were any circumstances in which this usage was

applicable, would not the wholly exceptional case with which

Luke was dealing be such ? There was only one way of filling

up the hiatus, resulting from the absence of the father, between

1

Comp., for example, 1 Chron, viii. 3 with Gen. xlvi. 21; Ezra v. 1, ri. 14,

with Zech. i. 1, 7; and in the N. T., Matt. i. 8 with 1 Chron. iv. 11, 12, a

passage in which King Joram is even recorded as having begotten the son of

his grandson.
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the grandfather and his grandson ; namely, to introduce the

name of the presumed father, noting at the same time the

falseness of this opinion. It is remarkable that, in the Talmud,

Mary the mother of Jesus is called the daughter of Heli

(Ohagig. 77. 4). From whence have Jewish scholars derived

this information ? If from the text of Luke, this proves that

they understood it as we do
;
if they received it from tradition,

it confirms the truth of the genealogical document Luke made

use of.
1

If this explanation be rejected, it must be admitted that Luke
as well as Matthew gives us the genealogy of Joseph. The diffi

culties to be encountered in this direction are these : 1. The absence

of TOV before the name loxn^, and before this name alone, is not

accounted for. 2. We are met by an all but insoluble contradiction

between the two evangelists, the one indicating Heli as the father

of Joseph, the other Jacob, which leads to two series of names

wholly different. We might, it is true, have recourse to the following

hypothesis proposed by Julius Africanus (third century):
2 Heli and

Jacob were brothers
;
one of them died without children

;
the sur

vivor, in conformity with the law, married his widow, and the first

born of this union, Joseph, was registered as a son of the deceased.

In this way Joseph would have had two fathers, one real, the other

legal. But this hypothesis is not sufficient; a second is needed.

For if Heli and Jacob were brothers, they must have had the same

father; and the two genealogies should coincide on reaching the name
of the grandfather of Joseph, which is not the case. It is supposed,

therefore, that they were brothers on the mother s side only, which

explains both the difference of the fathers and that of the entire

genealogies. This superstructure of coincidences is not absolutely

inadmissible, but no one can think it natural. We should be re

duced, then, to admit an absolute contradiction between the two

evangelists. But can it be supposed that both or either of them
could have been capable of fabricating such a register, heaping name

upon name quite arbitrarily, and at the mere pleasure of their caprice]
Who could credit a proceeding so absurd, and that in two genealogies,
one of which sets out from Abraham, the venerated ancestor of the

people, the other terminating in God Himself ! All these names
must have been taken from documents. But is it possible in this

case to admit, in one or both of these writers, an entire mistake ?

3. It is not only with Matthew that Luke would be in contradiction,
but with himself. He admits the miraculous birth (chap. i. and

ti.). It is conceivable that, from the theocratic point of view which
Matthew takes, a certain interest might, even on this supposition,

1 The relationship of Jesus to the royal family is also affirmed by the Talmud
(Tr. Sanhedrim, 43).

2 Eus. Hist. Ecd. i. 7.
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be assigned to the genealogy of Joseph, as the adoptive, legal father

of the Messiah. But that Luke, to whom this official point of view

was altogether foreign, should have handed down with so much care

this series of seventy-three names, after having severed the chain

at the first link, as he does by the remark, as it was thought ; that,

further, he should give himself the trouble, after this, to develope
the entire series, and finish at last with God Himself

;
this is a

moral impossibility. What sensible man, Gfrorer has very properly
asked (with a different design, it is true), could take pleasure in

drawing up such a list of ancestors, after having declared that the

relationship is destitute of all reality 1 Modern criticism has, last

of all, been driven to the following hypothesis : Matthew and Luke
each found a genealogy of Jesus written from the Jewish-Christian

standpoint : they were both different genealogies of Joseph ;
for

amongst this party (which was no other than the primitive Church)
he was without hesitation regarded as the father of Jesus. But at

the time when these documents were published by the evangelists
another theory already prevailed, that of the miraculous birth, which

these two authors embraced. They published, therefore, their docu

ments, adapting them as best they could to the new belief, just as

Luke does by his as it was thought, and Matthew by the periphrasis
i. 16. But, 1. We have pointed out that the opinion which attri

butes to the primitive apostolic Church the idea of the natural birth

of Jesus rests upon no solid foundation. 2. A writer who speaks
of apostolic tradition as Luke speaks of it, i. 2, could not have

knowingly put himself in opposition to it on a point of this import
ance. 3. If we advance no claim on behalf of the sacred writers to

inspiration, we protest against whatever impeaches their good sense.

The first evangelist, M. Reville maintains,
1 did not even perceive the

incompatibility between the theory of the miraculous birth and his

genealogical document. As to Luke, this same author says :
&quot; The

third perceives very clearly the contradiction ; nevertheless he writes

his history as if it did not exist.&quot; In other words, Matthew is more
foolish than false, Luke more false than foolish. Criticism which
is obliged to support itself by attributing to the sacred writers absurd

methods, such as are found in no sensible writer, is self-condemned.

There is not the smallest proof that the documents used by Matthew
and Luke were of Jewish-Christian origin. On the contrary, it is

very probable, since the facts all go to establish it, that they were

simply copies of the official registers of the public tables (see below),

referring, one to Joseph, the other to Heli, both consequently of

Jewish origin. So far from there being any ground to regard them
as monuments of a Christian conception differing from that of the

evangelists, it is these authors, or those who transmitted them to

them, who set upon them for the first time the Christian seal, by
adding to them the part which refers to Jesus. 4. Lastly, after all,

these two series of completely different names have in any case to

be explained. Are they fictitious 1 Who can maintain this, when

1 Histoire du Dogme de la Divinite de JSsus Christ, p. 27.
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writers so evidently in earnest are concerned 1 Are they founded

upon documents 1 How then could they differ so completely 1 This

difficulty becomes greater still if it is maintained that these two

different genealogies of Joseph proceed from the same ecclesiastical

quarter from the Jewish-Christian party.
But have we sufficient proofs of the existence of genealogical

registers among the Jews at this epoch ? We have already referred

to the public tables (SeAroi S^/xoVtat) from which Josephushad extracted
his own genealogy :

&quot; I relate my genealogy as I find it recorded in

the public tables.&quot;
1 The same Josephus, in his work, Contra Apion

(i. 7), says :

&quot; From all the countries in which our priests are scat

tered abroad, they send to Jerusalem (in order to have their children

entered) documents containing the names of their parents and an

cestors, and countersigned by witnesses.&quot; What was done for the

priestly families could not fail to have been done with regard to the

royal family, from which it was known that the Messiah was to

spring. The same conclusion results also from the following facts.

The famous Rabbi Hillel, who lived in the time of Jesus, succeeded

in proving, by means of a genealogical table in existence at Jeru

salem, that, although a poor man, he was a descendant of David. 1

The line of descent in the different branches of the royal family was
so well known, that even at the end of the first century of the Church,
the grandsons of Jude, the brother of the Lord, had to appear at

Rome as descendants of David, and undergo examination in the pre
sence of Domitian. 3

According to these facts, the existence of two

genealogical documents relating, one to Joseph, the other to Heli,
and preserved in their respective families, offers absolutely nothing
at all improbable.

In comparing the two narratives of the infancy, we have been led

to assign them to two different sources : that of Matthew appeared
to us to emanate from the relations of Joseph ; that of Luke from
the circle of which Mary was the centre (p. 163). Something similar

occurs again in regard to the two genealogies. That of Matthew,
which has Joseph in view, must have proceeded from his family ;

that which Luke has transmitted to us, being that of Mary s father,
must have come from this latter quarter. But it is manifest that
this difference of production is connected with a moral cause. The
meaning of one of the genealogies is certainly hereditary, Messianic

;

the meaning of the other is universal redemption. Hence, in the

one, the relationship is through Joseph, the representative of the

civil, national, theocratic side
;
in the other, the descent is through

Mary, the organ of the real human relationship. Was not Jesus at

once to appear and to be the son of David ? to appear such, through
him whom the people regarded as His father ; to be such, through
her from whom He really derived His human existence 1 The two
affiliations answered to these two requirements.

1 Jos. Vita, c. i.
&quot;

Bereschit rabba, 98.
*
Hegesippus, in Eusehius Hist. Ecd. iii. 19 and 20 (ed. Lremmer).
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2 Vers. 24-38.1 And first, vers. 24-27: from Heli to

the captivity. In this period Luke mentions 21 generations

(up to Neri) ; only 19, if the various reading cf Africanus be

admitted
; Matthew, 1 4. This last number is evidently too

small for the length of the period. As Matthew omits in the

period of the kings four well-known names of the 0. T., it is

probable that he takes the same course here, either through an

involuntary omission, or for the sake of keeping to the number

14
(i. 17). This comparison should make us appreciate the

exactness of Luke s register. But how is it that the names

Zorobabel and Salathiel occur, connected with each other in

the same way, in both the genealogies ? And how can Sala

thiel have Neri for his father in Luke, and in Matthew King
Jechonias ? Should these names be regarded as standing for

different persons, as Wieseler thinks ? This is not impossible.

The Zorobabel and the Salathiel of Luke might be two unknown

persons of the obscurer branch of the royal family descended

from Nathan
;
the Zorobabel and the Salathiel of Matthew,

the two well-known persons of the 0. T. history, belonging to

the reigning branch, the first a son, the second a grandson of

King Jechonias (1 Chron. iii. 17
;
Ezra iii. 2

; Hag. i. 1). This

is the view which, after all, appears to Bleek most probable.

It is open, however, to a serious objection from the fact that

these two names, in the two lists, refer so exactly to the same

period, since in both of them they are very nearly halfway be

tween Jesus and David. If the identity of these persons in

the two genealogies is admitted, the explanation must be found

in 2 Kings xxiv. 12, which proves that King Jechonias had

no son at the time when he was carried into captivity. It is

scarcely probable that he had one while in prison, where he

remained shut up for thirty-eight years. He or they whom the

passage 1 Chron. iii. 17 assigns to him (which, besides, may
be translated in three different ways) must be regarded as

adopted sons or as sons-in-law
; they would be spoken of as

sons, because they would be unwilling to allow the reigning
branch of the royal family to become extinct. Salathiel, the

first of them, would thus have some other father than Jechonias;

1
&quot;We omit the numerous orthographical variations connected with these propel

names. Ver. 24. Jul. Afric. Eus. Ir. (probably) omit the two names M^a4 and

Asz/u,
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and this father would be Neri, of the Nathan branch, indi

cated by Luke. An alternative hypothesis has been proposed,

founded on the Levirate law. Neri, as a relative of Jechonias,

might have married one of the wives of the imprisoned king,

in order to perpetuate the royal family ;
and the son of this

union, Salathiel, would have been legally a son of Jechonias,

but really a son of Neri. In any case, the numerous differences

that are found in the statements of our historical books at this

period prove that the catastrophe of the
&quot;captivity brought

considerable confusion into the registers or family traditions.
1

Ehesa and Abiud, put down, the one by Luke, the other by
Matthew, as sons of Zorobabel, are not mentioned in the 0. T.,

according to which the sons of this restorer of Israel should

have been Meshullam and Hananiah (1 Chron. iii. 19). Bleek

observes, that if the evangelists had fabricated their lists, they
would naturally have made use of these two names that are

furnished by the sacred text
;
therefore they have followed their

documents.

Vers. 28-31. From the captivity to David, 20 names.

Matthew for the same period has only 14. But it is proved

by the 0. T. that he omits four; the number 20, in Luke, is

a fresh proof of the accuracy of his document. On Nathan,
son of David, comp. 2 Sam. v. 14, Zech. xii. 12. The pas

sage in Zechariah proves that this branch was still flourishing

after the return from the captivity. If Neri, the descendant

of Nathan, was the real father of Salathiel, the adopted son

or son-in-law of Jechonias, we should find here once more the

characteristic of the two genealogies : in Matthew, the legal,

official point of view
;
in Luke, the real, human point of view.

Vers. 32-34a. From David to Abraham. The two genea

logies agree with each other, and with the 0. T.

Vers. 34J-38. From Abraham to Adam. This part is

peculiar to Luke. It is compiled evidently from the 0. T.,

and according to the text of the LXX., with which it exactly

coincides. The name Cainan, ver. 36, is only found in the

1
According to 1 Chron. iii. 16, 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10 (Heb. text), Zedekiah was

son of Jehoiakim and &quot;brother of Jehoiachin
; but, according to 2 Kings xxiv. 17

and Jer. xxxviL 1, he was son of Josiah and brother of Johoiakim. According
to 1 Chron. iii. 19, Zorobabel was son of Pedaiah and grandson of Jeconiah, and

consequently nephew of Salathiel
; while, according to Ezra iii. 2, Neh. xii. 1^

Hag. i. 1, he was son of Salathiel, etc.
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LXX., and is wanting in the Heb. text (Gen. x. 24, xi. 12).

This must be a very ancient variation. The words, of God,

with which it ends, are intended to inform us that it is not

through ignorance that the genealogist stops at Adam, but

because he has reached the end of the chain, perhaps also to

remind us of the truth expressed by Paul at Athens :

&quot; We
are the offspring of God.&quot; The last word of the genealogy is

connected with its starting-point (vers. 22, 23). If man were

not the offspring of God, the incarnation (ver. 22) would be

impossible. God cannot say to a man :
&quot; Thou art my beloved

son,&quot; save on this ground, that humanity itself is His issue

(ver. 38).
1

FOURTH NARRATIVE. CHAP. IV. 1-13.

The Temptation.

Every free creature, endowed with various faculties, must

pass through a conflict, in which it decides either to use them

for its own gratification, or to glorify God by devoting them

to His service. The angels have passed through this trial
;

the first man underwent it
; Jesus, being truly human, did not

escape it. Our Syn. are unanimous upon this point. Their

testimony as to the time when this conflict took place is no less

accordant. All three place it immediately after His baptism, at

the outset of His Messianic career. This date is important
for determining the true meaning of this trial.

The temptation of the first man bore upon the use of the

powers inherent in our nature. Jesus also experienced this

kind of trial. How many times during His childhood and

early manhood must He have been exposed to those tempta
tions which address themselves to the instincts of the natural

life ! The lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride
of life, these different forms of sin, separately or with united

force, endeavoured to besiege His heart, subjugate His will,

enslave His powers, and invade this pure being as they had

invaded the innocent Adam. But on the battle-field on which

Adam had succumbed Jesus remained a victor. The &quot; con

science without a
scar,&quot; which He carried from the first part

1 See the valuable applications which Riggenbach makes of these genealogies,
Vie de Jesus, ninth lesson, at the commencement
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of His life into the second, assures us of this. The new trial

He is now to undergo belongs to a higher domain that of

the spiritual life. It no longer respects the powers of the

natural man, but His filial position, and the supernatural

powers just conferred upon Him at His baptism. The powers
of the Spirit are in themselves holy, but the history of the

church of Corinth shows how they may be profaned when
used in the service of egotism and self-love (1 Cor. xii. xiv.)

This is that filtliiness of the spirit (2 Cor. vii. 1), which is more

subtle, and often more pernicious, than that of the flesh. The
divine powers which Jesus had just received had therefore to

be sanctified in His experience, that is, to receive from Him, in

His inmost soul, their consecration to the service of God. In

order to this, it was necessary that an opportunity to apply them

either to His own use or to God s service should be offered Him.

His decision on this critical occasion would determine for ever

the tendency and nature of His Messianic work. Christ or

Antichrist was the alternative term of the two ways which

were opening before Him. This trial is not therefore a repeti

tion of that of Adam, the father of the old humanity ;
it is the

special trial of the Head of the new humanity. And it is not

simply a question here, as in our conflicts, whether a given
individual shall form part of the kingdom of God

;
it is the

very existence of this kingdom that is at stake. Its future

sovereign, sent to found it, struggles in close combat with the

sovereign of the hostile realm.

This narrative comprises 1st. A general view (vers. 1, 2) ;

2d The first temptation (vers. 3, 4) ;
3d. The second (vers.

5-8); &th. The third (vers. 9-12); 5th. An historical conclu

sion (ver. 13).

1st. Vers. 1, 2.
1

By these words, full of the Holy Ghost,

this narrative is brought into close connection with that of the

baptism. The genealogy is therefore intercalated. While the

other baptized persons, after the ceremony, went away to their

own homes, Jesus betook Himself into solitude. This He did

not at His own prompting, as Luke gives us to understand by
the expression full of the Holy Ghost, which proves that the

1 Ver. 1. X. B. D. L. It*11

*., : m sptjftK instead of us ryjv ipnpov, the reading of

T. R. with 15 Mjj., all the Mnn. Syr. Itali
i. Vg. Ver. 2. The same omit

(taken from Matthew).
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Spirit directed Him in this, as in every other step The two

other evangelists explicitly say it Matthew, He was led up

of the Spirit ; Mark, still more forcibly, Immediately the Spirit

driveth Him into the wilderness. Perhaps the human inclina

tion of Jesus would have been to return to Galilee and begin
at once to teach. The Spirit detains Him

;
and Matthew, who,

in accordance with his didactic aim, in narrating the fact ex

plains its object, says expressly :

&quot; He was led up of the Spirit

. . . to l)e tempted&quot; The complement of the verb returned

would be : from the Jordan (CLTTO) into Galilee (et?). But this

complex government is so distributed, that the first part is

found in ver. 1 (the OLTTO without the cfe), and the second in

ver. 14 (the et? without the airo). The explanation of this

construction is, that the temptation was an interruption in the

return of Jesus from the Jordan into Galilee. The Spirit de

tained Him in Judaea. The T. E. reads efc, &quot;led into the

wilderness
;

&quot;

the Alex. eV,
&quot;

led (carried hither and thither) in

the wilderness.&quot; We might suppose that this second reading
was only the result of the very natural reflection that, John

being already in the desert, Jesus had not to repair thither.

But, on the other hand, the received reading may easily have

been imported into Luke from the two other Syn. And the

prep, of rest (eV) in the Alex, better accords with the imperf.

77767-0, was led, which denotes a continuous action. The ex

pression, was led ly, indicates that the severe exercises of soul

which Jesus experienced under the action of the Spirit absorbed

Him in such a way, that the use of His faculties in regard to

the external world was thereby suspended. In going into the

desert, He was not impelled by a desire to accomplish any
definite object ;

it was only, as it were, a cover for the state of

intense meditation in which He was absorbed. Lost in con

templation of His personal relation to God, the full conscious

ness of which He had just attained, and of the consequent task

it imposed upon Him in reference to Israel and the world, His

heart sought to make these recent revelations wholly its own.

If tradition is to be credited, the wilderness here spoken of

was the mountainous and uninhabited country bordering on

the road which ascends from Jericho to Jerusalem. On the

right of this road, not far from Jericho, there rises a limestone

peak, exceedingly sharp and abi upt, which bears the name of

VOL i o
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Quarantania. The rocks which surround it are pierced by a

number of caves. This would be the scene of the temptation.

We are ignorant whether this tradition rests upon any historical

fact. This locality is a continuation of the desert of Judaea,

where John abode.

The words forty days may refer either to was led or to
&quot;being

tempted; in sense both come to the same thing, the two actions

being simultaneous. According to Luke and Mark, Jesus was

incessantly besieged during this whole time. Suggestions of

a very different nature from the holy thoughts which usually

occupied Him harassed the working of His mind. Matthew

does not mention this secret action of the enemy, who was

preparing for the final crisis. How can it be maintained that

one of these forms of the narrative has been borrowed from the

other ?

The term devil, employed by Luke and Matthew, comes from

SiapdXheiv, to spread reports, to slander. Mark employs the

word Satan (from |BE?, to oppose ;
Zech. iii. 1,2; Job i. 6, etc.).

The first of these names is taken from the relation of this being
to men

;
the second from his relations with God.

The possibility of the existence of moral beings of a different

nature from that of man cannot be denied a priori. Now if these

beings are free creatures, subject to a law of probation, as little can

it be denied that this probation might issue in a fall. Lastly, since

in every society of moral beings there are eminent individuals who,

by virtue of their ascendency, become centres around which a host

of inferior individuals group themselves, this may also be the case

in this unknown spiritual domain. Keim himself says :

&quot; We regard
this question of the existence of an evil power as altogether an open
question for science.&quot; This question, which is an open one from a
scientific point of view, is settled in the view of faith by the testi

mony of the Saviour, who, in a passage in which there is not the

slightest trace of accommodation to popular prejudice, John viii. 44,
delineates in a few graphic touches the moral position of Satan. In
another passage, Luke xxii. 31,

&quot; Satan hath desired to have you, that

he may sift you as wheat ; out I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail
not&quot; Jesus lifts the veil which hides from us the scenes of the in

visible world
;
the relation which He maintains between the accuser

Satan, and Himself the intercessor, implies that in His eyes this

personage is no less a personal being than Himself. The part sus

tained by this being in the temptation of Jesus is attested by the

passage, Luke xi. 21, 22. It was necessary that the strong man,
Satan, the prince of this world, should be vanquished by his adver

sary, the stronger than he, in a personal conflict, for the latter to be
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able to set about spoiling the world, which is Satan s stronghold.
Weizsacker and Keim 1

acknowledge an allusion in this passage to

the fact of the temptation. It is this victory in single combat which
makes the deliverance of every captive of Satan possible to Jesus.

Luke mentions Jesus abstinence from food for six weeks as

a fact which was only the natural consequence of His being
absorbed in profound meditation. To Him, indeed, this whole

time passed like a single hour
;
He did not even feel the pangs

of hunger. This follows from the words :

&quot; And when they
were ended, He afterward hungered&quot; By the term vrjcrrevaa^

having fasted, Matthew appears to give this abstinence the

character of a deliberate ritual act, to make it such a fast

as, among the Jews, ordinarily accompanied certain seasons

devoted specially to prayer. This shade of thought is not a

contradiction, but accords with the general character of the

two narrations, and becomes a significant indication of their

originality. The fasts of Moses and Elijah, in similar circum

stances, lasted the same time. In certain morbid conditions,

which involve a more or less entire abstinence from food, a

period of six weeks generally brings about a crisis, after which

the demand for nourishment is renewed with extreme urgency.
The exhausted body becomes a prey to a deathly sinking.

Such, doubtless, was the condition of Jesus
;
He felt Himself

dying. It was the moment the tempter had waited for to

make his decisive assault.

2d. Vers. 3, 4.
2

First Temptation. The text of Luke is

very sober : TJie devil said to Him. The encounter exhibited

under this form may be explained as a contact of mind with

mind; but in Matthew, the expression came to Him seems

to imply a bodily appearance. This, however, is not neces

sarily its meaning. This term may be regarded as a symbolical

expression of the moral sensation experienced by Jesus at the

moment when He felt the attack of this spirit so alien from

His own. In this sense, the coming took place only in the

spiritual sphere. Since Scripture does not mention any visible

appearance of Satan, and as the angelophanies are facts the

1 Untersuch. p. 330 ; Gesch. Jesu, t. i. p. 570.
2 Ver. 4. X. B. L. omit Xsy&-v. 9 Mjj. 70 Mnn. Or. omit o before

a,v6fu&amp;lt;ros.

tf . B. L. Cop. omit the words, xx tvi &amp;lt;XO.VTI pyftun @&amp;lt;w,
which is the reading c&,

T. E. with 15 Mjj., all tfie Mnn. Syr. It. Vg. (taken from Matthew
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perception of which always implies a co-operation of the inner

sense, the latter interpretation is more natural The words,

ij thou art, express something very different from a doubt;
this if has almost the force of since :

&quot;

If thou art really, as it

seems . . .&quot; Satan alludes to God s salutation at the bap
tism. M. de Pressense* is wrong in paraphrasing the words :

&quot; If thou art the Messiah.&quot; Here, and invariably, the name
Son of God refers to a personal relation, not to an office (see

on ver. 22). But what criminality would there have been in

the act suggested to Jesus ? It has been said that He was

not allowed to use His miraculous power for His own benefit.

Why not, if He was allowed to use it for the benefit of others ?

The moral law does not command that one should love his

neighbour better than himself. It has been said that He
would have acted from His own will, God not having com
manded this* miracle. But did God direct every act of Jesus

by means of a positive command ? Had not divine direction

in Jesus a more spiritual character ? Satan s address and the

answer of Jesus put us on the right track. In saying to Him,

If thou art the Son of God, Satan seeks to arouse in His heart

the feeling of His divine greatness ;
and with what object ?

He wishes by this means to make Him feel more painfully
the contrast between His actual destitution, consequent on His

human condition, and the abundance to which His divine

nature seems to give Him a right. There was indeed, espe

cially after His baptism, an anomaly in the position of Jesus.

On the one hand, He had been exalted to a distinct conscious

ness of His dignity as the Son of God
; while, on the other,

His condition as Son of man remained the same. He con

tinued this mode of existence wholly similar to ours, and

wholly dependent, in which form it was His mission to realize

here below the filial life. Thence there necessarily resulted a

constant temptation to elevate, by acts of power, His miserable

condition to the height of His conscious Sonship. And this

is the first point of attack by which Satan seeks to master

His will, taking advantage for this purpose of the utter ex

haustion in which he sees Him sinking. Had Jesus yielded
to this suggestion, He would have violated the conditions of

that earthly existence to which, out of love to us, He had sub

mitted, denied His title as Son of man, in order to realize be-
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fore the time His condition as Son of God, retracted in some

sort the act of His incarnation, and entered upon that false

path which was afterwards formulated by docetism in a total

or partial denial of Christ come in the flesh. Such a course

would have made His humanity a mere appearance.

This is precisely what is expressed in His answer. The

word of holy writ, Deut. viii. 3, in which He clothes His

thought, is admirably adapted, both in form and substance, to

this purpose : Man shall not live ly &quot;bread alone. This term,

man, recalls to Satan the form of existence which Jesus has

accepted, and from which He cannot depart on His own respon

sibility. The omission of the article o before avOpwiros in

nine Mjj. gives this word a generic sense which suits the con

text. But Jesus, while thus asserting His entire acceptance
of human nature, reminds Satan that man, though he be but

man, is not left without divine succour. The experience of

Israel in the wilderness, to which Moses words refer, proves
that the action of divine power is not limited to the ordinary
nourishment of bread. God can support human existence by
other material means, such as manna and quails ;

He can even,

if He pleases, make a man live by the mere power of His will.

This principle is only the application of a living monotheism

to the sphere of physical life. By proclaiming it in this par
ticular instance, Jesus declares that, in His career, no physical

necessity shall ever compel Him to deny, in the name of His

exalted Sonship, the humble mode of existence He adopted in

making Himself man, until it shall please God Himself to

transform His condition by rendering it suitable to His essence

as Son of God. Although Son, He will nevertheless remain

subject, subject unto the weakness even of death (Heb. v. 8).

The words, &quot;but ly every word of God, are omitted by the

Alex.
; they are probably taken from Matthew. What reason

could there have been for omitting them from the text of

Luke ? By their suppression, the answer of Jesus assumes

that brief and categorical character which agrees with the

situation. The sending of the angels to minister to Jesus,

which Matthew and Mark mention at the close of their nar

rative, proves that the expectation of Jesus was not disap

pointed ;
God sustained Him, as He had sustained Elijah in

the desert in similar circumstances f I Kings xix.).
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The first temptation refers to the person of Jesus : the second,

to His work.

3d. Vers. 5-8.
1 Second Temptation. The occasion of this

fresh trial is not a physical sensation
;

it is an aspiration of

the soul. Man, created in the image of God, aspires to reign.

This instinct, the direction of which is perverted by selfish

ness, is none the less legitimate in its origin. It received in

Israel, through the divine promises, a definite aim the supre

macy of the elect people over all others
;
and a very precise

form the Messianic hope. The patriotism of Jesus was

kindled at this fire (xiii. 34, xix. 41) ;
and He must have

known, from what He had heard from the mouth of God at His

baptism, that it was He who was destined to realize this mag
nificent expectation. It is this prospect, open before the gaze
of Jesus, of which Satan avails himself in trying to fascinate

and seduce Him into a false way. The words the devil, and
into an high mountain, ver. 5, are omitted by the Alex. It

might be supposed that this omission arises from the confusion

of the two syllables ov which terminate the words avrov and

vtyr)\6v. But is it not easier to believe there has been an

interpolation from Matthew ? In this case, the complement
understood to taking Him up, in Luke, might doubtless be, as

in Matthew, a mountain. Still, where no complement is ex

pressed, it is more natural to explain it as
&quot;

taking Him into

the air&quot; It is not impossible that this difference between the

two evangelists is connected with the different order in which

they arrange the two last temptations. In Luke, Satan, after

having taken Jesus up into the air, set Him down on a pin
nacle of the temple. This order is natural. &quot;We are asked

how Jesus could be given over in this way to the disposal of

Satan. Our reply is : Since the Spirit led Him into the wilder

ness in order that He might be tempted, it is not surprising
that He should be given up for a time, body and soul, to the

power of the tempter. It is not said that Jesus really saw

all the kingdoms of the earth, which would be absurd ;
but

1 Ver. 5. K. B. D. L. some Mnn. omit o S/a/^Xa?. K. B. L. Italiq. omit us -apes

t^y, which is the reading of T. K. with 14 Mjj. the Mnn. Syr. It L^. Yer. 7.

All the Mjj. read -roifftx. instead of vavra, the reading of T. R. with only some

Mnn. Ver. 8. tf. B. D. L. Z. several Mnn. Syr. ItPleriiue
, Vg. omit the words

vra.yi ofiffu uev SotTava. Fao, in the T. K., has in its favour only U. Wb. A. A,
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that Satan showed them to Him. This term may very well

signify that he made them appear before the view of Jesus, in

instantaneous succession, by a diabolical phantasmagoria. He
had seen so many great men succumb to a similar mirage,
that he might well hope to prevail again by this means. The

Jewish idea of Satan s rule over this visible world, expressed
in the words which two of the evangelists put into his mouth,

may not be so destitute of foundation as many think. Has
not Jesus endorsed it, by calling this mysterious being the

prince of this world ? Might not Satan, as an archangel, have

had assigned to him originally as his domain the earth and

the system to which it belongs ? In this case, he uttered no

falsehood when he said, All this power has leen delivered unto

me (ver. 6). The truth of this asssertion appears further from

this very expression, in which he does homage to the sovereignty
of God, and acknowledges himself His vassal. Neither is it

necessary to see imposture in the words : And to whomsoever I
will, I give it. God certainly leaves to Satan a certain use of

His sovereignty and powers ;
he reigns over the whole extra-

divine sphere of human life, and has power to raise to the

pinnacle of glory the man whom he favours. The majesty of

such language was doubtless sustained by splendour of appear
ance on the part of him who used it

;
and if ever Satan put

on his form of an angel of light (2 Cor. xi. 14), it was at this

moment which decided his empire. The condition which he

attaches to the surrender of his power into the hands of Jesus,

ver. *7, has often been presented as a snare far too coarse for

it ever to have been laid by such a crafty spirit. Would not,

indeed, the lowest of the Israelites have rejected such a pro

posal with horror ? But there is a little word in the text to

be taken into consideration ovv, therefore which puts this

condition in logical connection with the preceding words. It

is not as an individual, it is as the representative of divine

authority on this earth, that Satan here claims the homage of

Jesus. The act of prostration, in the East, is practised towards

every lawful superior, not in virtue of his personal character,

but out of regard to the portion of divine power of which he

is the depositary. For behind every power is ever seen the

power of God, from whom it emanates. As man, Jesus formed

part of the domain entrusted to Satan. As called to succeed
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him, it seemed He could only do it, in so far as Satan him

self should transfer to Him the investiture of his office. The

words, if thou wilt worship me, are not therefore an appeal to

the ambition of Jesus
; they express the condition sine qua non

laid down by the ancient Master of the world to the installa

tion of Jesus in the Messianic sovereignty. In speaking thus,

Satan deceived himself only in one point ;
this was, that the

kingdom which was about to commence was in any respect a

continuation of his own, or depended on a transmission of

power from him. It would have been very different, doubt

less, had Jesus proposed to realize such a conception of the

Messianic kingdom as found expression in the popular pre

judice of His age. The Israelitish monarchy, thus understood,

would really have been only a new and transient form of the

kingdom of Satan on this earth, a kingdom of external force,

a kingdom of this world. But what Jesus afterwards expressed

in these words,
&quot;

I am a King ;
to this end was I born, but my

kingdom is not of this world
&quot;

(John xviii. 37, 36), was already

in His heart. His kingdom was the beginning of a rule of an

entirely new nature
; or, if this kingdom had an antecedent, it

was that established by God in Zion (Ps. ii.).
Jesus had just

at this very time been invested with this at the hands of the

divine delegate, John the Baptist. Therefore He had nothing
to ask from Satan, and consequently no homage to pay him.

This refusal was a serious matter. Jesus thereby renounced

all power founded upon material means and social institutions.

He broke with the Messianic Jewish ideal under the received

form. He confined Himself, in accomplishing the conquest of

the world, to spiritual action exerted upon souls; He con

demned Himself to gain them one by one, by the labour of

conversion and sanctification, a gentle, unostentatious pro

gress, contemptible in the eyes of the flesh, of which the end,

the visible reign, was only to appear after the lapse of centuries.

Further, such an answer was a declaration of war against Satan,

and on the most unfavourable conditions. Jesus condemned

Himself to struggle, unaided by human power, with an adver

sary having at his disposal all human powers ;
to march with

ten thousand men against a king who was coming against Him
with twenty thousand (xiv. 31). Death inevitably awaited

Him in this path. But He unhesitatingly accepted all this,
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that He might remain faithful to God, from whom alone He
determined to receive everything. To render homage to a

&quot;being
who had broken with God, would be to honour him in

his guilty usurpation, to associate Himself with his rebellion.

This time again Jesus conveys His refusal in a passage of

holy writ, Deut. vi. 13; He thereby removes every appearance

of answering him on mere human authority. The Hebrew

text and the LXX. merely say :

&quot; Thou shalt fear the Lord,

and thou shalt serve Him&quot; But it is obvious that this word

serve includes adoration, and therefore the act of irpoa-icvvelv,

falling down in worship, by which it is expressed. The words,

Get thee behind me, Satan, in Luke, are taken from Matthew
;

so is the for in the next sentence. But in thus determining

to establish His kingdom without any aid from material force,

was not Jesus relying so much the more on a free use of the

supernatural powers with which He had just been endowed, in

order to overcome, by great miraculous efforts, the obstacles

and dangers to be encountered in the path He had chosen ?

This is the point on which Satan puts Jesus to a last proof.

The third temptation then refers to the use which He intends

to make of divine power in the course of His Messianic

career.

th. Vers. 9-1 2.
1 Third Temptation. This trial belongs

to a higher sphere than that of physical or political life. It

is of a purely religious character, and touches the deepest and

most sacred relations of Jesus with His Father. The dignity

of a son of God, with a view to which man was created, carries

with it the free disposal of divine power, and of the motive

forces of the universe. Does not God Himself say to His

child :

&quot;

Son, thou art ever with me, and all that I have is

thine&quot;? (xv. 31). But in proportion as man is raised to this

filial position, and gradually reaches divine fellowship, there

arises out of this state an ever-increasing danger, that of

abusing his great privilege, by changing, as an indiscreet

inferior is tempted to do, this fellowship into familiarity.

From this giddy height to which the grace of God has raised

him, man falls, therefore, in an instant into the deepest abyss
into a presumptuous use of God s gifts and abuse of His

1 Ver. 9. The before vies in the T. E. is omitted in all the Mjj. and in 150

Mnn.
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confidence. This pride is more unpardonable than that called

in Scripture the pride of life. The abuse of God s help is a

more serious offence than not waiting for it in faith (first temp

tation), or than regarding it as insufficient (second temptation).
The higher sphere to which this trial belongs is indicated

by the scene of it the most sacred place, Jerusalem (tht holy

city, as Matthew says) and the temple. The term Tnepfyiov
TOV lepov, translated pinnacle of the temple, might denote the

anterior extremity of the line of meeting of two inclined planes,

forming the roof of the sacred edifice. But in this case, vaov

would have been required rather than lepov (see i. 9). Pro

bably, therefore, it is some part of the court that is meant,
either Solomon s Porch, which was situated on the eastern side

of the temple platform, and commanded the gorge of the Kedron,
or the Royal Porch, built on the south side of this platform,

and from which, as Josephus says, the eye looked down into

an abyss. The word Trrepvyiov would denote the coping of

this peristyle. Such a position is a type of the sublime height
to which Satan sees Jesus raised, and whence he would have

Him cast Himself down into an abyss.

The idea of this incomparable spiritual elevation is expressed

by these words : Ifthou art a Son of God. The Alex, rightly

omit the art. before the word Son. For it is a question here

of the filial character, and not of the personality of the Son.
&quot;

If thou art a being to whom it appertains to call God thy

Father in a unique sense, do not fear to do a daring deed, and

give God an opportunity to show the particular care He takes

of thee.&quot; And as Satan had observed that Jesus had twice

replied to him by the word of God, he tries in his turn to

avail himself of this weapon. He applies here the promise

(Ps. xci. 11, 12) by an a fortiori argument: &quot;If God has

promised thus to keep the righteous, how much more His

well-beloved Son !

&quot; The quotation agrees with the text of

the LXX., with the exception of its omitting the words in all

thy ways, which Matthew also omits
;
the latter omits, besides,

the preceding words, to keep thee. It has been thought that

this omission was made by Satan himself, who would suppress

these words with a view to make the application of the passage

more plausible, unduly generalizing the promise of the Psalm,

which, according to the context, applies to the righteous only
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in so far as he walks in the ways of obedience. This is very

subtle. What was the real bearing of this temptation ? With

God, power is always employed in the service of goodness, of

love
;
this is the difference between God and Satan, between

divine miracle and diabolical sorcery. Now the devil in this

instance aims at nothing less than making Jesus pass from

one of these spheres to the other, and this in the name of that

most sacred and tender element in the relationship between

two beings that love each other confidence. If Jesus suc

cumbs to the temptation by calling on the Almighty to deliver

Him from a peril into which He has not been thrown in the

service of goodness, He puts God in the position of either re

fusing His aid, and so separating His cause from His own a

divorce between the Father and the Son or of setting free the

exercise of His omnipotence, at least for a moment, from the

control of holiness, a violation of His own nature. Either

way, it would be all over with Jesus, and even, if we dare so

speak, with God.

Jesus characterizes the impious nature of this suggestion as

a tempting God, ver. 12. This term signifies putting God to

the alternative either of acting in a way opposed to His plans
or His nature, or of compromising the existence or safety of a

person closely allied to Him. It is confidence carried to such

presumption, as to become treason against the divine majesty.

It has sometimes been thought that Satan wanted to induce

Jesus to establish His kingdom by some miraculous demonstra

tion, by some prodigy of personal display, which, accomplished
in the view of a multitude of worshippers assembled in the

temple, would have drawn to Him the homage of all Israel.

But the narrative makes no allusion to any effect to be pro
duced by this miracle. It is a question here of a whim rather

than of a calculation, of divine force placed at the service of

caprice rather than of a deliberate evil purpose. For the third

time, Jesus borrows the form of His reply from Scripture, and,

which is remarkable, again from Deuteronomy (vi. 1 6). This

book, which recorded the experience of Israel during the forty

years sojourn in the desert, had perhaps been the special sub

ject of Jesus meditations during His own sojourn in the wilder

ness. The plural, ye shall not tempt, in the 0. T. is changed

by Jesus into the singular. tJiou shalt not tempt. Did this
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change proceed from a double meaning which Jesus designedly

introduced into this passage ? While applying it to Himself

in His relation to God, He seems, in fact, to apply it at the

same time to Satan in relation to Himself; as if He meant to

say : Desist, therefore, now from tempting me, thy God.

Almost all interpreters at the present day disapprove the

order followed by Luke, and prefer Matthew s, who makes this

last temptation the second. It seems to me, that if the expla

nation we have just given is just, there can be no doubt that

Luke s order is preferable. The man who is no longer man,
the Christ who is no longer Christ, the Son who is no longer

Son, such are the three degrees of the temptation.
1 The

second might appear the most exalted and dangerous to men
who had grown up in the midst of the theocracy ;

and it is

intelligible that the tradition found in the Jewish- Christian

Churches, the type of which has been preserved in the first

Gospel, should have made this peculiarly Messianic temptation

(the second in Luke) the crowning effort of the conflict. But

in reality it was not so
;
the true order historically, in a moral

conflict, must be that which answers to the moral essence of

things.

5th. Ver. 13. Historical Conclusion. The expression iravra

Treipaafjiov does not signify all the temptation (this would re

quire o\ov), but every kind of temptation. We have seen that the

temptations mentioned refer, one to the person of Jesus, another

to the nature of His work, the third to His use of the divine aid

accorded to Him for this work
; they are therefore very varied.

Further, connected as they are, they form a complete cycle ;

and this is expressed in the term o-iwreXeW?, having finished,

fulfilled. Nevertheless Luke announces, in the conclusion of

his narrative, the future return of Satan to subject Jesus to a

fresh trial. If the words a^pi icaipov signified, as they are

often translated, for a season, we might think that this future

temptation denotes in general the trials to which Jesus would

be exposed during the course of His ministry. But these

words signify, until a favourable time. Satan expects, there

fore, some new opportunity, just such a special occasion as the

1
[M. Godet is not as perspicuous here as usual. The original is :

&quot; L hommc

qui n est plus homme, le Christ qui n est plus Christ, le Fits qui n est plus

Fils, voila . .
.&quot;]
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previous one. This conflict, foretold so precisely, can be none

other than that of Gethsemane. &quot; This is the hour and power

of darkness&quot; said Jesus at that very time (xxii. 5 3) ;
and a few

moments before, according to John (xiv. 3 0), He had said .

&quot; The prince of this world cometh.&quot; Satan then found a new

means of acting on the soul of Jesus, through the fear of suf

fering. Just as in the desert he thought he could dazzle

this heart, that had had no experience of life, with the eclat of

success and the intoxication of delight ; so in Gethsemane he

tried to make it swerve by the nightmare of punishment and

the anguish of grief. These, indeed, are the two levers by which

he succeeds in throwing men out of the path of obedience.

Luke omits here the fact mentioned by Matthew and Mark,
of the approach of angels to minister to Jesus. It is no dog
matic repugnance which makes him omit it, for he mentions

an instance wholly similar, xxii. 43. Therefore he was ignorant

of it
;
and consequently he was not acquainted with the two

other narratives.

THE TEMPTATION

We shall examine 1st. The nature of this fact ; 2d. Its object,
3d. The three narratives.

1st. Nature of the Temptation. The ancients generally under
stood this account literally. They believed that the devil appeared
to Jesus in a bodily form, and actually carried Him away to the

mountain and to the pinnacle of the temple. But, to say nothing
of the impossibility of finding anywhere a mountain from which all

the kingdoms of the world could be seen, the Bible does not men
tion a single visible appearance of Satan

;
and in the conflict of

Gethsemane, which, according to Luke, is a renewal of this, the

presence of the enemy is not projected into the world of sense.

Have we to do then here, as some moderns have thought, with a

hitman tempter designated metaphorically by the name Satan, in the

sense in which Jesus addressed Peter,
&quot; Get thee behind me, Satan,&quot;

with an envoy from the Sanhedrim, ex gr., who had come to test

Him (Kuinoel), or with the deputation from the same body mentioned
in John i. 19 et seq., who, on their return from their interview with
the forerunner, met. Jesus in the desert, and there besought His
Messianic co-operation, by offering Him the aid of the Jewish autho

rities (Lange) *? But it was not until after Jesus had already left the

desert and rejoined John on the banks of the Jordan, that He was

publicly pointed out by the latter as the Messiah. 1

Up to this time

1 See my Commentary on the Gospel of John, on i. 29.
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no one knew Him as such. Besides, if this hypothesis affords a

sufficient explanation of the second temptation (in the order of

Luke), it will not explain either the first or the third.

Was this narrative, then, originally nothing more than a moral

lesson conveyed in the form of sparable, in which Jesus inculcated

on His disciples some most important maxims for their future

ministry 1 Never to use their miraculous power for their personal

advantage, never to associate with wicked men for the attainment

of good ends, never to perform a miracle in an ostentatious spirit,

these were the precepts which Jesus had enjoined upon them in a

figurative manner, but which they took literally (Schleiermacher,
Schweizer, Bleek). But, first of all, is it conceivable that Jesus

should have expressed Himself so awkwardly as to lead to such a

mistake 1 Next, how could He have spoken to the apostles of an

external empire to be founded by them ? Further, the Messianic

aspect, so conspicuous in the second temptation, is completely dis

guised in that one of the three maxims which, according to the ex

planation of these theologians, ought to correspond with it. Baum-

garten-Crusius, in order to meet this last objection, applies the three

maxims, not to that from which the apostles were to abstain, but to

that which they must not expect from Jesus Himself: &quot; As Messiah.

Jesus meant to say, I shall not seek to satisfy your sensual appe
tites, your ambitious aspirations, nor your thirst for miracles.&quot; But
all this kind of interpretation meets with an insurmountable obstacle

in Mark s narrative, where mention is made merely of the sojourn
in the desert, and of the temptation in general, without the three

particular tests, that is, according to this opinion, without the reallj

significant portion of the information being even mentioned . Accord

ing to this, Mark would have lost the kernel and retained only the

shell, or, as Keim says,
&quot;

kept the flesh while rejecting the skeleton.&quot;

In transforming the parable into history, the evangelist would have
omitted precisely that which contained the idea of the parable.

Usteri, who had at one time adopted the preceding view, was led by
these difficulties to regard this narrative as a myth emanating from
the Christian consciousness

; and Strauss tried to explain the origin
of this legend by the Messianic notions current among the Jews.

But the latter has not succeeded in producing, from the Jewish

theology, a single passage earlier than the time of Jesus in which
the idea of a personal conflict between the Messiah and Satan is

expressed. As to the Christian consciousness, would it have been

capable of creating complete in all its parts a narrative so mysterious
and profound ? Lastly, the remarkably fixed place which this event

occupies in the three synoptics between the baptism of Jesus and
the commencement of His ministry, proves that this element of the

evangelical history belongs to the earliest form of Christian instruc

tion. It could not therefore be the product of a later legendary
creation.

Unless all these indications are delusive, the narrative of the

temptation must correspond with a real fact in the life of the Saviour.

But might it not be the description of a purely moral struggle of rv
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struggle that was confined to the soul of Jesus 1 Might not the

temptation he a vision occasioned by the state of exaltation resulting
from a prolonged fast, in which the brilliant image of the Jewish

Messiah was presented to His imagination under the most seductive

forms 1 (Eichhorn, Paulus.) Or might not this narrative be a con

densed summary of a long series of intense meditations, in which,
after having opened His soul with tender sympathy to all the

aspirations of His age and people, Jesus had decidedly broken with

them, and determined, with a full knowledge of the issue, to become

solely the Messiah of God 1

? (Ullmann.) In the first case, the heart

whence came this carnal dream could no longer be the heart of the

Holy One of God, and the perfectly pure life and conscience of

Jesus become inexplicable. As to the second form in which this

opinion is presented, it contains undoubtedly elements of truth.

The last two temptations certainly correspond with the most pre
valent and ardent aspirations of the Jewish people the expectation
of a political Messiah, and the thirst for external signs (o-^/ma

atretv, 1 Cor. i. 22). 1. But how, from this point of view, is the

first temptation to be explained? 2. How could the figure of a

personal tempter find its way into such a picture ? How did it be
come its predominating feature, so as to form almost the entire pic
ture in Mark s narrative ? 3. Have we not the authentic comment
of Jesus Himself on this conflict in the passage xi. 21, 22, already
referred to (p. 210) ? In describing this victory over the strong man

by the man stronger than he, and laying it down as a condition abso

lutely indispensable to the spoiling of the stronghold of the former,
did not Jesus allude to a personal conflict between Himself and the

prince of this world, such as we find portrayed in the narrative of

the temptation ? For these reasons, Keim, while he recognises in

the temptation, with Ullmann, a sublime fact in the moral life of

Jesus, an energetic determination of His will by which He absolutely
renounced any deviation whatever from the divine will, notwith

standing the insufficiency of human means, confesses that he cannot

refuse to admit the possibility of the existence and interposition of

the representative of the powers of evil.

Here we reach the only explanation which, in our opinion, can

account for the narrative of the temptation. As there is a mutual
contact of bodies, so also, in a higher sphere than that of matter,
there is an action and reaction of spirits on each other. It was in

this higher sphere to which Jesus was raised, that He, the represen
tative of voluntary dependence and filial love to God, met that

spirit in whom the autonomy of the creature finds its most resolute

representative, and in every way, and notwithstanding all this spirit s

craft, maintained by conscientious choice His own ruling principle.
This victory decided the fate of mankind

;
it became the foundation

of the establishment of God s kingdom upon earth. This is the

essential significance of this event. As to the narrative in which
this mysterious scene has been disclosed to us, it must be just a

symbolical picture, by means of which Jesus endeavoured to make
His disciples understand a fact which, from its very nature, could
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only be fitly described in figurative language. Still we must re

member, that Jesus being really man, having His spirit united to a

body, He needed, quite as much as we do, sensible representations
as a means of apprehending spiritual facts. Metaphorical language
was as natural in His case as in ours. In all probability, therefore,
it was necessary, in order to His fully entering into the conflict

between Himself and the tempter, that it should assume the scenic

(plastique) form in which it has been preserved to us. While saying
this, we do not think that Jesus was transported bodily by Satan

through the air. We believe that, had He been observed by any
spectator whilst the temptation was going on, He would have ap
peared all through it motionless upon the soil of the desert. But

though the conflict did not pass out of the spiritual sphere, it was
none the less real, and the value of this victory was not less incal

culable and decisive. This view, with some slight shades of difference,
is that advocated by Theodore of Mopsuestia in the ancient Church,

by some of the Eeformers, and by several modern commentators

(Olshausen, Neander, Oosterzee, Pressense&quot;, etc.).

But could Jesus be really tempted, if He was holy 1 could He sin,

if He was the Son of God 1 fail in His work, if He was the Eedeemer

appointed by God ? As a holy being, He could be tempted, because

a conflict might arise between some legitimate bodily want or normal
desire of the soul, and the divine will, which for the time forbade it&

satisfaction. The Son could sin, since He had renounced His divine

mode of existence in the form of God (Phil. ii. 6), in order to enter

into a human condition altogether like ours. The Eedeemer might
succumb, if the question be regarded from the standpoint of His

personal liberty ;
which is quite consistent with God being assured

by His foreknowledge that He would stand firm. This forekno vvledge
was one of the factors of His plan, precisely as the foreknowledge of

the faith of believers is one of the elements of His eternal Trpo&o-i?

(Eom. viii. 28).
2d. Object of the Temptation. The temptation is the complement

of the baptism. It is the negative preparation of Jesus for His

ministry, as the baptism was His positive preparation. In His bap
tism Jesus received impulse, calling, strength. By the temptation
He was made distinctly conscious of the errors to be shunned, and
the perils to be feared, on the right hand and on the left. The

temptation was the last act of His moral education
;

it gave Him an

insight into all the ways in which His Messianic work could possibly
be marred. If, from the very first step in His arduous career, Jesus

kept the path marked out by God s will without deviation, change,
or hesitancy, this bold front and stedfast perseverance are certainly
due to His experience of the temptation. All the wrong courses

possible to Him were thenceforth known
;

all the rocks had been

observed ;
and it was the enemy himselfwho had rendered Him this

service. And it was for this reason that God apparently delivered

Him for a brief time into his power. This is just what Matthew s

narrative expresses so forcibly :

&quot; He was led up of the Spirit . . .

to be
tempted.&quot;

When He left this school, Jesus distinctly understood
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that, as respects His person, no act of His ministry was to have any

tendency to lift it out of His human condition ; that, as to His work,
it was to be in no way assimilated to the action of the powers of this

world
;
and that in the employment of divine power, filial liberty was

never to become caprice, not even under a pretext of blind trust in

the help of God. And this programme was carried out. His

material wants were supplied by the gifts of charity (viii. 3), not

by miracles
;
His mode of life was nothing else than a perpetual

humiliation a prolongation, so to speak, of His incarnation. When
labouring to establish His kingdom, He unhesitatingly refused the

aid of human power, as, for instance, when the multitude wished

to make Him a king (John vi. 15) ; and His ministry assumed the

character of an exclusively spiritual conquest. He abstained, lastly,

from every miracle which had not for its immediate design the reve

lation of moral perfection, that is to say, of the glory of His Father

(Luke xi. 29). These supreme rules of the Messianic activity were

all learnt in that school of trial through which God caused Him to

pass in the desert.

3d. The Narratives of the Temptation. It has been maintained that,

since John does not relate the temptation, he de facto denies it. But,
as we have already observed, the starting-point of his narrative be

longs to a later time. The narrative of Mark
(i. 12, 13) is very

summary indeed. It occupies in some respects a middle place be

tween the other two, approaching Matthew s in the preface and close

(the ministration of the angels), and Luke s in the extension of the

temptation to forty days. But it differs from both in omitting the

three particular temptations, and by the addition of the incident of

the wild beasts. Here arises, for those who maintain that one of

our Gospels was the source of the other, or of both the others, the

following dilemma : Either the original narrative is Mark s, which
the other two have amplified (Meyer),

or Mark has given a summary
of the two others (Bleek). There is yet a third alternative, by which
Holtzmann escapes this dilemma : There was an original Mark, and
its account was transferred in extenso into Luke and Matthew, but

abridged by our canonical Mark. This last supposition appears to

us inadmissible
;
for if Matthew and Luke drew from the same written

source, how did the strange reversal in the order of the two tempta
tions happen

1

? Schleiermacher supposes and modern criticism

approves the suggestion (Holtzmann, p. 213) that Luke altered

the order of Matthew in order not to change the scene so frequently,

by making Jesus leave the desert (for the temple), and then return

to it (for the mountain). We really wonder how men can seriously

put forward such puerilities. Lastly, if the three evangelists drew
from the same source, the Proto-Mark, whence is the mention of the

wild beasts in our canonical Mark derived 1 The evangelist cannot

have imagined it without any authority ; and if it was mentioned
in the common source, it could not have been passed over, as Holtz
mann admits (p. 70), by Luke and Matthew. The explanation of

the latter critic being set aside, there remains the original dilemma.
Have Matthew and Luke amplified Mark 1 How then does it happen

VOL. I. P
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that they coincide, not only in that part which they have in common
with Mark, but quite as much, and even more, in that which is

wanting in Mark (the detail of the three temptations) ? How is it,

again, that Matthew confines the temptation to the last moment, in

opposition to the narrative of Mark and Luke
;
that Luke omits the

succour brought to Jesus by the angels, contrary to the account of

Mark and Matthew ; and that Luke and Matthew omit the detail of

the wild beasts, in opposition to their source, the narrative of Mark 1

?

They amplify, and yet they abridge ! On the other hand, is Mark
a compiler from Matthew and Luke ? How, then, is it that he says
not a word about the forty days fast ? It is alleged that he desires

to avoid long discourses. But this lengthened fast belongs to the

facts, not to the words. Besides, whence does he get the fact about
the wild beasts ? He abridges, and yet he amplifies !

All these difficulties which arise out of this hypothesis, and which
can only be removed by supposing that the evangelists used their

authorities in an inconceivably arbitrary way, disappear of them

selves, if we admit, as the common source of the three narratives,
an oral tradition which circulated in the Church, and reproduced,
more or less exactly, the original account given by Jesus and trans

mitted by the apostles. Mark only wished to give a brief account,
which was all that appeared to him necessary for his readers. The

preaching of Peter to Cornelius (Acts x. 37 et seq.) furnishes an ex

ample of this mode of condensing the traditional accounts. Mark had

perhaps heard the detail relative to the wild beasts from the mouth
of Peter himself. The special aim of his narrative is to show us in

Jesus the holy man raised to his original dignity, as Lord over
nature (the wild beasts), and the friend of heaven (the angels).
Matthew has reproduced the apostolic tradition, in the form which
it had specially taken in the Jewish-Christian churches. Of this

we have two indications : 1. The ritualistic character which is given
in this narrative to the fasting of Jesus (having fasted) ;

2. The
order of the last two temptations, according to which the peculiarly
Messianic temptation is exhibited as the supreme and decisive act

of the conflict. As to Luke, the substance of his narrative is the
same apostolic tradition

;
but he was enabled by certain written

accounts, or means of information, to give some details with greater
exactness, to restore, for example, the actual order of the three

temptations. We find him here, as usual, more complete than

Mark, and more exact, historically speaking, than Matthew.

And now, His position thus made clear, with God for His

sure ally, and Satan for His declared adversary, Jesus ad

vances to the field of battle.



THIRD PART.

THE MINISTRY OF JESUS IN GALILEE.

CHAP. iv. 14-ix. 50.

THE
three Synoptics all connect the narrative of the

Galilean ministry with the account of the temptation.

But the narrations of Matthew and Mark have this peculiarity,

that, according to them, the motive for the return of Jesus to

Galilee must have been the imprisonment of John the Baptist :

&quot; Now when Jesus had heard that John was cast into prison,

He departed into Galilee&quot; (Matt. iv. 12) ; &quot;Now, after that

John was put in prison, Jesus came into Galilee
&quot;

(Mark
i. 14). As the temptation does not appear to have been

coincident with the apprehension of John, the question arises,

Where did Jesus spend the more or less lengthened time that

intervened between these two events, and what was He doing

during the interval? This is the first difficulty. There is

another: How could the apprehension of John the Baptist

have induced Jesus to return to Galilee, to the dominions of

this very Herod who was keeping John in prison ? Luke
throws no light whatever on these two questions which arise

out of the narrative of the Syn., because he makes no mention

in this place of the imprisonment of John, but simply connects

the commencement of the ministry of Jesus with the victory
He had just achieved in the desert. It is John who gives
the solution of these difficulties. According to him, there

were two returns of Jesus to Galilee, which his narrative dis

tinguishes with the greatest care. The first took place im

mediately after the baptism and the temptation (i 44). It

227
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was then that He called some young Galileans to follow Him,,

who were attached to the forerunner, and shared his expec
tation of the Messiah. The second is related in chap. iv. 1

;

John connects it with the Pharisees jealousy of John the

Baptist, which explains the account of the first two Syn. It

appears, in fact, according to him, that some of the Pharisees

were party to the blow which had struck John, and therefore

we can well understand that Jesus would be more distrustful

of them than even of Herod.1 That the Pharisees had a hand

in John s imprisonment, is confirmed by the expression de

livered, which Matthew and Mark employ. It was they who
had caused him to be seized and delivered up to Herod.

The two returns mentioned by John were separated by

quite a number of events : the transfer of Jesus place of

residence from Nazareth to Capernaum ;
His first journey to

Jerusalem to attend the Passover; the interview with Nico-

demus
;
and a period of prolonged activity in Judsea, simul

taneous with that of John the Baptist, who was still enjoying
his liberty (John ii. 12-iv. 43). The second return to Galilee,

which terminated this long ministry in Judaea, did not take

place, according to iv. 35, until the month of December in

this same year, so that at least twelve months elapsed between

it and the former. The Syn., relating only a single return,

must have blended the two into one. Only there is this

difference between them, that in Matthew and Mark it is

rather the idea of the second which seems to predominate,
since they connect it with John s imprisonment ;

whilst Luke

brings out more the idea of the first, for he associates it with

the temptation exclusively. The mingling of these two analo

gous facts really, however, separated by almost a year must

have taken place previously in the oral tradition, since it

passed, though not without some variations, into our three

Synoptics. The narrative of John was expressly designed to

re-establish this lost distinction (comp. John ii. 11, iii. 24,

iv. 54). In this way in the Syn. the interval between these

two returns to Galilee disappeared, and the two residences in

Galilee, which were separated from each other by this ministry

in Judaea, form in them one continuous whole. Further, it is

difficult to determine in which of the two to place the several

1 Baumlein, Comment, uber das Evang. Joh. p. 8.
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facts which the Syn. relate at the commencement of the

Galilaean ministry.

We must not forget that the apostolic preaching, and the

popular teaching given in the churches, were directed not by

any historical interest, but with a view to the foundation and

confirmation of faith. Facts of a similar nature were there

fore grouped together in this teaching until they became

completely inseparable. We shall see, in the same way, the

different journeys to Jerusalem, fused by tradition into a

single pilgrimage, placed at the end of Jesus ministry. Thus

the great contrast which prevails in the synoptical narrative

between Galilee and Jerusalem is explained. It was only
when John, not depending on tradition, but drawing from his

own personal recollections, restored to this history its various

phases and natural connections, that the complete picture of

the ministry of Jesus appeared before the eyes of the Church.

But why did not Jesus commence His activity in Galilee,

as, according to the Syn., He would seem to have done ? The

answer to this question is to be found in John iv. 43-45.

In that country, where He spent His youth, Jesus would

necessarily expect to meet, more than anywhere else, with

certain prejudices opposed to the recognition of His Messianic

dignity.
&quot; A prophet hath no honour in his own country

&quot;

(John iv. 44). This is why He would not undertake His

work among His Galilsean fellow-countrymen until after He
had achieved some success elsewhere. The reputation which

preceded His return would serve to prepare His way amongst
them (John iv. 45). He had therefore Galilee in view even

during this early activity in Judaea. He foresaw that this

province would be the cradle of His Church
;

for the yoke of

Pharisaical and sacerdotal despotism did not press so heavily on

it as on the capital and its neighbourhood. The chords of human

feeling, paralyzed in Judaea by false devotion, still vibrated

in the hearts of these mountaineers to frank and stirring

appeals, and their ignorance appeared to Him a medium more

easily penetrable by light from above than the perverted

enlightenment of rabbinical science. Comp. the remarkable

passage, x. 21.

It is not easy to make out the plan of this part, for it

describes a continuous progress without any marked breaks
;
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it is a picture of the inward and outward progress of the

work of Jesus in Galilee. Kitschl is of opinion that the pro

gress of the story is determined by the growing hostility of

the adversaries of Jesus ;
and accordingly he adopts this

division: iv. 16-vi. 11, absence of conflict; vi. 12-xi. 54,

the hostile attitude assumed by the two adversaries towards

each other. But, 1st, the first symptoms of hostility break

out before vi. 12
; 2d, the passage ix. 51, which is passed

over by the division of Kitschl, is evidently, in the view of

the author, one of the principal connecting links in the narra

tive
; 3d, the growing hatred of the adversaries of Jesus is

only an accident of His work, and in no way the governing
motive of its development. It is not there, therefore, that we
must seek the principle of the division. The author appears
to us to have marked out a route for himself by a series of

facts, in which there is a gradation easily perceived. At first

Jesus preaches without any following of regular disciples ;

soon He calls about Him some of the most attentive of His

hearers, to make them His permanent disciples ;
after a certain

time, when these disciples had become very numerous, He
raises twelve of them to the rank of apostles ; lastly, He en

trusts these twelve with their first mission, and makes them

His evangelists. This gradation in the position of His

helpers naturally corresponds, 1st, with the internal progress

of His teaching ; 2d, with the local extension of His work
;

3d, with the increasing hostility of the Jews, with whom
Jesus breaks more and more, in proportion as He gives organic
form to His own work. It therefore furnishes a measure of

the entire movement. &quot;We are guided by it to the following
division :

First Cycle, iv. 14-44, extending to the call of the first

disciples.

Second Cycle, v. 1-vi. 11, to the nomination of the twelve.

Third Cycle, vi. 12 viii. 56, to their first mission.

Fourth Cycle, ix. 1-50, to the departure of Jesus for

Jerusalem.

At this point the work of Jesus in Galilee comes to an

end
;
He bids adieu to this field of labour, and, setting His

face towards Jerusalem, He carries with Him into Judaea the

result of His previous labours, His Galilsean Church.
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FIRST CYCLE. CHAP. IV. 14-44.

Visits to Nazareth and to Capernaum.

The following narratives are grouped around two names

Nazareth (vers. 14-30) and Capernaum (vers. 31-44).
1. Visit to Nazareth: vers. 14-30. This portion opens

with a general glance at the commencement of the active

labours of Jesus in Galilee: 14, 15. Then, resting on this

foundation, but separable from it, as a particular example, we
have the narrative of His preaching at Nazareth : vers. 1 6-3 0.

1st. Vers. 14, 15. The 14th verse is, as we have shown,

the complement of ver. 1 (see ver. 1). The verb, he returned,

comprehends, according to what precedes, the two returns men
tioned John i. 44 and iv. 1, and even a third, understood be

tween John v. and vi. The words, in the power of the Spiritf

do not refer, as many have thought, to an impulse from above,

which urged Jesus to return to Galilee, but to His possession

of the divine powers which He had received at His baptism,

and with which He was now about to teach and act
; comp.

filled with the Spirit, ver. 1. Luke evidently means that He
returned different from what He was when He left. Was this

supernatural power of Jesus displayed solely in His preaching,

or in miracles also already wrought at this period, though not

related by Luke ? Since the miracle at Cana took place,

according to John, just at this time, we incline to the latter

meaning, which, considering the term employed, is also the

more natural. In this way, what is said of His fame, which

immediately spread through all the region round about, is readily

explained. Preaching alone would scarcely have been suffi

cient to have brought about this result. Meyer brings in

here the report of the miraculous incidents of the baptism ;

but these probably had not been witnessed by any one save

Jesus and John, and no allusion is made to them subsequently.
The 15th verse relates how, after His reputation had pre

pared the way for Him, He came Himself (avro?) ;
then how

they all, after hearing Him, ratified the favourable judgment
which His fame had brought respecting Him (glorified of all}.

The synagogues, in which Jesus fulfilled His itinerant mini

stry, were places of assembly existing from the return of the
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captivity, perhaps even earlier. (Bleek finds the proof of an

earlier date in Ps. Ixxiv. 8.) Wherever there was a somewhat

numerous Jewish population, even in heathen countries, there

were such places of worship. They assembled in them on the

Sabbath-day, also on the Monday and Tuesday, and on court

and market days. Any one wishing to speak signified his

intention by rising (at least according to this passage ; comp.
also Acts xiii. 16). But as all teaching was founded on the

Scriptures, to speak was before anything else to read. The

reading finished, he taught, sitting down (Acts xiii. 16, Paul

speaks standing). Order was maintained by the ap^iawa-

yccyot,, or presidents of the synagogue. Vers. 1 4 and 1 5

form the fourth definite statement in the account of the deve

lopment of the person and work of Jesus; comp. ii. 40, 52,

and iii. 23.

2d. Vers. 16-30. Jesus did not begin by preaching at

Nazareth. In His. view, no doubt, the inhabitants of this city

stood in much the same relation to the people of the rest of

Galilee as the inhabitants of Galilee to the rest of the Jewish

people ;
He knew that in a certain sense His greatest difficulties

would be encountered there, and that it would be prudent to

defer His visit until the time when His reputation, being

already established in the rest of the country, would help to

counteract the prejudice resulting from His former lengthened
connection with the people of the place.

Vers. 16-19.1 The Eeading. Ver. 16. Kai &quot; And in

these itinerancies He came also&quot; John (ii. 12) and Matthew

(iv. 13) refer to this time the transfer of the residence of

Jesus (and also, according to John, of that of His mother

and brethren) from Nazareth to Capernaum, which naturally

implies a visit to Nazareth. Besides, John places the miracle

at the marriage at Cana at the same time. Now, Cana being
such a very short distance from Nazareth, it would have been

an affectation on the part of Jesus to be staying so near His

1 Ver. 16. T. E., with K. L. n. many Mnn., N^ir (s pO with 11 Mjj.) ;

D., Naf S$; K. B.* Z. -$a%etf* ; A., Nf*r ; A., N2&amp;gt;f*. Ver. 17. A. B. L.

Z. Syr. read avga? instead of avasrrngaj, which is the reading of 16 Mjj. Mnn.

B. It. Ver. 18. Twenty Mjj. read syayysx/o-a^a/ instead of luuyyixQ.irScti, which

is the reading of T. E. with merely some Mnn. Ver. 19. K. B. D. L. Z. It.

omit the words /ao-ao-^a/ &amp;lt;r. ffuvnrp. &amp;lt;r. xKp$ia,v, which is the reading of T. E, with

15 Mjj., the greater part of the Mnn. Syr.
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native town, and not visit it. The words, where He had &quot;been

brought up, assign the motive of His proceeding. The expres

sion, according to His custom, cannot apply to the short time

which had elapsed since His return to Galilee, unless, with

Bleek, we regard it as an indication that this event is of later

date, which indeed is possible, but in no way necessary. It

rather applies to the period of His childhood and youth. This

remark is in close connection with the words, where He had

&quot;been
&quot;brought up. Attendance at the synagogue was, as Keim

has well brought out (t. i. p. 434), a most important instru

ment in the religious and intellectual development of Jesus.

Children had access to this worship from the age of five or

six; they were compelled to attend it when they reached

thirteen (Keim, t. i. p. 431). But it was not solely by means

ttf these Scripture lessons, heard regularly in the synagogue
several times a week, that Jesus learned to know the 0. T. so

well. There can be no doubt, as Keim says, that He possessed

a copy of the sacred book Himself. Otherwise He would not

have known how to read, as He is about to do here. The

received reading, having unrolled, ver. 17, is preferable to the

Alex, var., having opened. The sacred volumes were in the

form of rectangular sheets, rolled round a cylinder. By the

Expression, He found, Luke gives us to understand that Jesus,

surrendering Himself to guidance from above, read at the place

where the roll opened of itself. We cannot then infer, as

Bengel does, from the fact of this passage being read by the

Jews on the day of atonement, that this feast was being observed

fln that very day. Besides, the present course of the Haphta-

*oth, or readings from the prophets, dates from a later period.

This passage belongs to the second part of Isaiah (Ixi. 1 et

seq.). This long consecutive prophecy is generally applied to

the return from the captivity. The only term which would

suggest this explanation in our passage is al^aXwroi^, properly

prisoners of war, ver. 19. But this word is used with a more

general meaning. St. Paul applies it to his companions in

work and activity (Col. iv. 10). The term TTTOV^O?, poor,

rather implies that the people are settled in their own country.

The remarkable expression, to proclaim the acceptable year of

the Lord, makes the real thought of the prophet sufficiently

clear. There was in the life of the people of Israel a year of
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grace, which might very naturally become a type of the Mes
sianic era. This was the year of jubilee, which returned every

fifty years (Lev. xxv.). By means of this admirable insti

tution, God had provided for a periodical social restoration in

Israel. The Israelite who had sold himself into slavery re

gained his liberty ;
families which had alienated their patrimony

recovered possession ;
a wide amnesty was granted to persons

imprisoned for debt, so many types of the work of Him who
was to restore spiritual liberty to mankind, to free them from

their guilt, and restore to them their divine inheritance. Jesus,

therefore, could not have received from His Father a text more

appropriate to His present position the inauguration of His

Messianic ministry amidst the scenes of His previous life.

The first words, The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, are a

paraphrase of the term ITPD, Messiah (Xpia-ros, Anointed).

Jesus, in reading these words, could not but apply them to His

recent baptism. The expression eveicev ov cannot signify

here wherefore :
&quot; The Spirit is upon me

;
wherefore God hath

anointed me
;

&quot;

this would be contrary to the meaning. The

LXX. have used this conjunction to translate jjP, which in the

original signifies, just as &quot;I8?K |5P, because, a meaning which the

Greek expression will also bear (on this account that, propterea

quod). On the first day of the year of jubilee, the priests

went all through the land, announcing with sound of trumpets
the blessings brought by the opening year (jubilee, from *?y, to

sound a trumpet). It is to this proclamation of grace that the

words, to announce good news to the poor, undoubtedly allude,

Lev. xxv. 6, 14, 25. The words, to heal the broken in heart,

which the Alex, reading omits, might have been introduced

into the text from the O. T.
; but, in our view, they form the

almost indispensable basis of the word of Jesus, ver. 23. We
must therefore retain them, and attribute their omission to an

act of negligence occasioned by the long string of infinitives,

The term /crjpvgai, afyevw, to proclaim liberty, employed ver,

19, also alludes to the solemn proclamation of the jubilee.

This word afaa-iv is found at almost every verse, in the LXX.,
in the statute enjoining this feast. Bleek himself observes

that the formula &quot;iw? *op, which corresponds to those two Greek

terms, is that which is employed in connection with the jubilee;

but notwithstanding, this does not prevent his applying the
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passage, according to the common prejudice, to the return from

the captivity ! The prisoners who recover their freedom are

amnestied malefactors as well as slaves set free at the beginning
of this year of grace. The image of the blind restored to sight

does not, at the first glance, accord with that of the jubilee ;

but it does not any better suit the figure of the return from

the captivity. And if this translation of the Hebrew text

were accurate, we should have in either case to allow that the

prophet had departed from the general image with which he

had started. But the term in Isaiah (D niDK, properly bound)
denotes captives, not blind persons. The expression nip npa

signifies, it is true, the opening of the eyes, not the opening
of a prison. But the captives coming forth from their dark

dungeon are represented under the figure of blind men sud

denly restored to sight. The words, to set at liberty them that

are bruised, are taken from another passage in Isaiah (Iviii. 6).

Probably in Luke s authority this passage was already com
bined with the former (as often happens with Paul). The

figurative sense of reOpava-fjievoi, pierced through, is required by
the verb to send away. The acceptable year of the Lord is that

in which He is pleased to show mankind extraordinary favours.

Several Fathers have inferred from this expression that the

ministry of Jesus only lasted a single year. This is to con

found the type and the antitype.

Vers. 20-22. The Preaching. The description of the

assembly, ver. 20, is so dramatic, that it appears to have come
from an eye-witness. The sense of rj/ofaro, He began (ver. 21),
is not that these were the first words of His discourse

;
this

expression describes the solemnity of the moment when, in the

midst of a silence resulting from universal attention, the voice of

Jesus sounded through the synagogue. The last words of the

verse signify literally,
&quot; This word is accomplished in your

ears
;

&quot;

in other words,
&quot; This preaching to which you are

now listening is itself the realization of this prophecy.&quot; Such
was the text of Jesus discourse. Luke, without going into

His treatment of His theme (comp., for example, Matt. xi.

28-30), passes (ver. 22) to the impression produced. It was

generally favourable. The term bare witness alludes to the

favourable reports which had reached them
; they proved for

themselves that His fame was not exaerated.
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signifies here, they were astonished (John vii. 21
;
Mark vi.

f&amp;gt;),

rather than they admired. Otherwise the transition to what

follows would be too abrupt. So the term gracious words de

scribes rather the matter of Jesus preaching its description

of the works of divine grace than the impression received

by His hearers. They were astonished at this enumeration of

marvels hitherto unheard of. The words, which proceeded

forth out of His mouth, express the fulness with which this

proclamation poured forth from His heart.

Two courses were here open to the inhabitants of Nazareth :

either to surrender themselves to the divine instinct which,

while they listened to this call, was drawing them to Jesus as

the Anointed of whom Isaiah spake ;
or to give place to an

intellectual suggestion, allow it to suppress the emotion of the

heart, and cause faith to evaporate in criticism. They took

the latter course : Is not this Josephs son ? Announcements

of such importance appeared to them altogether out of place

in the mouth of this young man, whom they had known from

his childhood. What a contrast between the cold reserve of

this question, and the enthusiasm which welcomed Jesus every

where else (glorified of all, ver. 15) ! For them this was just

such a critical moment as was to occur soon after for the

inhabitants of Jerusalem (John ii. 1322). Jesus sees at a

glance the bearing of this remark which went round amongst
His hearers : when the impression He has produced ends in a

question of curiosity, all is lost
;
and He tells them so.

Vers. 23-27.1 The Colloquy. &quot;And He said to them, Ye

will surely say unto me this proverb, Physician, heal thyself ;

whatsoever we have heard done in Capernaum, do also here in thy

country. 24 And He said, Verily I say unto you, No prophet

is accepted in his own country. 25 But I tell you of a truth,

many widows were in Israel in the days of Elias, when the

heaven was shut up three years and six months, when great

famine was throughout all the land ; 26 But unto none of them

was Elias sent, save unto Sarepta, a city of Sidon, unto a woman

1 Ver. 23. K. B. D. L. some Mnn. read us rw instead of tv v*. Ver. 24.

KaQupvetoufA in N. B. D. X. It. Vg. instead of KavtpvK*&amp;gt;vp, which is the reading o

T. E. with 15 other Mjj. the Mnn. and Vss. Very nearly the same in the other

passages. Ver. 27. The Mss. are divided &quot;between &quot;S^uvias (Alex.) and 2^vc;

(T. R. Byz.). Marcion probably placed this verse after xvii. 19.
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that was a widow. 27 And many lepers were in Israel in the

time of Eliseus the prophet ; and none of them was cleansed,

saving Naaman the Syrian&quot;
The meaning surety, which

irdvTcos often has, would be of no force here
;

it rather means

wholly, nothing less than :
&quot; The question which you have just

put to me is only the first symptom of unbelief. From sur

prise you will pass to derision. Thus you will quickly arrive

at the end of the path in which you have just taken the first

step.&quot;
The term 7rapa/3o\ij, paraUe, denotes any kind of

figurative discourse, whether a complete narrative or a short

sentence, couched in an image, like proverbs. Jesus had just

attributed to Himself, applying Isaiah s words, the office of a

restorer of humanity. He had described the various ills from

which His hearers were suffering, and directed their attention

to Himself as the physician sent to heal them. This is what

the proverb cited refers to. (Comp. iarpos, a physician, with

Ido-aaOai,, to heal, ver. 18.) Thus: &quot;You are going even to

turn to ridicule what you have just heard, and to say to me,

Thou who pretendest to save humanity from its misery, begin by

delivering thyself from thine own.&quot; But, as thus explained, the

proverb does not appear to be in connection with the following

proposition. Several interpreters have proposed another expla

nation :

&quot; Before attempting to save mankind, raise thy native

town from its obscurity, and make it famous by miracles like

those which thou must have wrought at Capernaum.&quot; But

it is very forced to explain the word thyself in the sense of

thy native town. The connection of this proverb with the

following words is explained, if we see in the latter a sugges
tion of the means by which Jesus may yet prevent the con

tempt with which He is threatened in His own country :
&quot; In

order that we may acknowledge you to be what you claim,

the Saviour of the people, do here some such miracle as it is

said thou hast done at Capernaum.&quot; This speech betrays an

ironical doubt respecting those marvellous things which were

attributed to Him.

It appears from this passage, as well as from Matt. xiii. 58

and Mark vi. 5, that Jesus performed no miracles at Nazareth.

It is even said that &quot; He could do no miracle there.&quot; It was

a moral impossibility, as in other similar instances (Luke xi.

16, 29, xxiii. 35). It proceeded from the spirit in which the
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demand was made : it was a miracle of ostentation that was

required of Him (the third temptation in the desert) ;
and it

was what He could not grant, without doing what the Father

had not shown Him (John v. 19, 30). The allusion to the

miracles at Capernaum creates surprise, because none of them

have been recorded; and modern interpreters generally find

in these words a proof of the chronological disorder which

here prevails in Luke s narrative. He must have placed this

visit much too soon. This conclusion, however, is not so

certain as it appears. The expression, in the power of the

Spirit (ver. 14), contains by implication, as we have seen, an

indication of miracles wrought in those early days, and amongst
these we must certainly rank the miracle at the marriage feast

at Cana (John ii.).
This miracle was followed by a residence

at Capernaum (John ii. 12), during which Jesus may have

performed some miraculous works
;
and it was not till after

that that He preached publicly at Nazareth. These early

miracles have been effaced by subsequent events, as that at

Cana would have been, if John had not rescued it from

oblivion. If this is so, the twenty-third verse, which seems at

first sight not to harmonize with the previous narrative, would

just prove with what fidelity Luke has preserved the purport
of the sources whence he drew his information. John in the

same way makes allusion (ii. 12) to miracles which he has

not recorded. The preposition ek before the name Capernaum

appears to be the true reading :

&quot; done at and in favour of

Capernaum.&quot;

The Se (ver. 24) indicates opposition. &quot;So far from seek

ing to obtain your confidence by a display of miracles, I shall

rather accept, as a prophet, the fate of all the prophets.&quot; The

proverbial saying here cited by Jesus is found in the scene

Matt. xiii. and Mark vi., and, with some slight modification,

in John iv. 44. None have more difficulty in discerning the

exceptional character of an extraordinary man than those who
have long lived with him on terms of familiarity. The Be

(ver. 2 5) is again of an adversative force : If by your unbelief

you prevent my being your physician, there are others whom

you will not prevent me from healing. The expression

verily announces something important ;
and it is evident that

the application of the saying, ver. 24, in the mind of Jesus.
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has a much wider reference than the instance before Him
;

Nazareth becomes, in His view, a type of unbelieving Israel.

This is proved by the two following examples, which refer to

the relations of Israel with the heathen. He speaks of a

famine of three years and a half. From the expressions of

the 0. T., during these years (1 Kings xvii. 1), and the third

year (xviii. 1), we can only in strictness infer a drought of two

years and a half. But as this same figure, three years and

a half, is found in Jas. v. 1*7, it was probably a tradition of

the Jewish schools. The reasoning would be this : The famine

must have lasted for a certain time after the drought. There

would be a desire also to make out the number which, ever

since the persecution of Antiochus Epiphanes, had become the

emblem of times of national calamity. The expression, all

the land, denotes the land of Israel, with the known countries

bordering upon it. The Alex, reading SiScovlas, the territory of

Sidon, may be a correction derived from the LXX. The read

ing ^tSwz/09, the city of Sidon itself, makes the capital the

centre on which the surrounding cities depend. The some

what incorrect use of el
JJLTJ, except, is explained by the applica

tion of this restriction not to the special notion of Israelitish

widowhood, but to the idea of widowhood in general ;
the same

remark applies to ver. 2*7, Matt. xii. 4, Gal. i. 19, and other

passages. The second example (ver. 2 7) is taken from 2 Kings
v. 14. The passage 2 Kings vii. 3 and some others prove
how very prevalent leprosy was in Israel at this time. The

prophecy contained in these examples is being fulfilled to this

hour : Israel is deprived of the works of grace and marvels of

healing which the Messiah works among the Gentiles.

Vers. 28-30.1
Conclusion. The threat contained in these

examples exasperates them :

&quot; Thou rejectest us : we reject

thee,&quot; was their virtual reply. The term eK/3a\\eiv, to cast

out, denotes that they set upon Him with violence. About

forty minutes distant from Nazareth, to the south-east, they
show a wall of rock 80 feet high, and (if we add to it a

second declivity which is found a little below) about 300 feet

above the plain of Esdraelon. It is there that tradition places

this scene. But Eobinson regards this tradition as of no great

antiquity. Besides, it does not agree with the expression : on
1 Ver. 29. tf. B. D. L. some Mnn., urn instead of ut .
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which the city was &quot;built. Nazareth spreads itself out upon the

eastern face of a mountain, where there is a perpendicular wall

of rock from 40 to 50 feet high. This nearer locality agrees

better with the text. The wore of the Alex, reading signifies :

so as to le able to cast Him down. It was for that purpose that

they took the trouble of going up so high. This reading is

preferable to the T. K. : et? TO, for the purpose of. The de

liverance of Jesus was neither a miracle nor an escape ;
He

passed through the group of these infuriated people with a

majesty which overawed them. The history offers some simi

lar incidents. We cannot say, as one critic does :

&quot; In the

absence of any other miracle, He left them this.&quot;

The greater part of modern critics regard this scene as identical

with that of Matt. xiii. and Mark vi., placed by these evangelists at

a much later period. They rely, 1st, On the expression of surprise :

Is not this the son of Joseph ? and on the proverbial saying, ver. 24^

which could not have been repeated twice within a few months ; 2d,

On the absence of miracles common to the two narratives ; 3d, On
the words of ver. 23, which suppose that Jesus had been labouring
at Capernaum prior to this visit to Nazareth. But how in this case

are the following differences to be explained 1 1. In Matthew and
Mark there is not a word about the attempt to put Jesus to death.

All goes off peaceably to the very end. 2. Where are certain cases

of healing recorded by Matthew (ver. 58) and Mark (ver. 5) to be

placed ? Before the preaching 1 This is scarcely compatible with

the words put into the mouth of the inhabitants of Nazareth (ver.

23, Luke). After the preaching] Luke s narrative absolutely
excludes this supposition. 3. Matthew and Mark place the visit

which they relate at the culminating point of the Galilsean ministry,
and towards its close, whilst Luke commences his account of this

ministry with the narrative which we have just been studying. An
attempt has been made to explain this difference in two ways : Luke

may have wished, in placing this narrative here, to make us see the

reason which induced Jesus to settle at Capernaum instead of

Nazareth (Bleek, Weizsacker) ;
or he may have made this scene the

opening of Jesus ministry, because it prefigures the rejection of the

Jews and the salvation of the Gentiles, which is the leading idea of

his book (Holtzmann). But how is such an arbitrary transposition,

to be harmonized with his intention of writing in order, so distinctly

professed by Luke
(i. 4) 1 These difficulties have not yet been

solved. Is it then impossible, that after a first attempt among His

fellow-citizens at the beginning of His ministry, Jesus should have

made a second later on ? On the contrary, is it not quite natural

that, before leaving Galilee for ever (and thus at the very time to

which Matthew and Mark refer their account), He should have

addressed Himself once more to the heart of His fellow-countrymen,
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and that, if He had again found it closed against Him, the shock

would nevertheless have been less violent than at the first encounter I

However this may be, if the two narratives refer to the same event,
as present criticism decides, Luke s appears to me to deserve the

preference, and for two reasons : 1. The very dramatic and detailed

picture he has drawn leaves no room for doubting the accuracy and
absolute originality of the source whence he derived his information ;

whilst the narratives of Matthew and Mark betray, by the absence

of all distinctive features, their traditional origin. 2. John (iv. 4)

cites, at the beginning of his account of the Galilcean ministry, the

saying recorded by the three evangelists as to the rejection which

every prophet must undergo from his own people. He quotes it

as a maxim already previously announced by Jesus, and which had
influenced from the first the course of His ministry. Now, as the

three Syn. are agreed in referring this saying to a visit at Nazareth,
this quotation in John clearly proves that the visit in question took

place at the commencement (Luke), and not in the middle or at the

end of the Galilaean ministry (Matthew and Mark). We are thus

brought to the conclusions : 1. That the visit related by Luke is

historical ; 2. That the recollection of it was lost to tradition, in

common with many other facts relating to the beginning of the

ministry (marriage at Cana, etc.); 3. That it was followed by
another towards the end of the Galilaean ministry, in the traditional

account of which several incidents were introduced belonging to the

former. As to the sojourn at Capernaum, implied in Luke iv. 23, we
have already seen that it is included in the general description,
ver. 15. John ii. 12 proves that from the first the attention of

Jesus was drawn to this city as a suitable place in which to reside.

His first disciples lived near it. The synagogue of Capernaum must
then have been one of the first in which He preached, and conse

quently one of those mentioned in ver. 15.

2. Residence at Capernaum: vers. 3144. Five sections:

1st. A general survey (vers. 31 and 32) ;
2d. The healing of a

demoniac (vers. 33-37) ;
3d. That of Peter s mother-in-law

(vers. 38 and 39); 4th. Various cures (vers. 40-42); 5th.

Transition to the evangelization of Galilee generally.

1st. Vers. 31 and 32. The term, He went down, refers to

the situation of Capernaum on the sea-shore, in opposition to

that of Nazareth on the high land. We have to do here with

a permanent abode
; comp. John ii. 12 and Matt. iv. 1 3

(e\6a)v Karmfcrjarev et? K.), as well as the term, His own city

(Matt. ix. 1). The name Capernaum or Capharnaum (see

critical note, ver. 23) does not occur in the 0. T. From this

it would seem that it was not a very ancient place. The

name may signify, town of Nahum (alluding to the prophet
of this name), or (with more probability) town of consolation.

VOL. i. Q
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The name, according to Joseplms, belonged properly to a

fountain;
1

in the only passage in which he mentions this

town, he calls it Ke^apvc^pr].
2

Until lately, it was very

generally admitted that the site of Capernaum was marked by
the ruins of Tell-Hum towards the northern end of the lake

of Gennesareth, to the west of the embouchure of the Jordan.

Since Eobinson s time, however, several, and among the rest

M. Eenan, have inclined to look for it farther south, in the

rich plain where stands at the present day the town of Khan-

Minyeh, of which Josephus has left us such a fine description.

Keim pronounces very decidedly in favour of this latter

opinion, and supports it by reasons of great weight.
3

Agri

culture, fishing, and commerce, favoured by the road from

Damascus to Ptolemais, which passed through or near Caper

naum, had made it a flourishing city. It was therefore the

most important town of the northern district of the lake

country. It was the Jewish, as Tiberias was the heathen,

capital of Galilee (a similar relation to that between Jerusalem

and Csesarea).

The 31st and 32d verses form the fifth resting-place or

general summary in the narrative (see vers. 14, 15). The

analytical form rjv SiSaa-K&v indicates habit. In the parallel

place in Mark, the imperf. eSlBaaicev puts the act of teaching

in direct and special connection with the following fact. By
the authority (e^ovcria) which characterized the words of

Jesus, Luke means, not the power employed in the healing

of the demonaic (to express this he would rather have used

Svvafii?, force), but the commanding character which dis

tinguished His teaching. Jesus did not dissect texts, like

the Eabbis; He laid down truths which carried with them

their own evidence. He spoke as a legislator, not as a lawyer

(Matt. vii. 28, 29). The following incident proves the right

He had to teach in this way. It appears that it was with

this 31st verse that Marcion commenced his Gospel, prefacing

it with the fixing of the date, iii. 1.: &quot;In the loth year of

1 Bell. Jud. iii. 10. 8 : &quot;To the mildness of the climate is added the advan

tage of a copious spring, which the inhabitants call Capharnaum.
3 Jos. Vita, 72.

3
Delitzsch, in his little tractate, Ein Tag in Capernaum, does not hesitate to

recognise in the great field of ruins of Tell-Hum the remains of Capernaum.
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the government of Tiberius, Jesus went down into the town

of Galilee called Capernaum.&quot;
* The complement understood

of went down was evidently : from heaven. As to the visit

to Nazareth, Marcion places it after the scene which follows
;

this transposition was certainly dictated by ver. 23.

2d. Vers. SS-S 1

?.
2 Should the possessed mentioned by the

evangelists be regarded simply as persons afflicted after the

same manner as our lunatics, whose derangement was attri

buted by Jewish and heathen superstition to supernatural

influence ? Or did God really permit, at this extraordinary

epoch in history, an exceptional display of diabolical power ?

Or, lastly, should certain morbid conditions now existing, which

medical science attributes to purely natural causes, either

physical or psychical, be put down, at the present day also,

to the action of higher causes ? These are the three hypo
theses which present themselves to the mind. Several of the

demoniacs healed by Jesus certainly exhibit symptoms very
like those which are observed at the present day in those who
are simply afflicted; for example, the epileptic child, Luke

ix. 37 et seq., and parall. These strange conditions in every

case, therefore, were based on a real disorder, either physica]

or physico-psychical. The evangelists are so far from being

ignorant of this, that they constantly class the demoniacs

under the category of the sick (vers. 40 and 41), never under

that of the vicious. The possessed have nothing in common
with the children of the devil (John viii.). Nevertheless these

afflicted persons are constantly made a class by themselves.

On what does this distinction rest ? On this leading fact,

that those who are simply sick enjoy their own personal con

sciousness, and are in possession of their own will
;
while in

the possessed these faculties are, as it were, confiscated to a

foreign power, with which the sick person identifies himself

(ver. 34, viii. 30). How is this peculiar symptom to be

explained ? Josephus, under Hellenic influence, thought that

it should be attributed to the souls of wicked men who came

after death seeking a domicile in the living.
3 In the eyes

1
Tertullian, Contra Marc. iv. 7.

2 Ver. 33. N. B. L. V. Z. omit x^^. Ver. 35. K. B. D. L. V. Z. several

Mnn. read KVO instead of i

3 Bell Jud. vii. 6. 3.
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of the people the strange guest was a demon, a fallen angeL
This latter opinion Jesus must have shared. Strictly speak

ing, His colloquies with the demoniacs might be explained by
an accommodation to popular prejudice, and the sentiments

of those who were thus afflicted
;
but in His private conver

sations with His disciples, He must, whatever was true, have

disclosed His real thoughts, and sought to enlighten them.

But He does nothing of the kind
;
on the contrary, He gives

the apostles and disciples power to cast out devils (ix. 1), and

to tread on all the power of the enemy (x. 19). In Mark
ix. 29, He distinguishes a certain class of demons that can

only be driven out by prayer (and fasting ?). In Luke xi. 2 1

and parall., He explains the facility with which He casts out

demons by the personal victory which He had achieved over

Satan at the beginning. He therefore admitted the inter

vention of this being in these mysterious conditions. If this

is so, is it not natural to admit that He who exercised over

this, as over all other kinds of maladies, such absolute power
best understood its nature, and that therefore His views upon
the point should determine ours ?

Are there not times when God permits a superior evil

power to invade humanity ? Just as God sent Jesus at a

period in history when moral and social evil had reached its

culminating point, did not He also permit an extraordinary

manifestation of diabolical power to take place at the same

time ? By this means Jesus could be proclaimed externally

and visibly as the conqueror of the enemy of men, as He who
came to destroy the works of the devil in the moral sense of

the word (1 John iii. 8). All the miracles of healing have

a similar design. They are signs by which Jesus is revealed

as the author of spiritual deliverances corresponding to these

physical cures. An objection is found in the silence of the

fourth Gospel ;
but John in no way professed to relate all he

knew. He says himself, xx. 30, 31, that there are besides

many miracles, and different miracles (?roXXa teal aX\a), which

he does not relate.

As to the present state of things, it must not be com

pared with the times of Jesus. Not only might the latter

have been of an exceptional character; but the beneficent

influence which the gospel has exercised in restoring man to
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himself, and bringing his conscience under the power of the

holy and true God, may have brought about a complete

change in the spiritual world. Lastly, apart from all this, is

there nothing mysterious, from a scientific point of view, in

certain cases of mental derangement, particularly in those

conditions in which the will is, as it were, confiscated to, and

paralyzed by, an unknown power ? And after deduction has

been made for all those forms of mental maladies which a

discriminating analysis can explain by moral and physical

relations, will not an impartial physician agree that there is

a residuum of cases respecting which he must say: Non

liquet ?

Possession is a caricature of inspiration. The latter, attach

ing itself to the moral essence of a man, confirms him for ever

in the possession of his true self
;
the former, while profoundly

opposed to the nature of the subject, takes advantage of its

state of morbid passivity, and leads to the forfeiture of per

sonality. The one is the highest work of God
;
the other of

the devil.

The question has been asked, How could a man in a state

of mental derangement, and who would be regarded as un

clean (ver. 33), be found in the synagogue ? Perhaps his

malady had not broken out before as it did at this moment
Luke says literally : a man who had a spirit (an afflatus) oj

an unclean devil. In this expression, which is only found in

Eev. xvi. 14, the term spirit or afflatus denotes the influence

of the unclean devil, of the being who is the author of it.

The crisis which breaks out (ver. 34) results from the oppos

ing action of those two powers which enter into conflict with

each other, the influence of the evil spirit, and that of the

person and word of Jesus. A holy power no sooner begins
to act in the sphere in which this wretched creature lives,

than the unclean power which has dominion over him feel?

its empire threatened. This idea is suggested by the contrast

between the epithet unclean applied to the diabolical spirit

(ver. 33), and the address: Thou art the Holy One of God

(ver. 34). The exclamation ea, ah! (ver. 34) is properly the

imperative of eaw, let le ! It is a cry like that of a criminal

who, when suddenly apprehended by the police, calls out:

Loose me ! This is also what is meant in this instance by
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the expression, in frequent use amongst the Jews with different

applications : What is there &quot;between us and thee ? of which the

meaning here is : What have we to contend about ? What
evil have we done thee ? The plural we does not apply ta

the devil and to the possessed, since the latter still identifies

himself altogether with the former. The devil speaks in the

name of all the other spirits of his kind which have succeeded

in obtaining possession of a human being. The perdition
which he dreads is being sent into the abyss where such

spirits await the judgment (viii. 31). This abyss is the

emptiness of a creature that possesses no point of support
outside itself, neither in God, as the faithful angels have,

nor in the world of sense, as sinful men endowed with a

body have. In order to remedy this inward destitution, they
endeavour to unite themselves to some human being, so as

to enter through this medium into contact with sensible

realities. Whenever a loss of this position befalls them, they
fall back into the abyss of their empty self-dependence (vide

subjectivity. The term Holy One of God expresses the cha

racter in which this being recognised his deadly enemy. We
cannot be surprised that such homage should be altogether

repugnant to the feelings of Jesus. He did not acknowledge
it as the utterance of an individual whose will is free, which

is the only homage that can please Him
;
and He sees what

occasion may be taken from such facts to exhibit His work in

a suspicious light (xi. 15). He therefore puts an end to this

scene immediately by these two peremptory words (ver. 35)*
Silence ! and Come out. By the words e avrov, of him, Jesus

forcibly distinguishes between the two beings thus far mingled

together. This divorce is the condition of the cure. A terrible

convulsion marks the deliverance of the afflicted man. The
tormentor does not let go his victim without subjecting him
to a final torture. The words, without having done him any
hurt, reproduce in a striking manner the impression of eye
witnesses : they ran towards the unhappy man, expecting to

find him dead
;
and to their surprise, on lifting him up, they

find him perfectly restored.

We may imagine the feelings of the congregation when they
beheld such a scene as this, in which the two powers that dis

pute the empire of mankind had in a sensible manner jus
f
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come into conflict. Vers. 36 and 37 describe this feeling.

Several have applied the expression this word
(&quot;What a word is

this ! A. V.) to the command of Jesus which the devil had

just obeyed. But a reference to ver. 32 obliges us to take

the term ivord in its natural sense, the preaching of Jesus in

general. The authority with which He taught (ver. 32) found

its guarantee in the authority backed by power (Svvafiis), with

which He forced the devils themselves to render obedience.

The power which Jesus exercises by His simple word is opposed
to the prescriptions and pretences of the exorcists

;
His cures

differed from theirs, just as His teaching did from that of the

scribes. In both cases He speaks as a master.

The account of this miracle is omitted by Matthew. It is

found with some slight variations in Mark
(i.

23 et seq.). It is

placed by him, as by Luke, at the beginning of this sojourn of Jesus

at Capernaum. Instead of pfyav, having thrown him, Mark says,

&amp;lt;Tirapdav, having torn, violently convulsed him. Instead of What word
is this ? Mark makes the multitude say : What new doctrine is this ?

an expression which agrees with the sense which we have given to

Aoyos in Luke. The meaning of the epithet new in the mouth of

the people might be rendered by the common exclamation : Here is

something new ! According to Bleek, Mark borrowed his narrative

from Luke. But how very paltry and insignificant these changes
would seem ! According to Holtzmann, the original source was the

primitive Mark (A.), the narrative of which has been reproduced
exactly by our Mark

;
whilst Luke has modified it with a view to

exalt the miracle, by changing, for example, having torn into having
thrown, and by adding on his own authority the details, with a loud

voice, and without having done him any hurt. Holtzmann congratulates

himself, after this, on having made Luke s dependence on the Proto-

Mark quite evident. But the simple term word, which in Luke (ver.

3K5) supplies the place of Mark s emphatic expression, this new doc

trine, contradicts this explanation. And if this miracle was in the

primitive Mark, from which, according to Holtzmann, Matthew must
also have drawn his narrative, how came the latter to omit an incident

so striking ? Holtzmann s answer is, that this evangelist thought
another example of a similar cure, that of the demoniac at Gadara,
the more striking; and to compensate for the omission of the healing
at Capernaum, he has put down two demoniacs, instead of one, to
Gadara . . . ! How can such a childish procedure be imputed to a

grave historian ?

3d. Vers. 38 and 39.
1

Peter, according to our narrative,

seems to have lived at Capernaum. According to John i. 45,
lie was originally of Bethsaida. The two places were very

1 Ver. 38. The Mss. axe divided between .*&amp;lt;&amp;gt; and *.
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near, and might have had a common synagogue ; or, while

originally belonging to the one, Peter might have taken up his

abode at the other. The term TrevOepd (not fjLijrpvla) proves

that Peter was married, which agrees with 1 Cor. ix. 5. It

is possible that from this time Jesus took up His abode in

Peter s house, Matt. xvii. 24 et seq. According to Mark i.

29, His train of disciples consisted, not only of Simon and

Andrew, but also of James and John. This already existing

association supposes a prior connection between Jesus and

these young fishermen, which is explained in John i. Luke

does not name the companions of Jesus. We only see by the

words, she arose and ministered unto them (ver. 39), that He
was not alone. The expression Trvperbs peyas does not appear
to be used here in the technical sense which it has in ancient

books of medicine, where it denotes a particular kind of fever.

In Luke, Jesus lends down over the sick woman. This was

a means of entering into spiritual communication with her :

comp. Peter s words to the impotent man (Acts iii. 4) : Look

on me. In Matthew, He touches the sick woman with His

hand. This action has the same design. In Mark, He takes

her ly the hand to lift her up. How are these variations to

be explained, if all three drew from the same source, or if one

derived his account from the other ? Luke says, literally, He
rebuked the fever ; as if He saw in the disease some principle

hostile to man. This agrees with John viii. 44, where the

devil is called the murderer of man. It was doubtless at the

time of the evening meal (ver. 40). The first use which the

sick woman makes of her recovered strength was to serve up
a repast for her guests. Holtzmann finds a proof in the plur.

avTols,
&quot;

she served them&quot; that Luke s narrative depends on

Mark
;
for thus far Luke has only spoken of Jesus : He came

down (ver. 31), He entered (ver. 38). But this proof is weak.

In the description of the public scene, Luke would only pre
sent the principal person, Jesus

;
while in the account of the

domestic scene he would naturally mention also the other

persons, since they had all the same need of being waited

upon.

In Luke and Mark the position of this narrative is very nearly
the same, with merely this difference, that in the latter it follows

the calling of the four disciples, while in Luke it precedes it. In
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Matthew, on the contrary, it is placed very much later after the

Sermon on the Mount. As to the details, Matthew is almost iden

tical with Mark. Thus the two evangelists which agree as to the

time (Luke and Mark) differ most as to the details, and the two
which come nearest to each other in details (Matthew and Mark)
differ considerably as to time. How can this singular relation be

explained if they drew from common written sources, or if they

copied from each other
1

? Luke here omits Andrew, whom Mark
mentions. Why so, if he copied from the primitive Mark ? Had
he any animosity against Andrew 1 Holtzmann replies : Because
he does not speak of Andrew in what follows. As if, in Mark him
self, he was any the more mentioned in the incidents that follow !

4cth. Vers. 40 and 4 1.
1 Here we have one of those periods

when the miraculous power of Jesus was most abundantly dis

played. We shall meet again with some of these culminat

ing points in the course of His ministry. A similar rhythm
is found in the career of the apostles. Peter at Jerusalem

(Acts v. 15, 16), and Paul at Ephesus (xix. 11, 12), exercise

their miraculous power to a degree in which they appear to

have exhibited it at no other time in their life; it was at

the same time the culminating point of their ministry of the

word.

The memory of this remarkable evening must have fixed

itself indelibly in the early tradition
;

for the account of this

time has been preserved, in almost identical terms, in our three

Syn. The sick came in crowds. The expression, when the sun

was setting, shows that this time had been waited for. And
that not &quot; because it was the cool hour,&quot; as many have thought,
but because it was the end of the Sabbath, and carrying a sick

person was regarded as work (John v. 10). The whole city,

as Mark, in his simple, natural, and somewhat emphatic style,

says, was gathered together at the door. According to our

narrative, Jesus made use on this occasion of the laying on of

hands. Luke cannot have invented this detail himself; and
the others would not have omitted it if it had belonged to their

alleged common source of information. Therefore Luke had
some special source in which this detail was found, and not

1 Ver. 40. B. D. Q. X. tvinhis instead of tmhis. B. D. It. Syr., tfapK*ivn
instead of

i6ipce.*iv&amp;lt;riv. Ver. 41. The Mss. are divided between KfKvya^ovra. and

x/&amp;gt;2&amp;gt;r*.
The T. R., with 14 Mjj. almost all the Mnn. Syr., reads o Xpltrros

before o vios *ov
e&amp;lt;.ov, contrary to X. B. C. D. F. L. R. X. Z. ItPleri

% which
omit it.
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this alone. This rite is a symbol of any kind of transmission,

whether of a gift or an office (Moses and Joshua, Deut. xxxiv.

9), or of a blessing (the patriarchal blessings), or of a duty

(the transfer to the Levites of the natural functions of the

eldest sons in every family), or of guilt (the guilty Israelite

laying his hands on the head of the victim), or of the sound

vital strength enjoyed by the person who imparts it (cures).

It is not certainly that Jesus could not have worked a cure by
His mere word, or even by a simple act of volition. But, in

the first place, there is something profoundly human in this

act of laying the hand on the head of any one whom one

desires to benefit. It is a gesture of tenderness, a sign of

beneficial communication such as the heart craves. Then this

symbol might be morally necessary. Whenever Jesus avails

Himself of any material means to work a cure, whether it

be the sound of His voice, or clay made of His spittle, His

aim is to establish, in the form best adapted to the particular

case, a personal tie between the sick person and Himself;
for He desires not only to heal, but to effect a restoration to

God, by creating in the consciousness of the sick a sense of

union with Himself, the organ of divine grace in the midst of

mankind. This moral aim explains the variety of the means

employed. Had they been curative means, of the nature of

magnetic passes, for example, they could not have varied so

much. But as they were addressed to the sick person s soul,

Jesus chose them in such a way that His action was adapted
to its character or position. In the case of a deaf mute, He

put His fingers into his ears
;
He anointed the eyes of a blind

man with His spittle, etc. In this way their healing appeared
as an emanation from His person, and attached them to Him

by an indissoluble tie. Their restored life was felt to be de

pendent on His. The repetition of the act of laying on of

hands in each case was with the same view. The sick person,

being thus visibly put into a state of physical dependence,
would necessarily infer his moral dependence. The Alex,

readings eVmflew, laying on, IBepaTreve, He healed, must be

preferred. The aor. (in the T. E.) indicates the completed act,

the imperf. its indefinite continuation :

&quot;

Laying His hands on

each of them, He healed, and kept on healing, as many as camo

for it.&quot;
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The demoniacs are mentioned in ver. 41 among the sick,

but as forming a class by themselves. This agrees with what

we have stated respecting their condition. There must have

been some physico-psychical disorganization to afford access to

the malign influence. The words 6 Xpiaros are correctly

omitted by the Alex.
; they have been taken from the second

part of the verse. From the fact that the multitude translated

the exclamation of the devils, Thou art the Son of God, into

this, It is the Christ, we have no right to conclude that the two

titles were identical. By the former, the devils acknowledged
the divine character of this man, who made them feel so forcibly

His sovereign power. The latter was the translation of this

homage into ordinary speech by the Jewish multitude. Was
it the design of the devil to compromise Jesus by stirring up
a dangerous excitement in Israel in His favour, or by making
it believed that there was a bond of common interest between

His cause and theirs ? It is more natural to regard this ex

clamation as an involuntary homage, an anticipation of that

compulsory adoration which all creatures, even those which

are under the earth, as St. Paul says (Phil. ii. 1 0), shall one day
render to Jesus. They are before the representative of Him

before whom they tremble (Jas. ii. 1 9). Jesus, who had rejected

in the desert all complicity with their head, could not think

of deriving advantage from this impure homage.
5th. Vers. 42-44.

1
The more a servant of God exerts him

self in outward activity, the more need there is that he should

renew his inward strength by meditation. Jesus also was sub

ject to this law. Every morning He had to obtain afresh

whatever was needed for the day ;
for He lived ly the Father

(John vi. 57). He went out before day from Peter s house,

where no doubt He was staying. Instead of, And when it

was day, Mark says, While it was still very dark (evvvftov \iav).

Instead of, the midtitude sought Him, Mark says, Simon and

they that were with him followed after Him . . .,
and said unto

Him, All men seek Thee. Instead of, / must preach, Mark
makes Jesus say, Let us go, that I may preach . . ., etc. These

1 Ver. 43. K. B. C. D. L. X. some Mim., a-mrra^v instead of a-mrrxX/^Ki.

X. B. L. some Mnn., &amp;lt; vouro instead oi us rovro. Ver. 44. X. B. D. Q., us **
ffvva.yuya.s instead of tv rats &amp;lt;ruta.yuya.if. N. B. C. L. Q. E. several Mnn., Ttit

lovbxicts, instead of rns
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shades of difference are easily explained, if the substance of

these narratives was furnished by oral tradition
;
but they

become childish if they are drawn from the same written

source. Holtzmann thinks that Luke generalizes and obscures

the narrative of the primitive Mark. The third evangelist

would have laboured very uselessly to do that ! Bleek suc

ceeds no better in explaining Mark by Luke, than Holtzmann

Luke by Mark. If Mark listened to the narrations of Peter,

it is intelligible that he should have added to the traditional

narrative the few striking features which are peculiar to him,

and particularly that which refers to the part taken by Simon

on that day. As we read Mark i. 36, 3 7, we fancy we hear

Peter telling the story himself, and saying :
&quot; And we found

Him, and said to Him, All men seek Thee.&quot; These special

features, omitted in the general tradition, are wanting in Luke.

The words of Jesus, ver. 43, might be explained by a tacit

opposition between the ideas of preaching and healing.
&quot; If I

stayed at Capernaum, I should soon have nothing else to do

but work cures, whilst I am sent that I may preach also.&quot;

But in this case the verb evayyeXta-acrOai, should commence

the phrase. On the contrary, the emphasis is on the words,

to other cities . . . Jesus opposes to the idea of a stationary

ministry at Capernaum, that of itinerant preaching. The

term evayye\iaacr6ai,, to tell news, is very appropriate to ex

press this idea. The message ceases to be news when the

preacher remains in the same place. But in this expression

of Jesus there is, besides, a contrast between Capernaum, the

large city, to which Jesus in no way desires to confine His care,

and the smaller towns of the vicinity, designated in Mark by
the characteristic term #o/ATroTroXa?, which are equally entrusted

to His love. It is difficult to decide between the two readings,

airea-rak rjv, I have been sent in order to . . ., and aTrecn-aA/tat,

my mission is to . . . The second perhaps agrees better with

the context. A very similar various reading is found in the

parallel passage, Mark i. 38 (e^rfkOov or ege\r)\v0a). Mark s

term appears to allude to the incarnation
;
Luke s only refers

to the mission of Jesus. The readings els ra? o-vvaycoyds and

ev rat? crvvaycoyals, ver. 44, recur in Mark i. 39. The former

appears less regular, which makes it more probable : Jesus

carried the preaching into the synagogues. The absurd read-
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itig TT}? louSa/a?, which is found in the six principal Alex.,

should be a caution to blind partisans of this text

THE MIRACLES OF JESUa

We shall here add a few thoughts on the miracles of Jesus in

general. Four methods are used to get rid of the miraculous ele

ment in the Gospel history : 1st. The explanation called natural,

which upholds the credibility of the narrative, but explains the text

in such a way that its contents offer nothing extraordinary. This

attempt has failed
; it is an expedient repudiated at the present day,

rationalistic criticism only having recourse to it in cases where other

methods are manifestly ineffectual. 2d. The mythical explanation,

according to which the accounts of the miracles would be owing to

reminiscences of the miraculous stories of the 0. T., the Messiah
could not do less than the prophets, or would be either the product
of spontaneous creations of the Christian consciousness, or the acci

dental result of certain words or parables of Jesus that were mis
understood (the resurrection of Lazarus, e.g., the result of the passage
Luke xvi. 31

;
the cursing of the barren fig-tree, a translation into

fact of the parable, Luke xiii. 6-9). But the simple, plain, historical

character of our Gospel narratives, so free from all poetical adorn
ment and bombast, defends them against this suspicion. Besides,
several accounts of miracles are accompanied by words of Jesus,
which in such a case would lose their meaning, but which are never

theless beyond doubt authentic. For example, the discourse, Matt,

xii. 26 et seq., where Jesus refutes the charge, laid against Him by
His adversaries, of casting out devils by the prince of the devils,

would have no sense but on the supposition, fully conceded by these

adversaries, of the reality of His cures of the possessed. His address

to the cities of Galilee, Luke x. 12-15, implies the notorious and

undisputed reality of numerous miraculous facts in His ministry ;

for we know of no exegesis which consents to give the term Swa/ms
in this passage the purely moral meaning which M. Colani proposes.

1

3d. The relative hypothesis, according to which these facts must
be ascribed to natural laws as yet unknown. This was the explana
tion of Schleiermacher ;

in part also it was the explanation of M.
Renan :

&quot; The miraculous is only the unexplained.&quot; It is in conflict

with two insurmountable difficulties : 1. If certain cures may be

explained after a fashion, we may be perfectly sure that no one will

ever discover a natural law capable of producing a multiplication of

loaves and of cooked fish, a resurrection of the dead, and above all,

such an event as the resurrection of Jesus Himself. 2. We must,

according to this explanation, attribute to Jesus miracles of scientific

knowledge quite as inexplicable as the miracles of power which are

1 See on this subject the fine chapter of Holtzmann, Die Synopt. Evangelien,
30

;
Die Synoptischen Wunderberichte ; and my lecture on the Miracles de

Jtsus, second edition, p. 11 et seq.
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now in question. Uli. The psychological explanation. After having
got rid of the miracles wrought on external nature (the multiplica
tion of the loaves and the stilling of&quot; the storm) by one of the three

methods indicated, Keim admits a residuum of extraordinary and

indisputable facts in the life of Jesus. These are the cures wrought
upon the sick and the possessed. Before him, M. Eenan had spoken
of the influence exerted on suffering and nervous people by the con-

tad of a person of finelŷ organized nature (une personne exquise). Keim
merely, in fact, amplifies this expression. The only real miracles

in the history of Jesus the cures are to be ascribed, according to

him, to moral influence (ethico-psychological, t. ii. p. 162). We reply
1. That the miracles wrought on nature, which are set aside as

mythical, are attested in exactly the same manner as the cures which
are admitted. 2. That Jesus wrought these cures with an absolute

certainty of success
(&quot; Now, in order that ye may know, I say unto

thee . . .&quot; &quot;I will; be thou clean.&quot; &quot;Be it unto thee as thou

wilt&quot;),
and that the effect produced was immediate. These two

features are incompatible with the psychological explanation. 3.

That if Jesus had known that these cures did not proceed from an
order of things above nature, it is inconceivable that He would have
offered them as God s testimony in His favour, and as signs of His
Messianic dignity. Charlatanism, however slight, is incompatible
with the moral character of Jesus. On the possessed, see pp. 243-5.

Jewish legends themselves bear witness to the reality of Jesus

miracles. &quot; The Son of Stada (a nickname applied to Jesus in the

Talmud) brought charms from Egypt in an incision which he had
made in his flesh.&quot; This is the accusation of the Talmud against
Him. Surely, if the Jews had been able to deny His miracles, it

would have been a simpler thing to do than to explain them in this

way. Lastly, when we compare the miracles of the Gospels with
those attributed to Him in the apocryphal writings, we feel what a

wide difference there is between tradition and legend.

SECOND CYCLE. CHAP. V. 1-VI. 11.

From the Call of the First Disciples to the Choice of the Twelve.

Up to this time Jesus has been preaching, accompanied by
a few friends, but without forming about Him a circle of per
manent disciples. As ]Jis work grows, He feels it necessary

to give it a more definite form. The time has arrived when

He deems it wise to attach to Himself, as regular disciples,

those whom the Father has given Him. This new phase coin

cides with that in which His work begins to come into conflict

with the established order of things.
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Thi cycle comprises six narratives : 1. The call of the first

four disciples (v. 1-11); 2 and 3. Two cures of the leper

and the paralytic (v. 12-14 and 15-26); 4. The call of

Levi, with the circumstances connected with it (v. 2 7-3 9) ;

5 and 6. Two conflicts relating to the Sabhath (vi. 1-11).

1. The Call of the Disciples-, v. 1-11. The companions
of Jesus, in the preceding scene, have not yet been named by
Luke (they besought Him, iv. 38

;
she ministered unto them,

iv. 39). According to Mark
(i. 29), they were Peter, Andrew,

James, and John. These are the very four young men whom
we find in this narrative. They had lived up to this time in

the bosom of their families, and continued their old occupations.

But this state of things was no longer suitable to the part which

Jesus designed for them. They were to treasure up all His

instructions, be the constant witnesses of His works, and re

ceive from Him a daily moral education. In order to this, it

was indispensable that they should be continually with Him.

In calling them to leave their earthly occupation, and assigning

them in its place one that was wholly spiritual, Jesus founded,

properly speaking, the Christian ministry. For this is precisely

the line of demarcation between the simple Christian and

the minister, that the former realizes the life of faith in any

earthly calling ;
while the latter, excused by his Master from

any particular profession, can devote himself entirely to the

spiritual work with which he is entrusted. Such is the new

position to which Jesus raises these young fishermen. It is

more than simple faith, but less than apostleship ;
it is the

ministry, the general foundation on which will be erected the

apostolate.

The call related here by Luke is certainly the same as

that which is related, in a more abridged form, by Matthew

(iv. 18-22) and Mark
(i. 16-20). For can any one suppose,

with Eiggenbach, that Jesus twice addressed the same persons
in these terms,

&quot; / will make you fishers of men&quot; and that they
could have twice left all in order to follow Him? If the

miraculous draught of fishes is omitted in Matthew and

Mark, it is because, as we have frequent proof in the former,
in the traditional narratives, the whole interest was centred

in the word of Jesus, which was the soul of every incident.

Mark has given completeness to these narratives wherever he
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could avail himself of Peter s accounts. But here this was
not the case, because, as many facts go to prove, Peter avoided

giving prominence to himself in his own narrations.

Vers. 1-3.
1 The General Situation. This description fur

nishes a perfect frame to the scene that follows. The words, ical

auro? . . .,
He was also standing there, indicate the inconvenient

position in which He was placed by the crowd collected at this

spot. The details in ver. 2 are intended to explain the request
which Jesus makes to the fishermen. The night fishing was

at an end (ver. 5). And they had no intention of beginning
another by daylight ;

the season was not favourable. More

over, they had washed their nets (aireTrXvvav is the true read

ing ;
the imperf. in B. D. is a correction), and their boats were

drawn up upon the strand (eo-rwra). If the fishermen had

been ready to fish, Jesus would not have asked them to render

a service which would have interfered with their work. It is

true that Matthew and Mark represent them as actually en

gaged in casting their nets. But these two evangelists omit

the miraculous draught altogether, and take us to the final

moment when Jesus says to them :

&quot; / will make you fisher*

of men.&quot; Jesus makes a pulpit of the boat which His friends

had just left, whence He casts the net of the word over the

crowd which covers the shore. Then, desiring to attach hence

forth these young believers to Himself with a view to His

future work, He determines to give them an emblem they will

never forget of the magnificent success that will attend the

ministry for the love of which He invites them to forsake all ;

and in order that it may be more deeply graven on their hearts,

He takes this emblem from their daily calling.

Vers. 4-1 Qa? Tlie Preparation. In the imperative, launch

out (ver. 4), Jesus speaks solely to Peter, as director of the

embarkation
;
the order, let down, is addressed to all. Peter,

the head of the present fishing, will one day be head also of

the mission. Not having taken anything during the night, the

most favourable time for fishing, they had given up the idea

1 Ver. 1. N. A. B. L. X., *&amp;lt; O.XOVM instead of TOV xot,uv. Yer. 2. B. D.,

ifXvvtv, instead of txXuvKv or asrtcrXt/vav, which is the reading of all the others.

2 Ver. 6. ^. B. L. ^t
pvfftrzTo,

C. ^isppnro, instead of S/ipptyvuro (or Sispvyvvro),

which is the reading of T. R. and the rest. Ver. 8. X. omits xvpn. Ver. 9. B.

D. X. ,
uv instead of n.
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of fishing in the day. Peter s reply, so full of docility, indi

cates faith already existing.
&quot; / should not think of letting

down the net ; nevertheless at TJiy word . . .&quot; He calls Jesus

eTTiardrr}^, properly Overseer, Master. This word frequently

occurs in Luke
;

it is more general than pa/3/3i or ^Sacr/taXo? ;

it refers to any kind of oversight. The miraculous draught-

may be only a miracle of knowledge ;
Jesus had a supernatural

knowledge of a large shoal of fish to be found in this place.

There are numerous instances of a similar abundance of fish

appearing in an unexpected way.
1 Jesus may, however, have

wrought by His own will what is frequently produced by

physical circumstances. The imperf., was breaking, ver. 6, in

dicates a beginning to break, or at least a danger of it. The

arrival of their companions prevented this accident. The term

fjiero^oi, denotes merely participation in the same employment.
In Matthew and Mark, John and James were mending their

nets. Luke contains nothing opposed to this. Meyer thinks

Peter s astonishment (ver. 8) incomprehensible after all the

miracles he had already seen. But whenever divine power
leaves the region of the abstract, and comes before our eyes in

the sphere of actual facts, does it not appear new 1 Thus, in

Peter s case, the emotion produced by the draught of fishes

effaces for the time every other impression. *E%e\6e air

ejjiov. Go out [of the boat, and depart] from me. Peter here

employs the more religious expression Lord, which answers to

his actual feeling. The word avrjp, a man, strongly indi

vidualizes the idea of sinner. If the reading fj be preferred to

&v (Alex.), we must take the word dypa, catch, in the passive
sense. -The term KOLVWVOI, associates (ver. 10), implies more

than
fjiero^ot,, companions (ver. 7) ;

it denotes association in a

common undertaking.

1
Tristram, The Natural History of the Bible, p. 285 : &quot;The thickness of the

shoals of fish in the lake of Gennesareth is almost incredible to any one who has

not witnessed them. They often cover an area of more than an acre
;
and when

the fish move slowly forward in a mass, and are rising out of the water, they are

packed so close together, that it appears as if a heavy rain was beating down on

the surface of the water.&quot; A similar phenomenon was observed some years ago,
and even in the spring of this year, in several of our Swiss lakes.

&quot; At the end

of February, in the lakes of Constance and Wallenstadt, the fish crowded

together in such large numbers at certain places by the banks, that the water

was darkened by them. At a single draughty 35 quintals of different kinds of

fish were taken.&quot; (Bund, 6th March 1872.)

VOL. ! fc
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Vers. 105, II.
1

TJie Call-in Matthew and Mark the call

is addressed to the four disciples present ;
in Luke, in express

terms, to Peter only. It results, doubtless, from what follows

that the call of the other disciples was implied (comp. launch

out, ver. 4), or that Jesus extended it to them, perhaps by a

gesture. But how can criticism, with this passage before them,
which brings the person of Peter into such prominence, while

the other two Syn. do not in any way, attribute to our evan

gelist an intention to underrate this apostle ?
2

The analytical form eery %ayyp&v} thou sJialt le catching, ex

presses the permanence of this mission
;
and the words, from

henceforth, its altogether new character. Just as the fisherman,

by his superior intelligence, makes the fish fall into his snares,

so the believer, restored to God and to himself, may seize hold

of the natural man, and lift it up with himself to God.

This whole scene implies certain previous relations between
Jesus and these young men (ver. 5), which agrees with Luke s

narrative
;
for in the latter this incident is placed after the healing

of Peter s mother-in-law, when the newly called disciples were

present. We must go further back even than this
;
for how could

Jesus have entered into Peter s house on the Sabbath-day (iv. 38),
unless they had already been intimately acquainted ] John s

narrative easily explains all : Jesus had made the acquaintance of

Peter and his friends when they were with John the Baptist

(John i.).
As for Matthew and Mark, their narrative has just the

fragmentary character that belongs to the traditional narrative.

The facts are simply put into juxtaposition. Beyond this, each
writer follows his own bent : Matthew is eager after the words of

Christ, which in his view are the essential thing; Mark dwells

somewhat more on the circumstances
;
Luke enriches the tradi

tional narrative by the addition of an important detail the

miraculous fishing obtained from private sources of information.

His narrative is so simple, and at the same time so picturesque,
that its accuracy is beyond suspicion. John does not mention
this incident, because it was already sufficiently known through
the tradition ; but, in accordance with his method, he places
before us the first commencement of the connection which termi
nated in this result. Holtzmann thinks that Luke s narrative

is made up partly from that of Mark and Matthew, and partly
from the account of the miraculous fishing related in John xxi

1 Ver. 11. X. B. D. L., sravra instead of asravr*.
2 &quot; Luke underrates Peter,&quot; says M. Burnouf, following M. de Bunsen, jun.,

Revue des Deux-Mondes, 1st December 1865. Is it not time to have done with
this bitter and untruthful criticism, of which the Anonymous Saxon has given
the most notorious example, and which belongs to a phase of science now
passed away }
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It would be well to explain how, if this were the case, the thrice

repeated reply of Peter, Thou Icnowest that I love Thee, could have

been changed by Luke into the exclamation, Depart from me !

Is it not much more simple to admit that, when Jesus desired to

restore Peter to his apostleship, after the denial, He began by

placing him in a similar situation to that in which he was when
first called, in the presence of another miraculous draught of fishes

;

and that it was by awakening in him the fresh impressions of

earlier days that He restored to him his ministry 1 Besides, in

John xxi., the words, on the other side of the ship, seem to allude

to the mission to the heathen.

The course of events therefore was this : Jesus, after having
attached to Himself in Judaea these few disciples of John the

Baptist, took them back with Him into Galilee ;
and as He wished

Himself to return to His own family for a little while (John ii.

1-12; Matt. iv. 13), He sent them back to theirs, where they
resumed their former employments. In this way those early days

passed away, spent in Capernaum and the neighbourhood, of which

John speaks (ov TroAAas ^/xcpas), and which Luke describes from

iv. 14. But when the time came for Him to go to Jerusalem for

the feast of the Passover (John ii. 13 et seq.), where Jesus deter

mined to perform the solemn act which was to inaugurate His

Messianic ministry (John ii. 13 et seq.), He thought that the hour

had come to attach them to Him altogether ; so, separating Himself

finally from His family circle and early calling, He required the

same sacrifice from them. For this they were sufficiently prepared

by all their previous experiences ; they made it therefore without

hesitation, and we find them from this time constantly with Him,
both in the narrative of John

(ii. 17, iv. 2-8) and in the Synoptics.

2. Tlie Lepers: vers. 12-14.1 In Mark (L 40), as in Luke,

the cure of the lepers took place during a preaching tour.

Matthew connects this miracle with the Sermon on the Mount
;

it is as He comes down from the hill that Jesus meets and

heals the leper (viii. 1 et seq.). This latter detail is so pre

cise, that it is natural to give Matthew the preference here,

rather than say, with Holtzmann, that Matthew wanted to fill

up the return from the mountain to the city with it.

Leprosy was in every point of view a most frightful malady.
1st. In its physical aspects it was a whitish pustule, eating

away the flesh, attacking member after member, and at last

eating away the very bones
;

it was attended with burning

fever, sleeplessness, and nightmare, without scarcely the

slightest hope of cure. Such were its physical charac

teristics
;

it was a living death. 2d. In the social point of

1 Yer. 13. The Mss. are divided between tt-ruv and Xtywv (Alex ).
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view, in consequence of the excessively contagious nature of

his malady, the leper was separated from his family, and

from intercourse with men, and had no other company than

that of others as unhappy as himself. Lepers ordinarily

lived in bands, at a certain distance from human habitations

(2 Kings vii. 3
;
Luke xvii. 12). Their food was deposited

for them in convenient places. They went with their head

uncovered, and their chin wrapped up ;
and on the approach

of any persons whom they met, they had to announce them
selves as lepers. 3d. In the religious point of view, the

leper was Levitically unclean, and consequently excommuni

cate. His malady was considered a direct chastisement from

God. In the very rare case of a cure, he was only restored

to the theocratic community on an official declaration of the

priest, and after offering the sacrifice prescribed by the law

(Lev. xiii. and xiv., and the tract Negaim in the Talmud).
The Greek expression is : And behold, a man ! There is

not a verb even. His approach was not seen
;

it has all the

effect of an apparition. This dramatic form reproduces the

impression made on those who witnessed the scene
;
in fact,

it was only by a kind of surprise, and as it were by stealth,

that a leper could have succeeded in approaching so near.

The construction of the 12th verse (teal eyevero . . . KOI . . .

KOI) is Hebraistic, and proves an Aramaean document. There

is nothing like it in the other Syn. ;
the eye-witness discovers

himself in every feature of Luke s narrative. The diseased

man was full of leprosy ; that is to say, his countenance was

lividly white, as is the case when the malady has reached

an advanced stage. The unhappy man looks for Jesus in the

crowd, and having discovered Him
(i$a&amp;gt;v)

he rushes towards

Him
;
the moment he recognises Him, he is at His feet.

Luke says, falling on his face ; Mark, kneeling down; Matthew,

he worshipped. Would not these variations in terms be

puerile if this were a case of copying, or of a derivation from

a common source ? The dialogue is identical in the three

narratives
;

it was expressed in the tradition in a fixed form,

while the historical details were reproduced with greater

freedom. All three evangelists say cleanse instead of heal, on

account of the notion of uncleanness attached to this malady.

In the words, if Thou wilt, Tliou canst, there is at once deep
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anguish and great faith. Other sick persons had been cured,

this the leper knew, hence his faith
;
but he was probably

the first man afflicted with his particular malady that succeeded

in reaching Jesus and entreating His aid, hence his anxiety.

The older rationalism used to explain this request in this

way :

&quot; Thou canst, as Messiah, pronounce me dean&quot; Accord

ing to this explanation, the diseased person, already in the

way of being cured naturally, simply asked Jesus to verify

the cure and pronounce him clean, in order that he might be

spared a costly and troublesome journey to Jerusalem. But

for the term icaOapi^ew, to purify, comp. vii. 22, Matt. x. 8,

where the simply declarative sense is impossible ;
and as to

the context, Strauss has already shown that it comports just

as little with this feeble meaning. After the words, le

thou clean (pronounced pure), these, and he was cleansed

(pronounced pure), would be nothing but absurd tautology.

Mark, who takes pleasure in portraying the feelings of Jesus,

expresses the deep compassion with which He was moved by
this spectacle ((nrKayxyiaOeis). The three narratives concur

in one detail, which must have deeply impressed those who
saw it, and which, for this reason, was indelibly imprinted
on the tradition : He put forth His hand, and touched him.

Leprosy was so contagious,
1
that this courageous act excited

the liveliest emotion in the crowd. Throughout the whole

course of His life, Jesus confronted the touch of our impure
nature in a similar manner. His answer is identical in

the three narratives; but the result is variously expressed.
Matthew says : his leprosy was cleansed, regarding it from a

ceremonial point of view. Luke simply says : the leprosy

departed from him, looking at it from a human point of view.

Mark combines the two forms. This is one of the passages
on which they rely who make Mark a compiler from the

other two
;
but if Mark was anxious to adhere so slavishly to

the minutest expressions of his predecessors, to the point
even of reproducing them without any object, how are we to

explain the serious and important modifications which in so

1 It probably was regarded as contagions in popular apprehension, which
would justify the remark in the text ; but the man who was so completely
covered with the disease that it could find no further range was clean, according
to Lev. xiii. 13. See Smith s Diet, of Bible, sub wee. TR.
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many other cases he introduced into their narratives, and the

considerable omissions which he is continually making of the

substance of what they relate ? The fact is, that there were

two sides to this cure, as to the malady itself, the physical

and the religious; and Mark combines them, whilst the

other two appear to take one or the other.

The prohibition which Jesus lays on the leper appears in

Luke v. 1 4, in the form of indirect discourse
;
but in relating

the injunction which follows it, Luke passes to the direct

form. This form is peculiar to his narrative. Luke and

Matthew omit the threat with which Jesus, according to

Mark, accompanied this injunction (l^pi^crdjjbevo^). What
was the intention of Jesus ? The cure having been public,

He could not prevent the report of it from being spread

abroad. This is true
;
but He wanted to do all in His power

to diminish its fame, and not give a useless impetus to the

popular excitement produced by the report of His miracles.

Comp. Luke viii. 56; Matt. ix. 30, xii. 16; Mark i. 34,

iii. 12, v. 43, vii. 36, viiL 26. All these passages forbid our

seeking a particular cause for the prohibition He lays on the

leper ;
such as a fear that the priests, having had notice of his

cure before his reaching them, would refuse to acknowledge

it; or that they would pronounce Jesus unclean for having
touched him; or that the sick man would lose the serious

impressions which he had received; or that he would allow

himself to be deterred from the duty of offering the sacrifice.

Jesus said,
&quot; Show thyself? because the person is here the

convincing proof. In Luke we read, according as Moses . . . ;

in Matthew, the gift which Moses . . . ;
in Mark, the things

ivhich Moses . . . Most puerile changes, if they were de

signed ! What is the testimony contained in this sacrifice,

and to whom is it addressed ? According to Bleek, the word

them would refer to the people, who are to be apprised that

every one may henceforth renew his former relations with

the leper. But is not the term testimony too weighty for

this meaning ? Gerlach refers the pronoun them to the

priests : in order that thou, by thy cure, mayest be a witness

to them of my almightiness ;
but according to the text, the

testimony consists not in the cure being verified, but in the

sacrifice beingj offered. The word them does indeed refer to
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the priests, who are all represented by the one who will

verify the cure
;
but the testimony respects Jesus Himself,

and His sentiments in regard to the law. In the Sermon on

the Mount, Jesus repels the charge already preferred against

Him of despising the law (Matt. v. 1 7 :

&quot; Think not that I
am come to destroy the law

&quot;).
It is to His respect, therefore,

for the Mosaic legislation, that this offering will testify to the

priests. During His earthly career, Jesus never dispensed
His people from the obligation to obey the prescriptions of

the law
;
and it is an error to regard Him as having, under

certain circumstances, set aside the law of the Sabbath as far

as He Himself was concerned. He only transgressed the

arbitrary enactments with which Pharisaism had surrounded

it. We see by these remarkable words that Jesus had

already become an object of suspicion and serious charges at

Jerusalem. This state of things is explained by the narrative

of the fourth Gospel, where, from the 2d chapter, we see Jesus

exposed to the animosity of the dominant party, and accords

to iv. 1. He is even obliged to leave Judaea in order that

their unfavourable impressions may not be aggravated before

the time. In chap, v., which describes a fresh visit to

Jerusalem (for the feast of Purim), the conflict thus prepared
breaks forth with violence, and Jesus is obliged to testify

solemnly His respect for this Moses, who will be the Jews

accuser, and not His (v. 45-47). This is just the state of

things with which the passage we are explaining agrees, as

well as all the facts which are the sequel of it. Notwith

standing apparent discrepancies between the Syn. and John,
a substantial similarity prevails between them, which proves
that both forms of narrative rest on a basis of historic

reality.

The leper, according to Mark, did not obey the injunction
of Jesus; and this disobedience served to increase that con

course of sick persons which Jesus endeavoured to lessen.

This cure is a difficulty for Keim. A purely moral influence

may calm a fever (iv. 39), or restore a frenzied man to his

senses (iv. 31 et seq.) ; but it cannot purify vitiated blood, and
cleanse a body covered with pustules. Keim here resorts to what
is substantially the explanation of Paulus. The leper already cured

simply desired to be pronounced clean by authorized lips, that he

might not have to go to Jerusalem. It must be acknowledged, on
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this view of the matter, that the three narratives (Matthew as

well as Luke and Mark, whatever Keim may say about it) are

completely falsified by the legend. Then how came it to enter

into the mind of this man to substitute Jesus for a priest ? How
could Jesus have accepted such an office ? Having accepted it,

why should He have sent the afflicted man to Jerusalem ? Further,
for what reason did He impose silence upon him, and enforce it

with threats ? And what could the man have had to publish

abroad, of sufficient importance to attract the crowd of people
described Mark i. 45 ?

Holtzmann (p. 432) concludes, from the words ee/?aAev and

t&XOw, literally, He cast him out, and having gone forth (Mark i. 43,

45), that according to Mark this cure took place in a house, which

agrees very well with the leper being prohibited from making it

known ;
and that consequently the other two Syn. are in error in

making it take place in public, Luke in a city, Matthew on the

road from the mountain to Capernaum (viii. 1). He draws great

exegetical inferences from this. But when it is said in Mark
(i. 12)

that the Spirit drove out (e/c/SoAXet) Jesus into the wilderness, does

this mean out o/ a house ? And as to the verb ^epx^o-Gai, is it not

frequently used in a broad sense : to go out of the midst of that in

which one happens to be (here : the circle formed around Jesus) ]

Comp. Mark vi. 34 (Matt. xiv. 14), vi. 12; John i. 44, etc. A
leper would hardly have been able to make his way into a house.

His taking them by surprise in the way he did could scarcely have

happened except in the open country ; and, as we have seen, the

prohibition of Jesus can easily be explained, taking this view of the

incident. The critical consequences of Holtzmann, therefore, have
tto substantial basis.

3. The Paralytic: vers. 15-26. 1st. A general descrip

tion of the state of the work, vers. 15, 16
;

2d. The cure of

the paralytic, vers. 17-26.

1st. Vers. 15 and 16.
1 While seeking to calm the excite

ment produced by His miracles, Jesus endeavoured also to

preserve His energies from any spiritual deterioration by

devoting part of His time to meditation and prayer. As Son

of man, He had, in common with us all, to draw from God
the strength He needed for His hours of activity. Such

touches as these in the narrative certainly do not look like an

apotheosis of Jesus, and they constitute a striking difference

between the evangelical portrait and the legendary caricature.

This thoroughly original detail suffices also to prove the in

dependence of Luke s sources of information. After this general
1 N. B. C. D. L. some Mnn. It. omit VK
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description (the seventh), the narrative is resumed with a

detached and special incident, given as an example of the

state of things described.

2d. Vers. 17 19.
1

TJie Arrival The completely Aramaean

form of this preface (the ical before at-ro?, the form KCL\ rjaav

. . . 01 rjaav, and especially the expression yv efc TO laaOai)

proves that Luke s account is not borrowed from either of the

two other Synoptics. This was one of those solemn hours of

which we have another instance in the evening at Capernaum

(iv. 41, 42). The presence of the Pharisees and scribes from

Jerusalem is easily explained, if the conflict related John v.

had already taken place. The scribes did not constitute a

theological or political party, like the Pharisees and Sadducees.

They were the professional lawyers. They were designedly
associated with the Pharisees sent to Galilee to watch Jesus

(ver. 2 1). The narrative in the first Gospel is extremely
concise. Matthew does not tell the story ;

he is intent upon
his object, the word of Jesus. Mark gives the same details

as Luke, but without the two narratives presenting one single

term in common. And yet they worked on the same docu

ment, or one on the text of the other ! The roof of the house

could be reached by a flight of steps outside built against the

wall, or by a ladder, or even from the next house, for the

houses frequently communicated with each other by the

terraces. Does Luke s expression, Sia rwv Kepa^wv, signify

simply &quot;by
the roof, that is to say, by the stairs which con

ducted from the terrace to the lower storeys, or down over the

balustrade which surrounded the terrace
;
or is it just equiva

lent to Mark s description :
&quot;

they uncovered the ceiling of

the place where He was, and having made an opening, let

down the pallet
&quot;

? This term, through the tiles, would be

strange, if it was not to express an idea similar to that of

Mark. Strauss objects that such an operation as that of

raising the tiles could not have been effected without danger
to those who were below

;
and he concludes from this that

the narrative is only a legend. But in any case, a legend
would have been invented in conformity with the mode of

construction then adopted and known to everybody. Jesus

1 Ver. 17. K. B. L. Z., avrov instead of uureus. Yer. 19. All the Mjj. omit
tut before
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was probably seated in a hall immediately beneath the

terrace.
1

Vers. 20 and 2 1.
2 The Offence. The expression their faith,

in Luke, applies evidently to the perseverance of the sick

man and his bearers, notwithstanding the obstacles they en

countered ;
it is the same in Mark. In Matthew, who has

not mentioned these obstacles, but who nevertheless employs
the same terms, and seeing their faith, this expression can

only refer to the simple fact of the paralytic s coming. The

identical form of expression indicates a common source
;
but

at the same time, the different sense put upon the common
words by their entirely different reference to what precedes

proves that this source was not written. The oral tradition

had evidently so stereotyped this form of expression, that it is

found in the narrative of Matthew, though separated from the

circumstances to which it is applied in the two others.

Jesus could not repel such an act of faith. Seeing the per

severing confidence of the sick man, recognising in him one

of those whom His Father draws to Him (John vi. 44), He
receives him with open arms, by telling him that he is for

given. The three salutations differ in our Syn. : Man (Luke)

My son (Mark) ;
Take courage, my son (Matthew). Which of

the evangelists was it that changed in this arbitrary and aim

less manner the words of Jesus as recorded in his predecessor ?

A$eu&amp;gt;vTai
is an Attic form, either for the present afyfevrat, or

rather for the perf. afalvrai. It is not impossible that, by

speaking in this way, Jesus intended to throw down the

gauntlet to His inquisitors. They took it up. The scribes

are put before the Pharisees
; they were the experts. A

blasphemy ! How welcome to them ! Nothing could have

sounded more agreeably in their ears. We will not say, in

1 Delitszch represents the fact in this way (Ein Tag in Capernaum, pp.

40-46) : Two bearers ascend the roof by a ladder, and by means of cords they

draw up by the same way the sick man after them, assisted by the other two

bearers. In the middle of the terrace was a square place open in summer to

give light and air to the house, but closed with tiles during the rainy season.

Having opened this passage, the bearers let down the sick man into the large

inner court immediately below, where Jesus was teaching near the cistern fixed

as usual in this court. The trap-stairs which lead down from the terrace into

the house would have been too narrow for their use, and would not have taken

them into the court, but into the apartments which overlooked it from all sides.

2 Ver. 20. X. B. L. X. omit O.UTU after u-rtv.
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regard to this accusation, with many orthodox interpreters,

that, as God, Jesus had a right to pardon ;
for this would be

to go directly contrary to the employment of the title Son of

man, in virtue of which Jesus attributes to Himself, in ver.

24, this power. But may not God delegate His gracious

authority to a man who deserves His confidence, and who

becomes, for the great work of salvation, His ambassador on

earth ? This is the position which Jesus takes. The only

question is, whether this pretension is well founded
;
and it

is the demonstration of this moral fact, already contained in

His previous miracles, that He proceeds to give in a striking

form to His adversaries.

Vers. 22-24.1 The Miracle. The miraculous work which

is to follow is for a moment deferred. Jesus, without having
heard the words of those about Him, understands their

murmurs. His mind is, as it were, the mirror of their

thoughts. The form of His reply is so striking, that the

tradition has preserved it to the very letter
;
hence it is found

in identical terms in all three narratives. The proposition,

that ye may know, depends on the following command : / say

to thee . . . The principal and subordinate clauses having been

separated by a moment of solemn silence, the three accounts

fill up this interval with the parenthesis : He saith to the

paralytic. This original and identical form must necessarily

proceed from a common source, oral or written. It is no

easier, certainly, to pardon than to heal
;
but it is much easier

to convict a man of imposture who falsely claims the power
to heal, than him who falsely arrogates authority to pardon.

There is a slight irony in the way in which Jesus gives ex

pression to this thought.
&quot; You think these are empty words

that I utter when I say, Thy sins are forgiven thee. See,

then, whether the command which I am about to give is

an empty word.&quot; The miracle thus announced acquires the

value of an imposing demonstration. It will be seen whether

Jesus is not really what He claims to be, the Ambassador of

God on earth to forgive sins. Earth, where the pardon is

granted, is opposed to heaven, where He dwells from whom it

proceeds.

It is generally acknowledged at the present day, that the

1 The Mss. vary between vrapctXtXv/tsvw and
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title Son of man, by which Jesus preferred to designate Him
self, is not simply an allusion to the symbolical name in

Dan. vii., but that it sprang spontaneously from the depths of

Jesus own consciousness. Just as, in His title of S&amp;lt;sn of God,

Jesus included whatever He was conscious of being for God,
so in that of Son of man He comprehended all He felt He
was for men. The term Son of man is generic, and denotes

each representative of the human race (Ps. viii. 5
;
Ezek.

xxxvii. 3, 9, 11). With the art. (the Son of man), this ex

pression contains the notion of a superiority in the equality.

It designates Jesus not simply as man, but as the normal

man, the perfect representative of the race. If this title

alludes to any passage of the 0. T., it must be to the ancient

prophecy,
&quot;

TJie seed of the woman shall bruise the serpent s

head&quot; (Gen. iii. 15).
1 There is a tone of triumph in this

expression, ver. 25 : He took up that whereon he lay. The

astonishment of the people, ver. 26, is expressed differently

in the three narratives : We never saw it on thisfashion (Mark) ;

Tliey glorified God, which had given such power unto men

(Matthew). This remarkable expression, to men, is doubtless

connected with Son of man. Whatever is given to the normal

man, is in Him given to all. Matthew did not certainly add

this expression on his own authority, any more than the others

arbitrarily omitted it. Their sources were different.

IlapdSoga, strange things, in Luke, is found in Josephus
account of Jesus. By the term to-day the multitude allude

not only to the miracle, they had seen others as astounding
on previous days, but more particularly to the divine pre

rogative of pardon, so magnificently demonstrated by this

miracle with which Jesus had just connected it. The

different expressions by which the crowd give utterance to

their surprise in the three Syn. might really have been on the

lips of different witnesses of this scene.

Keim, applying here the method indicated, pp. 253-4, thinks

that the paralysis was overcome by the moral excitement which

1 M. Gess, in his fine work, Christi Zeugniss ron seiner Person und seinem

WerJc, 1870, understands by the Son of man, He who represents the divine

majesty in a human form. The idea in itself is true
;
the normal man is called

to share in the divine estate, and to become the supreme manifestation of God.

But the notion of divine majesty does not belong to the term Son of man. It

is contained in the term Son of God. The two titles are in antithetical connec

tion, and for this reason they complete each other.
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tfie sick man underwent. Examples are given of impotent per
sons whose power of movement has been restored by a mighty
internal shock. Therefore it is just possible that the physical fact

might be explained in this way. But the moral fact, the absolute

assurance of Jesus, the challenge implied in this address,
&quot; In order

that ye may know, . . . arise and walk !&quot; a speech the authenticity
of which is so completely guaranteed by the three narratives and

by its evident originality, how is this to be explained from Keim s

standpoint 1 Why, Jesus, in announcing so positively a success so

problematical, would have laid Himself open to be palpably contra

dicted by the fact ! At the commencement of His ministry He
would have based His title to be the Son of man, His authority to

forgive sins, His mission as the Saviour, His entire spiritual work,
on the needle s point of this hazardous experiment ! If this were
the case, instead of a divine demonstration (and this is the meaning
which Jesus attaches to the miracle), there would be nothing more
in the fact than a fortunate coincidence.

4. TJie Call of Levi: vers. 2739. This section relates :

1st. The call of Levi
;

2d. The feast which followed, with the

discourse connected with it
;

3d. A double lesson arising out

of a question about fasting.

1st. Vers. 27 and 28.
1 The Call. This fact occupies an

important place in the development of the work of Jesus, not

only as the complement of the call of the first disciples (ver.

1 et seq.), but especially as a continuation of the conflict

already entered into with the old order of things.

The publicans of the Gospels are ordinarily regarded as

Jewish sub-collectors in the service of Eoman knights, to whom
the tolls of Palestine had been let out at Eome. Wieseler,

in his recent work,
2

corrects this view. He proves, by an

edict of Caesar, quoted in Josephus (Antiq. xiv. 10. 5), that

the tolls in Judsea were remitted direct to the Jewish or

heathen collectors, without passing through the hands of the

Eoman financiers. The publicans, especially such as, like

Matthew, were of Jewish origin, were hated and despised by
their fellow-countrymen more even than the heathen them

selves. They were excommunicated, and deprived of the right

of tendering an oath before the Jewish authorities. Their

conduct, which was too often marked by extortion and fraud,

generally justified the opprobrium which public opinion cast

1 Ver. 28. The Mss. vary between xa-raA/cnwv and xaraAj/Twy, as Avcll as be
tween ajravra and VTKVTK, qx.o\ov6it and nxoXwUvifftv.

*
Beitrdge zur richtigen Wurdigung der Evangelien, p. 78.
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upon them. Capernaum was on the road leading from

Damascus to the Mediterranean, which terminated at Ptolemais

(St. Jean d Acre). It was the commercial highway from the

interior of Asia. In this city, therefore, there must have

been a tax-office of considerable importance. This office was

probably situated outside the city, and near the sea. This

explains the expression, He went out (Luke) ;
He went forth in

order to go to the sea-side (Mark). In the three Syn. this call

immediately follows the healing of the paralytic (Matt. ix. 9
;

Mark ii. 13 et seq.).

Jesus must have had some very important reason for calling

a man from the class of the publicans to join the circle of His

disciples ;
for by this step He set Himself at open variance

with the theocratic notions of decorum. Was it His deliberate

intention to throw down the gauntlet to the numerous Pharisees

who had come from a distance to watch Him, and to show

them how completely He set Himself above their judgment ?

Or was it simply convenient to have among His disciples a.

man accustomed to the use of the pen ? This is quite pos
sible

;
but there is something so abrupt, so spontaneous, and

so strange in this call, that it is impossible to doubt that

Jesus spoke to him in obedience to a direct impulse from on

high. The higher nature of the call appears also in the

decision and promptness with which it was accepted. Between

Jesus and this man there must have been, as it were, a flash

of divine sympathy. The relation between Jesus and His

first apostles was formed in this way (John i.).
The name

Levi not occurring in any of the lists of apostles, it is impos
sible to identify it with Lellceus, which has a different meaning
and etymology, it might be thought that this Levi never be

longed to the number of the twelve. But in this case why
should his call be so particularly related ? Then the expres

sion, having left all, he followed Him (ver. 28), forbids our

thinking that Levi ever resumed his profession as a toll-

collector, and puts him in the same rank as the four older

disciples (ver. 11). We must therefore look for him among
the apostles. In the catalogue of the first Gospel (x. 3), the

Apostle Matthew is called the publican; and in the same

Gospel (ix. 9) the call of Matthew the publican is related,

with details identical with those of our narrative. Must we
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admit two different but similar incidents ? This was the

supposition of the Gnostic Heracleon and of Clement of

Alexandria. Sieffert, Ewald, and Keim prefer to admit that

our first Gospel applies by mistake to the apostle and older

publican Matthew, the calling of another less known publican,

who should be called Levi (Mark and Luke). This opinion

naturally implies that the first Gospel is unauthentic. But is

it not much simpler to suppose that the former name of this

man was Levi, and that Jesus, perceiving the direct hand of

God in this event, gave him the surname of Matthew, gift of

God, just as He gave Simon, at His first meeting with him, the

surname of Peter ?* This name, which Matthew habitually

bore in the Church, was naturally that under which he figured

afterwards in the catalogues of the apostles. Were Luke and

Mark unaware that the apostle so named was the publican
whom they had designated by the name of Levi ? Or have

they neglected to mention this identity in their lists of the

apostles, because they have given these just as they found

them in their documents ? We do not know. We are con

tinually struck by seeing how the evangelical tradition has

left in the shade the secondary personages of this great drama,
in order to bestow exclusive attention on the principal actor.

-- E0edcra7o does not signify merely He saw, but He fixed

His eyes upon him. This was the moment when something

peculiar and inexplicable took place between Jesus and the

publican. The expression KaOtfjuevov eVi TO Te\wviov cannot

signify seated in the office
;

CTT! or eV TQ&amp;gt; rekwvicp would be

necessary. As the accusative after eV/, the word toll might
mean, seated at his work of toll-collecting ; but this sense of

Te\a)vtov is unexampled. Might not the prep. eVt have the

sense here in which it is sometimes employed in the classics,

in Herodotus, for example, when he says of Aristides that

he kept eVt TO o-vve&piov in front of the place where the chiefs

were assembled (viii. 79) ? Levi must have been seated in

Jront of his office, observing what was passing. How, indeed,
if he had been seated in the office, could his glance have met
that of Jesus ? Without even re-entering, he follows Him,
forsaking all

1
Comp. the Ma-r^a/ay X .yofttvov, Matt. IX. 9, with

2//*&amp;lt;w&amp;gt;
o ^.yo^tot Utrpaf, X. 2,

John i. 43.
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2d. Vers. 29-32. 1 The Feast. According to Luke, the

repast was spread in the house of Levi
;
the new disciple

seeks to bring his old friends and Jesus together. It is his

first missionary effort. Meyer sees a contradiction to Matthew
here. Matthew says,

&quot;

as Jesus sat at meat in the house&quot; an

expression which, in his opinion, can only mean the dwelling
of Jesus. He decides in favour of Matthew s narrative. But

(1) how came the crowd of publicans and people of ill-fame

at meat all at once in the house of Jesus ? (2) Where is there

ever any mention of the house of Jesus ? (3) The repetition

of Jesus name at the end of the verse (ver. 1 in Matthew)
excludes the idea that the complement understood of the house

is Jesus. As to Mark, the pron. avrov, his house, refers to

Levi
;
this is proved (1) by the opposition of avrov to the

preceding avrov, and (2) by the repetition of the name Irjcrov

in the following phrase.
2 The expression in the house, in

Matthew, denotes therefore the house, wherever it was, in

which the meal took place, in opposition to the outside, where

the call, with the preaching that followed it, occurred. As

usual, Matthew passes rapidly over the external circumstances

of the narrative
;

it is the word of Jesus in which he is

interested. The repast, doubtless, took place on the ground-

floor, and the apartment or gallery in which the table was

spread could easily be reached from the street. While Jesus

was surrounded by His new friends, His adversaries attacked

His disciples. The T. E. places their scribes before the

Pharisees. In this case, they would be the scribes of the

place, or those of the nation. Neither meaning is very natural
;

the other reading, therefore, must be preferred : the Pharisees

and their scribes, the defenders of strict observance, and the

learned men sent with them from Jerusalem as experts (vers.

17-21). The Sinait. and some others have omitted avrwv,

doubtless on account of the difficulty and apparent uselessness

of this pronoun.

Eating together is, in the East, as with us, the sign of very

1 Part of the Mss. put 01 ^xpia-uioi before 01 ypupftetrsis awruv T. K., with the

others, 01 yfapp. O.-JTUV before ot Qapur. Aurov is omitted by tf. D. F. X. some

Mnn. Itali
i.

;
T. E. omits

,
with S. V. n. only.

2
I am happy to find myself in accord here with Klostermann in his fine and

conscientious study of the second Gospel, Das Marcus-Lvangellum, pp. 43, 44.
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close intimacy. Jesus, therefore, went beyond all the limits

of Jewish decorum in accepting the hospitality of Matthew s

house, and in such company. His justification is partly

serious and partly ironical. He seems to concede to the

Pharisees that they are perfectly well, and concludes from this

that for them He, the physician, is useless
;
so far the irony.

On the other hand, it is certain that, speaking ritually, the

Pharisees were right according to the Levitical law, and that

being so, they would enjoy the means of grace offered by the

old covenant, of which those who have broken with the theo

cratic forms are deprived. In this sense the latter are really

in a more serious condition than the Pharisees, and more

urgently need that some one should interest himself in their

salvation
;

this is the serious side of the answer. This word

is like a two-edged sword : first of all, it justifies Jesus from

His adversaries point of view, and by an argument ad liominem ;

but, at the same time, it is calculated to excite serious doubts

in their minds as to whether this point of view be altogether

just, and to give them a glimpse of another, according to which

the difference that separates them from the publicans has not

all the worth which they attributed to it (see on xv. 1-7).

The words to repentance are wanting in Matthew and Mark,

according to the best authorities; the words understood in

this case are : to the kingdom of God, to salvation. In Luke,
where these words are authentic, they continue the irony
which forms the substance of this answer: come to call to

repentance just persons ! It is for the Pharisees to ask them

selves, after this, whether, because they meet the require
ments of the temple, they satisfy the demands of God. The

discussion here takes a new turn
;

it assumes the character of

a conversation on the use of fasting in the old and new order

of things.

3d. Vers. 3339. Instruction concerning Fasting.
Vers. 33-35.1 In Luke they are the same parties, parti

cularly the scribes, who continue the conversation, and who

allege, in favour of the regular practice of fasting, the example

1 Ver. 33. Ka
(?) B. L. X. omit W/. Yer. 34. K* D. ItPleri

i&quot;
e
, pn two.* et

Viot . . . vnffTiua-Ki (or v/icrrtviiv) instead of (w $uvec,&amp;lt;rfo rov; viovs . . . foiriffix.1 wurrtvirou

(or wrtuuv). Ver. 35. K. C. F. L. M. some Mnn. Syr. ItPleriiue
,
omit X.KI before

&amp;lt;rv. The same (with the exception of C. L.) and A. place it before rare.

VOL. I. 8
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of the disciples of John and of the Pharisees. The scribe*

express themselves in this manner, because they themselves,

as scribes, belong to no party whatever. In Matthew it is

the disciples of John who appear all at once in the midst of

this scene, and interrogate Jesus in their own name and in

that of the Pharisees. In Mark it is the disciples of John

and of the Pharisees united who put the question. This differ

ence might easily find its way into the oral tradition, but it is

inexplicable on any of the hypotheses which deduce the three

texts from one and the same written source, or one of them
from another. Mark says literally : the disciples of John and

the Pharisees were fasting ; and we may understand that day.

Devout persons in Israel fasted, in fact, twice a week (Luke
xviii. 12), on Mondays and Fridays, the days on which it was

said that Moses went up Sinai (see Meyer on Matt. vi. 16) ;
this

particular day may have been one or other of these two days.

But we may also explain it : fasted habitually. They were

fasting persons, addicted to religious observances in which

fasting held an important place. It is not easy to decide

between these two senses : with the first, there seems less

reason for the question ;
with the second, it conveys a much

more serious charge against Jesus, since it refers to His

habitual conduct; comp. vii. 34, &quot;Ye say, He is a glutton

and a winebibber (an eater and a
drinker).&quot;

The word 8tar/,

omitted by the Alex., appears to have been taken from Matthew

and Mark.

Whether the disciples of John were present or not, it is

to their mode of religious reformation that our Lord s answer

more especially applies. As they do not appear to have

cherished very kindly feelings towards Jesus (John iii. 25, 26),

it is very possible that they were united on this occasion with

His avowed adversaries (Matthew). Jesus compares the days
of His presence on the earth to a nuptial feast. The Old

Testament had represented the Messianic coming of Jehovah

by this figure. If John the Baptist had already uttered the

words reported by John (iii. 29) : &quot;He that hath the bride is

the bridegroom ; but the friend of the bridegroom, which standeth

and heareth him, rejoiceth greatly because of the bridegroom s

voice : this my joy therefore is fulfilled,
what appropriateness

there was in this figure by which He replied to his disciples !
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Perhaps the Pharisees authorized a departure from the rule

respecting fasting during the nuptial weeks. In this case

Jesus reply would become more striking still. Nvp^wv sig

nifies the nuptial chamber, and not the bridegroom (vvpfyios), as

Martin, Ostervald, and Crampon translate. The true Greek

term to indicate the nuptial friend would have been Trapa-

vvpfyos ;
John says: &amp;lt;/Xo? rov vvpfyiov. The expression of

the Syn., son of the nuptial chamber, is a Hebraism (comp
son of the kingdom, of wisdom, of perdition, etc.). The

received reading,
&quot; Can you make ike marriage friends fast ?&quot;

(notwithstanding the joy with which their hearts are full), is

preferable to that of the Sinait. and of the Graeco-Latm Codd.,
&quot; Can they fast?&quot; which is less forcible, and which is taken from

Matthew and Mark. In the midst of this feast of publicans

the heart of Jesus is overflowing with joy ;
it is one of the

hours when His earthly life seems to His feeling like a marriage

day. But suddenly His countenance becomes overcast
;
the

shadow of a painful vision passes across His brow : The days
will come . . . said He in a solemn tone. At the close of

this nuptial week, the bridegroom Himself will be suddenly
smitten and cut off; then will come the time of fasting for

those who to-day are rejoicing ;
there will be no necessity to

enjoin it. In this striking and poetic answer Jesus evidently

announces His violent death. The passive aor. cannot, as

Bleek admits, be explained otherwise. This verb and tense

indicate a stroke of violence, by which the subject of the verb

will be smitten (comp. 1 Cor. v. 2). This saying is parallel

to the words found in John ii. 19, &quot;Destroy this temple;&quot; and

iii. 1 4,
&quot; As Moses lifted up the serpent, so must the Son of

man le lifted up! The fasting which Jesus here opposes to

the prescribed fasting practised in Israel is neither a state of

purely inward grief, a moral fast, in moments of spiritual

depression, nor, as Neander thought, the life of privation and

sacrifice to which the apostles would inevitably be exposed
after the departure of their Master

;
it is indeed, according to

the context, fasting in the proper sense of the term. Fasting
has always been practised in the Church at certain solemn

seasons, but it is not a rite imposed on it from without, but

the expression of a sentiment of real grief. It proceeds from

the sorrow which the Church feels in the absence of its Head,
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and is designed to lend intensity to its prayers, and to ensure

with greater certainty that assistance of Jesus which alone can

supply the place of His visible presence (comp. Mark. ix.

29 (?) ;
Acts xiii. 2, 3, xiv. 23). This remarkable saying

was preserved with literal exactness in the tradition
;
accord

ingly we find it in identical words in the three Syn. It

proves, first, that from the earliest period of His ministry
Jesus regarded Himself as the Messiah

; next, that He identified

His coming with that of Jehovah, the husband of Israel and of

mankind (Hos. ii. 19);
1

lastly, that at that time He already
foresaw and announced His violent death. It is an error,

therefore, to oppose, on these three points, the fourth Gospel to

the other three.

Vers. 36-39. Here we have the second part of the conver

sation. The expression e\&amp;lt;ye
Be /cat, and He said also, indi

cates its range. This expression, which occurs so frequently
in Luke, always indicates the point at which Jesus, after

having treated of the particular subject before Him, rises to a

more general view which commands the whole question. Thus,,

from this moment He makes the particular difference respect

ing fasting subordinate to the general opposition between the

old and new order of things, an idea which carries Him back

to the occasion of the scene, the call of a publican.

Ver. 36.
2
First Parable. The T. E. says,:

&quot; No man putteth

a piece of new cloth unto an old
garment.&quot; The Alex. var. has-

this :

&quot; No man, rending a piece from a new garment, putteth

it to an old garment.&quot; In Matthew and Mark the new piece

is taken from any piece of cloth ; in Luke, according to two

readings, it is cut out of a whole garment ; the Alex, reading

only puts this in a somewhat stronger form. The verb crj/,
rends (Alex, a^lo-ei, will rend), in the second proposition, might
have the intransitive sense :

&quot; Otherwise the new [piece] maketh

a rent [in the
old],&quot;

which would come to the same meaning
as the passage has in Matthew and Mark :

&quot; The new piece

taketh away a part of the old, and the rent is made worse.
1*

1 See Gess, Christi Zeugniss, pp. 19, 20.

2 Ver. 36. tf. B. D. L. X. Z. several Mnn. Syr. Italiq. omit avo before

N. B. D. L. Z. some Mnn. add ff^^i before sav/SaXXi*. K. B. C. D. L. X.,

ff%iffii, trupQuvnini, instead of
&amp;lt;r% &i, &amp;lt;rvp.&amp;lt;pwvu.

X. B. C. L. X. A, add n
before r a
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Eat in Luke the context requires the active sense: &quot;Other

wise it [the piece used to patch with] rendeth the n&iv [gar

ment].&quot;
This is the only sense admissible in the Alex, reading,

after the partic. cr^tW?, rending, in the preceding proposition.

The received reading equally requires it : for, 1st. The second

inconvenience indicated,
&quot;

the new agreeth not with the old,&quot;

would be too slight to be placed after that of the enlargement
of the rent. 2d. The evident correlation between the two icai,

loth . . . and . . ., contains the following idea : the two gar

ments, loth the new and the old, are spoiled together ;
the new,

because it has been rent to patch the old
;
the old, because it

is disfigured by a piece of different cloth. Certainly it would

still be possible to refer the expression, not agree, not to the

incongruity in appearance of the two cloths, but to the stronger

and more resisting quality of the new cloth, an inequality

which would have the effect of increasing the rent. This

would be the untoward result intended in Matthew and Mark.

But the term av^ovelv, to harmonize, refers much more natu

rally to a contrast in appearance between the two cloths.

The futures, will rend, will agree, in the Alex, reading, may be

defended
;
but are they not a correction proceeding from the

use of the future in the second parable (will break, will le

spilled, will perish, ver. 37)? The corrector, in this case, could

not have remembered that, in the case of the wine and the

leathern bottles, the damage is only produced after a time,

whilst in the garment it is immediate. To sum up : in

Matthew and Mark there is only a single damage, that which

befalls the old garment, the rent of which is enlarged ;
in

Luke the damage is twofold : in one case affecting the new

garment, which is cut into to patch the other
;
in the other,

affecting the old garment, as in Matthew and Mark, but con

sisting in the patchwork appearance of the cloths, and not in

the enlargement of the rent.

In the application it is impossible not to connect this image
of the piece of new cloth with the subject of the previous

conversation, the rite of fasting, while we admit that Jesus

generalizes the question. Moses had nowhere prescribed

monthly or weekly fasts. The only periodical fast com
manded in the law was annual that on the day of atone

ment. The regular fasts, such as those which the adversaries
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of Jesus would have had Him impose on His disciples, were

one of those pharisaical inventions which the Jews called a

hedge about the law, and by which they sought to complete and

maintain the legal system. John the Baptist himself had

been unable to do anything better than attach himself to this

method. This is the patching-up process which is indicated

in Matthew and Mark, and which is opposed to the mode of

action adopted by Jesus the total substitution of a new for an

old garment. In Luke the image is still more full of mean

ing: Jesus, alluding to that new, unconstrained, evangelical

fasting, of which He has spoken in ver. 34, and which He
cannot at present require of His disciples, makes the general
declaration that it is necessary to wait for the new life before

creating its forms
;

it is impossible to anticipate it by attempt

ing to adapt to the legal system, under which His disciples

are as yet living, the elements of the new state which He

promises them. His mission is not to labour to repair and

maintain an educational institution, now decaying and waxing
old (TraXaiov/jLevov KOI yrjpdo-fcov). He is not a patcher, as the

Pharisees were, nor a reformer, like John the Baptist. Opus

majus ! It is a new garment that He brings. To mix up the

old work with the new, would be to spoil the latter without

preserving the former. It would be a violation of the unity
of the spiritualism which He was about to inaugurate, and to

introduce into the legal system an offensive medley. Would
not the least particle of evangelical freedom suffice to make

every legal observance fall into disuse ? Better then let the

old garment remain as it is, until the time comes to substitute

the new for it altogether, than try to patch it up with strips

taken from the latter ! As Lange says (Leben Jesu, ii. p. 680):
rt The work of Jesus is too good to use it in repairing the

worn garment of pharisaical Judaism, which could never

thereby be made into anything better than the assumed garb
of a

beggar.&quot;
This profound idea of the mingling of the new

holiness with the ancient legalism comes out more clearly

from Luke s simile, and cannot have been introduced into the

words of Jesus by him. Neander thinks that the old garment
must be regarded as the image of the old unregenerate nature

of the disciples, on which Jesus could not impose the forms of

the new life. But the moral nature of man cannot be com-
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pared to a garment ;
it is the man himself. Gess applies the

image of the piece of new cloth to the asceticism of John the

Baptist. This meaning might suffice for the form of it in

Matthew and Mark
;
but it leaves Luke s form of it (a piece

of the new garment) unexplained.

What a view of His mission this word of Jesus reveals !

What a lofty conception of the work He came to accomplish !

From what a height He looks down, not only on the Pharisees,

but on John himself, the great representative of the old

covenant, the greatest of those born of women ! And all this

is expressed in the simplest, homeliest manner, thrown off with

the greatest facility ! He speaks as a being to whom nothing

is so natural as the sublime. All that has been called the

system of Paul, all that this apostle himself designates his

gospel, the decisive contrast between the two covenants, the

mutual exclusiveness of the systems of law and grace, of the

oldness of the letter and the newness of the spirit (Eom. vii. 6),

this inexorable dilemma :

&quot;

If ly grace, then is it no more of

works ; if it le of works, then is it no more
grace&quot; (Eom. xi. 6),

which constitutes the substance of the Epistles to the Eomans

and the Galatians, all is contained in this homely figure of a

garment patched with a piece of cloth, or with part of a new

garment ! How can any one, after this, maintain that Jesus

was not conscious from the beginning of the bearing of His

work, as well of the task He had to accomplish in regard to

Jie law, as of His Messianic dignity ? How can any one con

tend that the Twelve, to whom we owe the preservation of this

parable, were only narrow Jewish Christians, as prejudiced in

favour of their law as the most extreme men of the party ?

If they perceived the meaning of this saying alone, the part

attributed to them becomes impossible. And if they had no

comprehension of it, how was it that they thought it worthy
of a place in the teaching of Jesus, which they handed down
with such care to the Church ?

Often, after having presented an idea by means of a parable,

from a feeling that the figure employed fails to represent it

completely, Jesus immediately adds a second parable, designed
to set forth another aspect of the same idea. In this way
are formed what may be called the pairs of parables, which are

1

Eph. iv. 22, 24, is a metaphor, not a parable.
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so often met with in the Gospels (the grain of mustard seed

and the leaven
;

the treasure and the pearl ;
the unwise

builder and the imprudent warrior
;
the sower and the tares).

Following the same method, Jesus here adds to the parable of

the piece of cloth that of the leathern bottles.

Vers. 37, 38.
1 The Second Parable. The figure is taken

from the Oriental custom of preserving liquids in leathern

bottles, made generally of goat-skins. &quot;No one,&quot; says M.

Pierotti,
&quot;

travels in Palestine without having a leathern bottle

filled with water amongst his luggage. These bottles preserve

the water for drinking, without imparting any ill taste to it
;

also wine, oil, honey, and milk.&quot;
2 In this parable there is

evidently an advance on the preceding, as we always find in

the case of double parables. This difference of meaning, mis

apprehended by Neander and the greater part of interpreters,

comes out more particularly from two features : 1. The op

position between the unity of the garment in the first, and the

plurality of the bottles in the second
;

2. The fact that, since

the new wine answers to the new garment, the new bottler

must represent a different and entirely new idea. In fact,

Jesus here is no longer opposing the evangelical principle to

the legal principle, but the representatives of the one to those

of the other. Two complaints were raised against Jesus : 1st.

His negligence of the legal forms
;
to this accusation He has

just replied. 2d. His contempt for the representatives of

legalism, and His sympathy with those who had thrown off

the theocratic discipline. It is to this second charge that He
now replies. Nothing can be more simple than our parable

from this point of view. The new wine represents that living

and healthy spirituality which flows so abundantly through
the teaching of Jesus

;
and the bottles, the men who are to

become the depositaries of this principle, and to preserve it

for mankind. And whom in Israel will Jesus choose to fulfil

this part ? The old practitioners of legal observance ? Phari

sees puffed up with the idea of their own merit ? Rabbis

jaded with textual discussions ? Such persons have nothing

to learn, nothing to receive from Him ! If associated with

1 Yer. 38. X. B. L. and some Mnn. omit the words, */ afiQoripoi trvvrnpeuvrat.
2
Macpelah, p. 78. The author gives a detailed description of the way in

these bottles are made.
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His work, they could not fail to falsify it, by mixing up with

His instructions the old prejudices with which they are im

bued
;
or even if they should yield their hearts for a moment

to the lofty thought of Jesus, it would put all their religious

notions and routine devotion to the rout, just as new and

sparkling wine bursts a worn-out leathern bottle. Where,

then, shall He choose His future instruments ? Among those

who have neither merit nor wisdom of their own. He needs

fresh natures, souls whose only merit is their receptivity, new

men in the sense of the homo novus among the Romans, fair

tablets on which His hand may write the characters of divine

truth, without coming across the old traces of a false human

wisdom. &quot;God, I thank Thee, because Thou hast hidden

these things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed

ihem to these babes&quot; (Luke x. 21). These babes will save

the truth, and it will save them
;

this is expressed by these

last words :

&quot; and both, the wine and the bottles, are preserved.&quot;

These words are omitted in Luke by some Alex. They are

suspected of having been added from Matthew, where they are

not wanting in any document
; Meyer s conjecture, that they

ha,ve been suppressed, in accordance with Mark, is less

probable.

It has been thought that the old bottles represent the un-

regenerate nature of man, and the new bottles, hearts renewed

by the Gospel. But Jesus would not have represented the

destruction of the old corrupt nature by the gospel as a result

to be dreaded
;
and He would scarcely have compared new

hearts, the works of His Holy Spirit, to bottles, the existence

of which precedes that of the wine which they contain. Lange
and Gess see in the old bottles a figure of the legal forms, in

the new bottles the image of the evangelical forms. But

Christian institutions are an emanation of the Christian spirit,

while the bottles exist independently of the wine with which

they are filled. And Jesus would not have attached equal

importance to the preservation of the wine and of the bottles,

as He does in the words :

&quot; And both are preserved.&quot;
It is a

question, then, here of the preservation of the gospel, and of

the salvation of the individuals who are the depositaries of it.

Jesus returns here to the fact which was the occasion of the

whole scene, and which had called forth the dissatisfaction of
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His adversaries, the call of Levi the publican. It is this bold

act which He justifies in the second parable, after having

vindicated, in the first, the principle on which it was based.

A new system demands new persons. This same truth will

be applied on a larger scale, when, through the labours of St.

Paul, the gospel shall pass from the Jews to the Gentiles,,

who are the new men in the kingdom of God.

Ver. 39.
1 The Third Parable. The thorough opposition

which Jesus has just established between the legal system
and the evangelical system (first parable), then between the-

representatives of the one and those of the other (second

parable), must not lead the organs of the new principles ta

treat those of the ancient order with harshness. They must

remember that it is not easy to pass from a system, with which

one has been identified from childhood, to an entirely different

principle of life. Such men must be allowed time to fami

liarize themselves with the new principle that is presented ta

them
;
and we must beware how we turn our backs upon them,

if they do not answer, as Levi the publican did, to the first

call. The conversion of a publican may be sudden as light

ning, but that of a scrupulous observer of the law will, as a

rule, be a work of prolonged effort. This figure, like that of

the preceding parable, is taken from the actual circumstances.

Conversation follows a meal
;
the wine in the bottles circulates

amongst the guests. With the figure of the bottles, which con

tain the wine, is easily connected the idea of the individuals

who drink it. The new wine, however superior may be its

quality, owing to its sharper flavour, is always repugnant to-

the palate of a man accustomed to wine, the roughness of

which has been softened by age. In the same way, it is

natural that those who have long rested in the works of the

law, should at first take alarm Jesus can well understand it

at the principle of pure spirituality. It is altogether an

error in the Alex, that has erased here the word e0e&amp;lt;w9, im

mediately. The very idea of the parable is concentrated in

this adverb. We must not judge such people by their first

impression. The antipathy which they experience at the first

moment will perhaps give place to a contrary feeling. We
1 D. ItPleriiu

,
and probably Eusebius, omit tins verse. N. B. C. L. omit

tvS-u;. fc$. B. L. tWO Mim. Syi
&amp;gt;sch

., xpvrros instead of xprnrrot ipo$.
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must give them time, as Jesus did Nicodemus. There is a

tone of kindly humour in these words : for he saitk,
&quot;

Attempt
to bring over to gospel views these old followers of legal

routine, and immediately they tell you . . .&quot; If, with the

Alex., the positive p^ 0-7-09 is read :
&quot; the old is mild&quot; the

repugnance for the new wine is more strongly marked than if

we read, with the T. R, the comparative : xprjaTorepos, milder ;

for in the first case the antithesis implied is :

&quot; The new is

not mild at all.&quot; As the idea of comparison runs through
the entire phrase, the copyists were induced to substitute the

comparative for the positive. The Alex, reading is therefore

preferable.

&quot; It was a great moment,&quot; as Gess truly says,
&quot; when Jesus pro

claimed in a single breath these three things : the absolute neiuness

of His Spirit, His dignity as the Husband, and the nearness of His
violent death&quot; If the first parable contains the germ of Paul s

doctrine, and the second foreshadows His work among the Gentiles,
the third lays down the principle whence He derived His mode of

acting towards His fellow-countrymen : making Himself all things to

all by subjecting Himself to the law, in order to gain them that

were under the law (1 Cor. ix. 19, 20). What gentleness, conde

scension, and charity breathe through this saying of Jesus ! What
sweetness, grace, and appropriateness characterize its form ! Zeller

would have us believe (Apostelgesch. p. 15) that Luke invented this

touching saying, and added it on his own authority, in order to

render the decided Paulinism of the two preceding parables accept
able to Jewish-Christian readers. But does he not see that in say

ing this he vanquishes himself by his own hand ? If the two former

parables are so Pauline, that Luke thought he must soften down
their meaning by a corrective of his own invention, how comes it to

pass that the two other Syn., the Gospels which are in the main

Jewish-Christian, have transmitted them to the Church, without
the slightest softening down 1 Criticism sometimes loses its clear

sightedness through excessive sharpness. That the ultra-Pauline

Marcion should have omitted this third parable is perfectly natural ;

it proves that he thoroughly understood it, for it carries with it the
condemnation of his system. But no consequence unfavourable to

its authenticity can be drawn from this. The omission of this

verse in D., and some versions, is no less easily explained by its

omission in the two other synoptics.
The independence of Luke s text, and the originality of ita

sources, come out clearly from this last passage, which forms such
an excellent close to this portion. The difference which we have

pointed out in the purport of the first parable, a difference which is

entirely in Luke s favour, also attests the excellence of the document
from which he has drawn. As to the others, they are no more
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under obligation to Luke than Luke is to them
;
would they, of

their own accord, have made the teaching of Jesus more anti-legal

than it was 1

5. A Sabbath Scene: vi. 1-5. The two Sabbath scenes

which follow, provoke, at last, the outbreak of the conflict,

which, as we have seen, has long been gathering strength. We
have already noted several symptoms of the hostility which

was beginning to be entertained towards Jesus : ver. 1 4 (for
a testimony unto them) ;

ver. 2 1 (he blasphemeth) ;
vers. 30-33

(the censure implied in both questions). It is the apparent

contempt of Jesus for the ordinance of the Sabbath, which in

Luke as well as in John (chap. v. and ix.), alike in Galilee

and in Judaea, provokes the outbreak of this latent irritation,

and an open rupture between Jesus and the dominant party.

Is there not something in this complete parallelism that

abundantly compensates for the superficial differences between

the synoptical narrative and John s ?

Vers. 1-5.
1 The term second-first is omitted by the Alex.

But this omission is condemned by Tischendorf himself.

Matthew and Mark presented nothing at all like it, and they
did not know what meaning to give to the word, which is

found nowhere else in the whole compass of sacred and pro

fane literature. There are half a score explanations of it.

Chrysostom supposed that when two festival and Sabbath

days followed each other, the first received the name of

second-first : the first of the two. This meaning does not give

a natural explanation of the expression. Wetstein and Storr

say that the first Sabbath of the first, second, and third

months of the year were called first, second, and third
;
the

second-first Sabbath would thus be the first Sabbath of the

second month. This meaning, although not very natural, is

less forced. Scaliger thought that, as they reckoned seven

Sabbaths from the 16th Nisan, the second day of the Passover

feast, to Pentecost, the second-first Sabbath denoted the first

of these seven Sabbaths : the first Sabbath after the second

day of the Passover. This explanation, received by De Wette,

1 Ver. 1. K. B. L. some Mnn.
Syr&quot;*. Ifr. omit tuivifo*furu. Ver. 2.

K. B. C. L. X. some Mnn. omit aurot;. Ver. 3. N. B. D. L. X. Syr. omit *.

Ver. 4. K. D. K. n. some Mnn. omit x/3t xai
;
B. C. L. X. read

Ver. 5. D. places this verse after ver. 10. See at ver. 5 (the end).
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ISTeander, and other moderns, agrees very well with the season

when the following scene must have taken place. But the

term does not correspond naturally with the idea. Wieseler

supposes that the first Sabbath of each of the seven years

which formed a Sabbatic cycle was called first, second, third

Sabbath : thus the second-first Sabbath would denote the first

Sabbath of the second year of the septenary cycle. This

explanation has been favourably received by modern exegesis.

It appears to us, however, less probable than that which

Louis Cappel was the first to offer : The civil year of the

Israelites commencing in autumn, in the month Tizri (about

mid-September to mid-October), and the ecclesiastical year in

the month Nisan (about mid-March to mid-April), there were

thus every year two first Sabbaths : one at the commence

ment of the civil year, of which the name would have been

first-first; the other at the beginning of the religious year,

which would be called second-first. This explanation is very

simple in itself, and the form of the Greek term favours it :

second-first signifies naturally a first doubled or twice over

(bisse}. But there is yet another explanation which appears

to us still more probable. Proposed by Selden,
1

it has been

reproduced quite lately by Andreae in his excellent article on

the day of Jesus death.
2 When the observers entrusted with

the duty of ascertaining the appearance of the new moon,

with a view to fixing the first day of the month, did not

present themselves before the commission of the Sanhedrim

assembled to receive their deposition until after the sacrifice,

this day was indeed declared the first of the month, or monthly
Sabbath

(&amp;lt;rd/3/3aTov Trp&rov, first Sabbath} ;
but as the time of

offering the sacrifice of the new moon was passed, they sancti

fied the following day, or second of the month (o-d/3/3aTov

SevrepoTTpuTov, second-first Sabbath), as well. This meaning

perfectly agrees with the idea naturally expressed by this

term (a first twice over), and with the impression it gives of

having been taken from the subtleties of the Jewish calendar.

Bleek, ill-satisfied with these various explanations, supposes

an interpolation. But why should it have occurred in Luke

rather than in Matthew and Mark ? Meyer thinks that a

1 De anno civili et calendario veteris ecclesice judaiccc.
8 In the journal : JBeweis des Glaubens, September 1870.
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copyist had written in the margin Trpcorq), first, in opposition

to ere/30), the other (Sabbath), ver. 6
;
that the next copyist,

wishing, in consideration of the Sabbath indicated iv. 31, to

correct this gloss, wrote Bevrepw, second, in place of TT/XWTW,

first ; and that, lastly, from these two glosses together came

the word second-first, which has made its way into the text.

What a tissue of improbabilities ! Holtzmann thinks that

Luke had written Tryxwrft), the first, dating from the journey
recorded in iv. 44, and that in consideration of iv. 31 some

over-careful corrector added the second; whence our reading.

But is not the interval which separates our narrative from

iv. 44 too great for Luke to have employed the word first in

reference to this journey ? And what object could he have

had in expressing so particularly this quality of first ? Lastly,

how did the gloss of this copyist find its way into such a large

number of documents? Weizsacker (Unters. p. 59) opposes
the two first Sabbaths mentioned in iv. 16, 33 to the two

mentioned here (vers. 1, 6), and thinks that the name second-

first means here the first of the second group. How can any
one attribute such absurd trifling to a serious writer 1 This

strange term cannot have been invented by Luke; neither could

it have been introduced accidentally by the copyists. Taken

evidently from the Jewish vocabulary, it holds its place in

Luke, as a witness attesting the originality and antiquity of

his sources of information. Further, this precise designation

of the Sabbath when the incident took place points to a

narrator who witnessed the scene.

From Mark s expression TrapairopeveaGat,, to pass &quot;by
the side

of, it would seem to follow that Jesus was passing along the

side of, and not, as Luke says, across the field (Sicnropevea-Oai).

But as Mark adds : through the corn, it is clear that he de

scribes two adjacent fields, separated by a path. The act of

the disciples was expressly authorized by the law (Deut.

xxiii. 25). But it was done on the Sabbath day; there was

the grievance. To gather and rub out the ears was to

harvest, to grind, to labour! It was an infraction of the

thirty-nine articles which the Pharisees had framed into a

Sabbatic code. IPVw^oz/re?, rubbing out, is designedly put at

the end of the phrase : this is the labour ! Meyer, pressing

the letter of Mark s text, o$ov Troielv. to make a way, maintain!
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that the disciples were not thinking of eating, but simply
wanted to make themselves a passage across the field by

plucking the ears of corn. According to him, the middle

TroieZaOai, not the active iroteiv, would have been necessary

for the ordinary sense. He translates, therefore : they cleared

a way by plucking (riXXoz/re?) the ears of corn (Mark omits

n/ro)%ofT9, nibbing them out). He concludes from this that

Mark alone has preserved the exact form of the incident,

which has been altered in the other two through the influence

of the next example, which refers to food. Holtzmann takes

advantage of this idea to support the hypothesis of a proto-

Mark. But, 1. What traveller would ever think of clearing a

passage through a field of wheat by plucking ear after ear ?

2. If we were to lay stress on the active Troiew, as Meyer
does, it would signify that the disciples made a road for the

public, and not for themselves alone; for in this case also

the middle would be necessary ! The ordinary sense is there

fore the only one possible even in Mark, and the critical

conclusions in favour of the proto-Mark are without founda

tion. The Hebraistic form of Luke s phrase (eyevero . . . KOI

TI\\OV) which is not found in the other two proves that he

has a particular document. As to who these accusers were,

omp. v. 1721, 30-33. The word avrot?, which the Alex,

omits, has perhaps been added on account of the plural that

follows : Wliy do ye . . . ? It follows from this incident

that Jesus passed a spring, and consequently a Passover also,

in Galilee before His passion. A remarkable coincidence also

with the narrative of John (vi. 4). The illustration taken

from 1 Sam. xxi. cited in vers. 3 and 4 is very appropriately
chosen. Jesus would certainly have had no difficulty in

showing that the act of the disciples, although opposed per

haps to the Pharisaic code, was in perfect agreement with the

Mosaic commandment. But the discussion, if placed on this

ground, might have degenerated into a mere casuistical question ;

He therefore transfers it to a sphere in which He feels Him
self master of the position. The conduct of David rests upon
this principle, that in exceptional cases, when a moral obliga
tion clashes with a ceremonial law, the latter ought to yield.

And for this reason. The rite is a means, but the moral

duty is an end
; now, in case of conflict, the end has priority
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over the means. The absurdity of Pharisaism is just this,

that it subordinates the end to the means. It was the duty
of the high priest to preserve the life of David and his com

panions, having regard to their mission, even at the expense
of the ritual commandment

;
for the rite exists for the theo

cracy, not the theocracy for the rite. Besides, Jesus means

to clinch the nail, to show His adversaries and this is the

sting of His reply that when it is a question of their own

particular advantage (saving a head of cattle for instance),

they are ready enough to act in a similar way, sacrificing the

rite to what they deem a higher interest (xiii. 11 et seq.).

De Wette understands ovSe in the sense of not even :
&quot; Do

you not even know the history of your great king?&quot; This

sense would come very near to the somewhat ironical turn of

Mark :

&quot; Have you never read . . . never once, in the course

of your profound biblical studies ?
&quot;

But it appears more

simple to explain it as Bleek does :

&quot; Have you not also read

. . . ? Does not this fact appear in your Bible as well as the

ordinance of the Sabbath ?
&quot; The detail : and to those who

were with him, is not distinctly expressed in the 0. T.
;
but

whatever Bleek may say, it is implied ;
David would not have

asked for five loaves for himself alone. Jesus mentions it

because He wishes to institute a parallel between His apostles

and David s followers. The pron. ofa does not refer to rot?

per avrov, as in Matthew (the present egeart, does not permit
of it), but to apTovs, as the object of

$a&amp;lt;yeiv ;
el

/JLTJ
is there

fore taken here in its regular sense. It is not so in Matthew,
where et fjnj is used as in Luke iv. 26, 27. Mark gives the

name of the high priest as Abiathar, while according to 1 Sam.

it was Ahimelech, his son (comp. 2 Sam. viii. 1 7
;

1 Chron.

xviii. 16), or his father (according to Josephus, Antiq. vi.

12. 6). The question is obscure. In Matthew, Jesus gives

a second instance of transgression of the Sabbath, the labour

of the priests in the temple on the Sabbath day, in connection

with the burnt-offerings and other religious services. If the

work of God in the temple liberates man from the law of the

Sabbath rest, how much more must the service of Him who

is Lord even of the temple raise him to the same liberty !

The Cod. D. and one Mn. here add the following narrative :

&quot; The same day, Jesus, seeing a man who was working on the
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Sabbath, saith to him : man, if thou knowest what thou

art doing, blessed art thou
;
but if thou knowest not, thou art

cursed, and a transgressor of the law.&quot; This narrative is an

interpolation similar to that of the story in John of the woman
taken in adultery, but with this difference, that the latter is

probably the record of a real fact, while the former can only

be an invention or a perversion. Nobody could have laboured

publicly in Israel on the Sabbath day without being instantly

punished ;
and Jesus, who never permitted Himself the

slightest infraction of a true commandment of Moses (what
ever interpreters may say about it), certainly would not have

authorized this premature emancipation in any one else.

After having treated the question from a legal point of

view, Jesus rises to the principle. Even had the apostles

broken the Sabbath rest, they would not have sinned
;

for the

Son of man has the disposal of the Sabbath, and they are in

His service. We find again here the well-known expression,

KOI e\eyev, and He said to them, the force of which is (see at

ver. 36): &quot;Besides, I have something more important to tell

you.&quot;
The Sabbath, as an educational institution, is only to

remain until the moral development of mankind, for the sake

of which it was instituted, is accomplished. When this end

is attained, the means naturally fall into disuse. Now, this

moment is reached in the appearance of the Son of man. The

normal representative of the race, He is Himself the realiza

tion of this end
;
He is therefore raised above the Sabbath as

a means of education
;
He may consequently modify the form

of it, and even, if He think fit, abolish it altogether. Kat :

even of the Sabbath, this peculiar property of Jehovah
;
with

how much greater reason, of all the rest of the law !

1 How
can any one maintain, in the face of such a saying as this,

that Jesus only assumed the part of the Messiah after the

conversation at Caesarea-Philippi (ix. 18), and when moved to

do so by Peter ?

Tt is not without justification that RitscM, in his fine work, Entstehung der

hoi. Kirche, 2d ed., sets out to prove from this passage, which is common
three Syn., that the abolition of the law, the necessary condition of

v in universalism, is not an idea imported into the religion of Jesus by
Pau. at an integral element of the teaching of Jesus Himself. It belongs to

that common foundation on which rest both the work of Paul and that of tho

Twelve
;
this is already proved by the parable of the two garments (ver. 36).

VOL. I. T
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Mark inserts before this declaration one of those short and

weighty sayings (he has preserved several of them), which he

cannot have invented or added of his own authority, and

which the other two Syn. would never have left out, had they
made use of his book or of the document of which he availed

himself (the proto-Mark) :

&quot; The Sabbath is made for man,
and not man for the, Sabbath&quot; God did not create man for

the greater glory of the Sabbath, but He ordained the Sabbath

for the greater welfare of man. Consequently, whenever the

welfare of man and the rest of the Sabbath happen to clash,

the Sabbath must yield. So that (locrre, Mark ii. 28) the Son

of man, inasmuch as He is head of the race, has a right to

dispose of this institution. This thought, distinctly expressed
in Mark, is just what we have had to supply in order to

explain the argument in Luke.

Are we authorized to infer from this saying the immediate

abolition of every Sabbatic institution in the Christian Church ?

By no means. Just as, in His declaration, vers. 34, 35, Jesus

announced not the abolition of fasting, but the substitution of

a more spiritual for the legal fast, so this saying respecting

the Sabbath foreshadows important modifications of the form

of this institution, but not its entire abolition. It will cease

to be a slavish observance, as in Judaism, and will become

the satisfaction of an inward need. Its complete abolition

will come to pass only when redeemed mankind shall all

have reached the perfect stature of the Son of man. The

principle : TJie Sabbath is made for man, will retain a certain

measure of its force as long as this earthly economy shall

endure, for which the Sabbath was first established, and to the

nature of which it is so thoroughly fitted.

6. A Second-Sabbath Scene: vi. 6-11. Vers. 6-1 1.
1 Do

Matthew and Mark place the following incident on the same
1 Ver. 7. 14 Mjj. several Mnn. It. omit uvrot after St. X. A. D. L. n. : fya-

irtuti instead of
0ipct.&amp;lt;riuffit.

N* B. S. X. some Mnn. Syr. Itali
^. : xaryyopuv instead

of xarwyepictr. Ver. 8. X. B. L. some Mnn. av&pi instead of Kvfpu-ru. Ver. 9.

X. B. L. : ivipuru instead of ixtfurwu. K. B. D. L. ItPIeri(*ue
: vpus u instead of

WHS n. K. B. D. L. X. Syr
5
**. ItP!eriiu

: arxt0-i instead of **/. Ver.

10. 13 Mjj. : O.VTU instead of ru avfpuvu, which is the reading of T. R. with

K D. L. X. It T. R. with K. n. several Mnn. : si-awn evrus ;
12 Mjj. 80 Mnn.

omit evru;. X. D. X. several Mnn. It. |srm. 11 Mjj. several Mnn. Syr. It.

omit vyiti-,. 13 Mjj. many Mnn. read * * xxj, which T. R, with K. B. L.

omit.
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day as the preceding ? It is impossible to say (trakiv, in

Mark, does not refer to ii. 23, but to i. 21). Luke says

positively, on another Sabbath. He has therefore His own

source of information. This is confirmed by the character of

the style, which continues to be decidedly Hebraistic (ical . . .

KOI . . . instead of the relative pronoun). The withering of

the hand denotes paralysis resulting from the absence of the

vital juices, the condition which is commonly described as

atrophy. In Matthew, the question whether it is right to heal

on the Sabbath day is put to the Lord by His adversaries,

which, taken literally, would be highly improbable. It is

evident that Matthew, as usual, condenses the account of the

fact, and hastens to the words of Jesus, which he relates at

greater length than the others. His adversaries, no doubt,

did put the question, but, as Luke and Mark tell us, simply
in intention and by their looks. They watch to see how He
will act. The present Bepcnrevet,, whether He heals, in the

Alex., would refer to the habit of Jesus, to His principle of

conduct. This turn of expression is too far-fetched. The

spies want more particularly to ascertain what He will do

now; from the fact they will easily deduce the principle.

The received reading, tiepcnrevcrei, whether He will heal, must

therefore be preferred. The Eabbis did not allow of any
medical treatment on the Sabbath day, unless delay would

imperil life
;
the strictest school, that of Shammai, forbade

even the consolation of the sick on that day (Schabbat xii. 1).

Ver. 8. Jesus penetrates at a glance the secret spy system

organized against Him, and seems to take pleasure in giving
the work He is about to perform the greatest publicity pos
sible. Commanding the man to place himself in the midst

of the assembly, He makes him the subject of a veritable

theological demonstration. Matthew omits these dramatic

details which Mark and Luke have transmitted to us. Would
he have omitted them had he known them ? He could not

have had the alleged proto-Mark before him, unless it is sup

posed that the author of our canonical Mark added these

details on his own authority. But in this case, how comes

Mark to coincide with Luke, who, according to this hypothesis,
had not our actual Mark in his hands, but simply the primi
tive Mark (the common source of our three Syn.) ? Hero
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plainly is a kbyrinth from which criticism, having onco

entered on a wrong path, is unable to extricate itself. The

skilfulness of the question proposed by the Lord (ver. 9) con

sists in its representing good omitted as evil committed. The

question thus put answers itself; for what Pharisee would

venture to make the prerogative of the Sabbath to consist in

a permission to torture and kill with impunity on that day ?

This question is one of those marks of genius, or rather one

of those inspirations of the heart, which enhance our know

ledge of Jesus. By reason of His compassion, He feels Him
self responsible for all the suffering which He fails to relieve.

But, it may be asked, could He not have put off the cure

until the next day ? To this question He would have given
the same answer as any one of us : To-morrow belongs to

God
; only to-day belongs to me. The present eVe/oewTw, /

ask you (Alex.), is more direct and severe, and consequently
less suited to the Lord s frame of mind at this moment, than

the future of the T. E. : I will ask you. For the same reason,

we think, we must read not el, if, or is it, with the Alex., but

TI, and make this word not a complement :

&quot;

I ask you what

is allowable,&quot; a form in which the intentional sharpness of His

address is softened down too much (see the contrary case,

vii. 40), but the subject of efeo- : &quot;/ ask you ;
answer me I

What is permitted, to . . . or to . . .
;
for in my position I must

do one or the other.&quot; Matthew places here the illustration of

the sheep fallen into a ditch, an argument which, as we shall

see, is better placed in Luke (xiv. 5, 6). Ver. 10. A profound
silence (Mark iii. 4) is the only answer to this question.

Those who laid the snare are taken in it themselves. Jesus

then surveys His adversaries, ranged around Him, with a long
and solemn gaze. This striking moment, omitted in Matthew,
is noticed in Luke ;

in Mark it is described in the most

dramatic manner. We feel here how much Mark owes to

some source of information closely connected with the person
of the Saviour

;
he describes the feeling of sorrowful indigna

tion which eye-witnesses could read in His glance :

&quot; with

anger, being grieved at the hardness of their hearts.&quot; The

command Jesus gives the sick man to stretch forth his hand,

affords room for surprise. Is it not precisely what he was

unable to do ? But, like every call addressed to faith, this
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command contained a promise of the strength necessary to

accomplish it, provided the will to obey was there. He must
make the attempt, depending on the word of Jesus (ver. 5),

and divine power will accompany the effort. The word 1/74779

is probably taken from Matthew
;

it is omitted by six Mjj.
It would be hazardous, perhaps, to erase also the words 009 ^

dXXT? with the three Mjj. which omit them. It is here that

Cod. D. places the general proposition, ver. 5.

The Jewish -Christian Gospel which Jerome had found

among the Nazarenes relates in detail the prayer of this sick

man :

&quot; I was a mason, earning my livelihood with my own
hands

;
I pray thee, Jesus, to restore me to health, in order

that I may not with shame beg my bread.&quot; This is an

instance of how amplification and vulgarity meet us directly
-we step beyond the threshold of the canonical Gospels.

Apostolical dignity has disappeared.
The word avoia (ver. 1 1), properly madness, by which Luke

expresses the effect produced on the adversaries of Jesus,

denotes literally the absence of i/ou9, of the power to discrimi

nate the true from the false. They were fools through rage,

Luke means. In fact, passion destroys a man s sense of the

good and true. Matthew and Mark notice merely the external

result, the plot which from this moment was laid against the

life of Jesus :

&quot;

They took counsel to kill Him;&quot; Mark adds to

the Pharisees, the Herodians. The former, in fact, could take

no effectual measures in Galilee against the person of Jesus

without the concurrence of Herod
;
and in order to obtain this,

it was necessary to gain over his counsellors to their plans.

Why should they not hope to induce this king to do to Jesus

what he had already done to John the Baptist ?

Holtzmann thinks it may be proved, by the agreement of certain
words of Jesus in the three narratives, that they must have had a
common written source. As if words so striking as these : The Son

ofman is Lord also of the Sabbath day, could not be preserved by oral
tradition ! The characteristic divergences which we have observed
;at every line in the historical sketch of the narrative, are incom

patible, as we have seen, with the use of a common document.
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THIRD CYCLE. CHAP. VI. 12-VIII. 56.

From the Election of the Twelve to their First Mission.

In the following section we shall see the Galilean ministry
reach its zenith

;
it begins with the institution of the apos-

tolate and the most important of Jesus discourses during His

sojourn in Galilee, the Sermon on the Mount
;
and it ends

with a cycle of miracles that display the extraordinary power
of Jesus in all its grandeur (viii. 22-56). The hostility

against Him seems to moderate
;
but it is sharpening its

weapons in secret
;
in a very little while it will break out

afresh.

This section comprises eleven portions : 1st, the choosing
of the Twelve, and the Sermon on the Mount (vi. 12-49) ; 2d,

the healing of the centurion s servant (vii. 1-10); 3d, the

raising of the widow s son at Nam (vii. 11-17) ; 4th, the

question of John the Baptist, and the discourse of Jesus upon
it (vii. 18-35) ; 5th, the woman that was a sinner at the

fest of Jesus (vii. 36-50); 6 th, the women who ministered

to Jesus support (viii. 1-3) ; *7th, the parable of the sower

(viii. 4-18); 8th, the visit of the mother and brethren of

Jesus (viii. 19-21) ; 9th, the stilling of the storm (viii.

22-25) ; 10th, the healing of the demoniac of Gadara (viiL

26-39) ; llth, the raising of Jairus daughter (viii. 40-56).
1. TJie Choosing of the Twelve, and the Sermon on the Mount :

vi. 12-49. Our affixing this title to this portion implies two

things : 1st, that there is a close connection between the two

facts contained in this title
; 2d, that the discourse, Luke vi.

20-49, is the same as that we read in Matt, v.-vii. The
truth of the first supposition, from Luke s point of view,

appears from ver. 20, where he puts the discourse which

follows in close connection with the choosing of the Twelve

which he has just narrated. The truth of the second is dis

puted by those who think that in consequence of this choice

Jesus spoke two discourses, one on the summit of the moun

tain, addressed specially to His disciples, the second lowe:*

down on level ground, addressed to the multitude
;
the former,

which was of a more private character, being that of Matthew
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the latter, of a more popular aim, that of Luke.1

They rely

on the, differences in substance and form between the two

discourses in our two Gospels. In regard to the substance,

the essential matter in the discourse of Matthew, the opposi

tion between the righteousness of the Pharisees and the true

righteousness of the kingdom of heaven, is not found at all in

Luke. As to the form, in Matthew Jesus ascends the moun

tain to preach it, while in Luke He comes down, after having

spent the night on the summit. Further, there He is seated

KaQiaawros avrov, Matt. v. 1) ;
here He appears to be standing

(e&amp;lt;7T77,
Luke vi. 1 7). Notwithstanding these reasons, we cannot

admit, that there were two distinct discourses. They both

begin an the same way, with the beatitudes
; they both treat

of the* same subject, the righteousness of the kingdom of God,

with* this shade of difference, that the essence of this right

eousness, in Matthew, is spirituality ;
in Luke, charity. They

both haye the same conclusion, the parable of the two build

ings. This resemblance in the plan of the discourse is so

great, that it appears to us decidedly to take precedence of the

secondary differences. As to the differences of form, it should

be observed that Luke s expression, eVt TOTTOV irebivov, literally,

on a level place, denotes a flat place on the mountain. To

denote
,
the plain, Luke would have said, eVt irebiov. Luke s

expresrsion is not, therefore, contradictory to Matthew s. The

latteri, as usual, giving a summary narrative, tells us that

Jesus preached this time on the mountain, in opposition to

the pfain, the sea- side that is, where He usually preached ;

while I/uke, who describes in detail all the circumstances of

this meinorable day, begins by mentioning the night which

Jesus spont alone on the summit of the mountain; next he tells

how He? descended to a level place situated on the mountain

side, where He stayed to speak to the people. This plateau
was still the mountain in Matthew s sense. On the relation

of ea-rij (Luke) to He sat down (Matthew), see on ver. 17.

In order to understand the Sermon on the Mount, it is

necessary to form a correct view of the historical circum

stances which were the occasion of it
;

for this sermon is

something more than an important piece of instruction de-

1

Lange, Leben Jesu, Book ii. pp. 567-570. St. Augustine and the greater

part of the Latin Fathers of the Church hold that there were two discourses.
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livered by Jesus
;

it is one of the decisive acts of His

ministry. We have pointed out in the preceding section

the symptoms of a growing rupture between Jesus and the

hierarchical party (vers. 14, 1*7, 21-23, vi. 1 seq.). The bold

attitude which Jesus assumes towards this party, challenging
its hostility by calling a publican, by emphasizing in His

teaching the antithesis between the old and new order of

things, and by openly braving their Sabbatarian prejudices,

all this enables us to see that a crisis in the development of

His work has arrived. It is an exactly corresponding state

of things for Galilee to that which was brought about in

Judaea after the healing of the impotent man on the Sabbath

(John v.). The choice of the Twelve and the Sermon on the

Mount are the result and the solution of this critical situation.

Up to this time Jesus had been satisfied with gathering con

verts about Him, calling some of them to accompany Him

habitually as disciples. Now He saw that the moment was

come to give His work a more definite form, and to organize

His adherents. The hostile army is preparing for the attack
;

it is time to concentrate His own forces
;
and consequently

He begins, if I may venture to say so, by drawing up His list

of officers. The choosing of the Twelve is the first constitutive

act accomplished by Jesus Christ. It is the first measure,

and substantially (with the sacraments) the only measure, of

organization which He ever took. It sufficed Him, since the

college of the Twelve, once constituted, was in its turn to&amp;gt; take

what further measures might be required when the time came

for them. The number 12 was significant. Jesus set up in

their persons the twelve patriarchs of a new people of God,

a spiritual Israel, that was to be substituted for the old.

Twelve new tribes were to arise at their word and form the

holy humanity which Jesus came to install in the earth. An
act more expressly Messianic it is impossible to conceive

;
and

the criticism which maintains that it was only at Caesarea-

Philippi, and at the instigation of Peter, that Jesus decisively

accepted the part of Messiah, must begin by effacing from

history the choosing of the Twelve, with its manifest signifi

cation. Further, this act is the beginning of the divorce

between Jesus and the ancient people of God. The Lord

does not begin to frame a new Israel until He sees the
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necessity of breaking with the old. He has laboured in vain

to transform ; nothing now remains but to substitute. This

attentive crowd which surrounds Him on the mountain is the

nucleus of the new people ; this discourse which He addresses

to them is the promulgation of the new law by which they
are to be governed ;

this moment is the solemn inauguration
of the people of Jesus Christ upon the earth, of that people

which, by means of individual conversions, is eventually to

absorb into itself all that belongs to God among all other

peoples. Hence this discourse has a decidedly inaugural

character, a character which, whatever Weizsacker 1

may say
about it, belongs no less to its form in Luke than to its form

in Matthew. In the latter, Jesus addresses Himself, if you

will, to the apostles, but as representing the entire new Israel.

In Luke, He rather speaks, if you will, to the new Israel, but

as personified in the person of the apostles. In reality this

makes no difference. The distinction between apostles and

believers is nowhere clearly asserted. Every believer is to be

the salt of the earth, the light of the world (Matthew) ; every

apostle is to be one of those poor, hungry, weeping, persecuted

ones of which the new people is to be composed (Luke). Just

as, at Sinai, Jehovah makes no distinction between priests and

people, so it is His people, with all the constitutive elements

of their life, whose appearance Jesus hails, whose new character

He portrays, and whose future action on the world He pro
claims. Further, He felt most deeply the importance of this

moment, and prepared Himself for it by a whole night of

meditation and prayer. The expressions of Luke upon this

point (ver. 12) have, as we shall see, quite a special character.

The Sermon on the Mount occupies quite a different place
in Matthew to that which it holds in Luke. That evangelist
has made it the opening of the Galilean ministry, and he

places it, therefore, immediately after the call of the four first

disciples. Historically speaking, this position is a manifest

anachronism. How, at the very commencement of His work,
could Jesus speak of persecutions for His name, as He does,

Matt. v. 10, 11, or feel it necessary to justify Himself against
the charge of destroying the law (ver. 17), and to give a

solemn warning to false disciples (vii. 21-23) ? The posi-
1
Untersucliungen tiber die evany. Gesch. pp. 45 and 46, not*.
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tion of the Sermon on the Mount in Matthew is only to be

understood from the systematic point of view from which this

evangelist wrote. There was no better way in which the

author could show the Messianic dignity of Jesus than by

opening the history of His ministry with this discourse, in

which was laid down the basis of that spiritual kingdom which

the Messiah came to found. If the collection of the discourses

composed by Matthew, of which Papias speaks, really existed,

and served as a foundation for our Gospel, the position which

this discourse occupies in the latter is fully accounted for.

As to Mark, we can easily perceive the precise point in his

sketch where the Sermon on the Mount should come in (iii.

13 et seq.). But the discourse itself is wanting, doubtless

because it was no part of his design to give it to his readers.

Mark s narrative is nevertheless important, in that it sub

stantiates that of Luke, and confirms the significance attri

buted by this evangelist to the act of the choosing of the

Twelve. This comparison with the two other Syn. shows how
well Luke understood the development of the work of Jesus,

and the superior chronological skill with which he compiled
his narrative (*o&jy9 &amp;lt;ypdtyai,

i. 3).

Gess has replied to our objections against the chronological accu

racy of Matthew s narrative (Litter. Anzdger of Andrese, September
1871) in the following manner : The mention of the persecutions

might refer to the fact mentioned John iv. 1, and to the fate of

John the Baptist ;
the charge of undermining the law had already

been made in Judsea (comp. John v.) ; the false disciples might
have been imitators of the man who wrought cures in the name
of Jesus (Luke ix:. 49

;
Mark ix. 38), although of a less pure cha

racter. And, in any case, the time of the discourse indicated by
Luke does not differ sensibly from that at which Matthew places
it. But neither the hostility which Jesus had met with in Judsea,
nor the accusations which had been laid against Him there, could

have induced Him to speak as He did in the Sermon on the

Mount, unless some similar events, such as those which St. Luke
has already related, had taken place in this province, and within

the knowledge of the people. It is quite possible that the facts

related by Luke do not prove any very great interval between the

time to which he assigns this discourse and the beginning of the

Galilean ministry, at which Matthew places it. But they serve at

least as a preparation for it, and give it just that historical founda

tion which it needs, whilst in Matthew it occurs ex abrupto, and
without any historical framework. The fact that the call of

Matthew is placed in the first Gospel (ix. 9) after the Sermon on
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the Mount, which supposes this call already accomplished (Luke
vi. 12 et seq.), would be sufficient, if necessary, to show that this

discourse is detached, in this Gospel, from its true historical context.

1st. Vers. 12-19. Choosing of the Twelve. Ver. 12.
1 Luke

has already brought before us more than once the need of

prayer, which so often drew Jesus away into solitude (iv. 42,

v. 16). But the expressions he makes use of here are in

tended to carry special weight. AiavvK-repevew, to pass the

night in watching, is a word rarely used in Greek, and which

in all the N. T. is only found here. The choice of this un

usual term, as well as the analytical form (the imperf. with

the participle), express the persevering energy of this vigil.

The term irpoa-ev-^rj rov Seov, literally, prayer of God, is

also an unique expression in the N. T. It does not denote

any special request, but a state of wrapt contemplation of

God s presence, a prayer arising out of the most profound
communion with Him. The development of the work of

Jesus having now reached a critical point, during this night

He laid it before God, and took counsel with Him. The

choosing of the twelve apostles was the fruit of this lengthened
season of prayer ;

in that higher light in which Jesus stood,

it appeared the only measure answering to the exigencies of

the present situation. The reading el-e\0elv is a correction of

the Alexandrian purists for %fj\6v, which, after eyevero,

offended the Greek ear.

Vers. 13 1*7a.
2 In the execution, as in the choice, of this

important measure, Jesus no doubt submitted Himself to

divine direction. His numerous disciples spent the night not

far from the mountain-top to which He withdrew. During
this lengthened communion, He presented them all, one by
one, to His Father; and God s finger pointed out those to

whom He was to entrust the salvation of the world. When
at last all had been made perfectly clear, towards morning
He called them to Him, and made the selection which had

thus been pre-arranged. The /cat, also, indicates that the title

1
tf. A. B. D. L., jlsA^s/v uvroj instead of igixSiv.

2 Ver. 14. K. B. D. K. L. A. n. 20 Mnn. Syr
8Ch

. Itali
*. read / before l/30y.

X. B. D. L. Syr
8011

. Itali
i. read */ before */x*r. Ver. 15. The same, or

nearly so : xxi before Murfaie and Ixxapov. Ver. 16. The same, or nearly so :

XKI before isuaav. N. B. D. L., irxapiud instead of larxapiumv. X. B. L. It.

oniit xeu after eg.
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proceeded from Jesus, as well as the commission. Schleier-

macher thought that this nomination was made simply in

reference to the following discourse, of which these twelve

were to be the official hearers, and that the name apostles

(ver. 13, &quot;whom He also named
apostles&quot;) might have been

given them on some other occasion, either previous or subse

quent. The similar expression relative to Peter, ver. 14,

might favour this latter opinion. Nevertheless, it is natural

to suppose that He entitled them apostles when He first

distinguished them from the rest of the disciples, just as He

gave Simon the surname Peter when He met him for the first

time (John i.).
And if these twelve men had been chosen to

attend Jesus officially simply on this occasion, they would not

be found the same in all the catalogues of apostles. The fact

of this choice is expressly confirmed by Mark (iii. 13, 14),

and indirectly by John (vi. 70): &quot;Have not I chosen you
twelve (e^eXe^dfifjv) ?&quot; The function of the apostles has often

been reduced to that of simple witnesses. But this very
title of apostles, or ambassadors, expresses more, comp. 2 Cor.

v. 2 0,
&quot; We are ambassadors for Christ . . . ; and we beseech

you to &quot;be reconciled to God&quot; When Jesus says,
&quot; I pray for

them who shall believe on me through their word&quot; the expression

their word evidently embraces more than the simple narration

of the facts about Jesus and His works. The marked promi
nence which Luke, together with Mark, gives to the choosing
of the Twelve, is the best refutation of the unfair criticism

which affects to discover throughout his work indications of

a design to depreciate them.

According to Keim (t. ii. p. 305), the choice of the Twelve must
have taken place later on, at the time of their first mission, ix. 1

et seq. It is then, in fact, that Matthew gives the catalogue, x. 1

et seq. His idea is that Luke imagined this entire scene on the

mountain in order to refer the choosing of the apostles to as early
a period as possible, and thus give a double and triple consecration

to their authority, and that thus far Mark followed him. But

Luke, he believes, went much further still. Wanting to put some
discourse into the mouth of Jesus on this occasion, he availed him
self for this purpose of part of the Sermon on the Mount, though
it was a discourse which had nothing in common with the occasion.

Mark, however, rejected this amplification, but with the serious defect

of not being able to assign any adequate reason for the choosing of

the apostles at this time. Thus far Keim. But, 1. The preface to
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the account of the first apostolic mission in Matthew (x. 1), &quot;and

having called to Him the twelve disciples, He gave them . . .
,&quot;

does

away with the idea of their having been chosen just at this time,

and implies that this event had already taken place. According to

Matthew himself, the college of the Tiuelve is already in existence ;

Jesus calls them to set them to active service. 2. A scene described

in such solemn terms as that of Luke (Jesus spending a night in

prayer to God), cannot be an invention on his part, consistently with

the slightest pretensions to good faith. 3. The narrative ot Mark
is an indisputable confirmation of Luke s

; for it is independent of

it, as appears from the way, so completely his own, in which he

defines the object of choosing the apostles. 4. We have seen how

exactly this measure was adapted to that stage of development
which the work of Jesus had now reached. 5. Does not rational

istic criticism condemn itself, by attributing to Luke here the entire

invention of a scene designed to confer the most solemn consecration

on the apostolic authority of the Twelve, and by asserting elsewhere

that this same Luke labours to depreciate them (the Tubingen
school, and, to a certain extent, Keim himself; see on ix. 1) 1

The four catalogues of apostles (Matt. x. 2 et seq. ;
Mark

iii. 16 et seq. ;
Luke vi.

;
and Acts i. 13) present three marks

of resemblance : 1st. They contain the same names, with the

exception of Jude the son of James, for whom in Mark
Tliaddceus is substituted, and in Matthew Lebbceus, surnamed

Thaddceus (according to the received reading), Thaddseus

(according to K. B.), Lebbseus (according to D.). 2d. These

twelve are distributed in the four lists into three groups of

four each, and no individual of either of these groups is trans

ferred to another. We may conclude from this that the

apostolical college consisted of three concentric circles, of

which the innermost was in the closest relations with Jesus.

3d The same three apostles are found at the head of each

quaternion, Peter, Philip, and James. Besides this quaternary

division, Matthew and Luke indicate a division into pairs, at

least (according to the received reading, in Luke, and certainly
in Matthew) for the last eight apostles. In the Acts, the first

four apostles are connected with each other by icai\ the re

maining eight are grouped in pairs.

Luke places at the head of them the two brothers, Simon
and Andrew, with whom Jesus became acquainted while they
were with the Forerunner (John i.). At the first glance,
Jesus had discerned that power of taking the lead, that

promptness of view and action, which distinguished Peter.
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He pointed him out at the time by the surname *p, in Ara

maean Ka o, Cephas (properly a mass of rock), as he on whom
He would found the edifice of His Church. If the character

of Peter was weak and unstable, he was none the less for that

the bold confessor on whose testimony the Church was erected

in Israel and among the heathen (Acts ii. and x.). There is

nothing in the text to indicate that this surname was given
to Peter at this time. The aor. owo/uac-e indicates the act

simply, without reference to time. The Kal merely serves

to express the identity of the person (ver. 16). Andrew was

one of the first believers. At the time when Jesus chose the

Twelve, he was no doubt appointed at the same time as

Peter
;
but he gradually falls below James and John, to whom

he appears to have been inferior
;
he is placed after them in

Mark and in the Acts. The order followed by Luke indicates

a very primitive source. Andrew is very often found asso

ciated with Philip (John vi. 7-9, xii. 21, 22). In their

ordinary life, he formed the link between the first and the

second group, a.t the head of which was Philip.

The second pair of the first group is formed by the two

sons of Zebedee, James and John. Mark supplies (iii. 17) a

detail respecting them which is full of interest: Jesus had

surnamed them sons of thunder. This surname would have

been offensive had it expressed a fault; it denoted, therefore,

rather the ardent zeal of these two brothers in the cause of

Jesus, and their exalted affection for His person. This feel

ing which burned within their hearts, came forth in sudden

flashes, like lightning from the cloud. John L 42 1
contains

a delicate trace of the calling of James
; this, therefore, must

have taken place while he was with John the Baptist, imme

diately after that of his brother. James was the first martyr
from the number of the apostles (Acts xii.). This fact is

only to be explained by the great influence which he exerted

after Pentecost. John was the personal friend of Jesus, who
doubtless felt Himself better understood by him than by any

1
Probably it is ver. 41 that is meant. M. Godet, following the usual opinion

that the unnamed disciple of ver. 40 is John, the writer of the Gospel, seems to

understand the next verse as intimating that Andrew found his brother Simon

before John found his brother James. Alford s view is, that both disciples (John
and Andrew) went to seek Simon, but that Andrew found him first. TRANS-

LATOa.
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of the others. Whilst the other disciples were especially

impressed by His miracles, and stored up His moral teaching,

John, attracted rather by His person, treasured up in his

heart those sayings in which Jesus unfolded His conscious

ness of Himself. Wieseler has tried to prove that these two

brothers were first-cousins of Jesus, by Salome, their mother,
who would have been the sister of the Virgin Mary. Comp.
Matt, xxvii. 56, Mark xv. 40, with John xix. 25. But this

interpretation of the passage in John is hardly natural.

The second quaternion, which no doubt comprised natures

of a second order, contained also two pairs. The first consists,

in all three Gospels, of Philip and Bartholomew. In the

Acts, Philip is associated with Thomas. Philip was the fifth

&quot;believer (John i.) ;
he was originally from Bethsaida, as were

-also the preceding four. John vi. 5 seems to show that

Jesus was on terms of special cordiality with him. The name
Bartholomew signifies son of Tolmai; it was therefore only a

surname. It has long been supposed that the true name of

this apostle was Nathanael. John xxi. 2, where Nathanael is

named amongst a string of apostles, proves unquestionably
that he was one of the Twelve. Since, according to John i.,

he had been drawn to Jesus by Philip, it is natural that he

should be associated with him in the catalogues of the apostles.

Matthew and TJwmas form the second pair of the second

group in the three Syn., whilst in the Acts Matthew is

associated with Bartholomew. One remarkable circumstance,

all the more significant that it might easily pass unperceived,
is this, that whilst in Mark and Luke Matthew is placed first

of the pair, in our first Gospel he occupies the second place.

Further, in this Gospel also, the epithet the publican is added

to his name, which is wanting in the two others. Are not

these indications of a personal participation, more or less

direct, of the Apostle Matthew in the composition of the first

Gospel ? Having been formerly a toll -collector, Matthew
must have been more accustomed to the use of the pen than

his colleagues. It is not surprising, therefore, that he should

be the first among them who felt called to put into writing
the history and instructions of Jesus. The account of his

calling implies that he possessed unusual energy, decision,

&amp;lt;and strength of faith. Perhaps it was for that reason Jesus
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saw fit to associate him with Thomas, a man of scruples and

doubts. The name of the latter signifies a twin. The
circumstances of his call are unknown. He was doubtless

connected with Jesus first of all as a simple disciple, and

then his serious character attracted the attention of the

Master. If the incident ix. 59, 60 was not placed so long
after the Sermon on the Mount, we might be tempted with

some writers to apply it to Thomas.

The third quaternion contains the least striking characters

in the number of the Twelve. All these men, however, not

excepting Judas Iscariot, have had their share in the fulfil

ment of the apostolic task, the transmission of the holy figure

of the Christ to the Church through all time. The stream of

oral tradition was formed by the affluents of all these sources

together. The last pair comprises here, as in the Acts, James

the son of Alphceus, and Simon the Zealot. But the distribu

tion is different in the two other Syn. It has been generally

allowed since the fourth century that this James is the

person so often mentioned, in the Acts and the Galatians, as

the brother of the Lord, the first head of the flock at Jerusalem.

This identity is made out, (1) by applying to him the passage
Mark xv. 40, according to which his surname would have

been the less or the young&r (relatively to James the son of

Zebedee), and his mother would have been a Mary, whom,

according to John xix. 25, we should have to regard as a

sister (probably sister-in-laiv) of the mother of Jesus
; (2) by

identifying the name of his father Alphceus with the name

Clopas (*

lS^n= jKXft)7ra9), which was borne, according to Hege-

sippus, by a brother of Joseph ; (3) by taking the term

brother in the sense of cousin (of the Lord). But this hypo
thesis cannot, in our judgment, be maintained : (1) The

word aSeX$o5, brother, used as it is by the side of prjrijp,

mother
(&quot;

the mother and brethren of Jesus
&quot;),

can only signify

brother in the proper sense. The example often cited, Gen.

xiii. 8, when Abraham says to Lot,
&quot; We are brethren&quot; is not

parallel. (2) John says positively (vii. 5) that the brethren

of Jesus did not believe on Him, and this long after the choice

of the Twelve (John vi. 70). This is confirmed by Luke viiL

19 et seq. ; comp. with Mark iii. 20-35. One of them

could not, therefore, be found among His apostles. A com-
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parison of all the passages leads us to distinguish, as is

generally done at the present day, three Jameses : the first,

the son of Zebedee (ver. 14) ;
the second, the son of Alphaeus

indicated here, whom there is nothing to prevent our identi

fying with James the less, the son of Clopas and Mary, and

regarding him as the first-cousin of Jesus; the third, the

brother of the Lord, not a believer before the death of Jesus,

but afterwards first bishop of the flock at Jerusalem.

The surname Zealot, given to Simon, is probably a trans

lation of the adj. Jcanna (in the Talmud, kananit), zealous. If

this be correct, this apostle belonged to that fanatical party
which brought about the ruin of the people, by leading them

into war against the Romans. This sense corresponds with

the epithet Kavavir^, which is applied to him in the Byz.

reading of Matthew and Mark, confirmed here by the authority

of the Sinait. This name is simply the Hebrew term, trans

lated by Luke, and Hellenized by Matthew and Mark. The

reading Kavavalos in some Alex, may signify either Canaanite

or citizen of Cana. This second etymology is not very

probable. The first would be more so, if in Matt. xv. 2 2 this

word, in the sense of Canaanite, were not written with an X
instead of a K. Luke has therefore given the precise meaning
of the Aramaean term employed in the document of which he

availed himself (Keim, t. ii. p. 319).
The last pair comprises the two Judes. There were in

fact two men of this name in the apostolic college, although
Matthew and Mark mention but one, Judas Iscariot. This is

very clear from John xiv. 22: &quot;Judas, not Iscariot, saith to

Him&quot; The names Lebbaeus and Thaddaeus, in Matthew and

Mark, are therefore surnames, derived, the former from
n5&amp;gt;,

heart, the latter either from in, mamma, or from
*nK&amp;gt;, potens.

The name Thaddai is of frequent occurrence in the Talmud.

These surnames were probably the names by which they were

usually designated in the Church. The genitive Ia/cu&amp;gt;/3ov

must, according to usage, signify son of James ; this was to

distinguish this Judas from the next. With the desire to

make this apostle also a cousin of Jesus, the phrase has

frequently been translated brother of James, that is to say, of

the son of Alphseus, mentioned ver. 15. But there is no

instance of the genitive being used in this sense. In the

VOL. i. u
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14th verse, Luke himself thought it necessary to use the full

expression, TQV a&e\$ov avrou. And would not the two other

Syn., who join Lebboeus immediately to James, have indicated

this relationship ?

As there was a town called Kerijoth in Judaea, it is probable

that the name Iscariot signifies a man of Kcrijotli (at the

present day Kuriut), towards the northern boundary of Judaea.

The objections which De Wette has raised against this ety

mology are without force. He proposes, with Lightfoot, the

etymology ascara, strangulation. Hengstenberg prefers isch

sMker, man of falsehood, from which it would follow that

this surname was given post eventum. These etymologies are

all the more untenable, that in the fourth Gospel, according to

the most probable reading ( IcrfcapuoTov, vi. 7 1 and elsewhere),

this surname Iscariot must have been originally that of the

father of Judas. The character of this man appears to have

been cold, reserved, and calculating. He was so very reserved

that, with the exception perhaps of John, none of the disciples

guessed his secret hatred. In the coolness of his audacity, he

ventured to cope with Jesus Himself (John xii. 4, 5). With
what motive did Jesus choose a man of this character ? He
had spontaneously joined himself, as did so many others, to

the number of His disciples ;
there was therefore a germ of

faith in him, and perhaps, at the outset, an ardent zeal for

the cause of Jesus. But there also existed in him, as in all

the others, the selfish views and ambitious aspirations which

were almost inseparable from the form which the Messianic

hope had taken, until Jesus purified it from this alloy. In

the case of Judas, as of all the others, it was a question

which of the two conflicting principles would prevail in his

heart : whether faith, and through this the sanctifying power
of the spirit of Jesus, or pride, and thereby the unbelief

which could not fail eventually to result from it. This was,

for Judas, a question of moral liberty. As for Jesus, He was

bound to submit in respect to him, as in respect to all the

others, to God s plan. On the one hand, He might certainly

hope, by admitting Judas into the number of His apostles, to

succeed in purifying his heart, whilst by setting him aside He

might irritate him and estrange him for ever. On the other

hand, He certainly saw through him sufficiently well to per-
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ceive the risk He ran in giving him a place in that inner

circle which He was about to form around His person. We
may suppose, therefore, that, during that long night which

preceded the appointment of the Twelve, this was one of the

questions which engaged His deepest solicitude
;
and certainly

it was not until the will of His Father became clearly mani

fest, that He admitted this man into the rank of the Twelve,

notwithstanding His presentiment of the heavy cross He was

preparing for Himself (John vi. 64 and VI). Still, even

Judas fulfilled his apostolic function
;

his despairing cry,
&quot; / have letrayed the innocent Hood /&quot; is a testimony which

resounds through the ages as loudly as the preaching of Peter

at Pentecost, or as the cry of the blood of James, the first

martyr. The teal, also, after 09 (ver. 16), omitted by some

authorities, is perhaps taken from the two other Syn. If it is

authentic, it is intended to bring out more forcibly, through
the identity of the person, the contradiction between his

mission and the course he took.

Surrounded by the Twelve and the numerous circle of

disciples from which He had chosen them, Jesus descends

from the summit of the mountain. Having reached a level

place on its slopes, He stops ;
the crowd which was waiting

for Him towards the foot of the mountain, ascends and gathers

about Him. TOTTOS TT&LVOS, a level place on an inclined

plane. Thus the alleged contradiction with the expression,

the mountain, in Matthew disappears (see above). The eary,

lie stood still, in opposition to having come down, does not in

any way denote the attitude of Jesus during the discourse.

There is therefore no contradiction between this expression
and Matthew s, having sat down. What are we to say of the

discovery of Baur, who thinks that, by substituting having
come down, ver. 16, for He went up, Matt. v. 1, Luke intended

to degrade the Sermon on the Mount !
l

Vers. 1V&-19.2 We might make 6^X09 7r\fj6os, the crowd,

the multitude, etc., so many subjects of eVn? : &quot;He stood still,

along with the crowd . . .&quot; But it is more natural to under

stand some verb :

&quot; And there was with Him the crowd . . .&quot;

1 Die Evangelien, p. 457.
2 Ver. 17. K. B. L. Syr

sch
. read *o\vt after c^ es . Ver. 18. . A. B. D. L.

Q . some Mnn. It. omit XKI before
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In any case, even if, with the Alex., we omit the /cat before

eOepairevovro, were healed (ver. 18), we could not think of

making these subst. nominatives to this last verb
;

for the

crowd of disciples, etc., was not composed of sick people.

Three classes of persons, therefore, surrounded Jesus at this

time : occasional hearers (the multitude come together from

all parts), the permanent disciples (the crowd of disciples), and

the apostles. The first represent the people in so far as they
are called to the kingdom of God

;
the second, the Church

;

the third, the ministry in the Church. The term crowd, to

denote the second, is not too strong. Did not Jesus take out

of them, only a little while after, seventy disciples (x. 1) ?

If, at the 18th verse, we read and before they were healed, the

idea of healing is only accessory, and is added by way of

parenthesis ;
but the prevailing idea is that of gathering

together: &quot;Demoniacs also were there; and what is more,

they were healed.&quot; If the and is omitted, the idea of healing
alone remains, and we must translate :

&quot; And the possessed
even were healed.&quot; With 7rapa\iov we must understand

%&amp;lt;wpa? ;

Tvpov and JuS&n/o? are complements. Ver. 19 describes the

mighty working of miraculous powers which took place that

day. It was a time similar to that which has been described

iv. 40 et seq., but to a far higher degree. laro depends on

OTI, and has for its subject Swa/u?.

2d. Vers. 20-49. The Sermon. The aim, prevailing

thought, and plan of this discourse have been understood in

many different ways. The solution of these questions is

rendered more difficult by the difference between the two

accounts given by Matthew and Luke. As to its aim,

Weizsacker regards the Sermon on the Mount as a grand

proclamation of the kingdom of God, addressed to the whole

people; and it is in Matthew s version that he finds the best

support for this view of it. He acknowledges, nevertheless,

that the fact stated in the preface (v. 1, 2 :

&quot; He taught them

[His disciples], saying . .
.&quot;)

is not in harmony with this

design. Luke, according to him, has deviated further even

than Matthew from its original aim, by modifying the entire

discourse, to make it an address to the disciples alone. Eitschl

and Holtzmann, on the contrary, think that the discourse was

addressed originally to the disciples alone, and that Luke s
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version of it has preserved with greater accuracy its real

tenor; only the situation described vers. 17-19 would not,

according to Holtzmann, accord with its being addressed to

them. Keim reconciles all these different views by dis

tinguishing two principal discourses, one addressed to all the

people, about the time of the Passover feast, of which we have

fragments in Matt, vi 19-34, vii. 7-11, 1-5, 24-27. This

inaugural discourse would be on the chief care of human life.

The second is supposed to have been addressed somewhat

later to the disciples only, about the time of Pentecost.

Matt. v. is a summary of it. This would be a word of

welcome addressed by Jesus to His disciples, and an exposi

tion of the new law as the fulfilment of the old. As to the

criticism on the Pharisaical virtues, Matt. vi. 1-18, it is

doubtless closely related, both in substance and time, to the

preceding discourse
;
but it did not form part of it.

The prevailing idea, in Matthew, is certainly an exposition

of the new law in its relations with the old. In Luke, the

subject is simply the law of charity, as the foundation of the

new order of things. Many critics deny that any agreement
can be found between these two subjects. According to

Holtzmann, the 5th chapter of Matthew should be regarded as

a separate dissertation which the author of the first Gospel
introduced into the Sermon; Keim thinks that Luke, as a

disciple of Paul, wanted to detach the new morality completely
from the old. The anonymous Saxon even sets himself to

prove that the Sermon on the Mount was transformed by
Luke into a cutting satire against Saint Peter !

As to the plan of the discourse, many attempts have been

made to systematize it. Beck : (1) the doctrine of happiness

(beatitudes) ; (2) that of righteousness (the central part in

Matthew and Luke) ; (3) that of wisdom (conclusion). Ooster-

zee: (1) the salutation of love (Luke, vers. 20-26); (2) the

commandment of love (vers. 27-38) ; (3) the impulse of love

(vers. 39-49). The best division, regarding it in this abstract

way, and taking Matthew as a basis, is certainly that of Gess :

(1) the happiness of those who are fit to enter into the king
dom (Matt. v. 3-1 2) ; (2) the lofty vocation of the disciples

(Matt. v. 13-16); (3) the righteousness, superior to that ot

the Pharisees, after which they must strive who would enter
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into the kingdom (v. 17-vi. 34); the rocks on which they
run a risk of striking (the disposition to judge, intemperate

proselytizing, being led away by false prophets) ; next, the

help against these dangers, with the conclusion (vii. 1-27).
The solution of these different questions, as it seems to us,

must be sought first of all in the position of affairs which

gave rise to the Sermon on the Mount. In order to see it

reproduced, as it were, before our eyes, we have only to

institute a comparison. Picture a leader of one of those great

social revolutions, for which preparations seem making in our

day. At an appointed hour he presents himself, surrounded

by his principal adherents, at some public place ;
the crowd

gathers ;
he communicates his plans to them. He begins by

indicating the class of persons to which he specially addresses

himself: you, poor working people, loaded with suffering and

toil ! and he displays to their view the hopes of the era which

is about to dawn. Next, he proclaims the new principle

which is to govern humanity in the future :

&quot; The mutual,

service of mankind
; justice, universal charity !

&quot;

Lastly, he

points out the sanction of the law which he proclaims, the

penalties that await those who violate it, and the rewards of

those who faithfully keep it. This is the caricature
;
and by

the aid of its exaggerations, we are able to give some account

of the features of the original model. What, in fact, does the

Sermon on the Mount contain ? Three things : 1st. An indi

cation of the persons to whom Jesus chiefly addresses Himself,

in order to form the new people (Luke, vers. 2 0-2 6
;
Matt. v.

1-12) ;
2d. The proclamation of the fundamental principle of

the new society (Luke, vers. 27-45; Matt. v. 13-vii. 12);
3d. An announcement of the judgment to which the members

of the new kingdom of God will have to submit (Luke, vers.

46-49; Matt. vii. 13-27). In other words: the call, the

declaration of principles, and their sanction. This is the order

of the discourse. There is nothing artificial about this plan.

It is not a logical outline forcibly fitted to the discourse
;

it is

the result of the actual position of the work of Jesus, just as

we have stated it. The discourse itself explains for whom it

is intended. Jesus addresses the mass of the people present,

as forming the circle within which the new order of things is

to be realized, and at the same time the disciples and apostles,
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by means of whom this revolution is to lie brought about.

Luke and Matthew, therefore, are not at variance in this

matter, either with each other or with themselves. As to

the fundamental idea of this discourse, see ver. 27.

First part: vers. 20-26. The Call This solemn invitation

describes : (1st.) Those who are qualified to become members

of the order of things inaugurated by Jesus (vers. 20-23) ;

(2d.) Their adversaries (vers. 24-26). Matthew begins in the

same way ;
but there are two important differences between

him and Luke: 1st. The latter has only four beatitudes;

Matthew has eight (not seven or nine, as is often said). 2d.

To the four beatitudes of Luke are joined four woes, which

are wanting in Matthew. In Luke s form, Keim sees nothing

but an artificial construction. That would not in any case

be the work of Luke, but of his document. For if there is

any one portion which from its contents should be assigned

to the primitive document (of an Ebionitish colour), evidently

it is this. But the context appears to us decisive in favour

of Luke s version. This call deals with the conditions which

qualify for entering into the kingdom. These are clearly

indicated in the first four beatitudes of Matthew; but the

next four (mercy, purity of heart, a peaceable spirit, and joy

under persecution) indicate the dispositions by means of

which men will remain in the kingdom, and consequently

their natural place is not in this call. It is only the eighth

(Luke s fourth) which can belong here, as a transition from

the persecuted disciples to the persecutors, who are the objects

of the following woes. Two of the last four beatitudes of

Matthew find their place very naturally in the body of the

discourse. As to the woes, they perfectly agree with the

context. After having proclaimed the blessedness of those

who are qualified to enter, Jesus announces the unhappiness
of those who are animated by contrary dispositions. Schleier-

macher says : a harmless addition of Luke s. But, as we have

just seen, Luke is here certainly only a copyist. A Gentile

Christian would not have dreamed of identifying, as Judaism

did, the two ideas of piety and poverty; nor, on the other

hand, riches and violence. De Wette says : the first mani

festation of the fixed (Ebionitish) idea of Luke. But see

xii. 32, xvi. 2*7, and xviii. 18-30.
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Vers. 20 and 21. &quot;And He lifted up His eyes on His

disciples, and said, Blessed be ye poor : for yours is the kingdom

of God. 21. Blessed are ye that hunger now: for ye shall &quot;be

filled. Blessed are ye that weep now: for ye shall
laugh&quot;

The disciples are the constant hearers of Jesus, amongst whom
He has just assigned a distinct place to His apostles. Luke

does not say that Jesus spoke to them alone. He spoke to

all the people, but regarding them as the representatives of

the new order of things which He was about to institute.

In Matthew, avrovs, ver. 2 (He taught them), comprises loth

the people and the disciples, ver. 1. This commencement of

the Sermon on the Mount breathes a sentiment of the deepest

joy. In these disciples immediately about Him, and in this

multitude surrounding Him in orderly ranks, all eager to hear

the word of God, Jesus beholds the first appearance of the

true Israel, the true people of the kingdom. He surveys
with deep joy this congregation which His Father has brought

together for Him, and begins to speak. It must have been a

peculiarly solemn moment; comp. the similar picture, Matt.

v. 1, 2.

This assembly was chiefly composed of persons belonging
to the poor and suffering classes. Jesus knew it

;
He re

cognises in this a higher will, and in His first words He
does homage to this divine dispensation. UTGJ^O?, which we
translate poor, comes from TTTWO-O-O), to make oneself little, to

crouch, and conveys the idea of humiliation rather than of

poverty (vre^?). Heiv&vTes, the hungry (a word connected

with Trez/T;?),
denotes rather those whom poverty condemns to

a life of toil and privation. This second term marks the

transition to the third, those who weep, amongst whom must be

numbered all classes of persons who are weighed down by the

trials of life. All those persons who, in ordinary language,

are called unhappy, Jesus salutes with the epithet naicdpioi,

blessed. This word answers to the nPK, felicitates, of the

O. T. (Ps. i. 1 and elsewhere). The idea is the same as in

numerous passages in which the poor and despised are spoken
of as God s chosen ones, not because poverty and suffering are

in themselves a title to His blessing ;
but they dispose the

soul to those meek and lowly dispositions which qualify them

to receive it, just as, on the other hand, prosperity and riches
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dispose the heart to be proud and hard. In the very com

position of this congregation, Jesus sees a proof of this fact of

experience so often expressed in the 0. T. The joy which He
feels at this sight arises from the magnificent promises which

He can offer to such hearers.

The kingdom of God is a state of things in which the will

of God reigns supreme. This state is realized first of all in

the hearts of men, in the heart it may he of a single man,
but speedily in the hearts of a great number

;
and eventually

there will come a day when, all rebellious elements having
been vanquished or taken away, it will be found in the

hearts of all. It is an order of things, therefore, which, from

being inward and individual, tends to become outward and

social, until at length it shall take possession of the entire

domain of human life, and appear as a distinct epoch in

history. Since this glorious state as yet exists in a perfect

manner only in a higher sphere, it is also called the kingdom
of heaven (the ordinary term in Matthew). Luke says : is

not shall le yours ;
which denotes partial present possession,

and a right to perfect future possession. But are men
members of this kingdom simply through being poor and

suffering ? The answer to this question is to be found in

what precedes, and in such passages as Isa. Ixvi. 2 : &quot;To

whom will I look ? saith the Lord. To him who is poor (&quot;oy)

and of a broken spirit, and who trembles at my word&quot; It is

to hearts which suffering has broken that Jesus brings the

blessings of the kingdom. These blessings are primarily

spiritual pardon and holiness. But outward blessings can

not fail to follow them
;
and this notion is also contained in

the idea of a kingdom of God, for glory is the crown of grace.

The words of Jesus contain, therefore, the following succession

of ideas : temporal abasement, from which come humiliation

and sighing after God; then spiritual graces, crowned with

outward blessings. The same connection of ideas explains the

beatitudes that follow. Ver. 2 la: temporal poverty (being

hungry) leads the soul to the need of God and of His grace

(Ps. xlii. 1); then out of the satisfaction of this spiritual

hunger and thirst arises full outward satisfaction (being

filled). Ver. 21&: with tears shed over temporal misfortunes,
is easily connected the mourning of the soul for its sins

;
the
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latter draws down the unspeakable consolations of divine

love, which eventually raise the soul to the triumph of perfect

joy. The terms /e\aleiv, to sob, &amp;lt;ye\av,
to laugh, cannot well

be literally rendered here. They denote a grief and joy
which find outward demonstration

; comp. Ps. cxxvi. 2,
&quot; Our

mouth was filled with laughter&quot; and Paul s /cau^ao-Oat, ev
@ea&amp;gt;,

to joy in God (Eom. v. 11). The text of Matthew presents
here two important differences: 1st. He employs the third

person instead of the second :

&quot; Blessed are the poor, for theirs

is the kingdom of heaven
; they that mourn, for they shall le

comforted; etc. The beatitudes, which in Luke are addressed

directly to the hearers, are presented here under the form of

general maxims and moral sentences. 2d. In Matthew, these

maxims have an exclusively spiritual meaning :

&quot; the poor in

spirit, they who hunger after righteousness&quot; Here interpreters

are divided, some maintaining that Matthew has spiritualized

the words of Jesus
; others (as Keim), that Luke, under the

influence of a prejudice against riches, has given to these

blessings a grossly temporal meaning. Two things appear
evident to us : (1) That the direct form of address in Luke,
&quot;

Ye&quot; can alone be historically accurate : Jesus was speaking
to His hearers, not discoursing before them. (2) That this

first difference has led to the second; having adopted the

third person, and given the beatitudes that Maschal form so

often found in the didactic parts of the 0. T. (Psalms, Pro

verbs), Matthew was obliged to bring out expressly in the

text of the discourse those moral aims which are inherent in

the very persons of the poor whom Jesus addresses directly

in Luke, and without which these words, in this abstract

form, would have been somewhat too unqualified. How
could one say, without qualification, Blessed are the poor, the

hungry ? Temporal sufferings of themselves could not be a

pledge of salvation. On the other hand, the form, Blessed

are ye poor, ye hungry, in Luke, renders all such explanation

superfluous. For Jesus, when He spoke thus, was addressing

particular concrete poor and afflicted, whom He already re

cognised as His disciples, as believers, and whom He regarded
as the representatives of that new people which He was come

to install in the earth. That they were such attentive hearers

sufficiently proved that they were of the number of those in
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whom temporal sufferings had awakened the need of divine

consolation, that they belonged to those labouring and heavy-

laden souls whom He was sent to lead to rest (Matt. xi. 29)

and that they hungered, not for material bread only, but for

the bread of life, for the word of God, for God Himself. The

qualification which Matthew was necessarily obliged to add,

in order to limit the application of the beatitudes, in the

general form which he gives to them, is in Luke then implied

in this ye, which was only addressed to poor lelievers. These

two differences between Matthew and Luke are very significant.

They seem to me to prove : (1) that the text of Luke is a

more exact report of the discourse than Matthew s
; (2) that

Matthew s version was originally made with a didactic rather

than a historical design, and consequently that it formed part

of a collection of discourses in which the teaching of Jesus

was set forth without regard to the particular circumstances

under which He gave it, before it entered into the historical

framework in which we find it contained at the present day.

Vers. 22 and 23.
1

&quot;Blessed are ye when men shall hate

you, and when they shall separate you from their company, and

shall reproach you, and cast out your name as evil, for the Son

of man s sake. 23. Rejoice ye in that day, and leap for joy ;

for, behold, your reward is great in heaven : for in like manner

did their fathers unto the prophets&quot; This fourth beatitude is

completely accounted for, in Luke, by the scenes of violent

hostility which had already taken place. It is not so well

accounted for in Matthew, who places the Sermon on the

Mount at the opening of the ministry of Jesus. In Matthew,
this saying, like the preceding, has the abstract form of a

moral maxim: &quot;Blessed are they which are persecuted for

righteousness sake
;

for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.&quot;

But Jesus was certainly not giving utterance here to abstract

principles of Christian morality ;
He spoke as a living man to

living men. Besides, Matthew himself passes, in the next

verse, to the form of address adopted by Luke from the com
mencement. The explanatory adjunct, for righteousness sake,

in Matthew, is to be ascribed to the same cause as the similar

qualifications in the preceding beatitudes. By the pres.

1 Ver. 23. All the Mjj., %etpvr& instead of xatpin, the reading of T. R. with

some Mnn. B. D. Q. X. Z. Syr
sch It8^., *T T wra. instead of *a&amp;lt;r &amp;lt;ra.v.
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&quot;

happy are
ye&quot;

Jesus transports His hearers directly into this

immediate future. The term
d&amp;lt;j&amp;gt;oplew,

to separate, refers to

exclusion from the synagogue (John ix. 22). The strange

expression, cast out your name, is explained in very jejune

fashion, both by Bleek, to pronounce the name with disgust,

and by De Wette and Meyer, to refuse altogether to pronounce
it. It refers rather to the expunging of the name from the

synagogue roll of membership. There is not, on this account,

any tautology of the preceding idea. To separate, to insult,

indicated acts of unpremeditated violence
;

to erase the name
is a permanent measure taken with deliberation and coolness.

Hovrjpov, evil, as an epitome of every kind of wickedness.

In their accounts of this saying, this is the only word left

which Matthew and Luke have in common. Instead of for
the Son of man s sake, Matthew says for my sake. The latter

expression denotes attachment to the person of Jesus
;
the

former faith in His Messianic character, as the perfect repre

sentative of humanity. On this point also Luke appears to

me to have preserved the true text of this saying ;
it is

with His work that Jesus here wishes to connect the idea of

persecution. This idea of submission to persecution along

with, and for the sake of, the Messiah, was so foreign to the

Jewish point of view, that Jesus feels He must justify it.

The sufferings of the adherents of Jesus will only be a con

tinuation of the sufferings of the prophets of Jehovah. This

is the great matter of consolation that He offers them. They
will be, by their very sufferings, raised to the rank of the old

prophets ;
the recompense of the Elijahs and Isaiahs will

become theirs. The reading Kara ra aura, in the same

manner, appears preferable to the received reading Kara

ravra, in this manner. Td and avrd have probably been

made into one word. The imperf. eirolow (treated) indicates

habit. The pronoun CLVT&V, their fathers, is dictated by the

idea that the disciples belong already to a new order of things.

The word their serves as a transition to the woes which follow,

addressed to the heads of the existing order of things.

Vers. 24 26.
1

&quot;But woe unto you that are rich! for ye

have received your consolation. 25. Woe unto you that are full !

1 Ver. 25. 9 Mjj. some Mnn. read vi/v after tuirsvXtxrptvoi. tf. B. K. L. S. X.

Z. and some Mnn. omit the second v/uv. Ver. 26. 20 Mjj. omit vfjt.iv,
which is
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for ye shall hunger. Woe unto you that laugh now ! for ye

shall mourn and weep. 26. Woe unto you when all men shall

speak well of you ! for so did their fathers to the false prophets.&quot;

Jesus here contemplates in spirit those adversaries who

were sharpening against Him only just before (ver. 11) the

sword of persecution : the rich and powerful at Jerusalem,

whose emissaries surrounded Him in Galilee. Perhaps at

this very moment He perceives some of their spies in the

outer ranks of the congregation. Certainly it is not the rich,

as such, that He curses, any more than He pronounced the

poor as such blessed. A Nicodemus or a Joseph of Arimathea

will be welcomed with open arms as readily as the poorest

man in Israel. Jesus is dealing here with historical fact, not

with moral philosophy. He takes the fact as it presented

itself to Him at that time. Were not the rich and powerful,

as a class, already in open opposition to His mission ? They
were thus excluding themselves from the kingdom of God.

The fall of Jerusalem fulfilled only too literally the male

dictions to which Jesus gave utterance on that solemn day.

The 7r\tfv, except, only, which we can only render by but

(ver. 24), makes the persons here designated an exception as

regards the preceding beatitudes-. The term rich refers to

social position, full to mode of living; the expression, you
that laugh, describes a personal disposition. All these out

ward conditions are considered as associated with an avaricious

spirit, with injustice, proud self-satisfaction, and a profane

levity, which did indeed attach to them at that time. It was

to the Pharisees and Sadducees more particularly that these

threatenings were addressed. The word vvv, now, which

several MSS. read in the first proposition, is a faulty imitation

of the second, where it is found in all the documents. It is

in place in the latter
;

for the notion of laughing contains

something more transient than that of being full. The ex

pression aTre^ere, which we have rendered by ye have received,

signifies : you have taken and carried away everything ;
all

therefore is exhausted. Comp. xvi. 25. The terms hunger,

weeping, were literally realized in the great national catas

trophe which followed soon after this malediction
;
but they

the reading of T. K. with B. A. only. 8 Mjj. 100 Mnn. omit &amp;lt;rav?s;. The
Mss. are divided between xctret rxvTu (T. B.) and KKTK, ret KVT*.
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also contain an allusion to the privations and sufferings which

await, after death, those who have found their happiness in

this world. In ver. 26 it is more particularly the Pharisees

and scribes, who were so generally honoured in Israel, that

Jesus points out as continuing the work of the false prophets.

These four woes would be incompatible with the spiritual

sense of the terms poor, hungry, etc., in the beatitudes.

The second part of the discourse: vers. 27-45. The Neiv

Law. Here we have the body of the discourse. Jesus pro
claims the supreme law of the new society. The difference

from Matthew comes out in a yet more striking manner in this

part than in the preceding. In the first Gospel, the principal

idea is the opposition between legal righteousness and the

new righteousness which Jesus came to establish. He Him
self announces the text of the discourse in this saying (ver.

20): &quot;Except your righteousness exceed the righteousness of
the scribes and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into the

kingdom of heaven! The law, in the greater number of its

statutes, seemed at first sight only to require outward observ

ance. But it was evident to every true heart, that by these

commandments the God of holiness desired to lead His

worshippers, not to hypocritical formalism, but to spiritual

obedience. The tenth commandment made this very clear,

as far as respected the decalogue. Israelitish teaching should

have laboured to explain the law in this truly moral sense,

and to have carried the people up from the letter to the spirit,

as the prophets had endeavoured to do. Instead of that,

Pharisaism had taken pleasure in multiplying indefinitely

legal observances, and in regulating them with the minutest

exactness, urging the letter of the precept to such a degree as

sometimes even to make it contradict its spirit. It had stifled

morality under legalism. Comp. Matt. xv. 120 and xxiii.

In dealing with this crying abuse, Jesus breaks into the heart

of the letter with a bold hand, in order to set free its spirit,

and displaying this in all its beauty, casts aside at once the

letter, which was only its imperfect envelope, and that Phari

saical righteousness, which rested on nothing else than an

indefinite amplification of the letter. Thus Jesus finds the

secret of the abolition of the law in its very fulfilment. Paul

understood and developed this better than anybody. What;
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in fact, is the legislator s intention in imposing the letter ?

Not the letter, but the spirit. The letter, like the thick

calyx under the protection of which the flower, with its deli

cate organs, is formed, was only a means of preserving and

developing its inward meaning of goodness, until the time

came when it could bloom freely. This time had come.

Jesus on the mountain proclaims it. And this is why this

day is the counterpart of the day of Sinai. He opposes the

letter of the divine commandment, understood as letter, to the

spirit contained in it, and developes this contrast, Matt, v., in

a series of antitheses so striking, that it is impossible to doubt

either their authenticity, or that they formed the real sub

stance, the centre of the Sermon on the Mount. Holtzmann

will never succeed in persuading any one to the contrary ;
his

entire critical hypothesis as to the relations of the Syn. will

crumble away sooner than this conviction. The connection

of the discourse in Matthew is this : 1. Jesus discloses wherein

the Pharisaical righteousness fails, its want of inward truth

(vers. 13-48). 2. He judges, by this law, the three positive

manifestations of this boasted righteousness : almsgiving,

prayer, and fasting (vi. 118). 3. He attacks two of the

most characteristic sins of Pharisaism : covetousness and

censoriousness (vi. 19-34, vii. 15). 4. Lastly there come

various particular precepts on prayer, conversion, false religious

teaching, etc. (vii. 620). But between these precepts it is

no longer possible to establish a perfectly natural connection.

Such is the body of the Sermon in Matthew : at the com

mencement, an unbroken chain of thought ;
then a connection

which becomes slighter and slighter, until it ceases altogether,

and the discourse becomes a simple collection of detached

sayings. But the fundamental idea is still the opposition
between the formalism of the ancient righteousness and the

spirituality of the new.

In Luke also, the subject of the discourse is the perfect

law of the new order of things ; but this law is exhibited, not

under its abstract and polemical relation of spirituality, but

under its concrete and positive form of charity. The plan of

this part of the discourse, in Luke, is as follows : 1st. Jesus

describes the practical manifestations of the new principle

(vers. 2730): then, 2d. He gives concise expression to it
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(ver. 31); 3d He indicates the distinctive characteristics of

charity, by contrasting this virtue with certain natural analo

gous sentiments (vers. 32 35&); 4th. He sets forth its model

and source (vers. 35& and 36); 5th. Lastly, He exhibits this

gratuitous, disinterested love as the principle of all sound

judgment and salutary religious teaching, contrasting in this

respect the new ministry, which He is establishing in the

earth in the presence of His disciples, with the old, which, as

embodied in the Pharisees, is vanishing away (vers. 3745).
At the first glance, there seems little or nothing in common

between this body of the discourse, and that which, as we
have just seen, Matthew gives us. We can even understand,

to a certain extent, the odd notion of Schleiermacher, that

these two versions emanated from two hearers, of whom one

was more favourably situated for hearing than the other !

The difference, however, between these two versions may be

accounted for by connecting the fully-developed subject in

Luke with the subject of the last two of the six antitheses, by
which Jesus describes (Matt, v.) the contrast between legal

righteousness and true righteousness. Jesus attacks, vers.

3848, the Pharisaical commentary on these two precepts of

the law : an eye for an eye . . . ; and, thou shalt love thy

neighbour as thyself. This commentary, by applying the lex

talionis, which had only been given as a rule for the judges

of Israel, to private life, and by deducing from the word

neighbour this consequence : therefore thou mayest hate him

who is not thy neighbour, that is to say, the foreigner, or thine

enemy, had entirely falsified the meaning of the law on these

two points. In opposition to these caricatures, Jesus sets

forth, in Matthew, the inexhaustible and perfect grace of

charity, as exhibited to man in the example of his heavenly

Benefactor
;
then He proceeds to identify this charity in man

with the divine perfection itself: &quot;Be ye perfect [through

charity], as your Father which is in heaven is
perfect.&quot;

Now
it is just at this point that Luke begins to appropriate the

central part of the discourse. These last two antitheses, which

terminate in Matthew in the lofty thought (ver. 48) of man

being elevated by love to the perfection of God, furnish Luke

with the leading idea of the discourse as he presents it,

namely, charity as the law of the new life. Its theme is in
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this way modified in form, but ft is not altered in substance.

For if, as St. Paul says, Bom. xiii. 10,
&quot;

charity is the fulfilling

of the law
;&quot;

if perfect spirituality, complete likeness to God,

consists in charity ;
the fundamental agreement between these

two forms of the Sermon on the Mount is evident. Only
Luke has deemed it advisable to omit all that specially re

ferred to the ancient law and the comments of the Pharisees,

and to preserve only that which has a universal human bear

ing, the opposition between charity and the natural selfishness

of the human heart.

The two accounts being thus related, it follows, that as

regards the original structure of the discourse, in so far as this

was determined by opposition to Pharisaism, Matthew has

preserved it more completely than Luke. But though this is

so, Matthew s discourse still contains many details not origin

ally belonging to it, which Luke has very properly assigned
to entirely different places in other parts of his narrative.

We find here once more the two writers following their re

spective bent : Matthew, having a didactic aim, exhibits in

a general manner the teaching of Jesus on the righteousness of
the kingdom, by including in this outline many sayings spoken
on other occasions, but bearing on the same subject; Luke,

writing as a historian, confines himself more strictly to the

actual words which Jesus uttered at this time. Thus each of

them has his own kind of superiority over the other.

1st. The manifestations of charity: vers. 2730. To
describe the manifestations of this new principle, which is

henceforth to sway the world, was the most popular and

effectual way of introducing it into the consciences of his

hearers. Jesus describes, first of all, charity in its active form

(vers. 27 and 28)- then in its passive form of endurance

(vers. 29 and 30).

Vers. 27, 28.
1 &quot; But I say unto you which hear, Love your

enemies, do good to them which hate you. 28. Bless them that

curse you, and pray for them which despitefully use you!
There is a break in the connection between ver. 26 and ver.

27. De Wette and Meyer think that the link is to be found

1 Ver. 23. The Mss. are divided between upa; and vpiv. All the Mjj. omit

xat before
Vf&amp;gt;o&amp;lt;riv%&amp;lt;&amp;lt;r0-,

which is the reading of T. R. with merely some Mnn.
The Mss. are divided between vifi and vxtf.

VOL. I. X
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in this thought understood :

*&quot;

Notwithstanding these curses

which I pronounce upon the rich, your persecutors, I com
mand you not to hate, but to love them.&quot; But in the verses

that follow, it is not the rich particularly that are represented
as the enemies whom His disciples should love. The precept
of love to enemies is given in the most general manner. Eather

is it the new law which Jesus announces here, as in Matthew.

The link of connection with what goes before is this : In the

midst of this hatred of which you will be the objects (ver.

22), it will be your duty to realize in the world the perfect

law which I to-day proclaim to you. Tholuck, in his Explana
tion of the Sermon on the Mount (p. 498), takes exception to

Luke for giving these precepts a place here, where they have

no connection
;
but he thus shows that he has failed to under

stand the structure of this discourse in our Gospel, as we
have exhibited it. In this form of expression : But I say
unto you which hear, there is an echo as it were of the antithesis

of Matthew :

&quot; Ye have heard . . . But I say unto your By
this expression, you which hear, Jesus opposes the actual

hearers surrounding Him to those imaginary hearers to whom
the preceding woes were addressed. We must conceive of

the words, ver. 27 and ver. 28, as having been pronounced
with some kind of enthusiasm. These precepts overflow with

love. You have only to meet every manifestation of hatred

with a fresh manifestation of love. Love ! Love ! You can

never love too much ! The term love denotes the essence of

the new principle. Then come its manifestations : first, in

acts (do good) ;
then in words (bless) ; lastly, the highest mani

festation, which is at once act and word (pray for). These

manifestations of love correspond with the exhibitions of

hatred by which they are called forth : e^Opa, hatred, the

inward feeling ; fiio-elv, to hold in abhorrence, the acts
;

/cara-

paaOai, to curse, the words. *E7rrjpedew (probably from eV/

and
aipe&amp;lt;r6ai,

to rise against, to thwart) corresponds with inter

cession. Jesus therefore here requires more than that which

to natural selfishness appears the highest virtue : not to render

evil for evil He demands from His disciples, according to

the expression of St. Paul (Kom. xii. 21), that they shall

overcome evil with good; Jesus could not yet reveal the

source whence His disciples were to derive this entirely new
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passion, this divine charity which displays its riches of forgive

ness and salvation towards a rebellious world at enmity with

God (Kom. v. 8-10). In the parallel passage in Matthew,
the two intervening propositions have probably been trans

ferred from Luke.

Vers. 29 and 30.
1

Patient Chanty. &quot;And unto him that

smiteth thee on the one cheek, offer also the other ; and him that

taketh away thy cloak, forbid not to take thy coat also. 30. Give

to every man that asketh of thee; and of him that taketh away thy

goods ask them not again&quot;
Paul also regards fiaKpodv^lv, to

le long -suffering, as on a par with xpiiareveo-Ocu, to do good

(Charity suffereth long, and is kind, 1 Cor. xiii. 4). The

natural heart thinks it does a great deal when it respects a

neighbour s rights ;
it does not rise to the higher idea of

sacrificing its own. Jesus here describes a charity which

seems to ignore its own rights, and knows no bounds to its

self-sacrifice. He exhibits this sublime ideal in actual in

stances (lit. in the most concrete traits) and under the most

paradoxical forms. In order to explain these difficult words,

Olshausen maintained that they only applied to the members
of the kingdom of God among themselves, and not to the

relations of Christians with the world. But would Jesus

have entertained the supposition of strikers and thieves among
His own people ? Again, it has been said that these precepts

expressed nothing more than an emphatic condemnation of

revenge (Calvin), that they were hyperboles (Zwingle), a por

trayal of the general disposition which the Christian is to

exemplify in each individual case, according as regard for God s

glory and his neighbour s salvation may permit (Tholuck) ;

which comes to St. Augustine s idea, that these precepts con

cern the prceparatio cordis rather than the opus quod in aperto

Jit. Without denying that there is some truth in all these

explanations, we think that they do not altogether grasp the

idea. Jesus means that, as far as itself is concerned, charity
know no limits to its self-denial. If, therefore, it ever puts a

stop to its concessions, it is in no way because it feels its

patience exhausted
;
true charity is infinite as God Himself,

whose essence it is. Its limit, if it has any, is not that which
its rights draw around it

;
it is a limit like that which the

1 Ver. 29. 8. D., us r v for w T. Yer. 30. X. B. omit after
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beautiful defines for itself, proceeding from within. It is in

charity that the disciple of Jesus yields, when he yields ;
it is

in charity also that he resists, when he resists. CHARITY HAS

NO OTHER LIMIT THAN CHARITY ITSELF, that is to Say, it is

boundless. Siay&v does not properly mean, as it is ordinarily

translated, the cheek (irapeia), but the jaw ; the blow given,

therefore, is not a slap, but a heavy blow. Consequently it is

an act of violence, rather than of contempt, that is meant. -

The disciple who has completely sacrificed his person, naturally
will not refuse his clothes. As ipcuriov denotes the upper

garment, and %ITO)V the under garment or tunic which is worn

next the skin, it would seem that here also it is an act of

violence that is meant, a theft perpetrated by main force
;
the

thief first snatches away the upper garment. Matthew pre
sents the reverse order :

&quot; He who would take away thy coat, let

him have thy cloak also.&quot; This is because with him it is an

affair of legal process (if any man will sue thee at the law).

The creditor begins by possessing himself of the coat, which is

less valuable
; then, if he is not sufficiently compensated, he

claims the under garment. This juridical form stands con

nected in Matthew with the article of the Mosaic code which

Jesus has just cited : an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth.

Matthew, therefore, appears to have preserved the original

words of this passage. But is it possible to conceive, that if

Luke had had Matthew s writing before him, or the document

made use of by the author of this Gospel, he would have substi

tuted, on his own authority, a totally different thought from

that of his predecessor ?

Ver. 30. Another form of the same thought. A Christian,

so far as he is concerned, would neither refuse anything nor

claim anything back. If, therefore, he does either one or

the other, it is always out of charity. This sentiment regu

lates his refusals as well as his gifts, the maintenance as well

as the sacrifice of his rights.

2d. After having described the applications of the new

principle, Jesus gives a formal enunciation of it, ver. 31 :

&quot; And as ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them

likewise.&quot; The natural heart says, indeed, with the Eabbins :

&quot; What is disagreeable to thyself, do not do to thy neighbour.&quot;

But charity says, by the mouth of Jesus :

&quot; Whatsoever thou
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desirest for thyself, that do to thy neighbour.&quot; Treat thy

neighbour in everything as thine other self. It is obvious

that Jesus only means desires that are reasonable and really

salutary. His disciples are regarded as unable to form any
others for themselves. Kal, and, may be rendered here by,

in a word. In Matthew this precept is found in chap. vii.

towards the end of the discourse, between an exhortation to

prayer and a call to conversion, consequently without any
natural connection with what precedes and follows. Not

withstanding this, Tholuck prefers the position which it has

in Matthew. He regards this saying as a summary of the

whole discourse (p. 498). But is it not manifest that it is

more naturally connected with a series of precepts on charity,

than with an exhortation to prayer ?

3d The distinguishing cJiaracteristic of charity, disinterested

ness : vers. 3 2-3 5 a.
1

&quot;And if ye love them which love you,

what thank have ye ? For sinners also love those that love them.

33. And if ye do good to them which do good to you, what

thank have ye? For sinners also do even the same. 34. And

if ye lend to those of whom ye hope to receive, ivhat thank

have ye ? For sinners also lend to sinners, to receive the same

service. 3 5 a. But love your enemies, and do them good, and

lend, without hoping for anything again! Human love seeks

an object which is congenial to itself, and from which, in case

of need, it may obtain some return. There is always somewhat

of self-interest in it. The new love which Jesus proclaims
will be completely gratuitous and disinterested. For this

reason it will be able to embrace even an object entirely

opposed to its own nature. Xdpis : the favour which comes

from God
;
in Matthew : tlva fjuaOov, what matter of recom

pense ? ATrdXafifidvew ra Icra may signify, to withdraw the

capital lent, or indeed, to receive some day the same service. The

preposition CLTTO would favour the first sense. But the Alex,

reading renders this prep, doubtful. The covert selfishness of

this conduct comes out better in the second sense, only to lend

to those who, it is hoped, will lend in their turn. It is a

1 Ver. 33. N* B. add
&amp;lt;yxp

between */ and v. K. B. A. omit yap after *a/.

Ver. 34. Instead of
&amp;lt;r0a./3uv, which is the reading of T.R. with 14 Mjj., K. B.

L. Z. read A/3uv. tf. B. L. Z. omit yap. Ver. 35. K. Z. n Syr., p*ltva instead
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shrewd calculation, selfishness in instinctive accord with tiie

law of retaliation, utilitarianism coming forward to reap the

fruits of morality. What fine irony there is in this picture !

What a criticism on natural kindness ! The new principle of

wholly disinterested charity comes out very clearly on this

dark background of ordinary benevolence. This paradoxical

form which Jesus gives His precepts, effectually prevents all

attempts of a relaxed morality to weaken them. JIXijv (ver.

35) : &quot;This false love cast aside; for you, my disciples, there

only remains this.&quot; A7re\7rl^et,v means properly, to despair.

Meyer would apply this sense here :

&quot; not despairing of divine

remuneration in the dispensation to come.&quot; But how can the

object of the verb /^Sez/, nothing, be harmonized with this

meaning and the antithesis in ver. 34 ? The sense which

the Syriac translation gives, reading probably with some MSS.

jj,r)$eva, no one,
&quot;

causing no one to despair by a refusal,&quot; is

grammatically inadmissible. The only alternative is to give

the aTTo in aireKiri&tV the sense which this prep, already has

in aTToKapeiv, hoping for nothing in return from him who asks

of you.

4:th. The model and source of the charity which Jesus has just

depicted : vers. 35& and 36.
1

&quot;And your reward shall le great,

and ye shall be the children of the Highest : for He is kind to the

unthankful and to the evil. 36. Be ye therefore merciful, as your

Father also is merciful.&quot; Having referred to the love which

His disciples are to surpass, that of man by nature a sinner,

Jesus shows them what they must aspire to reach, that divine

love which is the source of all gratuitous and disinterested

love. The promise of a reward is no contradiction to the per

fect disinterestedness which Jesus has just made the essential

characteristic of love. And, in fact, the reward is not a pay
ment of a nature foreign to the feeling rewarded, the prize of

merit
;

it is the feeling itself brought to perfection, the full

participation in the life and glory of God, who is love ! Kai,

and in fact. This disinterested love, whereby we become like

God, raises us to the glorious condition of His sons and heirs,

like Jesus Himself. The seventh beatitude in Matthew,
&quot; Blessed are the peacemakers, for they shall le called the children

of God,&quot; is probably a general maxim taken from this saying.

1 Ver. 36. X. B. D. L. Z. H^que omjt ,._&$. B. L. Z. omit */.
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If the ungrateful and the wicked are the object of divine

love, it is because this love is compassionate (oi/cripfjL&v, ver.

36). In the wicked man God sees the unhappy man. Matt.

v. 45 gives this same idea in an entirely different form: &quot;For

He maketh His sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and sendeth

rain on tJie just and on the
unjust.&quot;

How could these two forms

have been taken from the same document? If Luke had

known this fine saying in Matthew, would he have suppressed

it ? Matthew concludes this train of thought by a general

maxim similar to that in Luke v. 36: &quot;Be ye therefore perfect,

as your Father in heaven is
perfect&quot;

These two different forms

correspond exactly with the difference in the body of the dis

course in the two evangelists. Matthew speaks of the inward

righteousness, the perfection (to which one attains through

charity) ; Luke, of charity (the essential element of perfection ;

comp. Col. iii. 14).

5th. Love, the principle of all beneficent moral action on the

world: vers. 37-45. The disciples of Jesus are not only

called to practise what is good themselves
; they are charged

to make it prevail in the earth. They are, as Jesus says in

Matthew, immediately after the beatitudes, the light of the

world, the salt of the earth. Now they can only exercise this

salutary influence through love, which manifests itself in this

sphere also (comp. ver. 27), either by what it refrains from

(vers. 37-42), or by action (vers. 43-45). Above all things,

love refrains from judging.

Vers. 37 and 38.
1

&quot;And judge not, and ye shall not be

judged ; condemn not, and ye shall not be condemned ; forgive,

and ye shall be forgiven. 3 8. Give, and it shall be given unto

you; good measure, pressed down, and shaken together, and

running over, shall men give into your &quot;bosom; for with the

same measure that ye mete withal, it shall be measured to you

again&quot; There is no reference here to the pardon of personal
offences

;
the reference is to charity, which, in a general way,

refuses to judge. Jesus evidently has in view in this pas

sage the judgment which the scribes and Pharisees assumed

the right to exercise in Israel, and which their harshness and

1 Ver. 37. A. C. A. Itali
., n ^ instead of x.i ou ^. Ver. 38. tf. B. D. L,

Z., u ya.p fttrpM instead of ru yaf avru fttrpu u, which is the reading of T. R.

with all the other Mss.
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arrogance rendered more injurious than useful, as was seen in

the effect it produced on the publicans and other such persons

(v. 30, xv. 28-30). Kal indicates the transition to a new
but analogous subject: And further. Kpiveiv, to judge, is not

equivalent to condemn ; it means generally to set oneself up
as a judge of the moral worth of another. But since, wherever

this disposition prevails, judgment is usually exercised in an

unkindly spirit, the word is certainly employed here in an

unfavourable sense. It is strengthened by the following term :

condemn, to condemn pitilessly and without taking into account

any reasons for forbearance. AjroXvew, to absolve, does not refer,

therefore, to the pardon of a personal offence
;

it is the anxiety
of love to find a neighbour innocent rather than guilty, to

excuse rather than to condemn. The Lord does not forbid all

moral judgments on the conduct of our neighbour ;
this would

contradict many other passages, for example 1 Cor. v. 12 :

&quot; Do not ye judge them that are within?&quot; The true judgment,

inspired by love, is implied in ver. 42. What Jesus desires to

banish from the society of His disciples is the judging spirit,

the tendency to place our faculty of moral appreciation at the

service of natural malignity, or more simply still: judging for

the pleasure of judging. The reward promised : not to be

judged or condemned, to be sent away absolved, may refer either

to this world or the other, to the conduct of men or of God.

The latter is the more natural meaning, it enforces itself in

the next precept. It is probably from here that the fifth

beatitude in Matthew has been taken :
&quot;

Blessed are the mer

ciful ; for they shall obtain mercy.&quot;

With a disposition to absolve those that are accused, is

naturally connected that of giving, that is to say, of rendering
service to all, even to the greatest sinners. This idea is intro

duced here only as an accessory to the other. There is some

feeling in these successive imperatives, and a remarkable afflu

ence of expression in the promise. Some one has said :

&quot; Give

with a full hand to God, and He will give with a full hand to

you.&quot;
The idea of this boundless liberality of God is forcibly

expressed by the accumulation of epithets. The measure, to

which Jesus alludes, is one for solids (pressed, shaken together) ;

the epithet, running over, is not at all opposed to this. The

expression, into your bosom, refers to the form of the oriental
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garment, which allows of things being heaped together in the

large pocket-shaped fold above the girdle (Euth iii. 15).

The plur. Suo-ovo-iv, they will give, corresponds to the French

indef. pron. on; it denotes the instruments of divine munifi

cence, whoever they may be (xii. 20, 48). This precept is

found, in very nearly the same terms, in Matt. vii. 1 et seq.,

immediately following an exhortation to confidence in Provi

dence, and before an invitation to prayer, in a context,

therefore, with which it has no connection. In Luke, on the

contrary, all is closely connected.

Vers. 39 and 40. &quot;And He spake a parable unto them, Can

the Hind lead the blind ? Shall they not loth fall into the ditch ?

40. The disciple is not above his master : but every one that is

perfect shall be as his master.&quot; Meyer, Bleek, and Holtzmann

can see no natural connection between this little parable and

the preceding precept. The form, He said to them also, seems

of itself to indicate an interruption, and to betray the inter

polation of a passage foreign to the original context. Is not,

however, the figure of a blind man leading another man (ver.

39) evidently connected with that of the man who, while he

has a beam in his own eye, wants to take a straw out of his

brother s eye (ver. 41) ? And who can fail to perceive the

connection between the idea contained in this last illustration

and the precept which precedes (vers. 37, 38) respecting

judgments ? A man s presuming to correct his neighbour,

without correcting himself, is not this altogether characteristic

of that mania for judging others which Jesus has just forbid

den? The whole passage (vers. 37-42) is just, therefore, a

piece of consecutive instruction respecting judgments. Jesus

continues the contrast between that normal and salutary judg
ment which He expects from His disciples, in regard to the

world, based partly on the love of one s neighbour, and partly
on unsparing judgment of oneself, and that injurious judg
ment which the Pharisees, severe towards others, and altogether
infatuated with themselves, were exercising in the midst of

Jewish society. The sole result of the ministry of the

Pharisees was to fit their disciples for the same perdition as

themselves ! Jesus prays His disciples not to repeat such

achievements in the order of things which He is about to

establish. In Matt. xv. 14 and xxiii. 15, 16 we have some
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precisely similar words addressed to the Pharisees. We are

not mistaken, therefore, in our application of this figure, As
to the phrase, And He saitli to them also (ver. 39), comp. vi. 5.

This break in the discourse represents a moment s pause to

collect His thoughts. Jesus seeks for an illustration that will

impress His hearers with the deplorable consequences of pass

ing judgment on others, when it is done after the fashion of

the Pharisees. Ofyyelv, to point out the way, combines the

two notions of correction and instruction. The disciple, in so

far as he is a disciple, not being able to excel his master (ver.

40), it follows that the disciple of a Pharisee will not be able

at best to do more than equal his master, that is to say, fall

into the same ditch with him. Ver. 40 justifies this idea.

Here we see what will happen to the whole people, if they
remain under the direction of the Pharisees. The further they
advance in the school of such masters, the nearer they will

come ... to perdition. The proverbial saying, ver. 40 a, is

used in Matt. x. 24, 25 and John xv. 20 in this sense: The

servants of Jesus must not expect to be treated letter than

their Master. In Luke xxii. 27 and John xiii. 16 it is

applied to the humility which befits the servant of such a

Master. It is obvious that Jesus made various applications

of these general maxims. Whatever, then, modern criticism

may think, the context of Luke is unexceptionable. How can

Weizsacker so disregard this connection, as actually to make

ver. 39 the commencement of a new part,
&quot;

the second section

of the discourse&quot; ! (p. 153).

Vers. 41 and 42. &quot; And ivhy leholdest thou the mote that is

in thy brothers eye, but perceivest not the learn that is in thine

own eye ? 42. Either how canst thou say to thy Irother, Brother,

let me pull out the mote that is in thine eye, ivhen thou thyself

leholdest not the beam that is in thine own eye ? Thou hypocrite,

cast out first the learn out of thine own eye, and then shalt thou

see clearly to pull out the mote that is in thy brother s
eye&quot;

In

order to be useful in correcting another, a man must begin by

correcting himself. Love, when sincere, never acts otherwise.

Beyond the limits of this restraint, all judgment is the fruit

of presumption and blindness. Such was the judgment of the

Pharisees. The mote, the bit of straw which has slipped into

the eye, represents a defect of secondary importance. A learn in
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the eye is a ludicrous image which ridicule uses to describe

a ridiculous proceeding, a man s assuming, as the Pharisee

did, to direct the moral education of his less vicious neighbour,

when he was himself saturated with avarice, pride, and other

odious vices. Such a man is rightly termed a hypocrite ;
for if

it was hatred of evil that inspired his judgment, would he not

begin by showing this feeling in an unsparing judgment of

himself ? Ordinarily, Siaffatyeis is understood in this sense :

Thou wilt be able to think to, to see to . . . But can /3\e7mi&amp;gt;,

to see, be used in this connection in an abstract sense ? The

connection between e*/3aXXe, take away, and Staj3\eTfrei$, thou

shalt see, should suffice to prove the contrary :

&quot; Take away the

beam which takes away thy sight, and then thou shalt see clearly

to . . .&quot; The verb SiafiXeTrew, to see through, to see distinctly,

is only found in this passage, and in its parallel in Matthew,
in all the JST. T. This has been held to prove that the two

evangelists both employed the same Greek document. But

characteristic expressions such as these doubtless originated in

the first rendering of the oral tradition into the Greek tongue ;

precepts then took a fixed form, certain features of which were

preserved in the preaching, and thence passed into our Syn.
In vers. 43-45, the idea of teaching, which is perceptible in

ver. 40, takes the place altogether of the idea ofjudging, with

which it is closely connected.

Vers. 43-45.1
&quot;For a good tree Iringeth not forth corrupt

fruit ; neither doth a corrupt tree bring forth good fruit. 44.

For every tree is known ly his own fruit : for of thorns men
do not gather figs, nor of a bramble-bush gather they grapes&quot;

In order that our words may have a good influence on our

neighbour, we must be good ourselves. In this passage, there

fore, the fruits of the tree are neither the moral conduct of the

individual who teaches, nor his doctrines. They are the results

of his labour in others. In vain will a proud man preach

humility, or a selfish man charity ;
the injurious influence of

example will paralyze the efforts of their words. The corrupt
tree (o-apirov) is a tree infected with canker, whose juices are

incapable of producing palatable fruit. The connection be-

1 Ver. 43. tf. B. L. Z. and several Mnn. add *x/y after t/Si. - Ver. 45. N. B.

omit KVTOU after xaptiius. X- B. D. L. omit avdpufof after rovvres. tf. B. D.
L. Z. omit the Words fva-aupav rns x,a.fiia.t n&quot;Tf&amp;gt;u.
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tween vers. 43 and 44a is this :

&quot; This principle is so true,

that every one, without hesitation, infers the nature of a tree

from its fruits.&quot; In Palestine there are often seen, behind

hedges of thorns and brambles, fig-trees completely garlanded
with the climbing tendrils of vine &quot;branches.

1 Ver. 45 gives

expression to the general principle on which the whole of the

preceding rests. A man s word is the most direct communi
cation of his being. If a man desires to reform others by his

word, he must reform himself; then his word will change the

world. Jesus Himself succeeded in depositing a germ of

goodness in the world by His word alone, because He was a

perfectly good man. It is for His disciples to continue His

work by this method, which is the antipodes of that of the

Pharisees. An analogous passage is found in Matthew, at the

end of the Sermon on the Mount (vii. 15-20). There Jesus

is exhorting His hearers to beware of false prophets, who

betray their real character by their evil fruits. These false

prophets may indeed be, in this precept, as in that of Luke,

the Pharisees (comp. our ver. 26). But their fruits are cer

tainly, in Matthew, their moral conduct, their pride, avarice,

and hypocrisy, and not, as in Luke, the effects produced by
their ministry. On the other hand, we find a passage in

Matthew (xii. 33-35) still more like ours. As it belongs to

a warning against blaspheming the Holy Ghost, the fruits of

the tree are evidently, as in Luke, the words themselves, in

so far as they are good or bad in their nature and in their

effect on those who receive them. From this, is it not evident

that this passage is the true parallel to ours, and that the pas

sage which Matthew has introduced into the Sermon on the

Mount is an importation, occasioned probably by the employ
ment of the same image (that of the trees and their fruits) in

both ? Thus Jesus has risen by degrees from the conditions

of the Christian life (the beatitudes) to the life itself
;

first of

all to its principle, then to its action on the world. He has

made His renewed disciples instruments for the renewal of

humanity. It now only remains for Him to bring this

inaugural discourse to a close.

Third part of the discourse : vers. 46-49. The Sanction.

1 Konrad Furrer, die Bedeutung der bibllschen Geographicfur die bill. Exegese,

p. 34.
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Here we have the conclusion, and, so to speak, the perora

tion of the discourse. The Lord enjoins His disciples, for the

sake of their own welfare, to put in practice the new principle

of conduct which He has just laid down.

Yer. 46.
&quot; And why call ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the

things which I
say&quot;

This saying proves that Jesus was

already recognised as Lord by a large part of this multitude,

but that even then He would have been glad to find in many
of those who saluted Him by this title a more scrupulous

fidelity to the law of charity. This warning is connected,

doubtless, with the preceding context, by this idea :
&quot; Do not

be guilty, in the dispensation now commencing, of the same

hypocrisy as the scribes and Pharisees have been guilty of in

that which is coming to an end; they render homage to

Jehovah, and, at the same time, perpetually transgress His

law. Do not deal with my word in this
way.&quot;

The same

idea is found in Matthew, at the corresponding place in the

Sermon on the Mount (vii. 21 etseq.), but under that abstract

and sententious form already observed in the Beatitudes :

&quot; Not every one that saith unto me : Lord, Lord,&quot; etc. In this

passage in Matthew, Jesus expressly claims to be the Messiah

and Supreme Judge. The same idea is expressed in the

Lord, Lord, of Luke.

Vers. 47-49.1 &quot; Whosoever cometh to me, and heareth my
sayings, and doeth them, I will show you to whom he is like :

48. He is like a man which built an house, and digged deep,

and laid the foundation on a rock : and when the flood arose,

the stream beat vehemently upon that house, and could not shake

it; for it was founded upon a rock. 49. But he that heareth,

and doeth not, is like a man that, without a foundation, built a,

house upon the earth ; against which the stream did beat vehe

mently, and immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house

was
great.&quot;

The two evangelists coincide in this closing illus

tration. On the shelving lands which surround the Lake of

Genesareth, there are some hills on which the rock is covered

with only a thin layer of earth (777, Luke) or sand (a/^o?,

Matthew). A prudent man digs through this moveable soil,

1 Ver. 48. &$. B. L. Z., 2/a TO aX&; oixobepYitrfcti uwrnv instead of TiSift&iuro yoif

\xi rv vtrpav, wliich is the reading of T. E. with all the other authorities.

Ver. 49. C. and some Mnn., oixeSouourt instead of oixoSopvs-cun.
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digs deep down (eWa^Jre KCU eftdQvve), even into the rock&quot;,

upon and in which (errI with the accusative) he lays the

foundation. Luke only mentions one cause of destruction,

the waterspout (7r\tf/j,fjLvpa) t that breaks on the summit of

the mountain and creates the torrents which carry away
the layer of earth and sand, and with it the building that

is not founded on the rock Matthew adds the hurri

cane (avefjboi) that ordinarily accompanies these great atmo

spheric disturbances, and overthrows the building which the

torrent undermines. Though the differences between these

two descriptions in Matthew and Luke are for the most part

insignificant, they are too numerous to suppose that both could

have been taken from the same document. To build on the

earth, is to admit the Lord s will merely into the understand

ing, that most superficial and impersonal part of a man s self,

while closing the conscience against Him, and withholding the

acquiescence of the will, which is the really personal element

within us. The trial of our spiritual building is brought
about by temptation, persecution, and, last of all, by judgment.
Its overthrow is accomplished by unbelief here below, and by
condemnation from above. The Alex, reading, &quot;because it had

leen well &quot;built (ver. 48), is to be preferred to that of the T. K.,

for it was founded on a rock, which is taken from Matthew.

A single lost soul is a great ruin in the eyes of God. Jesus,

in closing His discourse, leaves His hearers under the impres
sion of this solemn thought. Each of them, while listening

to this last word, might think that he heard the crash of the

falling edifice, and say within himself : This disaster will be

mine if I prove hypocritical or inconsistent.

The Sermon on the Mount, therefore, as Weizsacker has clearly

seen, is: the inauguration of the new law. The order of the dis

course, according to the two documents, is this : Jesus addresses

His hearers as belonging to a class of people who, even according to

the Old Testament, have the greatest need of heavenly compensa
tions. Treating them as disciples, either because they were already
attached to Him as such, or in their character as voluntary hearers,

He regards this audience, brought together without previous pre

paration, as representing the new order of things, and promulgates
before this new Israel the principle of the perfect law. Then, sub

stituting His disciples for the doctors of the ancient economy, He
points out to them the sole condition on which they will be able to

accomplish in the world the glorious work which He confides tc
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them. Lastly, He urges them, in the name of all they hold most

precious, to fulfil this condition by making their life agree with their

profession, in order that, when tested by the judgment, they may
not come to ruin. In what respect does this discourse lack unity
and regular progression 1 How can Weizsacker say that these pre

cepts, in Luke, are for the most part thrown together, without con

nection, and detached from their natural context ? It is in Matthew

rather, as Weizsacker, among others, acknoAvledges, that we find

foreign elements interwoven with the tissue of the discourse
; they are

easily perceived, for they break the connection, and the association

of ideas which has occasioned the interpolation is obvious. Thus :

vers. 23-26, reconciliation (apropos of hatred and murder) ;
vers.

29, 30, a precept, which is found elsewhere in Matthew itself (xviii.

8, 9) ;
vers. 31 and 32 (a passage which is found xix. 3-9) ;

vi. 715,
the Lord s Prayer, an evident interruption in His treatment of the

three principal Pharisaic virtues (alms, vers. 2-4
; prayer, vers. 5, 6

;

fasting, vers. 16-18) ;
vi. 24 (if not even 19) -34, a passage on pro

vidence (in connection with the avarice of the Pharisees) ; vii. 6-11,
and 13, 14, precepts, simply juxtaposited ; vii. 15-20, a passage for

which xii. 33-35 should be substituted; lastly, vii. 22, 23, where
allusion is made to facts which lie out of the horizon of that early

period. It is remarkable that these passages, whose foreign cha

racter is proved by the context of Matthew, are the very passages
that are found dispersed over different places in the Gospel of Luke,
where their appropriateness is easily verified. The author of the

first Gospel could not be blamed for this combination of hetero

geneous elements within one and the same outline, unless his com

pilation of the discourse had been made from the first with an
historical aim. But if we admit, as we are authorized by the tes

timony of Papias to admit, that this discourse belonged originally
to a collection of discourses compiled with a didactic or liturgical

aim, and that the author wanted to give a somewhat complete expo
sition of the new moral law proclaimed by Jesus, there is nothing
more natural than this agglomerating process. It is evident that the
author found, in this way, a means of producing in his readers, just
as any other evangelist, the thrilling impression which the word of

Jesus had made on the hearts of His hearers (Matt. vii. 28, 29).
The way in which these two versions stand related to each other,
will not allow of their being deduced from a proto-Mark as a com
mon source, according to Holtzmann and Weizsacker. And besides,

how, in this case, did it happen that this discourse was omitted in

our canonical Mark 1 The species of logophoUa which they attribute

to him, in order to explain this fact, is incompatible with Mark
ix. 39-51, and xiii.

A religious party has made a party-banner of this discourse.

According to them, this discourse is a summary of the teaching of

Jesus, who merely spiritualized the Mosaic law. But how are we
to harmonize with this view the passages in which Jesus makes

1

Untcrsucliungen, p. 154.
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attachment to His person the very centre of the new righteousness

(for my sake, Matt. v. 11
; for the sake of the Son of man, Luke

vi. 22), and those in which He announces Himself as the Final and

Supreme Judge (Matt. vii. 21-23, comp. with Luke vi. 46 : Lord,
Lord

!)
1 The true view of the religious import of this discourse, is

that which Gess has expressed in these well-weighed words :

&quot; The
Sermon on the Mount describes that earnest piety which no one can

cultivate without an increasing feeling of the need of redemption,

by means of which the righteousness required by such piety may at

last be realized
&quot;

(p. 6).

2. The Centurion s Servant: vii. 1-10. This was the

most striking instance of faith that Jesus had met with up to

this time
;
and what was more astonishing, He was indebted

for this surprise to a Gentile. Jesus instantly perceives the

deep significance of this unexpected incident, and cautiously

indicates it in ver. 9, while in Matt. viii. 11, 12 it is ex

pressed with less reserve. We should have expected the re

verse, according to .the dogmatic prepossessions which criticism

imputes to our evangelists. It is obliged, therefore, to have

recourse to the hypothesis of subsequent interpolations.

This cure is connected, in Matthew as well as in Luke, with

the Sermon on the Mount. This resemblance in no way proves,

as some think, a common written source. For, 1. The two-

passages are separated in Matthew by the healing of the leper,

which Luke assigns to another time
;

2. The narratives of the

two evangelists present very considerable differences of detail
;

lastly, 3. There was nothing to prevent certain groups of nar

rative, more or less fixed, being formed in the oral teaching.

of the gospel, which passed in this way into our written nar

ratives. As to Mark, he omits this miracle, an omission diffi

cult to account for, if he copied Matthew and Luke (Bleek),,

and equally difficult if, with them, he derived his narrative

from an original Mark (Ewald and Holtzmann). Holtzmann

(p. *78), with Ewald, thinks that
&quot;

if he cut out the Sermon on

the Mount, he might easily omit also the passage which fol

lows, and which opens a new section.&quot; But on other occasions

it is asserted that Mark purposely omits the discourses, to

make room for facts. Now, are we not here concerned with a

fact ? Bleek does not even attempt to explain this omission.

Vers. 1-6 a.
1 TheFirst Deputation. The Alex, reading e

1 Ver. 1. A. B. C. X. n., info instead of t*u h.
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since assuredly, has no meaning. There is something solemn in

these expressions : eVX^o-oxre, hadfulfilled, and et? ra? a/cods, in

the, ears of the people. The proclamation which had just taken

place is given as something complete. The circumstance that

this miracle took place just when Jesus returned to Caper

naum, after this discourse, was remembered in the traditional

account, and has been faithfully preserved in our two evan

gelical narratives. The centurion (ver. 2) was probably a

Roman soldier in the service of Herod
;
he was a proselyte,

and had even manifested special zeal on behalf of his new

faith (ver. 5). Instead of SoDXo?, a slave, Matthew says

vrafc, a word which may signify either a son or a servant, and

which Luke employs in the latter sense at ver. 7. Bleek and

Holtzmann prefer the meaning son in Matthew,
&quot; because

otherwise it would be necessary to admit that the centurion

had only one slave.&quot; As if a man could not say :

&quot; My ser

vant is sick,&quot; though he had several servants ! The meaning
servant is more probable in Matthew, because it better explain?

the reluctance which the centurion feels to trouble the Lord.

If it had been his son, he would doubtless have been bolder.

The malady must have been, according to Matthew s descrip

tion, ver. 6, acute rheumatism. And whatever criticism may
say, this malady, when it affects certain organs, the heart for

instance, may become mortal. The words : who was very dear

to him, serve to explain why a step so important as a deputa
tion of the elders should have been taken. The latter are

doubtless the rulers of the synagogue, whose duty it was to

maintain order in the congregation. They could more easily

explain to Jesus the honourable facts which made in favour

of the centurion, than he could himself.

Vers. 6&-8.
1

TJie Second Deputation. The centurion, from

his house, sees Jesus approaching with His retinue of disciples.

The veneration with which this mysterious person inspires
him makes him afraid even to receive Him under his roof;

he sends, therefore, a second deputation. Strauss sees in this

a contradiction of his former proceeding. But it was simply
a deeper humility and stronger faith that had dictated this

course. I/cavos here denotes moral worth, as in iii. 16 and

1 Ver. 6. B. L., sxarovrapxtis instead of txetnyrupxo;. K* B. omit -rpt; Kvrot.

Ver. 7. B. L., ictCtir&i instead of ix^/itrtTeti.

VOL. i. y
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elsewhere. Faith vies with humility in this man. The

expression elire \6yco, say in a word, suggests this means in

preference to His coming in person. In Matthew s narrative

all these proceedings are united in a single act
;
the centurion

comes himself to tell Jesus oi the sickness, and to the offer of

Jesus to visit his house, returns the answer which we find in

Luke v. 8. Bleek regards the details in Luke as an amplifi

cation of the original narrative; others consider Matthew s

account an abridgment of Luke s. But how could Luke

exaggerate in this way the plain statement of Matthew, or

Matthew mangle the description of Luke ? Our evangelists

were earnest believers. All that tradition had literally pre

served was the characteristic reply of the centurion (ver. 8),

and our Lord s expression of admiration (ver. 9). The his

torical outline had been created with greater freedom in the

oral narration. This explains in a very natural manner the

difference between our two narratives. Although he was

only an ordinary man
(av0pa&amp;gt;7ros),

and a man in a dependent

position, the centurion had some subordinates through whom
he could act without always going himself to the place. Could

not Jesus, who stood far above him in the hierarchy of being,

having the powers of the invisible world at His disposal, make

use, if He pleased, of a similar power ? We may compare
here Jesus own words respecting the angels which ascend and

descend (John i. 52). How are we to explain the existence

of such faith in this man ? We must bear in mind the words

of ver. 3 : having heard of Jesus. The fame of the miracles

of Jesus had reached even him. There was one cure especially,

which Jesus had wrought at Capernaum itself, and since Cana,

which presented a remarkable similarity to that which the

centurion besought the cure of the nobleman s son (John iv.).

Perhaps his knowledge of this miracle is the most natural

mode of explaining the faith implied in the message which

he addresses to Jesus by the mouth of his friends. The

expression, suck faith, refers not to the request for a cure, but

for a cure without the aid of His bodily presence. It was, as

it were, a paroxysm of faith !

Vers. 9 and 10.
1 The Cure. The severe words respecting

the Jews, which in Matthew Jesus adds to the praise be-

1 Ver. 10. N. B. L. Itf* 1

**&quot;. omit afftvovira. before $x.
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stowed on the centurion s faith, seem to prove that Matthew

makes use of a different source of information from Luke s.

These words are found, in fact, in Luke in a totally different

connection (xiii. 28), at a more advanced period, when they
are certainly more appropriate.

Several ancient and modern critics identify this cure with that

of the nohleman s son (John iv.). The differences, however, are

considerable : here we have a soldier of Gentile origin, there a

courtier of Jewish origin ;
here the place is Capernaum, there Cana

;

here we have a man who in his humility is reluctant that Jesus
should enter his house, there a man who comes a long way seeking
Jesus that he may induce Him to go with him to his home

; lastly,
and in our view this difference is most decisive, here we have a
Gentile given as an example to all Israel, there a Jew, whose con
duct furnishes occasion for Jesus to throw a certain amount of

blame on all his Galilean fellow-countrymen. In truth, if these two
narratives referred to the same fact, the details of the Gospel nar
ratives would no longer deserve the least credence. According to

Keim, the miracle is to be explained, on the one hand, by the faith

of the centurion and the sick man, which already contained certain

healing virtues, and on the other, by the moral power of the word
of Jesus, which word was something between a wish and a command,
and completed the restoration. But does not this ethico-psychical
mode of action require the presence of him who effects a cure in this

way ? Now this presence is unmistakeably excluded here in both
narratives by the prayer of the centurion, and by this word of Jesus :

so great faith ! And what is this something between a wish and a

command ?

3. The Son of the Widow of Nain : vii. 11-17. The

following narrative is one of those which clearly reveal our

Lord s tenderness of heart, and the power which human grief

exerted over Him. The historical reality of this fact has

been objected to on the ground that it is only related by
Luke. Criticism always reasons as if the evangelists were

swayed by the same historical prepossessions as itself. The
life of Jesus presented such a rich store of miraculous inci

dents, that no one ever dreamed of giving a complete record

of them. Jesus alludes to miracles performed at Chorazin,
none of which are related in our Gospels. With a single

exception, we are equally ignorant of all that were wrought
at Bethsaida. It is very remarkable that, amongst all the

miracles which are indicated summarily in our Gospels (iv.

23, 40, 41, vi. 18, 19 and parall., vii. 21, etc.; John ii 23,
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iv. 45, vi. 1, xx. 30, xxi. 25), one or two only of each class

are related in detail. It appears that the most striking

example of each class was chosen, and that from the first no

attempt was made to preserve any detailed account of the

others. Tor edification, which was the sole aim of the popular

preaching, this was sufficient. Ten cures of lepers would say
no more to faith than one. But it might happen that some

of the numerous miracles passed over by the tradition, came,

through private sources of information, to the knowledge of

one of our evangelists, and that he inserted them in his work.

Thus, under the category of resurrections, the raising of Jairus

daughter had taken the foremost place in the tradition, it

is found in the three Syn., whilst other facts of the kind,

such as that before us, had been left in the background, with

out, however, being on that account denied.

Vers. 11 and 12.
1 The Meeting. The reading Iv T&amp;lt; ef*)?

(Xpovq)), in the following time, does not connect this narrative

so closely with the preceding as the reading Iv rfj ef^? (fjpepa),

the following day. This is a reason for preferring the former
;

it is only natural that the more precise should be substituted

for the less definite connection. Eobinson found a hamlet

named Nein to the south-west of Capernaum, at the northern

foot of the little Hermon. It is in this locality, moreover, that

Eusebius and Jerome place the city of Nain. Jesus would

only have to make a day s journey to reach it from Caper
naum. Josephus (Bell. Jud. iv. 9. 4) mentions a city of Nain,

situated on the other side of Jordan, in the south part ol the

Penea
;
and Kostlin, relying on the expressions in ver. 1 *7,

applied this name to this town in the immediate neighbourhood
of Judsea, and thought that Luke s narrative must have come

from a Judcean source. But we shall see that ver. 1 7 may be

explained without having recourse to this supposition, which

is not very natural. The KOI lov, and behold, expresses some

thing striking in the unexpected meeting of the two processions,

the train which accompanied the Prince of Life, and that

which followed the victim of death. This seems to be ex-

1 Vers. 11-14. Mjj. 70 Mnn. It nli&amp;lt;

. read, tv *u ^ instead of sv &amp;lt;rv&amp;gt; i&t, which

is the reading of T. R. with K- C. D. K. M. S. n. many Mnn. Syr. Itali
i.

N. B. D. F. L. Z. Syr
sch

. It?161^&quot;6
, omit/xava/. Ver. 12. 7 Mjj. add v after aum.

X. B. L. Z. add v before &amp;lt;rvv
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pressed also by the relation of l/cavol in ver. 1 1 to l/cavos in

ver. 12. The first of these words has been omitted by many
MSS., because the expression : his disciples, appeared to refer to

the apostles alone. At ver. 12 the construction is Aramaean.

The dative T fi^rpL expresses all the tenderness of the rela

tionship which had just been severed.

Yers. 13-15.1 The Miracle. The expression: the Lord, is

seldom met with in our Gospels except in Luke, and prin

cipally in the passages which are peculiar to him : x. 1, xi.

39,xii. 42, xiii. 15,xviL 5, 6, xviii. 6, xxii. 31, 61 (Bleek).

The whole circumstances enumerated ver. 12 : an only son, a

widowed mother, and the public sympathy, enable us to under

stand what it was that acted with such power upon the heart

of Jesus. It seems that He could not resist the silent appeal

presented by this combination of circumstances. His heart is

completely subdued by the sobs of the mother. Hence the

word, at once tender and authoritative : Weep not. Prudence

perhaps would have dictated that He should not work such a

striking miracle at this time. But when pity speaks so loud

(ecr7r\aryxyia-6rf), there is no longer any room for prudence.

Besides, He feels Himself authorized to comfort. For in this

very meeting He recognises the will of His Father. Among
the Jews the bier was not covered

;
it was a simple plank,

with a somewhat raised edge. The body, wrapped in its

shroud, was therefore visible to all. Jesus lays His hand on

the bier, as if to arrest this fugitive from life. The bearers,

struck by the majesty of this gesture, which was at once

natural and symbolical, stopped. There is a matchless gran
deur in this a-ol \eja) :

&quot; / say to tliee, ... to thee who seemest

no longer able to hear the voice of the living ...&quot; There is

absolutely nothing in the text to justify the sarcasm of Keim :

&quot; Faith in a force which penetrates to the dead, even through
the wood of the Her, evidently belongs to the evangelist, but it

is not ours.&quot; The resurrection is in no way attributed to the

touching of the bier, but to the command of Jesus. The

interruption of the connection between the soul and the body
in death, as in sleep, is only relative

;
and as man s voice

suffices to re-establish this connection in any one who is wrapt
in slumber, so the word of the Lord has power to restore this

1 Ver. 13. The Mss. vary between $* .UT /I and * autnt.
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interrupted connection even in the dead. The advocates of

the natural interpretation have maintained that the young
man was only in a lethargic sleep. But if this were so, the

miracle of power would only disappear to be replaced by a

miracle of knowledge quite as incomprehensible. How could

Jesus know that this apparently dead man was still living,

and that the moment of his awaking was imminent ?* As soon

as the soul returned to animate the body, motion and speech
indicated its presence. Jesus certainly has acquired a right

over the resuscitated man
;
He asserts this right, but simply

to enjoy the happiness of restoring to the afflicted mother

the treasure which He has rescued from death. The expres
sion : He gave him to his mother, corresponds to this : He
was moved with compassion, ver. 13.

Vers. 16,1 7.
2 The Effect produced. On the feeling of fear, see

chap. v. 8. A great prophet : a greater than John the Baptist

himself, a prophet of the first rank, such as Elijah or Moses.

The second expression : God hath visited . . ., is more forcible

still
;

it suggests more than it expresses. The expression :

this saying [_this rumour, A. V.], might be referred to the fame

of the miracle which was immediately spread abroad. But

the wTords Trepl avrou, concerning Him, which depend, as in

ver. 15, on ^070? oro5, rather incline us to refer this expres
sion to the two preceding exclamations (ver. 16):

&quot; This

manner of thinking and speaking about Jesus spread abroad.&quot;

It is an indication of progress in the development of the work

of Jesus. In order to explain into Judcca, Keim
(i. p. 72)

unceremoniously says : Luke just makes Nam a city of Judaea.

But the term e^rfXOev, literally : went out, signifies the very

contrary ;
it intimates that these sayings, after having filled

Galilee (their first sphere, understood without express mention),
this time passed beyond this natural limit, and resounded as

far as the country of Judsea, where they filled every mouth.

1 Zeller (Apostelyesch. p. 177) replies with some smartness to this ancient

rationalistic explanation.
&quot; In order to admit

it,&quot;
he says, &quot;it must he thought

credible that, within the short period embraced by the evangelical and apostolic

history, there took place five times over, thrice in the Gospels and twice in the

Acts, this same circumstance, this same remarkable chance 01 a lethargy, whicli,

though unperceived by those who were engaged about the dead, yields to the

first word oi the divine messenger, and gives rise to a belief in a real resurrection.
&quot;

* Ver. 16. A. B. C. L. Z., ys^ for
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There is no necessity, therefore, to give the word Judcea here

the unusual meaning of the entire Holy Land, as Meyer and
Bleek do. The reason why this detail is added, is not in any
way what Kostlin s acute discernment surmised in order to

build upon it the critical hypothesis that the narrative is of

Judsean origin. These words are intended to form the transi

tion to the following passage. John was in prison in the

south of the Holy Land, in the neighbourhood of Judaea (in

Persea, in the castle of Machserus, according to Josephus). The
fame of the works of Jesus, therefore, only reached him in his

prison by passing through Judsea. The words : and through
out all the region round about, which refer especially to the

Persea, leave no doubt as to the intention of this remark of

Luke. It forms the introduction to the following narrative.

There is a difficulty peculiar to this miracle, owing to the

absence of all moral receptivity in the subject of it. Lazarus

was a believer
;
in the case of the daughter of Jairus, the

faith of the parents to a certain extent supplied the place of

her personal faith. But here there is nothing of the kind.

The only receptive element that can be imagined is the ardent

desire of life with which this young man, the only son of a

widowed mother, had doubtless yielded his last breath. And
this, indeed, is sufficient. For it follows from this, that Jesus

did not dispose of him arbitrarily. And as to faith, many
facts prove that not in any miracle is it to be regarded as a

dynamical factor, but only as a simple moral condition related

to the spiritual aim which Jesus sets before Himself in per

forming the wonderful work.

Keim, fully sensible of the incompetency of any psycho

logical explanation to account for such a miracle, has recourse

to the mythical interpretation of Strauss in his first Life of

Jems. We are supposed to have here an imitation of the

resurrection of dead persons in the Old Testament, particularly
of that wrought by Elisha at Shunem, which is only a short

league from Nain. These continual changes of expedients, with
a view to get rid of the miracles, are not calculated to recom
mend rationalistic criticism. And we cannot forbear remind

ing ourselves here of what Baur urged with so much force

against Strauss on the subject of the resurrection of Lazarus :

that a myth that was a creation of the Christian consciousness
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must have been generally diffused, and not have been found in

only one of our Gospels. Invention by the author (and conse

quently imposture) or history, is the only alternative.

From the omission of this miracle in Matthew and Mark,
the advocates of the opinion that a proto-Mark was the com
mon source of the Syn., conclude that this narrative was want

ing in the primitive document, and that Luke added it from

special sources. But if this were only a simple intercalation

of Luke s, his narrative would coincide immediately afterwards

with those of Mark and Matthew. Unfortunately there is no

such coincidence. Matthew, after the cure of the centurion s

servant, relates the cure of Peter s mother-in-law, and a number
of incidents which have nothing in common with those which

follow in Luke. And Mark, who has already omitted the

preceding fact, although it should have been found, according
to this hypothesis, in the proto-Mark, for that is where

Matthew must have taken it from, does not fall, after this

omission, into the series of facts related by Luke. After the

day of the Sermon on the Mount, he places a series of incidents

which have no connection with those that follow in Luke.

And yet the boast is made, that the dependence of the three

Syn. on a primitive Mark has been shown to demonstration !

As to Bleek, who makes Mark depend on the other two, he

does not even attempt to explain how Mark, having Luke

before his eyes, omitted incidents of such importance.
4. TJie Deputation from John the Baptist: vii. 1835.

This incident, related only by Matthew (chap, xi.) and Luke,

and by them differently placed, is in both accounted for in

the same manner. !The fame of the works of Jesus reached

even John. If Luke does not expressly say, as Matthew does,

that the forerunner was in prison, it is because, whatever

Bleek may say, this position of affairs was sufficiently known
from the remark, iii. 19, 20. But how should the fame of

the miracles of Jesus, of the works of the Christ (Matthew),
awaken in his mind the doubt which his question appears

to imply ? Strauss has maliciously expressed his surprise

that no manufacturer of conjectures has as yet proposed to

substitute in Matthew : OVK d/covo-as, not having heard, for

a/covcras, having heard. But this apparent contradiction is

the very key to the whole incident. Most assuredly John
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does not doubt whether Jesus is a divine messenger, for he

interrogates Him. He does not appear even to deny Him all

participation in the Messianic work :

&quot; John having heard in

his prison of tlie works of the Christ
&quot;

(Matthew). What he

cannot understand is just this, that these works of the Christ

are not accompanied by the realization of all the rest of the

Messianic programme which he had formerly proclaimed him

self, and especially by the theocratic judgment.
&quot; His fan is

in His hand . . .
;
the axe is already laid at the root of the

trees.&quot; Jesus in no way recognised it as His duty to become

the Messiah-;^^ whom John had announced in such solemn

terms, and whose expected coming had so unsettled the people.

On the contrary, He said :

&quot;

I am come not to judge,, but to

save
&quot;

(John iii. 1 7). This contrast between the form of the

Messianic work as it was being accomplished by Jesus, and

the picture which John had drawn of it himself, leads him to

inquire whether the Messianic work was to be divided between

two different persons, the one, Jesus, founding the kingdom of

God in the heart by His word and by miracles ot benevolence
;

the other commissioned to execute the theocratic judgment,
and by acts of power to build up on the earth the national

and social edifice of the kingdom of God. This is the real

meaning of John s question :

&quot; Should we look for [not pro

perly another, but] a different one (erepov in Matthew, and

perhaps in Luke also) ?
&quot; We know in fact that several

divine messengers were expected. Might not Jesus be that

propJiet whom some distinguished from the Christ (ix. 19
;

John i. 20, 21, 25), but whom others identified with Him

(John vi. 14, 15) ? Doubtless, if this was the thought of the

forerunner, it indicated weakness of faith, and Jesus charac

terizes it as such (is offended in Him, ver. 23). But there is

nothing improbable in it. Not without reason had John said

concerning himself :

&quot; He that is of the earth speaketh as

being of the earth&quot; (John iii. 31); and Jesus, that he was less

than the least of believers. Such alternations between won
derful exaltation and deep and sudden depression are charac

teristic of all the men of the old covenant
;

lifted for a moment
above themselves, but not as yet inwardly renewed, they soon

sank back to their natural level. There is no need, therefore,

to have recourse to the hypothesis of Chrysostom, accepted by
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Calvin, Grotius, etc., that John desired to give his disciples an

opportunity to convince themselves of the dignity of Jesus,

or to suppose, with Hase, that John s design was to stimulate

Jesus, and accelerate the progress of His work. These expla
nations do not correspond with either the letter or the spirit

of the text.

This portion comprises : lstt the question of John, and the

reply of Jesus, vers. 18-23
; 2d, the discourse of Jesus upon

the person and ministry of John, vers. 24-35.

1st. Vers. 18-23 : The Question and the Reply.

Vers. 18 and 19.
1 The Question. Thus far, according to

Holtzmann (pp. 135, 143), Luke had followed the first of his

sources, the proto-Mark (A.) ;
now he leaves it to make use

of the second (of which the author of our Matthew has also

availed himself), the Logia or discourses of Matthew (A.).

The expression : o e^oyu-ei/o?, He who cometh, is taken from

Malachi
(iii. 1) :

&quot;

BehoJd, He cometh, saith the Lord.&quot; The

reading erepov, which is certain in Matthew, is probable in

Luke. This pronoun, taken in its strict meaning : a second,

attributes to Jesus in any case the office of the Christ.

Vers. 20-23.2 The Reply. As Matthew does not mention

the miracles which were wrought, according to Luke, in the

presence of John s messengers, criticism has suspected the

latter of having invented this scene himself. This conclusion

is logical if it be admitted that he makes use of Matthew, or of

the same document as Matthew. But by what right are such

charges preferred against a historian whose narrative indicates

at every step the excellence of his own information, or of the

sources upon which he drew ? Do we not see Matthew con

tinually abridging his historical outline, in order to give the

fullest possible report of the words of Jesus ? In the present

case, do not the words :

&quot;

Go, tell John ivhat ye do see and hear?

imply the historical fact which Matthew omits ? It is pre

cisely because the word implied the fact, that this evangelist

thought he might content himself with the former. The

1 Ver. 19. B. L. E. Z. some Mnn. Italiq., xvpiov instead of lv,ffovv. N. B. L.

R. X. Z. 16 Mnn., trspev instead of xxav.

2 Ver. 20. tf. B., asrurrj/Xiv instead of atrtfraixt*. tf. D. L. X. Z. 12 Mnn.,

trspov instead of aXXav. Ver. 21. X. B. L. some Mnn., ixwn instead of u-vr-n.

K. L., vpipo. instead of *p. Ver. 22. X- B. D. Z. omit o lixrovs.
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demonstrative force of Jesus reply appears not only from the

miracles, but still more from the connection between these

facts and the signs of the Messiah, as foretold in the Old Tes

tament (Isa. xxxv. 4, 5, Ixi. 1 et seq.). Jesus does not men
tion the cure of demoniacs, because, perhaps, no mention is

made of them in the 0. T. Neander and Schweitzer take the

words : the dead are raised up, in a figurative sense. Keim
thinks that the evangelists have taken all these miracles in

the literal sense, but that Jesus understood them in the

spiritual sense: the people, blinded by the Pharisees, gain

knowledge ;
the publicans (the lepers) are cleansed from their

defilement, etc. The works of the Christ should be understood

in the same spiritual sense (his instructions and missionary

efforts). But the spiritual fruits of the ministry of Jesus are

riot facts which fall under the cognizance of the senses.
&quot; What

ye do see and hear&quot; can only denote bodily cures and resur

rections, which they either witness or have related. The

preaching of the gospel is intentionally placed at the end
;

it

is the characteristic feature of the Messianic work, as it was

being accomplished by Jesus, in opposition to the idea which

John had formed of it. Jesus, at the same time, thereby re

minds His forerunnner of Isa. Ixi. 1. These words form the

transition to the warning of the 23d verse : &quot;Blessed is he who

shall not be offended in me&quot; who shall not ask for any other

proof than those of my Messianic dignity; who shall not,

in the humble, gentle, and merciful progress of my work,

despise the true characteristics of the promised Christ ! Isaiah

had said of the Messiah (viii. 1 4, 1 5) : &quot;He shall ~be for a stone of

stumbling ; and many among them shall stumble and
fall&quot;

It

is this solemn warning of which Jesus reminds both John and

his disciples, as well as the people who witnessed the scene
;

(rKavSaki^eo-Qcu : to hurt oneself by stumbling. To what a

height Jesus here soars above the greatest representative of

the past ! But, at the same time, what sincerity is manifested

by the sacred authors, who do not fear to exhibit in the clearest

light the infirmities of their most illustrious heroes !

2d. Vers. 24-35. The Discourse oj Jesus. Jesus had a debt

to discharge. John had borne striking testimony to Him
;

He avails Himself of this occasion to pay public homage in

His turn to His forerunner. He would not allow this oppor-
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timity to pass without doing it, because there was a strict

solidarity between John s mission and His own. This dis

course of Jesus concerning John is, as it were, the funeral

oration of the latter; for he was put to death soon after.

Jesus begins by declaring the importance of John s appearing

(vers. 24-28); he next speaks of the influence exerted by his

ministry (vers. 29, 30) ; lastly, He describes the conduct of the

people under these two great divine calls John s ministry and

His own (vers. 31-35). The same general order is found in

Matt. xi. : 1st, vers. 7-11
; 2d, vers. 12-15

; 3d, vers. 16-20.
Vers. 24-28.1

TJie Importance of John s Appearing. &quot;And

when the messengers of John were departed, He began to speak
unto the people concerning John: What went ye out into the

wilderness to see ? A reed shaken with the wind ? 25. But what

luent ye out for to see ? A man clothed in soft raiment ? Behold,

they which are gorgeously apparelled, and live delicately, are in

kings courts. 26. But what went ye out for to see? A pro

phet ? Yea, I say unto you, and much more than a prophet.

2 7. This is he of whom it is written, Behold, I send my messen

ger before Thyface, which shall prepare Thy way before Thee. 2 8.

For I say unto you, Among tJwse that are born oj women, there

is not a greater [prophet] than John the Baptist : but he that is

least in the kingdom of God is greater than he.&quot;
&quot;Ep^aro, He

began to, as iv. 21; this term intimates the solemnity of the

discourse which it introduces. The people themselves, by

crowding to the baptism of John, showed that they recognised
him as an extraordinary person ;

and they were right. Is the

reed shaken by the wind an emblem here of moral insta

bility ? The meaning in this case would be :
&quot;

Yes, John is

really as vacillating as a reed&quot; (Ewald) ;
or else :

&quot;

No, you
must not draw this conclusion from what has just taken

place&quot;

(Meyer, JN&quot;eander, Bleek). But this reed shaken by the wind

1 Ver. 24. The Mss. are divided between *ps revs o%Xovs and /$

Vers. 24 and 25. Instead of
*sX&amp;gt;jXt^arj, which is the reading of T. R. with 12

Mjj. and the greater part of the Mnn., K. A. B. D. L. X. and some Mnn. read

t&Metn ;
K. n. 30 Mnn., c^x^n. Ver. 26. Just as vers. 24 and 25, except

with A. K. n., which here read gXfAWri with T. K. Ver. 27. N. B. D. L. X.

some Mnn. It. omit iyu after &amp;lt;W Ver. 28. B. Z., Xiy*&amp;gt; ;
N. L. X., apw *.&amp;lt;.?*,

instead ot Xfya yap, which is the reading of T. K. with 13 Mjj. and the Mnn.

K. B. K. L. M. X. Z. n. 25 Mnn. ItPleriiue
, omit a-paQwtis, which is the read

ing of T. R. with 10 Mjj. It aIi&amp;lt;

J. Syr*
11

. tf. B. L. X. omit rov
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may be regarded simply as the emblem of something of ordi

nary, every-day occurrence.
&quot;

It was not certainly to behold

something which may be seen every day that you flocked to

the desert.&quot; The verb efeX0e/, to go out, expresses the great

commotion caused by such a
k

pilrimage. The pert. e^eXijXvOare

signifies :

&quot; What impression have you retained from what you
went to see ?&quot; whilst the aor. (Alex.) would signify :

&quot; What
motive induced you to go . . . ?&quot; Tischendorf acknowledges
that the perf. is the true reading. The aor. is taken from

Matthew. The verb Oeda-aaOai, depends on e%e\ri\vQare, and

must not be joined to the following proposition : they went

out in search of a spectacle. This expression reminds us of

the saying of Jesus (John v. 35) : &quot;John was a burning and

a shining light : and ye were willing for a season to rejoice in

his
light.&quot;

In any case, therefore, John is something great

the popular opinion is not deceived here. But there are two

kinds of greatness earthly greatness, and heavenly. Of which

is John s ? If it had been, Jesus continues, of an earthly

nature, John would not have dwelt in a wilderness, but in a

palace. His greatness, therefore, was of a divine order. But,

according to Jewish opinion, all greatness of this kind con

sists in a prophetic mission. Hence the conclusion at which

the people arrived respecting John, which Jesus begins by

confirming,
&quot;

Yea, I say unto you ;&quot;
and then going beyond

this, and more than a prophet. Is it not greater, indeed, to

be the subject of prediction than to predict to figure, in the

picture of the Messianic times, as a person foreseen by the

prophets, than oneself to hold the prophetic glass ? This is

why John is more than a prophet : his appearing is a yeypap-

JJLCVOV, an event written.

The quotation from Mai. iii. 1 is found in the three Syn. ;

in Matthew, in the parallel passage (xi. 10) ;
in Mark (i. 2),

at the opening of the Gospel, but with this difference, that he

omits the words, before Thee. On the
eyd&amp;gt;,

I (after ISov), the

various readings do not permit us to pronounce. This general

agreement is remarkable
;

for the quotation is identical neither

with the Hebrew text nor with the LXX. Neither Malachi

nor the LXX. have the words, &quot;before my face, in the proposi
tion

;
but in the second, the former says, , Before me, and the

latter, before my face. Further, the LXX. read
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instead of aTrocreAXci), and efjL/3\e^r6TaL instead of KaracrKevdo-ei.

This might be an argument in favour of a common written

source, or of the use of one of the Syn. by the rest
;
but it

would not be decisive. For, 1. If the common source is the

Proto-Mark, how could Mark himself place this quotation in

quite a different context ? 2. If it is the Logia, why does

Mark, instead of simply copying it, omit the words, before Thee ?

3. It would be just the same if Mark copied one of the other

Syn. 4. Neither do these copy Mark, which does not contain

the discourse. The coincidences in the Syn. must therefore

be explained in a different way. The substitution in Luke

and Matthew of
&quot;before

Thee for before me (in Malachi), results

from the way in which Jesus Himself had cited this passage.

In the prophet s view, He who was sending, and He before

whom the way was to be prepared, were one and the same

person, Jehovah. Hence the before me in Malachi. But for

Jesus, who, in speaking of Himself, never confounds Himself

with the Father, a distinction became necessary. It is not

Jehovah who speaks of Himself, but Jehovah speaking to

Jesus
;
hence the form before Thee. From which evidence, does

it not follow from this quotation that, in the prophet s idea,

as well as in that of Jesus, Messiah s appearing is the appear

ing of Jehovah? (See Gess, pp. 39, 40.) As to the other

expressions in common, Weizsacker correctly explains them by

saying that, since
&quot;

this quotation belonged to the Messianic

demonstration in habitual use,&quot; it acquired in this way the

fixed form under which we find it in our Syn.

The/o?% ver. 28, refers to the words, of whom it is written.

The person whose lot it has been to be mentioned along with

the Messiah, must be of no ordinary distinction. The T. E.,

with the Byz. Mjj., reads :

&quot;

I say unto you, that among them

which are born of woman, there hath arisen no greater prophet

than John the Baptist.&quot; The Alex, omit the word prophet,

and rightly; for there is tautology. Is not every prophet

born of woman? The superiority of John over all other

theocratic and human appearances, refers not to his personal

worth, but to his position and work. Did his inward life

surpass that of Abraham, Elijah, etc. . . . ? Jesus does not

say it did. But his mission is higher than theirs. And

nevertheless, Jestis adds, the ancient order of things and the
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new are separated by such a gulph, that the least in the latter

has a higher position than John himself. The weakest disciple

has a more spiritual intuition of divine things than the fore

runner. He enjoys in Jesus the dignity of a son, while John

is only a servant. The least believer is one with this Son

whom John announces. It does not follow from this, that this

believer is more faithful than John. John may be further

.advanced on his line, but none the less for that the line of the

believer is higher than his. There is an element of a higher

life in the one, which is wanting in the other. This reflection

is added by Jesus not with a view to depreciate John, but to

explain and excuse the unstedfastness of his faith, the o-fcav-

$a\i%eadai (ver. 23). Several of the ancients understood by
the least Jesus Christ, as being either John s junior, or, for the

time, even less illustrious than he. The only way of sup

porting this interpretation would be to refer the words, in the

kingdom of God, to is greater, which is evidently forced.

We have given to the comparative, less, a superlative meaning,
least. Meyer, pressing the idea of the comparative, gives this

explanation :

&quot; he who, in the new era, has a position relatively

less lofty than that which John had in the old.&quot; This mean

ing is far-fetched
;
Matt, xviii. 1 shows us how the sense of

the comparative becomes superlative : he who is greater [than
the other] ;

whence : the greatest of all. Comp. also Luke ix.

48. This saying, the authenticity of which is beyond sus

picion, shows how fully conscious Jesus was of introducing
a principle of life superior to the most exalted element in

Judaism.

Vers. 29 and 30. Retrospective Survey of the Ministry of
John. &quot; And all the people that heard Him, and the publicans,

justified God, being baptized with the baptism of John. 30. But
the Pharisees and lawyers rejected the counsel of God against
themselves [the Pharisees and scribes rendered God s design vain

in their case. M. Godet s trans.], being not baptized oj him&quot;

These verses form the transition from the testimony which
Jesus has just borne to John, to the application which He
desires to make to the persons present. He attributes to the

ministry of John a twofold result : a general movement amongst
the lower classes of the people, ver. 29

;
an open opposition

on the part of the rulers who determine the fate of the nation,
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ver. 30. Several interpreters (Knapp, Neander) Lave been

led by the historical form of these verses to regard them as a

reflection of the evangelist introduced into the discourse of

Jesus. But such a mention of a fact interrupting a discourse

would be unexampled. In any case it would be indicated,

and the resumption of the discourse pointed out in ver. 31
;

the formula, And the Lord said, at the commencement of this

verse, is not authentic. Had John been still at liberty, the

words all that heard might, strictly speaking, have referred

to a fact which had taken place at that time, to a resolution

which His hearers had formed to go and be baptized by John

that very hour. But John was no longer baptizing (iii. 19,

2
;
Matt. xi. 2). These words are therefore the continuation

of the discourse. The meaning of Jesus is : John s greatness

(2S& is only a parenthesis) was thoroughly understood by the

people ;
for a time they did homage to his mission, whilst (Se,

ver. 30) the rulers rejected him. And thus it is that, notwith

standing the eagerness of the people in seeking baptism from

John, his ministry has nevertheless turned out a decided

failure, in regard to the nation as such, owing to the opposi

tion of its leaders. The object understood after all that heard

is John the Baptist and his preaching. To justify God is to

recognise and proclaim by word and deed the excellence of

His ways for the salvation of men. The expression: they

have annulled for themselves tJie divine decree, signifies that,

although man cannot foil God s plan for the world, he may
render it vain for himself. On this conduct of the rulers, see

iii. 7. The indirect reproof addressed by Jesus to the Pharisee

Nicodemus (John iii. 5) for having neglected the laptism of

water, coincides in a remarkable manner with this passage in

Luke.

In place of these two verses, we find in Matthew (xi. 12-15) a

passage containing the following thoughts : The appearing of John

was the close of the legal and prophetical dispensation ; and the

opening of the Messianic kingdom took place immediately after.

Only, men must know how to use a holy violence in order to enter

into it (vers. 12, 13). John way therefore the expected Elijah :

Blessed is he who understands it (vers. 14, 13) ! These last two

verses occur again in Matt. xvii. 12, where they are brought in more

naturally ;
it is probable that some similarity in the ideas led the

compiler to place them here. As to vers. 12 and 13, they are placed
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by Luke in a wholly different and very obscure connection, xvi. 16.

According to Holtzmann, it would be Matthew who iaithfully repro
duces here the common source, the Logia ;

while Luke, not thinking
the connection satisfactory, substitutes for this passage from the

Logia another taken from the proto-Mark, which Matthew introduces

at xxi. 31, 32. Since, however, he was unwilling to lose the passage
omitted here, he gives it another place, in a very incomprehensible
context, it is true, but with a reversal of the order of the two verses,
in order to make the connection more intelligible. Holtzmann quite

prides himself on this explanation, and exclaims : &quot;All the difficulties

are solved. . . . This example is very instructive as showing the

way in which such difficulties should be treated
&quot;

(pp. 143-5). The

only thing proved, in our opinion, is, that by attempting to explain
the origin of the Syn. by such manipulations we become lost in a

labyrinth of improbabilities. Luke, forsooth, took the passage v.

12-15 (Matthew) away from its context, because the connection did

not appear to him satisfactory, and inserted this same passage in his

own Gospel, xvi. 16, in a context where it becomes more unintelli

gible still ! Is it not much more natural to suppose that Matthew s

discourse was originally composed for a collection of Logia, in which
it bore the title : On John the Baptist, and that the compiler collected

under this head all the words known to him which Jesus had uttered

at different times on this subject 1 As to Luke, he follows his own
sources of information, which, as he has told us, faithfully represent
the oral tradition, and which furnish evidence of their accuracy at

every fresh test.

Gess endeavours, it is true, to prove the superiority of Matthew s

text. The violent (Matt. xi. 12) would be, according to him, the

messengers ot John the Baptist, thus designated on account of the

abruptness with which they had put their question to Jesus before

all the people. And Jesus declared this zeal laudable in comparison
with the indifference shown by the people (vers. 3135). But, 1.

How could Jesus say of the disciples of John that they were forcing
an entrance into the kingdom, whilst they frequently assumed a
hostile attitude towards Him (Matt. ix. 14 ; John iii. 26) ? 2. There
would be no proportion between the gravity of this saying thus

understood, and that of the declarations which precede and follow

it upon the end of the prophetic and the opening of the Messianic
era.

Vers. 31-35.1 The Application.
&quot; Whereunto then shall 1

liken the men of this generation ? and to what are they like ?

32. They are like unto children sitting in the market-place, and

1 Ver. 31. The T. R. at the commencement of the verse, with some Mnn., /

2s o Kupio;. Ver. 32. Instead of X.KI teyouo-iy, #* B. read ASQ/S/, D. L. some
Mnn. Asyoyrsj. K. B. D. L. Z. omit vft.iv. Ver. 35. Some Mjj. several Mnn.
omit veivruv. $. B. some Mnn. It. place it before ra. tf. reads spyuv instead

of riKvuv.

VOL. I. i
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calling one to another, and saying, We have piped unto you, and

ye have not danced ; we have mourned to you, and ye have not

wept. 33. For John the Baptist came neither eating bread nor

drinking wine, and ye say, He hath a devil. 34. The Son of
man is come eating and drinking, and ye say. Behold a glutton

ous man and a wine-libber, a friend of publicans and sinners.

35. But Wisdom is justified of all her children&quot; Here it is

no longer the ministry of John simply that is the subject.

Jesus is expressing His judgment of the conduct of the gene
ration then living, with respect to the two great divine messages
with which it had just been favoured. There is something
severe in the double question of ver. 31. Jesus has a diffi

culty in finding a comparison that will adequately set forth

the senseless conduct which He has witnessed. At last His

mind fixes on an image which answers to His thought. He
recalls a game at which the children of His time were accus

tomed to play, and in which perhaps He had Himself in His

youth taken part of an evening, in the market-place of

Nazareth. This game bore some resemblance to that which

we call a charade. The players divided themselves into two

groups, of which each one in turn commences the representa
tion of a scene in ordinary life, while the other, taking up the

scene thus begun, finishes the representation of it. It is

not therefore, as with us, the mere guessing of a word ; but,

in conformity with the more dramatic character of the oriental

genius, a passing from the position of spectators to that of

actors, so as to finish the representation commenced by the

players who imagined the scene. In this case two attempts
are made alternatively, one by each of the two groups of

children (vrpocr^avovcnv aXX^Xot?, calling one to another, ver.

32); but with equal want of success. Each time the actors

whose turn it is to start the game are foiled by the disagree
able humour of their companions, whose part it is to take up
the representation and finish the scene. The first company
comes playing a dance tune

;
the others, instead of rising and

forming a dance, remain seated and indifferent. The latter, in

their turn, indicate a scene of mourning ;
the others, instead of

forming themselves into a funeral procession, assume a weary,
sullen attitude. And thus, when the game is over, each

company has reason to complain of the other, and say :

&quot; We
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have . . . , you have not . . .&quot; The general meaning is obvious :

the actors, in both cases, represent the two divine messengers

joined by the faithful followers who gathered about them from

the first : John, with his call to repentance, and his train of

penitents ; Jesus, with His promises of grace, and attended by
a company of happy believers. But while the means they

employ are so different, and so opposed even, that it seems

that any man who resists the one must submit to the other,

moral insensibility and a carping spirit have reached such a

height in Israel that they paralyze their effects.
1 De Wette,

Meyer, and Bleek give quite a different application of the

figure. According to them, the company which begins the

game represents the people, who want to make the divine

messengers act according to their fancy ;
the other company,

which refuses to enter into their humour, represents John and

Jesus, who persevere, without deviation, in the path God has

marked out for them. But, in this case, the blame in the

parable should fall not on the second company, which would be

justified in not entering into a part imposed upon them, but

on the first, which tries to exact a tyrannical compulsion on

the other. Now it is not so at all. It is evident that those

on whom the blame falls are the dissatisfied and peevish

spectators, who each time refuse to enter into the proposed

game (and ye say . . ., and ye say . . ., vers. 33, 34). Besides,

when did the people seek to exert such an influence on John

and Jesus as would be indicated here ? Lastly, there is an

evident correspondence between the two reproaches:
&quot; We

have piped..., we have mourned...;&quot; and the two facts:
&quot; John came . . . The Son of man is come ...&quot; What has led

these interpreters astray is the somewhat inaccurate form in

which the parable is introduced at ver. 32:&quot; This generation
is like to children calling one to anotJier&quot; But in these pre
ambles the connection between the image and the idea is often

indicated in a concise and somewhat inaccurate manner. Thus
Matt. xiii. 24: &quot; The kingdom of heaven is like unto a man

1 The figure, as explained by M. Godet, would rather illustrate a want of

sympathy between the disciples of John and those of Jesus, than the waywardness
and indifference of the Jewish people to God s messengers. Surely the difficulty

which the commentators find here arises from pressing the correspondence of the

figure beyond the single point of the untowardness of the generation to which
Johu and Jesus preached. Tn.
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which sowed&quot; and elsewhere. The meaning, therefore, of ver.

32 is simply this: &quot;The conduct of the present generation
towards the messengers sent to it by God is like that which

takes place amongst children who . . .&quot; By the repetition of
&quot; and ye say

&quot;

(vers. 3 3 and 3 4), Jesus translates, so to speak,

into words the refusal of the people to enter into the feeling

of holy grief or holy joy with which God would impress
them.

But, notwithstanding this general resistance, divine wisdom
finds some hearts which open to its different solicitations, and

which justify by their docility the contrary methods it adopts.

These Jesus calls the children of wisdom, according to an

expression used in the book of Proverbs. Kal (ver. 35) :

&quot; And nevertheless&quot; The preposition diro, from, indicates that

God s justification is derived from these same men, that is to

say, from their repentance on hearing the reproof and threat-

enings of John, and from their faith, resembling a joyous

amen, in the promises of Jesus. Hdvr&v, all : not one of these

children of wisdom remain behind . . .
;

all force their way into

the kingdom. The term wisdom recalls the word counsel (ver.

30); the expression is justified, the justified of ver. 29. This

connection will not allow of the meaning being given to ver.

35, which some have proposed: &quot;Divine wisdom has been

justified from the accusations (O/TTO) brought against it by its

own children, the Jews.&quot; This meaning is also excluded by
the word all, which would contain an inadmissible exaggera
tion (ver. 29).

1 Instead of Tercvcov, children, X reads epycov,

works : &quot;Wisdom has derived its justification from the excellent

works which it produces in those who submit to it.&quot; But the

epithet Travrcav, all, does not suit this sense. The reading

epycw is taken from the text of Matthew, in certain documents

(N. B. Syr. Cop.). It would be more allowable in that Gospel,
1
Holtzmann, following Hitzig, regards the word vccvrav, all, as added by

Luke, who wrongly applied (as we have done) this expression, children of wisdom,
to believers. What wonderful sagacity our critics have ! Not only do they
know more than the evangelists did respecting the meaning of the words of the

Master, but they have a more accurate knowledge of their exact terms ! For

Holtzmann s sense uvo would have been needed instead of civo. It is unnecessary
to refute the opinion of &quot;Weizsacker and others, who regard the question of

John the Baptist as the first sign of a new-born faith. This opinion gives the

lie to the scene of the baptism, to the testimonies of John the Baptist, and to the

answer even of Jesus (vers. 23 and 286).
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in which the word irdvrwv is omitted. But even then it is

improbable.
This discourse is one of those which best show what Jesus

was as a popular speaker. The understanding is brought into

play, and the curiosity stimulated by the interrogative form

(vers. 24, 26, and 31) ;
and the imagination excited by lively

images, full of charm (vers. 24, 25, and 32). Lastly, there is

a striking application to the conscience : John failed through
his austerity ;

I shall fail through my gentleness ;
neither

under one form nor another will you obey God. Nevertheless

there are those whose conduct by condemning you justifies

God.

5. The Gratitude of the Woman who was a Sinner: vii.

36-50. The following narrative seems to have been placed

here as an illustration of wisdom being justified by her children

(ver. 3 5), and particularly of this last word : all.

Vers. 36-39.1 The Offence. We are still in that epoch of

transition, when the rupture between our Lord and the Phari

sees, although already far advanced, was not complete. A
member of this party could still invite Him without difficulty.

It has been supposed that this invitation was given with a

hostile intention. But this Pharisee s own reflection, ver. 39,

shows his moral state. He was hesitating between the holy

impression which Jesus made upon him, and the antipathy
which his caste felt against Him. Jesus speaks to him in a

tone so friendly and familiar, that it is difficult to suppose him
animated by malevolent feelings. Further, ver. 42 proves

unanswerably that he had received some spiritual benefit from

Jesus, and that he felt a certain amount of gratitude towards

Him
;
and ver. 47 says expressly that he loved Jesus, although

feebly. The entrance of the woman that was a sinner into

such society was an act of great courage, for she might expect
to be ignominiously sent away. The power of a gratitude that

knew no bounds for a priceless benefit which she had received

from the Saviour can alone explain her conduct. Ver. 42
shows what this benefit was. It was the pardon of her

1

Ver. 36. tf. B. D. L. Z. Ital!
. some Mnn., *ov oixov instead of rj&amp;gt; eixtav.

tf. B. D. L. X. Z. some Mnn., xa&amp;lt;rs*x/0&amp;gt;j instead of avsxA^jj. Ver. 37. X. B. L.

Z. It al!&amp;lt;

i. place wris W after yvw, and not after i m voXa. Ver. 38. N* A. D. L. X.,

t^iuKffftv instead of
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numerous and fearful sins. &quot;Was it on hearing Him preach,

or in a private interview, or through one of those looks of

Jesus which for broken hearts were like a ray from heaven . . . ?

She had received from Him the joy of salvation
;

and the

perfume which she brought with her was the emblem of her

ardent gratitude for this unspeakable gift. If we adopt the

Alex, reading, the sense is : &quot;A woman who was a sinner in

that
city,&quot;

that is to say, who practised in that very city her

shameful profession. The received reading :

&quot; There was in

the city a woman that was a sinner,&quot; is less harsh. Ajmap-

To&amp;gt;Ao9,
a sinner, in the same superlative sense in which the

Jews thought they might apply this epithet to the Gentiles

(Gal. ii. 15). Mvpov denotes any kind of odoriferous vege
table essence, particularly that of the myrtle. As it was the

custom when at table to recline upon a couch, the feet being

directed backwards, and without their sandals, there was

nothing to prevent this woman from coming up to Jesus and

anointing His feet. But just when she was preparing to pay
Him this homage, she burst into tears at remembrance of her

faults. Her tears streamed down upon the Saviour s feet, and

having no cloth to wipe them, she promptly loosed her hair,

and with that supplied its place. In order to duly appreciate

this act, we must remember that among the Jews it was one

of the greatest humiliations for a woman to be seen in public

with her hair down.
1 The T/?, who (ver. 39), refers to the name

and family, and the iroTairrj, what, to the character and conduct.

Vers. 40-4 3.
2 The Parable. If this man wanted a proof of

the prophetic gift of Jesus, he received it instantly in the fol

lowing parable, which so exactly meets his thoughts and secret

questions. The form of the following conversation is kindly,

familiar, and even slightly humorous. It is just the tone of

the Socratic irony. The denarius was equivalent to about three

farthings; the larger of the two sums amounted, therefore,

to about 16, the smaller to 32s. The former represents the

enormous amount of sins to which this sinful woman pleaded

guilty, and which Jesus had pardoned ;
the latter, the few

infractions of the law for which the Pharisee reproached him

self, and from the burden of which Jesus had also released him,

1 See my Commentaire sur I Evangile de Saint Jean, chap. xii. 3.

* Ver. 42. N. B. L. Z. some Mnn. Syr. omit uxi.
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O/)#oj? &quot;tcpwas:

&quot; tlwu hast rightly judged ; and in judging
so rightly, thou hast condemned thyself.&quot;

It is the irdw

opdws of Socrates, when he had caught his interlocutor in his

net. But that which establishes such an immeasurable distance

between Jesus and the Greek sage, is the way in which Jesus

identifies Himself, both here and in what follows, with the

offended God who pardons and who becomes the object of the

sinner s grateful love.

Vers. 44-4 7.
1

J.he Application. Jesus follows an order the

inverse of that which He had taken in the parable. In the

latter He descends from the cause to the effect, from the debt

remitted to the gratitude experienced. In the application, on

the contrary, He ascends from the effect to the cause. For

the effect is evident, and comes under the observation of the

senses (/3Xe7ret9). Jesus describes it, vers. 44-46, whilst the

cause is concealed (ver. 47), and can only be got at by means

of the principle which forms the substance of the parable.

During the first part of the conversation, Jesus was turned

towards Simon. He now turns towards the woman whom He
is about to make the subject of His demonstration. Jesus

had not complained of the want of respect and the impolite
ness of His host. But He had noticed them, and felt them

deeply. And now what a contrast He draws between the

cold and measured welcome of the Pharisee, who appeared to

think that it was honour enough to admit Him to his table,

and the love shown by this woman that was a sinner ! The

customary bath for the feet had been omitted by the one,

while copious tears were showered upon His feet by the other
;

the usual kiss with which the host received his guests Simon
had neglected, while the woman had covered His feet with

kisses
;

the precious perfume with which it was usual to

anoint an honoured guest on a festive day (Ps. xxiii. 5) he

had withheld, but she had more than made up for the omission.

In fact, it is not Simon, it is she who has done Jesus the

honours of the house ! The omission of -n}? /ce^aX?)? (ver. 44)
in the Alex.,

&quot;

[the hairs] of her head&quot; is probably the result

of negligence. The word perfectly suits the context
;
the head,

1 Ver. 44. **; xs&amp;lt;pax,-, which is the reading of T. K. with 11 Mjj. after ty/|/v,

is omitted by 11 Mjj. 25 Mim. Syr
8011

. It., etc. Ver. 45. L* some Mnn. ItRHi.

read uirvxfav instead of utwMov. Ver. 47. tf*, uvrov instead of Xfyu.
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as the most noble part of the body, is opposed to the feet

of Jesus. The reading elcrrjKOev,
&quot;

[ever since] she entered&quot;

found in one Mn., has at first glance something taking about

it. But it has too little support ;
and the T. R,

&quot; ever since

I entered&quot; is in reality preferable. Jesus thereby reminds

Simon of the moment when He came under his roof, and when
He had a right to expect those marks of respect and affection

which had been neglected. The woman had followed Jesus

so closely that she had all but entered with Him
;
there she

was, the moment He was set at the table, to pay Him homage.
From this visible effect the total difference between the

love of the one and the love of the other, Jesus ascends, ver.

47, to its hidden cause the difference in the measure of for

giveness accorded to them respectively. Ov
%a/o&amp;gt;, wherefore ;

properly, an account of which, that is to say, of this contrast

between the respective exhibitions of your gratitude (vers.

44-46). This conjunction is the inverse of the therefore in

ver. 42, which led from the cause to the foreseen effect. We
might make this wherefore bear upon the principal idea,

&quot; Her

sins are forgiven her.&quot; In that case we should have to regard
the words \eyco crol, I say unto thee, as an inserted phrase, and

the last proposition as an epexegetical explanation of this

w7ierefore: &quot;Wherefore I say unto thee, her many sins are

forgiven, and that because she loved much.&quot; But we may
also make the wherefore bear directly on &quot;

I say unto thee,&quot;

and make all the rest of the verse the complement of this

verb :

&quot; Wherefore I say unto thee, that her many sins are for

given her, because that . . .&quot; The latter is evidently the

more simple construction. The reading, / said unto thee, of K,

would indicate that this truth was already contained in this

parable. It has neither authority nor probability. How
should we understand the words, for she loved much ? Is love,

according to Jesus, the cause of forgiveness ? Catholic inter

preters, and even many Protestants, understand the words in

this sense : God forgives us much when we love much
; little,

if we love little. But, 1. In this case there is no coherence

whatever between the parable and its application. On this

principle, Jesus should not have asked, ver. 42,
&quot; Which of

them will love Him most?&quot; but, &quot;Which then loved Him
most ?&quot; The remission of the two debts of such different
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amounts would result from the different degrees of love ill the

two debtors
; while, on the contrary, it is the difference be

tween the debts remitted which produces the different amount

of gratitude. 2. There would be, if possible, a more striking

incoherence still between the first part of the application, ver.

47a, and the second, ver. 47&: &quot;To whom little is forgiven,

the same loveth little.&quot; To be logical, Jesus should have said

precisely the contrary: &quot;Who loves little, to him little is

forgiven.&quot; 3. The words, Thy faith hath saved thee (ver. 50),

clearly show what, in Jesus view, was the principle on which

forgiveness was granted to this woman
;

it was faith, not love.

We must not forget that on, because, frequently expresses,

just as our /or does, not the relation of the effect to its cause,

but the relation (purely logical) of the proof to the thing proved.

We may say, It is light, for the sun is risen
;
but we may also

say, The sun is risen, for [I say this because] it is light. So

in this passage the OTI, because, for, may, and, according to

what precedes and follows, must mean :
&quot; I say unto thee that

her many sins are forgiven, as thou must infer from this, that

she loved much.&quot; Thus all is consistent, the application with

the parable, this saying with the words that follow, and Jesus

with Himself and with St. Paul. Ver. 4*7& contains the other

side of the application of this same principle : the less forgive

ness, the less love. This is addressed to Simon. But with

delicacy of feeling Jesus gives this severe truth the form of a

general proposition, &quot;He to ivhom . .
.;&quot; just as He also did

with Mcodemus,
&quot;

Except a man be born . . .&quot; (John iii. 3).

The thought expressed in this ver. 4*7 raises two diffi

culties : 1. May forgiveness be only partial ? Then there

would be men half-saved and half-lost ! 2. Is it necessary to

have sinned deeply in order to love much ? The real forgive

ness of the least sin certainly contains in germ a complete

salvation, but only in germ. If faith is maintained and grows,
this forgiveness will gradually extend to all the sins of a man s

life, just as they will then become more thoroughly known
and acknowledged. The first forgiveness is the pledge of all

the rest. In the contrary case, the forgiveness already granted
will be withdrawn, just as represented in the parable of the

wicked debtor, Matt, xviii.
;
and the work of grace, instead of

becoming complete, will prove abortive. All is transition here
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below, free transition, either to perfect salvation or to com

plete condemnation. As to the great amount of sin necessary

in order to loving much, we need add nothing to what each of

us already has
;

it is sufficient to estimate accurately what we
have. What is wanting to the hest of us, in order to love

much, is not sin, but the knowledge of it.

Vers. 48-50. Conclusion. Bleek has inferred from ver. 48,

tliy sins are forgiven tliee, that until this moment the woman
had not obtained forgiveness. This supposition is excluded

by all that precedes. Bleek forgets that afyiwvrai is a perfect

indicating an actual state resulting from an act accomplished
at some indefinite time in the past. Having regard to the

Pharisaical denials of the persons composing the assembly, and

to the doubts which might arise in the heart of the sinning

woman herself, Jesus renews to her the assurance of the divine

fact of which she had within her the witness and warrant.

This direct and personal declaration corresponds with the in

ward witness of the Divine Spirit in our own experience, after

we have embraced the promises of the Word (Eph. i. 13).

On the objection, ver. 49, comp. ver. 21. Kal, even; besides

all the other extraordinary things He does. Jesus continues

as if He had not heard, but all the while taking account of

what was being said around Him (etTre Se,
&quot;

but He
said&quot;).

While addressing the woman, He shows the people assembled

the firm foundation on which her forgiveness rests. She has

the benefit of this decree : Whosoever believeth is saved.

Let her go away, then, with her treasure, her peace, in spite

of all their pharisaical murmurs ! Els elprfvTjv, in peace, and

to enjoy peace.

This beautiful narrative, preserved by Luke alone, contains

the two essential elements of what is called Paulinism the

freeness and universality of salvation. Does it follow from

this that it was invented posterior to Paul in order to set

forth these great principles ? It simply proves that it was

Luke s intention, as he said at the beginning (i. 4), to show

by his Gospel, that the doctrine so clearly expressed and so

earnestly preached by Paul was already contained in germ in

all the acts and teaching of Jesus
;
that tJie gospel of Paid is

nothing but the application of the principles previously laid

down by the Lord Himself.
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A very similar narrative to this is found in the other three

Gospels, but assigned to a much later time to the Passion week.

Mary, a sister of Lazarus, anoints Jesus at a repast which is given
Him by the people of Bethany (Matt. xxvi. 6 et seq. ;

Mark xiv. 3
et seq. ; John xii. 1 et seq.). A great number of interpreters agree
that this incident is the same as that we have just been considering
in Luke. They rely on the similarity of the act, on the circum
stance that Luke does not relate the anointing at Bethany; and that,
on the other hand, the three other evangelists do not mention this

in Galilee ;
and lastly, on the fact that in both cases the owner of

the house where the repast is given bears the name of Simon (Luke
vii. 40

; Matt. xxvi. 6
;
Mark xiv. 3). These reasons, doubtless, have

their weight ; but they are not decisive. The act of anointing was
associated with such a common usage on festive occasions (Luke vii.

46
;
Ps. xxiii. 5), that there can be no difficulty in supposing that it

was repeated. The causes of the omission of a narrative in one or

two of the evangelists are too accidental for us to be able to base

any solid conclusion upon it. We need only refer to the omission
in Matthew of the healing of the possessed at Capernaum, and of

the healing of the centurion s servant in Mark, omissions which it is

impossible to account for. As to the name Simon, it was so common,
that out of the small number of persons designated by name in the
N. T., there are no less than fifteen Simons ! The reasons in favour
of the difference of the two incidents are the following : 1st. The
difference of place Galilee in Luke ; in the other three, Judaea.

This reason is of secondary value, it is true, because in chap. x.

Luke appears to place the visit of Jesus to Martha and Mary in the
midst of the Galilean ministry. 2d. The difference of time. 3d.

The difference of persons : the woman that was a sinner, in Luke,
is a stranger in the house of the host (ver. 37,

&quot; a woman of the
city&quot;),

and Simon himself regards her as such, and as altogether unknown
to Jesus (ver. 39) ; Mary, on the contrary, belongs to a beloved

family, which habitually received Jesus under their roof. Besides,
we must always feel a repugnance to identify Mary, the sister of

Lazarus, as we know her in John xi. and Luke x. 38-42, with a
woman of ill fame. th. The most important difference respects
what was said : at Bethany, a complaint from Judas on behalf of
the poor, and a reply from Jesus announcing His approaching death ;

in Galilee, the great evangelical declaration, that love is the fruit of

forgiveness, which is bestowed on the simple condition of faith.

What agreement can be discovered between these two conversations 1

We may conceive of very considerable alterations being made by
tradition in the historical framework of a narrative. But by what
marvellous process could one of these two conversations have been
transformed into the other 1

6. The Women who ministered to Jesus: viii. 1-3. By
the side of the high religious problems raised by the life of

Jesus, there is a question, seldom considered, which neverthe-
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less possesses some interest : How did Jesus find the means

of subsistence during the two or three years that His ministry
lasted ? He had given up His earthly occupation. He de

liberately refrained from using His miraculous power to supply
His necessities. Further, He was not alone

;
He was con

stantly accompanied by twelve men, who had also abandoned

their trade, and whose maintenance He had taken on Himself

in calling them to follow Him. The wants of this itinerant

society were met out of a common purse (John xiii. 29) ;
the

same source furnished their alms to the poor (John xii. 6).

But how was this purse itself filled ? The problem is partly,

but not completely, explained by hospitality. Had He not

various needs, of clothing, etc. ? The true answer to this

question is furnished by this passage, which possesses, there-

lore, considerable interest. Jesus said :
&quot; Seek first the kingdom

of God, and other things shall &quot;be added unto
you&quot;

He also

said :

&quot; There is none that leaves father, mother . . ., house, lands

for tJie kingdom of God, who does not find a hundred times

more.&quot; He derived these precepts from His daily experience.

The grateful love of those whom He filled with His spiritual

riches provided for His temporal necessities, as well as for

those of His disciples. Some pious women spontaneously
rendered Him the services of mother and sisters.

This passage would suffice to prove the excellence of Luke s

sources
;
their originality, for the other evangelists furnish no

similar information
;
their exactness, for who would have in

vented such simple and positive details with the names and

rank of these women ? and their purity, for what can be

further removed from false marvels and legendary fictions than

this perfectly natural and prosaic account of the Lord s means

of subsistence during the course of His ministry ?

Vers. 1-3.
1 Luke indicates this time as a distinctly marked

epoch in the ministry of the Lord. He ceases to make

Capernaum, His IBla TroXis, His own city (Matt. ix. 1), the

centre ot His activity ;
He adopts an altogether itinerant mode

of life, and literally has no place where to lay His head. It

is this change in His mode of living, carried out at this time,

1
Ver. 3. Instead of *v, which is the reading of T. R. with N. A. L. M. X. II.

several Mnn. Itall
i., avren is read in 13 Mjj. 90 Mnn. Syr. Itali&amp;lt;

i. Or. Aug. The

Mss. vary between * and *r.
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which induces Luke to place here this glimpse into the means

of His material support. The aor. eyevero, it came to pass

(ver. 1), indicates a definite time. The KCLI before auro?, as the

sign of the apodosis, betrays an Aramaean source. The imperf.

SitoBeve, He went throughout, denotes a slow and continuous

mode of travelling. The preposition Kara expresses the par

ticular care which He bestowed on every place, whether large

(city) or small (village). Everywhere He gave Himself time

to stay. To the general idea of a proclamation, expressed by
the verb Kijpva-crew, to preach, the second verb, to evangelize, to

announce the glad tidings of the kingdom, adds the idea of a

proclamation of grace as the prevailing character of His teach

ing. The Twelve accompanied Him. What a strange sight

this little band presented, passing through the cities and

country as a number of members of the heavenly kingdom,

entirely given up to the work of spreading and celebrating

salvation ! Had the world ever seen anything like it ?

Among the women who accompanied this band, filling the

humble office of servants, Luke makes special mention first

of Mary, surnamed Magdalene. This surname is probably de

rived from her being originally from Magdala, a town situated

on the western shore of the sea of Galilee (Matt. xv. 39),

the situation of which to the north of Tiberias is still indi

cated at the present day by a village named El-Megdil (the

tower). The seven demons (Mark xvi. 9) denote, without

doubt, the culminating point of her possession, resulting from

a series of attacks, each of which had aggravated the evil

(Luke xi. 24-26). It is without the least foundation that

tradition identifies Mary Magdalene with the penitent sinner

of chap. vii. Possession, which is a disease (see iv. 33), has

been wrongly confounded with a state of moral corruption.

The surname, of Magdala, is intended to distinguish this Mary
from all the others of this name, more particularly from her of

Bethany. Chuza was probably entrusted with some office in

the household of Herod Antipas. Might he not be that

/3ao-tXfc/eo9, court lord, whose son Jesus had healed (John iv.),

and who had believed with all his house ? We know nothing
of Susanna and the other women. Ainves reminds us that it

was in the capacity of servants that they accompanied Him.

, to serve, here denotes pecuniary assistance, as Kom,
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xv. 25, and also the personal attentions which might be ren

dered by a mother or sisters (ver. 21). The reading of the

T. K., avro), who served Him, may be a correction in accord

ance with Matt, xxvii. 55, Mark xv. 41; but the reading

avTois, who served them, is the more probable one according
to ver. 1 (the Twelve) and iv. 39.

What a Messiah for the eye of flesh, this being living on

the charity of men ! But what a Messiah for the spiritual

eye, this Son of God living on the love of those to whom
His own love is giving life ! What an interchange of good
offices between heaven and earth goes on around His person !

7. The Parable of the Sower: viii. 418. The preceding

passage indicated a change in the mode of the Lord s outward

life. The following passage indicates a change in His mode
of teaching ;

a crisis, therefore, has been reached. The sequel
will make us acquainted with its nature. Before this, Jesus

had spoken a few parables (v. 3639, vi. 39, 47 et seq.).

From now, and for a very long time, He habitually makes

use of this method. The parable possesses the double pro

perty of making an indelible impression of the truth on the

mind of him who is able to perceive it through the figure in

which it is clothed, and of veiling it from the observation of

the inattentive or indolent hearer whose mind makes no

effort to penetrate this covering. It is thus admirably fitted

for making a selection from the hearers. The term parable

(from TrapaftaXkeiv, to place side by side) denotes a form of

instruction in which, by the side of the truth, is placed the

image which represents it. This is also the meaning of

Trapezia, a path by the side of the high road. The parable
bears a close resemblance to the fable

;
but it differs from it

in two respects, one of substance, the other of form. Whilst

the fable refers to the relations of men with one another, and

to the moral laws which regulate these relations, the parable
deals with man s relations with God, and with the lofty

principles by which they are governed. The loftier sphere
in which the parable moves determines the difference of form

which distinguishes it from the fable. The fable partakes of

a humorous character; it is quite allowable, therefore, in it to

make plants and animals speak. The aim of the parable is

too serious to comport with such fictions. There must be
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nothing in the picture to violate probability. Animals and

material objects may be employed in the parable (sheep,

leaven) ;
but they must not assume a character contrary to

their actual nature. The parable was the most natural mode

of teaching for Jesus to adopt. Living in the incessant con

templation of the divine world, which lay open to His inward

sense, finding Himself at the same time also in constant

intercourse with the external world, which He observed with

intelligent and calm attention, He was necessarily led to

make constant comparisons of these two spheres, and to per
ceive the innumerable analogies which exist between them.

The first parable He uttered that was fully worked out,

appears to have been this of the sower. Matthew makes it

the opening parable of the large collection in chap. xiii.

Mark assigns it a similar place at the head of a more limited

collection, chap. iv. It is the only one, besides that of the

vine-dressers, a parable belonging to our Lord s last days,

which has been preserved in all the three Syn. In all three,

the general explanation, which Jesus gives His disciples once

for all, as to why He employs this form of teaching, is con

nected with the account of this parable. It appears, therefore,

that it was the first complete similitude that He offered them.

Moreover, it was the one which seems to have struck the

disciples the most, and which was most frequently told in the

oral tradition; this explains its reproduction by our three

evangelists.

The following passage contains : 1st. The parable (vers. 4-

8) ;
2d. The explanations given by Jesus respecting this mode

of teaching (vers. 9 and 10) ;
3d. The exposition of the parable

(vers. 11-15) ;
4:th. A warning to the apostles as to the course

they must pursue in regard to truths which Jesus teaches

them in this way (vers. 16-18).
1st. Vers. 4-8.

1 The Parable. Matthew and Mark place
this parable after the visit of the mother and brethren of

Jesus (Matt. xiii. 1
;
Mark iv. 1). In Luke it immediately

precedes the same narrative (ver. 19 et seq.). This connection

may be the result of a real chronological relation, or of a moral

1 Ver. 4. X. some Mnn., ffuwrog. Ver. 6. B. L. R. Z., xT&amp;lt;r&amp;lt;rsv instead of

tv.ffiv. Ver. 8. Almost all the Mjj. read us instead ot ,
which is the reading

of T. R. with D. and some Mnn.
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relation as well; comp. ver. 15, &quot;those who keep the word
and bring forth fruit,&quot; with ver. 21, &quot;those who hear the

word of God and practise it.&quot; We might make TWV

fjievcov, coming together unto Sim, the complement of o

a multitude, by giving ical the sense of even. But this con

struction is forced; the two genitives are parallel. Luke s

meaning is :

&quot; As a great multitude was gathered about Him,
and as it was continually increasing, owing to iresh additions,

which were arriving more or less from every city.&quot;
This

prefatory remark contains a great deal. Jesus goes through
the country, stopping at every place ;

the Twelve are His

immediate attendants; the cities are emptied, so to speak;
their entire populations accompany Him. We have evidently

reached a crisis. But the more the number of His hearers

increases, the more clearly Jesus sees that the time has come

to set some sifting process to work amongst them
; if, on the

one hand, it is necessary to draw the spiritual into closer

attachment, on the other, it is of importance to keep the

carnal at a distance. The parables, in general, have this

tendency ;
that of the sower, by its very meaning, has a

direct application to this state of things. It appears from

Matthew and Mark that Jesus was seated in a vessel on the

sea-shore, and that from this kind of pulpit He taught the

people who stood upon the banks. He could therefore easily

discern the various expressions of the persons composing the

multitude. The art. o before o-Tretpcov designates that one of

the servants who has been entrusted with this work. Gess

points out the contrast between this sower, who commences

the work of establishing the kingdom of God by means of

the Word alone, and the Messiah, as pictured by John the

Baptist, having His fan in His hand. Jesus divides His

hearers into four classes, and compares them to four kinds of

soil, of which the surrounding country furnished Him with

illustrations at the very time He was speaking. From the

edge of the lake the soil rises very rapidly; now, on such

slopes, it easily happens that the higher portion of a field has

only a thin layer of mould, whilst, going down towards the

plain, the bed of earth becomes deeper. Hence the differences

indicated. The first soil (by the, wayside) is the part nearest

the path which is freely used by passers-by. The second (on
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the rock, according to Luke
;
in stony places, in Matthew and

Mark) does not denote, as is often thought, a soil full of

stones ; but, as is well expressed by Luke, and confirmed by
the explanation, because there was no depth of earth (Matthew
and Mark), that portion of the field where the rock is only

covered with a thin layer of earth. The third is a fertile

soil, but already choke-full of the seeds of thorns and briars.

There remains the good soil (Mark and Matthew, Ka\rf). This

last land is neither hard as the first, nor thin as the second,

nor unclean as the third
;

it is soft, deep, and free from other

seeds. The four prep, employed by Luke well describe these

different relations of the seed with the soil: irapa, ly the

side; eirl, upon; ev f^eo-y, in the midst; et?, into (eirt in the

T. E., ver. 8, has only very insufficient authorities).

The fate of the seed is determined by the nature of the.

soil. On the first soil it does not even spring up. The

&amp;lt;f&amp;gt;vev, having sprung up (vers. 6-8), is passed over in silence

in the 5th verse. Not having germinated, the seed is

destroyed by external causes, the passers-by and the birds.

Matthew and Mark mention only the latter. On the second

soil the seed springs up ;
but the root, immediately meeting

with the rock, cannot develope itself in proportion to the

stem, and, as soon as the sun has dried up the thin layer of

earth, the plant perishes. The seed on the third soil grows
into ear; but briars choke it before the grain is formed.

Thus in the first case there are two external causes of

destruction
;
in the second, an external and an internal cause

;

in the third, a single cause, and this altogether internal. On
the fourth soil the plant successfully accomplishes the entire

cycle of vegetation. Luke only mentions the highest degree
of fertility, a hundred-fold. Matthew and Mark speak of

lesser degrees ;
Mark in an ascending, and Matthew in a

descending order. How puerile and unworthy of earnest

men these trifling variations would be, if the evangelists

worked upon a common document !

The Lord invites the serious attention of the multitude to

this result
; ecfxavei,, He raises His voice [He cried

} A.V.], these

are the words which He emphasizes. He endeavours to

awaken that inward sense for divine things, without which

religious teaching is only an empty sound. The design of

VOL. I 2 A
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Jesus is, first of all, to show that He is not deceived by the

sight of this crowd, which is apparently so attentive
;
then to

put His disciples on their guard against the expectations

which such a large concourse might create in their minds
;

lastly, and more than all, to warn His hearers of the perils

which threatened the holy impressions they were then ex

periencing.

2d. Vers. 9 and 10.
1 The Parables in general. &quot;And

His disciples asked Him, saying, Wliat might this parable be ?

10. And He said, Unto you it is given to know the mysteries

of the kingdom of God : but to others in paralles ; that seeing

they might not see, and hearing they might not understand&quot;

The question of the disciples referred solely to the meaning
of the preceding parable ;

but Jesus takes advantage of it to

give them a general explanation of this mode of teaching. It

is the same in Mark, who only adds this detail : when they

were alone with Him. In Matthew the question of the

disciples is altogether general :

&quot;

Wherefore speakest Thou unto

them in parables ?
&quot;

This form of the question appears to

us less natural. The reply of Jesus is more extended in

Matthew. He quotes in extenso the prophecy of Isaiah (chap,

vi.) to which Luke s text alludes, and which Mark incorporates

into the discourse of Jesus. Bleek professes to find in the

because of Matthew (xiii. 13) a less harsh thought than the in

order that of Mark and Luke. He is wrong ;
the thought is

absolutely the same. In both cases, Jesus distinctly declares

that the object of His parables is not to make divine truths

intelligible to all, but to veil them from those who are in

different to them. And it is for this very reason that He
avails Himself of this mode of teaching just from this time.

By such preaching as the Sermon on the Mount He had

accomplished the first work of His spiritual fishing ;
He had

cast the net. Now begins the second, the work of selection
;

and this He accomplishes by means of teaching in parables.

As we have seen, the parable possesses the double property of

attracting some, while it repels others. The veil which it

throws over the truth becomes transparent to the attentive

mind, while it remains impenetrable to the careless. The

1 Yer. 9. K. B. D. L. R. Z. some Mnn. Syr. ItP1&amp;lt;?riiue
,
omit ;uy&amp;lt;n f before ng.

Yer. 10. K. R. some Mnn., axoutrua-tv instead of trw^n*.
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opposition between these two results is expressed in Luke by
these words, designedly placed at the beginning of the phrase,

to you and to others. It is the same in Matthew, to you and

to those ; in Mark, more forcibly still, to you and to those who

are without. The perf. SeSorai, does not refer to any ante

cedent decree (the aor. would have been required), but to the

actual condition of the disciples, which renders them fit to

receive the revelation of divine things. It is the inward

drawing due to divine teaching, of which Jesus speaks in

John vi. The term mystery, in Scripture, denotes the plan of

salvation, in so far as it can only be known by man through
a higher revelation (fjLveco, to initiate). Used in the plural

(the mysteries), it denotes the different parts of this great

whole. These are the heavenly things of which Jesus spoke
to Eicodemus (John iii. 12), and which He contrasted with

the earthly things which He had preached at the commence

ment. The verb understood before kv irapaftdKals is \a\drai.

But how, when God makes a revelation, can it be His will

not to be understood, as Isaiah says (chap, vi.), and as is

repeated here by Jesus ? That is not, as Kiggenbach says,

either His first will or His last. It is an intermediate decree
;

it is a chastisement. When the heart has failed to open to

the first beams of truth, the brighter beams which follow,

instead of enlightening, dazzle and blind it
;
and this result is

willed by God
;

it is a judgment. Since Pharaoh refuses to

humble himself under the first lessons he receives, subsequent
lessons shall harden him

; for, if he is unwilling to be con

verted himself, he must at least subserve the conversion of

others by the conspicuousness of his punishment. The Jewish

people themselves, in the time of Isaiah, were just in this

position. God makes them feel this by calling them, not my
people, but this people. God already sees that the nation is

incapable of fulfilling the part of an apostle to the world

which had departed from Him. This part it shall accomplish,
nevertheless

; only it shall not be by its missionary action,

but by its ruin. This ruin, therefore, becomes necessary;
and because this ruin is necessary (Matthew), or in order that

it may take place (Mark and Luke), Israel must be hardened.

A similar state of things recurred at the period in Jesus

ministry which we have now reached. Israel rejected as a
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nation the light which shone in Jesus
;
and this light covered

itself under the veil of the parable. But through this veil it

sent out still more brilliant rays into the hearts of those who,
like His disciples, had welcomed with eagerness its first beams.

The terms, see, hear, refer to the description in the parable ;

not seeing, and not understanding, to its real meaning.
3d. Vers. 11-15.

1
TJie Explanation of the Parable. The

expression, Now the parable is this (ver. 11), signifies that the

essence of the picture is not in its outward form, but in its

idea. The point of resemblance between the word and the

seed, is the living power contained in a vehicle which conceals

it. By the word Jesus doubtless means primarily His own

teaching, but He also comprehends in it any preaching that

faithfully represents His own. Amongst the multitude Jesus

discerned four kinds of expression : countenances expressing

ihoughtlessness and indifference
;
faces full of enthusiasm and

delight ;
others with a careworn, preoccupied expression ;

and

lastly, expressions of serene joy, indicating a full acceptance
of the truth that was being taught. In the explanation which

follows, the word is sometimes identified with the new life

which is to spring from it, and the latter with the individuals

themselves, in whom it is found. This accounts for the

strange expressions : those which are sown ly the wayside (ver.

12; comp. vers. 13, 14, 15); these have no root (ver. 13);

they are choked (ver. 14). The first class contains those who
are wholly insensible to religion, who are conscious of no

need, have no fear of condemnation, no desire of salvation,

and consequently no affinity with the gospel of Christ. In

their case, therefore, the word becomes a prey to external

agents of destruction. Only one is mentioned in the applica

tion, the devil (Luke), Satan (Mark), the evil one (Matthew),
who employs various means of diverting their minds, in order

to make them forget what they have heard. Had not Jesus

believed in the existence of Satan, He would never have spoken
of him as a reality answering to the figure of the parable. Ol

cLKovovres, who hear, must be thus explained :

&quot; who hear, and

nothing more.&quot; This implies Matthew s do not understand.

The second are the superficial but excitable natures, in

1 Ver. 12. N. B. L. U. Z. some Mnn., Kxtvo-avrss instead of

Ver. 13. tf* D. FW. X., Tv -nrpav instead of rns vtrpa;.
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whom imagination and sensibility for the moment make up
for the absence of moral feeling. They are charmed with the

novelty of the gospel, and the opposition which it offers to

received ideas. In every awakening, such men form a con

siderable portion of the new converts. But in their case the

word soon comes into conflict with an internal hindrance:

a heart of stone which the humiliation of repentance and the

love of holiness have never broken. Thus it finds itself

given over to external agents of destruction, such as temptation

(Luke), tribulation and persecution (Matthew and Mark) ;
the

enmity of the rulers, the rage of the Pharisees, the danger of

excommunication, in a word, the necessity of suffering in

order to remain faithful. Those who have merely sought for

spiritual enjoyment in the gospel are therefore overcome.

In ver. 13 the verb ela-tv must be understood, and ot orav

must be made the predicate : are those who, when . . . The
01 at the end of the verse is a development of OVTOI, and

signifies who, as such.

The third are persons with a measure of earnestness, but

their heart is divided
; they seek salvation and acknowledge

the value of the gospel, but they are bent also upon their

earthly welfare, and are not determined to sacrifice everything
for the truth. These persons are often found at the present

day among those who are regarded as real Christians. Their

worldly-mindedness maintains its ground notwithstanding
their serious interest in the gospel, and to the end hinders

their complete conversion. The miscarriage of the seed here

results from an inward cause, which is both one and threefold :

cares (in the case of those who are in poverty), riches (in

those who are making their fortune), and the pleasures of life

(in those who are already rich). These persons, like Ananias

and Sapphira, have overcome the fear of persecution, but, like

them, they succumb to the inward obstacle of a divided heart.

nopev6/j,evoi, go forth, describes the bustle of an active life,

coming and going in the transaction of business (2 Sam. iii.

1). It is in this verse especially that the seed is identified

with the new life in the believer. The form differs completely
in the three Syn.

In the fourth their spiritual wants rule their life. Their

conscience is not asleep, as in the first
;

it is that, and not, as
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in the case of the second, imagination or sensibility, which

rules the will; it prevails over the earthly interests which

have sway in the third. These are the souls described by
Paul in Bom. vii. Ev KapSia and TOV

\6&amp;lt;yov depend on the

two verbs a/covo-avres Kare^ovaiv combined, which together
denote one and the same act : to hear and to keep, for such

persons, are the same thing. The term perseverance refers to

the numerous obstacles which the seed has had to overcome

in order to its full development; comp. the KCL& viropovriv

epyov ayaOov (Kom. ii. 7). Jesus was certainly thinking here

of the disciples, and of the devoted women who accompanied
Him. Luke makes no mention either in the parable or the

explanation of the different degrees of fertility indicated by
Matthew and Mark, and the latter mention them here also in

a contrary order.

We do not think that a single verse of this explanation of

the parable is compatible with the hypothesis of the employ
ment of a common text by the evangelists, or of their having

copied from each other; at least it must be admitted that

they allowed themselves to trifle, in a puerile and profane

way, with the words of the Lord. The constant diversity of

the three texts is, on the other hand, very naturally explained
if their original source was the traditional teaching.

4:th. Vers. 16-1S.1
Practical Conclusion. &quot;No man, when

he hath lighted a candle, covereth it with a vessel, or putteth it

under a bed; but setteth it on a candlestick, that they which

enter m may see the light. 17. For nothing is secret that shall

not be made manifest ; neither anything hid that shall not be

known and come abroad. 18. Take heed therefore how ye hear ;

for wJwsoever hath, to him shall be given; and whosoever hath

not, from him shall be taken even that which he seemeth to have.&quot;

Bleek can perceive no connection between these reflections

and the preceding parable. But they are closely connected

with the similar reflections in vers. 9 and 10. There is even

a designed antithesis between the growth of the light (vers.

16 and 17) and the increase of the darkness (ver. 10). Jesus

is speaking to the disciples. The word which is translated

1 Yer. 16. The Mss. vary between 1*1 *.U%VIKS and 1*1 rw Xu%vi.v (a reading

derived from Matthew and Mark, and from xi. 33). Ver. 17. K. B. L. Z., o &amp;gt;.*

ftri yvueStt instead Of e ou yiuff6r,aiTKi.
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candle denotes simply a lamp, just a saucer filled with oil in

which a wick is placed the mode of lighting most used in

the East. It may therefore be placed without any danger
under such a vessel as a bushel, which serves at once for

measure, table, and dish amongst the poor, or under the divan

(K\ivr/), a bench furnished with cushions and raised from the

floor from one to three feet, on which it is customary to rest

while engaged in conversation or at meals. Beds properly so

called are not used in the East; they generally lie on the

ground, on wraps and carpets.
1 The lighted lamp might

denote the apostles, whom Jesus enlightens with a view to

make them the teachers of the world. Covering their light

would be not putting them into a position of sufficient in

fluence in regard to other men
;
and setting it on a candlestick

would signify, conferring on them the apostolic office, in virtue

of which they will become the light of the world. Those who
see the light on entering the house would be their converts

from the Jews and heathen. Ver. 17 would be an allusion,

as in xii. 3, to that law according to which truth is to be

fully revealed to the world by the apostolic preaching. Lastly,

the 18th verse would refer to that growth of inward light

which is the recompense of the preacher for the faithfulness

of his labours. But it is just this last verse which upsets the

whole of this interpretation. For, 1. With this meaning,
Jesus ought to have said, not: Take heed how ye hear, but,

how ye preach. 2. To have, in the sense of the 18th verse,

is not certainly to produce fruits in others, but to possess the

truth oneself. We must therefore regard the term Ai/^os,
the lamp, as denoting the truth concerning the kingdom of God
which Jesus unveils to the apostles in His parables. If He
clothes the truth in sensible images, it is not to render it

unintelligible (to put it under a bushel) ;
on the contrary, in

explaining it to them, as He has just done, He places it on

the candlestick
;
and they are the persons who are illuminated

on entering into the house. All will gradually become clear to

them. Whilst the night thickens over Israel on account of

its unbelief, the disciples will advance into even fuller light,

until there is nothing left in the plan of God (His mysteries,

ver. 11) which is obscure or hidden (ver. 17). The heart of
1

Felix Boret, Voyage en Tcrre-Sainte, pp. 348 and 349.
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Jesus is lifted up at this prospect. This accounts for the

poetical rhythm which always appears at such moments.

Here we see why it behoves the disciples to hear with the

greatest care
;

it is in order that they may really hold what

He gives them, like the good soil which receives and fertilizes

the seed (ver. 18). He alone who assimilates His teaching

by an act of living comprehension, who really hath (the

opposite of seeing without seeing, ver. 10), can receive con

tinually more. Acquisitions are made only by means of, and

in proportion to, what is already possessed. The Spirit Him
self only makes clear what has been kept (John xiv. 26). If,

therefore, any one amongst them contents Himself with hear

ing truth without appropriating it, by and by he will obtain

nothing, and at last even lose everything. Mark (iv. 21-25)

says : that which he hath ; Luke : that which he thinJceth he

hath. It comes to the same thing; for, as to what is heard

without comprehending it, it is equally true to say that he

hath (in a purely external sense), or that he thinks he hath

(in the real sense of the word have). Comp. Luke xix. 26.

This very apophthegm is found several times in Matthew. It

expresses one of the profoundest laws of the moral world.

Baur and Hilgenfeld thought they found in the word So/eel,

thinks he hath, a censure of Luke on the haughty pretensions

of the Twelve ! Our evangelists could never have antici

pated that they would ever have such perverse interpreters.

Nothing could more effectually allay any undue elation which

the sight of these multitudes might excite in the minds of

the disciples, than their being reminded in this way of their

responsibility. The similar reflections in Mark (iv. 25) are too

different in form to have been drawn from the same source.

Mark goes on to narrate the parable of the ear of corn,

which he alone records. In Matthew there are six parables

respecting the kingdom of God given along with that of the

sower. They form an admirable whole. After the foundation

of the kingdom described in the parable of the sower, there

follows the mode of its development in that of the tares
;
then

its power, presented under two aspects (extension and trans

formation) in those of the grain of mustard seed and the

leaven; next, its incomparable value in the parables of the

treasure and the pearl ; lastly, its consummation in that of the
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net. Is this systematic plan to be attributed to Jesus ? I

think not. He was too good a teacher to relate in this way
seven parables all in a breath.

1 On the other hand, did He

only utter on this occasion the parable of the sower? Certainly

not, for Matthew says respecting this very time (xiii. 3) :

&quot; And He spake many things unto them in parables&quot; and Mark

(iv. 2) :

&quot; He tauglit them many things in
parables.&quot; Probably,

therefore, Jesus spoke on this day, besides the parable of the

sower, that of the tares (Matthew), and that of the ear of

corn (Mark), the images of which are all taken from the same

sphere, and which immediately follow the first, the one in one

Gospel, the other in the other. As to the other parables,

Matthew has united them with the preceding, in accordance

with his constant method of grouping the sayings of our Lord

around a given subject. Such different arrangements do not

appear compatible with the use of the same written document.

8. Visit of the Mother and Brethren of Jesus : viii.

19-21. We should have been ignorant of the real object of

this visit, unless, in this as in several other cases, Mark s

narrative had come in to supplement that of the other two.

According to Mark, a report had reached the brethren of

Jesus that He was in a state of excitement bordering on mad
ness

;
it was just the echo of this accusation of the Pharisees :

&quot;He, casteth out devils ly Beelzebub&quot; Comp. Mark iii. 21, 22.

His brethren therefore came, intending to lay hold on Him
(fcpaTTJcrat, avrov, ver. 21), and take Him home. Matthew
also connects this visit (xii. 46) with the same accusation.

In John, the brethren of Jesus are represented in a similar atti

tude in regard to Him (vii. 5) : &quot;His brethren also did not believe

on Him&quot; As to Mary, it is not said that she shared the

sentiments of her sons. But when she saw them set out

under the influence of such feelings, she would naturally
desire to be present at the painful scene which she anticipated
would take place. Perhaps also, like John the Baptist, she was
unable to explain to herself the course which her Son s work
was taking, and was distracted between contrary impressions.

Vers. 19-2 1.
2 The word without (ver. 20) might be under-

1 I abide Tby this statement, notwithstanding the contrary assertion of Gess.
2 Ver. 20. X. 13. D. L. A. Z. some Mnn. Syr. It. omit x&amp;lt;yovv. Ver. 21.

The Alex, omit uvrcr.
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stood to mean :
&quot;

outside the circle which surrounded Jesus.&quot;

But Mark expressly mentions a house in which He was re

ceiving hospitality (ver. 20), and where a large crowd was
seated around Him (vers. 32 and 34). Are these brethren of

Jesus younger sons of Joseph and Mary, or sons of Joseph by
a previous marriage; or are they cousins of Jesus, sons of

Cleopas (the brother of Joseph), who would be called his

brethren, as having been brought up in the house of their

uncle Joseph ? We cannot discuss this question here. (See
our Commentary on the Gospel of John, ii. 12.) One thing is

certain, that the literal interpretation of the word brother,

placed, as it is here, by the side of the word mother, is the

most natural. The answer of Jesus signifies, not that family
ties are in His eyes of no value (comp. Johnxix. 26), but that

they are subordinate to a tie of a higher and more durable

nature. In those women who accompanied Him, exercising
over Him a mother s care (vers. 2 and 3), and in those

disciples who so faithfully associated themselves with Him in

His work, He had found a family which supplied the place of

that which had deliberately forsaken Him. And this new.

spiritual relationship, eternal even as the God in whom it was

based, was it not superior in dignity to a relationship of blood,

which the least accident might break ? In this saying He
expresses a tender and grateful affection for those faithful souls

whose love every day supplied the place of the dearest domestic

affection. He makes no mention of father
;
this place belongs

in His eyes to God alone. We see how the description of the

actual circumstances, given by Mark, enables us to understand

the appropriateness of this saying. This fact proves that Luke
knew neither the narrative of this evangelist, nor that of the

alleged proto-Mark. How could he in sheer wilfulness have

neglected the light which such a narrative threw upon the

whole scene ?

9. The Stilling of the Storm: viii. 2225. We come now
to a series of narratives which are found united together in

the three Syn. (Matt. viii. 18 et seq. ;
Mark iv. 35 et seq.):

the storm, the demoniac, the daughter of Jairus, together with

the woman afflicted with an issue of blood. From the con

nection of these incidents in our three Gospels, it has frequently

been inferred that their authors made use of a common written
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source. But, 1. How, in this case, has it come to pass that

this cycle fills quite a different place in Matthew (immediately
after the Sermon on the Mount) from that which it occupies
in the other two ? And 2. How came Matthew to intercalate,

between the return of Jesus and the account of the daughter
of Jairus, two incidents of the greatest importance the heal

ing of the paralytic (ix. 1 et seq.), and the call of Matthew
with the feast and the discourse which follow it (ver. 9 et seq.),

incidents which in Mark and Luke occupy quite a different

place ? The use of a written source does not accord with such

independent arrangement. It is a very simple explanation to

maintain that, in the traditional teaching, it was customary to

relate these three facts together, probably for the simple reason

that they were chronologically connected, and that to this

natural cycle there were sometimes added, as in Matthew, other

incidents which did not belong historically to this precise time.

That which renders this portion particularly remarkable is,

that in it we behold the miraculous power of Jesus at its full

height : power over the forces of nature (the storm) ;
over the

powers of darkness (the demoniacs) ; lastly, over death (the

daughter of Jairus).

Vers. 22-25. 1
Miracles of this kind, while manifesting the

original power of man over nature, are at the same time the

prelude of the regeneration of the visible world which is to

crown the moral renovation of humanity (Bom. viii). From
Matthew s narrative it might be inferred that this voyage took

place on the evening of the same day on which the Sermon on
the Mount was spoken. But, on the other hand, too many
things took place, according to Matthew himself, for the limits

of a single day. Mark places this embarkation on the evening
of the day on which Jesus spoke the parable of the sower

;

this note of the time is much more probable. Luke s indica

tion of the time is more general : on one of these days, but it

does not invalidate Mark s. The object of this excursion was
to preach the gospel in the country situated on the other side

of the sea, in accordance with the plan drawn out in viii. 1.

According to Mark, the disciples vessel was accompanied by
1 Ver. 24. Na X. r. several Mnn. Syr

cup
. H? &quot;^, omit ftrrra&amp;lt;ra ivrra. D.

reads xvpttxvpn. X. E. F. G. H. some Mnn. It*11

., urauretro instead of -ay&amp;lt;ravra.

K. A. n. several Mnn. add ^yaXj to ym.\w (taken from the parallel passages).
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other boats. When they started, the weather was calm, and

Jesus, yielding to fatigue, fell asleep. The pencil of Mark has

preserved this never-to-be-forgotten picture : the Lord reclin

ing on the hinder part of the ship, with His head upon a

pillow that had been placed there by some friendly hand. It

often happens on lakes surrounded by mountains, that sudden

and violent storms of wind descend from the neighbouring

heights, especially towards evening, after a warm day. This

well-known phenomenon is described by the word Kareftij,

came down.
1 In the expression o-vveTfXrjpovvro, they were filled,

there is a confusion of the vessel with those whom it carries.

The term eVicrTara is peculiar to Luke
;
Mark says SiSda--

Ka\e, Matthew Kvpie. How ridiculous these variations would

be if all three made use of the same document ! The 24th

verse describes one of the sublimest scenes the earth has ever

beheld : man, calmly confident in God, by the perfect union

of his will with that of the Almighty, controlling the wild

fury of the blind forces of nature. The term eVer/^o-e,

rebuked, is an allusion to the hostile character of this power in

its present manifestation. Jesus speaks not only to the wind,

but to the water; for the agitation of the waves (/cXvS&w)

continues after the hurricane is appeased.

In Mark and Luke, Jesus first of all delivers His disciples

from danger, then He speaks to their heart. In Matthew, he

first upbraids them, and then stills the storm. This latter

course appears less in accordance with the wisdom of the Lord.

But why did the apostles deserve blame for their want of

faith ? Ought they to have allowed the tempest to follow its

course, in the assurance that with Jesus with them they ran

no danger, or that in any case He would awake in time ? Or

did Jesus expect that one of them, by an act of prayer and

commanding faith, would still the tempest ? It is more

natural to suppose that what He blames in them is the state

of trouble and agitation in which He finds them on awaking.

When faith possesses the heart, its prayer may be passionate

1 On these hurricanes, to which the Lake of Gennesareth is particularly exposed,

comp. W. Thompson, The Land and the Book, London 1868, p. 375 (cited by
M. Furrer) :

&quot; Storms of wind rush wildly through the deep mountain gorges

which descend from the north and north-east, and are not only violent, but

sudden
; they often take place when the weather is perfectly clear.

&quot;
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and urgent, but it will not be full of trouble. There is nothing

surprising, whatever any one may say, in the exclamation

attributed to those who witnessed this scene (ver. 25): first,

because there were other persons there besides the apostles

(Mark iv. 36); next, because such incidents, even when

similar occurrences have been seen before, always appear new
;

lastly, because this was the first time that the apostle saw their

Master contend with the blind forces of nature.

Strauss maintains that this is a pure myth. Keim, in

opposition to him, alleges the evident antiquity of the narrative

(the sublime majesty of the picture of Jesus, the absence of

all ostentation from His words and actions, and the simple

expression of wonder on the part of the spectators). The

narrative, therefore, must have some foundation in fact, in

some natural incident of water-travel, which has been idealized

in accordance with such words as Ps. cvii. 23 et seq., and the

appeal to Jonah (i. 4-6): &quot;Awake, sleeper.&quot; There, says

criticism, you see how this history was made. We should

rather say, how the trick was done.

10. The Sealing of the Demoniac: viii. 26-39. This

portion brings before us a storm no less difficult to still, and a

yet more striking victory. Luke and Mark mention only one

demoniac; Matthew speaks of two. The hypothesis of a

common written source here encounters a difficulty which is

very hard for it to surmount. But criticism has expedients

to meet all cases : according to Holtzmann, Matthew, who had

omitted the healing of the demoniac at Capernaum, here repairs

this omission,
&quot;

by grouping the possessed who had been

neglected along with this new case&quot; (p. 255). This is a

sample of what is called at the present day critical sagacity.

As if the evangelists had no faith themselves in what they
wrote with a view to win the faith of others ! Why should

it be deemed impossible for the two maniacs to have lived

together, and for the healing of only one of the two to have

presented the striking features mentioned in the following
narrative ? However it was, we have here a proof of the

independence of Matthew s narratives on the one hand, and of

those of Mark and Luke on the other.

Vers. 26-29.1 The Encounter. There are three readings of

1 Ver. 26. T. R., with A. R. r. A. A. and 10 other Mjj. many Mnn. Syr., reads
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the name of the inhabitants, and unfortunately they are also

found in both the other Syn. Epiphanius mentions the follow

ing forms : repyecrrjvwv in Mark and Luke (but it is probable

that, in the case of the Luke, we should read Tepaayvtov in

this Father) ; Ta&apriv&v in Matthew
(Tepyecra{a&amp;gt;v

in some

manuscripts). It would seem to follow from a passage in

Origen (Ad Jdh. t. vi c. 24) that the most widely-diffused

reading in his time was Tepao-rivwv, that TaSaprjvwv was only
read in a small number of manuscripts, and that repyeo-rjv&v
was only a conjecture of his own. He states that Gerasa is a

city of Arabia, and that there is neither sea nor lake near it
;

that Gadara, a city of Judaea, well known for its warm baths,

has neither a deep-lying piece of water with steep banks in

its neighbourhood, nor is there any sea
; whilst, near the lake

of Tiberias, the remains are to be seen of a city called Gergesa,

near which there is a precipice overlooking the sea, and at

which the place is still shown where the herd of swine cast

themselves down. The MSS. are divided between these read

ings after the most capricious fashion. The great majority of

the Mnn. in Matthew read repaarjv&v, in Mark and Luke

repyeo-yvcbv. The Latin documents are almost all in favour

of repyeatjvwv. Tischendorf (8th edition) reads FaSap^vwp
in Matthew, Tepao-^vwv in Mark, Tep&amp;lt;year)vS)v

in Luke. Bleek

thinks that the primitive Gospel on which, in his opinion, our

three Syn. are based, read Tepaa^vcov, but that, owing to the

improbability of this reading, it was changed by certain copyists

into Ta&apriv&v, and by Origen into repyecnjv&v. Looking

simply at the fact, this last name appears to him to agree with

it best. In fact, Gerasa was a large city situated at a con

siderable distance to the south-east, on the borders of Arabia
;

and the reading repao-qvuv can only be admitted by supposing
that the district dependent on this city extended as far as to

the sea of Galilee, which is inadmissible, although Stephen of

Byzantium calls Gerasa a city of Decapolis. Gadara is nearer,

Tu S&pvytav. B. D. It. Yg., r&amp;lt;paffvvu9. fc$. L. X. Z. some Mnn. Cop. Epiph.,

Ttpytinvuv. Ver. 27. K. B. E. Z. some Mnn. omit avru. X. B., t^w instead

of it%iv. N. B. L. Z. some Mnn., xai xpova ixawv instead of ix %povuv ixavu*

xeti. Ver. 28. X. B. L. X. Z. some Mnn. Syr. It. omit xi before av*xp*&s.
Ver. 29. B. F. M. A. Z., xu.p*yyuXt instead of *.p*y yiM.vi, which is the reading
of T. K. with 16 Mjj. several Mnn. Syr., etc. Ver. 29. The Mss. vary between

iSurftH ro and tbiffftivtro. The Mss. vary between &amp;lt;reu $a//*ovaj and TO-J ^ccifttviau.
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being only a few leagues from the south-east end of the sea

of Galilee. Josephus calls it the metropolis of the Peraea
;

Pliny reckons it among the cities of Decapolis. Its suburbs

might extend as far as the sea. But it is highly natural to

suppose, that these two cities being so well known, the copyists

substituted their names for that of Cfergesa, which was gene

rally unknown. It is a confirmation of this view, that the

existence of a town of this name is attested not only by Origen,

Eusebius, and Jerome, but by the recent discovery of ruins

bearing the name of Gersa or Khersa, towards the embouchure

of the Wady Semakh. The course of the walls is still visible,

according to Thompson (p. 375). This traveller also says, that
&quot;

the sea is so near the foot of the mountain at this spot, that

animals having once got fairly on to the incline, could not help

rolling down into the water&quot; (p. 37*7). Wilson (Atlunceum,

1866, i. p. 438) states that this place answers all the condi

tions of the Bible narrative.
1 The true reading, therefore,

would be repyearjvwv or Tepyeaaiwv. This name, so little

known, must have been altered first into TepacrrivMv, which

has some resemblance to it, and then into Ta^aprjv&v?
On the demoniacs, see iv. 33. The 27th verse gives a

description of the demoniac, which is afterwards finished in

the 29th. This first description (ver. 27) only contains that

which presented itself immediately to the observation of an

eye-witness of the scene. The second and fuller description

(ver. 2 9) is accounted for by the command of Jesus, which, to

be intelligible, required a more detailed statement of the state of

the possessed. This interruption, which is not found in Mark,
reflects very naturally the impression of an eye-witness ;

it

demonstrates the independence of the respective narratives of

Matthew and Luke. The plural ^ai^Qvia (demons), explained
afterwards (ver. 30) by the afflicted man himself, refers doubt

less to the serious nature and multiplicity of the symptoms
melancholy, mania, violence, occasioned by a number of relapses

1
&quot;We cite these two authors from M. Konrad Furrer : Die Bedeutung der bill.

Geographic, p. 19.

2 M. Heer has recently proposed (Der Kirclienfreund, 13th May 1870) a view

\vhich would more easily account for the reading Gerasa found in the MSS.

&quot;by Origen : The original name of the place Gergesa, abbreviated into Gersa,

might be altered in popular speech into Gerasa, which it would be necessary
not to confound with the name of the Arabian citv.
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(see on viii. 2 and xi. 24-26). His refusing to wear clothes

or remain in a house is connected with that alienation from

society which characterizes such states. The Alex, reading :

&quot; who for a long while past had worn no clothes/ is evidently
an error. The note of time cannot refer to a circumstance

altogether so subordinate as that of clothing. The Levitical

uncleanness of the tombs ensured to this man the solitude he

sought. The sight of Jesus appears to have produced an

extraordinary impression upon him. The holy, calm, gentle

majesty, tender compassion, and conscious sovereignty which

were expressed in the aspect of our Lord, awakened in him,

by force of contrast, the humbling consciousness of his own
state of moral disorder. He felt himself at once attracted

and repelled by this man
;
this led to a violent crisis in him,

which revealed itself first of all in a cry. Then, like some

ferocious beast submitting to the power of his subduer, he

runs and kneels, protesting all the while, in the name of the

spirit of which he is still the organ, against the power which

is exerted over him. Luke says : TrpoaTTLirreiv, not Trpoo-fcv-

veiv (Mark). The former term does not imply any religious

feeling. On the expression : What have I to do with thee ?

see on iv. 24. The name Jesus is wanting in Matthew, and

it looks strange. How did he know this name ? Perhaps he

had heard Jesus talked of, and instinctively recognised Him.

Or perhaps there was a supernatural knowledge appertaining

to this extraordinary state. The expression : Son of the most

high God, is explained by the prevalence of polytheism in

those countries where there was a large heathen population.

Josephus calls Gadara a Greek city. We must not infer from

this that this man was a heathen.

In his petition, ver. 28, the demoniac still identifies himself

with the alien spirit which holds him in his power. The

torment which he dreads is being sent away into the abyss

(ver. 31) ;
Matthew adds, before tJie time. The power of act

ing on the world, for beings that are alienated from God and

move only within the void of their own subjectivity, is a tem

porary solace to their unrest. To be deprived of this power
is for them just what a return to prison is for the captive.

If we read 7raprjyyet,\e, we must give this aor. the meaning of

a plus-perfect : For He had commanded. But MS. authority
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is rather in favour of the imperf. TraptfyehXev :

&quot; For He was

commanding him&quot; This tense indicates a continuous action,

which does not immediately produce its effect. The demon s

cry of distress, Torment me not, is called forth by the strong

and continued pressure which the command of Jesus put upon
him. This imperf. corresponds with Mark s e\eye &amp;lt;ydp.

We
find in these two analogous forms the common type of the

traditional narration. The for, which follows, explains this

imperfect. The evil did not yield instantly, because it had

taken too deep root. Swypird/cei,, it kept him in its possession.

JToXXot?
%poz&amp;gt;ot9 may signify for a long time past or oftentimes.

With the second sense, there would be an allusion to a series

of relapses, each of which had aggravated the evil.

Vers. 30 33.
1
The Cure. To this prayer, in which the

victim became involuntarily the advocate of his tormentor,

Jesus replies by putting a question: He asks the afflicted

man his name. For what purpose ? There is nothing so

suitable as a calm and simple question to bring a madman to

himself. Above all, there is no more natural way of awaken

ing in a man who is beside himself the consciousness of his

own personality, than to make him tell his own name. A
man s name becomes the expression of his character, and a

summary of the history of his life. Now, the first condition

of any cure of this afflicted man was a return to the distinct

feeling of his own personality. There was at this time a word

which, more than any other, called up the idea of the resistless

might of the conqueror under whom Israel was then suffering

oppression. This was the word Legion. The sound of this

word called up the thought of those victorious armies before

which the whole world bowed down. So it is by this term

that this afflicted man describes the power which oppresses

him, and with which he still confounds himself. The expres

sion, many demons, is explained by the multiplicity and diversity
of the symptoms (ver. 29). To this answer the demoniac

adds, in the name of his tyrant, a fresh request. The demon
understands that he must release his prey ;

but he does not

want to enter forthwith into a condition in which contact

1 Ver. 30. tf. B. Syr
sch

. It. omit *.tyu y. Ver. 31. The Mss. vary &quot;between

rpsxaXayv and vetp KuXu. Ver. 32. The Mss. vary between
$o&amp;gt;rKop&amp;lt;vvt

and froo--

Koptveov. tf B. C. L. Z. some Mnn. ItPleriiue
,
* a.^Ka.Xia * instead of TK.p-xK.Xiuv.

VOL. I. 2 B
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with terrestrial realities would be no longer possible to him.

In Mark there is here found the strange expression :

&quot;

not to

send them out of the country&quot; which may mean, to the desert,

where unclean but not captive spirits were thought to dwell,

or into the abyss, whence they went forth to find a temporary
abode upon the earth. The sequel shows that the second

meaning must be preferred. Jesus makes no answer to this

request. His silence is ordinarily regarded as signifying con

sent. But the silence of Jesus simply means that He insists

on the command which He has just given. When He wishes

to reply in the affirmative, as, for instance, at the end of ver.

32, he does so distinctly. This explanation is confirmed by
Matthew,

&quot;

If thou cast us out . . .&quot; Their request to enter

into the swine only refers, therefore, to the way by which they
were suffered to go into the abyss. What is the explanation
of this request, and of the permission which Jesus accorded to

it ? As to these evil spirits, we can understand that it might
be pleasant to them, before losing all power of action, to find

one more opportunity of doing an injury. Jesus, on his part,

has in view a twofold result. The Jewish exorcists, in order

to assure their patients that they were cured, were accustomed

to set a pitcher of water or some other object in the apartment
where the expulsion took place, which the demon took care to

upset in going out. What they were accustomed to do as

charlatans, Jesus sees it good to do as a physician. The iden

tification of the sick man with his demon had been a long-

existing fact of consciousness (vers. 27 and 29). A decisive

sign of the reality of the departure of the evil power was

needed to give the possessed perfect assurance of his deliver

ance. Besides this reason, there was probably another. The

theocratic feeling of Jesus had been wounded by the sight of

these immense herds of animals which the law declared un

clean. Such an occupation as this showed how completely
the line of demarcation between Judaism and paganism was

obliterated in this country. Jesus desired, by a sensible judg

ment, to reclaim the people, and prevent their being still more

unjudaized.

The influence exerted by the demons on the herd was in

no sense a possession. None but a moral being can be morally

possessed. But we know that several species of animals are
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accessible to collective influences, that swine, in particular,

readily yield to panics of terror. The idea that it was the

demoniac himself who frightened them, by throwing himself

into the herd, is incompatible with the text. Mark, whose

narrative is always distinguished by the exactness of its details,

says that the number of the swine was about two thousand.

An item of his own invention, says De Wette
;
an appendix

of later tradition, according to Bleek : here we see the neces

sary consequence of the critical system, according to which

Mark is supposed to have made use of the text of the other

two, or of a document common to them all. The number

2000 cannot serve to prove the individual possession of the

swine by the demons (legion, ver. 30), for a legion com

prised 4000 men. The question has been asked, Had Jesus

the right to dispose in this way of other people s property ?

One might as well ask whether Peter had the right to dispose

of the lives of Ananias and Sapphira ! It is one of those cases

in which the power, by its very nature, guarantees the right.

Vers. 34-39.1 The Effect produced. First, on the people of

the country ; next, on the afflicted man. The owners of the

herd dwelt in the city and neighbourhood. They came to

convince themselves with their own eyes of the loss of which

they had been informed by the herdsmen. On reaching the

spot, they beheld a sight which impressed them deeply. The

demoniac was known all through the country, and was an

object of universal terror. They found him calm and restored.

So great a miracle could not fail to reveal to them the power
of God, and awaken their conscience. Their fears were con

firmed by the account given them of the scene which had just

occurred by persons who were with Jesus, and had witnessed

it (ol 8oi/T9, ver. 36). These persons were not the herdsmen
;

for the cure was wrought at a considerable distance from the

place where the herd was feeding (Matt. viii. 3 0). They were

the apostles and the people who had passed over the sea with

them (Mark iv. 36). The /cat, also, is undoubtedly authentic
;

1 Ver. 34. The Mss. vary between ysyava? and yiyiwptvov. AmMowts, in the

T. E., is only read in afewMnn. Ver. 35. M* B., cgnXlfy instead of ilt^Xvhi.

Ver. 36. K. B. C. D. L. P. X. some Mnn. and Vss. omit */ before 01 ilovrts.

Ver. 37. The Mss. vary between vpurmrav (Byz. ) and vpurvo-tv (Alex.). X* L. P.

X., Tipyurwuv. B. C. D. It. Vg., Ttpxirvvuv instead of r2a/?y& y, which is the

reading of T. E. with 14 Mjj. many Mnn. Syr.
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the latter account was supplementary to that of the herdsmen,
which referred principally to the loss of the herd. The fear

of the. inhabitants was doubtless of a superstitious nature.

But Jesus did not wish to force Himself upon them, for it

was still the season of grace, and grace limits itself to making
its offers. He yielded to the request of the inhabitants, who,

regarding Him as a judge, dreaded further and still more

terrible chastisement at His hand. He consents, therefore, to

depart from them, but not without leaving them a witness of

His grace in the person of him who had become a living

monument of it. The restored man, who feels his moral

existence linked as it were to the person of Jesus, begs to be

permitted to accompany Him. Jesus was already in the ship,

Mark tells us. He does not consent to this entreaty. In

Galilee, where it was necessary to guard against increasing the

popular excitement, He forbade those He healed publishing
abroad their cure. But in this remote country, so rarely

visited by Him, and which He was obliged to leave so abruptly,

He needed a missionary to testify to the greatness of the

Messianic work which God was at this time accomplishing
for His people. There is a fine contrast between the expres

sion of Jesus :

&amp;lt;: What God hath done for thee,&quot; and that of

the man :

&quot; What Jesus had done for him.&quot; Jesus refers all

to God
;
but the afflicted man could not forget the instrument.

The whole of the latter part of the narrative is omitted in

Matthew. Mark indicates the field of labour of this new

apostle as comprising not his own city merely, but the whole

of the Decapolis.

Volkmar applies here his system of allegorical interpretation.
This incident is nothing, according to him, but the symbolical re

presentation of the work of Paul amongst the Gentiles. The
demoniac represents the heathen world; the chains with which

they tried to bind him are legislative enactments, such as those of

Lycurgus and Solon ;
the swine, the obscenities of idolatry ;

the

refusal of Jesus to yield to the desire of the restored demoniac, when
he wished to accompany Him, the obstacles which Jewish-Christians

put in the way of the entrance of the converted heathen into the

Church; the request that Jesus would withdraw, the irritation

caused in heathen countries by the success of Paul (the riot at

Ephesus, ex. gr.).
Keim is opposed to this unlimited allegorizing,

which borders, indeed, on absurdity. He very properly objects,

that the demoniac is not even (as is the case with the Canaanitish
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woman) spoken of as a heathen; that the precise locality, so little

known, to which the incident is referred, is a proof of its historical

reality ;
that the request to Jesus to leave the country is a fact

without any corresponding example, which does not look like imi

tation, but has the very features of truth. In short, he only objects
to the episode of the swine, which appears to him to be a legendary

amplification. But is it likely that the preachers of the gospel
would have admitted into their teaching an incident so remarkable,
if it could be contradicted by the population of a whole district,

which is distinctly pointed out? If possession is only, as Keim
thinks, an ordinary malady, this conclusion is certainly inevitable.

But if there is any degree of reality attaching to the mysterious
notion of possession, it would be difficult to determine h priori what

might not result from such a state. The picture forms a whole, in

which each incident implies all the rest. The request made to

Jesus to leave the country, in which Keim acknowledges a proof of

authenticity, is only explained by the loss of the swine. Keim
admits too much or too little. Either Volkmar and his absurdities,

or the frank acceptance of the narrative, this is the only alterna

tive (comp. Heer s fine work, already referred to, Kirchenfreund,
Nos. 10 and 11, 1870).

11. The liaising of Jairus Daughter: viii. 40-56. In

Mark and Luke, the following incident follows immediately
on the return from the Decapolis. According to Luke, the

multitude which He had left behind Him when He went

away had not dispersed ; they were expecting Him, and re

ceived Him on His landing. According to Mark, it collected

together again as soon as His arrival was known. In

Matthew, two facts are interposed between His arrival and

the resurrection of Jairus daughter the healing of the para

lytic of Capernaum, and the calling of the Apostle Matthew.

As the publican s house was probably situated near the port,

the second of these facts might certainly have happened

immediately on His landing ; but, in any case, the feast

given by the publican could not have taken place until the

evening, and after what occurred in the house of Jairus.

But the same supposition will not apply to the healing of the

paralytic, which must be assigned to quite another time, as is

the case with Mark and Luke.

Vers. 40-42.1 The Request. The term
a7ro%e&amp;lt;70a* in-

1 Ver. 40. Kca
. B. L. R. some Mnn. Syr., tv $i vu instead of tyiviro $s tv TU.

Ver. 42. C. D. P., Kopivurfat instead of oxKyw. C. L. U., e-wtfaifiov for
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dicates a warm welcome. Mark and Luke mention the age
of the young girl, which Matthew omits. The circumstance

of her being an only daughter, added by Luke, more fully

explains the father s distress. Criticism, of course, does not

fail to draw its own conclusions from the same circumstance

being found already in vii. 12. As if an only son and an

only daughter could not both be found in Israel ! According
to Mark and Luke, the young girl was dying ;

in Matthew,
she is already dead. This evangelist tells the story here, as

elsewhere, in a summary manner; he combines in a single

message the arrival of the father, and the subsequent arrival

of the messenger announcing her death. The process is pre

cisely similar to that already noticed in the account of the

healing of the centurion s servant. Matthew is interested

simply in the fact of the miracle and the word of Jesus.

Vers. 43-4 8.
l The Interruption. The preposition 737309,

in

TTpoo-avaXcocraara, expresses the fact that, in addition to these

long sufferings, she now found herself destitute of resources.

Mark expresses with a little more force the injury which the

physicians had done her. Hitzig and Holtzmann maintain

that Luke, being a physician himself, intentionally tones

down these details from the proto-Mark. We find nothing
here but Mark s characteristic amplification. The malady
from which this woman suffered rendered her Levitically

unclean
;

it was even, according to the law, a sufficient justi

fication for a divorce (Lev. xv. 25; Deut. xxiv. 1). Hence,
no doubt, her desire to get cured as it were by stealth, without

being obliged to make a public avowal of her disorder. The

faith which actuated her was not altogether free from super

stition, for she conceived of the miraculous power of Jesus as

acting in a purely physical manner. The word fcpdo-TreSov,

which we translate by the hem (of the garment), denotes one

of the four tassels or tufts of scarlet woollen cord attached to

the four corners of the outer robe, which were intended to

remind the Israelites of their law. Their name was zitzit

1 Yer. 43. All the Mjj., tarpots instead of us tarpov;, which is the reading of

T. K. with some Mnn. Ver. 45. The Mss. vary &quot;between ot trw auru (Alex.) and

6i fj^ra. avrov (T. K. Byz.). N. B. L. some Mnn. omit the words xai Xtyu . . .

pav. Ver. 46. K. B. L., t%t*.v*.o0oiv instead of t%ij*.fauffuv. Ver. 47. 9 Mjj. Syr.

It. Vg. omit uvru after asrjjyys/Xfv. Ver. 48. K. B. D. L. Z. some Mnn. an-i

Vss. omit fctffu.
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(Num. xv. 38). As this robe, which was of a rectangular

form, was worn like a woman s shawl, two of the corners being

allowed to hang down close together on the back, we see the

force of the expression came behind. Had it been, as is

ordinarily understood, the lower hem of the garment which

she attempted to touch, she could not have succeeded, on

account of the crowd which surrounded Jesus. This word

KpdcnreSov, according to Passow, comes from /eepa? and ireSov,

the forward part of a plain ;
or better, according to Schleusner,

from K6/cpafjL6vov 6t? TreSov, that which hangs down towards the

ground. Both Mark and Luke date the cure from the moment
that she touched. Matthew speaks of it as taking place a

little later, and as the effect of Jesus word. But this difference

belongs, as we shall see, to Matthew s omission of the following

details, and not to any difference of view as to the efficient

cause of the cure.

The difficulty about this miracle is, that it seems to have

been wrought outside the consciousness and will of Jesus, and

thus appears to be of a magical character. In each of Jesus

miracles there are, as it were, two poles: the receptivity of

the person who is the subject of it, and the activity of Him

by whom it is wrought. The maximum of action in one of

these factors may correspond with the minimum of action in

the other. In the case of the impotent man at the pool of

Bethesda, in whom it was necessary to excite even the desire

to be cured, as well as in the raising of the dead, the human

receptivity was reduced to its minimum. The activity of the

Lord in these cases reached its highest degree of initiation

and intensity. In the present instance it is the reverse. The

receptivity of the woman reaches such a degree of energy,
that it snatches, as it were, the cure from Jesus. The action

of Jesus is here confined to that willingness to bless and save

which always animated Him in His relations with men. He
did not, however, remain unconscious of the virtue which He
had just put forth

;
but He perceives that there is a tincture

of superstition in the faith which had acted in this way
towards Him; and, as Biggenbach admirably shows (Leben

Jesu, p. 442), His design in what follows is to purify this

incipient faith. But in order to do this, it is necessary to

discover the author of the deed. There is no reason for not
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attributing to Jesus the ignorance implied in the question,
&quot; Who touched me ?

&quot;

Anything like feigning ignorance ill

comports with the candour of His character. Peter shows

his usual forwardness, and ventures to remonstrate with

Jesus. But, so far from this detail implying any ill-will

towards this apostle, Luke attributes the same fault to the

other apostles, and equally without any sinister design, since

Mark does the same thing (ver. 31). Jesus does not stop to

rebuke His disciple ;
He pursues His inquiry ; only He now

substitutes the assertion, Somebody hath touched me, for the

question, Who touched me ? Further, He no longer lays stress

upon the person, but upon the act, in reply to the observation

of Peter, which tended to deny it. The verb atyao-Oat,, to fed

about, denotes a voluntary, deliberate touch, and not merely
an accidental contact. Mark adds that, while putting this

question, He cast around Him a scrutinizing glance. The

reading e^e\7]\vdvlav (Alex.) signifies properly :

&quot;

I feel myself
in the condition of a man from whom a force has been with

drawn.&quot; This is somewhat artificial. The received reading,

%e\0ovaav, merely denotes the outgoing of a miraculous

power, which is more simple. Jesus had been inwardly

apprised of the influence which He had just exerted.

The joy of success gives the woman courage to acknowledge
both her act and her malady ;

but the words, before all the

people, are designed to show how much this avowal cost her.

Luke says trembling, to which Mark adds fearing ; she feels

afraid of having sinned against the Lord by acting without

His knowledge. He reassures her (ver. 48), and confirms her

in the possession of the blessing which she had in some

measure taken by steakh. This last incident is also brought
out by Mark (ver. 34). The intention of Jesus, in the

inquiry He had just instituted, appears more especially in the

words, TJiy faith hath saved thee ; thy faith, and not, as thou

wast thinking, the material touch. Jesus thus assigns to the

moral sphere (in Luke and Mark as well as in Matthew) the

virtue which she referred solely to the physical sphere. The

word Qdpa-ei, take courage, which is wanting in several Alex.,

is probably taken from Matthew. The term saved implies

more than the healing of the body. Her recovered health is

a link which henceforth will attach her to Jesus as the per-
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Bonification of salvation
;
and this link is to her the beginning

of salvation in the full sense of the term. The words in

Matthew,
&quot; And the woman was healed from that same hour&quot;

refer to the time occupied by the incident, taken altogether.

Eusebius says (H. E. vii. 18, ed. Loemmer) that this woman
was a heathen and dwelt at Paneas, near the source of the

Jordan, and that in his time her house was still shown, having
at its entrance two brass statues on a stone pedestal. One

represented a woman on her knees, with her hands held out

before her, in the attitude of a suppliant ;
the other, a man

standing with his cloak thrown over his shoulder, and his

hand extended towards the woman. Eusebius had been into

the house himself, and had seen this statue, which represented,

it was said, the features of Jesus.

Vers. 49 5 6.
1

TJie Prayer granted. We may imagine how

painful this delay had been for the father of the child. The

message, which just at this moment is brought to him, reduces

him to despair. Matthew, in his very summary account,

omits all these features of the story; and interpreters, like

De Wette, who maintain that this Gospel was the source of

the other two, are obliged to regard the details in Mark and

Luke as just so many embellishments of their own invention !

The present Tricrreve, in the received reading, signifies :

&quot;

Only
persevere, without fainting, in the faith which thou hast

shown thus far.&quot; Some Alex, read the aor. Trtareva-ov :

&quot;

Only
exercise faith ! Make a new effort in view of the unexpected

difficulty which has arisen.&quot; This second meaning seems to

agree better with the position of JJLOVOV, only, before the verb.

Perhaps the other reading is taken from Mark, where all the

authorities read irlareve.

The reading of the T. R, elcre\6a&amp;gt;v, having entered, ver. 51,
is not nearly so well supported as the reading e\0c*)v, having
come. But with either reading there is a distinction observed

1 Ver. 49. K. B. L. X. Z. some Mnn. omit avru. tf. B. D., pnxtn instead

of
/&amp;lt;}.

Ver. 50. 6 Mjj. some Mnn. Syr. It. omit ;uyv after aura. B. L. Z.,
*nrrtuffov instead of xnrrtvt. Ver. 51. T. K., with D. V. some Mnn., uffixfui

instead of ix6uv. The Mss. vary between TIVK and o^iv. The Mss. vary be
tween Iwavvjjv xxi letxufiov and laxufiov XKI luctww (taken from Mark). Ver. 52.

8 Mjj. some Mnn. Syr. It., ov yap instead of ou before airtfavtv. Ver. 54. X. B.
D. L. X. some Mnn. and Vss. omit ixp*.v* tj,u -ravra; xat, which is the reading
of T. K. with all the rest (taken from Matthew).
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between the arrival
(eX0o&amp;gt;z&amp;gt;)

or entrance (elveKO&v) into the

house and the entrance into the chamber of the sick girl, to

which the eicre\6elv which follows refers :

&quot; He suffered no

man to go in.&quot; What obliges us to give this sense to this

infinitive, is the mention of the mother amongst the persons

excepted from the prohibition ;
for if here also entrance into

the house was in question, this would suppose that the mother

had left it, which is scarcely probable, when her daughter
had only just expired. Jesus object in only admitting just

the indispensable witnesses into the room, was to diminish as

far as possible the fame of the work He was about to perform.

As to the three apostles, it was necessary that they should be

present, in order that they might be able afterwards to testify

to what was done.

The following scene, vers. 52, 53, took place at the entrance

of the sick chamber. The Trdvres, all, are the servants, neigh

bours, relations, and professional mourners (av\7jrait Matthew)
assembled in the vestibule, who also wanted to make their

way into the chamber. Olshausen, Neander, and others infer

from Jesus words, that the child was simply in a lethargy ;

but this explanation is incompatible with the expression

chores, knowing well, ver. 53. If this had been the idea of

the writer, he would have employed the word So/covvres,

believing that . . . On the rest of the verse, see vii. 14. By
the words,

&quot;

SJie is not dead, lut sleepeth? Jesus means that, in

the order of things over which He presides, death is death no

longer, but assumes the character of a temporary slumber

(John xi. 11, explained by ver. 14). Baur maintains that

Luke means, ver. 53, that the apostles also joined in the

laugh against Jesus, and that it is with this in view that the

evangelist has chosen the general term all (ver. 52
; Evang.

p. 458). In this case it would be necessary to include

amongst the names the father and mother ! ! The words,

having put them all out, in the T. R, are a gloss derived from

Mark and Matthew. It has arisen in this way : Mark ex

pressly mentions two separate dismissals, one of the crowd

and nine apostles at the entrance of the house, and another

of the people belonging to the house not admitted into the

chamber of the dead (ver. 40). As in Luke the word enter

(ver. 51) had been wrongly referred to the first of these acts,
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it was thought necessary to mention here the second, at first

in the margin, and afterwards in the text, in accordance with

the parallel passages. The command to give the child some

thing to eat (ver. 55) is related by Luke alone. It shows

the perfect calmness of the Lord when performing the most

wonderful work. He acts like a physician who has just felt

the pulse of his patient, and gives instructions respecting his

diet for the day. Mark, who is fond of local colouring, has

preserved the Aramaean form of the words of Jesus, also the

graphic detail, immediately the child began to walk about. In

these features of the narrative we recognise the account of an

eye-witness, in whose ear the voice of Jesus still sounds, and

who still sees the child that had been brought to life again

moving about. Matthew omits all details. The fact itself

simply is all that has any bearing on the Messianic demon

stration, which is his object. Thus each follows his own

path while presenting the common substratum of fact as

tradition had preserved it. On the prohibition of Jesus, ver.

56, see on v. 14 and viii. 39.

According to Volkmar, the woman with an issue would be only
the personification of the believing Jews, in whom their rabbis (the

physicians of ver. 43) had been unable to effect a moral cure, but
whom Jesus will save after having healed the heathen (the return

from Gadara) ; and the daughter of Jairus represents the dead
Judaism of the synagogue, which the gospel alone can restore to

life. Keim acknowledges the insufficiency of symbolism to explain
such narratives. He admits the cure of the woman as a fact, but
maintains that she herself, by her faith, was the sole contributor

towards it. In the resurrection of the daughter of Jairus, he sees

either a myth, modelled after the type of the resurrection of the

Shunammite widow s son by Elisha (a return to Strauss), or a

natural awaking from a lethargy (a return to Paulus). But is not

the local colouring quite as decided in this narrative as in that of

the possessed of Gadara, of which Keim on this ground maintains

the historical truth 1 And as to an awakening from a lethargy,
what has he to reply to Zeller ? (See p. 342, note.)

FOURTH CYCLE. IX. 1-50.

From the Mission of the Twelve to the Departure from Galilee.

This cycle describes the close of the Galilean ministry.

It embraces six narrations : 1st. The mission of the Twelve,

and the impression made on Herod by the public activity of
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Jesus (ix. 1-9). 2d. The multiplication of the loaves (vers

10-17). 3d. The first communication made by Jesus to His

apostles respecting His approaching sufferings (vers. 18-27).
&th. The transfiguration (vers. 28-36). 5th. The cure of the

lunatic child (vers. 3 7-43 a). 6th. Some circumstances which

preceded the departure from Galilee (vers. 43& to 50).

1. TJie Mission of the Twelve, and the Fears of Herod : ix. 1-9.

The mission with which the Twelve were entrusted marks

a twofold advance in the work of Jesus. From the first

Jesus had attached to Himself a great number of pious Jews
as disciples (a first example occurs, v. 111; a second, ver.

2 7) ;
from these He had chosen twelve to form a permanent

college of apostles (vi. 13 et seq.). And now this last title is

to become a more complete reality than it had hitherto been.

Jesus sends them forth to the people of Galilee, and puts them

through their first apprenticeship to their future mission, as it

were, under His own eyes. With this advance in their posi

tion corresponds another belonging to the work itself. For six

months Jesus devoted Himself almost exclusively to Galilee.

The shores of the lake of Gennesaret, the western plateau,

Decapolis itself on the eastern side, had all been visited by
Him in turn. Before this season of grace for Galilee comes

to an end, He desires to address one last solemn appeal to the

conscience of this people on whom such lengthened evangelistic

labours have been spent; and He does it by this mission,

which He confides to the Twelve, and which is, as it were, the

close of His own ministry. Mark^ also connects this portion

with the preceding cycle by introducing between the two the

visit to Nazareth (vi. 16), which, as a last appeal of the

Saviour to this place, so dear to his heart, perfectly agrees

with the position of affairs at this time.

Matthew, chap, x., also mentions this mission of the Twelve, con

necting with it the catalogue of apostles and a long discourse on the

apostolate, but he appears to place this fact earlier than Luke.

Keim (ii. p. 308) thinks that Luke assigns it a place in nearer con

nection with the mission of the seventy disciples, in order that this

second incident (a pure invention of Luke s) may be more certain to

eclipse the former. In imputing to Luke this Machiavellian design

against the Twelve, Keim forgets two things : 1. That, according to

him, Luke invented the scene of the election of the Twelve (vi.)

with the view of conferring on their ministry a double and triple con-
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secration. After having had recourse to invention to exalt them,
we are to suppose that he now invents to degrade them ! 2. That
the three Syn. are agreed in placing this mission of the Twelve just
after the preceding cycle (the tempest, Gadara, Jairus), and that as

Matthew places this cycle, as well as the Sermon on the Mount,
which it closely follows, earlier than Luke, the different position
which the mission of the Twelve occupies in the one from that

which it holds in the other, results very naturally from this fact.

It is to be observed that Mark, whose account of the sending forth

of the Twelve fully confirms that of Luke, is quite independent of

it, as is proved by a number of details which are peculiar to him
(vi. 7, two and two ; ver. 8, save one staff only ; ibid., put on two coats;
ver. 1 3, they anointed with oil).

1st. Vers. 1, 2.
1 The Mission. There is something greater

than preaching this is to make preachers ;
there is something

greater than performing miracles this is to impart the power
to perform them. It is this new stage which the work of

Jesus here reaches. He labours to raise His apostles up to

His own level. The expression a-vy/cdkea-d/jievos, having called

together, indicates a solemn meeting ;
it expresses more than

the term irpocncakeicrOat,, to call to Him, used in Mark and
Matthew. What would Baur have said if the first expression
had been found in Matthew and the second in Luke, when

throughout Luke s narrative as it is he sees an intention to

depreciate this scene in comparison with that which follows,

x. 1 et seq. ?

In Jewish estimation, the most divine form of power is

that of working miracles. It is with this, therefore, that Jesus

begins : Swapis, the power of execution
; e^ovala, the autho

rity which is the foundation of it
;
the demons will therefore

owe them obedience, and will not fail, in fact, to render it.

These two terms are opposed to the anxious and laboured

practices of the exorcists. Tlavra : all the different maladies

coming under this head melancholy, violence, mania, etc. . . .

OepaTreveiv, to heal, depends neither on Sum/it? nor egovaui,

but on e&wicev, He gave them ; there is no ^ovala in regard to

diseases. Such will be their power, their weapon. But these

cures are not the end
; they are only the means designed to

1 Ver. 1. T. R., with E. F. H. IT. several Mnn. It**
1
*., reads ,&amp;lt;Wf O.VTOV after

lututa, (taken from Matthew) ; 11 Mjj. 100 Mnn. Syr. omit these words
; X. C*

L. X. A. Z. some Mnn. Itali&amp;lt;

. substitute u-ratrroXeus for them. Ver. 2. B. Syr
00&quot;

Omit TOO; airS.vovvrttj ; tf. A. D. L. X. read rav; ao-0 vn;.
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lend support to their message. The end is indicated in ver. 2.

This is to proclaim throughout Galilee the coming of the

kingdom of God, and at the same time to make the people feel

the grave importance of the present time. It is a return to

the ministry of John the Baptist, and of our Lord s at its com
mencement (Mark L 15). This undertaking was within the

power of the Twelve. &quot; To preach and to heal&quot; means &quot;

to

preach while
healing.&quot; Only imagine the messengers of the

Lord at the present day traversing our country with the an

nouncement of His second coming being at hand, and confirm

ing their message by miracles. What a sensation such a

mission would produce ! According to Mark, the Lord sent

them two and two, which recalls their distribution into pairs,

Luke vi. 13-15
;
Matt. x. 2-4.

2d. Vers. 3-5.1
Their Instructions. &quot;And He said unto

them, Take nothing for your journey, neither staves, nor scrip,

neither bread, neither money ; neither Jiave two coats apiece. 4.

And whatsoever house ye enter into, there abide and thence

depart. 5. And whosoever will not receive you, when ye go out

of that city, shake of the very dust from yourfeet for a testimony

against them&quot; Ver. 3 contains instructions for their setting

out
;

ver. 4, instructions respecting their arrival and stay ;

ver. 5, instructions for leaving each place.

Ver. 3. The feeling of confidence is the key to the in

junctions of this verse :

&quot; Make no preparations, such as are

ordinarily made on the eve of a journey ;
set out just as you

are. God will provide for all your wants.&quot; The reply of the

apostles, xxii. 35, proves that this promise was not unfulfilled.

My&ev, nothing, is a general negative, to which the subse

quent pr)Te, neither . . . nor ... are subordinate. Mark, who
commences with a simple M, naturally continues with the

negative //^Se, nor further. Each writer, though expressing
the same idea as the other, has his own particular way of

doing it. Luke says, neither staff, or, according to another

reading, neither staves ; Matthew is like Luke
; Mark, on the

1 Ver. 3. K. B. C* D. E* F. L. M. Z. several Mnn. Syr. It. Ens. read f*f&n
instead of pa(tious, which is the reading of T. R. with 10 Mjj. many Mnn., but

which appears taken from Matthew. X- B. C* F. L. Z. omit av. Ver. 4. Vg.,

according to C., adds un after mufa. Ver. 5. tf. B. C. D. L. X. Z. some Mnn.

Itali!
. omit */.
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contrary, save one staff only. The contradiction in terms could

not be greater, yet the agreement in idea is perfect. For as

far as the sentiment is concerned which Jesus wishes to

express, it is all one to say, &quot;nothing,
not even a staff&quot;

(Matthew and Luke), or,
&quot;

nothing, except it be simply (or at

most) a staff&quot; (Mark). Ebrard makes the acute observation,

that in Aramaean Jesus probably said, HDD DK 3, for if ... a

staff, an elliptical form also much used in Hebrew, and which

may be filled up in two ways : For if you take a staff, this of

itself is quite sufficient (Mark) ; or, this of itself is too much

(Matthew and Luke). This saying of Jesus might therefore

be reproduced in Greek either in one way or the other. But

in no case could these two opposite forms be explained on the

hypothesis of a common written Greek source. Bleek, who

prefers the expression given in Matthew and Luke, does not

even attempt to explain how that in Mark could have origi

nated. If we read staves, according to a various reading found

in Luke and Matthew, the plural must naturally be applied to

the two apostles travelling together. Luke says, Do not have

each (avd, distributive) two coats, that is to say, each a change
of coat, beyond what you wear. As they were not to have a

travelling cloak (Trtfpa), they must have worn the second coat

on their person ;
and it is this idea, implied by Luke, that is

exactly expressed by Mark,
&quot;

neither put on two coats&quot; The

infinitive prj e^ew depends on elire :

&quot; He said to them . . .

not to have ...&quot;

As an unanswerable proof of an opposite tendency in Matthew
and Luke, it is usual to cite the omission in this passage of the

prohibition with which in Matthew this discourse commences (x. 5) :

&quot; Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and into any city of the Samaritans
enter ye not : but go rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.&quot; But
even in Matthew this prohibition is not absolute (rather) nor perma
nent (xxviii. 19, &quot;Go and teach all

nations&quot;}.
It was therefore a

restriction temporarily imposed upon the disciples, in consideration

of the privilege accorded to the Jewish nation of being the cradle of

the work of the Messiah. With some exceptions, for which there
were urgent reasons, Jesus Himself was generally governed by this

rule. He says, indeed, in reference to His earthly ministry: &quot;I

am not sent save to the lost sheep of the house of Israel&quot; (Matt. xv. 24) ;

nevertheless, He is not ignorant that it is His mission to seek and
to save all that which is lost, and consequently the heathen. He
aifirms it in the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, no less than in that
of Luke. Paul himself does homage to this divine fidelity, when he
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recalls the fact that Jesus, during His earthly life, consented to-

become a minister of the circumcision (Eom. xv. 8). But, 1. What
reason could Luke have, in the circle for which he was writing, to

refer to this restriction temporarily imposed upon the Twelve for

the purpose of this particular mission ? 2. Mark, no less than Luke,
omits these words in the account he gives of this discourse, but the

harmony of his leaning with that of the first evangelist is not sus

pected. 3. This last circumstance makes it all but certain that this

detail had already been omitted in the sources whence these two

evangelists drew their narratives, and must completely exculpate
Luke from all anti-Jewish prejudice in his reproduction of this dis

course.

Ver. 4. On their arrival at a city, they were to settle down
in the first house to which they obtained access (et? f)v av,

into whatever house], which, however, was not to exclude pru
dence and well-ascertained information (Matthew) ; and, once

settled in a house, they were to keep to it, and try to make it

the centre of a divine work in that place. To accept the

hospitality of several families in succession would be the

means of creating rivalry. It would therefore be from this

house also, which was the first to welcome them, that they
would have to set out on leaving the place :

&quot;

till ye go thence&quot;

The reading of the Vulg. :

&quot; Go not out of this house,&quot; is an

erroneous correction. In the primitive churches, Christian

work was concentrated in certain houses, which continued to

be centres of operation (comp. the expression in Paul s epistles,
&quot; The church which is in his

house&quot;}.

Ver. 5. The gospel does not force itself upon men
;

it is

an elastic power, penetrating wherever it finds access, and

retiring wherever it is repulsed. This was Jesus own mode
of acting all through His ministry (viii. 37

;
John iii. 22).

The Jews were accustomed, on their return from heathen

countries to the Holy Land, to shake off the dust from their

feet at the frontier. This act symbolized a breaking away
from all joint-participation in the life of the idolatrous world.

The apostles were to act in the same way in reference to any
Jewish cities which might reject in their person the kingdom
of God. Kai, even the dust. By this symbolical act they

relieved themselves of the burden of all further responsibility

on account of the people of that city. The expression, for a

testimony, with the complement eV avrovs, upon them, has evi

dently reference to the judgment to come
;
in Mark, the com-
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plement aurot?, for them, makes the testimony an immediate

appeal to their guilty consciences.

od. Ver. 6. The Result. Aid, in &?;p%oz/ro (they went

through*), has for its complement the country in general, and

denotes the extent of their mission. Kara, which is distri

butive, expresses the accomplishment of it in detail :

&quot;

staying
in every little town.&quot; Only Mark makes mention here of the

use of oil in healing the sick, a remarkable circumstance,

with which the precept, Jas. v. 1 4, is probably connected. In

Matthew, the discourse absorbs the attention of the historian

to such a degree, that he does not say a word, at the end of

chap, x., about the execution of their mission.

This short address, giving the Twelve their instructions, is only the

preamble in Matthew (chap, x.) to a much more extended discourse,
in which Jesus addresses the apostles respecting their future mini

stry in general. Under the influence of his fixed idea, Baur main
tains that Luke purposely abridged the discourse in Matthew, in

order to diminish the importance of the mission of the Twelve, and

bring out in bolder relief that of the seventy disciples (Luke x.)
&quot; We

see,&quot;
he says,

&quot; that every word here, so to speak, is too much
for the evangelist&quot; (Evangel, p. 435). But, 1. If Luke had been
animated by the jealous feeling which this criticism imputes to

him, and so had allowed himself to tamper with the history, would
he have put the election of the Twelve (chap, vi.), as distinct from
their first mission, into such prominence, when Matthew appears to

confound these two events (x. 1-4) 1 Would he mention so ex

pressly the success of their mission, as he does, ver. 6, while Matthew
himself preserves complete silence upon this point ] It is fortunate

for Luke that their respective parts were not changed, as they might
have been, and very innocently, so far as he is concerned. He would
have had to pay smartly for his omission in the hands of such

critics ! 2. Mark (vi. 8-10) gives this discourse in exactly the same
form as Luke, and not at all after Matthew s manner ; he, however,
is not suspected of any antipathy to the Twelve. It follows from

this, that Mark and Luke have simply given the discourse as they
found it, either in a common document (the primitive Mark, accord

ing to Holtzmann), or in documents of a very similar character, to

which they had access. There is sufficient proof, from a comparison
of ver. 6 in Luke with ver. 13 in Mark, that of these two supposi
tions the latter must be preferred. 3. We may add, lastly, that

in the discourse on the apostolate (Matt, x.) it is easy to recognise
the same characteristics already observed in the Sermon on the
Mount. It is a, composition of a didactic nature on a definite sub

ject, in which fragments of very different discourses, speaking chro

nologically, are collected into a single discourse. &quot; The instructions

it contains,&quot; Holtzmann rightly observes (p. 183),
&quot;

go far beyond
VOL. I. 20
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the actual situation, and imply a much more advanced state of

things. . . .&quot; Bleek, Ewald, and Hilgenfeld also recognise the

more evident indications of anticipation. We find the true place
for the greater part of the passages grouped together in Matthew,
under the heading, general instructions on the apostolate, in Luke xii.

and xxi. For all these reasons, we regard the accusation brought
against Luke respecting this discourse as scientifically untenable.

4th. Vers. 7-9.
1 The Fears of Herod. This passage in

Matthew (ch. xiv.) is separated by several chapters from the

preceding narrative
;
but it is connected with it both chrono

logically and morally by Luke and Mark (vi. 14 et seq.). It

was, in fact, the stir created by this mission of the Twelve

\yhich brought the fame of Jesus to Herod s ears
(&quot;for

His

name was spread abroad&quot; Mark vi. 14). The idea of this

prince, which Luke mentions, that Jesus might be John risen

from the dead, is the only indication which is to be found in

this evangelist of the murder of the forerunner. But for the

existence of this short passage in Luke, it would have been

laid down as a critical axiom, that Luke was ignorant of the

murder of John the Baptist ! The saying, Elias or one of the

old prophets, meant a great deal nothing less, in the lan

guage of that time, than the Messiah is at hand (Matt. xvi.

14; John i. 21 et seq.). In Matthew and Mark, the sup

position that Jesus is none other than the forerunner risen

from the dead proceeds from Herod himself. In Luke this

apprehension is suggested to him by popular rumour, which

is certainly more natural. The repetition of eyw, /, is, as

Meyer says, the echo of an alarmed conscience. The remark

able detail, which Luke alone has preserved, that Herod sought
to have a private interview with Jesus, indicates an original

source of information closely connected with this king. Per

haps it reached Luke, or the author of the document of which

he availed himself, by means of some one of those persons
whom Luke describes so exactly, viii. 3 and Acts xiii. 1, and

who belonged to Herod s household.

2. Tlie Multiplication of the Loaves: ix. 10-17. This nar

rative is the only one in the entire Galilean ministry which

is common to the four evangelists (Matt. xiv. 13 et seq. ;

1 Yer. 7. tf. B. C. D. L. Z. omit uvrou. The same and 10 Him., uyt^n

instead of
y*jys/&amp;gt;ra/.

Ver. 8. The Alex., TI; instead of i/;. Ver. 9. tf. B. C. L,

2t. omit tv before **
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Mark vi. 30 et seq. ;
John vi.). It forms, therefore, an im

portant mark of connection between the synoptical narrative

and John s. This miracle is placed, in all four Gospels alike,

at the apogee of the Galilean ministry. Immediately after it,

in the Syn., Jesus begins to disclose to His apostles the

mystery of His approaching sufferings (Luke ix. 1827;
Matt. xvi. 13-28; Mark viii. 27-38); in John this miracle

leads to an important crisis in the work of Jesus in Galilee,

and the discourse which follows alludes to the approaching
violent death of the Lord (vi. 53-56).

1st. Vers. 10, II.
1 The Occasion. According to Luke, the

motive which induced Jesus to withdraw into a desert place

was His desire for more privacy with His disciples, that He

might talk with them of their experiences during their mis

sion. Mark relates, with a slight difference, that His object

was to secure them some rest after their labours, there being
such a multitude constantly going and coming as to leave them

no leisure. According to Matthew, it was the news of the

murder of the forerunner which led Jesus to seek solitude

with His disciples ; which, however, could in no way imply
that He sought in this way to shield Himself from Herod s

violence. For how could He, if this were so, have entered the

very next day into the dominions of this sovereign (Matt. xiv.

34
; comp. with Mark and John) ? All these facts prove the

mutual independence of the Syn. ; they are easily harmonized,
if we only suppose that the intelligence of the murder of John

was communicated to Jesus by His apostles on their return

from their mission, that it made Him feel deeply the approach
of His own end (on the relation between these two deaths, see

Matt. xvii. 12), and that it was while He was under these

impressions that He desired to secure a season of retirement

for His disciples, and an opportunity for more private inter

course with them.

The reading of the T. E, : in a desert place of the city called

Betlisaida, is the most complete, but for this very reason the

most doubtful, since it is probably made up out of the others.

1 Ver. 10. T. R. with 14 Mjj. several Mnn., TO-TOV tfvpov vroX .as xu).ovftvr,f

B ^ffKidct. Nca
. B. L. X. Z. (Tisch. 8th eel.), voXiv xaXoupiw B^&amp;lt;ri2a. Syr

5011
.

It. Vulg., rofov tpypov xetXcvft vev Br.PtrKi^K. fc$* Syr
001

&quot;.,

rcvrov tfrp.. Ver. 11.

The Mss. are divided between li^upivof and r*)i$fMf.
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The reading of the principal Alex., in a city called Bethsaida,

omits the notion, so important in this passage, of a desert place,

probably because it appeared inconsistent with the idea of a

city, and specially of Bethsaida, where Jesus was so well known.

The reading of K and of the Cureton Syriac translation, in a

desert place, is attractive for its brevity. But whence came

the mention of Bethsaida in all the other variations ? Of the

two contradictory notions, the desert and Bethsaida, this read

ing sacrifices the proper name, as the preceding had sacrificed

the desert. The true reading, therefore, appears to me to be

that which is preserved in the Syriac version of Schaaf and in

the Italic, in a desert place called BetTisalda. This reading
retains the two ideas, the apparent inconsistency of which has

led to all these alterations of the text, but in a more concise

and, at the same time, more correct form than that of the re

ceived reading. It makes mention not of a city, but of an

inhabited country on the shore of the lake, bearing the name
of Bethsaida. If by this expression Luke had intended to

denote the city of Bethsaida, between Capernaum and Tiberias,

on the western side of the lake, the country of Peter, Andrew,
and Philip, he would be in open contradiction to Matthew,

Mark, and John, who place the multiplication of the loaves on

the eastern side, since in all three Jesus crosses the sea the

next day to return to Galilee (into the country of Gennesareth,

Matt. xiv. 34; to Bethsaida, on the western shore, Mark vi.

45 ;* to Capernaum, John vi. 1*7). But in this case Luke

would contradict himself as well as the others. For Bethsaida,

near Capernaum, being situated in the centre of the sphere

of the activity of Jesus, how could the Lord repair thither

with the intention of finding a place of retirement, a desert

place ? The meaning of the name Bethsaida (fishing place)

naturally leads us to suppose that there were several fisheries

along the lake of this name. The term Bethsaida of Galilee,O
John xii. 21, confirms this supposition; for this epithet must

have served to distinguish this Bethsaida from some other.

Lastly, Josephus (Antiq. xviii. 2. 1
;

Bell. Jud. iii. 10. 7) and

1 It is really incredible that Klostermann should have been induced to adopt

an interpretation so forced as that which connects the words *fo$ BvfoutSdv with

the following proposition, by making them depend on
&#o&amp;gt;.vry

:

&quot;

until He had

sent away the people to Bethsaida !
&quot;
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Pliny (v. 15) expressly mention another Bethsaida, situated

in Gaulonitis, at the north-east extremity of the sea of Galilee,

near the embouchure of the Jordan. The tetrarch Philip had

built (probably in the vicinity of a district of this country called

Bethsaida) a city, which he had named, after a daughter of

Augustus, Bethsaida-cTWms, the ruins of which Pococke believes

he has discovered on a hill, the name of which (TeluJ) seems

to signify mountain of Julia (Morgenl. ii. p. 106 1

).
There

Jesus would more easily find the solitude which He sought.

The term vTre^caprjo-e, He withdrew, does not inform us

whether Jesus made the journey on foot or by boat. Luke

doubtless did not know
;
he confines himself to reproducing

his information. The three other narratives apprise us that the

journey was made by water, but that the crowds which, con

trary to the intention of Jesus, knew of His departure, set out

to follow Him Treg;, on foot (Matthew and Mark), by land,

and that the more eager of them arrived almost as soon as

Jesus, and even, according to the more probable reading in

Mark, &quot;before
Him. The bend of the lake at the northern end

approximates so closely to a straight line, that the journey
from Capernaum to Julias might be made as quickly by land

as by sea.
2 The unexpected arrival of the people defeated the

plan of Jesus. But He was too deeply moved by the love

shown for Him by this multitude, like sheep without a shep
herd (Mark), to give them anything but a tender welcome

1
&quot;Winer, Realworterbuch.

2 Konrad Furrer, in the work cited, p. 24, maintains that John (in his view,
the romancing Pseudo-John of the second century) places the multiplication of

the loaves very much more to the south, opposite Tiberias. The proof of this

assertion ? John vi. 23 :
&quot; Howbeit there came other boats from Tiberias nigh

unto the place where they did eat bread.&quot; It appears, according to M. Furrer,
that a large lake can only be traversed in the direction of its width and through
the middle of it ! Pray, why could not boats, setting out from Tiberias, visit

Bethsaiida-Julias, where it was understood that a great multitude had gone?
Comp. the account which Josephus gives of the transport of a body of troops
from Tarichese, at the southern extremity of the lake, to Julias, and of the trans

port of Josephus, wounded, from Julias to Tarichese (Jos. Vita, 72). Keim him
self says :

&quot; The multitude, in order to rejoin Jesus, must have made a journey of
six leagues round the lake&quot; (on the hypothesis of Furrer) ; and how could Jesus

say to His disciples, when He sent them away to the other side, after the mul
tiplication of the loaves, that He should very soon join them (John vi. 17

; Matt,
xiv. 22

;
Mark vi. 45) ? It is on such grounds (auf topoyrapldsche Beiceise

gesliitzt) that the evangelist John is made out to be an artist and romancer !
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Luke) ;
and while these crowds of people were

flocking up one after another (John vi. 5), a loving thought

ripened in His heart. John has disclosed it to us-(vi. 4). It

was the time of the Passover. He could not visit Jerusalem

with His disciples, owing to the virulent hatred of which He
had become the object. In this unexpected gathering, resem

bling that of the nation at Jerusalem, He discerns a signal

from on high, and determines to celebrate a feast in the desert,

as a compensation for the Passover feast.

2d. Vers. 12-15.1 The Preparations. It was absolutely

impossible to find sufficient food in this place for such a mul

titude
;
and Jesus feels Himself to some extent responsible

for the circumstances. This miracle was not, therefore, as

Keim maintains, a purely ostentatious prodigy. But in order

to understand it thoroughly, it must be looked at from the

point of view presented by John. In the Syn. it is the

disciples who, as evening draws near, call the attention of

Jesus to the situation of the people ;
He answers them by

inviting them to provide for the wants of the multitude

themselves. In John it is Jesus who takes the initiative,

addressing Himself specially to Philip ;
then He confers with

Andrew, who has succeeded in discovering a young lad fur

nished with some provisions. It is not difficult to reconcile

these two accounts
;
but in the first we recognise the blurred

lines of tradition, in the second the recollections of an eye

witness full of freshness and accuracy. The two hundred

pennyworth of bread forms a remarkable mark of agreement
between the narrative of John and that of Mark. John does

not depend on Mark
;
his narrative is distinguished by too

many marks of originality. Neither has Mark copied from

John
;
he would not have effaced the strongly-marked features

of the narrative of the latter. From this coincidence in such

a very insignificant detail we obtain a remarkable confirmation

of all those little characteristics by which Mark s narrative i&

so often distinguished, and which De Wette, Bleek, and others

regard as amplifications.

Jesus has no sooner ascertained that there are five loaves

and two fishes than He is satisfied. He commands them to

1 Ver. 12. X. A. B. C. D. L. E. Z., vopiuStvTis instead of aTsX^vrs,-. Ver. 14.

K. L. Itali&amp;lt;

. Vg., Si instead of yap. tf. B. C. D. L. R. Z,, *&amp;gt; ava instead of .
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make the multitude sit down. Just as though He had said :

I have what I want
;
the meal is ready ;

let them be seated !

But He takes care that this banquet shall be conducted with

an order worthy of the God who gives it. Everything must
be calm and solemn

;
it is a kind of passover meal. By the

help of the apostles, He seats His guests in rows of fifty each

(Matthew), or in double rows of fifty, by hundreds (Mark).
This orderly arrangement allowed of the guests being easily

counted. Mark describes in a dramatic manner the striking

spectacle presented by these regularly-formed companies, each

consisting of two equal ranks, and all arranged upon the slope
of the hill (crvfjLTroa-ia cn^a-Trocrta, irpcKTial Trpaatal, vers. 39,

40). The pastures at that time were in all their spring

splendour, and John and Mark offer a fresh coincidence here,

in that they both bring forward the beauty of this natural

carpet (%opro9 7ro\vs, John
; x\copbs %o/3T09, Mark

;
Matthew

says, ol ^o/oTot). In conformity with oriental usage, according
to which women and children must keep themselves apart, the

men alone (ol avSpes, John vi. 10) appear to be seated in the

order indicated. This explains why, according to the Syn.,

they alone were counted, as Luke says (ver. 14), also Mark

(ver. 44), and, more emphatically still, Matthew (ver. 21,
&quot; without women and children

&quot;).

3d. Vers. 16, IT.
1 The Repast. The pronouncing of a

blessing by Jesus is an incident preserved in all four narra

tives. It must have produced a special impression on all the

four witnesses. Each felt that this act contained the secret

of the marvellous power displayed on this occasion. To bless

God for a little is the way to obtain much. In Matthew and

Mark, evXo^cre, He Uessed, is absolute
;
the object understood

is God. Luke adds avrovs, them (the food), a word which the

Sinaiticus erases (wrongly, it is clear), in accordance with the

two other Syn. It is a kind of sacramental consecration.

John uses the word ev^apiaretv, which is chosen, perhaps, not

without reference to the name of the later paschal feast

(eucharisf). The imperfect eSlSov in Luke and Mark is

graphic :

&quot; He gave, and kept on
giving.&quot;

The mention of the

fragments indicates the complete satisfaction of their hunger.
In John it is Jesus who orders them to be gathered up. This

1 Ver. 16. X. X. Syr**, omit t/rvc.
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act must therefore be regarded as an expression of filial respect
for the gift of the Father. The twelve baskets are mentioned

in all the four narratives. The baskets belonged to the furni

ture of a caravan. Probably they were what the apostles had

provided themselves with when they set out. The number of

the persons fed is given by Matthew and Mark here. Luke
had mentioned it already in the 14th verse, after the reply of

the disciples; John a little later (ver. 10), at the moment
when the companies were being seated. What unaccountable

caprice, if these narratives were taken from each other, or

even from the same written source !

The criticism which sets out with the denial of the supernatural
is compelled to erase this fact from the history of Jesus

; and this

miracle cannot, in fact, be explained by the &quot; hidden forces of spon
taneity,&quot; by the &quot; charm which a person of fine organization exercises

over weak nerves.&quot; It is not possible either to fall back, with some

commentators, on the process of vegetation, by supposing here an
unusual acceleration of it \ we have to deal with bread, not with
corn

;
with cooked fish, not with living creatures. The fact is

miraculous, or it is nothing. M. Kenan has returned to the ancient

interpretation of Paulus : Every one took his little store of provi
sions from his wallet

; they lived on very little. Keim combines
with this explanation the mythical interpretation in two ways,
imitation of the 0. T. (the manna ; Elisha, 2 Kings iv. 42), and the

Christian idea of the multiplication of the Word, the food of the

soul. With the explanation of Paulus, it is difficult to conceive

what could have excited the enthusiasm of the people to the point
of making them instantly resolve to proclaim Jesus as their King !

The mythical interpretation has to contend with special difficulties.

Four parallel and yet original narratives wonderfully supplementing
each other, a number of minute precise details quite incompatible
with the nebulous character of a myth (the five loaves and the two

fishes, the 5000 persons, the ranks of fifty, and the companies of a

hundred, the twelve baskets), all these details, preserved in four

independent and yet harmonious accounts, indicate either a real

event or a deliberate invention. But the hypothesis of invention,
which Baur so freely applies to the miracles recorded in the fourth

Gospel, finds an insurmountable obstacle here in the accounts of the

three other evangelists. How is criticism to get out of this network
of difficulties ? When it has exhausted its ingenuity, it will end by
laying down its arms before the holy simplicity of this narrative.

3. First Announcement of the Passion: ix. 18-27. Up to

the first multiplication of the loaves, it is impossible to make
out any continuous synchronism between the synoptics, as the

following table of the series of preceding incidents shows :
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MATTHEW.

Gadara.
The Paralytic.

Call of Matthew.

Jairus.

The blind and dumb.
Mission of the Twelve.

Deputation of John Bapt.
Sabbatic scenes.

Accusation (Beelzebub).
Mother and brethren of

Jesus.

The seven parables.
Nazareth.

Murder of John Baptist.
Desert and first multipli

cation.

MARK.

Accusation (Beelzebub).

Mother and brethren of

Jesus.

Parable of the sower.

Gadara.
Jairus.

Nazareth.

Mission of the Twelve.

Murder of John Baptist.
Desert and first multipli

cation.

LUKE.

Parable of the sower.

Mother and brethren of

Jesus.

Gadara.
Jairus.

Mission of the Twelve.

Desert and first multipli
cation.

Numbers might be thrown into a bag and taken out again

hap-hazard thrice over, without obtaining an order apparently
more capricious and varied. Yet of these three narratives

one is supposed to be copied from the other, or to have

emanated from the same written source !

Nevertheless, towards the end a certain parallelism begins
to show itself, first of all between Mark and Luke (Gadara,

Jairus, Mission of the Twelve), then between Matthew and

Mark (Nazareth, murder of John, desert and first multiplica

tion). This convergence of the three narratives into one and

the same line proceeds from this point, after a considerable

omission in Luke, and becomes more decidedly marked, until

it reaches Luke ix. 50, as appears from the following table:

MATTHEW.

Desert and first multiplica
tion.

Tempest (Peter on the water).

Purifying and clean food.

Canaanitish woman.
Second multiplication.

Sign from heaven (Decapolis).
Leaven of the Pharisees.

First announcement of the
Passion.

Transfiguration.
Lunatic child.

Second announcement of the
Passion.

The Didrachma.
The example of the child.

Ecclesiastical discipline.

Wanting.
Forgiveness of oifences.

MARK.

As Matthew.

Tempest (without Peter).
As Matthew.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Wanting.
As Matthew.

Id.

Intolerance.

Wanting.

LUKE.

As Matthew.

Wanting.
Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Id.

As Matthew.

Id.

Id.

Id.

Wanting.
As Matthew.

Id.

As Mark.

Wanting.
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How is the large omission to be explained which Luke s

narrative exhibits from the storm following the first multipli

cation to the last announcement of the Passion, corresponding
to two whole chapters of Matthew (xiv. 22-xvi. 12) and of

Mark (vi. 45-viii. 26) ? How is the tolerably exact syn
chronism which shows itself from this time between all three

to be accounted for ? Meyer gives up all attempts to explain
the omission; it was due to an unknown chance. Eeuss

( 189) thinks that the copy of Mark which Luke used

presented an omission in this place. Bleek attributes the

omission to the original Greek Gospel which Matthew and

Luke made use of; Matthew, he supposes, filled it up by
means of certain documents, and Mark copied Matthew.

Holtzmann (p. 223) contents himself with saying that Luke

here breaks the thread of A. (primitive Mark), in order to con

nect with his narrative the portion which follows
;
but he says

nothing that might serve to explain this strange procedure.

But the hypothesis upon which almost all these attempted
solutions rest is that of a common original document, which,

however, is continually contradicted by the numerous differ

ences both in form and matter which a single glance of the

eye discovers between Matthew and Mark. Then, with all

this, the difficulty is only removed a step further back. For

it becomes necessary to explain the omission in the original

document. And whenever this is done satisfactorily, it will

be found necessary to have recourse to the following idea,

which, for our own part, we apply directly to Luke. In the

original preaching of the gospel, particular incidents were

naturally grouped together in certain cycles more or less

fixed, determined sometimes by chronological connection (the

call of Matthew, the feast and the subsequent conversations,

the tempest, Gadara, and Jairus), sometimes by the similarity

of the subjects (the Sabbatic scenes, vi. 1-1 1).
1 These cycles

were first of all put in writing, with considerable freedom and

variety, sometimes by the preachers for their own use, and in

other cases by their hearers, who were anxious to fix their

recollection of them. The oldest writings of which Luke

speaks (i. 1) were probably collections more or less complete

1 For the working out of a similar idea, see Lachmann s fire work, Stud, u.

Kritiktn, 1835.
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of these groups of narratives (avaTa^aaOai ^itjyr]aiv). And
what in this case can be more readily imagined than the

omission of one or the other of these cycles in any of these

collections ? An accident of this kind is sufficient to explain

the great omission which we meet with in Luke. The cycle

wanting in the document he used extended a little further

than the second multiplication of the loaves, whilst the

following portions belong to a part of the Galilean ministry,

which, from the beginning, had taken a more definite form in

the preaching. This was natural
;

for the facts of which

this subsequent series is composed are closely connected by
a double tie, both chronological and moral. The subject is

the approaching sufferings of Jesus. The announcement of

them to the disciples is the aim of the following discourse
;

and to strengthen their faith in view of this overwhelming

thought is evidently the design of the transfiguration. The

cure of the lunatic child, which took place at the foot of the

mountain, was associated with the transfiguration in the

tradition
;
the second announcement of the Passion naturally

followed the first, and all the more since it took place during
the return from Csesarea to Capernaum ;

which was the case

also with certain manifestations of pride and intolerance of

which the apostles were then guilty, and the account of

which terminates this part. In the tradition, this natural

cycle formed the close of the Galilean ministry. And this

explains how the series of facts has been preserved in almost

identical order in the three narratives.

The following conversation, reported also by Matthew

(xvi. 13 et seq.) and Mark (viii. 27 et seq.), refers to three

points: 1st. Tlie Christ (vers. 18-20); 2d. The suffering Christ

(vers. 21 and 22); 3d. The disciples of the suffering Christ

(vers. 23-27).
Jesus lost no time in returning to His project of seeking a

season of retirement, a project which had been twice defeated,

at Bethsaida-Julias, by the eagerness of the multitude to

follow Him, and again in Tyre and Sidon, where, notwith

standing His desire to remain hid (Mark vii. 24), His presence
had been discovered by the Canaanitish woman, and after

wards noised abroad through the miracle which took place.

After that He had returned to the south, had visited a second
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time that Decapolis which he had previously been obliged to

quit almost as soon as He entered it. Then He set out again
for the north, this time directing His steps more eastward,

towards the secluded valleys where the Jordan rises at the

foot of Hermon. The city of Caesarea Philippi was situated

there, inhabited by a people of whom the greater part were

heathen (Josephus, Vita, 13). Jesus might expect to find

in this secluded country the solitude which He had sought
in vain in other parts of the Holy Land. He did not visit

the city itself, but remained in the hamlets which surround it

(Mark), or generally in those quarters (Matthew).
1st. Vers. 18-20. The Christ. According to Mark, the

following conversation took place during the journey (eV TTJ

oS&&amp;gt;) ;
Mark thus gives precision to the vaguer indication of

Matthew. The name of Ca3sarea Philippi is wanting in

Luke s narrative. Will criticism succeed in finding a dog
matic motive for this omission ? In a writer like Luke, who
loves to be precise about places (ver. 10) and times (ver. 28),

this omission can only be accounted for by ignorance ;
there

fore he possessed neither Mark nor Matthew, nor the docu

ments from which these last derived this name. The descrip
tion of the moral situation belongs, however, to Luke : Jesus

had just been alone praying.
&quot;

Arbitrary and ill-chosen

scenery,&quot; says Holtzmann (p. 224). One would like to know
the grounds of this judgment on the part of the German
critic. Would not Jesus, at the moment of disclosing to His

disciples for the first time the alarming prospect^of His

approaching death, foreseeing the impression which this com
munication would make upon them, having regard also to the

manner in which He must speak to them under such circum

stances, be likely to prepare Himself for this important step

by prayer ? Besides, it is probable that the disciples took

part in His prayer. The imperfect avvfjaav, they were gathered

together with Him, appears to indicate as much. And the term

/carafjiovas (080^9 understood), in solitude, in no way excludes

the presence of the disciples, but simply that of the people.

This appears from the antithesis, ver. 23:&quot; And He said to

them all&quot; and especially from Mark, ver. 34: &quot;Having called

the multitude&quot; The expression, they were gathered together,

indicates something of importance. Jesus first of all elicits
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from His disciples the different opinions which they had

gathered from the lips of the people during their mission.

The object of this first question is evidently to prepare the

way for the next (ver. 20). On the opinions here enumerated,

see ver. 8 and John i. 21. They amount to this: Men

generally regard thee as one of the forerunners of the

Messiah. The question addressed to the disciples is designed,

first of all, to make them distinctly conscious of the wide

difference &quot;between the popular opinion and the conviction

at which they have themselves arrived
; next, to serve as a

starting-point for the fresh communication which Jesus is

about to make respecting the manner in which the work of

the Christ is to be accomplished. The confession of Peter is

differently expressed in the three narratives : the Christ, the

Son of the living God (Matthew) ;
the Christ (Mark) ;

the Christ

of God (Luke). The form in Luke holds a middle place

between the other two. The genit., of God, signifies, as in

the expression Lamb of God: He who belongs to God, and

whom God sends.

It has been inferred from this question, that up to this time
Jesus had not assumed His position as the Messiah amongst His

disciples, and that His determination to accept this character dates

from this point ; that this resolution was taken partly in concession

to the popular idea, which required that His work of restoration

should assume this form, and partly to meet the expectation of the

disciples, which found emphatic expression through the lips of

Peter, the most impatient of their number. But, 1. The question
in ver. 20 has not the character of a concession ; on the contrary,
Jesus thereby takes the initiative in the confession which it calls

forth. 2. If this view be maintained, all those previous sayings and
incidents in which Jesus gives Himself out to be the Christ, must
be set aside as unauthentic ;

and there are such not only in John

(i. 39-41, 49-51, iii. 14, iv. 26), but in the Syn. (the election of the
Twelve as heads of a new Israel

;
the parallel which Jesus in

stitutes, Matt, v., between Himself and the lawgiver of Sinai :

&quot; You have heard that it hath been said . . ., but /...;&quot; the title of

bridegroom which He gives Himself, Luke v. 35, and parallels).
The resolution of Jesus to assume the character of the Messiah,
and to accomplish under this national form His universal task as

Saviour of the world, was certainly matured within His soul from
the first day of His public activity. The scenes of the baptism and

temptation forbid any other supposition ; hence the entire absence
of anything like feeling His way in the progress of His ministry.
The import of His question is therefore something very different.
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The time had come for Him to pass, if we may so express it, to a

new chapter in His teaching. He had hitherto, especially since He
began to teach in parables, directed the attention of His disciples
to the near approach of the kingdom of God. It was now necessary
to turn it towards Himself as Head of this kingdom, and especially
towards the future, wholly unlocked for by them, which awaited

Him in this character. They knew that He was the Christ ; they
had yet to learn hoiv He was to be it. But before commencing on
this new ground, He is anxious that they should express, in a

distinct declaration, the result of His instructions and of their own

previous experiences. As an experienced teacher, before beginning
the new lesson He makes them recapitulate the old. With the

different forms and vacillations of opinion, as well as the open
denials of the rulers before them, He wants to hear from their own

lips the expression of their own warm and decided conviction.

This established result of His previous labour will serve as a

foundation for the new labour which the gravity of His situation

urges Him to undertake. The murder of John the Baptist made
Him sensible that His own end was not far off ;

the time, therefore,

was come to substitute for the brilliant form of the Christ, which
as yet filled the minds of His disciples, the mournful image of the

Man of sorrows. Thus the facts which, as we have seen (p. 403),
led Jesus to seek retirement in the desert of Bethsaida- Julias,
that He might be alone with His disciples, furnished the motives

for the present conversation.

We read in John, after the multiplication of the loaves (chap, vi.),

of a similar confession to this, also made by Peter in the name of

the Twelve. Is it to be supposed, that at the same epoch two such

similar declarations should have taken place 1 Would Jesus have

called for one so soon after having heard the other 1 Is it not

striking that, owing to the omission in Luke, the account of this

confession, in his narrative as in John s, follows immediately upon
that of the multiplication of the loaves ? Certainly the situation

described in the fourth Gospel is very different. In consequence of

a falling away which had just been going on amongst His Galilean

disciples, Jesus puts the question to His apostles of their leaving
Him. But the questions which Jesus addresses to them in the

Syn. might easily have found a place in the conversation of which
John gives us a mere outline. At the first glance, it is true, John s

narrative does not lead us to suppose such a long interval between
the multiplication of the loaves and this conversation as is required
for the journey from Capernaum to Caesarea Philippi. But the

desertion of the Galilean disciples, which had begun immediately,
was not completed in a day. It might have extended over some
time (John vi. 66 : CK rovrov, from that time). Altogether, the

resemblance between these two scenes appears to us to outweigh
their dissimilarity.
Keim admirably says :

&quot; We do not know which we must think

the greatest ;
whether the spirit of the disciples, who shatter the

Messianic mould, set aside the judgment of the priests, rise above
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all the intervening degrees of popular appreciation, and proclaim as

lofty and divine that which is abased and down-trodden, because

to their minds eye it is and remains great and divine, or this

personality of Jesus, which draws from these feeble disciples, not

withstanding the pressure of the most overwhelming experiences,
so pure and lofty an expression of the effect produced upon them

by His whole life and ministry.&quot; Gess :

&quot; The sages of Capernaum
remained unmoved, the enthusiasm of the people was cooled, on

every side Jesus was threatened with the fate of the Baptist . . . ,

it was then that the faith of His disciples shone out as genuine,
and came forth from the furnace of trial as an energetic conviction

of truth.&quot;

2d. Vers. 21, 22.
1

TJie suffering Christ. The expression
of Luke, He straitly charged and commanded them, is very

energetic. The general reason for this prohibition is found in

the following announcement of the rejection of the Messiah,
3,s is proved by the participle elirutv, saying. They were to

keep from proclaiming Him openly as the Christ, on account

of the contradiction between the hopes which this title had

-awakened in the minds of the people, and the way in which

this office was to be realized in Him. But this threatening

prohibition had a more special nature, which appears from

John s narrative. It refers to the recent attempt of the people,

after the multiplication of the loaves (John vi. 14, 15), to

proclaim Him king, and the efforts which Jesus was then

obliged to make to preserve His disciples from this mistaken

enthusiasm, which might have seriously compromised His

work. It is the recollection of this critical moment which

induces Jesus to use this severe language (eVm/^cra?). It

was only after the idol of the carnal Christ had been for ever

nailed to the cross, that the apostolic preaching could safely

-connect this title Christ with the name of Jesus.
&quot; See

how,&quot; as Riggenbach says (Vie de Jesus, p. 318), &quot;Jesus was

obliged in the very moment of self-revelation to veil Himself,
when He had lighted the fire to cover it

again.&quot;
Ai (ver.

21) is adversative: &quot;Thou sayest truly, I am the Christ;
Imt . . .&quot; Must, on account of the prophecies and of the

divine purpose, of which they are the expression. The
members composing the Sanhedrim consisted of three classes

of members : the elders, or presidents of synagogues ;
the high

1 The Mss. vary between U*M (T. R.) and Atys/ (Alex.). Ver. 22. The Mss.
between tyiffnvctt (T. R.) and ctvaervrxi.
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priests, the heads of twenty-four classes of priests ;
and scribes,

or men learned in the law. All three Syn. give here the

enumeration of these official classes. This paraphrase of the

technical name invests the announcement of the rejection

with all its importance. What a complete reversal of the

disciples Messianic ideas was this rejection of Jesus by the

very authorities from whom they expected the recognition and

proclamation of the Messiah ! ATroSoKijjLao-Qfjvai, indicates

deliberate rejection, after previous calculation. There was a

crushing contradiction between this prospect and the hopes of

the disciples ; but, as Klostermann truly says, the last words,
&quot; And He shall rise again the third

day&quot;
furnish the solution

of it.

Strauss and Baur contented themselves with denying the details

of the prediction in which Jesus foretold His death. Volkmar and
Holsten at the present day refuse to allow that He had any know

ledge of this event before the last moments. According to Holsten,
He went to Jerusalem full of hope, designing to preach there as

well as in Galilee, and confident, in case of need, of the interposition
of God and of the swords of His adherents. . . . The holy Supper
itself was occasioned simply by a passing presentiment. . . . His
terrible mistake took Jesus by surprise at the last moment. Keim

(ii. p. 556) acknowledges that it is impossible to deny the authen

ticity of the scene and conversation at Caesarea Philippi. According
to him, Jesus could not have failed to have foreseen His violent

death long before the catastrophe came. This is proved by the

bold opposition of St. Peter, also by such sayings as those referring
to the bridegroom who is to be taken away, to death as the way of life

(Luke ix. 23, 24), to Jerusalem which kills the prophets ; lastly, by
the reply to the two sons of Zebedee. We may add ix. 31, xii. 50 ;

John ii. 20, iii. 14, vi. 53, xii. 7, 24, words at once characteristic

and inimitable. And as to the details of this prediction, have we
not a number of facts which leave no room for doubt as to the

supernatural knowledge of Jesus (xxii. 10-34; John i. 49, iv. 18,

vi. 64, etc.) ? What the modern critics more generally dispute, is

the announcement of the resurrection. But if Jesus foresaw His

death, He must have equally foreseen His resurrection, as certainly

as a prophet believing in the mission of Israel could not announce

the captivity without also predicting the return. And who would

ever have dreamed of putting into the mouth of Jesus the expression

three days and three nights after the event, when in actual fact the

time spent in the tomb did not exceed one day and two nights?
It is asked how it came to pass, if Jesus had so expressly predicted

His resurrection, that this event should have been such an extra

ordinary surprise to his apostles 1 There we have a psychological

problem, which the disciples themselves found it difficult to explain.
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Comp. the remarks of the evangelists, ix. 45, xviii. 34, and parallels,

which can only have come from the apostles. The explanation of

this problem is perhaps this : the apostles never thought, before

the facts had opened their eyes, that the expressions death and
resurrection used by Jesus should be taken literally. Their Master
so commonly spoke in figurative language, that up to the last

moment they only saw in the first term the expression of a sad

separation, a sudden disappearance ; and in the second, only a
sudden return, a glorious reappearing. And even after the death
of Jesus, they in no way thought they should see Him appear again
in His old form, and by the restoration to life of the body laid in

the tomb. If they expected anything, it was His return as a

heavenly King (see on xxiii. 42). Luke has omitted here the word
of approval and the severe reprimand which Jesus, according to

Matthew, addressed to Peter on this occasion. If any one is deter

mined to see in this omission of Luke s a wilful suppression, the
result of ill-will towards the Apostle Peter, or at least towards the
Jewish Christians (Keim), what will he say of Mark, who, while

omitting the words of praise, expressly refers to those of censure 1

We can quite understand that the people could not yet
bear the disclosure of a suffering Messiah

;
but Jesus might

make them participate in it indirectly, by initiating them into

the practical consequences of this fact for His true disciples.

To describe the moral crucifixion of His servants, vers. 23-27,
was to give a complete revelation of the spirituality of the

Messianic kingdom.
3d. Vers. 23-27.

1
&quot;And He said to them all, If any man

will come after me, let him deny himself, and take up his cross

daily, and follow me. 24. For whosoever will save his life shall

lose it ; but whosoever will lose his life for my sake, the same

shall save it. 25. For what is a man advantaged, if he gain
the whole world, and lose himself, or &quot;be cast away ? 26. For

whosoever shall ~be ashamed of me, and of my words, of him shall

the Son of man le ashamed, when He shall come in His own

glory, and in His Father s, and of the holy angels. 2 7. But I
tell you of a truth, there le some standing here, which shall not

taste of death, till they see the kingdom of God.&quot; The preced

ing conversation had taken place within the privacy of the

1 Ver. 23. The Mss. vary between x^/y (T. K., Byz.) and ipxifffai (Alex.).

Nca
. C. D. and 11 Mjj. 120 Mnn. ItPleri &amp;lt;i

ue
, omit xaf w-pav, which is the reading

of T. K. with X* A. B. K. L. M. E, Z. n. Syr. Vg. Ver. 26. D. Syr
cur

. Itali
J.

omit Xayovs. Ver. 27. X. B. L. X., etvrov instead of aes. 13 Mjj., oirmt in

stead of 01.
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apostolic circle (ver. 18). The following words are addressed

to all, that is to say, to the multitude, which, while Jesus was

praying with His disciples, kept at a distance. According to

Mark, Jesus calls them to Him to hear the instruction which

follows. Holtzmann maintains that this to all of Luke must

have been taken from Mark. But why could not the same

remark, if it resulted from an actual fact, be reproduced in

two different forms, in two independent documents ? Jesus

here represents all those who attach themselves to Him under

the figure of a train of crucified persons, ver. 23. The aor.

e\6dv of the T. E. means: make in general part of my
following ;

and the present ep^eaOat, in the Alex. : range
themselves about me at this very moment. The figure

employed is that of a journey, which agrees with their actual

circumstances as described by Mark : ev rfj 6S&&amp;gt;. The man
who has made up his mind to set out on a journey, has first

of all to say farewell
;
here he has to bid adieu to his own

life, to deny himself. Next there is luggage to carry ;
in this

case it is the cross, the sufferings and reproach which never

fail to fall on him who pays a serious regard to holiness of

life. By the word alpetv, to take up, to burden oneself with,

Jesus alludes to the custom of making criminals carry their

cross to the place of punishment. Further, there is in this

term the idea of a voluntary and cheerful acceptance. Jesus

says liis cross, that which is the result of a person s own
character and providential position. There is nothing arbi

trary about it
;

it is given from above. The authenticity of

ihe word daily, which is wanting in some MSS., cannot be

doubted. Had it been a gloss, it would have been inserted in

Matthew and Mark as well. This voluntary crucifixion is

carried on every day to a certain degree. Lastly, after having
taken farewell and shouldered his burden, he must set out on

his journey. By what road ? By that which the steps of

his Master have marked out. The chart of the true disciple

directs him to renounce every path of his own choosing, that

he may put his feet into the print of his leader s footsteps.

Thus, and not by arbitrary mortifications actuated by self-

will, is the death of self completely accomplished. The term

follow, therefore, does not express the same idea as come after

me, at the beginning of the verse
;
the latter would denote
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outward adherence to the followers of Jesus. The other refers

to practical fidelity in the fulfilment of the consequences of

this engagement.
The 24th verse demonstrates (for) the necessity for the

crucifixion described, ver. 23. Without this death to self,

man loses himself (24a) ;
whilst by this sacrifice he saves

himself (24&). We find here the paradoxical form in which

the Hebrew Maschal loves to clothe itself. Either of the two

ways brings the just man to the antipodes of the point to

which it seemed likely to lead him. This profound saying,

true even for man in his innocence, is doubly true when

applied to man as a sinner. ^vyr), the &quot;breath of life, denotes

the soul, with its entire system of instincts and natural

faculties. This psychical life is unquestionably good, but

only as a point of departure, and as a means of acquiring a

higher life. To be anxious to save it, to seek to preserve it

as it is, by doing nothing but care for it, and seek the utmost

amount of self-gratification, is a sure way of losing it for

ever
;

for it is wanting to give stability to what in its essence

is but transitory, and to change a means into an end. Even
in the most favourable case, the natural life is only a transient

flower, which must soon fade. That it may be preserved from

dissolution, we must consent to lose it, by surrendering it to

the mortifying and regenerating breath of the Divine Spirit,

who transforms it into a higher life, and imparts to it an

eternal value. To keep it, therefore, is to lose both it and

the higher life into which, as the blossom into its fruit, it

should have been transformed. To lose it is to gain it, first

of all, under the higher form of spiritual life
; then, some day,

under the form even of natural life, with all its legitimate
instincts fully satisfied. Jesus says,

&quot;

for my sake;&quot; and in

Mark,
&quot;

for my sake and the gospel s&quot; It is, in fact, only as

we give ourselves to Christ that we satisfy this profound law

of human existence
;
and it is only by the gospel, received

in faith, that we can contract this personal relationship to

Christ. Self perishes only when affixed to the cross of Jesus,

and the divine breath, which imparts the new life to man,
comes to him from Christ alone. No axiom was more

frequently repeated by Jesus
;

it is, as it were, the substance

of His moral philosophy. In Luke xvii. 33 it is applied to
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the time of the Parousia
;

it is then, in fact, that it will be

fully realized. In John xii. 25 Jesus makes it the law of

His own existence; in Matt. x. 39 He applies it to the

apostolate.

Vers. 25-27 are the confirmation (for) of this Masclial,

and first of all, vers. 25 and 26, of the first proposition.

Jesus supposes, ver. 25, the act of saving one s own life, accom

plished with the most complete success . . . ., amounting to a

gain of the whole world. But in this very moment the

master of this magnificent domain finds himself condemned

to perish ! What gain ! To draw in a lottery a gallery of

pictures . . ., and at the same time to become blind ! The

expression ^ fyifjLuoOek, or suffering loss, is difficult. In

Matthew and Mark this word, completed by tyvxyv, corre

sponds to aTroXeo-a? in Luke; but in Luke it must express

a different idea. &quot;We may understand with it either the

ivorld or eavrov, himself,
&quot;

suffering the loss of this world

already gained,&quot;
or (which is more natural)

&quot;

losing himself

altogether (a-TroXeo-a?), or even merely suffering some small

loss in his own
person.&quot; It is not necessary that the chastise

ment should amount to total perdition ;
the smallest injury to

the human personality will be found to be a greater evil than

all the advantages accruing from the possession of the whole

world.

The losing oneself [the loss of the personality] mentioned

in ver. 25 consists, according to ver. 26 (for), in being

denied by Jesus in the day of His glory. The expression, to

be ashamed of Jesus, might be applied to the Jews, because

fear of their rulers hindered them from declaring themselves

for Him; but in this context it is more natural to apply
it to disciples whose fidelity gives way before ridicule or

violence. The Cantabrigiensis omits the word
\6&amp;lt;yovs,

which

leads to the sense :

&quot; ashamed of me and mine&quot; This reading

would recommend itself if better supported, and if the word

Xo7ou? (my words) was not confirmed by the parallel expression

of Mark (viii. 35): &quot;for my sake and the gospel s.&quot; The

glory of the royal advent of Jesus will be, first, that of His

own personal^, appearing ; next, the glory of God
; lastly, the

glory of the angels, all these several glories will be mingled

together in the incomparable splendour of that great day
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(2 Thess. i. 7-10). &quot;Thus,&quot; says Gess, &quot;to be worthy of

this man is the new and paramount principle. This is no

mere spiritualization of the Mosaic law
;

it is a revolution in

the religious and moral intuitions of mankind.&quot;

Ver. 27 is the justification of the promise in ver. 24&

(find his life by losing it), as vers. 25 and 26 explained the

threatening of 24a. It forms in the three Syn. the conclusion

of this discourse, and the transition to the narrative of the

transfiguration ;
but could any of the evangelists have applied

to such an exceptional and transitory incident this expression :

the coming of the kingdom of Christ (Matthew), or of God

(Mark and Luke) ? Meyer thinks that this saying can only

apply to the Parousia, to which the preceding verse referred,

and which was believed to be very near. But could Jesus

have laboured under this misconception (see the refutation

of this opinion at chap, xxi.) ? Or has the meaning of His

words been altered by tradition ? The latter view only would

be tenable. Many, urging the difference between Matthew s

expression (until they have seen the Son of man coming in

His kingdom) and that of Mark
(&quot;.

. . the kingdom of Gfod

come with
power&quot;)

or of Luke
(&quot;.

. . the kingdom of God&quot;),

think that the notion of the Parousia has been designedly
erased from the text of Matthew by the other two, because

they wrote after the fall of Jerusalem. Comp. also the

relation between Matt, xxiv., where the confusion of the two

events appears evident, and Luke xxi., where it is avoided.

But, 1. It is to be observed that this confusion is found in

Mark (xiii.) exactly the same as in Matthew (xxiv.). Now, if

Mark had corrected Matthew for the reason alleged in the

passage &quot;before us, how much more would he have corrected

him in chap, xiii., where it is not a single isolated passage
that is in question, but where the subject of the Parousia is

the chief matter of discourse ! And if the form of expression
in Mark is not the result of an intentional correction, but of

a simple difference in the mode of transmission, why might it

not be the same also with the very similar form that occurs

in Luke? 2. There is a very marked distinction both in

Mark and Luke, a sort of gradation and antithesis between

this saying and the preceding in Luke by means of the

particle e, and further : &quot;And I also say that this recompense
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promised to the faithful confessors shall be enjoyed by some
of you before you die

;&quot;

and in Mark, in a still more striking

manner, by the interruption of the discourse and the com
mencement of a new phrase :

&quot; And He said to them
&quot;

(ix. 1).

So that the idea of the Parousia must be &quot;set aside as far as

the texts of Mark and Luke are concerned. It may even be

doubted whether it is contained in Matthew s expression;

comp. Matt. xxvi. 64: &quot;Henceforth [from now] ye shall see

the Son of man coming in the clouds of heaven.&quot; The ex

pression henceforth does not permit of our thinking of the

Parousia. But this saying is very similar to the one before

us. Others apply this promise to the fall of Jerusalem, or to

the establishment of the kingdom of God among the heathen,

or to the descent of the Holy Spirit. But inasmuch as these

events were outward facts, and all who were contemporary
with them were witnesses of them, we cannot by this reference

explain rives, some, which announces an exceptional privilege.

After all, is the Lord s meaning so difficult to apprehend?

Seeing the kingdom of God, in His teaching, is a spiritual fact,

in accordance with the inward nature of the kingdom itself;

comp. xvii. 21: &quot;The kingdom of God is within
you&quot; (see

the explanation of this passage). For this reason, in order to

enjoy this sight, a new sense and a new birth are needed;
John iii 3 :

&quot;

Except a man be lorn again, he cannot see the

kingdom of God.&quot; This thought satisfactorily explains the

present promise as expressed in Luke and Mark. To explain
Matthew s expression, we must remember that the work of

the Holy Spirit pre-eminently consists in giving us a lively

conviction of the exaltation and heavenly glory of Jesus

(John xvi. 14). The rives, some, are therefore all those then

present who should receive the Holy Spirit at Pentecost, and

behold with their inward eye those wonderful works of God,

which Jesus calls His kingdom, or the kingdom of God. In

this way is explained the gradation from ver. 26 to ver. 27

in Mark and Luke :
&quot; Whoever shall give his own life shall

find it again, not only at the end of time, but even in this life

(at Pentecost).&quot; If this explanation be inadmissible, it must

be conceded that this promise is based on a confusion of the

fall of Jerusalem with the Parousia; and this would be a

proof that our Gospel as well as Matthew s was written
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before that catastrophe. \4Xi?#w9 must not &quot;be connected

with
\e&amp;lt;yo)

: Verily I say to you. It should be placed before

the verb, as the aprfv is in the two other Syn. ;
and Luke

more generally makes use of eV aX^^e/a? (three times in the

Gospel, twice in the Acts). It must, then, belong to eia-lv :

&quot; There are certainly among you&quot;
The Alex, reading avrov,

here, must be preferred to the received reading, &&amp;gt;8e,
which is

taken from the other Syn.

4. The Transfiguration: ix. 28-36. There is but one

allusion to this event in the whole of the K T. (2 Pet. i),

which proves that it has no immediate connection with the

work of salvation. On the other hand, its historical reality

can only be satisfactorily established in so far as we succeed

in showing in a reasonable way its place in the course of the

life and development of Jesus.
1

According to the description

of the transfiguration given in the Syn. (Matt. xvii. 1 et seq. ;

Mark ix. 2 et seq.), we distinguish three phases in this scene :

1st. The personal glorification of Jesus (vers. 28, 29) ;
2d. The

appearing of Moses and Elijah, and His conversation with

them (vers. 30-33) ;
3d. The interposition of God Himself

(vers. 34-36).
1st. Vers. 28, 29.

2
TJie Glory of Jesus. The three narra

tives show that there was an interval of a week between the

transfiguration and the first announcement of the sufferings

of Jesus, with this slight difference, that Matthew and Mark

say six days after, whilst Luke says about eight days after. It

is a very simple explanation to suppose that Luke employs a

round number, as indeed the limitation &&amp;gt;o-e/, about, indicates,

whilst the others give, from some document, the exact figure.

But this explanation is too simple for criticism.
&quot;

Luke,&quot;

says Holtzmann,
&quot;

affects to be a better chronologist than the

others.&quot; And for this reason, forsooth, he substitutes eight for

six on his own authority, and immediately, from some qualm
of conscience, corrects himself by using the word alout ! To

1 No one seems to us to have apprehended the real and profound meaning of

the transfiguration so well as Lange, in his admirable Vie de J6stis, a book the

defects of which have unfortunately been much more noticed than its rare

beauties. Keim might have learned more from him, especially in the study of

this incident.
1 Ver. 28. N* B. H. Syr. It*11

, omit ** before *^aXa/2*y. TLe Mss. vary be-

tween laucvvjjv XKI IKXU&OV and l/xxufiw XKI Iayj)v.
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such puerilities is criticism driven by the hypothesis of a

common document. The Aramaean constructions, which charac

terize the style of Luke in this passage, and which are not

found in the two other Syn. (eyevero KOI dvefirj, ver. 28
;

eyevero elirev, ver. 33), would be sufficient to prove that he

follows a different document from theirs. The nominative

^fjuipai ofcra), eight days, is the subject of an elliptical phrase,

which forms a parenthesis :
&quot; About eight days had passed away.&quot;

It is not without design that Luke expressly adds, after these,

sayings. He thereby brings out the moral connection between

this event and the preceding conversation. We might think,

from the account of Matthew and Mark, that in taking His

disciples to the mountain, Jesus intended to be transfigured

before them. Luke gives us to understand that He simply
wished to pray with them. Lange thinks, and it is probable,

that in consequence of the announcement of His approaching

sufferings, deep depression had taken possession of the hearts

of the Twelve. They had spent these six days, respecting

which the sacred records preserve unbroken silence, in a gloomy

stupor. Jesus was anxious to rouse them out of a feeling

vrhich, to say the least, was quite as dangerous as the enthusi

astic excitement which had followed the multiplication of the

loaves. And in order to do this He had recourse to prayer ;

He sought to strengthen by this means those apostles especially

whose moral state would determine the disposition of their

colleagues. Knowing .well by experience the influence a

sojourn upon some height has upon the soul, how much more

easily, in such a place, it collects its thoughts and recovers

from depression, He leads them away to a mountain. The

art. TO denotes the mountain nearest to the level country where

Jesus then was. According to a tradition, of which we can

gather no positive traces earlier than the fourth century (Cyril

of Jerusalem, Jerome), the mountain in question was Tabor, a

lofty cone, situated two leagues to the south-east of Nazareth.

Perhaps the Gospel to the Hebrews presents an older trace of

this opinion in the words which it attributes to Jesus :

&quot; Then

my mother, the Holy Spirit, took me up by a hair of my head,

and carried me to the high mountain of Tabor.&quot; But two

circumstances are against the truth of this tradition : 1. Tabor

is a long way off Csesarea Philippi, where the previous conver-
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sation took place. Certainly, in the intervening six days
Jesus could have returned even to the neighbourhood of Tabor.

But would not Matthew and Mark, who have noticed the

journey into the northern country, have mentioned this return ?

2. The summit of Tabor was at that time, as Eobinson has

proved, occupied by a fortified town, which would scarcely

agree with the tranquillity which Jesus sought. We think,

therefore, that probably the choice lies between Hermon and

Mount Panias, from whose snowy summits, visible to the

admiring eye in all the northern parts of the Holy Land, the

sources of the Jordan are constantly fed.

The strengthening of the faith of the three principal apostles

was the object, therefore, of this mountain excursion; the

glorification of Jesus was an answer to prayer, and the means

employed by God to bring about the desired result. The

connection between the prayer of Jesus and His transfiguration

is expressed in Luke by the preposition eV, which denotes

more than a mere simultaneousness (whilst He prayed), and

makes His prayer the cause of this mysterious event. Elevated

feeling imparts to the countenance and even to the figure of

the entire man a distinguished appearance. The impulse of

true devotion, the enthusiasm of adoration, illumine him. And

when, corresponding with this state of soul, there is a positive

revelation on the part of God, as in the case of Moses or of

Stephen, then, indeed, it may come to pass that the inward

illumination, penetrating, through the medium of the soul,

even to its external covering, the body, may produce in it a

prelude, as it were, of its future glorification. It was some

phenomenon of this kind that was produced in the person of

Jesus whilst He was praying. Luke describes its effects in

the simplest manner :

&quot; His countenance became other&quot; How
can Holtzmann maintain that in him the vision is

&quot;

aestheti

cally amplified.&quot; His expression is much more simple than

Mark s :

&quot; He was transfigured before them&quot; or than that of

Matthew, who to these words of Mark adds,
&quot; and His counte

nance shone as the sun&quot; This luminous appearance possessed
the body of Jesus in such intensity as to become perceptible
even through His garments. Even here the expression of Luke
is very simple :

&quot; His garments became white and shining&quot; and

contrasts with the stronger expressions of Mark and Matthew.
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The grandeur of the recent miracles shows us that Jesus at

this time had reached the zenith of His powers. As every

thing in His life was in perfect harmony, this period must

have been that also in which He reached the perfection of His

inward development. Having reached it, what was His normal

future ? He could not advance
;
He must not go back. From

this moment, therefore, earthly existence became too narrow a

sphere for this perfected personality. There only remained

death
;
but death is the offspring of the sinner, or, as St. Paul

says, the wages of sin (Eom. vi. 23). For the sinless man the

issue of life is not the sombre passage of the tomb; rather is

it the royal road of a glorious transformation. Had the hour

of this glorification struck for Jesus
;
and was His trans

figuration the beginning of the heavenly renewal ? This is

Lange s thought; it somehow brings this event within the

range of the understanding. Gess gives expression to it in

these words: &quot;This event indicates the ripe preparation of

Jesus for immediate entrance upon eternity.&quot;
Had not Jesus

Himself voluntarily suspended the change which was on the

point of being wrought in Him, this moment would have be

come the moment of His ascension.

2d. Vers. 30-33. The Appearing of Moses and Elijah. Not

only do we sometimes see the eye of the dying lighted up
with celestial brightness, but we hear him conversing with

the dear ones who have gone before him to the heavenly home.

Through the gate which is opened for him, heaven and earth

hold fellowship. In the same way, at the prayer of Jesus,

heaven comes down or earth rises. The two spheres touch.

Keim says :

&quot; A descent of heavenly spirits to the earth has

no warrant either in the ordinary course of events or in the

Old or New Testament.&quot; Gess very properly replies :

&quot; Who
can prove that the appearing of these heroes of the Old

Covenant was in contradiction to the laws of the upper world ?

We had far better confess our ignorance of those laws.&quot;

Moses and Elijah are there, talking with Him. Luke does not

name them at first. He says two men. This expression

reflects the impression which must have been experienced by
the eye-witnesses of the scene. They perceived, first of all,

the presence of two persons unknown
;

it was only afterwards

that they knew them by name. ISou, behold, expresses the
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suddenness of the apparition. The imperf., tluy were talking,

proves that the conversation had already lasted some time

when the disciples perceived the presence of these strangers.

Omz&amp;gt;e&amp;lt;?is emphatic: who were no other than . . . Moses and

Elijah were the two most zealous and powerful servants of

God under the Old Covenant. Moreover, both of them had a

privileged end : Elijah, by his ascension, was preserved from

the unclothing of death
;
there was something equally mys

terious in the death and disappearance of Moses. Their

appearing upon the mountain is perhaps connected with the

exceptional character of the end of their earthly life. But

how, it is asked, did the apostles know them ? Perhaps Jesus

addressed them by name in the course of the conversation, or

indicated who they were in a way that admitted of no mis

take. Or, indeed, is it not rather true that the glorified bear

upon their form the impress of their individuality, their new

name (Eev. ii. 17)? Could we behold St. John or St. Paul

in their heavenly glory for any length of time without giving

them their name ?

The design of this appearing is only explained to us by
Luke :

&quot;

They talked,&quot; he says literally,
&quot;

of the departure which

Jesus was about to accomplish at Jerusalem&quot; How could cer

tain theologians imagine that Moses and Elijah came to in

struct Jesus respecting His approaching sufferings, when only
six days before He had Himself informed the Twelve about

them ? It is rather the two heavenly messengers who are

learning of Jesus, as the apostles were six days before, unless

one imagines that they talked with Him on a footing of

equality. In view of that cross which is about to be erected,

Elijah learns to know a glory superior to that of being taken

up to heaven, the glory of renouncing, through love, such

an ascension, and choosing rather a painful and ignominious
death. Moses comprehends that there is a sublimer end than

that of dying, according to the fine expression which the

Jewish doctors apply to his death, &quot;from the kiss of the

Eternal;&quot; and this is to deliver up one s soul to the fire of

divine wrath. This interview, at the same time, gave a

sanction, in the minds of the disciples, to an event from the

prospect of which only six days before they shrank in terror.

The term efoSo?, going out, employed by Luke, is chosen
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designedly ;
for it contains, at the same time, the ideas both

of death and ascension. Ascension was as much the natural

way for Jesus as death is for us. He might ascend with the

two who talked with Him. But to ascend now would be to

ascend without us. Down below, on the plain, He sees man
kind crushed beneath the weight of sin and death. Shall He
abandon them ? He cannot bring Himself to this. He
cannot ascend unless He carry them with Him

;
and in order

to do this, He now braves the other issue, which He can only

accomplish at Jerusalem. ID^povv, to accomplish, denotes

not the finishing of life by dying (Bleek), but the completion
of death itself. In such a death there is a task to accomplish.

The expression, at Jerusalem, has deep tragedy in it
;

at

Jerusalem, that city which has the monopoly of the murder of

the prophets (xiii. 33). This single word of Luke s on the

subject of the conversation throws light upon the scene, and

we can appraise at its true value the judgment of the critics

(Meyer, Holtzmann), who regard it as nothing more than the

supposition of later tradition ?

Further, it is through Luke that we are able to form an

idea of the true state of the disciples during this scene. The

imperf., they talked, ver. 30, has shown us that the conversation

had already lasted some time when the disciples perceived the

presence of the two heavenly personages. We must infer

from this that they were asleep during the prayer of Jesus. This

idea is confirmed by the plus-perfect fjcrav fiefiaprjfjievoi,, they

had leen weighed down, ver. 32. They were in this condition

during the former part of the interview, and they only came

to themselves just as the conversation was concluding. The

term Siaypyyopelv is used nowhere else in the N. T. In profane

Greek, where it is very little used, it signifies : to kezp awake.

Meyer would give it this meaning here :

&quot;

persevering in

keeping themselves awake, notwithstanding the drowsiness

which oppressed them.&quot; This sense is not inadmissible
;
never

theless the Be, hit, which denotes an opposition to this state of

slumber, rather inclines us to think that this verb denotes

their return to self-consciousness through (&a) a momentary
state of drowsiness. Perhaps we should regard the choice of

this unusual term as indicating a strange state, which many
persons have experienced, when the soul, after having sunk
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to sleep in prayer, in coming to itself, no longer finds itself in

the midst of earthly things, but feels raised to a higher sphere,

in which it receives impressions full of unspeakable joy.

Ver. 3 3 also enables us to see the true meaning of Peter s

words mentioned in the three narratives. It was the moment,
Luke tells us, when the two heavenly messengers were pre

paring to part from the Lord. Peter, wishing to detain them,

ventures to speak. He offers to construct a shelter, hoping

thereby to induce them to prolong their sojourn here below
;

as if it were the fear of spending the night in the open air

that obliged them to withdraw ! This enables us to under

stand Luke s remark (comp. also Mark) : not knowing what he

said. This characteristic speech was stereotyped in the tradi

tion, with this trifling difference, that in Matthew Peter calls

Jesus Lord (/cu/ote),
in Mark Master (pafifti), in Luke Master

(eTTLo-Tara). And it is imagined that our evangelists amused

themselves by making these petty changes in a common text !

3d Vers. 34 36.
1 The Divine Voice. Here we have the

culminating point of this scene. As the last sigh of the dying
Christian is received by the Lord, who comes for him (John
xiv. 3

;
Acts vii. 55, 56), so the presence of God is manifested

at the moment of the glorification of Jesus. The cloud is no

ordinary cloud
;

it is the veil in which God invests Himself

when He appears here below. We meet with it in the desert

and at the inauguration of the temple ;
we shall meet with it

again at the ascension. Matthew calls it a bright cloud
; never

theless he says, with the two others, that it overshadowed this

scene. His meaning is, that the brightness of the central

light pierced through the cloudy covering which cast its

mysterious shadow on the scene. If with the T. E. we read

e/eetVou?, only Jesus, Moses, and Elijah were enveloped in the

cloud, and the fear felt by the disciples proceeded from

uneasiness at being separated from their Master. But if with

the Alex, we read CLVTOVS, all six were enveloped in an instant

by the cloud, and the fear which seized the apostles was

1 Ver. 34. X. B. L. some Mnn., jan^a^y instead of *s&amp;lt;rx/a&amp;lt;rsv. X. B. C. L.

some Mnn., turixhtv aurovs instead of tx&ivavs uo-ixfaiv, which is the reading of

T. E. with the other Mjj. and the versions. Ver. 35. N. B. L. Z. Cop., o txXt-

X w.vos instead of o ecyuwres, which is the reading of T. E. with 18 Mjj., the

greater part of the Mnn. Syr. Itali(
.
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caused by their vivid sense of the divine nearness. The
former meaning is more natural

;
for the voice coming forth

out of the cloud could scarcely be addressed to any but persons
who were themselves outside the cloud.

The form of the divine declaration is very nearly the same

in the three accounts. The Alex, reading in Luke : this is

my Elect, is preferable to the received reading: this is my
beloved Son, which is taken either from the two other narratives,

or from the divine salutation at the baptism. It is a question
here of the elect in an absolute sense, in opposition to servants,

like Moses and Elijah, chosen for a special work. Comp.
xxiii. 35. The exhortation: Hear Him, is the repetition of

that by which Moses, Deut. xviii. 15, charged Israel to welcome

at some future day the teaching of the Messiah. This last

word indicates the design of the whole scene :

&quot; Hear Him,
whatever He may say to you : follow in His path, wherever

He may lead
you.&quot;

&quot;We have only to call to mind the words

of Peter :

&quot; Be it far from Thee, Lord ! this shall not le unto

Thee&quot; in the preceding conversation, to feel the true bearing
of this divine admonition. We find here again the realization

of a law which occurs throughout the life of Jesus
;

it is this,

that every act of voluntary humiliation on the part of the Son

is met by a corresponding act of glorification, of which He is

the object, on the part of the Father. He goes down into the

waters of the Jordan, devoting Himself to death
;
God addresses

Him as His well-beloved Son. In John xii., in the midst of

the trouble of His soul, He renews His vow to be faithful

unto death
;
a voice from heaven answers Him with the most

magnificent promise for His filial heart.

Matthew mentions here the feeling of fear which the other

two mention earlier. The word: Jesus only, ver. 36, is com
mon to the three narratives. It is a forcible expression of

the feeling of those who witnessed the scene after the disap

pearing of the celestial visitants
;

see on ii. 1 5. Does it

contain any allusion to the idea which has been made the very
soul of the narrative : The law and the prophets pass away ;

Jesus and His word alone remain ? To me it appears doubtful.

The silence kept at first by the apostles is accounted for in

Matthew and Mark by a positive command of Jesus. The

Lord s intention, doubtless, was to prevent the carnal excite-
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ment which the account of such a scene might produce in the

hearts of the other apostles and in the minds of the people.

After the resurrection and the ascension, there would no longer
be anything dangerous in the account of the transfiguration.

The risen One could not be a king of this world. Luke does

not mention Jesus prohibition ;
he had no reason for omitting

it, had he known of it. The omission of the following con

versation respecting the coming of Elijah may be accounted

for, on the other hand, as intentional This idea being current

only amongst the Jews, Luke might not think it necessary to

record for Gentile readers the conversation to which it had

given rise. Besides, i. 17 already contained a summary of

what there was to be said on this subject. This entire scene,

then, in each of its phases, conduced to the object which Jesus

had in view the strengthening of the faith of His own. In

the first, the contemplation of His glory ;
in the second, the

sanction of that way of sorrow into which He was to enter

and take them with Him
;
in the third, the divine approval

stamped on all His teaching : these were powerful supports
for the faith of the three principal apostles, which, once con

firmed, became, apart from words, the support of the faith of

their weaker fellow-disciples.

The objections to the reality of the transfiguration are : 1. Ite

magical character and uselessness : Why, asks Keim, should there

be a sign from heaven on this grand scale, when Jesus always refused

to grant any such prodigy ! But nowhere, perhaps, does the sound
reasonableness of the gospel come out more clearly than in this

narrative
; glorification is as much the normal termination of a holy

life, as death is of corrupt life. The design with which this mani

festation, which might have been concealed from the disciples, was

displayed to them, appears from its connection with the previous con
versation respecting the sufferings of the Messiah. 2. The impossi

bility of the reappearing of beings who have long been dead (see on
ver. 30). 3. A real appearing of Elijah would be an actual contradic

tion to the following conversation (in Matthew and Mark), in whioh
Jesus denies the return of this prophet in person, as expected by the

rabbis and the people. These are the arguments of Bleek and Keim.
But what Jesus denies in the following conversation is not a

temporary appearance, like that of the transfiguration, but Elijah s

return to life on earth in order to fulfil a new ministry. This is

what John the Baptist had accomplished (i. 17). 4. The silence of

John, who must have conceived of the glory of Jesus in a more

spiritual manner. Is it to be believed that this objection can be
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raised by the same critic who blames John for the magical character

of the miracles which he relates, and denies their reality for this

reason 1 The transfiguration, along with many other incidents (the
choice of the Twelve, the institution of baptism and the Lord s

Supper, etc.), is omitted by John for the simple reason that they
were sufficiently known through the Syn., and did not necessarily
enter into the plan of his book. 5. &quot;The artificial character of the

narrative appears from its resemblance to certain narratives of the

0. T.&quot; (Keim). And yet this very Keim disputes the reality of the

appearing of Moses and Elijah, on the ground that apparitions of

the dead are not warranted by the 0. T. ! But how is the existence

of our three narratives to be explained 1 Paulus reduces the whole
to a natural incident. He supposes an interview of Jesus with two
unknown friends with whom He had made an appointment on the

mountain. The reflection of the rising or setting sun on the snows
of Hermon, followed by a sudden clap of thunder, occasioned all

the rest. But who were those secret friends more closely connected

with Jesus than His most intimate apostles? This explanation

only results in making this scene a got-up affair, and Jesus a char

latan. It is abandoned at the present day. Weisse, Strauss, and
Keim regard the transfiguration as nothing but an invention of

mythical origin, designed to represent the moral glory of Jesus

under images derived from the history of Moses and Elijah. But

they can never explain how the Church created a picture so

complete as this out of fragments of 0. T. narrative. And how
could a mythical narrative occur in the midst of such precise his

torical notes of time as those in which it is contained in the three

narrations (six or eight days after the conversation at Ca3sarea, on the

one hand
;
the eve of the cure of the lunatic child, on the other) ?

And Jesus strict injunction forbidding His apostles to publish an

event which never took place ! We must pass here, as everywhere
else, from the mythical theory to the supposition of imposture.
And Peter s absurd speech would the Church have been likely to

make its founder speak after this fashion? Lastly, others have

regarded the transfiguration simply as a dream of Peter s. But did

the two other apostles have the same dream at the same time &quot;?

And would Jesus have attached such importance to a disciple s

dream as to have strictly prohibited him from relating it until after

His resurrection from the dead ? All these fruitless attempts prove
that the denial of the fact has also its difficulties.

From innocence to holiness, and from holiness to glory ;
here we

have the normal development of human existence, its royal path.
The transfiguration, at the culminating point of the life of Jesus,

shows that once at least this ideal has been realized in the history
of humanity.

This narrative is one of those in which we can most clearly

establish the originality and superior character of Luke s sources

of information. Certainly, he has neither derived his matter from

the two other evangelists, nor from a document common to all

three. This is evident from these two expressions : eight days after,
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and the elect of God (ver. 28 and ver. 35). The details by which
Luke determines for us the precise object of this scene, and the

subject of Jesus conversation with Moses and Elijah, as well as the

picture he gives of the state of the disciples, are such inimitable

touches, and are so suggestive for purposes of interpretation, that

criticism must renounce its mission as a search after historic truth,
or else decide to accord to Luke the possession of independent
sources of information closely connected with the fact.

The transfiguration is the end and seal of the Galilean

ministry, and at the same time the opening of the history of

the passion in our three Gospels.
5. The Cure of the Lunatic Child: ix. 37-43a. The

following narrative is closely connected with the preceding in

the three Syn. (Matt. xvii. 14 et seq. ;
Mark ix. 14 et seq.).

There was a moral contrast which had helped tradition to

keep the chronological thread.

Vers. 37-40. 1 The Request. The sleep with which the

disciples were overcome, as well as Peter s offer to Jesus, ver.

33, appear to us to prove that the transfiguration had taken

place either in the evening or during the night. Jesus and

His three companions came down from the mountain the next

morning. A great multitude awaited them. Nevertheless,

according to Mark, the arrival of Jesus excited a feeling ol

surprise. This impression might be attributed to a lingering

reflection of glory, which still illumined His person. But a

more natural explanation of it is the violent scene which had

just taken place before all this crowd, which gave a peculiar

opportuneness to the arrival of the Master. Matthew omits

all these details, and goes straight to the fact. The symptoms
of the malady, rigidity, foaming, and cries, show to what kind

of physical disorder it belonged ;
it was a species of epilepsy.

But the 42d verse and the conversation following, in Matthew

and Mark, prove that in the belief of Jesus the disorder of

the nervous system was either the cause or the effect of a

mental condition, of the same kind as those of which we have

already had several examples (iv. 33 et seq., viii. 26 et seq.).

According to Matthew, the attacks were of a periodical cha

racter, and were connected with the phases of the moon

1 Ver. 37. N. B. L. S. omit iv &quot;before m tfys. Ver. 38. The Mss. are divided

between iv^Xi^at and nn/3As^s. Ver. 39. X- D. some Mnn. It. Vg. add *&amp;lt;

pvo-o- t before XKI
ffva.pu.&amp;lt;r(r&amp;lt;i (taken from Mark).

VOL. I. 2 E
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Mark adds three items to the description of

the malady : dumbness (in the expression dumb demon there

is a confusion of the cause with the effect; comp. viii. 12, 13,

14, 23, for examples of similar confusion), grinding of the

teeth, and wasting away. These are common symptoms in

epilepsy.

The disciples had found themselves powerless to deal with

a malady so deep-seated (it dated from the young man s

childhood, Mark ix. 21); and the presence of certain scribes

(see Mark), who no doubt had not spared their sarcasm either

against them or their Master, had both humiliated and ex

asperated them. The expectation of the people was therefore

highly excited. What a contrast for Jesus between the

hours of divine peace which He had just spent in communion
with heaven, and the spectacle of the distress of this father,

and of the various passions which were raging around him !

Vers. 41-43 a. The Answer. The severe exclamation of

Jesus : Faithless and perverse generation, etc., has been applied
to the disciples (Meyer) ;

to the scribes (Calvin) ;
to the

father (Chrysostom, Grotius, Neander, De Wette) ;
to the

people (Olshausen). The father in Mark acknowledges his

unbelief; the scribes were completely under the power of

this disposition ;
the people had been shaken by their influ

ence
; lastly, the disciples so in Matthew Jesus expressly

tells them when the scene was over had been defeated in

this case by their want of faith. All these various explana

tions, therefore, may be maintained. And the expression,

&amp;lt;yevia, generation, the contemporary race, is sufficiently wide

to comprehend all the persons present. After enjoying

fellowship with celestial beings, Jesus suddenly finds Him
self in the midst of a world where unbelief prevails in all its

various degrees. It is therefore the contrast, not between

one man and another, but between this entire humanity
alienated from God, in the midst of which He finds Himself,

and the inhabitants of heaven whom He has just left, which

wrings from Him this mournful exclamation. 4t,ecrTpafjifj(,evrj,

perverse, an expression borrowed from Deut. xxxii. 5. The

twice repeated question, how long . . . ? is also explained by
the contrast to the preceding scene. It is not an expression
of impatience. The scene of the transfiguration has just
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proved, that if Jesus is still upon the earth, it is by His own

free will. The term suffer you implies as much. But He
feels Himself a stranger in the midst of this unbelief, and

He cannot suppress a sigh for the time when His filial and

fraternal heart will be no longer chilled at every moment by
exhibitions of feeling opposed to His most cherished aspira

tions. The holy enjoyment of the night before has, as it

were, made Him home-sick. Upo? v^as, amongst you, in Luke

and Mark, expresses a more active relation than
^eO&quot; VIJL&V,

with you, in Matthew. The command : Bring tliy son hither,

has something abrupt in it. Jesus seems anxious to shake

off the painful feeling which possesses Him
; cornp. a similar

expression, John xi. 34.

There is a kind of gradation in the three narratives.

Matthew, without mentioning the preceding attack, merely
relates the cure

;
the essential thing for him is the conversa

tion of Jesus with His disciples which followed. In Luke,

the narrative of the cure is preceded by a description of the

attack. Lastly, Mark, in describing the attack, relates the

remarkable conversation which Jesus had with the father of

the child. This conversation, which bears the highest marks

of authenticity, neither allows us to admit that Mark drew

his account from either of the others, or that they had his

narrative, or a narrative anything like his, in their possession ;

how could Luke especially have voluntarily omitted such

details ?

We shall not analyze here the dialogue in Mark in which Jesus

suddenly changes the question, whether He has power to Jieal, into

another, whether His questioner has power to believe; after which,
the latter, terrified at the responsibility thrown upon him by this

turn being given to the question, invokes with anguish the power
of Jesus to help his faith, which appears to him no better than
unbelief. Nothing more profound or exquisite has come from the

pen of any evangelist. It is the very photography of the human
and paternal heart. And we are to suppose that the other evange
lists had this masterpiece of Mark s before their eyes, and mutilated

ifc ! We find these two incidents in Luke mentioned also in the

raising of the widow of Nain s son : an only son (ver. 38) : and He
gave him to his father (ver. 42). &quot;They belong to Luke s manner,&quot;

says the critic. But ought not the original and characteristic

details with which our Gospel is full to inspire a little more con
fidence in his narratives ? The conversation which followed this

miracle, and which Luke omits, is one of the passages in whicli the
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unbelief of the apostles is most severely blamed. This omission

does not prove, at any rate, that the sacred writer was animated with
that feeling of ill-will towards the Twelve which criticism imputes
to him.

6. The, three last Incidents of Jesus Galilean Ministry: ix.

436-50.

1st. The Second Announcement of the Passion: vers. 43-
45.

1 We may infer from the two other Syn. (Matt. xvii.

22, 23
;
Mark ix. 30-32), more especially from Mark, that it

was during the return from Csesarea Philippi to Capernaum
that Jesus had this second conversation with His disciples

respecting His sufferings. Luke places it in connection with

the state of excitement into which the minds of those who

were with Jesus had been thrown by the preceding miracles.

The Lord desires to suppress this dangerous excitement in the

hearts of His disciples. And we can understand, therefore,

why this time Jesus makes no mention of the resurrection

(comp. ix. 22). By the pronoun vpels, you, He distinguishes

the apostles from the multitude :

&quot; You who ought to know

the real state of
things.&quot;

The expression Oeo-06 as ra &ra,

literally, put this into your ears, is very forcible.
&quot;

If even

you do not understand it, nevertheless impress it on your

memory ; keep it as a
saying.&quot;

The sayings which they are

thus to preserve, are those which are summarized in this very

44th verse, and not, as Meyer would have us think, the enthu

siastic utterances of the people to which allusion is made in

ver. 43. The for which follows is not opposed to this mean

ing, which is the only natural one :

&quot; Eemember &quot;these sayings ;

for incredible as they appear to you, they will not fail to be

realized.&quot; The term, le delivered into the hands of men, refers

to the counsel of God, and not to the treachery of Judas.

They can know very little of the influence exercised by the

will on the reason who find a difficulty in the want of under

standing shown by the disciples (ver. 45). The prospect

which Jesus put before them was regarded with aversion

(Matt. v. 23), and consequently they refused to pay any
serious attention to it, or even to question Jesus about it

(Mark v. 32). Nothing more fully accords with psychological

experience than this moral phenomenon indicated afresh by
1 Ver. 43. The Mss. are divided between ! (T. K.) and uru (Alex.).
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Luke. The following narrative will prove its reality. The

iva, in order that, ver. 45, does not signify simply, so that.

The idea of purpose implied in this conjunction refers to the

providential dispensation which permitted this blindness.

2d. The question: Which is the greatest? vers. 46-48.1

This incident also must belong, according to Matthew and

Mark, to the same time (Matt, xviii. 1 et seq. ;
Mark ix. 33

et seq.). According to Mark, the dispute on this question had

taken place on the road, during their return from Cassarea to

Capernaum.
&quot; What were ye talking about ly the way ?&quot; Jesus

asked them after their arrival (ver. 33); and it was then

that the following scene took place in a house which, accord

ing to Matthew, was probably Peter s. We have several other

indications of a serious dispute between the disciples happen

ing about this time
;

for example, that admonition preserved

by Mark at the end of the discourse spoken by Jesus on this

occasion (ix. 50):
&quot; Have salt in yourselves, and be at peace

among yourselves;&quot; then there is the instruction of Jesus on

the conduct to be pursued in the case of offences between

brethren, Matt, xviii. 15 :
&quot;If thy brother sin against thee . . .

;&quot;

lastly, the question of Peter :

&quot; How many times am I to for

give, my brother ?&quot; and the answer of Jesus, xviii. 21, 22. All

these sayings belong to the period of the return to Capernaum,
and are indications of a serious altercation between the dis

ciples. According to the highly dramatic account of Mark, it

is Jesus Himself who takes the initiative, and who questions
them as to the subject of their dispute. Shame-stricken, like

guilty children, at first they are silent
;
then they make up

their minds to avow what the question was about which they
had quarrelled. Each had put forward his claims to the first

place, and depreciated those of the rest. Peter had been the

most eager and, perhaps, the most severely handled. We see

how superficial was the impression made on them by the

announcement of their Master s sufferings. Jesus then seated

Himself (Mark v. 35), and gathering the Twelve about Him,

gave them the following instruction. All these circumstances

are omitted by Matthew. In his concise way of dealing with

1 Yer. 47. X. B. F. K. L. n. several Mnn. Syr. read i/W instead of &amp;lt;W

B. C. D., &amp;lt;ra/$,*v instead of *-/W Ver. 48. N. B. C. L. X. Z. some Mun.
u^ &amp;lt;rr;v instead Of iffTXi.
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facts, contrary to all moral probability, he puts the question :

Which of us is the greatest ? into the mouth of the disciples

who address it to Jesus. All he regards as important is the

teaching given on the occasion. As to Luke, Bleek, pressing

the words eV aurot?, in them, supposes that, according to him,

we have simply to do with the thoughts which had arisen in

the hearts of the disciples (comp. ver. 47, TT}? /ea/oSta?), and

not with any outward quarrel. But the term ela-fjXOe, occurred,

indicates a positive fact, just such as that Mark so graphically

describes
;
and the expression in them, or among them, applies

to the circle of the disciples in the midst of which this dis

cussion had taken place. Jesus takes a child, and makes him

the subject of His demonstration. It is a law of heaven, that

the feeblest creature here below shall enjoy the largest measure

of heavenly help and tenderness (Matt, xviii. 10). In con

formity with this law of heaven, Jesus avows a peculiar in

terest in children, and commends them to the special care of

His own people. Whoever entering into His views receives

them as such, receives Him. He receives Jesus as the riches

which have come to fill the void of his own existence, which

in itself is so poor, and in Jesus, God, who, as a consequence
of the same principle, is the constant complement of the

existence of Jesus (John vi. 57). Consequently, for a man
to devote himself from love to Jesus to the service of the

little ones, and so make himself the least, is to be on the road

towards possessing God most completely, and becoming the

greatest.

The meaning of Jesus words in Matthew is somewhat dif

ferent, at least as far as concerns the first part of the answer.

Here Jesus lays down as the measure of true greatness, not a

tender sympathy for the little, but the feeling of one s own

littleness. The child set in the midst is not presented to the

disciples as one in whom they are to interest themselves, but

as an example of the feeling with which they must themselves

be possessed. It is an invitation to return to their infantine

humility and simplicity, rather than to love the little ones. It

is only in the 5th verse that Matthew passes from this idea,

by a natural transition, to that which is contained in the

answer of Jesus as given by Luke and Mark. It is probable

that the first part of the answer in Matthew is borrowed from
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another scene, which we find occurring later in Mark (x. 13

16) and Luke (xviii. 1517), as well as in Matthew himself

(xix. 13-15) ;
this Gospel combines here, as usual, in a single

discourse elements belonging to different occasions. Meyer
thinks that in this expression, receive in my name, the in my
name refers not to the disposition of him who receives, but of

him who is received, in so far as he presents himself as a dis

ciple of Jesus. But these two notions : presenting oneself in

the name of Jesus (consciously or unconsciously), and being
received in this name, cannot be opposed one to the other.

As soon as the welcome takes place, one becomes united with

the other. The Alex, reading COT/, is, is more spiritual than

the Byz. eWat, shall be, which has an eschatological meaning.
It is difficult to decide between them.

od. The Dissenting Disciple: vers. 49 and 50.
1

Only in

some very rare cases does John play an active part in the

Gospel history. But he appears to have been at this time in

a state of great excitement
; comp. the incident which imme

diately follows (ix. 54 et seq.), and another a little later

(Matt. xx. 20 et seq.). He had no doubt been one of the

principal actors in the incident related here by himself, and

which might very easily have had some connection with the

dispute which had just been going on. The link of connec

tion is more simple than criticism imagines. The importance
which Jesus had just attributed to His name in the preceding

answer, makes John fear that he has violated by his rashness

the majesty of this august name. When once in the way of

confession, he feels that he must make a clean breast of it.

This connection is indicated by the terms airoicpidek (Luke)
and dTre/cpiOr) (Mark). This incident, placed here in close

connection with the preceding, helps us to understand some

parts of the lengthened discourse, Matt, xviii., which certainly

belongs to this period. These little ones, whom care must be

taken not to offend (ver. 6), whom the good Shepherd seeks to

save (vers. 11-13), and of whom not one by God s will shall

1 Ver. 49. tf. B. L. X. A. Z. some Mnn. read tv &amp;lt;ru in place of t-rt TU (iv per

haps taken from Mark). X. B. L. Z. Itali
^., ixuXva^iv instead of txu*.vo-a.ft&amp;lt;v.

Ver. 50. C. D. F. L. M. Z. add *u&amp;lt;rov to pn xulvtrt. They read xa.ff vpu* and

v*if VPUV in Ncb B. C. D. K. L. M. Z. n. several Mnn. It. Syr. ;
xa6 i^uv ;md

j&amp;lt;rsp vftuv in N* A. X. A. some Mnn.
;
and xnff vpav and vrsp r,puv in T. R., ac

cording to Nca E. F. G. H. S. U. V. r. A. and most of the Mnn.
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perish (ver. 14), are doubtless beginners in the faith, such as

he was towards whom the apostles had shown such intolerance.

Thus it very often happens, that by bringing together separate
stones scattered about in our three narratives, we succeed in

reconstructing large portions of the edifice, and then, by join

ing it to the Gospel of John, the entire building.

The fact here mentioned is particularly interesting.
&quot; We

see,&quot;
as Meyer says,

&quot; that even outside the circle of the per
manent disciples of Jesus there were men in whom His word

and His works had called forth a higher and miraculous power ;

these sparks, which fell beyond the circle of His disciples, had

made flames burst forth here and there away from the central

fire.&quot; Was it desirable to extinguish these fires ? It was a

delicate question. Such men, though they had never lived in

the society of Jesus, acquired a certain authority, and might
use it to disseminate error. With this legitimate fear on the

part of the Twelve there was no doubt mingled a reprehensible

feeling of jealousy. They no longer had the monopoly of the

work of Christ. Jesus instantly discerned this taint of evil in

the conduct which they had just pursued. In Luke, as in

Mark, instead of the aor. e/ccoXvcra/jiev, we forbade him, some

MSS. read the irnperf. eKa)\vofj,ev :

&quot; We were forbidding him,

and thought we were doing right ;
were we deceived ?

&quot;

Their

opposition was only tentative, inasmuch as Jesus had not

sanctioned it. This is the preferable reading.

The answer of Jesus is full of broad and exalted feeling.

The divine powers which emanate from Him could not be

completely contained in any visible society, not even in that

of the Twelve. The fact of spiritual union with Him takes

precedence of social communion with the other disciples. So

far from treating a man who makes use of His name as an

adversary, he must rather be regarded, even in his isolated

position, as a useful auxiliary. Of the three readings offered

by the MSS. in ver. 50, and which are also found in Mark

(against you -for you ; against you -for us ; against us -for

us), it appears to me that we must prefer the first :

&quot; He who
is not against you, is for you.&quot;

The authority of the Alex.

MSS., which read in this way, is confirmed by that of the

ancient versions, the Italic and the Pcscliito, and still more by
the context. The person of Jesus is not in fact involved in
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tliis conflict, is it not in His name that the man acts ? As a

matter of fact, it is the Twelve who are concerned :

&quot; he fol-

loweth not with us
;&quot;

this is the grievance (ver. 49). It is

quite different in the similar and apparently contradictory

saying (Luke xi. 23; Matt. xii. 30):
&quot; He who is not with me,

is against me&quot; The difference between these two declarations

consists in this
;
in the second case, it is the personal honour

of Jesus which is at stake. He opposes the expulsions of

demons, which He effects, to those of the Jewish exorcists.

These latter appear to be labouring with Him against a com
mon enemy, but really they are strengthening the enemy. In

the application which we might make of these maxims at the

present day, the former would apply to brethren who, while

separated from us ecclesiastically, are fighting with us for the

cause of Christ
;
whilst the latter would apply to men who,

although belonging to the same religious society as ourselves,

are sapping the foundations of the gospel. We should have

the sense to regard the first as allies, although found in a dif

ferent camp ;
the others as enemies, although found in our own

camp.
Mark introduces between the two parts of this reply a

remarkable saying, the import of which is, that no one need

tear that a man who does such works in the name of Jesus

will readily pass over to the ranks of those who speak evil of

Him, that is to say, of those who accuse Him of casting out

devils by Beelzebub. After having invoked the name of Jesus

in working a cure, to bring such an accusation against Jesus

would be to accuse himself.

Nowhere, perhaps, is the fitting of the Syn. one into the other,
albeit quite undesigned, more remarkable. In Matthew the words,
without the occasion of them (the dispute between the disciples) ;

in Luke the incident, with a brief saying having reference to it
;
in

Mark the incident,, with some very graphic and much more circum

stantial details than in Luke, and a discourse which resembles in

part that in Matthew, but differs from both by omissions and addi

tions which are equally important. Is not the mutual independence
of the three traditional narratives palpably proved ]
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INTEGRITY OF ZECHARIAH. 8vo, 12s.

HISTORY OF THE KINGDOM OF GOD UNDER THE OLD TESTA
MENT. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

CHRISTOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT : A Commentary on
the Messianic Predictions. Second Edition, Four vols. 8vo, 2, 2s.

ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Hermes Trismegistus THEOLOGICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS.
Translated from the original Greek by J. D. CHAMBERS, M. A. 8vo, 6s.

Herzog ENCYCLOPEDIA OR DICTIONARY OF BIBLICAL, HISTORICAL,
DOCTRINAL, AND PRACTICAL THEOLOGY. Based on the Real-EncyTclopddie

ofHerzoy, Plitt, and HaucL Edited by Professor SCHAFF, D.D. (In Three

vols.) Vols. I. and II. now ready, price 24s. each. Seepage 1.

Janet (Paul) FINAL CAUSES. By PAUL JANET, Member of the In
stitute. Translated from the French by &quot;W. AFFLECK, B.D. Second Edition.

Demy 8vo, 12s.

Jouffroy PHILOSOPHICAL ESSAYS. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Kant THE METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Keil (Professor) BIBLICAL COMMENTARY ON THE PENTATEUCH. Three
vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOKS OF JOSHUA, JUDGES, AND KUTH.
Svo, 10s. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOKS OF SAMUEL. Svo, 10s. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOKS OF KINGS. Svo, 10s. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON THE BOOKS OF CHRONICLES. Svo, 10s. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON EZRA, NEHEMIAH, ESTHER. Svo, 10s. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON JEREMIAH. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

COMMENTARY ON EZEKIEL. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

COMMENTARY ON DANIEL. Svo, 10s. 6d.

ON THE BOOKS OF THE MINOR PROPHETS. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

MANUAL OF HISTORICO - CRITICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE
CANONICAL SCRIPTURES OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Keymer (Rev. N., M.A.) NOTES ON GENESIS; or, Christ and His
Church among the Patriarchs. &quot;With a Preliminary Notice by the Bishop of

Lincoln. Crown Svo, Is. 6d.

Killen (Prof.) THE OLD CATHOLIC CHURCH
; or, The History, Doc

trine, &quot;Worship, and Polity of the Christians, traced from the Apostolic Age to

the Establishment of the^Pope as a Temporal Sovereign, A.D. 755. Svo, 9s.

Krummacher (Dr. F. W.) THE SUFFERING SAVIOUR
; or, Meditations

on the Last Days of the Sufferings of Christ. Eighth Edit., crown Svo, 7s. 6d.

DAVID, THE KING OF ISRAEL : A Portrait drawn from Bible

History and the Book of Psalms. Second Edition, crown Svo, 7s. 6d.
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Krummacher (Dr. F. W.) AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Edited by his Daughter.
Crown 8vo, 6s,

Kurtz (Prof.) HANDBOOK OF CHURCH HISTORY. Two vols. 8vo, 15s.

HISTORY OF THE OLD COVENANT. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

Laidlaw (Eev. Prof. John, D.D.) THE BIBLE DOCTRINE OF MAN.
(The Seventh Series of Cunningham Lectures.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Lange (J. P., D.D.) THE LIFE OF OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST. Edited,
with additional Notes, by MARCUS DODS, D.D. Second Edition, in Four
vols. 8vo, Subscription price, 28s.

COMMENTARIES ON THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENT. Edited

by PHILIP SCHAFF, D.D. OLD TESTAMENT, 14 vols.
;
NEW TESTAMENT, 10

vols.
; APOCRYPHA, 1 vol. Subscription price, nett, 15s. each.

Lange (J. P., D.D.) COMMENTARY, THEOLOGICAL AND HOMILETICAL,
ON THE GOSPELS OF ST. MATTHEW AND ST. MARK. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. LUKE. Two vols. 8vo, 18s.

ON THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Lewis (Tayler, LL.D.) THE Six DAYS OF CREATION. New Edition,
crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Lindsay (Rev. Prof., D.D.) THE EEFORMATION. Bible Class Hand
books. Crown 8vo, 2s.

Lisco (F. G-.) PARABLES OF JESUS EXPLAINED. Fcap. 8vo, 5s.

Lotze (Professor) MICROCOSMOS. In preparation.

Luthardt, Kahnis, and Bruckner THE CHURCH : Its Origin, its

History, and its Present Position. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Luthardt (Prof.) ST. JOHN THE AUTHOR OF THE FOURTH GOSPEL. 9s.

ST. JOHN S GOSPEL DESCRIBED AND EXPLAINED ACCORDING
TO ITS PECULIAR CHARACTER. Three vols. 8vo, 31s. 6d.

APOLOGETIC LECTURES ON THE FUNDAMENTAL (Sixth

Edition), SAVING (Fourth Edition), MORAL TRUTHS OF CHRISTIANITY (Third
Edition). Three vols. crown 8vo, 6s. each.

Macdonald (Eev. Donald) INTRODUCTION TO THE PENTATEUCH : An
Inquiry, Critical and Doctrinal, into the Genuineness, Authority, and

Design of the Mosaic &quot;Writings.
Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

THE CREATION AND FALL. 8vo, 12s.

Macgregor (Eev. Jas., D.D.) THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. With
Introduction and Notes. Bible Class Handbooks. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

Macpherson (Eev. John, M.A.) THE WESTMINSTER CONFESSION OF
FAITH. With Introduction and Notes. Bible Class Handbooks. Cr. 8vo, 2s.

PRESBYTERIANISM. Bible Class Handbooks.

M Lauchlan (T., D.D., LL.D.) THE EARLY SCOTTISH CHURCH. To
the Middle of the Twelfth Century. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Martensen (Bishop) CHRISTIAN DOGMATICS : A Compendium of the
Doctrines of Christianity. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

CHRISTIAN ETHICS. (GENERAL ETHICS.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.

CHRISTIAN ETHICS. (INDIVIDUAL ETHICS.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.

CHRISTIAN ETHICS. (SOCIAL ETHICS.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.
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Matheson (Geo., D.D.) GROWTH OF THE SPIRIT OF CHRISTIANITY, from
the First Century to the Dawn of the Lutheran Era. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

AIDS TO THE STUDY OF GERMAN THEOLOGY. 3d Edition, 4s. 6d.

Meyer (Dr.) CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON ST.

MATTHEW S GOSPEL. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON MARK AND LUKE. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON ST. JOHN S GOSPEL. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON CORINTHIANS. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

ON GALATIANS. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

ON EPHESIANS AND PHILEMON. One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

ON PHILIPPIANS AND COLOSSIANS. One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

ON THESSALONIANS. (Dr. Lunemann.) One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

THE PASTORAL EPISTLES. (Dr. Huther.) One vol. 8vo,
10s. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. (Dr. Lunemann.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.

ON ST. JAMES AND ST. JOHN S EPISTLES. (Dr. Huther.) 8vo,
10s. 6d.

PETER AND JUDE. (Dr. Huther.) One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Monrad (Dr. D. G.) THE WORLD OF PRAYER; or, Prayer in relation

to Personal Religion. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

Morgan (J., D.D.) SCRIPTURE TESTIMONY TO THE HOLY SPIRIT. 9s.

EXPOSITION OF THE FIRST EPISTLE OF JOHN. 8vo, 9s.

Miiller (Dr. Julius) THE CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE OF SIN. An entirely
New Translation from the Fifth German Edition. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Murphy (Professor) A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON
THE BOOK OF PSALMS. Svo, 12s.

BOOKS OF CHRONICLES. Bible Class Handbooks. Cr. 8vo, Is. 6d.

A CRITICAL AND EXEGETICAL COMMENTARY ON EXODUS. 9s.

Naville (Ernest) THE PROBLEM OF EVIL. Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

THE CHRIST. Translated by Eev. T. J. DESPR^S. Cr.8vo,4s.6d.

Nicoll (W. R., M.A.) THE INCARNATE SAVIOUR: A Life of Jesus
Christ. Crown Svo, 6s.

Neander (Dr.) GENERAL HISTORY OF THE CHRISTIAN EELIGION AND
CHURCH. Nine vols. Svo, 3, 7s. 6d.

Oehler (Prof.) THEOLOGY OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. 2 vols. Svo, 21s.

Oosterzee (Dr. Van) THE YEAR OF SALVATION. Words of Life for

Every Day. A Book of Household Devotion. Two vols. Svo, 7s. 6d. each.

MOSES : A Biblical Study. Crown Svo, 6s.

Olshausen (Dr. H.) BIBLICAL COMMENTARY ON THE GOSPELS AND
ACTS. Four vols. Svo, 2, 2s. Cheaper Edition, four vols. crown Svo, 24s.

EOMANS. One vol. Svo, 10s. 6d.

CORINTHIANS. One vol. 8vo, 9s.

PHILIPPIANS, TITUS, AND FIRST TIMOTHY. One vol. Svo, 10s.6d.

Owen (Dr. John) WORKS. Best and only Complete Edition. Edited

by Rev. Dr. GOOLD. Twenty-four vols. Svo, Subscription price, 4, 4s.

The Hebrews may be had separately, in Seven vols., 2, 2s. nett.
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Philippi (F. A.
)

COMMENTARY ON THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. From
the Third Improved Edition, by Rev. Professor BANKS. Two vols. Svo, 21s.

Piper (Dr. Ferdinand) LIVES OF THE LEADERS OF THE CHURCH
UNIVERSAL. Translated from the German, and edited, with additions, by
H. M. MACCRACKEN, D.D. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Popular Commentary on the New Testament. Edited by PHILIP

SCHAFF, D.D. With Illustrations and Maps. Vol. I. THE SYNOPTICAL
GOSPELS. Vol. II. ST. JOHN S GOSPEL, AND THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES.
Vol. III. ROMANS TO PHILEMON. Vol. IV. shortly. In Four vols. imperial
8vo, 18s. each. See page 32.

Pressense (Edward de) THE EEDEEMER : Discourses Translated from
the French. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Rainy (Principal) DELIVERY AND DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIAN
DOCTRINE. (The Fifth Series of the Cunningham Lectures.) 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Eeusch (Professor) BIBLE AND NATURE. In preparation.

Eeuss (Professor) HISTORY OF THE SACRED SCRIPTURES OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT. In preparation.

Riehm (Dr. E.) MESSIANIC PROPHECY : Its Origin, Historical Charac

ter, and Eelation to New Testament Fulfilment. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Bitter (Carl) THE COMPARATIVE GEOGRAPHY OF PALESTINE AND THE
SINAITIC PENINSULA. Four vols. 8vo, 32s.

Robinson (Rev. S., D.D.) DISCOURSES ON EEDEMPTION. 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Rohf-xson (Edward, D.D.) GREEK AND ENGLISH LEXICON OF THE
^EW TESTAMENT. Svo, 9s.

Rothe (Professor) SERMONS FOR THE CHRISTIAN YEAR. Cr. Svo, 6s.

Saisset MANUAL OF MODERN PANTHEISM : Essay on Eeligious Philo

sophy. Two vols. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Schaif (Professor) HISTORY OF APOSTOLIC CHRISTIANITY, A.D. 1-100.
A New Edition, thoroughly Revised and Enlarged. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

Schmid s BIBLICAL THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. Svo, 10s. 6d.

Scott (Jas., M.A., D.D.) PRINCIPLES OF NEW TESTAMENT QUOTATION
ESTABLISHED AND APPLIED TO BIBLICAL CRITICISM. Cr. 8vo, 2nd Edit., 4s.

Scrymgeour (Wm., M.A.) LESSONS ON THE LIFE OF CHRIST. Bible

Class Handbooks.

Shedd (W., D.D.) HISTORY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. Two vols.

8vo, 21s.

SERMONS TO THE NATURAL MAN. Svo, 7s. 6d.

Smeaton (Professor) THE DOCTRINE OF THE ATONEMENT AS TAUGHT
BY CHRIST HIMSELF. Second Edition, Svo, 10s. 6d.

ON THE DOCTRINE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. (Ninth Series of
Cunningham Lectures.} Svo, 10s. 6d.

Smith (H. B., D.D.) FAITH AND PHILOSOPHY : Discourses and Essays.
Edited, with an Introductory Notice, by G. L. PRENTISS, D.D. Svo, 12s.

Smith (Professor Thos., D.D.) MEDIAEVAL MISSIONS. (DuffMissionary
Lectures, First Series.) Crown Svo, 4s. 6d.

Stalker (Jas., M.A.) A LIFE OF CHRIST. Bible Class Handbooks.
Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

Steinmeyer (Dr. F. L.) THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD : Examined in
their relation to Modern Criticism. Svo, 7s. 6d.

. THE HISTORY OF THE PASSION AND EESURRECTION OF OUR
LORD, considered in the Light of Modern Criticism. Svo, 10s. 6d.
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Stevenson (Mrs.) THE SYMBOLIC PARABLES : The Predictions of the

Apocalypse viewed in relation to the General Truths of Scripture. Crown 8vo, 5s.

Steward (Rev. G.) MEDIATORIAL SOVEREIGNTY : The Mystery of Christ
and the Revelation of the Old and New Testaments. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

THE ARGUMENT OF THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. A
Posthumous Work. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Stewart (Dugald) THE COLLECTED WORKS OF. Edited by Sir WM.
HAMILTON, Bart. Eleven vols. 8vo, 12s. each.

Stier (Dr. Rudolph) ON THE WORDS OF THE LORD JESUS. Eight
vols. 8vo, 4, 4s. Separate volumes may be had, price 10s. 6d.

In order to bring this valuable Work more within the reach of all Classes, both

Clergy and Laity, Messrs. Clark continue to supply the Eight-volume Edition bowid
in FOUR at the Original Subscription price of 2, 2s.

THE WORDS OF THE EISEN SAVIOUR, AND COMMENTARY ON
THE EPISTLE OF ST. JAMES. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

THE WORDS OF THE APOSTLES EXPOUNDED. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Tholuck (Professor) COMMENTARY ON GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN. 8vo, 9s.

THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. Two vols. fcap. 8vo, 8s.

LIGHT FROM THE CROSS : Sermons on the Passion of Our
Lord. Third Edition, crown 8vo, 5s.

COMMENTARY ON THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Tophel (Pastor G-.) THE WORK OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. Translated by
Eev. T. J. DESPR^S. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

Uhlhorn (G-.) HISTORY OF CHARITY IN THE PRIMITIVE CHURCH.
In the Press.

UUmann (Dr. Carl) REFORMERS BEFORE THE REFORMATION, princi

pally in Germany and the Netherlands. Two vols. 8vo, 21s.

THE SINLESSNESS OF JESUS : An Evidence for Christianity.
Fourth Edition, crown 8vo, 6s.

Urwick (W., M.A.) THE SERVANT OF JEHOVAH : A Commentary
upon Isaiah Hi. 13-liii. 12; with Dissertations upon Isaiah xl.-lxvi. 8vo, 6s.

Vinet (Professor) STUDIES ON BLAISE PASCAL. Crown 8vo, 5s.

PASTORAL THEOLOGY. Second Edition, post 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Walker (Eev. Norman L.) SCOTTISH CHURCH HISTORY. Bible Class

Handbooks. Crown 8vo, Is. 6d.

Watts (Professor) THE NEWER CRITICISM AND THE ANALOGY OF
THE FAITH. A Reply to Lectures by W. Robertson Smith, M.A., on the Old
Testament in the Jewish Church. Third Edition, crown 8vo, 5s.

Weiss (Prof. Bernhard) BIBLICAL THEOLOGY OF THE NEW TESTA
MENT. Vol. I., 8vo, 10s. 6d. Vol. II. shortly.

LIFE OF CHRIST. Vol. 1. shortly.

White (Rev. M.) THE SYMBOLICAL NUMBERS OF SCRIPTURE. Crown
8vo, 4s.

Williams
(
W. H., M.A.) A SELECT VOCABULARY OF LATIN ETYMOLOGY.

For the use of Schools. Fcap. 8vo, Is. 6d.

Winer (Dr. G. B.) A TREATISE ON THE GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTA
MENT GREEK, regarded as the Basis of New Testament Exegesis. Third

Edition, edited by W. F. MOULTON, D.D. Ninth English Edition, 8vo, 15s.

A COMPARATIVE VIEW OF THE DOCTRINES AND CONFESSIONS
OF THE VARIOUS. COMMUNITIES OF CHRISTENDOM. 8vo, 10s. 6d.

Wuttke (Professor) CHRISTIAN ETHICS. Two vols. 8vo, 12s. 6d.
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